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PREFACE.

In the year 1871, while living at Fukiii, in the province of

Echizen, Japan, I sjDent a few clays at Tsuruga and Mikuui, by the

Like " the Saxon shore " of

sea which sejjarates Japan and Corea.
early Britain, the coast of Echizen

had been

in jmrneval times

the landing-place of rovers, immigrants, and adventurers from the

Here, at Tsuruga, Corean envoys had

continental shore ojDposite.

landed on

their waj' to the mikado's court.

In the temple near by

were shrines dedicated to the Corean Prince of Mimana, and to
Jingu Kogo, Ojin, and Takenouchi, whose names in Jaj^anese
ditions are

associated

with

"The Treasure-land

Across the bay hung a sweet-toned

Corea in

a.d.

647

;

declared there was
nestled the

in

much

little village

bell, said to

which tradition
of

gold.

tra-

the West."

have been cast in

— untested

Among

of

by chemistry

the hills not far away,

Awotabi (Green Nook),

settled centuries

ago by paper-makers, and visited a milleuium ago by tributebearers,

from the neighboring j^eninsula

;

and famous

for j^rodu-

cing the crinkled paper on which the dij^lomatic correspondence

between the two nations was written. Some of the first families in
Echizen were proud of their descent from Cho-sen, while in the
villages,

where dwelt the Eta, or

social outcasts, I

scendants of Corean prisoners of war.

beheld the de-

Everywhere the finger of

westward across the waters to the Asiaia mainand the whole region was eloquent of "kin beyond sea."
Birds and animals, fruits and falcons, vegetables and trees, farmers'

tradition j^ointed
land,

implements and the potter's wheel, names in geograjDhy and things
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and doctrines and systems in religion were

in the arts,

someway

in

counected with Corca.

The thought often came to me as I walked Avithin the mossgrown feudal castle walls old in story, but then newly given up
to schools of Westeni science and languages — why should Corea be
sealed and mysterious, when Japan, once a hermit, had opened her

—

doors and come out into the world's market-place

As one diamond cuts another, why

come?

Corea's awakening

WTien would

?

should not Cho-ka (Japan)

oi:)eu

Cho-sen (Corea)

?

Turning with delight and fascination to the study

and

history

On my

neighbor countiy.

of

Japanese

found much that reflected light upon the

antiquities, I

return home, I continued to search for

materials for the story of the last of the hermit nations.

No

mas-

ter of research in

China or Japan having attempted the

task,

from

what Locke

"the roundabout Aiew,"

no claim

calls

whom

no more than a

and "Is Corea

of

Many

ask "What's in Corea ?"

any importance in the history of the world?"

Land of Morning Calm

is

to give an outline of the history of

— as the natives

before the Chi-istian era to the present

speeds best, being

i)lainly told," I

beUish the narrative,

though

I

call theii* countr}*

yeai'.

have

and pottery, the language and
pencil-sketches,

histories of
tist,

art,

— from

As " an honest

made no attempt

to

tale

em-

have sought infonnation fi'om

sources from within and without Corea, in

nesses,

with

Corea " suggests," as an American lady

sea-shell."

!My purpose in this work
the

it,

to origiuahty or profound, research, for the benefit of the

general reader, to
said, "

I have essayed

maps and

charts, coins

notes and nan-atives of eye-wit-

paintings and jihotographs, the standard

Japan and China, the testimony of

sailor

and diploma-

missionary and castaway, and the digested knowledge of critical

scholars.

I have attempted nothing

more than a

historical outline

of the nation and a glimpse at the political and social
people.

For lack of

Modem

History," part

space, the original manuscript

m., has been

of "

life

of the

Recent and

greatly abridged,

and many

topics of interest have been left untouched.

The bulk

of the text

was written between the years 1877 and
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since (vhich time the literature of the subject has been en-

riched by Ross's "Corea" and " Coi'ean Primer," besides the

Grammar and Dictionary of the Corean language made by, the French
With these linguistic helps I have been able to get
missionaries.
access to the language, and thus clear up doubtful points and ob-

tain

much needed

data.

I

have borrowed largely from Dallet's

"Histoire d'Eglise de Coree," especially in the chapters devoted to
Folk-lore, Social Life,

and

lowing the Preface

a list of

is

In the BibliograiDhy

Christianity.

works to which

I

fol-

have been more

or less indebted.

Many

friends have assisted

help in translation,

me

among whom

I

with correspondence, advice, or

must

first

dents, Hasegawa, Hiraii, Haraguchi, Matsui,

thank

my

former stu-

and Imadatte, and

my

Ohgimi and Kimura, while others, alas
will never in this world see my record of acknowledgment — K.
Yaye' and Egi Takato whose interest was manifested not only in
newer Japanese

friends,

!

—

mooted points, but by search among the book-shops
in Kioto and Tokio, which put much valuable standard matter in my
hands. I also thank Mr. Charles Lanman, Secretai-y of the Legation
discussion of

of Japan in Washington, for four ferrotypes taken in Seoul in 1878

by members

of the Japanese

embassy

Mr. D. R. Clark, of the

;

United States Transit of Venus Survey, for
the Corean villages in Russian Manchuria

;

foiu*

photographs of

Mr. R. Ideura, of Tokio,

photographs of Kang-wa and ^dcinity, taken in 1876,
Ozawa Nankoku, for sketches of Corean articles in JajDanese
museums. To Lieutenant Wadhams, of the United States Navy,
for the use of charts and maps made by himself while in Corea in
1871, and for photographs of flags and other trophies, now at

for a set of

and

]Mr.

Annapolis, captured in the

and other
tion, I

I

o£Glcers of the

hereby express

Han

forts

;

to Fleet-Surgeon

my

grateful appreciation of kindness shown.

would that Admiral John Rodgers, Commodore H.

Minister F. F.

Low

courtesies personally

write history, I have

H. O. Mayo,

United States Navy, for valuable informa-

were living to receive

my

C. Blake,

and

thanks for their

shown me, even though, in attempting to
made criticisms also. To Lieutenant N. Y.

Yanagi, of the HjTOgraphic Bureaix, of the Japanese Navy, for a
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set of charts of the coast of
for

photographs of Coreans

Corea
;

;

to ^Mr. Metcalfe, of :\Iilwaukee,

to Miss Marshall, of

New

York, for

making colored copies of the battle-flags captured by our naval
battalion in 1871,

Petersburg,

Mori
J.

L.

in

;

jNIr.

—

and for the many favors of con-espondents in St.
Hoffman Atkinson in Peking, Jugoi Arinori
Dr. D. B. McCartee, Hon. David Mui-ray, llev.
;

Tr)kir),

Amerman, and others whose names

Gen. George

I

need not mention.

W. McCullum, Yice-President, and

to Mr.

dau, Librarian, of the American Geographical Society, I return

warmest thanks

;

as well as to

my

To

Leopold Lin-

my

dear wife and helpmeet, for her

and criticism dming the

aid in copj-ing, proof-reading, suggestions,

progress of the work.
In one respect, the presentation of such a subject by a compiler,

while shorn of the fascinating element of personal experience, has an

who describes a countiy through
With the various reports of many wit-

advantage even over the narrator

which he has travelled.

many times and places, before him, he riews the whole
and reduces the many impressions of detail to unity, cor-

nesses, in

subject

Travellers usually see but a portion of

recting one by the other.

The compiler, if able even in part to conand if anything more than a t^TO in the art

the country at one time.
trol his authorities,

of literary appraisement,

formation more

In the 'use of
•

'

vice

may be

able to fiu-uish a hand-book of in-

valuable to the general reader.

my

authorities

I have giyen heed

to Bacon's ad-

— tasting some, chewing others, and swallowing few.

history, original au|Boritieg1aave

ruodern

life„qjjtlj,
;

opinions and judginents of aHeu occidentals

,sojciai' life*

'fla\Kn."ing of.Qr'itlca} salt.

Corean and Japanese
reflections

In ancient

for the story of

the-r^rt!? of careful eye-witnesses have been set

^ile

^ down
.Concerning Corean
as facts

been sought, and

are

rai-ely
-

,

life,

one of the other.

borrowed without due

'

customs, beliefs, and histoiy are often

Much

of

what

is

reported from Corea,

w^hich the eye-witnesses themselves do not appear to understand,
is

perfectly clear to one familiar with Japanese

life

and

history.

China, Corea, and Japan are as Unks in the same chain of ci\-ilCorea, like Cyprus between Eirypt and Greece, wiU yet
izatiou.
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supply

many missing details to

art, science,
life

IX

the comparative student of language,

the development of civilization, and the distribution of

on the globe.

Some

future writer, with

than the undersigned,

may

more

ability

and space

discuss the question as to

command
how far the

at

opening of Corea to the commerce of the world has been the result
of internal forces

;

the scholar, by his original research,

may prepare

the materials for a worthy history of Corea during the two or three

thousand years of her history

;

the geologist or miner

may

deter-

mine the question as to how far the metallic wealth of Corea will
affect the monetary equilibrium of the world.
The missionary has
yet to prove the full power of Christianity upon the people— and
before Corean paganism, any form of the religion of Jesus, Roman,
Greek or Reformed, should be welcomed while to the linguist, the
man of science, and the political economist, the new country
opened by American diplomacy presents problems of profound in;

terest.

W.
Schenectady, N. Y., October

2,

E. G.

1883.

Ouatetas Clnh
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following
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;

*

History of the Eastern Barbarians.
"Book cxv. contains a sketch of the
tribes and nations occupying the nortlieastern seaboard of China, with the
territory now known as Manchuria and Corea."
This extract from a
History of the Later Han Dynasty (25-220 A.D.), by a Chinese scholar of

fifth century, has been translated into English by Mr. Alexander
Wylie, and printed in the Revue de I'Extreme Orient, No. 1, 1882. Du
Halde and De Mailla, in French, and Ross, in English, have also given
the substance of the Chinese writer's work, which also furnishes the basis
of Japanese accounts of Corean history previous to the fourth century,
(Atti del IV. Cong. int. degli
f The Subjugation of Chaou-seen, by A. Wylie.
Orient, ii., pp. 309-815, 1881.) This fragment is a translation of the 95th
book of tlie History of the Former Han Dynasty of China.
* Empire de la Chine et la Tartarie Chinoise, par P. du Halde.
* The Kojiki and Nihongi, written in Japan during the eighth century,

the

*

throws much light on the early history of Corea.
Wakan-San-sai Dzuye. Article on Cho-sen in thjs great Japanese Encyclopjedia.

Tong-Kuk Tong-Kan (General View

of the Eastern Kingdom), a native Corean history written in Chinese.
* Zenrin Koku Hoki (Precious Jewels from a Neighboring Country), by
Shiuho. Japan, 1586.

f

* Corea, its History,

Manners, and Customs, by John Ross. 1 vol., pp. 404. Iland maps. Paisley, 1880.
*The Chinese Reader's Manual, by W. Fred. Mayers. 1 vol., pp. 440. Shanglustrations

hae, 1874.

nology,

An

invaluable epitome of Chinese history, biography, chroand whatever is of interest to the student of

bibliography,

Chinese literature.
*

K6-ch6 Rekidai Enkaku Zukai.
Historical Periods and Changes of the
Japanese Empire, with maps and notes, by Otsuki Toyo.

1
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Sau Koku Tsii-ian To-sftsu. 3Iinor of tliu Tliree [Tributan] Kingdoms,
Chu-sen, lliu kiu, and Yezo, by Rin Sliibfi, 178").
Tliis work, with its
maps, was translated into French by J. Klaproth, and published in Paris,
Digested
1833.
1 vol. 8vo, pp. '2HH, of which i)p. 158 relate to Chu-sen.
I

also in Siebold's Archiv.

**Archiv zur Bescriebung von Japan, l)y Franz von Hiebold. This colossal
work contains much matter in text and illustrations relating toCorea, and
the digest of several Japanese books, in the part entitled Nachrichten

uber Korai, Japan's Beziige mit der Koraischen Halbinsel und mit Schina.
Einfluss auf die Be volkerung Japans.
Zeit. fiir Ethnoi-

**Coreaund dcssen

ogie, Zitzungbericht VIII. p. 78, 187G.

**

O

P.

Kempermann.

Dai Ichi Ran.

This work, containing the annals of the emperors of Japan, is a bird's-eye view of the principal events in Ja2)aijese hi.story, written
in tlie style of an almanac, whicli Titsingh copied down from translations
made by Japanese who spoke Dutch. Klaproth revised and corrected
Titsingh's work, and published his own version in 1834.
Paris and London, 8vo, pp. 4(i0. This work contains manj' references to Corea and the
relations of the two countries, transcribed from the older history.
** Tableaux Historiques de I'Asie, depuis la monarchie de Cyrus jusque nos
jours, acconipagnes de recherches historiques et ethnographiques, etc.
Par J. Klaproth, Paris, 1826. Avec un atlas in folio. This manual of
the political geography of Asia is very useful, but not too accurate.
A
f A Heap of Jewels in a Sea of Learning (Gei Kai Shu Jin Jap. pron.).
chapter from this Chinese book treats of Corea.
Cho-sen Hitsu Go-shin. A collection of conversations with the pen, with a
-f
Corean who could not speak Japanese. By Ishikawa Rokuroku Sanjin,
Yedo.
* The Classical Poetry of the Japanese. By Basil Hall Chamberlain.
Lon;

•

**

don, 1880.

An

Outline History of Japanese Education,

Xew

York, 1876.

This mono-

graph, prepared for the Centennial Exj)03ition at Philadelphia, reviews
The information given
the educational influences of Corea upon Japan.
is,

with other data, from Klaproth, utilized in Pickering's Chronological

History of Plants, by Charles Pickering, 3LD., Boston, 1879.
* Japanese Chronological Tables.
By William Bramsen, Tokio, 1880.

An

in-

valuable essay on Japanese chronology, which was, like the Corean, baseil
on the Chinese system. We have used this work of the lamented scholar
(who died a few months after it was published) in rendering dates expressed in terms of the Chinese into those of the Gregorian or modern
system.

**History of the Mongols. 3 vols. pp. 1827. London, 1876. By Henry Howorth.
This portly work is full of the fruits of research concerning the people
led by Genghis Khan.
It contains excellent maps of Asia, and of Mongolia, and Manchuria, illustrating the Mongol conquests.
(Memorandum upon Corean Affairs.) The Chinese ambassaf Cho-sen Ki-che.
dor sent by the Ming emperor in 14.10, gives in this little work an account
of his journey, which throws litrht upon the political and geographical
Quoted by M. Scherzer, but
situation of Cho-sen and China at that time.
not translated.
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Military History of Japan, by Rai Sanyo.
This is the
Guaislii.
Japanese standard history. It was published in 1827 in twenty-two volumes. It covers the period from the Taira and Minamoto families to that
The first part of this work
of the Tokugawa in the seventeenth century.
was translated into English by Mr. Ernest Satow, and published in The
Japan Mail at Yokohama, 1873-74. In the latter portion the invasion of

Nihon

Cho-sen, 1592-97, is outlined.
* Cho-sen Seito Shimatsiiki.
A work in five volumes, giving

an account of

the embassies, treaties, documents relating to the invasion of 1592-97,
with an outline of the war, geographical notes, with nine maps by Yamazaki Masanagi and

Miura Katsuyoshi.

Written by Tsurumine
by Hashimoto Giokuron. 20 vols. Yedo, 1853.
This popular work, besides an outline of Corean history from the beginning,
condensed from local legends and Chinese writers, details the operations
It is copiously
of war and diplomacy relating to Hideyoshi's invasion.
It has not been translated.
illustrated with first-class wood engravings.
* Cho-sen Monogatari. A Diary and Narrative of the Japanese Military Operations in Cho-sen during the Campaign of 1594-97, by Okoji Hidemoto.
Copied out and published in 1G72, and again in 1849. This narrative of
an eye-witness was written by the author at the time of the events described, and afterward copied by his own son and deposited in the temple
This vivid and spirited story of the
at which his ancestors worshipped.
second invasion of Cho-sen by Hideyoshi has been translated into German
by Dr. A. Pfizmaier, under the title Der Feldzug der Japaner gegen Corea,
im Jahre, 1597. 2 vols. Vienna, 1875 4to, pp. 98 1876 4to, pp. 58.
** Chohitsuroku. History of the Embassies, Treaties, and War Operations
during the Japanese Invasion. This work is by a Corean author, who
* Illustrated

History of the Invasion of Cho-sen.

Hikoichiro.

Illustrations

:

:

;

was one of the ministers of the king throughout the war.

'

It is

written

in Chinese, has a map, and gives the Corean side of the history of affairs

from about 1585
* Three

to 1598.

3 vols.

Severall Testimonies Concerning the mighty

tributary to the

Kingdom

of China,

Kingdom

of Coray,

and bordering upon her Northeastern

and called by the Portugales, Coria, etc., etc., collected out of
In HakPortugale yeerely Japonian Epistles, dated 1590, 1592, 1594.
Frontiers,

luyt, London, IGOO.
* Hideyoshi's Invasion of Korea. Trans. Asiatic Society of Japan. By W. G.
Aston.
In these papers Mr. Aston gives the results of a study of the campaign of 1592-97, as found in Japanese and Corean authors.
** Lettre Annuelle de Mars 1593, ecrite par le P. Pierre Gomez au P. Claude
Acquavira, general de la Compagnie de Jesus.
Milan, 1597, p. 112 et
suiv.
In Hakluyt.
*Histoire de la Religion Chrttienne au Japon. Par Leon Pages. 2 vols.,
text and documents.
Paris, 1869.
** Histoire des deux Conquerans Tartares, qui ont subjuge la Chine, par le R.
P. Pierre Joseph D'Orliens.
*Cho-sen Monogatari (Romantic Narrative of Travels in Corea), by two Men
from Mikuni, in Echizen, cast ashore in Tartary in 1645. This work is

digested in Siebold's Archiv.
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an Unlucky Voyage and Imprisonment in Corea, 1653-1007.
In Astley's and Pinkerton's Voyages. By Hendrik Hamel.
* Imperial Chinese Atlas, containing maps of China and each of the Provinces,
including Hhing-king and the neutral strip.
* Histoire de TEgliso de Coree, par Ch. Dallet.
3 vols. 8vo, pp. 982.
Paris,
This excellent work contains W2 pages of introduction, full of ac1874.
* Narrative of

curate information concerning the political social
language of Corea, and a history of the introduction

man

and the labors of
map and four charts of Corean writing.
Une Expedition en Coree. In la Tour du Monde for 1873 there is an article of 16 pp. (401-417) with illustrations, by M. H. Zuber, a French
naval officer, who was in Corea in 1866 under Admiral Roze. An excellent descriptive paper by an eye-witness.
Diary of a Chinese Envoy to Corea (Journal d'une Mission en Coree), by
Koei Ling, Ambassador of his Majesty the Emperor of China, to the court
Translated from the Chinese into French by F.
of Cho-sen in 1866.
Svo, pp. 77.
Scherzer, Interpreter to the French Legation at Peking.
18CG.

*

*

geography, and
and progress of Rothe French missionaries, from 1784life,

Christianity,
It

contains also a

This journal of the last Chinese ambassador to Seoul is well
is copiously supplied with explanatory notes, and a colored
map of the author's route from Peking through Chili, Shing-Klng, via
Mukden, and through three provinces of Corea to Seoul.
Many memoirs and special papers prepared by French officers in the expedition to Corea in 1866 were prepared and read before local societies at
Paris, 1882.

rendered, and

f

Cherbourg, Lyons, etc.
de Coree. Revue maritime et coloniale, February, 1867, pp.
474-481.
1866-67.
t Paris Moniteur,
** Lettre sur la Coree et son Eglise Chretienne.
Bulletin de la Societe
Geographique de Lyon, 1876, pp. 278-282, and June, 1870, pp. 417-422,

\ Expedition

and map.
Martyrs. By Canon Shortland. 1 vol., pp. 115. London. Compiled from the letters of the French missionaries.
**Nouvelle Geographie Universelle. This superb treasury of geographical
science, still unfinished, contains a full summary of our knowledge of Corea,

**

The Corean

showing the prominent part which French navigators, scholars,
and missionaries have taken in its exploration. Paris.
** Voyage of Discovery to the North Pacific Ocean and Round the "World. By
William R. Broughton. 2 vols. 4to, with atlas. London, 1804.
** Voyage Round the World. By Jean FranQois de Gallon de La Perouse.
London, 1799.
** Voyages to the Eastern Seas in the year 1818.
By Basil Hall. New York,
London, and revised by Captain Hall in 1827. Jamaica, N. Y.
* Narrative of a Voyage in His Majesty's late Ship Alceste, to the Yellow Sea,
along the Coast of Corea, and through its numerous hitherto undiscovered
By John McLeod, Surgeon of the Alceste. 1 vol., pp.
Islands, etc., etc.
288 (see pp. 38-53). London, 1877. A ^vitty and lively narrative.
especially

** Voyaces along the Coast of China(Corea),

332r

New York,

1833.

(From July

etc.

17, to

By Charles Gutzlaff
August

17,

1832

;

1 vol., pp.
pp. 254-287.)
.
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Narrative of the Voyage of H.M.S. Samarang, during tlie years 1843-46.
By Captain Sir E. Belcher. 2 vols. 8vo, pp. 574-378. London, 1848.
Vol. 1. pp. 324-358; vol. li., pp. 444-466, relate to Corea.
* American Commerce with China.
By Gideon Nye, Esq. In the Far East.
Shanghae, 1878. A history of the commercial relations of the United
*

States with China, especially before 1800.
* Diplomatic Correspondence of the United States, China,

and Japan, 1866-81.
Report of the Secretary of the Navy to Congress, pp. 275-313. 1872.
* Private Notes, Charts, and Maps of Officers of the United States Navy who
*

were in Corea in 1871.
**

A Summer Dream

A

of '71.

Story of Corea.

By

T. G.

The Far

East.

Shangliae, April, 1878.

Journey through Eastern Mantchooria and Korea. By Walton Grinnell.
Journal American Geographical Society, 1870-71, pp. 283-300.
* Japan and Corea.
A valuable monograph in six chapters, by Mr. E. H.
House, in The Tokio Times, 1877.
** On a Collection of Crustacea made in the Corean and Japanese Seas. J.
*

London Zoological Society's Proceedings (pp. 18-81, pis.
American
Norwich, N. Y.
Reviewed by J. S. Kingsley.

Muirs, 1879.
1-113).

Naturalist.

**
•)•

A

Private Trip in Corea.

The Leading Men

of Japan.

By Frank Cowan, M.D.
By Charles Lanman.

The Japan

Mail, 1880.

Boston, 1882.

Contains

a chapter on Corea.
*

Manuscript volume of pencil notes made by Kawamura Kuanshiu, an officer
on the Japanese gunboat Unyo-kuan, during her cruise and capture of
Partly printed in the Japan Mail.
the Kang-wa Fort, 1875.
Japanese Military and Diplomatic Officers who have visited Corea,
and Correspondence of the Japanese newspapers, from Seoial, Fusan, Gensan, etc.
These have been partly translated for the English press at Yo-

* Journals of

kohama.
* Correspondence, Notes, Editorials, etc., in the English

and French newspa-

pers published in China and Japan.
** Maru-maru Shimbun (Japanese Punch).
* Ch5-sen

:

Its

* Cho-sen Jijo.
vols.

* Cho-sen

Eight Administrative Divisions.

A

short Account of Corea,

its

1 vol.

Tokio, Japan, 1882.

History, Productions, etc.

2

Tokio, 1875.

Bunkenroku

Hakushi.

2 vols.

(Tilings

Seen and Heard concerning Corea).

By

Sato

Tokio, 1875.

Japan [Corea] and Manchuria. By Arthur Adams.
London, 1870. See chaps, x., xi., pp. 125-166.
** Ueber die Reise der Kais. Corvette Hertha, in besondere nach Corea.
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ORTHOGRAPHY AND PRONUNCIATION.
In the transliteration of Corean names into English, an attempt has been
to render them in as accurate and simple a manner as is, under the circumstances, possible. The Coreans themselves have no uniform system of
spelling proper names, nor do the French missionaries agree in their renderings as a comparison of their maps and writings shows.
Our aim in this
work has been to use as few letters as possible.
Japanese words are all pronounced accoi-ding to the European method a as

made

—

i as in machim., o as in hone, u. as in tune, u
ua as in quarantine, ei as in feign, and iu is sounded
as yu ; g is always hard
and c before a vowel, g soft, I, q, s used as z, x, and
the combinations 2)h and tJi are not used.
The long vowel, rather diphthong o,
or oJw, is marked o.
The most familiar Chinese names are retained in their usual English form.
Corean words are transliterated on the same general principles as the Japanese, though ears familiar with Corean will find the obscure sound between
o and short u is written with either of these letters, as Chan-yon, or In-chiiin,
or Kiung-sang.
Ch may sometimes be used instead of J; and e where o or a
Instead of
or M might more correctly be used, as in Kang-wen, or Wen-chiu.
the French ou, or ho, we have written W, as in Whang-hai, Kang-wa, rather
than Hoang-hai, Kang-hoa, Kang-ouen, Tai-ouen Kun, etc. and in place of
ts we have used ch, as Kwang-chiu rather than Kwang-tsiu, and Wen-chiu

in father,
as in

e

as in prey, e as in 7)ien,

sun ; ai

as in aide,

;

;

than Ouen-tsiu.
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I.

ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL
HISTORY.

COREA:
THE HERMIT NATION
CHAPTER

I.

THE COREAN PENINSULA.
CoEEA, though unknown even by name in Europe until the sixteenth century, was the subject of description by Arab geographers of the middle ages. Before the peninsula was known as a

envoys of Shinra, one of the three Corean states,
and those from Persia met face to face before the throne of China.
The Arab merchants trading to Chinese ports crossed the Yellow
The youths of
Sea, visited the peninsula, and even settled there.
Shinra, sent by'their sovereign to study the arts of war and peace
at Nanking, the medieval capitol of China, may often have seen and
The Corean
talked with the merchants of Bagdad and Damascus.
term for Mussulmans is hoi-hoi, " round and round " men. Corean
art shows the undoubted influence of Persia.
political unit, the

A

very interesting passage in the chronicles of Japan, while
Japanese for the forms of

illustrating the sensitive regard of the

shows another point of contact between Corean and
It occurs in the Nihon O Dai Ichi Ean, or
"A View of the Imperial Family of Japan." " In the first month
of the sixth year of Tempid Shoho [February, 754 a.d.], the Japanese nobles Ohan no Komaro and Kibi no Mabi returned from
The
China, in which country they had left Fujiwara no Seiga.
former reported that at the aiidience which they had of the Emperor Gen sho, on New Year's Day [January 18th], the ambassadors

etiquette,

Saracen

civilization.

75

:
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from
and that the second place to the
west had been destined for them (the Japanese envoi's), and the
second place to the east for the ambassadors of the Kingdom
of Dai Shoku [Persia, then part of the emjnre of the Caliphs].
Komaro, offended with this arrangement, asked why the Chinese
of Towp.n [Thibet] occupied the first place to the west, those
Sliinra the first place to the east,

should give precedence over them to the envoys of Shinra, a state
which had long been tributary to Japan. The Chinese oflficinls,
impressed alike with the firmness and displeasure exhibited by
Komaro, assigned to the Japanese envoj's a place above those of
Persia and to the envoi's of Shinra a place above those of Thibet."'
Thus the point at issue was settled, by avoiding it, and assigning equal honor to Shinra and Japan.
This incident alone shows that close communications were kept
up between the far east and the west of Asia, and that Corea was

known beyond Chinese Asia. At that time the boundaries of the
two empires, the Arab and the Chinese, touched each other.
The first notice of Corea in western books or writings occurs in
the works of Khordadbeh, an Arab geographer of the ninth century,
He is thus quoted by Eichin his Book of Roads and Provinces.
thofen in his work on China (p. 575, note)
"What lies on the other side of China is unknown land. But
high mountains rise up densely across from Kantu. These lie over
^Mussulmans who visit
in the land of Sila, which is rich in gold.
this country often allow themselves, through the advantages of the
same, to be induced to settle here. They export from thence ginseng, deerhorn, aloes, camphor, nails, saddles, porcelain, satin,
zimmit (cinnamon?) and galanga (ginger?)."
Richthofen rightly argues that Sila is Sliinra and Kantu is the
promontory province of Shantung. This Arabic term "Sila" is a
the predominant state in Corea at the time
(•orrui:)tion of Shinra
of Khordadbeh.
The name of this kingdom was pronounced by the Japanese,
Shinra, and by the Chinese, Sinlo— the latter easily altered in
Arabic mouths to Sila.
The European name Corea is derived from the Japanese term

—

Korai (Chinese Kaoli), the name of another state in the peninsula,
rival to Shinra.
It was also the official title of the nation from the
The Portuguese, who were the
eleventh to the fourteenth century.
first navigators of the Yellow Sea, brought the name to Europe,
calling the covmtiy Coria,

whence the English Corea.
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The French Jesuits at Peking Gallicized this into Coree. Fol
lowing the geuivis of their language, they call it La Coree, just as
the_y speak of England as L'Angieterre, Germany as L'AUemande,
and America as L'Amerique. Hence has arisen the curious designation, used even by English writers, of this j)eninsula as "the
Corea. " But what is good French in this case is very bad English,
and we should no more say "the Corea" than "the Germany,"
"the England," or "the America." English usage forbids the
employment of the definite article before a proi^er name, and those
writers who jiersist in prefixing the definite article to the proper
name Corea are either ignorant of the significance of the word, or
knowingly violate the laws of the English language. The native
name of the country is Chu-sen (Morning Calm or Fresh Morning),
which French writers, always prodigal in the use of vowels, spell
Tsio-seu, Teo-cen, or Tchao-sian.

The Chinese

call it

Tung kwo

(Eastern Kingdom), and the Manchius, Sol-ho or Solbo.
The peninsula, with its outlying islands, is nearly equal in size
to Minnesota or to Great Britain.
Its area is between eighty and

ninety thousand square miles. Its coast line measures 1,740 miles.
In general shape and relative position to the Asian Continent it
resembles Florida. It hangs down between the Middle Kingdom

and the Svmrise Land, separating the sea of Japan and the Yellow
Sea, between the 34th and 43d j^arallels of north latitude.
In its
general configuration, when looked at from the westward on a good
map, especially the magnificent one made by the Japanese War
Department, Cho-sen resembles the outsj^read wings of a headless
wings being toward China, and their tops
toward Japan.
Legend, tradition, and geological indications lead us to believe
that anciently the Chinese promontory and province of Shantung
and the Corean peninsula were connected, and that dry land once
butterfly, the lobes of the

filled by the waters joining the Gulf of Pechili
and the Yellow Sea. These waters are so shallow that the elevation of their bottoms but a few feet would restore their area to the
land surface of the globe.
On the other side, also, the sea of Japan
is very shallow, and the straits of Corea, at their greatest depth,
have but eighty-three feet of water. That jjortion of the Chinese
province of Shing King, or Southern Manchuria, bordering the sea,
is a great plain, or series of flats elevated but a few feet above tide
water, which becomes nearly impassable during heavy rains.
A marked difference is noted between the east and west coasts

covered the space
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of the peninsula.

The former

is

comparatively tlestitutc of harbors,

monotonous, and but sliglitly indented or
It contains but three provinces.
On the
fringed with islands.
west coast are five jirovinces, and the sea is thickly strewn with
islands, harbors and lauding places, while navigable rivers are
more numerous. The " Corean Archipelago " contains an amazing number of fertile and inhabited islands and islets rising out
They are thus describetl by the naturalist Ai'thur
of deep water.

and the

Adams

sliore is high,

:

" Leaving the huge, cone-like island of Quelpaert in the distance,

the freshening bi'eeze bears us gallantly toward those unkno^vn

As you approach
and you see them dotting the wide, blue, boundless plain of the sea groups and clusters
Far as the eye
of islands stretching away into the far distance.
can reach, their dark masses can be faintly discerned, and as we
close, one after another, the bold outlines of their mountain peaks
stand out clearly against the cloudless sky. The water from which
they seem to arise is so deep around them that a ship can almost
range up alongside them. The rough, gray gi-anite and basaltic
cHfls, of which they are composed, show them to be only the
rugged peaks of submerged mountain masses which have been rent,
in some gi'eat convulsion of nature, from the peninsula which
stretches into the sea from the main land. You gaze upward and
see the weird, fantastic outline which some of their torn and
riven peaks present.
In fact, they have assumed such peculiar
forms as to have suggested to navigators characteristic names.
Here, for example, stands out the fretted, crumbling towers of one
called Windsor Ca.stle, there frowns a noble rock-ruin, the Monastery, and here again, mounting to the skies, the Abbey Peak.
" Some of the islands of this Ai'chipelago are very lofty, and one
was ascertained to boast of a naked granite peak more than two
thousand feet above the level of the sea. Many of the summits are
crowned with a dense forest of conifers, dai'k trees, veiy similar in

islands which form the Archipelago of Korea.

them you look from the deck

of the vessel

—

appearance to Scotch firs."
The king of Corea may well be called

" Sovereign of Ten
Thousand Isles."
Almost the only striking feature of the inland i)hysical geogi-aphy of Clio-sen, heretofore generally known, is that chain of mountains which ti'averses the peninsula from North to South, not in a
straight hne, but in an exceedingly sinuous course, similar to the
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As the
tacking of a ship when sailing in the eye of the wind.
Coreans say, "it winds out and in ninety-nine times."
Striking out from Manchuria it trends eastward to the sea at
Cape Bruat on the 41st

parallel,

thence

it

strikes southwest

about

eighty miles to the region west of Broughton's Bay (the narrowest
part of Corea), whence it bears westward to the sea at the 37th paralor Cape Pelissier, where its angle culminates in the lofty mountain
peaks named by the Russians Mount Popoff after the inventor of
From this point it throws off a fringe of
the high turret ships.
lesser hills to the southward while the main chain strikes southwest, and after forming the boundary between two most southern
provinces reaches the sea near the Amherst Isles. Nor does its
course end here, for the uncounted islands of the Archipelago, with
their fantastic rock-ruins and perennial greenery, that suggest deserted castles and abbeys mantled with ivy, are but the wave-worn
lel,

—

and shattered remnants

of this lordly range.

This chief feature in the physical geography of the peninsiila determines largely its configuration, climate, river system and watershed, political divisions, and natural barriers.

Eastern Corea

but the

No

is

Speaking roughly,
a mountainous ridge of which Western Corea is

sloj)e.

river of

any importance

is

found inside the peninsula east of

these mountains, except the Nak-tong, which drains the valley

formed by the interior and the sea-coast ranges, while on the westward slope ten broad streams collect the tribute of their melted
snows to enrich the valleys of five provinces.

Through seven parallels of latitude this range fronts the sea of
Japan with a coast barrier which, except at Yung-hing Bay, is nearly
destitute of harbors.
Its timbered heights present a wall of living
green to the mai'iner sailing from Vladivostok to Shanghai.
Great differences of climate in the same latitude are observed on
opposite sides of this mountain range, which has various local epithets.
From their height and the 2:)ermanence of their winter
covering, the word " white " forms an oft-recurring part of their
names.

The

division of the country into eight do, or provinces,

which
on

are grouped in sovithei-n, central, and northern, is based mainly

the river basins.
outlet

on

its

own

The

rainfall in nearly every province finds

sea border.

Only the western

sloj^tes

of the

an

two

northeastern provinces are exceptions to this rule, since they discharge part of their waters into streams emi)tying beyond their
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boundaries.

The Yalu, and

streams whose sources

lie

tlie

Han — "the river"— are

bej-ond their

own

pro\-inces.

the only
In rare in-

known by the same word along their Avhole
names being applied by the people of different
neighborhoods.
On the maps in this work only the name most
commonly given to each stream near its mouth is printed.
stances are the rivers
length, various local

In respect to the sea basins, three proAinces on the west coast
form one side of the depression called the Yellow Sea Basin, of
which Northeastern China forms the ojoposite rim. The three eastern do, or circuits, hning the Sea of Japan, make the concave in the
sea basin to which Japan offers the corresponding edge.
The entire
northern boundary of the peninsula from sea to giilf, except where
the colossal peak Paik-tu ('White Head') forms the water-shed, is
one vast valley in which lie the basins of the Yalu and Tumen.
Corea is, in reality, an island, as the following description of
"White Head Mountain, obtained from the Journal of the Chinese
Ambassador to Seoul, shows. This mountain has two summits,
one facing north, the other east. On the top is a lake thirty ri
around.

In shape the peak

is

that of a colossal white vase open to

the sky, and fluted or scolloi:)ed round the edge like the vases of

Chinese porcelain.

Its crater,

white on the outside,

Snow and

is red,

with

sometimes as
late as June.
On the side of the north, there issues a mnnel, a
yard in depth, which falls in a cascade and forms the source of the
(Tumen) river. Three or four ri from the summit of the mountain
the stream divides into two parts one is the soiu-ce of the Yalu
whitish veins, inside.

ice clothe the sides,

;

River.

In general,

it

may be

that the climate of Corea

said to dwellers in the temperate zone
is

excellent, bracing in the north,

and in

by the ocean breezes of summer. The winters
in the higher latitudes are not more rigorous than in the State of
New York while, in the most southern, they are as delightful as
the south tempered

;

those in the Cai'olinas.

In so mountainous and sea-girt a country

there are, of course, great climatic varieties even in the same provinces.

As compared with European countries
Corea
north,
year.

of the

same

latitude,

much colder in winter and hotter in summer. In the
the Tumen River is usually frozen during five months in the
The Han River at Seo\il may be crossed on ice during two
is

Even in the southern provinces, deei> snows
cover the mountains, though the plains are usually free, rarely

or three months.
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holding the snow duj-ing a whole day.
the mercury

fell,

7

The lowest point

in the obsei'vation of the

to which
French missionaries, was

35th parallel of latitude 8" and at the 37th parallel 15° (F.).
The most delightful seasons in the year are spring and autumn. In
summer, in addition to the great heat, the rain falls often in torrents that blockade the roads and render travelling and transport
Toward the end of September occurs the penext to impossible.
riod of tempests and variable winds.
A glance at the fauna of Corea suggests at once India, Europe,
Massachusetts, and Florida.
In the forests, especially of the two
northern circuits, tigers of the largest size and fiercest aspect
abound. When food fails them, they attack human habitations,
and the annual list of victims is very large. The leo^Dard is common. The wild deer furnishes venison, and the wild hog makes
pork cheap everywhere. In the south, monkeys climb the trees,
and, occasionally, in troops, damage the farmers' croj)S.
The creatiu'e called a-ke, or alligator, capable of devouring a man, is sometimes found in the largest rivers, and the salamander abounds in
the streams as in Western Japan.
Of domestic beasts, horses are very numerous, being mostly of
a short, stunted bz-eed.
Immense numbers of oxen are found in
at the

the south, furnishing the meat diet craved

much more

Goats are
ficial

ship

rare.

purposes.

peoj^le

Sheep are imported from China only

The dog

and defence.

stork, are

by the

who

eat

of fatty stuff than the Jaj)anese.

Of

for sacri-

serves for food as well as for comj^anion-

bii'ds,

the pheasant, falcon, eagle, crane, and

common.

Corea has for centuries successfully carried out the poKcy of
Instead of a jDeninsula, her rulers have striven to make
her an inaccessible island, and insulate her from the shock of
change.
She has built not a Great Wall of masonry, but a barrier
of sea and river-flood, of mountain and devastated land, of palisades
and cordons of armed sentinels. Frost and snow, storm and winter, she hails as her allies.
Not content with the sea-border she
desolates her shores lest they tempt the mariner to land.
Between
her Chinese neighbor and herself, she has jDlaced a neutral sjDace of
unplanted, unoccupied land.
This strip of forests and desolated
plains, twenty leagues wide, stretches between Corea and Manchuria.
To form it, four cities and many villageS were suppressed
isolation.

three centuries ago, and left in ruins.
The soil of these solitudes
is very good, the roads easy, and the hills not high.
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For centuries, only the wild beasts, fugitives from justice, and
outlaws from both countries, have inhabited this fertile but forbidden territory. Occasionally, borderers would cultivate portions of
but gather the produce by night or stealthily by day, ventuiing
Of late years,
it as prisoners would step over the "dead line."
the Chinese Government has respected the neutrality of this barrier
it,

on

less

and less. One of those recurring historical phenomena j^ecuManchuria the increase and pressure of population has

—

—

liar to

within a generation caused the occupation of large portions of this
Parts of it have been surveyed and staked out by
neutral strip.

Chinese surveyors, and the Corean Govei'nment has been too feeble

Though no towns or villages are marked
"No-man's land," yet already, a considei'able
small settlements exist upon it.

to prevent the occupation.

on the map

number
As

of

this

of this

once neutral territory

is

being gi'adually obliterated, so

the former lines of j^alisades and stone walls on the northern border which, two centuries and more ago, were strong, high, guarded
and kept in repair, have year by year, dimng a long era of peace,

They

been suffered to fall into decay.
be erased fi'om the maps.

exist

no longer, and should

of population in Manchui-ia upon the Corean borportentous phenomenon. For Manchuria, which for ages

The pressure
der

is a

swarmed ofif masses of humanity into
seems again preparing to send off a fresh cloud. Already her millions press upon her neighbors for room.
The "clock of history seems once more about to strike, perhaps
to order again another dynasty on the oft-changed throne of China.
From mysterious Mongolia, have gone out in the past the various hordes called Tartars, or Tatars, Huns, Turks, Kitans, Mongols,
past has, like a prolific hive,

other lands,

Perhaps her loins also are already swelling with a new
This marvellous region gave forth the man-children who
who extinguished Christianity in
destroyed the Eoman Empire
who, after conquering India
Europe
Africa,
and
nearly
in
Asia and
and China threatened Christendom, and holding Russia for two

Manchius.
l^rogeny.

;

;

and
created the largest empire ever known on earth
reared "the most improvable race in Asia" that now holds
the throne and empire of China.
Cho-sen since acting the hermit policy of ancient Egypt and racdiajval China, has pi'eserved two loopholes at Fusan and Ai-chiu,
the former on the sea toward Japan, and the latter in the norilic^enturies,

;

finally

west,

on the Chinese border.

"What in time of jieace

is

a needle's
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eye, is in time of war a flood-gate for enemies.
From the west, the
invading armies of China have again and again marched around

over the Gulf of Liao

and

Tung and entered

the j^eninsula to

phmder

from Shan-tung have over and
in the Yellow Sea to furl them again

to conquer, while Chinese fleets

over again arched their

Corean Rivers.

sails

From

the east, the Japanese have i:)ushed across
the sea to invade Corea as enemies, to help as allies against China,
to levy tribute and go away enriched, or anon to send their grainin

laden ships to their starving neighbors.

From

a political point of view the geographical position of this

most unfortunate. Placed between two rival nations,
and j^olicy, Chu-sen has been the rich gx'ist
between the upj^er and nether millstones of China and Japan. Out
of the north, rising from the vast plains at Manchuria, the conquering hordes, on their way to the prize lying south of the Great Wall,
have over and over again descended on Corean soil to make it their
granary.
From the pre-historic forays of the tribes beyond the
Sungari, to the last new actors on the scene, the Russians, who
stand with their feet on the Tumen, looking over the border on her
helpless neighbor, Corea has been threatened or devastated by her
country

is

aliens in blood, temper,

eager enemies.
Nevertheless Corea has always remained Corea, a separate
country and the jDeople are Coreans, more allied to the JajDanese
than the Chinese, 3'et in language, jiolitics, and social customs, different from either.
As Ireland is not England or Scotland, neither
;

Cho-sen China nor Japan.
In her boasted history of "four thousand years," the little
kingdom has too often been the Ireland of China, so far as misgovernmeut on the one side, and fretful and spasmodic resistance on
the other, are considered.
Yet ancient Corea has also been an
Ireland to Japan, in the better sense of giving to her the art, letters, science, and ethics of continental civilization.
As of old, went
forth from Tara's halls to the British Isles and the continent, the
bard and the monk to elevate and civilize Europe with the culture
is

Rome and the religion of Christianity, so for centuries there
crossed the sea from the joeninsula a stream of scholars, artists,

of

and missionaries who brought to Japan the social culture of Chosen, the literature of China, and the religion of India.
A grateful
bonze of Japan has well told the story of Corea's part in the civilization of his native country in a book entitled "Precious Jewels
from a Neighbor Country."
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Corea fulfils one of the first conditions of national safety in
having "scientific frontiers," or adequate natural boundaries of
But now wliat was once barrier is
rivex', mountain, and sea.
What was once the safety of isolation, is now the weakhighway.
Steam has made the water a surer path than
ness of the i-ecluse.
land, and Japan, once the pupil and anon the conqueror of the
little kingdom, has in these last days become the heli)ful friend of
Chorea's peojjle,

and the oi^ener

of the long-sealed peninsula.

Already the friendly whistle of Japanese steamers is heard in
At
the harbors of two ports in Avhich are trading settlements.
Fusan and Gensan, the mikado's subjects hold commercial rivalry
with the Coreans, and through these two loopholes the hez-mits of
the peninsula catch glimpses of the outer world that must waken
thought and create a desire to enter the family of nations. The ill
fame of the native character for iuhospitality and hatred of foreigners belongs not to the peofile, nor is truly characteristic of them.
It inheres in the government which curses country and jieople, and
in the ruling classes who, like those in Old Jajjan, do not wish the
peasantry to see the inferiority of those who govern them.
Corea cannot long remain a hermit nation. The near future
Commerce and pure Christianity
will see her open to the world.

her people, and the student of science, ethnoltempting field on which shall be
solved many a yet obscure problem. The forbidden laud of to-day
is, in many striking points of comj^arison, the analogue of Old
Jaj^au.
"While the last of the hermit nations awaits some gallant
Perry of the future, we may hope that the same brilliant path of
progress on which the Sunrise Kingdom has entered, awaits the
will enter to elevate

ogy,

Land

and language

of

We

will find a

Morning Calm.
add a postscript.

As our manuscript tunis to print, we
hear of the treaty successfully negotiated by Commodore Shufeldt.

Corean Coin

— " Eastern

Kingdom, Precious Treasure."

:

CHAPTER

IL

THE OLD KINGDOM OF CHOSEN.
Like almost every country on earth, whose history is known,
Corea is inhabited by a race that is not aboriginal. The j^resent
occupiers of the land drove out or conquered the people whom they
found upon it. They are the descendants of a stock whose ancestral seats were beyond those ever white mountains which buttress
the northern frontier.
Nevertheless, for the origins of their national history,

look to one

whom

the Coreans of this nineteenth century

the founder of their social order.

The scene

we must
still call

of his labors is laid

within the peninsula, and chiefly in Manchuria, on the well
watered plains of Shing-king, formerly called Liao Tung.
The third dynasty of the thirty-three or thirty-four lines of
rulers who have filled the oft-changed throne of China, is known
l^artly

in history as the

Shang

(or Yin).

line of twenty-eight sovereigns,

He was

1122.

It

ended

began
in

b.c.

Chow

1766, and after a
Sin,

who

died

b.c.

an unscrupulous tyrant, and has been called "the

Nero of China."

One

of his nobles

Kicius).

He was

was Ki Tsze, viscount

of Ivi (or Latinized,

a profound scholar and author of important por-

Shu King. He was a counand being a man of upright character,
the conduct of his licentious and cruel

tions of the classic book, entitled the
sellor of the tyrant king,
Avas greatly scandalized at

master.

The sage remonstrated with
from his
other

men

were of no

his sovereign hoj^ing to turn

him

In this noble purpose he was assisted by two
of rank named Pi Kan and Wei Tsze.
All their efforts

evil

ways.

avail, and finding the reformation of the tyrant hopeless,
though a kinsman of the king, vokmtarily exiled himself from the realm, while Pi Kan, also a relative of Chow Sin, was
cruelly murdered in the following manner
The king, mocking the wise counsellor, cried out, "They say

Wei

Tsze,
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that a

seven orifices to his heart

let us see if this is the
This Chinese monarch, himself so much like
Herod in other respects, had a wife who in her character resembled Herodias. It was she who expressed the bloody wish to
sec the heart of Pi Kan.
By the imperial order the sage was put to
death and his body rijjped open. His heart, torn out, was brought
saj]fo

lias

;

case witli Pi Kan."

before the cruel

2)air.

Ki Tsze, the third

counsellor,

was

cast into

prison.

Meanwhile the people and nobles of the empire were rising in
arms against the tyrant w-hose misrule had become intolerable.
They were led on by one "NVu Wang, who crossed the Yellow River,
and met the tyrant on the plains of Midi. In the great battle that
ensued, the army of Chow 8iu was defeated. Escaping to his palace, and oi'dering it to be set on fire, he perished in the flames.
Among the conqueror's first acts was the erection of a memorial
mound over the grave of Pi Kan, and an order that Ki Tsze should
be released from prison, and appointed Prime Minister of the
realm.

But the sagc'sj loyalty exceeded his gratitude. In spite of the
magnanimity, of the offer, Ki Tsze frankly told the conquex'or that
duty to his deposed sovereign forbade him serving one whom he
could not but regard as a usiu-per.
He then departed into the
regions lying to the northeast. With him went several thousand
Chinese emigrants, mostly the remnant of the defeated army, now
exiles, who made him their king.
It is not probable that in his
distant realm he received investment from or paid tribute to King
Such an act would be a vii-tual acknowledgment of the
"SVu.
righteousness of rebellion and revolution.
It Avould prove that the
Some Chinese historians state that Ki
sage forgave the usurper.
Tsze accepted a title from "\Vu Wang. Others maintain that the
investiture " was a euphemism to shield the character of the ancestor of Confucius." The migration of Ki Tsze and his followers
took place 1122 b.c.
Ki Tsze began vigorously to reduce the aboriginal jjeople of bis
realm to order. He poUced the borders, gave laws to his subjects,
and gradually introduced the principles and practice of Chinese
Previous to his time
etiquette and polity throughout his domain.
the i)eople lived in caves and holes in the ground, dres.sed in leaves,
and were destitute of manners, morals, agriculture and cooking,
being ignorant savages. The di\ine l)eiiig, Dan Kun, had partially
civilized them, but Kishi, who brought o,UUU Chinese colonists with
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him, taught the aborigines letters, reading and writing, medicine,
The
of the arts, and the political principles of feudal China.

many

Japanese pronounce the founders name Kishi, and the Coreans
Kei-tsa or Kysse.
The name conferred by Kishi, the civilizer, upon his new domain
Chd-sen or Morning
is that now in use by the modern Coreans

—

Calm.
This ancient kingdom of Chtl-sen, according to the Coreans,
comprised the modern Chinese jorovince of Shing-king, which is
now about the size of Ohio, having an area of 43,000 square miles,
and a population of 8,000,000 souls. It is entirely outside and
west of the limits of modern Corea.
In addition to the space already named, the fluctuating boundaries of this ancient

kingdom embraced

at later j^eriods

much

terri-

and inside the line now
marked by the Great Wall. To the east the modern province of
Ping-an was included in Chd-sen, the Tat-ong River being its most
" Scientific frontiers," though sought for in those
stable boundary.
ancient times, were rather ideal than hard and fast.
With all due
tory beyond the Liao River toward Peking,

we may say that ancient Chd-sen
Liao Tung peninsula and the Corean jjrovince
of Ping-an, that the Liao and the Ta-tong Rivers enclosed it, and
that its northern border lay along the 42d parallel of latitude.
The descendants of Ki Tsze are said to have ruled the country
until the fourth century before the Christian era.
Their names
and deeds are alike unknown, but it is stated that there were fortyone generations, making a blood-line of eleven hundred and thirtyone years. The line came to an end in 9 a.d ., though they had lost
power long before this time.
By common consent of Chinese and native tradition, Ki Tsze
is the founder of Corean social order.
If this tradition be true,
the civilization of the hermit nation nearly equals, in point of time,
that of China, and is one of the very oldest in the world, being
contemporaneous with that of Egypt and Chaldea. It is certain
that the natives plume themselves upon their antiquity, and that
the particular vein of Corean arrogance and contempt for western
civilization is kindred to that of the Hindoos and Chinese.
From
the lofty height of thirty centuries of tradition, which to them is
unchallenged history, they look with pitying contempt upon the
upstart nations of yesterday, who live beyond the sea under some
other heaven.
When the American Admiral, John Rodgers, in
allowance for elastic boundaries,
lay chiefly within the

:
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1H71, onterofl

tlio

Han

"Rivrr witli his floct, hopinpf to

mako

a treaty,

he was warned oft' with tlie repeated answer that " Corea was satisfied with her civilization of four thousand years, and wanted no
other." The perpetual text of all letters from Seoul to Peking, of
all proclamations against Christianity', of all death-warrants of con-

open trade with foreignKi Tsze as the founder of the virtue and order
of "the little kingdom," and the loyalty of Corea to his doctrines.
In the letter of the king to the Chinese emperoi*, dated Novemverts,

and

of the oft-repeated refusals to

ers is the praise of

ber

25, 1801, the

language following the opening sentence

is

as

given below

"His Imperial Majesty knows that since the time when the
remnants of the army of the Yin dynasty migi-ated to the East
[1122 B.C.], the little kingdom has always been distinguished by
its exactness in fulfilling all that the rites prescribe, justice and
and in general by fidelity to her duties," etc., etc.
In a royal pi-oclamation against the Christian i*eligion, dated
January 25, 1802, occurs the following sentence
"The kingdom gi-anted to Ki Tsze has enjoyed great peace during four hundred years [since the establishment of the ruling dyloyalty,

:

nasty], in all the extent of its territory of

two thousand

ri

and

more," etc.
These are but specimens from
trate their pride in antiquity,

official documents which illusand the reverence in which their first

held by the Coreans.
though Kishi may possibly be called the founder
of ancient Chd-sen, and her greatest legi.slator, yet he can scarcely
be deemed the ancestor of the people now inhabiting the Corean

law giver

is

Nevei'theless,

peninsula.

For the modem Coreans are descended from a stock
and quite dift'erent from the ancient Chr>-senese.

of later origin,

From Ki

Tsze, however, sprang a line of kings, and

that bis blood com-ses in

some

it

is

possible

of the noble families of the king-

dom.
As the most ancient traditions of Japan and Corea are based
on Chinese writings, there is no discrepancy in their accounts of
the beginning of Chd-sen histoiT.

Ki Tsze and his colonists were simply the fii-st immigrants to
He
the country northeast of China, of whom histoiy speaks.
found other people on the soil before him, concerning whose origin
nothing is known in writing. The land was not densely populated,
but of their numbers, or time of coming of the aborigines, or
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tribes in the outlying islands of

Japan, no means yet in our jDower can give answer.
Even the story of Ki Tsze, when critically examined, does not
satisfy

the rigid

demands

of

modern

reseax'ch.

Maj^ers, in his

"Chinese Eeader's Manual" (p. 3G9), does not concede the first
part of the Chow dynasty (1122 b.c.-255^.^) to be more than
semi-historical, and j^laces the beginning of authentic Chinese history between 781 and 719 b.c, over four centuries after Ki Tsze's
time. Ross (p. 11) says that " the story of Kitsu is not impossible,
but it is to be received with suspicion." It is not at all improbable
that the Cho-sen of Ki Tsze's founding lay in the Sungari valley, and
was extended southward at a later period.
It is not for us to dissect too critically the tradition concerning
the founder of Corea, nor to locate exactly the scene of his labors.
Suffice

it

to say that the general history, prior to the Christian era,

whose story we are to tell, divides itself into that
and that of the south, below the Ta-tong
which region three kingdoms arose and flourished, with

of the country

of the north, or Cho-sen,
Itiver, in

varying fortunes, during a millennium.

We return now to the well-established history of Cho-sen. The
Great Wall of China was built by Cheng, the founder of the Tsin
p^Q dynasty iggte- ^55-209), who began the work in 239f^.i^ Before
his time, China had been a feudal conglomerate of petty, warring
kingdoms. He, by the jDOwer of the sword, consolidated them into
one homogeneous empire and took the title of the "First UniverNot content with sweeping away
sal Emperor" (Shi Whang Ti).
feudal institutions, and building the Great Wall, he ordered all the
literary records and the ancient scrij)tures of Confucius to be deYet the empire, whose perpetuity he thoiight to
stroyed by fire.
'

secure by building a rampart against the barbarians without, and
by destroying the material for rebellious thought within, fell to
pieces soon after, at his death,

when

left to

the care of a foolish

and China was plunged into bloody anarchy again.
One of these petty kingdoms that arose on the ruins of the empire was that of Yen, which began to encroach upon its eastern
son,

neighbor Cho-sen.
In the later days of the Ki Tsze family, great anarchy prevailed,
and the last kings of the line were unable to keep their domain in
order, or guard its boundaries.
Taking advantage of its weakness, the king of Yen began boldly
and openly to seize upon Cho-sen territory, annexing thousands of

6
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square miles to

liis

own domain.

By

a spasmoclio

effort,

the suc-

became ascendant, reannexing a large
part of the territory of Yen, and receiving great numbers of her
people, who had fled from civil war in China, within the borders of
Cho-sen for safety and peace.
Thus the spoiler was spoiled, but, later on, the kingdom of Yen
was again set up, and the rival states fixed their boundaries and
cessors of Ki Tsze again

made

peace.

Tlie

Han dynasty

in B.C. 206 claimed tlie imperial

power, and sent a summons to the king of Yen to become vassal.
On his refusing, the Chinese emperor despatched an army against

him, defeated his forces in battle, extinguished his dynasty, and an-

nexed his kingdom.

One

named

"Wei-man, with one
Dressing themselves
like wild savages they entered ChO-sen, pretending, with Gibeonitish craft, that they had come from the far west, and begged to be
of the survivors of this revolt,

thousand of his followers,

fled to the east.

received as subjects.

Kijun, the king, like another Joshua, believing their profes-

welcomed them and made their leader a vassal of high rank,
with the title of 'Guardian of the Western Frontier.' He also set
apart a large tract of laud for his salary and su2)port.
sions,

In his

ing a

jiost at

number

the west,

Wei-man played

of his former

the traitor, and collectcountrymen from the Yen j^roviuce,

suddenly sent to Kijun a messenger, informing him that a large
Chinese army of the conquering Han was about to invade Cho-sen.
At the same time, he suggested that he should be called to the
royal side and be made Protector of the Capital.
His desire being
granted, he hastened Avith his forces and suddenly apj^earing before
the royal castle, attacked

it.

Kijun was beaten, and

fled

escaping in a boat to the southera end of the peninsula.
Wei-man then proclaimed himself King of Chr.-sen, 194

by

b.c.

sea,

He

on a career of conquest and seized several of the neighboring provinces, and Cho-sen again expanded her boundaries to cover
an immense area. Wei-man built a city somewhere east of the Tatong River. It was named Wang-hien.
Two provinces of modern Corea were thus included within Chosen at this date.
The new kingdom grew in wealth, i:)ower, and
intelligence.
Many thousands of the Chinese gentry, fleeing before
the conquering arms of the Han "usui-jjers," settled within the limits of Cho-sen, adding greatly to its prosperity.
Dming the reign of Yukio (Chinese, Yow Jin), the gi-andson of
set out
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Chinese
lie received a summons to become vassal to the
who sublimely declared that henceforward the eastern
of China should be the Ta-tong Kiver— thus virtually wip-

Wei-man,
emperor,
frontier

In b.c. 109, a Chinese aming out Cho-sen with a proclamation.
bassador sailed over fi'om China, entered the Ta-tong Kiver, and
He plead in vain with Yukio to render
visited Yuldo in his castle.

homage

to his master.

Nevertheless, to

show his respect for the emperor and his envoy,
accompany the latter on his way. The

Yukio sent an escort to
sullen

Chinaman, angTy

at his defeat, accepted the safe

conduct

beyond the Ta-tong Eiver, and then
Hurrying back to his mastreacherously put their chief to death.
of his perfidious murder.
boasted
defeat,
and
ter, he glossed over his
He was rewarded with the appointment of the governorship of Liao
of the Chu-sen troops until

Tung.
Smarting

and menace of this act, Yukio, raising an
army, marched to the west and slew the traitor. Having thus unfurled the standard of defiance against the mighty Han dynasty, he
at the insult

retui-ned to his castle, and* awaited with anxious preparation the

coming of the invading hosts which he knew would be hurled upon
him from China.
The avenging expedition, that was to carry the banners of China
farther toward the sunrise than ever before, was despatched bdth
by land and sea, b.c. 108. The horse and foot soldiers took the
land route around the head of Liao Timg Gulf, crossed on the ice
of the Yalu Eiver, and marched south to the Ta-tong, where the
Chu-sen men attacked their van and scattered it.
The fleet sailed over from Shantung, and landed a force of
several thousand men on the Corean shore, in February or March,
Without waiting for the entire army to penetrate the
107.
country, Yukio attacked the advance guards and drove them to

B.C.

the mountains in disorder.

Diplomacy was now tried, and a representative of the emperor
was sent to treat with Yukio. The latter agreed to yield and become vassal, but had no confidence in the general whom he had
just defeated.
His memory of Chinese perfidy was still so fresh,
that he felt unable to trust himself to his recently
mies,

and the negotiations ended in

unsuccessful, the

Chinaman

failure.

As

humbled ene-

usual, with the

lost his head.

Recourse was again had to the sword. The Chinese crossed
the Ta-tong Eiver on the north, and defeating the Cho-sen army,
2
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marched to the king's capital, and laid siege to it in conjunction
with the naval forces. In spite of their superior numbers, the invaders were many months vainly beleaguering the fortress. Yet,
though the garrison Avasted

Knowing

daily,

the king

would not

yield.

that defeat, with jjerhaps a cniel massacre, awaited them,

four ChO-sen men, awaiting their opportunity, during the fighting,
discharged their weapons at Yukio, and leaving him dead, opened
the gates of the citadel, and the Chinese entered.
"With the planting of the

Han banners on

kingdom

the city walls,

came

b.c.

an end.
Henceforth, for several centuries, Liao Tung and the land now comprised within the two northwestern provinces of Corea, were parts
107, the existence of the

of Clio-sen

to

of China.

The conquei'ed territory was at once divided into four provinces,
two of which comprised that part of Corea north of the Ta-tong
River.
The other two were in Liao Tung, occupying its eastern
and its western half. Within the latter was the district of Kokorai,
or Kaokiili, at w^hose history

Coin

of

we

Modern Ch5-sen,

shall

"

now

glance.

Cho-sen, Current Treasure.'

CHAPTER

III.

THE FUYU RACE AND THEIR MIGRATIONS.
by the Sungari
Amur, there existed, according
to Chinese tradition, in very ancient times, a petty kingdom called
Out of this kingdom sjorang the founder of the
Korai, or To-H.
Corean race. Slightly altering names, we may say in the phrase of
Genesis: "Out of Korai went forth Ko and builded Corea,"
though what may be sober fact is wrapped up in the following
Somewhere north

of that vast region watered

River, itself only a tributary to the

fantastic legend.

Long, long ago, in the kingdom called To-li, or Korai (so jDronounced, though the characters are not those for the Korai of later

whose harem was a waiting-maid. One
was absent on a hunt, she saw, floating in the
atmosphere, a ghstening vapor which entered her bosom. This
ray or tiny cloud seemed to be about as big as an egg. Under its
days), there lived a king, in

day, while her master

influence, she conceived.

The
up

his

king, on his return, discovered her condition,

mind

to j)ut her to death.

Upon her

and made

explanation, how-

he agreed to spare her life, but at once lodged her in prison.
child that was born jDroved to be a boy, which the king
promptly cast among the pigs. But the swine breathed into his
nostrils and the baby Uved.
He was next put among the horses,
but they also nourished him with their breath, and he lived.
Struck by this evident will of Heaven, that the child should live,
the king listened to its mother's prayers, and permitted her to
nourish and train him in the paldle. He grew up to be a fair
ever,

The

He was named
skilful in archery.
and the king appointed him Master of his

youth, full of energy, and

"Light

of the East,"

stables.

One

him

to give an
with such unerring aim that the royal jealousy was kindled, and he thought of

day, while out hunting, the king permitted

exhibition of his

skill.

This he did, drawing

bow
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nothing hut how to compass the destruction of the youth. Knowing that he would be killed if he remained in the royal serv-ice,
He dii-ected his coui'se to
the young archer fled the kingdom.
the southeast, and came to the borders of a vast and impassable
Knowing his piu'suers were
river, most probably the Sungari.
not far behind him he cried out, in a great

The Founder

of

Fuyu Crossing the Sungari

Rivet.

strait,

(Diawn by G. Hashimoto. Yedo, 1853.)

•
shall I, who am the child of the Sim, and the grandson
Yellow River, be stopped here powerless by this stream."
Ho saying he shot his aiTows at the water.

" Alas

!

of the

Iipmediately
a thick shoal,

all

the lishes of

making

floating bridge.

On

tlie

river as.sembled together in

became a
yoimg prince (and according to the

so dense a mass that their bodies

this,

the
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Japanese version of the legend, three others with him), crossed
the stream and safely reached the fiu-ther side. No sooner did he
set foot on land than his pursuers appeared on the opposite shore,
when the bridge of fishes at once dissolved. His three companOne of the three was
ions stood ready to act as his guides.
dressed in a costume made of sea-weeds, a second in hempen garArriving at their
ments, and a third in embroidered robes.
city, he became the king of the tribe and kingdom of Fuyu,
which lay in the fertile and well-watered region between the SunIt exgari River and the Shan Alyn, or Ever-White Mountains.
tended several hundred miles east and west of a line drawn southAvard through Kirin, the larger half lying on the west.
Fuyu, as described by a Chinese wTiter of the Eastern Han
dynasty (25 B.C.-190 a.d.), was a land of fertile soil, in which

"the five cereals" (wheat, rice, millet, beans, and sorghum) could
be raised. The men were tall, muscular, and brave, and withal
generous and coui-teous to each other. Their arms were bows and
They were skilftil horsemen. Their
arrows, swords, and lances.
ornaments were large peai-ls, and cut jewels of red jade. They
made spirits from grain, and were fond of drinking bouts, feastWith many drinkers there were few
ing, dancing, and singing.
The latter were rinsed in a ]>owl of water, and with great
cups.
ceremony passed from one to another. They ate with chopsticks,
out of bowls, helping themselves out of large dishes.
It is a striking fact that the Fujni people, though living so far

from China, were dwellers in

cities

palisades or walls of stakes.

They

which they surrounded with
wooden houses, and

lived in

stored their crops in granaries.

In the administration of justice, they were severe and jorompt.
They had regular jorisons, and fines were part of their legal sysAdultery was punished
tem. The thief must repay twelve-fold.
by the death of both parties. Further revenge might be taken
upon the woman by exposing her dead body on a mound. CerThe
tain relatives of a criminal were d^'nied burial in a coffin.
other members of the family of a*criminal suffering capital pun-

ishment were sold as

slaves.

Murderers were bvu'ied

alive Avith

their A^ctims.

The Fu^Ti

religion was a worship of Heaven, their greatest
being in the eleventh month, when they met joyfully together, laying aside aU grudges and quaiTels, and freeing their
prisoners.
Before setting out on a military expedition they worfestival
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shipped Heaven, and saonfioed an ox, examining the hoof, to obtain
an omen. If the cloven part remained separated, the portent was
evil, if the hoof closed together, the omen was auspicious.
The Fmii chief men or nilers were named after the domestic
beasts, beginning with theii* noblest animal, the horse, then the ox,
the dog, etc.
Rulers of cities were of this order. Their king was
buried at his death in a coffin made of jade.
Evidently the Fnya. people were a vigorous northern race,
well clothed and fed, rich in gi-ain, horses and cattle, possessing
the arts of life, with considerable literary cultiue, and well advanced in social order and political knowledge. Though the Chinese waiters classed them among bai'barians, they were, in con-

immediate neighbors, a ci\'ilized nation. Indeed,
such a high stage of civilization thus early and so
tar fom China, Mr. Eoss suggests that the scene of tlie Ivi Tsze's
Certain it is that
labors was in Fuyu, rather than in Cho-sen.
the FuA-u people were the first nation of Manchiuia to emerge
from barbarism, and become politically well organized. It is significant, as sending to support the coujectiu-e that Ki Tsze foimded
Fmni, that we discern, even in the early history of this vigorous nation, the institution of feudalism. "We find a king and nobles, with fortified cities, and wealthy men, with farms, herds of
horses, cattle, and granaries. We find also a class of serfs, created
by the degi'adation of criminals or their relatives. The other
Manchurian peoi:)le, or barbarians, suiTotmding China, were still
trast

with

theii'

to account for

nomadic or patriarchal state. AMiy so early beyond China
do we find a well-developed feudal system and high political oi*in the

ganization

?

was from feudal China, the China of the Yin d\'na.sty, from
which Ki Tsze emigrated to the northeast. KnoMing no other
It

form of government, he, if their foimder, doubtless introduced
feudal foims of government.
"Whatever may be thought of the theoiy there suggested, it is
certainly suiprising to find a distinctly

already past the laidimentaiy
churia, a thousand miles

away

fetage,
fi'oni

marked feudal system,
Man-

in the wilderness of

the seats of Chinese cultui-e,

as early as the Chiistian era.

As nearly the whole of Europe was at some time feudalized, so
China, Corea, and Japan have each passed through this stage of
j)olitical life.

The feudal system

in

China was abolished by

fShi

"NMiang Ti,
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universal Emperor,

b.c.

221, but that of

interval of 2,000 years, sm-viving until 1871.
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Japan only

after an

It lingers still in

has greatly influenced, as our subsequent
In addition to the usual featm-es of feudalism, the existence of serfdom, in fact as well as in form, is proved
by the testimony of Dutch and French observers, and of the lanCorea, whose history

it

narrative will j)rove.

guage itself. The richness of Corean speech, in regard to every
phase and degree of servitude, would suffice for a Norman landholder in mediaeval England, or for a Carolina cotton-planter before the

American

civil

war.

kingdom of Fuyu came the people who are the
In the same Chinese history
ancestors of the modern Coreans.
which describes Fujti, we have a picture of the kingdom of Kokorai (or Kao-ku-li), which had Fuyu for its northern and Cho-sen
"The land was two thousand Zi square,
for its southern neighbor.
and contained many great mountains, and deep valleys." There
Out

of this

was a tradition among the Eastern barbarians that they were an
Hence their lan^^aage and laws were very
offshoot from Fuyu.
much alike. The nation was divided into five families, named
after the

four points of the compass, with a yellow or

centr.^.l

tribe.

Evidently this means that a few families, perhaps five in numFuyu, set out toward the south, and in the valleys
west of the Yalu Eiver and along the 42d parallel, foimded a
new nation. Their first king was Ko, who, perhajos, to gain the
ber, leaving

prestige of ancient

name to
make

descent, joined his

that of Korai

the sound of
Kokorai received its name.
derives the term Kokorai from words se-

(written however with the characters which

modern Korai) and thus the realm

A

Jaj)anese wi-iter

of

lected out of a passage in the Chinese classics referring to the
high mountains. The first character Ko, in Kokorai, means high,

and

it

was under the shadows
had

that this vigorous nation

Here, too,
of

its

Ever White Mountains
and its home in youth.

of the lofty
its

cradle

warriors nourished their strength until their clouds
of the Chinese empire, and

horsemen burst upon the frontiers

into the old

kingdom

of Cho-sen.

were rich in horses and

They

lived

much

cattle,

The people
but

less

of this

given to

young

state

agriculture.

open air, and were fierce, impetuous,
They were fond of music and pleasure at

in the

strong,

and hardy.

night.

Especially characteristic was their love of decoration and

display.

At their public gatherings they decked themselves

in

;

'
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dresses embroidered with gold and silver.

Their houses were also
Their chief disjjlay was at funerals,
when a prodigal outlay of precious metals, jewels, and embroi-

adorned
deries

in various ways.

was exhibited.

In their religion they sacrificed to Heaven, to the spirits of the

and

and to the celestial
There were no prisons, but when crimes
Avere committed the chiefs, after deliberation, put the criminal to
death and reduced the wives and children to slaveiy. In this way
Li their burial customs, they
serfs were prorided for labor.
made a cairn, and planted fir-trees around it, as many Japanese
tombs are made.
In the general forms of their social, religious, and political hfe,
the people of Fuyu and Kokorai were identical, or neai'ly so
while both closely resemble the ancient Japanese of Yamato.
The Chinese authors also state that these people were ah-eady
in possession of the Confucian classics, and had attained to an unTheir ofiicials were dirided into
iisual degree of literary culture.
twelve ranks, which was also the ancient Japanese numbei'.
In
the method of divination, in the weai'ing of flowery costumes, and
in certain forms of etiquette, they and the Japanese were alike.
As is noAv well knoTvai, the ancient form of government of the
Yamato Japanese (that is, of the conquering ra(;e from Corea and
Fm-ther,
the north) was a rude feudalism and not a monarchy.
land,

and

of the harvests, to the nioi'ning star,

invisible powers.

the central j^ari of Japan, first held by the ancestors of the mikado, consists oifivc provinces, like the Kokorai division, into five
clans or tribes.

At the opening of the Christian era we find the people of Kokorai ah'eady strong and restless enough to excite attention fi'om
the Chinese court.

with their
districts of

In 9

they were recognized as a nation

a.d.

own "kings," and
One
old ChO-sen.

classified witli

Hucntu, one of the

of these kings, in the year 30, sent

tribute to the Chinese emperor.

Li 50

.'.d.

Kokorai, by iuAitation,

sent their wan-iors to assist the Chinese anny against a rebel horde
In a.d. 70 the men of Kokorai descended upon
in the norfhwest.

Liao Tung, and having now a taste for border war and concpiest,
they marched into the petty kingdom of Wei, which lay in what is
now the extreme northeast of Corea. Absorbing tliis little counThough
try, they kept up constant warfare against the Chinese.
their old kinsmen, the Fuyu men, were at times allies of the Han,
yet they gi-adually spread themselves eastward and southward, so
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Fuyu and Manchiu.
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by IGO

tlint

A. p.

tlio

Kokorai kinpfdom

eml)rfiPO(l the

whole of the
Corean

tcrritoiT of old Cho-sen, or of Liuo Tiin<(, with all the

and even to the Tumen liiver.
This career of conquest suffered a check for a time, when a
Chinese expedition, sailing up the Yalu liiver, invested the capital
city of the king and defeated his army.
The king tied beyond
the Tumen liiver.
Eight thousand people are said to have been
made jirisoners or slaughtered by the Chinese. For a time it
seemed as though Kokorai were too badly ciippled to move again.
Anarchy broke out in China, on the fall of the house of Han,

peninsxila north of the Ta-tong,

A.D.

220,

and lasted

torj^ fi-om

During

doms."

for half a century.

221 to 277,

is

called the

this period,

and

That period

"Epoch

Chinese hisThree King-

of

of the

until well into the fifth century,

while China was rent into "Northern" and "Southern" divisions,
the military actixities of Kokorai were employed with varying re-

kingdoms that rose and fell, one after the
on the soil between the Great "Wall and the Yalu River.
During this time the nation, free from the power and oppression of
In the fifth cenChina, held her own and compacted her power.
tury her warriors had penetrated neai'ly as far west as the modem
Peking in their cavalry raids. Wily in diplomacy, as brave in
war, they sent tribute to both of the rival claimants f(n- the throne
of China which were likely to give them trouble in the future.
Dropping the family name of their first king, they retained that
of their ancestral home-land, and called their nation Korai.
Meanwhile, as they multipKed in numbers, the migration of Kokorai 2:)eople, henceforth knowai as Korai men, set steadily southward. "Weakness in China meant strength in Korai. The Chinese
had bought peace with their Eastern neighbors by titles and gifts,
which left the Koraians free to act against their southern neighsults against the petty

other,

In steadily displacing these, they came into collision with
kingdom of Hiaksai, whose history will be naiTated

bors.

ihe

little

be seen that the Korai men, jjoople of the
occupied the temtory of Hiaksai. Already the
Koraians, sure of further conquest southwai'd, fixed their capital at

farther on.

Fuyu

It will

race, finally

Ping-an.
A.D. the house of Sui was established on the dragon
and a portentous message was sent to the King of Korai,
E\4wliich caused the latter to make vigorous war preparations.
dently the Chinese emperor meant to throttle the young giant of
the north, while the young giant was equally detennined to live.

In 589

throne,
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to the inside

of the Great Wall, gave the bearded dragon not only the pretext
of war but of annexation.

purpose an army of three hundred thousand men and
hundred war-junks were prepared. The latter
were to sail over frona Shantimg, and enter the Ta-tong River, the
goal of the expedition being Ping-an city, the Koraian capital.

For

this

a fleet of several

The horde started without provisions, and arrived in mid-summer at the Liao River in want of food. While waiting, during the
hot weather, in this malarious and muddy region, the soldiers died
by tens of thousands of fever and plague. The incessant rains
soon rendered the roads impassable and transport of provisions
an impossibility. Disease melted the mighty host away, and the
army, reduced to one-fifth its ntunbers, was forced to retreat. The
war-junks fared no better, for storms in the Yellow Sea drove them
back or foimdered them by the score.
Such a frightful loss of life and material did not deter the
next emperor, the infamous Yang (who began the Grand Canal),
from following out the scheme of his father, whom he conveniIn spite of the raging famently poisoned while already dying.
ordered magazines for the
emperor
the
ines and losses by flood,
the coast, and continnear
established
be
to
invasion
of
armies
gents of troops for the twenty-four corps to be raised in every
All these j^reparations caused local famines and drovo
province.

many

of the people into rebellion.
This army, one of the greatest ever assembled in China, numbered over one million men. Its equipment consisted lai-gely of
The undisciplined horde began
banners, gongs, and trumpets.
their march, aiming to reach the Liao River before the hot season
They found tjie Koraian army ready to dispute their passet in.

Three bridges, hastily constructed, were tlirowu across the
stream, on which horse and foot pressed eagerly toward the
enemy. The width of the river had, however, been miscalculated and the bridges were too short, so that many thousands of the

sage.

Chinese were di'owned or kiUed by the Koraians, at unequal odds,
In two days, however, the bridges
while fighting on the shore.
were lengthened and the whole force crossed over. The Chinese
van pursued their enemy, slaughtering ten thousand before they
could gain the fortified city of Liao Tung.
walls,

Once

inside their

however, the Korai soldiers were true to their reputation of

being splendid garrison fighters.

Instead of easy victory the
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Chinese army lay aroiind the city unable, even after several
months' besieging, to breach the walls or weaken the spirit of the
defenders.

Meanwhile the other dinsion had marched northward and
eastward, according to the plan of the campaign.

Eight of these

numbering 800,000 men, arrived and went into camp
on the west bank of the Yalu River. In spite of express orders to
the contrary, the soldiers had thi-owoi away most of the hundred
days' rations of grain with which they started, and the commissaThe Koraian commander, can-ying out the
riat was vei'y low.
Fabian policy, tempted them away fi'om their camp, and led them
by skirmishing parties to within a hundred miles of Ping-an.
The Chinese fleet lay within a few leagues of the invading army,
but land and sea forces were mutually ignorant of each other's viDaring not to risk the siege of a city so well fortified by
cinity.
nature and art as Ping-an, in his present lack of supplies, the Chinese general reluctantly ordered a retreat, which began in late
summer, the nearest base of supplies being Liao Ttmg, four hundred miles away and through an enemy's countiy.
This was the signal for the Koraians to assume the offensive,
and like the Cossacks, upon the army of Napoleon, in Russia, they
hung upon the flanks of the hungiy fugitives, slaughtering thousands upon thousands.

army

corps,

When

the Chinese host were crossing the Chin-chion River,

army fell in full force upon them, and the fall of the
commander of their rear-guard tiu'ued defeat into a rout. The
disorderly band of fugitives rested not till well over and beyond
the Yalu River.
Of that splendid army of 300,000 men only a
few thousand reached Liao Tung city. The weapons, spoil, and
the Koraian

prisoners

myriads."

taken by the Koraians were " m\Tiads of mATiads of
The naval forces in the river, on hearing the amazing

news of their comrades' defeat, left Corea and crept back to China.
The Chinese emperor was so enraged at the utter failure of his
prodigious enterprise, that he had the fugitive officers publicly
put to death as an example.
In spite of the disasters of the previous year, the emperor
Yang, in 613, again sent an army to besiege Liao Tung city. On
this occasion scaling ladders, 150 feet long, and towers, mounted
on wheels, were used with gi'eat effect. Just on the eve of the
completion of their greatest work and tower the Chinese camp
was suddenly abandoned, the emperor being called home to put
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So cautious were the besieged and
a formidable rebellion.
was the flight of the besiegers, that it was noon before

so sudden

a Koraian ventured into camp, and two days elapsed before they
Then the Koraian
discovered that the retreat was not feigned.

gaiTison attacked the Chinese rear-guard with severe loss.
The rebeUion at home having been put down the emperor

again cherished the plan of crushing Korai, but other and gx-eater
insurrections broke out that required his attention for the three
;

expeditions against Corea had wasted the empire even as they had
sealed the doom of the Sui dynasty. Though no land forces could
sent to Corea to lay siege to Ping-an city.
his dominions in the hands of rebels,
portions
of
Even with large
Yang never gave up his plan of humbling Korai. This project

be

sj^ared,

a

new fleet was

was the cause of the most frightful distress in China, and seeing
no hope of saving the country except by the murder of the infamous emperor, coward, drunkard, tyrant, and voluptuary, a band
of conspirators, headed by Yli Min, put him to death and Korai
had rest.
To summarize this chapter. It is possible that Ki Tsze was
The Kokorai tribes wei'e people who had
the founder of Fuyu.
migi-ated from Fuyu, and settled north and west of the upper
They entered into relations with the
waters of the Yalu River.
Chinese as early as 9 a.d., and coming into collision vpith them by
the year 70, they kept up a fitful warfare with them, sustaining
mighty invasions, until the seventh century, while in the meantime Korai, instead of being crashed by China, grew in area and
numbers until the nation had spread into the peninsula, and overrun

it

as far as the

Han

River.

Thus far the history of Corea has been that of the northern
and western part of the peninsula, and has been derived chiefly
from Chinese sources. We turn now to the southern and eastern
portions, and in narrating their history we shall point out their
relations with Japan as well as with China, relying lai'gely for our
information upon the Japanese annals.

CHAPTER

TV.

SAM-HAN, OR SOUTHERN COREA,

At

the time of the suppression of Cho-sen and the incor[:)ora-

tion of its ten-itory with the Oliinese Empire,

Map

of

Sam-han

in

b.c.

107, all Corea

Southern Corea.

south of the Ta-tong River was divided into thi-ee han, or geographical divisions.
Their exact boundaries are uncertain, but
their general topogi-aphy may be learned from the map.
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MA-HAN AND BEN- HAN,

This little country included fifty-four tribes or clans, eacli one
independent of the other, and living under a sort of patriarchal
government. The larger tribes are said to have been composed
of ten

thousand, and the smaller of a thousand, families each.
in ancient records are worth little for

Round numbers, however,
critical

purposes.

South of the Ma-han was the Ben-han, in which were twelve
tribes, having the same manners and customs as the Ma-han, and
speaking a different yet kindred dialect.
One of these clans
formed the little kingdom of Amana, from which came the first
visit of Coreans recorded in the Japanese annals.
After the overthrow of his family and kingdom by the traitor
Wei-man, Kijun, the king of old Cho-sen escaped to the sea and
fled south toward the archipelago.
He had with him a number
of his faithful adherents, their wives and children.
He landed
among one of the clans of Ma-han, composed of Chinese refugees,
who, not wishing to live under the Han emperors, had crossed the
Yellow Sea. On account of their numbering, originally, one hundred families, they called themselves Hiaksai. Either by conquest
or invitation Kijun soon became their king.
Glimpses of the
manner of life of these early people are given by a Chinese writer.
The Ma-han people were agricultvu-al, dwelling in villages, but
neither driving nor riding oxen or horses, most probably because
they did not possess them.
Their huts were made of earth
banked upon timber, with the door in the roof. They went bareheaded, and coiled or tied their hair in a knot. They set no value
on gold, jewels, or embroidery, but wore pearls sewed on their
clothes and hung on their necks and ears. Perhaps the word here
translated "pearl" may be also applied to drilled stones of a
cylindrical or curved shape, like the magatama, or "bent jewels,"
of the ancient Japanese.
They shod their feet with sandals, and
wore garments of woven stuff. In etiquette they were but slightly
advanced, paying little honor to women or to the aged.
Like our
Indian bucks, the young men tested their endurance by torture.
Slitting the skin of the back, they i*an a cord through the flesh,
upon which was hung a piece of wood. This was kept suspended
tiU the man, unable longer to endure it, cried out to have it taken
off.
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After the field work was over, in early summer, they held
drinking bouts, in honor of the spirits, with songs and dances.
Scores of men, quickly following eiwli other, stamped on the
ground to beat time as they danced. In the late autumn, after
harvests, they repeated these ceremonies.

In each clan there was

a man, chosen as ruler, to sacrifice to the spirits of heaven.

hung drums and

a gi'eat pole they

On

bells for the serAice of the

Perhaps these are the originals of the taU and
heavenly spirits.
slender pagodas with their pendant Avind-bells at the many eaves

and

corners.

Among

the edible products of

Ma-han were fowls with

These "hens with

feet in length.

—

tails

tails five

a yard long" were evi-

a delicacy on Corean tables.
The large
which have a wooden taste, half way between
a pear and an apple, were then, as now, produced in great numbers.
The flavor improves by cooking.
As Kijuu's government was one of vigor, his subjects advanced

dently pheasants

still

ai:)ple-shaped pears,

in

civilization,

the Hiaksai people gi-adually extended their au-

and influence. The clan names in time faded away or became symbols of family bonds instead of governmental authority,
so that by the fom-th century Hiaksai had become paramount
over all the fifty -four tribes of Ma-han, as well as over some of
those of the other two ]ion.
Thus arose the kingdom of Hiaksai (called also Kudara by the
Japanese, Petsi by the Chinese, and Baiji by the UKxlern Coreans),
which has a history extending to the tenth centiuy, when it was
exting-uished in name and fact in united Corea.
Its relations with Japan were, in the main, friendly, the islanders of the Sunrise Kingdom being comrades in ai-ms with them
tigainst their invaders, the Chinese, and their hostile neighbors,
whose origin we shall now proceed to detail.
ilia men of Shinra
thority

—

SHIN-HAN.

After the

fall

of the Tsin dynasty in China, a small

refugees, leading

their native seats, fled

body

of

across the Yellow Sea

toward the Sea of Japan, resting only when over the great moun-

They made settlements

tain chain.

in the valleys

and along the

they preserved their blood and language pure,
iorming one of the twelve clans or tribes into which the hau or
countrv was divided.
sea-coast.

At

first
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or Chinese), which points to the origin

of the clan, belonged to but one of the twelve tribes in eastern

Corea.

As

of superior

boundaries,

in the case of Hiaksai, the Shin tribe, being possessed

power and

intelligence,

extended their authority and

gradually becoming very powerful.

Under

their*

"king," considering themselves
paramount over all the clans, they changed the name of their
covmtry to Shinra, which is pronounced in Chinese Sinlo.
Between the years 29 and 70 a.d., according to the Japanese
histories, an envoy from Shinra arrived in Japan, and after an
audience had of the mikado, jjresented him with mirrors, swords,
In this we have a hint as
jade, and other works of skill and art.
It is evident from these
to the origin of Japanese decorative art.

twenty-second hereditary

chief, or

gifts, as well as from the reports of Chinese historians concerning the refined manners, the hereditary aristocracy, and the fortified strongholds of the Shinra people, that their grade of civilisation was much higher than that of their northern neighbors.
It was certainly superior to that of the Japanese, who, as we
shall see, were soon tempted to make descents upon the fertile

lands, rich cities,

and defenceless coasts

of their visitors

from the

west.

How long the Chinese colonists who settled in Shin-han preThough these
served their language and customs is not known.
were lost after a few generations, yet it is evident that their influence on the aborigines of the country was very great.

From

first

to last Shinra excelled in civilization all the petty states in the

peninsula, of which at first there were seventy-eight.

Unlike the
Ma-han, the Shin-han people lived in j^alisaded cities, and in
bouses the doors of which were on the ground and not on the
roof.
They cultivated mulberry-trees, reared the silk-worm, and
wove silk into fine fabrics. They used wagons with yoked oxen,
and horses for draught, and practised "the law of the road."
Marriage was conducted with appropriate ceremony. Dancing,
drinking, and singing were favorite amusements, and the lute was
They understood the art of smeltl^layed in addition to drums.
ing and working iron, and used this metal as money.
They carried on trade with the other han, and with Japan.
How far these
arts owed their encouragement or origin to traders, or travelling
merchants from China, is not known. Evidently Shinra enjoyed
leadership in the peninsvda, largely from her culture, wealth, and
knowledge of iron. The curious custom, so well known among
•
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of flattening the heads of newly bom infants, is
noted among the Shin-hau people.
Neither Chinese liistory nor Japanese tradition, though they
give lis some account of a few hundred families of emigrants from
China who settled in the abeady inhabited Corean jjeninsula, throws
any light on the aborigines as to whence or when they came. The
curtain is lifted only to show us that a few people are ah'eady
there, with language and customs different from those of China.
The descendants of the comparatively few Chinese settlers were
no doubt soon lost, with their language and ancestral customs,
among the mass of natives. These aboriginal tribes were destined
to give way to a new people from the far north, as we shall leam.
in our fiu'ther nan-ative.
The Japanese historians seem to distinguish between the San Han, the three countries or confederaciesof loosely organized tribes, and the San Goku, or Thi-ee Kingdoms.
The Coreans, however, speak only of the Sam-han, meaning^
thereby the three political divisions of the peninsula, and using

American savages,

word

the

as referring rather to the epoch.

or fractional coin

curi'ent in the

The common "

cash,"

country, bears the characters

meaning "circulating medium

of the Three Kingdoms," or SamThese were Korai in the north, Sliinra in the southeast, and
Hiaksai in the southwest.
Other Japanese names for these were
resjiectively Kom6, Shiriaki, and Kudara, the Chinese terms being^
Kaoli, Sinlo, and Pe-tsi.
Like the three kingdoms of England, Scotland, and Wales,
called also Britannia, Caledonia, and Cambria, these Corean states
were distinct in origin, were conquered by a race from without,

han.

received a rich infusion of alien blood, strugj^led in rivalry for
centuries,

and one

and

wei-e finally united into

one nation, with one flag

sovereijrn.

Coin of the Sam-han or the Three Kingdoms.

"

Sam-han, Current Treasure

CHAPTER

Y.
I

EPOCH OF THE THREE KINGDOMS.—HI AKSAI.
The history of
known until

first

civil

the peninsular states from the time in which it is
the tenth century, is that of almost continuous

war or border

fighting.

doms changed from time

The boundaries of the rival kingand reprisal, victory or

to time as raid

defeat, tui-ned the scale of war.

sula

expressing the

half-century

j^olitical

A

series of majDS of the penin-

situation

dvu"ing

would show many variations

each century or

of boundaries,

and

re-

semble those of Great Britain when the various native and continental tribes were struggling for its mastery.
Something like
an attempt to depict these changes in the political geography of
the peninsula has been made by the Japanese historian, Otsuki
Toyo, in his work entitled "Historical Periods and Changes of the
Japanese Empire."
Yet though our narrative, through excessive brevit^^, seems to be
only a picture of war, we must not forget that Hiaksai, once lowest in ci\ilization, rapidly became, and for a while continued, the
leading state in the joeuinsula. It held the lead in literary culture
until crushed by China.
The classics of Confucius and Mencius,
with letters, wTiting, and their whole train of literary blessings,
were introduced first to the j)eninsula in Hiaksai. Li 374 a.d.
Ko-ken was appointed a teacher or master of Chinese literature,
and enthusiastic scholars gathered at the court. Buddhism followed with its educational influences, becoming a focus of light
and culture. As early as 372 a.d. an apostle of northern Buddhism had penetrated into Liao Tung, and perhaps across the
Yalu. In 384 a.d. the missionary Marananda, a Thibetan, formally established temples and monasteries in Hiaksai, in which

women

as well as

men became

scholastics.

Long

before this

new

element of civilization was rooted in Shinra or Korai, the faith of
India was established and floui-ishing in the little kingdom of Hiaksai, so that its influences were felt as far as Japan.
The first
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teacher of Chinese letters and ethics in Nippon was a Corean
named Wani, as was also the first missionary who carried the images aud sutras of northern Buddhism across the Sea of Japan.

To

Hiaksai more than to any other Corean state Jajjan owes her

impulse toward the civilization of the west.
Hiaksai came into collision with Kokorai as early as 345 a.d.,
at which time also Shinra suffered the loss of several cities.
In
the fifth century a Chinese army, sent by one of the emperors of
the Wei dj-nasty to enforce the payment of tribute, was defeated

fii'st

by Hiaksai.

Such unexpected miHtary resvdts raised the reputation of " the eastern savages " so high in the imperial mind, that the
emperor offered the King of Hiaksai the title of " Great Protector
of the Eastern Frontier."

kingdom was

By

this act the

independence of the

In the sixth centmy,
having given and received Chinese aid and comfort in alliance
with Sliini-a against Korai, Hiaksai was ravaged in her borders by
Later on we find
the troops of her irate neighbor on the north.
these two states in peace with each other and allied against ShinHttle

virtually recognized.

which had become a vassal of the Tang emperors of China.
From this line of China's rulers the kingdoms of Korai and
Hiaksai were to receive crushing blows. In answer to Shini'a's
prayer for aid, the Chinese emperor, in GGO, despatched from
Shantung a fleet of several hundred sail with 100,000 men on
board.
Against this host from the west the Hiaksai army coidd
make little resistance, though they bravely attacked the invaders,
but only to be beaten. After a victoi'y near the mouth of the
Rin-pn River, the Chinese marched at once to the capital of Hiaksai and again defeated, with terrible slaughter, the pro-sincial
army. The king fled to the north, and the city being nearly
empty of defenders, the feeble gan-ison opened the gates. The
Tang banners fluttered on all the walls, and another state was absorbed in the Chinese empire. For a time Hiaksai, like a &y
snapped up by an angi-y dog, is lost in China.
Not long, however, did the little kingdom disappear from
sight.
In G70 a Buddhist priest, fired w4th patriotism, raised an
army of rtionks and j^riests, and joining Fuku-shin (Fu-sin), a
brave general, they laid siege to a city held by a large Chinese
garrison.
At the same time they sent word to the emperor of
Japan praying for succor against the "robber kingdom." They
also begged that Hosho (Fung), the youthful son of the late king,
then a hostage and pupil at the mikado's court, might be invested
ra,
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with the royal title and sent home. The mikado despatched a
fleet of 400 j links and a large body of soldiers to escort the royal
On his arrival Hosho was proclaimed king.
heir homeward.
priest-army and the forces under Fuku-shin
the
Meanwhile
their territory, when they suffered a
near the sea-coast from the large Chinese force
The invaders
hastily despatched to put down the rebellion.
marched eastward and effected a junction with the forces of
The prospects of Hiaksai were now deplorable.
Shinra.
For even among the men of Hiaksai there was no unity of purFuku-shin had put the priest-leader to death, which arbipose.
trary act so excited the suspicions of the king that he in turn
ordered his general to be beheaded. He then sent to Japan, apThe mikado, willing to help an old
pealing for reinforcements.
ally, and fearing that the Chinese, if victorious, might invade his
own dominions, quickly responded. The Japanese contingent arrived and encamped near the mouth of the Han Kiver, preparaUnsuspecting the near
tory to a descent by sea upon Shinra.
presence of an enemy, the allies neglected their usual vigilance.
A fleet of war- junks, flying the Tang streamers, suddenly appeared off the camp, and while the Japanese were engaging these,

had reconquered nearly aU
severe

defeat

Taken by surj)rise,
the Chinese land forces struck them in flank.
the mikado's warriors were driven like flocks of sheep into the
water and drowned or shot by the Chinese archers. The Japanese
vessels were burned as they lay at anchor in the bloody stream,
and the remnants of the beaten army got back to their islands in
Hosho, after witnessing the destruction of
pitiable fragments.
his host, fled to Korai, and the country was given over to the
waste and piUage of the infiu'iated Chinese. The royal line, after
thirty generations and nearly seven centuries of rule, became extinct.
The sites of cities became the habitations of tigers, and
once fertile fields were soon overgrown. Large portions of Hiak-

became a wilderness.
Though the Chinese Government ordered the bodies of those
killed in war and the white bones of the %dctims of famine to be
sai

many thousands of Hiaksai families fled elsewhere to
an asylum and to found new industries. The people who
remained on their fertile lands, as well as all Southern Corea, fell
under the sway of Shinra.
The fragments of the beaten Japanese army gradually returned
Thousands
to their native country or settled in Southern Corea.

buried, yet
find
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of the people of Hiaksai, detesting the idea of living as slaves of

China, accompanied
anival,

by order

oi*

followed their

allies to

Japan.

On

of the mikado, 400 emigi-ants of both sexes

their

were

located in the province of Omi, and over 2,000 were distributed in

the Kuanto, or Eastern Japan.
l)otterieSj

and

ese, follow

These colonies of Coreans founded
mingled by blood with the Japan-

their descendants,

the trade of their ancestors.

In 710 another body of Hiaksai j^eople, dissatisfied with the

and tempted by the offers of the Japanformed a colony numbering 1,800 persons and emigi-ated
to Japan.
They were settled in Musashi, the province in which

jpoverty of the country
ese,

Tokiu,

the

gi'ations of

modern capital, is situated.
Various other emiCoreans to Japan of later date are refen-ed to in the

amials of the latter country, and

it is fair

to

presume that tens

of

thousands of emigi-ants from the peninsula fled fi'om the Tang invasion and mingled with the islanders, j^roducing the composite
^Vmoug the
race that inhabit the islands ruled by the mikado.
refugees were many priests and nuns, who brought their books
and learning to the court at Nara, and thus diffused about them a
literary atmosj^here.
The establishment of schools, the awakening of the Japanese intellect, and the first beginnings of the literature of Japan, the composition of their oldest historical books,
the Kojiki and the Nihongi all the fruits of the latter half of the
seventh and early jjart of the eighth centiuy are directly traceable to this influx of the scholars of Hiaksai, which being deEven the pronunciation
stroyed by China, lived again in Japan.
of the Chinese characters as taught by the Hiaksai teachers remains to this day. One of them, the nun Homin, a learned lady,
made her system so popidar among the scholars that even an imperial pi'oclamation against it could not banish it. She established
her school in Tsushima, a.d. Goo, and there taught that system of
[Chinese] pronunciation [ Go-on] which still holds sway in Japan,
among the ecclesiastical literati, in oi)i)osition to the Kan-on of the
secular scholars. The Go-on, the older of the two jironunciations, is
that of ancient North Chinn, the Kan-on is that of mediseval Southem China (Nanking). Corea and Japan ha-s-ing phonetic alphabets have preserved and stei-eotAi^ed the ancient Chinese jn-onunciation better than the Chinese language itself, since the Chinese
have no j^honetic writing, but only ideographic characters, the
pronunciation of which varies dm-ing the progress of centuries.
Hiaksai had given Buddhism to Japan as eai-ly as 552 a.d., but

—

—
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liaci

prevented

its

spread, the temple

was

set
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on

fire,

Buddha thrown in the river. In 684 one
Sayeki brought another image of Buddha from Corea, and Umako,

and the images

of

son of Iname, a minister at the mikado's coui't, enshrined it in a
He made Yeben and Simata, two
chapel on his own grounds.
They celebrated a
Coreans, his priests, and his daughter a mm.

and henceforth Buddhism grew apace.
The country toward the sunrise was then a new land to the
2>eninsulars, just as "the West" is to us, or Australia is to England and Japan made these fugitives welcome. In their train
came industry, learning, and skill, enriching the island kingdom
with the best infusion of blood and cultui-e.
Hiaksai was the first of the three kingdoms that was weakened by civil war and then fell a \ictim to Chinese hist of confestival,

;

quest.

The progress and
nan-ated.

fall of

the other two kingdoms wiU now be
shall follow its story from

Beginning with Korai, we

when the invading hordes of the Tang dynasty
out
of the peninsula with such awful slaughter
had been di-iven
by the Koraians.
the year 613

a.d.,

;

CHAPTER

VI.

EPOCH OF THE THREE KINGDOMS.—KORAI.
After the struggle in which the Corean tiger had -worsted the
•Western Dragon, early in the seventh centuiy, China and Korai
were for a generation at peace. The bones of the slain were
buried,
victims.

and sacrificial fires for the dead soothed the spii-its of the
The same imperial messenger, who in 622 was sent to

super^'ise these offices of religion, also visited

each of the courts

So successful was he in his mission of
jjeaceful dij^lomacy, that each of the Corean states sent envoys
with tribute and congi-atulation to the imj^erial throne. In proof
of his good wishes, the emperor returned to his vassals all his
prisoners, and declared that their young men would be reof the three kingdoms.

ceived as students in the Imperial University at his capital.
Henceforth, as in many instances dvu'ing later centiu'ies, the
sons of nobles and promising youth from Korai, Shinra, and

Hiaksai went to study at Nanking, where their envoys met the
Ai'ab traders.

Korai ha^-ing been divided into

five provinces,

or circuits,

and West divisions, extended fi'om the Sea of Japan to the Liao River, and enjoyed a brief spell of peace, except ahvays on the southern border
for the chi'ouic state of Korai and Shini-a was that of mutual hostility.
On the north, beyond the Tumen River, was the kingdom
of Pu-hai, with which Korai was at peace, and JajDan was in intimate relations, and China at jealous hostihty.
The Chinese coui-t soon began to look with longing eyes on
the tenitoiy of that pai-t of Korai lying west of the Yalu River,
believing it to be a geographical necessity that it should become
their scientific frontier, while the emperor cherished the hope of

named

respectively the

soon rectifying

Though unable

East,

to forget the fact that one of

had wasted millions of lives and tons of treasure
vainly attempting to humble Kokorai, his ambition and pride

his predecessors
in

it.

Home, North, South,

a
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spurred bim on to wade through slaughter to conquest and reHe waited only for a pretext.
This time the destinies of the Eastern Kingdom were pro-

venge.

foundly influenced by the character of the feudalism brought into
it from ancient times, and which was one of the characteristic institutions of the

Fuyu

race.

The Government of Korai was simply that of a royal house,
holding, by more or less binding ties of loyalty, powerful nobles,

who

in tvu'n held their lands

on feudal tenure.

tingencies these noble land-holders were

In certain conpowerful

scarcely less

than the king himself.
In 641 one of these liegemen, whose ambition the king had in
vain attempted to curb and even to put to death, revenged himself by killing the king "with, his own hands.
He then proclaimed
as sovereign the nej)hew of the dead king, and made himself
prime minister. Having thus the control of all power in the state,
and being a man of tremendous physical strength and mental
ability, all the people siibmitted quietly to the new order of
things, and were at the same time diverted, being sent to ravage
Shinra, annexing all the coimtry down to the 37th parallel.
The
Chinese emperor gave investiture to the new king, but ordered
this Corean Warwick to recall his troops from invading Shinra,
the ally of China.
The minister j^aid his tribute loyally, but refused to acknowledge the right of China to interfere in Corean
jDolitics.
The tribute was then sent back with insiilt, and war being certain to follow, Korai prepared for the worst.
War with
China has been so constant a phenomenon in Corean history that
a special term, Ho-ran, exists and is common in the national annals, since the " Chinese wars " have been numbered by the score.
Again the sails of an invading fleet whitened the waters of the
Yellow Sea, carrying the Chinese army of chastisement that was
to land at the head of the peninsula, while two bodies of troops
were desjoatched by different routes landward. The Tang emperor was a stanch believer in Wliang Ti, the Asiatic equivalent
of the European doctrine of the divine right of kings to reign
tenet as easily found by one looking for it in the Confucian classics, as in the Hebrew scriptures.
He professed to be marching
simply to vindicate the honor of majesty and to punish the regicide rebel, but not to harm nobles or people.
The invaders soon
overran Liao Tung, and city after city fell. The emperor himself
accompanied the artay and burned his bridges after the crossing

—
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In spite of the mud find the summer rains be
on, helping "with his own hands in the
works at the sieges of the walled cities the ruins of which still
litter the plains of Liao Tung.^
In one of these, captured only
after a protracted investment, 10,000 Koraians are said to have
been slain. In case of submission on summons, or after a slight
defence, the besieged were leniently and even kindly treated.

of cA-ery river.

pushed his Avay

steadily

By

July

all

Chinese,

—

the country west of the Yalu was in j)Ossession of the

who had

crossed the river and an-ived at Anchiu, only

forty miles north of Ping-an city.

By tremendous
army

of 150,000

personal energy and a general leAy in mass, an
men was sent against the Chinese, which

Korai

took up a position on a hill about three miles from the city. The
ensued, made by the Chinese emperor himself, was skilfully carried out by his lieutenants, and a total defeat

j^lan of the battle that

entrapped Koraian army followed, the slain numbering
The next day, Avitli the remnant of his army, amounting
Fifty thousand
to 40,000 men, the Koraian general sui-rendered.
The foot
horses and 10,000 coats of mail were among the spoils.
•soldiers were dismissed and ordered home, but the Koraian leadof the

20,000.

ers were

made

prisoners and marched into China.

After so ciiishing a loss in

men and

instant siuTender of the besieged city.

material, one

So

might expect

far fi'om this, the gar-

rison redoubled the energy of their defence.

In this we see a

striking trait of the Corean military character which has been noticed

from the era

of the Tangs,

and before

it,

dovm

to

Admiral

Chinese, Japanese, French, and Americans have experienced the fact and mai-A^eUed thereat. It is that the Coreans are
poor soldiers in the open field and exhibit slight proof of j)ersonal

Eodgers.

valor.

ing.

They cannot face a dashing foe nor endiu-e stubborn fightBut put the same men behind waUs, bring them to bay, and

the timid stag amazes the hoiuids.

Theii*

whole

natui-e

seems

re-

more than bi-ave. Theii- corn-age is sublime.
They fight to the last man, and fling themselves on the bare
The Japanese of 1592
steel when the foe clears the parapet.
inforced.

They

are

looked on the Corean in the field as a kitten, but in the castle as
The French, in 1866, never found a force that could face
a tiger.
The
rifles, though behind walls the same men were inrincible.
American handful of tars kept at hannless distance thousands of
Mack heads in the open, but inside the fort they met giants in
bravers'. No nobler foe ever met American steel. Even when dis-

;
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armed they fought theii* enemies with dust and stones mitil
man. The sailors found that the sheep in the

to the last

43
slain
field

were lions in the fort.
The Coreans themselves knew both their forte and their foible,
and so understood how to foil the invader from either sea. Shut
out from the rival nations on the right hand and on the left by
the treacherous sea, buttressed on the north by lofty mountains,
and separated from China by a stretch of barren or broken land,
the jDeninsula is easily secui-e against an invader far from his base
of supplies.
The ancient policy of the Coreans, by which they
over and over again foiled their mighty foe and finally secured
their independence,

was

to shut themselves

up

in their well-pro-

visioned cities and castles, and not only beat off but starve away
their foes.
In their state of feudalism, when every city and strategic

town

plished.

of importance w^as well fortified, this

The ramparts gave them

shelter,

was easily accomand their personal valor

Eeversing the usual process of starving out a
beleaguered garrison, the besiegers, unable to fight on emj^ty
stomachs, were at last obliged to raise the siege and go home.
secui'ed the rest.

Long

persistence in this resolute jDolicy finally saved Corea
from the Chinese colossus, and preserved her individuality among
nations.

Faithful to their character, as above set forth, the Koraians
own in the city of Anchiu, and the Chinese could make

held their

no impression upon it. In spite of catapults, scahng ladders,
movable towers, and artificial mounds raised higher than the
walls, the Koraians held out, and by sorties bravely captured or
destroyed the enemy's works. Not daring to leave such a fortified
city in their rear, the Chinese could not advance fui-ther, while
their failing provisions and the advent of frost showed them that
they must retreat.

Hungrily they tui-ned their faces toward China.
In spite of the intense chagrin of the foiled Chinese leader, so
great was his admii-ation for the valor of the besieged that he sent
the Koraian commander a valuable present of rolls of silk.
The
Koraians were unable to pursue the flying invaders, and few fell
by their weapons. But hunger, the fatigue of crossing impassable oceans of worse than Virginia mud, cold winds, and snow
storms destroyed thousands of the Chinese on their weary homeward march over the mountain passes and quagmires of Liao
Tung. The net results of the campaign were great glory to Korai
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and besides the loss of ten cities, 70,000 of her sons were captives
and 40,000 lay in battle graves.
According to a custom which Califomians have learned in our
day, the bones of the Chinese soldiers who died or were killed in
the campaign were collected, brought into China, and, with due
sacrificial rites and lamentations by the emperor, solemnly buried
Irregular warfare still continued between the
in their native soil.
two countries, the offered tribute of Korai being refused, and the
emperor waiting imtil his resources woiild justify him in sending
another vast fleet and army against defiant Korai. "While thus
waiting he died.
After a few years of peace, his successor found occasion for
war, and, in 660 a.d., despatched the expedition which cinished
Hiaksai, the ally of Korai, and wonied, without humbhng, the latter state.
In 664 Korai lost its able leader, the regicide prime
minister that rock against which the waves of Chinese invasion,
had dashed again and again in vain.
His son, who woiild have succeeded to the office of his father,
was opposed by his brother. The latter, fleeing to China, became
guide to the hosts again sent against Korai "to save the people
and to chastise their rebellious chiefs." This time Korai, without
a leader, was doomed. The Chinese armies haA-ing their rear well
seciu'ed by a good base of sujDpUes, and being led by skilful commanders, marched on from -sictory to victory, until, at the Yalu
Iliver, the various detachments united, and breaking the fi*ont of
The
the Korai army, scattered them and marched on to Ping-an.
The line of
city surrendered without the discharge of an arrow.
kings of Korai came to an end after twenty-eight generations, rulin China,

—

ing over 700

j-ears.

and its four or
was annexed to the Chinese empire. Tens
of thousands of Koraian refugees fled into Shim-a, thousands into
Pu-hai, noi-th of the Tumen, then a rising state and many to the
new country- of Jai:)an. Desolated by slaughter and ravaged by
fire and blood, war and famine, large portions of the land lay
waste for generations. Tlius fell the second of the Corean kingdoms, and the sole dominant state now supreme in the peninsula
was Shinra, an outline of whose history we shall proceed to give.
All Korai, with its five provinces, its 176 cities,

five millions of people,

;

CHAPTER

VII.

EPOCH OF THE THREE KINGDOMS.— SHINRA.
Shinra becomes first known to ns from Japanese tradiher place in the peninsula is in the southeast, comprising portions of the modern provinces of Kang-wen and Kiung-sang. The
people in this warm and fertile j)art of the peninsula had very
probably sent many colonies of settlers over to the Japanese Islands, which lay only a hundred miles off, with Tsushima for a
It is probable that the "rebels" in Kiushiu, so
stepping-stone.
often spoken of in old Japanese histories, were simply Coreans or
their descendants, as, indeed, the majority of the inhabitants of
Kiushiu originally had been. The Yamato tribe, which gradually
became paramount in Japan, were probably immigrants of old Kokorai stock, that is, men of the Fuyu race, who had crossed from
the north of Corea over the Sea of Japan, to the land of Sunrise,

When

tion,

and Engles pushed across the North Sea to
England. They found the Kumaso, or Kiushiu "rebels," troublesome, mainly because these settlers from the west, or southern
mainland of Corea, considered themselves to be the righteous
owners of the island rather than the Yamato people. At all

just as the Saxons

events, the pretext that led the

mikado

Chiu-ai,

who

is

said to

have reigned from 192 to 200 a.d., to march against them was, that
Ihese people in Kiushiu would not acknowledge his authority.
His wife, the Amazonian queen Jingu, was of the opinion that the
root of the trouble was to be found in the peninsvda, and that the

army should be sent across the
queen was

killed in battle, the

sea.

Her husband, having been

left to

carry out her purjDOses,

which she did at the date said to be 202 a.d. She set sail fi'om
Hizen, and reached the Asian mainland probably at the harbor of
Fusan. Unable to resist so weU-appointed a force, the king of
Shinra submitted and became the declared vassal of Japan. Envoys from Hiaksai and another of the petty kingdoms also came
After
to the Japanese camp and made friends with the invaders.
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a two months' stay, the victorious
gifts

and

fleet,

richly laden with precious

spoil, returned.

How much

of truth there is in this nai-rative of Jingu

it is diffi-

The date given cannot be trustworthy. Tlie truth
seems at least this, that Shinra was far superior to the Jajian of
the early Chi-istian centiu-ies. Buddhism was formally established
and as early as the sixth centuiy a steady
in Shinra in the year 528
stream of immigrants traders, artists, scholars, and teachers, and
cult to

tell.

;

—

—

Buddhist missionaries passed fi*om Shinra into Japan, intemipted only by the wars which fi'om time to time broke out.
The relations between Nij)pon and Southern Corea wiU be more
fully related in another chapter, but it will be well to remember
that the Japanese always laid claim to the Corean peninsula, and

later

They supported that
claim not only whenever embassies from the two nations met at the

to Shinra especially, as a tributary nation.

coiu-t of

China, but they

national policy

down

made

it

a

more or

less active part of their

Many a bloody war grew
hand many a benefit accnied

to the year 1876.

out of this claim, but on the other
to Japan, if not to Shinra.
Meanwhile, in the peninsula the leading state expanded her
borders by gradual encroachments upon the little " kingdom " of
ISIimana to the southwest and uj^on Hiaksai on the norih.

The

having always considered Shinra to be inferior, and even a
dependant, war broke out between the two states as soon as Shinra
assumed perfect independence. Korai and Hiaksai leagued themselves against Shinra, and the game of Avar continued, with various

latter,

shifting of the pieces

on the board, until the tenth

centui-y.

The

mutually hostile, the Jaj^anese usually friends ta
Hiaksai, the Chinese generally helpers of Shinra, the northern
thi'ee rival states

nations beyond the Tvunen and Sungari assisting Korai,
their operations in the field
j)lots,

make but

A\-ith

varWng

frequent alliances and counter-

a series of dissohing- views of battle and

strife,

not profitable to enter. Though
Korai and Hiaksai felt the heariest blows from China, Shinra was
hai-ried oftenest by the armies of her neighbors and by the Japanese.
Indeed, from a tributarj- point of riew, it seems questionable whether her alliances with China were of any benefit to her.
In times of peace, however, the blessings of education and civilizaThough farthest east
tion flowed freely from her gi'eat pati'on.
from China, it seems certain that Shinra was, in many respects,
the most highly cirilized of the tliree states.
Especially was this
into the details of which

it is
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Tang era (618-905 a.d.), when the mutual rebetween China and Shinra were closest, and arts, letters,
and customs were borrowed most liberally by the pupil state.
Even at the present time, in the Corean idiom, " Tang-yang " (times
of the Tang and Yang dynasties) is a synonym of prosperity.
The term for "Chinese," applied to works of art, poetry, coins,
fans, and even to a certain disease, is "Tang," instead of the
ordinary word for China, since this famous dynastic title represents to the Corean mind, as to the student of Kathayan history, one of the most briUiant epochs known to this longest-lived
What the names of Plantagenet and Tudor repreof empires.
sent to an Anglo-Saxon mind, the terms Tang and Sung are to a
case during the

tlie

lations

Corean.

During this period, Buddhism was being steadily proj^agated,
Reserving the
it became the prevailing cult of the nation.

until

story of

j)rogress for a special chapter,

its

we

notice in this place

attendant blessings. In the civilization of a nation,
the possession of a vernacular alphabet must be acknowledged to
be one of the most potent factors for the spread of intelligence

but one of

and

its

culture.

It is

believed by

many

linguists

that the

Choc-

taws and Coreans have the only two perfect alphabets in the
world.
It is agreed by natives of Cho-sen that their most profound scholar and ablest man of intellect was Chul-chong, a
statesman at the court of Kion-chiu, the cajoital of Shinra. This
famous penman, a scholar in the classics and ancient languages of
India as well as China, is credited with the invention of the Nido,
or Corean syllabary, one of the simplest and most perfect "alphaIt expresses the sounds of the Corean lanbets " in the world.
guage far better than the kata-kana of Japan expresses Jaj)anese.

Chul-chong seems to have invented the Nido syllabary by giving a
phonetic value to a certain number of selected Chinese characters,
which are ideographs expressing ideas but not sounds. Perhaps
the Sanskrit alphabet suggested the model both for manner of use

and

for forms of letters.

of straight lines
class

of

labials,

recognized.

and

The Nido is composed almost entirely
and the letters belonging to the same

circles,

dentals, etc., have

The Coreans

state

a similarity of form easily
Nido was invented in

that the

the early part of the eighth century, and that
Sanskrit alphabet.
It is worthy of note that,

it

was based on the

if

the date given be

Japanese kata-kana, invented a centmy
haps suggested by the Corean.

true, the

later,

was per-
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One remarkable effect of the use of phonetic writing in Corea
and Japan has been to stereotype, and thus to preserve, the ancient
sounds and jDronunciation of words of the Chinese, which the latter
liave lost.
These systems of writing outside of China have served,
like Edison's phonographs, in registering and reproducing the
manner in which the Chinese spoke, a whole millennium ago.
This fact has ah-eady opened a fertile field of research, and may
yet yield rich treasures of discovery to the sciences of history and
linguistics.

we may gather that the Tang era was one
and hterary progress in Corea, as in Japan all countries in pupilage to China feeling the glow of literary splendor in
which the Middle Kingdom was then basking. The young nobles
were sent to obtain their education at the coiu't and schools of
Nanking, and the fair damsels of Shinra bloomed in the harem of
the emperor. Imperial ambassadors frequently visited the court
of this kingdom in the far east. Chinese costume and etiquette
Certainly, however,

—

of learning

were, for a time, at least,

made

the rigorous rule at

coiu't.

On

one

the envoy from Shinra to the mikado came
arrayed in Chinese di-ess, and, neglecting the ceremonial forms of
occasion, in 653

a.d.,

attempted to obsei've those of China. The
The premier
even ad^ised that the Corean be put to death but better counsels
prevailed.
Dui-ing the eighth and ninth centimes this flourishthe Japanese

coui't,

mikado was highly

irritated at the suj^posed insult.
;

known to the Ai'ab geographers, and it
Mussulman travellers visited Shinra or resided
the cities of the peninsula for piu-poses of trade and commerce,
has been shown before.
ing kingdom was well

is

e-vident that

in

as

Kion-chiu, the capital of Shinra, was a brilliant centre of art
and science, of architectui-e and of literary and religious light.
Imposing temples, grand monasteries, lofty pagodas, halls of
scholars, magnificent gateways and towers adorned the city.
In
campaniles, equipped "with water-clocks and with ponderous bells
and gongs, which, when stiiick, flooded the valleys and hill-tops
ndth a rich resonance, the sciences of astronomy and horoscopy
were cultivated. As from a fountain, rich streams of knowledge
flowed from the capital of Shinra, both over the peninsula and to
the coui*t of Japan.
Even after the decay of Shinra's power in
the political unity of the whole peninsula, the nation looked upon
Kion-chiu as a sacred city. Her noble temples, halls, and towers
stood in honor and repaii*, enshiining the treasures of India, Per-
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them

in

ashes in 1596.

The generation of Corean people during the seventh century,
when the Chinese hordes desolated large portions of the peninsula and crushed out Hiaksai and Korai, saw the borders of
Shinra extending from the Everlasting White Mountains to the
Island of Tsushima, and occupying the entire eastern half of the

peninsula.

From

century, Shinra

is

the beginning of the eighth until the tenth
the supreme state, and the political power of

the Eastern Kingdom is rej)resented by her alone.
Her ambition
tempted, or her Chinese master commanded, her into an invasion
of the kingdom of Pu-hai beyond her northern border, 733 a.d.
Her armies crossed the Tumen, but met with such spirited resistance that only half of them returned.
Shinra's desire of conquest in that direction was appeased, and for two centuries the
land had rest from blood.
Until Shinra fell, in 934 a.d., and united Corea rose on the
ruins of the thi-ee kingdoms, the history of this state, as found in
the Chinese annals, is simply a list of her kings, who, of course,

received investiture from China.
On the east, the Japanese, having ceased to be her pupils in civilization during times of peace,
as in time of war they were her conquerors, tm-ned their attention to Nanking, receiving directly therefrom the arts and sciences, instead of at second-hand through the Corean peninsula.

They found enough to do at home in conquering all the tribes in
the north and east and centralizing their system of government
after the model of the Tangs in China.
For these reasons the
sources of information concerning the eighth and ninth centuries
fail, or rather it is more exact to say that the history of Shinra is
that of peace instead of war.
In 869 we read of pirates from her
shores descending upon the Japanese coast to i^hmder the tribute
ships from Buzen province, and again, in 893, that a fleet of fifty
junks, manned by these Corean rovers, was driven off from Tsushima by the Japanese troops, with the loss of three hundred slain.
Another descent of "foreign pirates," most probably Coreans,
upon Iki Island, in 1019, is recorded, the strangers being beaten
off by reinforcements from the mainland.
The very existence of
these marauders is, perhaps, a good indication that the power of
the Shinra government was falling into decay, and that lawlessness within the kingdom was preparing the waj^ for some mighty
hand to not only seize the existing state, but to unite all Corea
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In the far north
another of those gi'eat intermittent movements of population was
in process, which, though destroying the kingdom of Puhai beyond
the Tumen, was to repeople the desolate land of Korai, and again

into political, as well as geogi-aphical, unity.

call a

dead

state to aggressive

life.

From

the origin to the

fall

of

Shinra there were three royal families of fifty-five kings, iniling
nine hundred and ninety-three years, or seven years less than a
millennium.

CHAPTER

VIIT.

JAPAN AND CORBA.
It is as nearly impossible to write the history of Corea and exclude Japan, as to tell the story of mediaeval England and leave
out France. Not alone does the finger of sober history point di-

immediate source of much of what has been
pure Japanese origin, but the fountain-head of
Japanese mythology is found in the Sungari valley, or under the
shadows of the Ever- White Mountains. The first settler of Japan,
like him of Fuyu, crosses the water upright upon the back of a
fish, and brings the rudiments of literature and civilization with
him. The remarkable crocodiles and sea-monsters, from which
the gods and goddesses are born and into which they change, the
dragons and tide-jewels and the various mystic symbols which
they employ to work their spells, the methods of divination and
system of prognostics, the human sacrifices and the manner of
their rescue, seem to be common to the nations on both sides of
the Sea of Japan, and point to a common heritage fi'om the same
ancestors. Language comes at last mth her revelations to furnish
rectly westward as the

hitherto

deemed

of

proofs of identity.

The mischievous Susanoo,

so famous in the pre-historic legends,

told in the Kojilii, half scamp, half benefactor,

who planted

all

Japan with trees, brought the seeds from which they grew from
Corea. His rescue of the maiden doomed to be devoured by the
eight-headed dragon (emblem of water, and symboHcal of the sea
and rivers) reads hke a gallant fellow saving one of the human
beings who for centuries, rmtil the now ruling dynasty abolished
the custom, were sacrificed to the sea on the Corean coast fronting Japan.
In Kioto, on Gi-on Street, there is a temple which
tradition declares was "foimded in 656 a.d. by a Corean envoy in
honor of Susanoo, to whom the name of Go-dzu Tenno (Heavenly

King
in

of Go-dzu) was given, because he was originally worshipped
Go-dzu Mountain in Corea."
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Dogs

honor in Japan, as they were anExcept the silk-haired, pug-nosed, and large-

are not held in any

ciently in Kokorai.

eyed chin, which the average native does not conceive as canine,
the dogs i*un at large, ownerless, as in the Levant and share the
work of street scavenging with the venerated crows. Yet there
are two places of honor in which the golden and stone effigies
highly idealized indeed, but still inn are enof this animal
;

—

—

throned.

The ama-inu, or heavenly dogs,

in fanciful sculptm-e of stone

They are fovuid in pairs
or gilt wood, rejjresent guardian dogs.
guarding the entrants to niiya or temj^les. As all miya (the

name

also of the mikado's residence)

seiwe as a

model or copy

were originally intended to
mikado and a re-

of the palace of the

of the di^'inity of his person and throne, it is possible that
the ama-inu imitated the golden Corean dogs which suppoi-t and
guard the tkrone of Japan. Access to the shi-ine was had only by

minder

passing these two heavenly dogs. These creatures are quite distinct from the "dogs of Fo," or the "hons" that flank the gateways of the magistrate's office in China. Those who have had
audience of the mikado in the imperial tlu'one-room, as the winter
in January, 1873, have noticed at the foot of the thi'one, sei'Ving as legs or supports to the golden chair, on which His Majesty
sits, two dogs sitting on their haunches, and upright on theii- foreThese fearfid-looking creatiu'es, "VNith wide-open mouths,
legs.

had

hair curled in tufts, especially around the front neck, and with
tails bifui'cated at their upright ends, ai-e called " Corean dogs,"

For what reason placed there we know not. It may be in witness
of the conquest of Shim-a by the empi-ess Jiugu, who called the
king of .Shinra "the dog of Jaj)an," or it may point to some foi*gotten symboHsm in the past, or typify the vassalage of Corea so

—

long a fimdamental dogma in Japanese politics. It is certainly
strange to see this creatm-e, so highly honored in Fuyu and dishonored among the vulgar in Japan, placed beneath the mikado's
throne.

The Japanese

Corea from the second century
On that day the mikado's minsigned the treaty, recognizing Cho-seu as an

laid claim to

imtil the 27th of Febi-uary, 187G.
ister plenii^otentiarv'

independent nation. Through all the seventeen centiu'ies which,
according to their annals, elapsed since their armies first compelled the vassalage of their neighbor, the Japanese regarded the
Time and again they enforced their
states of Corea as tributary.
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when through a more enlightened
acknovpledged their former enemy as
an equal, the decision cost Japan almost immediately afterward
seven months of civil war, 20,000 hves, and fifty millions of dolclaim with bloody invasion, and
jDolicy the rulers voluntarily

The mainspring of the " Satsuma rebellion " of
1877 was the official act of friendship by treaty, and the refusal of
the Tokio Government to make war on Corea.
From about the beginning of the Cliristian era until the fifteenth century the relations between the two nations were very
lars in treasure.

close and active. Alternate peace and war, mutual assistance given,
and embassies sent to and fro are recordec^ with lively frequency
in the early Japanese annals, especially the Nihongi and Kojiki.
A more or less continual stream of commerce and emigration
seems to have set in from the j)eninsula. Some writers of high

authority, who are also comparative students of the languages of
the two countries, see in these events the origin of the modern
Japanese.
They interpret them to mean nothing less than the.

peopling of the archipelago by continental tribes j^assing through
"the peninsula, and landing in Jaj^an at various points along the
coast from Kiushiu to Kaga.
Some of them think that Japan was
settled wholly and only by Tungusic races of Northeastern Asia
coming from or through Corea. They base their belief not only
on the general stream and tendency of Japanese tradition, but also

and more on the j)roofs of language.
The first mention of Corea in the Japanese annals occurs in
the fifth volume of the Nihongi, and is the perhaps half-fabulous
iian-ative of ancient tradition.

In the 65th year of the reign of
the tenth mikado, Sujin (97-30 b,c.), a boat filled with people from
the west ajjpeared off the southern point of Ch5-shiu, near the

modern town

of Shimonoseki.

They would not land

there,

but

steered their coru'se from cape to cape along the coast imtil they
reached the Bay of Keji no Wara in Echizen, near the modern

Here they disembarked and announced themfrom Amana Sankan (Amana of the Three Han or Kingdoms) in Southern Corea. They unpacked their treasures of finely
wrought goods, and their leader made offerings to the mikado
Sujin.
These immigrants remained five years in Echizen, not
far from the city of Fukui, till 28 b.c.
Before leaving Japan,
city of Tsuruga.

selves

they presented themselves in the capital for a farewell audience.
three years before, the visitors were requested on their return to call their country Mimana,

The mikado Mimaki, having died
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To
as a memorial of their stay in Japan.
they assented, and on their return named their district
IMimana.
Some traditions state that the first Corean envoy had a horn
after their patron,
this

growing out of his forehead, and that since his time, and on accoiint of it, the bay near which he dwelt was named Tsunaga (Horn
Bay) now coiTupted into Tsuniga.
It may be added that nearly all mji-hical characters or heroes
in Japanese and Chinese histoiy are represented as having one or
more very short horns groA^-ing out of their heads, and are so delineated in native art.

'

Six j-ears later an envoy from Shinra arrived, also bringing preThese consisted of muTors, jade stone,
sents to the mikado.
swords, and other jDrecious articles, then common in Corea but
doubtless

new

in Japan.

According to the tradition of the Kojiki (Book of Ancient Legends) the foui'teenth mikado, Chiu-ai (a.d. 192-200) was holding
his court at Tsiuiiga in

broke out in Iviushiu.

Echizen, in

He marched

a.d.

194,

when

a rebellion

at once into Kiushiu, against

His consort, Jingu
fell by disease or arrow.
Kogo, had a presentiment that he ought not to go into Kiushiu,
as he would sui-ely fail if he did, but that he should strike at the
root of the trouble and sail at once to the west.
the rebels, and there

After his death she headed the Jajjanese army and, leading the
She then ordered all the
troops in person, quelled the revolt.
available forces of her realm to assemble for an invasion of Sliinra.

Japanese modern A\iiters have laid gTeat stress upon the fact that
Shinra began the aggressions which brought on war, and in this
fact justif}' Jingu's action and Japan's right to hold Corea as an
honestly acquii-ed possession.
All being ready, the

doughty queen regent

set sail

from the

month a.d. 202, and beached
the fleet safely on the coast of Shinra. The King of Shinra, accustomed to meet only with men from the iiide tribes of Kiushiu, was
surprised to see so well-appointed an army and so large a fleet from
coast of Hizen, in Japan, in the tenth

a land to the eastward.

submit.
of the

Stnick with teiTor he resolved at once to
and in presence

Tj-ing his hands in token of submission

queen Jingu, he declared himself the slave of Japan.

Jingu

caused her bow to be suspended over the gate of the palace of the
king in sign of his submission. It is even said that she -wrote
on the gate "The King of Shinra is the dog of Japan." Perhaps

—
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these are historic words, which find their

meaning to-day in the
two golden dogs forming pai't of the mikado's thi'one, like the
Scotch "stone of Scone," under the coronation chair in Westminster Abbey.
The followers of Jingu evidently expected a rich booty, but
after so peaceful a conquest the empress ordered that no looting
should be allowed, and no spoil taken except the treasures constituting tribute.
She restored the king to the thi'one as her vassal,
and the tribute was then collected and laden on eighty boats with
hostages for futirre annual tribute. The offerings comprised pictures, works of elegance and art, mirrors, jade, gold, silver, and
silk fabrics.

Preparations were now made to conquer Hiaksai also, when
Jingu was siu-prised to receive the voluntary submission and offers
of tribute of this country.

The Japanese army remained
this brief expedition led to great

in Corea only

and lasting

two months,

bvit

gave the
Japanese a keener thirst for martial glory, it opened their eyes to
a higher state of arts and civilization.
From this time forth there
flowed into the islands a constant stream of Corean emigrants, who
gave a great impulse to the spirit of improvement in Japan. The
Japanese accept the story of Jingu and her conquest as sound
history, and adorn their gi-eenback paper money with pictures of
her foreign exploits. Critics reject many elements in the tradition, such as her controlling the waves and drowning the Shinra
army by the jewels of the ebbing and the flowing tide,' and the
delay of her accouchement by a magic stone carried in her girdle.
The Japanese ascribe the glory of victory to her then unborn babe,
afterward deified as Ojin, god of war, and worshipped by Buddhists
as Hachiman or the Eight-bannered Buddha.
Yet many temples
are dedicated to Jingu, one especially famous is near Hiogo, and
Koraiji (Corean village) near Oiso, a few miles from Yokohama,
has another which was at first built in her honor. Evidently the
core of the narrative of conquest

At the time when the

resvdts.

It

is fact.

dim

light of trustworthy tradition
dawns, we find the people inhabiting the Japanese archipelago to
be roughly divided, as to their political status, into four classes.
In the central province around Kioto ruled a kingly house

'

The

faint,

story, told in full in the

" Japanese Fairy World."

Hdke Monogatari,

is

given in English in

COIIEA.
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—

the mikado and his family with tributary nobles or feudal chiefs
boldiug their lands on military tenure. This is the ancient classic
Fovu' other jJi'ovinces adjoining it
land and realm of Yamato.
have always formed the core of the empire, and are called the GoKinai, or five home provinces, suggestinj^ the five clans of Kokorai.

To

the north

and

east stretched the little kno'mi

and

ized region, peopled by tribes of kindred blood and

Map

of

less civil-

si:)eech,

who

Ancient Japan and Corea.

spoke nearly the same language as the Yamato tribes, and who
had probably come at some past time fi-om the same ancestral
seats in Manchuria, and called the Kuan-to, or region east (to) of
the barrier (kuan) at Ozaka

;

or poeticaUj- Adzuma.

StiU fui'ther north, on the main island and in Yezo, lived the

—

Ainos or Ebisii, probably the aborigines of the soil the straighteyed men whose descendants still live in Yezo and the Kuriles.
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first

conquered and thor-

oughly subdued by the Yamato tribes, after which all the far north
was overrun and the Ainos subjugated.
Li the extreme south of the main island of Japan and in Kiushiu, then called Kumaso by the Yamato people, lived a number
of tribes of perhaps the same ethnic stock as the Yamato JapanTheir progenitors had probably deese, but firrther removed.
scended from Manchuria tlirough Corea to Japan. Their blood and
speech, however, were more mixed by infusions from Malay and
southern elements. Into Kiushiu it being nearest to the continent the peninsulars were constantly coming and mingling with

—

—

the islanders.

The allegiance of the Kiushiu tribes to the royal house of Yamato was of a very loose kind. The history of these early centuries,

as show^n in the annals of Nihon, is

against the distant warrior mikado, whose
war.

He had

but a series of revolts
life was chiefly one of

often to leave his seat in the central island to

march

put down rebellions or to conquer
new tribes. Over these, wdien subdued, a prince chosen by the
conqueror was set to rule, who became a feudatory of the mikado.
The attempts of the Yamato sovereign to wholly reduce the
Kiushiu tribes to submission, were greatly frustrated by their
stout resistance, fomented by emissaries from Shinra, who instigated them to "revolt," while adventvu-ers from the Corean mainland came over in large numbers and joined the "rebels," who
were, in one sense, their own compatriots.
From the time of Jingu, if the early dates in Japanese history
are to be tnisted, may be said to date that belief, so firmly fixed
in the Japanese mind, that Corea is, and always was since Jingu's
time, a tributary and dependency of Japan.
This idea, akin to
that of the claim of the English kings on France, led to frequent
expeditions from the third to the sixteenth century, and which,
even as late as 1874, 1875, and 1877, lay at the root of thi-ee civil
at the

head

of his followers to

wars.
All these expeditions, sometimes national, sometimes filibustering, served to drain the resources of Japan,

though many impulses

to development and higher civilization were thus gained, especially in the earlier centuries.

It

seemed, vmtil 1877, almost im-

mind of Japan the convicwas cowardice and a stain on the
But time wiU show, as it showed centuries ago

possible to eradicate from the military
tion that to surrender Corea

national honor.
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England, that the glory and prosperity of the conqueror were
when Japan reHnquished all claim on
her continental neighbor and treated her as an equal.
The Coreans taught the Japanese the arts of peace, while the
Coreans profited from theii* neighbors to improve in the business of
war.
We read that, in 316 a.d., a Corean ambassador, bringing
the usual tribute, presented to the mikado a shield of iron which
he believed to be iuATilnerable to Japanese arrows. The mikado
called on one of his favorite marksmen to practice in the presence
of the envoy.
The shield was suspended, and the archer, di'awing
bow, sent a shaft tlu-ough the iron skin of the buckler to the astonishment of the visitor. In all their battles the Coreans were
rarely able to stand in open field before the archers fi'om over the
sea, who sent time cloth-yard shafts fi'om their oak and bamboo
bows.
The pajdng of tribute to a foreign countiy is never a pleasant
duty to perform, though in times of prosperity and good harvests
it is not difiicult.
In periods of scarcity from bad crops it is weU
nigh impossible. To insist uj)on its pa\Tnent is to provoke rebellion.
Instances are indeed given in Japanese history where the
conquerors not only remitted the tribute but even sent ship loads
of rice and barley to the starving Coreans.
When, however, for
reasons not deemed sufficient, or out of sheer defiance, their vassals refused to discharge theu- dues, they again felt the ii'on hand
of Japan in war.
Dimng the reign of Yui'iaki, the twenty-second
in

increased, not diminished,

mikado

(a.d.

457-477), the three states failed to j^ay tiibute.

A

Japanese army landed in Corea, and conquering Hiaksai, compelled her to return to her duty.
The campaign was less successful in Shinra and Korai, for after the Jaj^anese had left the
Corean shores the "tribute" was sent only at intei-\'als, and the
temper of the half-conquered people was such that other expeditions had to be despatched to inflict chastisement and compel
payment.
The gaUant but vain succor given by the Japanese to Hiaksai
during the war with the Chinese, in the sixth centuiy, which resulted in the destruction of the little kingdom, has ali*eady been
detailed.
Among the names, forever famous in Japanese art and
tradition, of those

and Kasi-wade.

who took

536, as one of the mikado's

men

of Hiaksai.

A

part in this expedition are Sate-hiko

sailed away from Hizen in the year
body-guard to assist their allies the
poetical legend recounts that his ^^•ife, Sayo-

The fonner
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hime, climbed the liills of Matsura to catch the last glimpse of his
receding sails.
Thus intently gazing, with straining eyes, she
turned to stone. The peasants of the neighborhood still discern
in the weathern-worn rocks, high up on the cliffs, the figure of a
lady in long trailing court dress with face and figure eagerly bent
over the western waves. Not only is the name Matsm^a Sayohime
the symbol of devoted love, but from this incident the famous

author Bakin constructed his romance of "The Great Stone Spirit
of Matsm-a."

Kasiwade, who crossed over to do "frontier service " in the
peninsula a few years later, was driven ashore by a snow squall at
an unknown part of the coast. While in this defenceless condition his camp was invaded by a tiger, which carried off and devoured his son, a lad of tender age. Kasiwade at once gave chase
and followed the beast to the mountains and into a cave. The
tiger leaping out upon him, the wary warrior bearded him with
his left hand, and buried his dirk in his throat.
Then finishing him with his sabre, he skinned the bnite and sent home the
trophy.
From olden times Cho-sen is known to Japanese children only as a land of tigers, while to the soldier the "marshal's
baton carried in his knapsack " is a tiger-skin scabbard, the emblem

and possession of rank.
As the imperial court

of Jaj)an looked upon Shinra and Hiakoutlying vassal states, the frequent military movements
across the sea were reckoned under "frontier service," hke that
sai

as

beyond the

latitude of Sado in the north of the main island, or in
Kiushiu in the south. " The three countries " of Corea were far
nearer and more famihar to the Japanese soldiers than were Yezo

or the

Eou Kiu

which were not 2)art of the empire till
Kara Kuni, the country of Kara
(a corruption of Korai ?), as they now call China, was then applied to Corea.
Not a little of classic poetry and legend in
the Yamato language refers to this western frontier beyond the
sea.
The elegy on Ihemaro, the soldier-prince, who died at Iki
Island on the voyage over, and that on the death of the Corean
nun Eiguwan, have been put into English verse by ]VIr. Chamberlain (named after the English explorer and vn-iter on Corea,
Basil Hall), in his "Classical Poetiy of the Japanese." This
Corean lady left her home in 714, and for twenty-one years found
a home with the mikado's Prime Minister, Otomo, and his wife, at
Nara.
She died in 735, while her hosts were away at the mineral
several

Islands,

centuries afterward.
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springs of Ai'ima, near

daughter.

One
"

And

Kobe

;

and the

stanza describes her

the

new

by

tlieii'

country,

here with aliens thou didst choose to dwell,

Year

in,

year out, in deepest synii)athy
thee a holy cell,

And here thou builtest
And so the peaceful

An

elerry -was written

life in

;

years went gliding by."

open to the scholar who
Corean origin or influence in
the mikado's empire, in the arts and sciences, household customs,
diet and dress, or architecture
in short, what by natiu'e or the
hand of man has been brought to the land of Sunrise from that of
Morning Calm. One of the Corean pirinces, who settled in Japan
early in the seventh century, founded a family which aftei^ward
iniled the famous province of Nagato or Choshiu.
One of his descendants welcomed Francis Xa^ier, and aided his work by gifts of
gi'ound and the privilege of preaching.
Many of the temples in
Kioto still contain images, j:)aintings, and altar furniture brought
from Corea. The "Pheasant Bridge " still keeps its name from
bygone centui-ies in a garden near by pheasants were kept for the
supply of the tables of the Corean embassies. The Ai'ab and Persian treasures of art and fine workmanship, in the imperial archives
and 2uuseums of Nara, which have excited the wonder of foreign
visitors, are most probably among the gifts or pui'chases from
Shinra, where these imports were less rare.
A Buddhist monk
named Shiulio has gathered up the traditions and learning of the
subject, so far as it illustrated his faith, and in "Precious Jewels
fi"om a Neighboring Coiintry," pubhshcd in 1586, has written a
nan-ative of the introduction of Buddhism from Corea and its literary and missionary influences upon Japan.
Under the chapters on Ai't and Religion we shall resume this
topic. As earnestly as the Japanese are now avaihng themselves of
the science and progress of Christendom in this nineteenth cen-,
tuiy, so earnestly did they borrow the culture of the west, that is
of Corea and China, a thousand years ago.
The many thousands of Coreans, Avho, diu-ing the fii'st ten centuries of the Chiistian era, but especially in the seventh, eighth, and
interesting field of research

wiU point out

all

the

monuments

is stiU

of

;

;

ninth, settled in Japan, lived jjeaceably with the people of their

adopted countiy, and loyally obeyed the mikado's rule.
to this coiu'se occvu-red in 820,

An exception

when seven hundred men who some

time before had come from Shinra to Totomi and Suruga revolted,

—
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of the Japanese, seized the rice in the store-houses,

and put to sea to escape. The peoj^le of Musashi and Sagami 'pursued and attacked them, putting many of them to death.
The general history of the Coreans in Japan divides itself into
two parts. Those who came as voluntary immigrants in time of
peace were in most cases skilled workmen or farmers, who settled
in lands or in villages granted them, and were put on political and
social equaUty with the mikado's subjects.
They founded industries, intermarried with the natives, and theii- identity has been
lost in the general body of the Jaj)anese peojole.
With the prisoners taken in war, and with the laborers impressed into their service and carried off by force, the case was far
different.
These latter were set apart in villages by themselves
an outcast race on no social equality with the people. At first
they were employed to feed the imperial falcons, or do such
menial work, but under the ban of Buddhism, which forbids the
destruction of life and the handling of flesh, they became an accm-sed race, the "Etas" or jDariahs of the nation. They were the
butchers, skinners, leather-makers, and those whose business it was
to handle corpses of criminals and all other defiling things. They
exist to-day, not greatly changed in blood, though in costume, language, and general appearance, it is not possible to distinguish
them from Japanese of piu-est blood. By the humane edict of the
mikado, in 1868, granting them all the rights of citizenship, their
social condition has greatty improved.
From the ninth century onward to the sixteenth, the relations

two countries seem to be unimjDortant. Japan was engaged
northward the barbarians of her main island and
Yezo.
Her intercourse, both political and religious, gTew to be
of the

in conquering

so direct with the court of China, that Corea, in the Japanese
out of sight except at rare intervals.
Nihon in-

annals, sinks

creased in w^ealth and civilization while Cho-sen remained stationIn the nineteenth centiu-y the awakened Sunrise Kingdom has seen her former self in the hermit nation, and
has stretched forth willing hands to do for her neighbor now, what

ary or retrograded.

Corea did for Japan in centirries long gone by.
Still, it must never be forgotten that Corea was not only the
bridge on which civilization crossed from China to the archii:)elago,
but was most probably the jDathway of migration by which the
rulers of the race now inhabiting Nihon reached it from their ancestral seats around the Sungari and the Ever-White Mountains.
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it is not absolutely certain whetlier the liomeland of the mikado's ancestors lay southward in the sea, or westward among the
mountains, but that the mass of the Corean and Japanese people

True,

are more closely allied in blood than either are with the Chinese,
Manchius, or Malays, seems to be jjroved, not only by language
and physical traits, but by the whole course of the history of both
Both Conations, and by the testimony of the Chinese records.
reans and Japanese have inherited the peculiar institutions of their
Fuyu ancestors that race which alone of all the peoples sprung
from Manchuria migrated toward the rising, instead of toward the

—

setting, sun.

CHAPTEE
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The fertile and well-watered region drained by the Amur River
and its tributaries, stretching from the Pacific Ocean to Lake Baikal, covers the ancestral seats of many nations, and is perhaps the

home of nations yet to arise. It may be likened to a great intermittent geyser-spring which, at intervals, overflows with terrific
force and volume. The movements of population southward seem,
on a review of Chinese and Corean history, almost as regular as a
law of nature. As the conquerors from the central Asian plateaus
have over and over again descended into India, as the barbarians
overran the Roman empire, so out of the region drained by the
Amur and its tributaries have bui-st forth, time and again, floods of

conquest to overwhelm the rich plains of China.

Or,

if

we regard

the flowery and grassy lands of Manchuria and beyond as a great
hive, full of busy life which, from the pressure of increasing num-

must swarm off to relieve the old home, we shall have a true
Time and again have clouds of human bees, with the
sting of their swords and the honey of their new energy, issued
from this ancient hive. The swarms receive different names in
history Hun, Turk, Tartar, Mongol, Manchiu, but they all emerge
from the same source, giving or receiving dynastic names, but
being in reality Tungusic people of the same basic stock.
bers,

illustration.

:

A tribe inhabiting one of the ravines or rich river flats of the
Sungari region increases in wealth and numbers. A powerful
chief leads them to war and victory.
Tribes and lands are annexed. Martial valor, wealth, and strength increase. Ambition
and the pressure of numbers tempt to farther conquest. Over
and beyond the Great Wall is the ever-glittering prize teeming

—

and
war against the imperial legions beyond the frontiers, the goal is reached.
The Middle
Kingdom is conquered and a new dynasty sits on the Dragon

China,
only,

it

The march begins southward.

may

be, after a generation of

After

many

a battle,
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Throue, until long peace enervates and luxury weakens. Then
out of the old northern seats of population rolls a new flood of
conquest, and a

Thus we

new swarm

of conquerors is hived

see the original land embracing the

gari valleys has

had

its

off.

Amur and

8un-

periods of power and decay, of historical

and unhistorical life. Unity and movement make history, disintegration and apathy cause the page of history to be blank.
But
the land is still there with the peojile and the possibilities of the
future.

In spite of the associations of hoary antiquity that cluster
around Asiatic countries, the reader of history does not expect to
hear of single empires endviriug through many centvu-ies. With
the exception of Jajoan, no nation of Asia can show a djiiastic line
extending through a millennium. The empires fotmded by Asiatic conquerors are short-hved.
The countries and the people
remain, but the rulers constantly change, and the building up,
flourishing, decay, and dissolution suggest the seasons rather than
the centuries.
No endiuing political fabrics, like those of Rome
or Britain, are known in Asia. Though China and India abide like
the oak, their mlers change like the leaves.
Socially, these countries are the symbols of petrifaction, jDolitically they are as the
kaleidoscope.
From this law of continuous poHtical mutation,
Corea has not been free.
In one of these epochs of historical movement, at the ojiening
of the eighth centuiy, there arose the

kingdom

of Pvdiai, the cajji-

which was the present city of Kirin. Its northern boundaries first touched the Sungari, and later the Amiu-, shifting to the
Sungari again. Its southern border was at first the Tumen River,
and later the modern province of Ham-ki\uig was included in it.
Lines drawn southwardly thi'ough Lake Hanka on the east, and
]Mukden on the west, would enclose its longitude. Its life lasted
from about 700 to 925 a.d. This kingdom was continuaDy on bad
terms with China, and the Tang emperors for nearly a centuiy attempted to crush it into vassalage. Puhai made brave resistance,
being aided not only by the large numbers of Koraians, who had
fled when beaten by the Chinese across the Tumen River, but also
by the Japanese, whose supremacy they acknowledged by payment
of tribute.
With the latter their relations were always of a peaceful and pleasant natiu*e, and the correspondence and other documents of the A^siting embassies to the mikado's court are still pretal of

served in Japan.
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Yet though Puhai was able to
the old territory of Korai,

it

fell

resist China and hold part of
before the persistent attacks of

the Kitan tribes, whose empire, lasting from 907 to 1125 a.d.,
stretched from west of Lake Baikal to the Pacific Ocean.
In the
early part of the tenth centm-y this Puhai kingdom, whose age
centuries, melted away again into tribes and vil-

was scarcely two

each with its chief. The country being without political
unity retm-ned to unhistorical obscurity, as part of the Kitan empire.
Without crossing the Tumen, to enter China by way of
lages,

marched at once around the Ever-White Mounand down the Liao Tung valley into China.
The breaking up of Puhai was not without its influence on the
Corean peninsula. As early as the ninth centmy thousands of
Corea, the Kitans

tains

nomad life
movement of eniiwhich again became jDopulous,

refugees, driven before the Kitans or dissatisfied with

on the

plains, recrossed the

gi-ation set into

and

Tumen and

Northern Corea,

a great

With increasing prosperity better governThe worthlessness of the riilers and the pros2:)ect of a successful revolution tempted the ambition of a Buddhist monk named Kung-wo who, in 912 a.d., left his monastery
cultivated,

ment was

desired.

and raised the
political

rich.

flag of rebellion.

fabric of

make way

for a

mushroom

He

set forth to establish another

dm-ation, which

more permanent kingdom, and,

was destined

to

in the end, united

Corea.

the

With his followers, Kung-wo attacked the
modern Kang-wen province), and was so

city of

Kaichow

(in

far successful as to

and proclaim himself king. His personal sviccess was
His lieutenant, Wang-ken, that is Wang the
founder, was a descendant of the old kingly house of Korai. Dui-enter

it

of short diu-ation.

ing all the time of Chinese occupancy, or Shinra supremacy, his
family had kept alive their spirit, traditions, and claims.
Thinking he covdd rule better than a priest, Wang put the ex-monk to

death and proclaimed himself the true sovereign of Korai. AU
went on without the interference of China, which at this time
was torn by internal disorder and the ravages of the same Kitan
tribes that had destroyed Puhai.
Wang made Ping-an and Kaichow the capitals of his kingdom, and resolved to take full advantage of his opportunity to conquer the entire peninsula and imite
this

aU

its

parts under his sceptre.

Circumstances made this an easy task. With China j^assive,
Shim-a weak, through long absorption in luxury and the arts of
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and with most part of the population of the peninsula of
Korain blood and descent, the work was easy. The whole country,
from the Ever-Wliite Mountains to Quelpart Island, was overrun
and welded into unity. The name of Shinra was blotted out after
a line of fifty-six kings and a life of nine hundi'ed and ninety-three
years.
For the first time the jjeninsula became a political unit,
and the name Korai, springing to life again like the Ai'abian
l)hoenix out of its ashes, became the symbol alike of united Corea
and of the race which peopled it. Even yet the name Korai
(Gauli or Gori in the vernacular) is generally used by the people.
peace,

The

probabilities are that the

i:)eoj)le

of the old

Fuyu

race,

descendants of the tribes of Kokorai, as the more Adgorous stock,
had ah-eady so far supplanted the old aboriginal people inhabiting'
Southern Corea as to make conquest by Wang, who was one of
their own blood, easy.
This is sho^^^l in a series of maj^s representing the three kingdoms of Corea from 201 to G55 a.d., by the
Japanese scholar Otsuki Tdyo. At the former date the Kokorai
jieople beyond that jiart of their domain conquered by China have

occupied the land as far south as the Han River, or to the 37th
parallel.
Later, Shinra, in 593, and again in G55, backed by Chinese armies, had regained her territory a degree or two northward,

and in the eighth and ninth
ruled

all

the country to the

centuries, acting as the

Tumen

River.

aUy

of China,

Yet, thougli Shinra

inhabitants were the same, namely, the stock of

lield the land, the

Korai, ready to rise against their rulers and to annihilate Shinra
that had in it nationality and the presfreedom and greatness.
Thoroughly intent on unifying his realm, "Wang chose a central

in a

name and monarchy

tige of their ancient

location

Shinra,

national capital.

for the

was too

Kion-chiu, the metroj^olis of

far south, Ping-an, the royal seat of old Korai,

north but one hundred miles nearer "the river " Han,
was Sunto. This city, now called Kai-seng, is twenty-five miles
from Seoul and equally near the sea. Wang made Sunto what it
has been for over nine centimes, a fortified city of the first rank,
the chief commercial centre of the coimtry, and a seat of learning.
Wang-ken or "VVang, the
It remained the capital initil 1302 a.p.
founder of the new dynasty under which the j^eople were to be
governed for over four hundred years, was an ardent Buddhist.
Spite of his having put the monk to death to fiu'ther personal
ends, he became the defender of the India faith and made it the
official religion.
Monasteries were founded and temples built in
Avas too far

;
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revenues for the support of these,

were set apart as jDermanent endowment.
the house of Korai are the palmy days

The four
of

Corean

Buddhism.

From

China, which at this time was enjoying that era of literSung dynasty was noted, there came

ary splendor, for which the

an impulse both to scholastic activity and to something approaching popular education.

The Nido, or native syllabary, which had been invented by
Chul-chong, the statesman of Shinra, now came into general use.
While Chinese literature and the sacred books of Buddhism were
studied in the original Sanscrit, popular works were comjoosed in
Corean and written out in the Nido, or vernacular syllables. The
printing press, invented by the Sung scholars, was introduced and
books were printed from cut blocks. Tlie Japanese are known to
have adopted printing from Corea as early as the twelfth century,
when a work of the Buddhist canon was printed from wooden
blocks. "A Corean book is known which dates authentically from
the period 1317-1324, over a century before the earliest printed

book known in Europe." The nse of metal type, made by moulding and casting, is not distinctly mentioned in Coi*ea until the year
1420, and the invention and use of the TJnmun, a true native alphabet, seems to belong to the same period.
The eleven vowels
and fourteen consonants serve both as an alphabet and a syllabary,
the latter being the most ancient system, and the former an imI^rovement on it.
The unifier of Corea died in 945 and was succeeded by his sou
Wu. Fifteen years later the last of the five weak dynasties that
had rapidly succeeded each other in China, fell. The Chinese
emperor proposing, and the Corean king being willing, the latter
hastened to send tribute, and formed an alliance of friendshij)
wdth the imperial Sung, who swayed the destinies of China for
the next 166 years (960-1101).

Korai soon came into collision with the Kitans in the following
manner. The royal line of united Corea traced their descent directly from the ancient kings of Kokorai, and therefore claimed
relationship with the princes of Puhai.
On the strength of this
claim, the Koraian king asserted his right to the whole of Liao
Tung, which had been formerly held by Puhai. The Kitans, having matters of greater importance to attend to at the time', allowed
its temporai'y occupation by Korai troops.
Nevertheless the king
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thought it best to send homage to the Kitan emperor, in order to
get a dear title to the territory.
In 1012 he despatched an embassy acknowledging the Kitan supremacy.
This verbal message
did not satisfy the strong conqueror,

who demanded

that the

Koraian king should come in person and make obeisance. The
latter refused. A feud at once broke out between them, which led
to a w-ar, in which Korai was worsted and stripped of all her ten-itory west of the Yalu River.
Palladius has pointed out the interesting fact that a little village about twenty miles north of Tie-ling, and seventy miles north
of Mididen, called Gauli-chan (Korai village) still witnesses by its
name to its former history, and to the possession by Corea of territory west of the Yalu.
The Kitans, not satisfied with recovering Liao Tung, crossed
the river and invaded Korai, in 1015.
By this time a new nation,
vmder the name of Niijun or Ninchi, had formed around Lake
Hanka, in part of the territory of extinct Puhai. "With their new
frontagers the Koraians made an alliance "as solid as iron and
stone," and with their aid drove back the Kitan invaders.
Henceforth the boundaries of Corea remained stationaiy, and
haA'e never extended beyond the limits with which the western
world is famihar.
An era of peace and prosperity set in, and a thriving trade
sprang up between the Niijun and Korai. The two nations, cemented in friendship through a common fear of the Kitans, grew
apace in numbers and prosperity.
The Kitans were kuo^-n to Chinese authors as early as the fifth
centurj-, seven nomad tribes being at that time confederate under
their banners.
At the beginning of the tenth centuiy, these wanderers had been transformed into hordes of disciplined cavalry.
Their wealth and intelligence haring increased by conquest, they
formed a gi-eat empire in 925, which extended from the Altai
Mountains to the Pacific Ocean, and from within the Great Wall
to the Yablonoi Mountains, having Peking for one of its capitals.
It flourished until the twelfth

way

century

(a.d.

1125),

when

it

gave

Kin empire, which held ^Mongolia and still more territory than the Kitans possessed within what is now China proper.
This Kin empire was founded by the expansion of the Niijun,
who, from their seats north of the Tumen and east of the Sungari,
had gradually widened, and by conquest absorbed the Kitans.
to the

Aguta, the founder of the

new

empire, gave

it

the

name

of the
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Golden Dominion. Diiring its existence Corea was not troubled
by her great neighbor, and for two hundred years enjoyed peace
within her borders.
Her commerce now floui'ished at all points
of the compass, both on land, with her noi-thern and western
neighbors, with the Japanese on the east, and the Chinese south
and west. Much direct intercourse in ships, guided by the magnetic needle, "the chariot of the south," took place between
Ningjjo and Sunto.
Mr. Edkins states that the oldest recorded
instance of the use of the mariner's compass is that in the Chinese
historian's account of the voyage of the imperial ambassador to
Corea, from Nanking by way of Ningpo, in a fleet of eight vessels,
in the year 1122.

The Ai-abs, who about this time were also trading with the
Coreans, and had lived in their country, soon afterward introduced
this silent friend of the mariner into their own country in the
whence it found its way into Eui'ope and to the hands of
Columbus. To the eye of the Corean its mysterious finger pointed
to the south.
To the western man it pointed to the lode-star.
The huge wide-open eyes which the sailors of Chinese Asia
paint at the prow of their ship, to discover a path in the sea,
became more than ever an empty fancy before this unerring pathwest,

on a mummy lid, these
were relegated to the domain of poetry, while the
swinging needle opened new paths of science and discovery.

finder.

As

useless as the ever-open orbs

lidless eyes

Coin

of

Korai.

"

Ko-ka

"

(Name

of Year-Period).

"Current Money."

CHAPTER

X.

CATHAY, ZIPANGU, AND THE MONGOLS.

—as one, in reading
— the old hive in the north was again ready to swarm.

might
was
to be seen once more how useless was the Great Wall of China in
keeping back the many-named invaders, kno-svn in history by the
A new people began descending from
collective term Tatars.
their homeland, which lay near the northern and eastern shores of
Lake Baikal. This inland sea scarcely known in the school
After a long breathing-spell

liistorv,

call it

It

—
—

geographies, or printed in the average atlas in such proportionate
dimensions as to suggest a pond is one of the largest lakes in
the world, being 370 miles long and covering 13,300 square miles
of surface.

Its shores are

now

inhabited by Russian colonists and

waters are navigated by whole
lies 1,280 feet above the sea.
its

fleets of ships

and steamers.

It

Beginning their migrations from this point, in numbers and
bulk that suggest only the snowball, the Mongol horsemen moved
with resistless increase and momentum, consohdating into their
mass ti-ibe after tribe, until their horde seemed an avalanche of
humanity that thi-eatened to crush all civiHzation and engulph the
whole earth. These mounted highlauders from the north were
creatures who seemed to be horse and man in one being, and to
actualize the old fable of the Centaurs.
With a tiger-skin for a
saddle, a thong loop Avith only the rider's gi'eat toe thiiist in it for
a stirrup, a string in the horse's lower jaw for a bridle, armed
with spear and cimeter, these conquerors who dcsj^ised walls went
forth to level cities and slaughter all who resisted.
In their raids
they found food ever ready in the beasts they rode, for a reeking

haunch

of horse-meat, cut from the steed whose saddle had been
emptied by an'ow or accident, was usually found slung to their
pommels. A slice of this, raw or warmed, served to sustain life
for these hard riders, who lived all day in the saddle and at night
slept with it AAi-apped arovmd them.
For a ceutiu-y the power of these nomads was steadily gi*ow-
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and loomed up before
The master mind and hand that

clearly into history

the frontiers of the empire.

moulded them into unity was Genghis Khan (1160-1227 a.d.).
Who was Genghis Khan ? A Japanese writer, who is also a
traveller in Corea and China, has written in English a thesis which
shows, with strong probability, at least, that this unifier of Asia was
Gen-Ghike, or Yoshitsune. This Japanese hero, born in 1159", was
the field-marshal of the army of the Minamoto who annihilated the
Taira family.' In 1189, having fled from his jealous brother, Yoritomo, he reached Yezo and thence crossed, it is believed, to Manchuria. His was probably the greatest military mind which Japan
ever produced.

That Yoshitsune and Genghis Khan were one jaerson

by

Suyematz,^

is

argued

who

brings a sm-prising array of coincidences to
j)rove his thesis.
These are in names, titles, ages, dates, personal
characteristics, flags and banners, myths and traditions, nomenMl-.

and

and Japanese relics,
Without reaching the
jDoint of demonstration, it seems highly probable that this wonderful personality, this mai-vellous intellect, was of Jai:»anese origin.
clatru-e of families, localities

coins, arms,

Whoever

and

individuals,

fortresses in Manchui'ia.

this restless sjDiiit was,

it is certain that he gathered
freedom hke the wild waves into the unity of
the restless sea.
Out from the grassy jolains of Manchima rolled
a tidal-wave of conquest that swept over Asia, and flung its last
drops of spray alike over Japan, India, and Russia. Among the nations completely overiain and overwhelmed by the Mongol hordes

tribes once H-\dng in

was Corea.

—

—

In 1206, Yezokai the word in Japanese means Yezo Sea the
leader of the Mongols, at the request of his chieftains, took the name
of Genghis Khan and proclaimed himself the ruler of an emj^ire.

He now set

before himseK the task of subduing the Kitans and absorbing their land and people, preparatory to the conquest of
China.
This was accomplished in less than six years. Liao Tung

was invaded and, in 1213, his armies were inside the Great Wall.
Three mighty hosts were now organized, one to overrun all China
to Nepal and Anam, one to conquer Corea and Japan, and one to
bear the white banners of the Mongols across Asia into Europe.
This work, though not done in a day, was nearly completed before
'

^

The Mikado's Empire, Chapters XIII. and XIV.
The Identity of tlie Great Conqueror, Genghis Khan, with the Japanese

Hero Yoshitsune, by K. Suyematz

of Japan.

London, 1879.
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Genghis Khan led the host that moved to
In 1218 the Corean king declared himself a vassal of
Genghis. In 1231 the murder of a Mongol envoy in Corea was
The Mongols invaded the counthe cause of the first act of war.
try, captui-ed forty of the principal towns, received the humiliation
a generation passed.'

the west.

who had fled to Kang-wa Island, and began the aboliCorean independence by appointing seventy-two Mongol

of the king,

tion of

prefects to administer the details of local government.

The people,

new and strange methods of their foreign conquerors, rose against them and mvu'dered them all.
This was the
signal for a second and more temble invasion.
A gi'eat Mongol
army oveiTan the countiy in 1241, fought a number of pitched
exasperated by the

and again imposed hea"\y tribute on
humbled vassal. In 1256 the Corean king went in person ta
do homage at the coui-t of the conqueror of continents.
In the details of the Mongol iiile kindness and cruelty were
blended.
The most relentless militaiy measiu'es were taken to
battles, defeated the king,

their

secure obedience after the couciliatoiy policy failed.
By using
both methods the gi'eat Khan kept his hold on the little peninsula,
although the Coreans manifested a constant disj)osition to revolt.
About this time began a brilliant half centur}' of intercovu'se
between Eui'ope and Cathay, which has been studied and illustrated in the ^Titings of Colonel H. Yule. The two Franciscan monks

Carpinini and Rubruqviis \'isited China, and the camps of the great
Khan, between the years 1245 and 1253. By theii* gi'aj)hic naiTatives, in which the wars of Genghis were described, they made the

name

of Cathaj' (fi'om Kitai, or Kitan) familiar in Em'oj)e.

Matteo,

and Marco Polo, who came later, as representatives of the
commerce which afterward floiu-ished between Venice and Genoa,
and Ningpo and Amoy, were but a few among many merchants
and travellers. Embassies fi'om the Popes and the Khan exchanged coui'tesies at A\agnon and Cambaluc (Peking). Christian
churches were established m Peking and other cities b}' the Franciscan monks.
The various Eui'opeans who have saved their o-svn
names and a few others from obliAion, and have left us a romantic, but in the main a tnithful, picture of mediaeval China and the

Nicolo,

Mongols, were probably only the scribes among a host who traded
or travelled, but never told their storj'. Among the man-els of the
empire of the Mongols, in which one might walk safely from Corea
to Russia, was religious toleration.
"Wlien, however, the Mongols
'

See Howorth's History of the Mongols, London, 1876.
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of central Asia embraced the creed of Islam, bigotry closed the
highway into Eiu-ope, and communications ceased. Cathay, Zipangu, and Corea again simk from the eyes of Europe into the

night of historic darkness.

Khublai Khan having succeeded his grandfather, Genghis, and
being now ruler of all the Asiatic mainland, resolved, in 1266, to
conquer Japan, He wrote a letter to the mikado, but the envoys
were so frightened by the Corean's exaggerated account of the
difficulties of reaching the empire in the sea, that they never sailed.
Other embassies were despatched in 1271 and 1273, and Khublai
began to prepare a mighty flotilla and army of invasion. One

hundred

were built on Quelpart Island. His armada,
and 15,000 men, Chinese, Mongols, and
Coreans, sailed to Japan and was met by the Japanese off the island of Iki. Owing to their valor, but more to the tempest that
arose, the expedition was a total loss, only a few of the original
number reaching Corea alive.
Evidently desii-ous of conquering Japan by dij)lomacy, the
great Khan despatched an embassy which reached, not the mikado's, but only the shu-gun's com-t in 1275.
His ambassadors
were accompanied by a large retinue from his Corean vassals.
The Japanese allowed only three of the imposing number to go
to Kamakura, twelve miles from the modem Tdkio, and paid no
attention to the Khan's threatening letters.
So irritated were the
brave islanders that when another ambassador from the Khan arrived, in the following year, he disembarked as a prisoner and was
escorted, bound, to Kamakiu-a, where he was thrown into prison,
kept dvu-ing fom* years, and taken out only to be beheaded.
Upon hearing this, Khublai began the preparation of the mightiest of his invading hosts.
To be braved by a little island nation,
when his sceptre ruled from the Dnieper to the Yellow Sea, was
not to be thought of. Various fleets and contingents sailed from
different j)orts in China and made rendezvous on the Corean coast.
The fleet was composed of 3,500 war junks, of large size, having on
board 180,000 Chinese, Mongols, and Coreans. Among their engines of war were the catapults which the Polos had taught them
to make.
They set sail in the autumn of 1281.
of the ships

consisting of 300 vessels

From

the very

first the enterprise miscarried.
The general-inand the command devolved on a subordinate, who
had no plan of operation. The various divisions of the force became separated. It is probable that the majority of them never

chief fell sick
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The

Mon<:?ol

and Corean contin-

gent reached the province of ChikuZen, but Avere not allowed to
make a successful landing, for the Japanese di'ove them back with

sword and fire. The Chinese division, arriving later, was met by
a teirible tempest that nearly annihilated them and destroyed the
The broken remnant of the fleet and
ships ah'eady engaged.
armies, taking refuge on the island of Iki, were attacked by the
Japanese and nearly all slain, imprisoned, or beheaded in cold
blood.
Only a few reached Corea to tell the tale.
The "Mongol civilization," so-called, seems to have had little
The mighty empire of Genghis soon broke
influence on Corea.
The vast fabric of his government melted
into many fragments.
hke a sand house before an incoming wave, and that wave receding
left scarcely a sediment recognizal^le on the i^olity or social hfe of
Corea. Marco Polo in his book hardly mentions the countiy, though
One evil efiect of their
•describing Zipangu or Japan quite fully.
forced assistance given to the Mongols, was that the hatred of the
Japanese and Coreans for each other was mutually intensified.
After the Mongolian invasion begins that series of jm-atical raids
on their coast and robbery of their vessels at sea, by Jajoanese
adventiu-ers, that made navigation beyond sight of land and shipbuilding among the Coreans almost a lost art.
The centui'ies following the Mongol invasion were periods of
anarchy and ci\al war in Japan, and the central government auBuilding
thority being weak the pirates could not be controlled.
or stealing shij)s, bands of Japanese sailors or ex-soldiers i:>ut to
Landing, they
sea, captiu-iug Corean boats, junks, and sm-f -rafts.
hanied the shores and robbed and mui-dered the defenceless peoGrowing bolder, the marauders sailed into the Yellow Sea
ple.
and landed even in China and in Liao Timg. They kept whole
towns and cities in terror, and a chain of coast forts had to be
built in Shan-tung to defend that province.
The fire-signals which, in the old days of " the Three Kingdoms," had flashed upon the headlands to warn of danger seaward,
were now made a national sei's'ice. The system was perfected so
as to converge at the capital, Sunto, and give notice of danger
By this means better protection
fi'om any point on the coast.
against the sea-rovers was secvu-ed.
All this evil experience with the piratical Japanese of the middle ages has left its impress on the language of the Coreans.
From this period, perhaps even long before it, date those words
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omen

of which we give but one or two examples which
%mi (Japan) in them. A xcai-kol, a huge, fierce man,
of gigantic aspect, with a bad head, though perhaps with good
of sinister

have the
heart, a

jDrefix

kind of ogre,

wind or typhoon

is

is

a Japanese kol or creature.

a Japanese wind.

A

destructive

As western Christendom

for

centm-ies uttered their fears of the Norse pii-ates, " From the fiiry
of the Northmen, Good Lord, deUver us," so the Korai people.

Two-Masted Corean Vessel (from a Photograph taken. in

along the coast, for

many

1871).

generations ofifered up constant petition

to their gods for protection against these

Northmen

of the Pacific.

This chi-onic danger from Japanese pirates, which Korai and
Cho-sen endured for a period nearly as extended as that of England from the Northmen, is one of the causes that have contributed to make the natives dread the sea as a path for enemies, and

m Corea we

see the strange anomaly of a people more than semicivihzed whose wretched boats scarcely go beyond tide-water.

CHAPTER XL
NEW
It will be

remembered

tliat

Corea, Ki Tsze, gave

ilizer of

CHU-SEX.
the

it

first

the

Chinese settler and

name

civ-

Coming

of Cho-sen.

and war, to a land of peace which lay eastward of
home, Ki Tsze selected for his new dwelling-place a name
once expressive of its outward position and his o^^'n inward emo-

from

^•iolence

his old
at

—

Cho-sen, or Morning Calm.
For eleven centuries a part of Manchiu'ia, including,

tions

as the

Coreans believe, the northern half of the j^eninsula, bore this
name. From the Christian era until the tenth century, the names
of the tlu'ee kingdoms, Shinra, Hiaksai, and Kokorai, or Korai,

On

the fall

called Korai.

Korai

express the divided political condition of the coimtiy.
of these petty states, the united peninsula

existed fifom

a.d.

934

iintil a.d.

1392,

was

when

the ancient

name

of

Cho-sen was restored. Though the Coreans often speak of their
countiy as Korai (Gauli, or Gori), it is as the English speak of
ChoBritain with a patriotic feeling rather than for accuracy.
sen is still the official and popular designation of the coimtry.

—

This name

once the oldest and the newest.
bestowal of this name on the peninsula was in poetic
mood, and was the symbol of a jDeaceful triumph. The second
gift of the name was the index of a poHtical revolution not unaccompanied with bloodshed. The latter days of the dynasty
founded by Wang Avere marked by Ucentiousness and effeminacy
The people hated the
in the palace, and misrule in the country.
cruelties of their monai'ch, tlie thirty-second of his line, and longed

The

is at

first

for a deliverer.

was born
proAdnce.

Such a one was Ni Taijo (Japanese, Ki

in the region of Broughton's Bay, in the
It is said of

him

Seiki), Avho

Ham-kiung

that from his youth he surpassed

others in virtue, intelligence, and skill in manly exercises.

was

all

He

especially fond of himting with the falcon.

One

day, while in the woods, his favorite bird, in pursuing

its
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quarry, flew so far ahead that it was lost to the sight of its master.
Hastening after it the young man espied a shiine at the roadside
into which he saw his hawk fly.
Entering, he fovmd within a hermit priest. Awed and abashed at the weird presence of the whitebearded sage, the lad for a moment was sjjeechless but the old
man, addressing him, said " What benefit is it for a youth of your
abilities to be seeking a stray falcon ?
A throne is a richer prize.
Betake yourself at once to the capital."
Acting uj)on the hint thus given him, and leaving the falcon
;

:

wended

way westward to Sunto, and entered the
He soon made his mark and rapidly
high command, until he became lieutenant-general of the

l^ehind, Taijo

his

military service of the king.

rose to

whole army.

He

married and reared

espousal of his daughter
sovereign.

The

by the

influence of Taijo

soldierly abilities he

king,

childi'en,

became

and through the

father-in-law to his

was now immense.

"While with his

won

the enthusiastic regard of the army, his
popularity with the peoj)le rested solely on his virtues. Possessed
of such influence with the court, the soldiers,

and the country at
he endeavored to reform the abuse of power and to cui'b the
ci-uelties of the king.
Even to give advice to a despot is an act of
l^ravery, but Taijo dared to do it again and again. The king, howlai'ge,

ever, refused to follow the counsel of his father-in-law or to

abuses.

He

reform
thus daily increased the odium in which he was held

l)y his subjects.

Such was the
century,

state of affairs

when everything was

toward the end of the foiu-teeuth

ripe for revolution.

In China, great events, destined to influence " the little kingdom," were taking place. The Mongol dynasty, even after the
breaking up of the empire founded by Genghis Khan, stiU held
the dragon thi'one but during the later years of their reign, when
harassed by enemies at home, Corea was neglected and her tribute
remained unpaid. A sj^asmodic attemj)t to resubdue the lapsed
vassal, and make Corea a Mongol castle of refuge from impending
doom, was ruined by the energy and valor of Ni Taijo. The
would-be invaders were driven back. The last Mongol emperor
feU in 1341, and the native Ming, or "Bright," dynasty came into
power, and in 1368 was firmly established.
Their envoys being sent to Corea demanded pledges of vassalage.
The king neglected, finally refused, and ordered fresh levies
to be made to resist the impending invasion of the Chinese.
In
;

:
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this

time of gloom and bitterness against their

jirmy contained but a j^itifully small

depended on

number

of

own monarch, the
men who could be
the Ming veterana

to fight the overwhelming host of
an address to his followers, thus spoke to them
" Although the order from the king must be obeyed, yet the
attack upon the Ming soldiers, with so small an army as ours, is
like casting an egg against a rock, and no one of the army will
return alive.
I do 2iot tell you this from any fear of death, but
oiu" king is too haught}'.
He does not heed our advice. He has
ordered out the army suddenly without cause, jjaying no attention
to the sufi'ering which wives and childi'en of the soldiers must
imdergo.
This is a thing I cannot bear. Let us go back to the
capital and the responsibility shall fall on my shoulders alone."
Tliereuj)on the captains and soldiers being impressed with the
pui-ity of their leader's motives, and admiring his coiu*age, resolved
to obey his orders and not the king's.
Arri\ing at Sunto, he
promptly took measures to depose the king, who was sent to
Kang-wa, the island so famous in modern as in ancient and mediaeTaijo, in

val history.

The

was very great, and he intrigued to avenge
His j^lot was made known, by one of his retainers, to
Taijo, who, by a counter-movement, put forth the last radical
measui-e which, in Chinese Asia means, for a private person, disinheritance for a king, deposition and for a royal line, extinction.
This act was the removal of the tablets of the king's ancestors from
their shrine, and the issue of an order forbidding fui'ther continuance of sacrifice to them. This Corean and Chinese method of
clapping the extinguisher upon a whole dynasty was no sooner ordered than duly executed.
Ni Taijo was now made king, to the great delight of the people.
He sent an embassy to Nanking to notify the Ming emperor
of affairs in the "outpost state," to tender his loj'al vassalage, to
seek the imperial approval of his acts, and to beg his investiture
as sovereign.
This was graciously granted. The ancient name of
Chu-sen was revived, and at the petitioner's request conferred upon
king's Avi-ath

himself.

;

;

by the emperor, who profited by this occasion to enupon the Coreans his calendar and chronology the recep-

the countiy
force

tion of these being in itself alone

—

tantamount to a sufficient declaration of fealty.
Friendship being now fully estabHshed with
the Mings, the king of Cho-sen sent a number of youths, sons of
his nobles, to Nanking to study in the imperial Chinese college.
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The dynasty thus established is still the reigning family in
came to an end in 1864. The Coreans in their treaty with Japan, in 1876, dated the document acCorea, though the direct Hne

cording to the 484th year of Cho-sen, reckoning from the accesNi Taijo to the throne. One of the first, acts of the new
dynasty was to make a change in the location of the national
capital.
The new dynasty made choice of the city of Han Yang,
sion of

The Walls

of

Seoul (from a Photograph,

1876).

situated on the Han River, about fifty miles from its mouth.
The
king enlarged the fortifications, enclosed the city with a wall of
masonry of great extent, extending over the adjacent hills and
vaUeys.
On this wall was a rampart j^ierced with port-holes for
archers and over the streams were built arches of stone.
He organized the administrative system which, vdth slight modification,
is stiU in force at the present time.
The city being well situated,
soon grew in extent, and hence became the seoul or capital (^pro-

SO

COREA.

nounced by the Chinese kinr/, as in Nanking and Pekinj]^, and the
Japanese kio, as in Kinto and Tokio). He also re-divided the

kingdom into eight do or provinces. This division still maintains.
The names, formed each of two Chinese chax-acters joined to that
of do (circuit or province), and approximate meanings are given
below.' With such names of bright omen, " the eight provinces "
entered iipon an era of i)eace and flomishing prosperity. The
l^eople foimd out that something more than a change of masters
was meant by the removal of the capital to a more central situaVigorous reforms were carried out, and changes were made,
not only in political administration, but in social life, and even in
tion.

Li all these the influence of the China of the Ming emmost manifest.
Buddhism, Avhich had penetrated into every part of the countiy,
find had become, in a measure, at least, the religion of the state,
was now set aside and disestablished. The Confucian ethics and
the doctrines of the Chinese sages were not only more diligently
studied and proj^agated under royal patronage, but were incorreligion.

23erors is

l^orated into the religion of the state.
fifteenth century,

of bigotry

Confucianism

and intolerance

;

ered by the magistrates to

put vmder the band of
worthy of death.

From

the eai'ly part of the

floui-ished until it

reached the point

when Christianity was discovbe existing among the people, it Avas
so that

extu-jDation,

and

its

followers

thought

Beginning at the most northern and eastern, and following the sea line
south around up to the northeast, they are
'

:

CoREAN.
1.

2.

Japanese.

Ham-kiung, or
Kang-wen, or

Kan-kiodo.
Ko-geu do.

8.

Kiung-sang, or

4.

Julia, or

Kei-sho do.
Zen-ra do.

5.

Chung-chong, or

Chiu-sei do.

7.

Kiung-kei, or
Wliang-hai, or

8.

Ping-an, or

().

English.

Perfect Mirror, or Complete

View Province.

Bay Meadow Province.
Respectful Congratulation Province.
Completed Network Province.
Serene Loyalty Province.

Home

Kei-ki do.

The

Ko-kai do.
Hei-an do

Yellow Sea Province.
Peace and Quiet Province.

Capital Circuit, or

Province.

In this table we have given the names in English which approximate the
sounds of the Chinese characters, with which names of the provinces are written, and as they are heard to-day in Cho-sen.
The modern Coreans use the
modern Chinese sounds of the characters, while the Japanese cling to tlie ancient Chinese ])ronunciation of the same characters as they received them
through Hiaksai and Shinra, eleven or twelve centuries ago. The old pure
Corean sounds were Tt-ru-ra tai for Zen-ra do, Tsiku-shaku tai for Chiu-sei do,

Keku-shaku

tai for

Kei-ki do,

etc.
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Whatever may have been the motive

Buddhparamount truth of
the ancient ethics, or a desire to closely imitate the Middle Kingdom in everything, even in religion, or to obtain easy and great
wealth by confiscating the monasteiy and temple lands, it is certain
that the change was sweeping, radical, and thorough.
All obsen'ers testify that the cult of Shaka in Corea is almost a shadow. On
for siipplantinf^

ism, whether from sincere conviction of the

the other hand, in

many

cities thi'oughout the land, are

buildings

and halls erected and maintained by the government, in which sit
in honor the statues of Confucius and his greatest discijjles.
One great measure that tended to strengthen and make popular the new religious establishment, to weaken the old faith, to
give strength and unity to the new government, to foster education and make the Corean literary classes what they are to-day
critical scholars in Chinese
was what Americans would call " civil
service reform."
Appointment to office on the basis of merit, as
shown in the literary examinations, was made the nile. Modelled

—

closely ujDon the Chinese system, three gi-ades of examinations
were appointed, and three degrees settled. All candidates for
miUtary or civil rank and office must possess diplomas, granted
by the royal or provincial examiners, before appointment could be
made or salary begun. The system, which is still in vogue, is
more fvilly described in the chapter on education.
Among the changes in the fashion of social Hfe, introduced
imder the Ni dynasty, was the adoption of the Ming costume. To
the Chinese of to-day tl^e Corean di-ess and coififui-e, as seen in
Peking, are subjects for curiosity and merriment.
The lack of a
long queue, and the very different cut, form, and general ajjpearance of these eastern strangers, strike the eye of mandarin and
street laborer alike, veiy much as a gentleman in knee-breeches,
cocked hat, and peruke, or the peasant costumes at Castle Garden,
appear to a New Yorker, stepjiing from the elevated railway, on

Broadway'.

Yet from the fourteenth to the seventeenth centui-y, the Chinese
gentleman dressed like the Corean of to-day, and the mandarin of
Canton or Nanking was as innocent of the Tartar hair-tail as is the

The Coreans simply adhere to the fashions preMing era. The Chinese, in the matter of garb,
foreigners may be to credit it, are more progressive

citizen of Seoul.

valent diu-ing the

however loath
than their Corean neighbors.
To the house of Ni belongs also the

gi'eater

honor of abolish-
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ing at least two cruel customs which had their roots in superstiHeretofore the same rites which were so long in vogue in
tion.
Japan, traces of which were noticed even down to the seventeenth
Ko-rai-chang, though
century, held unchallenged sway in Corea.
not fully known in its details, was the habit of burying old men
In-chei was the offering up of human sacrifices, presumably
gods of the mountains and the sea. Both of these classes
of rites, at once superstitious and horrible, were anciently very frequent nor was Buddhism able to utterly abolish them. In the
latter case, they choked the victims to death, and then threw them
The island of Chansan was especially noted as the
into the sea.
place of propitiation to the gods of the sea.
The first successors of the founder of the house of Ni held
great power, which they used for the good of the people, and
hence enjoyed great popularity. The first after Taijo reigned two
Hetai-jong, who came after him, rided
years, from 1398 to l^OO.
eighteen years, and among other benefits conferred, established
the Sin-viun-ko, or box for the reception of petitions addressed
directly to the king. Into this coffer, complaints and prayers from
Though still
the people could lawfully and easily be dropped.
alive.

to the

;

kej^t before the gate of the royal palace in Seoul, it is stated that

now

access to

it is

in fact.

Among

It

difficult.

the

first

seems to

exist

more

in

name than

diplomatic acts of King Hetai-jong was

to imite with the Chinese emperor, in a complaint to the

of Japan,

against the buccaneers,

whom

the

mikado

authorities of the

country were vmable to control. Hence the remonstrance
was only partially successful, and the evil, which was aggravated
by Corean renegades acting as pilots, grew beyond all bou.nds.
These rascals made a lucrative living by betraying their own counlatter

trymen.
Siei-jong,

who succeeded

father, Hetai-jong,

to the throne on the death of his
enjoyed a long reign of thirty-two years, during

fortifications of the capital were added to and strengthThe Manchius beyond the Ever-white Mountains were
then beginning to rise in power, and Liao Tung was disturbed
by the raids of tribes from Mongolia, which the Ming generals

which the
ened.

were unable to suppress.

When

own boiuidary

the fighting took place within

Cho-sen became alarmed,
and looked to the defence of her own frontier and capital. In
1450, on the death of the king, who " in time of peace prepared
for war," Mun-jong, his son, succeeded to royal power.
As usual

fifty

miles of her

river,
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on the accession of a new sovereipfii, a Chinese ambassador wa»
despatched from Peking, which had been the Ming capital since
Thi»
1614, to Seoul, to confer the imperial patent of investiture.
dignitary, on his return, wTote a book recounting his travels,
under the title of " Memorandum concerning the AfEaii's of Chosen."
According to this Avriter, the military frontier of Corea at
that time was at the Eastern Mountain Barrier, a few miles northwest of the present Border Gate. PaUadius, the Russian writer,
also states that, diu-ing the INIing dynasty, tlu'ee grades of for-

tresses were erected on the territory between the Great "Wall and
the Yalu lliver, " to guard against the attacks of the Coreans."
It is more in accordance with the facts to suppose that the Chinese erected these fortifications to guard against invasion from the
Manchius and other northern tribes that were ravaging Liao Tung,

These defences did not avail to
keep back the invasion which came a generation or two later, and
" the Corean frontier," which the Chinese traveller, in 1450, found
much further west than even the j^resent " wall of stakes," shows
that the neutral teiTitory was then ab'eady established, and larger
than it now is. Of this strip of lich forest and ginseng land, with
many weU-watered and arable valleys, once cultivated and populous, but since the fifteenth century desolate, we shall hear again.
In Chinese atlases the space is blank, with not one "\T.llage marked
where, until the removal by the Chinese government of the inhabitants westward, there was a j^opulation of 300,000 souls.
The depopulation of this lai'ge area of fertile soil was simply a Chinese
measure of military necessity, which compelled her friendly ally
rather than against the Coreans.

own safety, to post sentinels as far west of her
boundar\' river as the Eastern Mountain Barrier, desciibed by the
imperial envoy in 1450.
Cho-sen, for her

The century which saw America discovered
that of Japan's greatest activity on the sea.

On

in the west,

was

every coast within

from Tartary to Tonquin, and from Luzon to Siam,
marauders were known and feared. The Chinese
learned to bitterly regi*et the day when the magnetic needle, invented b}- themselves, got into the hands of these daring islanders. The wounded eagle that felt the shaft, which had been feathered from his own plumes, was not more to be pitied than the
Chinese people that saw the Japanese craft steering across the
Yellow Sea to ravage and i-uin their cities, pfuided b}' the comj^ass
bought in China. They not only han-ied the coasts, but went far
theii* reach,

these bold

NEW
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Tip the rivers.

In 1523, they landed even at Ningpo, and in the

fight the chief

mandarin of the

city

was

killed.

Yet, with the exception of incursions of these pirates, Cho-sen

enjoyed the sweets of peace, and two centui'ies slipped away in

Morning Calm.

The

foreign vessels from Europe which

first,

1530, touched at the prorince of Bungo, in Southern Japan,

possibly have visited some part of the Corean shores.

The Neutral

in

may

Between

Territory (from a Chinese Atlas).

1540 and 1546 four arrivals of " black ships " from Portugal, are
It was from these the
to have called at points in Japan.
Japanese learned how to make the gunpowder and firearms which,
before the close of the century, were to be used with such deadly

known

effect in Corea.

Now came back
"were

—

which
to Europe accounts of China and Japan
found to be the old Kathay, and Zipangu of Polo and the Fran-
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—

ciscans and of " Coria," wliich Polo had barely mentioned. It was
from the Portuj^iiese, that Europe iirst learned of this middle land
between the mighty domain of the Mings, and the empire in the
sea.
Stirred by the spirit of adventui-e and enteii)rise, and unwilling that the Iberian peninsulars shovdd gain all the glory, an

English " Society for the Discovery of Unknown Lands " was
formed in 1555. A voyage was made as far as Novaia Zemlia
and Weigatz, but neither Corea nor Cathay was reached. Other
attemi)ts to find a northeast i)assage to India failed, and Asia remained uneircumnavigated rmtil oiu* own and Nordenskiild's day.
The other attempts to discover a northwest passage to China
around the imaginary caj>e, in which North America was supposed
to terminate, and tlu-ough the equally fictitious straits of .Vnian,
resulted in the discoveries of the Cabots, and of Hudson and Frobisher of the American continent fi'om the Hudson Eiver to
Greenland, but the way to China lay still around Africa.
From Japan, the only possibihty of danger dui'ing these two centimes was likely to come. In the north, west, and south, on the
main land, hung the banners of the Ming emperors of China, and,
as the tribute enforced was veiy light, the protection of her gi-eat
neighbor was worth to ChO-sen far more than the presents she
gave.
From China there Avas nothing to fear.
At first the new djTiasty sent ships, embassies, and jjresents
regulai'ly to Japan, which were duly received, yet not at the mikado's palace in Kioto, but at the sho-gtm's coiu't at Kamakru-a,
twelve miles from the site of the modern Jajjanese capital, Tokin.
But as the Ashikaga family became effeminate in life, theu' j)ower
waned, and rival chiefs started up all over the countiy. Clan
fights and clu-onic intestine war became the iiile in Jaj^an.
Only
small areas of temtory were governed from Kamakiu-a, while
the mikado became the tool and prey of rival daimius.
One of
these petty i-ulers held Tsushima, and ti'aded at a settlement on
the' Corean coast called Fusan, by means of which some intercourse was kept up between the two countries.
The Japanese
government had always made use of Tsushima in its comnnmications with the Coreans, and the agency at Fusan w^as composed

—

almost exclusively of retainers of the feudal lord of this island. The
by land and sea from Seoul to Kamakura, often consumed
two or three months, and with ciril wars inland and piracy on the

jo\uTiey

watei",

The

became less and less.
embassy from Seoul was sent in 14G0, but after that,

intercourse between the two coiintries

"last
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to continued intestine war, the absence of the

not noticed by the Ashikagas, and as the Tsushima
kept their customers ignorant of the weakness of

Kamakura and

Coreans was

men

jiui-jDosely

theii-

rulers at

Kioto, lest the ancient vassals should cease to fear

their old master, the Coreans

remained in profojiud ignorance of
As they were never summoned,
so they never came.
Giving themselves no further anxiety concerning the matter, they rejoiced that such disagreeable duties
Avere no longer incumbent upon them.
It is even said in Corean
histories that their government took the offensive, and under the
reign of the king Chung-jong (1506-1544) captiu-ed Tsushima and
several other Japanese islands, formerly tributary to Corea. Whatever fraction of truth there may be in this assertion, it is certain
that Japan afterward took amj^le revenge on the score both of
the real state of affairs in Japan.

neglect and of reprisal.

under the idea that peace was to last forever, and the mornknow an evening storm, the nation relaxed all
vigilance.
Expecting no danger from the east, the military resources were neglected, the army was disorganized, and the castles were allowed to dilapidate into ruin.
The moats filled and
became shallow ditches, choked with vegetation, the walls and
ramparts crumbled piecemeal, and the barracks stood roofless.
As peace wore sweeter charms, and as war seemed less and less
probable, so did all soldierly duties become more and more irksome. The militia system was changed for the worse. The enrolled men, instead of being called out for muster at assigned
camps, and trained to field duty and the actual evolutions of war,
were allowed to assemble at local meetings to perform only holiday movements. The muster rolls were full of thousands of
names, but off j^aper the army of Corea was a phantom. The
people, dismissing all thought of possibility of war, gave themselves no concern, leaving the matter to the army officials, who
drew pay as though in actual war. They, in tm-n, devoted themselves to dissipation, carousing, and sensual indulgence.
It was
while the country was in such a condition that the summons of
Japan's greatest conqueror came to them and the Coreans learned,
for the first time, of the faU of Ashikaga, and the temper of their
So,

ing calm never to

new

master.

CHAPTER

XII.

EVENTS LEADING TO THE JAPANESE INVASION.
China and Japan are to each other as England and the United
The staid Chinaman looks at the lively Japanese with

States.

American " cousin."
and temjieraare the Germans and French, they are enough ahke to
find food for mutual jealousy. They discover groimd for irritation
in causes, which, betAveen nations more distant fi-om each other,
would stir up no feeling whatever. China considers Jaj^an a
young, vain, and boasting striijhng, whose attitude ought ever
feelings similar to those of

Though
ment as

John

Biill to his

as radically different in blood, language,

be that of the pupil to the teacher, or the child to the father.
Japan, on the contrary, considering China as an old iogj, far behind the age, decayed in constitution and fortune ahke, and more
to

than ready for the
superiority.

gi-ave,

Even before

resents

all

dictation or assumption of

theu* adoption of the forces of occiden-

tal cirilization in this nineteenth century, something of this
haughty contempt for China influenced the Japanese mind. Japan
ever refused to become vassal or tributar}' to China, and the memory of one of her mihtary lasurpers, who accepted the honorary
title of Nihon-0, or King of Japan, from the Chinese Emperor, is to
this day loaded with increasing execration.
It has ever been the
practice of the Japanese coui-t and people cheerfully to heap upon
their mikado all the honors, titles, poetical and divine appellations
which belong also to the Chinese emperor.
To conquer or humble their mighty neighbor, to cross their
slender swords of dirine temper with the clumsy blades of the
continental braves, has been the ambition of more than one Japanese captain. But Hideyoshi alone is the one hero in Japanese
annals who actuaDy made the attempt.
As the Mongol conquerors issuing from China had used Corea
as their point of departure to invade Japan, so Hideyoshi resolved

to

make

the peninsula the road for his armies into China.

After
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anarchy in Japan, be followed up the work which
until the proudest daimio had felt the
weight of his arm, and the empire was at peace.
Yet, although receiving homage and congratulations from his
feudal vassals, once proud princes, Hideyoshi was irritated that
Cho-sen, which he, with all Japanese, held to be a tributary provSince, to the Ashikagas, she
ince, failed to send like greetings.
had despatched tribute and embassies, he was incensed that similar
honors were not awarded to him, though, for over a centtuy, all
official relations between the two countries had ceased.
On the 31st day of July, 1585, Hideyoshi was made Kuambaku, or Regent, and to celebrate his elevation to this, the highest
office to which a subject of the mikado's could asj^ire, he shortly
afterward gave a great feast in Kioto, and proclaimed holiday
throughout the empire. This feast was graced by the presence

two

centiu-ies of

Nobunaga had begun

of his highest feudatories, lords,

and

palace ladies in their richest robes.

captains, coui't nobles

Among

and

others was one Yasu-

Tsushima. Hideyoshi's memory
had read to him, from the ancient chronicles, the account of Jingu Kogo's conquests in the
second century. He announced to his captains that, though Chosen was from ancient times tributary to Japan, yet of late years
her envoys had failed to make ^dsits or to send tribute. He then
appointed Yasuhii'o to proceed to Seoul, and remind the king and
hiro, a retainer of the lord of

had been refreshed by

his having

court of their duty.
of

The Japanese envoy was a bluff old campaigner, very tall, and
commanding mien. His hair and beard had long since turned

white under years and the hardships of war.
that of a

and

On

man accustomed

to

command and

His conduct was

to instant obedience,

expect victory more by brute courage than by address.
demanded the best rooms in the hoand annoyed even the people of rank and importance with
to

his journey to Seoul he

tels,

He even laughed at and made
about the soldiers and theii* weapons. This

haughty and strange questions.
sarcastic

remai'ks

conduct, so different from that of previous envoys, greatly surprised the Corean

came

officials.

when a Japanese
him from Fusan to

Heretofore,

to Fusan, native troops escorted

officer

Seoul,

overawing him by their fierceness and insolence. Yasuhiro, accusto constant war under Hideyoshi's gourd-banner, rode
calmly on his horse, and, amid the lines of lances drawn up as a
guard of honor, spoke to his followers in a loud voice, telling them

tomed
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and note any incivility. In a certain village
he joked with a Corean soldier about his spear, saying, with a pun,
At this, all the Japanese
that it was too short and unfit for use.
laughed out loud. The Coreans could not understand the language, but hearing the laugh were angry and 8\irpi'ised at such
boldness.
At another tovm he insulted an aged official who was
entertaining him, by remarking to his own men that his hair and
that of the Japanese gi-ew gi'ay by years, or by war and manly
hardships; "butAvhat," cried he, "has ttu-ned this man's hair
gray who has lived all his life amid music and dancing ? " This
sarcastic fling, at j^rematiu'e and sensual old age, stung the official
At the capital, credenso that he became speechless with rage.
tials were presented and a feast given, at which female musicians
sang and wine flowed. During the banquet, when all were well
drimk, the old hero pulled out a goiu'd full of pei:)per seeds and
began to hand them around. The singing-gu-ls and servants
grabbed them, and a disgi-aceful scuffle began. This was what
Yasuhiro wanted. Highly disgusted at theii* gi-eedy behaA-ior, he
retiu'ned to his quarters and poured out a tirade of abuse about
the manners of the people, which his Corean intei-preter duly reto watch the escort

Yasuhii'o made up his mind that the
to his superiors.
country was in no way prepared for invasion the martial spirit
of the people was ver}^ low, and the habits of dissijjation and jjrofligacy among them had sapped the vigor of the men.
To the offensive conduct of the envoy was added the in-itation
produced by the language of Hideyoshi's summons for in his letter he had used the imperial foi'm of address, " we," the plural of
tailed

;

;

Yasuhiro asked for a reply to these letters, that he might
There was none given him, and the Coreans, pleading the flimsy excuse of the difficulty of the voyage,
refused to send an embassy to Japan.
Hidcyoshi was very angi-y at the utter failure of Yasuhiro's
mission.
He argued that for an envoy to be content with such an
answer was sure proof that he favored the Coreans. Some of
Yasuhiro's ancestors, being daimios of Tsushima, had sen-ed as
envoys to Cho-sen, and had enjoyed a monopoly of the lucrative
commerce, and even held office under the Corean government.
Beflecting on these things, Hideyoshi commanded Yasuhii'o and
majesty.

retui-n speedily to Japan.

all

his family to be put to death.

He

then despatched a second envoy, named Yoshitoshi, himself
Tsu Island, who took with him a favorite retainer.

the daimio of
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as his secretary. They reached Seoul
formal banquet, demanded the despatch
The Corean dignitaries did not reply at
of an envoy to Japan.
once, but unofficially sent word, through the landlord of the hotel,
that they would be glad to agree to the demand if the Japanese

and a

priest,

named Genshu,

in safety, and, after the

would send back the renegades who piloted the Japanese pirates
Thereupon, Yoshitoshi
in their raids upon the Corean coasts.
despatched one of his suite to Japan. With amazing promptness
he collected the outlaws, fourteen in number, and produced them
in Seoul.
These traitors, after confessing their crime, were led
Meanwhile,
out by the executioners and their heads knocked off.
having tranquillized "all under Heaven" (Japan), even to Yezo and
the Ainos, and finding nothing " within the four seas " worth capturing, Hideyoshi cast his eyes southward to the Uttle kingdom
The
well named Kiu Kiu, or the Sleepy Dragon Avithout horns.
people of these islands, called Loo Choo, on old maps, are true
Japanese in origin, language, and dynasty. They speak a dialect
kindred to that of Satsuma, and theu' first historical riiler was
Sunten, a descendant of Tametomo, who fled from Jajjan in the
twelfth centiuy.
Of the population of 120,000 people, one-tenth
were of the official class, who hved from the j)ublic granaries.
Saving all expense in war equipment, and warding off danger from
the two great powers between which they lay, they had kept the
good wiU of either by making then* country act the part of the ass
which crouches down between two burdens. They made presents
to both, acknowledging Japan as their father, and China as their
mother. From early times they had sent tribute-laden junks to
Ningpo, and had introduced the Chinese classics, and social and
political customs.
When the Ming dynasty came into power, the
Chinese monarch bestowed on the Prince of Riu Kiu a silver seal,
and a name for his country, which meant " hanging balls," a reference to the fact that their island chain hung hke a string of tassels on the skirt of China.
Another of their ancient native
names was Okinawa, or " long rope," which stretches as a cable
between Japan and Formosa, Sugar and rice are the chief products. Hideyoshi, wishing to possess this group of isles as an ally
against China, and acting on the principle of baiting with a sprat
in order to catch a mackerel, sent word to Riu Kiu to pay tribute
hereafter only to him.

The young king, fearing the wrath of the mighty lord of Nippon, sent a priest as his envoy, and a vessel laden with tribute
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AiTivin<T in the presence of the august parvenu, the
found himself most graciously received. Hideyoshi entered
into a personal conversation with the bonze, and set forth the
benefits of Riu Kiu's adherence to Japan alone, and her ceasing to
send tribute to China. At the same time he gave the priest
dearly to understand that, willing or unwilling, the little kingdom
was to be annexed to the mikado's empire. When the priest returned to Eiu Kiu and gave the information to the king, the latter
immediately despatched a vessel to China to inform the govern-

offerinp[s.
jjriest

ment

of the designs of Japan.

Meanwhile, the court at Seoul, highly gratified with the action
of the JajDanese government in the matter of the renegade pilots,
Yoshitoshi had audience of the
gave a banquet to the embassy.
king, who presented him with a horse from his own stables.
An
embassy was chosen which left Seoul, in comjiany with Yoshitoshi
and his party, and their musicians and servants, in April, 1590,
and, after a joiu-ney and voyage of three months, an'ived at Kioto
diu'iug the summer of 1590.
At this time Hideyoshi was absent
in Eastern Japan, not far from the modern city of Tokiu, besieging
Odawara Castle and reducing " the second Hojo " family to submission. Arri^dng at Kioto in the autumn, he postponed audience
with the Coreans in order to gain time for war preparations, for
his heart was set on conquests beyond sea.
Finally, after five months had passed, they were accorded an
intei-view.
They were allowed to ride in palanquins under the
gateway of the palace -without dismounting a mark of deference
to their high rank
all except nobles of highest gi'ade being compelled to get out and walk.
As usual, their band of musicians accompanied them.
They report Hideyoshi as a man of low appearance, but n'ith
eyes that shot fire through theii- souls.
All bowed before him,
but his conduct in general was of a very undignified character.
This did not raise him in the estimation of his guests, who had

—

—

already discovered his true position, which was that of a subject
whose use of the imperial " ive " in his letters was,
in their eyes, a preposterous assumption of authority.
They de-

of the mikado,

livered the king's letter,

terms of an equal as a
from the title of Whang

Emperor

to

Hideyoshi on

(king of a nation, in distinction

Ti, by which title the Heavenly Ruler, or
Mikado of Japan, or the Emperor of China is
The letter contained the usual commonplaces of

—the

addressed).

which was addressed

Koku O

—
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names of the envoys, and a reference to the
accompanying presents.
The presents spoken of in the usual terms of Oriental mock
modesty consisted of two ponies and fifteen falcons, with harness
for bird and beast, rolls of silk, precious drugs, ink, jDaper, pens,
and twenty magnificent tiger-skins. The interview over, Hideyoshi
wished the envoys to go home at once. This they declined to do,
friendly greeting, the
list of

—

—

but, leaving Kioto, waited at the port of Sakai.

A

letter to the

reached them, but couched in so insolent a tone that
the ambassadoi'S sent it back several times to be purged. Even in
its improved form it was the blustering thi-eat of a Japanese bully.
All this consumed time, which was just what Hideyoshi wished.
Some years before this, some Portuguese trading shijDS had
landed at the island of Tane, off the south of Jajjan. The Japanese, for the first time, saw Europeans and heard their unintelligible language.
At first all attemj^ts to understand them were in
vain.
A Chinese ship happened to arrive about the same time, on
which were some sailors who knew a little Portuguese, and thus
commimications were held. The foreigners, being handsomely
treated, gave their hosts some firearms, probably joistols, taught
their use, and how to make powder.
These " queer things, able
to vomit thunder and lightning, and emitting an awful smell,"
were presented to Shimadzu, the daimid of Satsuma, who gave
them to Hideyoshi. Among the presents, made in retui-n to ChoThey
sen, were several of these new weapons made by Japanese.
were most probably sent as a hint, Uke that of the Pequot's offerWith them were pheaing of the arrows ^vrapped in snake-skin.

king

finally

sants, stands of swords and spears, books, rolls of paper, and four
hundred gold koban (a coin worth about $5.00).
With the returning embassy, Hideyoshi sent the priest and a
former colleague of Yoshitoshi to Seoul. They were instructed to
ask the king to assist Hideyoshi to renew peaceful relations between Japan and China. These, owing to the long continued
piratical invasions from Japan, during the anarchy of the Ashikaga, had been suspended for some years past.
The peaceful influences of Christianity's teachings now came
between these two pagan nations, in the mind and person of Yoshitoshi, who had professed the faith of Jesus as taught by the Roman
Be this as it
Catholic missionaries from Portugal, then in Japan.
may, Yoshitoshi, who had been in Seoul, and lived in Tsushima,

being well acquainted with the military resources of the three
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/countries,

knew

that

war would

resvilt in rviin to

ChO-sen, while,

iu measuring their swords with China, the Japanese were at fearAnimated by a desire to prevent bloodshed, he resolved
ful odds.

mediate with the oUve branch. He started on an independent
own cost, to persuade the Coreans to use their good
offices at mediation between Japan and China, and thus prevent

to

mission, at his

he forwarded his petition to
hopes of the answer he dein
ten
days
port
in
waited
and
Seoul,
But all was in vain. He received only a letter containing
sired.
a defiant reply to his master's bidlying letter. Iu sadness he retm-ned to Kioto, and reported his ill-success. Smi^rised and enraged at the indifference of the Coreans, Hideyoshi pushed on his
war.

Ai-riving at Fusan, in 1591,

war preparations with new vigor. He resolved to test to its
utmost the mihtary strength of Japan, in order to humble China
Accustomed to victory under the gourd.as well as her vassal.
banner in almost every battle during the long series of intestine
wars now ended, an army of seasoned veterans heard joyfuUy the
order to prepare for a campaign beyond sea.
Hideyoshi, dm-ing this year, nominally resigned the office of

Kuambaku,

in favor of his son, and, according to usage, took the

Taiko, by which name (Taiko Sama) he is popularly known,
and by which we shall refer to him. Among the Coreans, even of
to-day, he is remembered by the title which still inspires their
admiration and terror Kuambaku. Chinese A\Titers give a gro.tesque account of Hideyoshi, one of whose many names they read
as Piug-syew-kye. They call him " the man under a tree," in reHe is also dubbed
ference to his early nickname of Kinomoto.
title of

—

"King

The Jesuit missionaries speak of him in their
Quabacundono (His Lordship the Kuambaku), or by one

of Taiko."

letters as

of his personal names, Faxiba (Hashiba).

The Coreans were now in a strait. Though under the protechad been negotiating with a foreign power.
How would China like this ? Should they keep the entire matter

torate of China, they
secret, or

should they inform their suzerain of the intended inva-

sion of China

?

They

finally resolved

upon the

latter com-se,

and

despatched a courier to Peking. About the same time the messenger from Riu Kin had lauded, and was on his way with the
same tidings. The Riukiuau reached Peking fii-st, and the Corean
arrived only to confirm the news. Yet, in spite of such overwhehnjng e-sddence of the designs of Japan, the colossal " tortoise " could,
^t first, scarce believe " the bee " would attempt to sting.

CHAPTER

XIII.

THE INVASION— ON TO SEOUL.
Foe the pictures of camps, fleets, the details of armory and
commissariat, and all the pomp and circumstance that make iip
the bright side of Japanese war preparations in 1591 and 1592, we
are indebted, not only to the Japanese writers, but to those eye
" war coi-respondents," the Portuguese

witnesses and excellent

missionaries then in Kiushiu, and especially to Friar Louis Frois.
tells us of the amplitude, vigor, and brilliancy of Taiko's meas-

He

ures for invasion, and adds that the expenses therefor greatly
l)ui-dened the " ethniques " or daimiOS who had to pay the cost.
Those feudatories, whose domain bordered the sea, had to furnish
a mighty fleet of junks, while to man them, the cjuota of every
himdred houses of the fishing popiilation was ten sailors.
The land and naval forces assembled at Nagoya, in Hizen, now
called Karatsu, and famous for being the chief place for the manuHere a superb castle was built, while
facture of Hizen porcelain.
huge inns or resting-places were erected all along the road from
Kioto.
The armies gathered here during the war numbered 500,000 men of whom 150,000 formed the army of invasion, 60,000
;

while 100,000 were set apart as Taiko's bodywere sailors, servants, camp followers, etc.
remainder
guard the
Beside the old veterans were new levies of young soldiers, and
a corps of matchlock men, who afterward did good execution
among the Coreans. The possession of this new and terrible

the

first resei-ve,
;

weapon gave the invaders a mighty advantage over their enemies.
Though firearms had been known and manufactured in Japan for
time they were used against forTaiko also endeavored to hire
or buy from the Portuguese two ships of war, so as to use their
artillery
but in this he failed, and the troops were despatched in
native-built vessels. These made a gallant display as they crowded

a half centm-y, this

was the

first

eign enemies, or on a large scale.

;

together by hundreds.

At the

signal, given

by the

firing of can-
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noil,

the

away

immense

fleet

hoisted

sail

and, under a fresh breeze, bore

of

long sections of canvass laced
from stem to boom (thus dif-

to the west.

Theii'

swelUng

sails,

made

together, vei-tically, at theii* edges,

fering fi-om the Chinese, which are laced horizontally), were in-

immense

and the heraldic de\dces of feudalNear the top were cross-wise bands
or stripes of black.
The junks of Satsuma could be distinguished
l)y the white cross in a cu'cle
those of Higo by the broad-banded
ring.
On one were two crossed arrow-feathers, on others the
chess-board, the " cash " coin and palm-leaves, the butterfly, the
doisonno s^Tnbol, the sim, the fan, etc. Innumerable banners,
gay with armorial designs or inscribed with Buddhist texts, hung
on their staves or fluttered gaily as flags and streamers fi'om the
Stuck into the back of many of the distinguished
mastheads.
Kato
veterans, or ofiicers, were the sashi-mono, or bannerets.
Kiyomasa, being a strict Buddhist, had for the distinctive blazon
of his back-i>ennant, and on the banners of his di^ision, the prayer
and legend of his sect, 'the "Nichirenites, " Namu miyo ho renge kiO"
(Glory to the Holy Lotus, or Glory to the salvation-bringing book
On the forward deck were ranged
of the Holy Law of Buddha).
scribed

ism,

^\-ith

many

crests

feet in diameter.

;

hea^y shields of timber for the protection of the archers. These,
at close quarters, were to be let down and used as boarding
planks,

Huge

when

tassels,

the sword, pike, and gi-appling-hook came into play.
dangling from the prows hke the manes of horses,

Each junk
tossed up and down as the ships rode over the waves.
had a huge eye painted at the prow, to look out and find the j^ath in
the sea. "With the squadi'on followed hundreds of junks, laden with
salt meat, rice-wine, dried fish, and rice and beans, which formed
the staple of the invaders commissariat for man and horse. Transi:)Oi*t

junks, with cai-goes of

dles, ship

and camp

stores,

flints,

aiTows, ball, powder,

"not forgetting a

wax

can-

single thing," sailed

soon after, as well as the craft containing horses for the cavahy,
Taiko did not go to Corea himself, being dissuaded by his
aged mother. The coiu-t also wished no weaker hand than his to
hold the reins of government while the army was on foreign
shores.
The men to whom he entrusted the leadership of the exTo the
pedition, were Konishi Yukinaga and Kato Kiyomasa.
former, he presented a fine war horse, telling him to " gallop over
the bearded savages " "VN-ith it, while to the latter he gave a battleflag. Konishi was an impetuous young man, only twenty-three years
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He was a favorite of
common people, being

of age.

the
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Taiko, and sprung like the latter from
the son of a medicine dealer.
His

banner was a huge, stuffed, white paper bag, such as drugJapan use as a shop sign. In this he followed the example
of his august chief, who, desj)ising the brocade banners of the imperial generals, stuck a gouixl on a pole for his colors.
For every
victory he added another gourd, until his immense cluster contained as many proofs of victory as there are bamboo sticks in an
crest or
gists in

umbrella.
victory.

The

" goui-d-bauner "

became the emblem

of infallible

Konishi also imitated his master in his tactics

—

impetuous attack and close following up of victory.
Konishi was a Chi-istian, an ardent convert to the faith of the
Jesuit fathers, by whom he had been bajDtized in 1584.
In their
writings, they call him " Don Austin " a contraction of Augustine.
Other Christian lords or daimios, who personally led their troops

—

in the field with Konishi,

were Ai'ima, Omura, Amakusa, Bungo,
of the latter, a former envoy to
Corea, of whom we have read before, was Yoshitoshi.
He was the
son-in-law of Konishi.
Kuroda, as Mr. Ernest Satow has shown,

and Tsushima.

The personal name

the "

Kondera " of the Jesuit wi'iters.
Kato Kiyomasa was a noble, whose castle seat was at Kumamoto
in Higo.
From his youth he had been trained to war, and had a
reputation for fierce bravery.
It is said that Kato suggested to
Taiko the plan of invading Corea. His crest was a broad-banded
circle, and his favorite weapon was a long lance with but one
cross-blade instead of two.
Kato is the " Toronosqui " of the
Jesuit fathers, who never weary of loading his memory with
obloqu3^
This " vir ter exec7nndus " was a fierce Buddhist and a
bitter foe to Clu-istianity.
A large number of fresh autographic
WTitings had been made by .the bonzes in the monasteries expressly for Kato's division.
The silk pennon, said to have been
inscribed by Nichiren himself and worn by Kato dm-ing the invasion, is now in Tokio, owned by Katsu Awa, and is six centm-ies
is

old.

With such elements at work between the two commanders,
bitterness of religious rivahy, personal emulation, the desire to
earn gloiy each for himself alone, the contempt of an old veteran
young aspirant, harmony and unity of j)lan were not to be
looked for. Nevertheless, the personal quaHties of each general
for a

were such as to inspire his own troops with the highest enthusiasm,

and the army
7

sailed

away

fully confident of victory.
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Wliat were the objects of Taiko in makinj:^ this war? Ea^deutly his original thought Avas to invade and humble China.
Then followed the determination to conquer ChO-sen. Ambition
may have led him to rival Ojin Tenno, who, in his mother's womb,

made

the

conquest of Shinra, and, as the deified Hachiman,

became the Japanese god

of war.

Lastly, the Jesuit fathers

saw in

this expedition a plot to kill off the Christian leaders in a foreign

land,

and thus extirpate

To ship the
Japan.
wounds or disease, was
They make Taiko a David, and his
in

Chi'istianity

Chiistians off to a foreign soil to die of
easier than to massacre them.

best generals Uriahs

might have served
Certain

it

is

—though Coligny,

for a

that

it

slain

twenty years before,

more modern illustration.
was diiring the absence of the Christian

leaders that the severest persecutions at

home

took place.

It is

probable, also, that his jealousy of the success and consequent
popularity of the Christian generals created irresolution in Taiko's

mind, leading him to neglect the proj^er support of the expedition
and thus to bring about a gigantic failure.
Finally, we must mention the theory of a Japanese friend, IVIr.
Egi Takato, who held that Taiko, having whole armies of unemployed warriors, all jealous of each other, was compelled, in order
to ensiii'e peace in Japan, to find emj^loyment for their swords.
His idea was to send them on this distant " frontier sen-ice," and
give them such a taste of home-sickness that peaceful Hfe in Japan
would be a desideratum ever aftenvard.
The Coreans, by their own acknowledgment, were poorly prepared for a war with the finest soldiers in Asia, as the Japanese
Nor had they any leader
of the sixteenth century certainly were.
Their king, Sien-jo, the fifteenth
house of Ni, who had already reigned twenty-six years, was
a man of no personal importance, addicted entirely to his own
Though the royal propleasures, a dininkard, and a debauchee.
clamation was speedily issued, calling on the people to fortify
their cities, to rebuild the dilajjidated castles, and to dig out the
moats, long since choked by mud and vegetation, the people reSi^onded so slowly, that few of the fortresses were found in order
when their enemies laid siege to them. Weapons were plentiful,
but there were no firearms, save those presented as curiosities by
There was little or no military organizathe Taiko to the king.
tion, except on paper, while the naval defences were in a sad
of ability to direct their efforts.
of the

jilight.

However, they began to enroll and

drill,

to lay

up

stores
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of tish and pfrain for tho army, to hiiild ships, to repair their •walls,
aud even to manufacture rude firearms.
Yet even the most despondent of the Coreans never dreamed
that the Japanese, on their first an-ival, would sweej) everything
before them like a whirlwind, and enter the capital within eighteen
days after their landing at Fusan. One of the first castles ganisoned and provisioned was that of Tong-nai, near Fusan. On
the morning of May 25, 1.592, the sentinels on the coast descried

the Japanese fleet of eight hun(h-ed ships, containing the division of

Before night the invaders had disembarked, captui'ed
Fusan, and laid siege to Tong-nai Castle, which at once surrendered. So sudden was the attack that the governor of the distiict,
then in the city, was unable to escape.
Konishi, -wTiting a letter
to the king, gave it into the hands of the governor, and made him
swear to deliver it safely, promising him unconditional liberty if
he did so. The governor agreed, and at once set out for Seoul
but on reaching it he simply said he had escaped, and made no
mention of the letter. His perjury was not to remain undetected,
as later events proved.
Without an hour's delay Konishi's division, lea^iug Tong-nai, marched uj) the Nak-tong valley to
Shang-chiu.
Kato's division, delayed by a storm, aiTived next day.
Landing immediately, he saw with chagrin the pennons of his rival flying from the ramparts of Tong-nai.
Angry at being left behind
by " the boy," he took the more northerly of the two routes to the
cajDital.
The two rival armies were now straining eveiy neiwe on
a race to Seoul, each eager to destroy all enemies on the march,
and reach the royal palace first. Kuroda and other generals led
expeditions into the southern provinces of Chulla and Chungchong. These provinces being subdued, and the castles gaiTisoned, they were to make their way to the capital.
The Coreans proved themselves especially good bowmen, but
inexpert at other weapons, their swords being of iron only, shori,
Konishi.

;

clumsy, and easily bent.

Theu* spears, or rather pikes,

were

shorter than the Japanese, with heavj' blades, from the base of

which hvmg tassels. The iron heads were hollow at the base,
fonuiug a socket, in which the staff fitted. The Japanese spearheads, on the contrary, were riveted doA\Ti and into the wood,
which was ii'on-banded for fou'ther security, making a weapon less
likely to get out of order, while the blades were steel-edged. The
Corean cavah-y had heavy, thi'ee-pronged spears, which were ex-
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tremely formidable to look

at,

but being so heavy as to be un-

wieldly at close quarters, they did
suits of

armor were handsomely

Corean Knight
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little

inlaid,

of the

execution.

made

Many

of their

and

leather,

of iron

Sixteenth Century,

but less flexible and more ^T^dnerable than those of the Japanese,
which were of interlaced silk and steel on a background of tough
buckskin, with sleeves of chain mail.
The foot soldiers on either
side were incased in a combination of u-on chain and plate armoi-.
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but the Coreans had no glaves, or cross-blades on their pikes, and
thus were neaiiy helpless against theii- enemy's cavalry. The
Japanese were smooth-shaven, and wore stout helmets, with earguards and visors, but the Coreans, with ojDcn helmets, without
"hairy barbarians."
^'isors, and whiskered faces, were dubbed
They were beginning to learn the use of powder, which, however,
was so badly mixed as to be exasperatingly slow in biu-ning.
Their verj' few firearms were of the rudest and most cumbrous
sort.
They used on their ramparts a kind of wooden cannon,
made of bamboo-hooped timber, from which they shot hea^y
wooden dai-ts, three feet long, jDointed with sharp-bladed, Y-shaped
iron heads.
The range of these clumsy missiles was very short.
The Japanese, on the contrary, had at several sieges pieces of hght
brass ordnance, with which they quickly cleared the walls of the
castles, and then scaled them with long and light ladders, made
of bamboo, and easily borne by men on a nin.
The Japanese
were not only better equipped, but their tactics wei'e superior.
Their firearms frightened the Corean horses, and the long spears
and halberds of their cavahy were used with fearftd effect while
j)iu'suing the fugitives, who were pierced or pulled off theii- steeds,

Few bodies of native troops faced the invawhile fire-arrows, gunpowder, and ladders quickly

or sabred in droves.
ders in the

field,

reduced the

castles.

inside then* fortresses
in the

matchlock

The

Not a few of the Corean officers were killed
by the long range &ce of the sharp-shooters

coi-jjs.

gi-eater share of glory fell to Konishi, the

younger man.

Taking the southern route, he reached the

castle of Shang-chiu, in

and

Lea-ving a
captarred it.
This fortress of Chiun-

the northwestern part of Kiung-sang,

gamson, he pushed on

to Chiun-chiu.

then marching. It was at

i:)art of Chung-chong proAince,
two roads, over which Kato was
that time considered to be the strongest

castle in the peninsula.

On

chiu

is

situated in the northeastern

and on the most

northerl}' of the

it

rested the fate of the capital. It
Han Eiver, which flows past

lay near one of the branches of the

Seoul.
At this point the two high roads to the capital, on which
the two rivals were moving, converged so as to nearly touch. Chiunchiu castle lay properly on Kato's route, but Konishi, being in the
it with his forces and, after a few days' siege,
captured the great stronghold. The loss of the Coreans tlius far
in the thi'ee fortresses seized by Konishi, as reported by Friar
Frois, was 5,000 men, 3,000 of whom fell at Chiun-chiu; while the

advance, invested
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Japanese had lost but 100 killed and 400 wounded. After such a
victory, " Konishi determined to conquer all Corea by himself."
Kato and his army, arriving a few days after the victory,
again saw themselves outstrijDped. Konishi's j)ennons floated from
every tower, and the booty was akeady disj)osed of.
The goal of
both armies Avas now " the Miaco of the kingly city of Coray."
Straining every nerve, Kato pressed forward so rapidly that the
two divisions of the Japanese army entered Seoul by different
gates on the same day.
No resistance was offered, as the king,
court, and army had evacuated the city three days before.
The
brilliant pageant of the Japanese army, in magnificent array of
gay silk and glittering armor, was lost on the emjDty streets of

deserted Seoul.

When

Taiko heard of the success of his lieutenants in Corea,

especially of Konishi's exploits, he was filled with joy,
out, " Now my own son seems risen from the dead."

and cried

CHAPTER

XIY.

THE CAMPAIGN IN THE NORTH.
The

coui-t at

Seoul had been too mucli paralyzed by the sudden

invasion to think of or carry out any effective means of resistance.
Konishi had sent letters fi'om Fusan and Shang-chiu, but these,

through

and the accidents

official faithlessness

of war,

had

failed

Konishi was too fast for them. When the news
reached Seoul, of the fall of Chiun-chiu castle, the whole populace,
from palace to hut, was seized with a panic which, in a few hours,
in then- pui'pose.

emptied the

The soldiers deserted their post, and the com-His Mawhile the people fled to the mountains.

city.

tiers their king,

jesty resolved to

go

^-ith his covirt into

the royal princes into

the northern

Liao Tung, but to send

provinces, that the

jieople

might reaHze the true state of affairs. So hurried were the preparations for flight, which began June 9th, that no food was proThe only horses to be obtained were farm
A-ided for the journey.
and pack animals, as the royal stables had been emptied by the

rimaway

soldiers.

The

rain

fell hea\'ily,

in perpendictdar streams,

women and
The Corean dress, in wet weather, is cold and uncomfortable, and when soaked throiigh, becomes extremely hea-sy,
making a foot journey a severe tax on the strength. To add to
soon turning the roads to mire, and di-enching the
cliildren.

tlie king, as the cortege passed, the people along
the road clamored, with bitter tears, that they were being abandoned to the enemy. Tortui-ed with hunger and fatigue, the

the distress of

^\Tetched party floundered on.

Their

first

miles distant.

day's journey

Darkness

fell

was to Sunto, or Kai Seng, thirty
upon them long before they reached

the Rin-yin River, a tributary of

tlie

Han, Avhich joins

it

a few miles

above Kang-wa Island. The city lay beyond it, and the crossing
of the stream was done in the light of the conflagi'ation kindled
behind them. The king had ordered the torch to be applied to
the baiTacks and foi-tifications which guarded the southern bunk
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of the river.

Another motive for

1()5

this incendiary act

was

to de-

prive their pursuers of ready materials to ferry themselves across
the river. It was not until near midnight that the miserable fugi-

tortured with hunger and almost dead with fatigue, entered
Though feeling safe for the moment, since the Japanese
the city.
pursuers could not cross the river without boats or rafts, most of
tives,

the king's household were doomed still to suffer the pangs of hunThe soldiers had stolen the food provided for the party, and
ger.

the king had a scant supjDer, Avhile his household remained hungry
when some of the mihtary gave them a little

until the next day,
rice.

up

The march was resumed on the following morning and kept
was reached. Here they halted to await the

until Ping-an

progress of events.
The king ordered his scattered forces to rally at the Ein-yin
River, and, on its northern bank, to make a determined stand.
Kato and Konishi, remaining but a short time in the capital,

united their divisions and pressed forward to the north. Reaching the Rin-yin River, they found the Corean jamks drawn up on
The Japanese, being Avithout
the opposite side in battle array.
boats, could not cross, and waited vainly dui'ing several days for

something to tui-n up. Finally they began a feigned retreat.
This induced a portion of the Corean army to cross the river,
when the Japanese turned upon them and cut them down with
With the few rafts and boats used by the
terrible slaughter.
enemy, the Japanese matchlock men rapidly crossed the stream,
shot do-R^ the sailors and the remaining soldiers in the junks, and
thus secured the fleet by which the whole army crossed and began
the march on Ping-an.

The rival Jaj)anese commanders, Kato and Konishi, who had
hitherto refrained from open quarrel, now found it impossible to
remain longer together, and drew lots to decide their futm-e fields
Ham-kiung fell to Kato,
of action in the two northern provinces.

who immediately marched eastward with his division, taking the high
road leading to Gensan. Konishi, to whom the province of Ping-an
fell, pushed on to Ping-an City, aniving on the south bank of the
river toward the end of July, or about tlu-ee weeks after leaving
Here he went into camp, to await the reinforcements
Seoul.
under Kuroda and Yoshitoshi. These soon afterward arrived,
having traversed the fovu- provinces bordering on the Yellow Sea.
The great need of the Japanese was floating material next to
;

this,

theii-

object

was

to discover

the fords of

the river.

On

1
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July 20th they

made

a demoBstration against the fleet of junks

along the front of the

matchlock

men on

by sending out a few detachments of
Though unsuccessful, the Corean king
he fled with his suite to Ai-chiu. The

city,

rafts.

was so frightened tliat
gaiTison still remained alert and defiant.
Delay made the Japanese less idgilant. The Corean commanders, noticing this, planned to sm-prise their enemy by a night
attack.
Owing to bad management and delay, the various detachments did not assemble on the opposite side of the river imtil
near daylight. Then forming, they charged fiu-iously upon Konishi's camp, and, taking his men by siu*prise, earned off him(h-eds
of prisoners and horses, the cavalry suffering worse than the infanKm-oda's diAision came gallantly to their support, and drove
try.
By this time it was broad daythe Coreans back to the river.
light, and the cowardly boat-keepers, frightened at the rout of
Hundreds of
their covmtrymen, had pushed off into mid-stream.
the Coreans were drowned, and the main body, left in the liu'ch,
were obHged to cross by the fords. This move gave the Japanese
Flushed with rictory, the
the possession of the coveted secret.
entire army crossed over later on the same day and entered the
city.

Dispu'ited

by

their defeat, the gaii-ison fled, after flinging

weapons into the castle moats and ditches of the city but
all the magazines of grain, dried fish, etc., were now in the hands
Frois reports, from hearsay, that 80,000 Coreans
of the invaders.
made the attack on Konishi's camp, 8,000 of whom were slain.
The news of the fall of Ping-an City utterly demoralized the
Coreans, so that, horses being still numerous, the coiu'tiers desei'ted the king, and the villagers evei-ywhere looted the stores of
their

;

food pro^-ided for the army. Many of the fugitives did not cease
theu- flight until they had crossed the Yalu Kiver, and foimd themThese bore to the Governor of Liao
selves on Chinese ten-itory.
Tung province, who had been an anxious observer of events, the
news of the fall of Ping-an, and the irresistible character of the
of the Corean army went into camp
between An-ton and Sun-chon. In Japan, there was
great rejoicing at the news received from the frontier, because, as
Frois A\Tote, Konishi, " in twenty days, hath subdued so mighty a
kingdom to the cro\\'n of Jai^an." TaikO sent the brilliant young
commander a two-edged sword and a horse " pledges of the most
'peerless honor that can possibly be done to a man."
invasion.

The main hodj

at Sun-an,

—

The Japanese

soldiers felt so elated over their victory that they
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expected immediate orders to marcli into China. With this pm-pose in view, Konishi sent word to the fleet at Fusan to sail round
the western coast, into Ta-tong Eiver, in order to co-operate with
Had this junction taken place,
the victorious forces at Ping-an.
invaded by Japanese arhave
been
it is probable China would
mies, and a general war between these rival nations might have

Map

illustrating the

Campaign

in

the North,

1592-93-

turned the current of Asiatic history. This, however, was not to
Corean valor, with the aid of gunpowder and improved naval
be.
constniction, prevented this, and kept three hundred miles of distance, in a mountainous country, between the Japanese and their
base of supplies.
Oriental rhetoric might describe the situation in this wise the
eastern dragon of invasion flew across the sea in winged ships, and
:
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But on land the dragon must
snatched the jewel from the
navy
Corean
The
go upon
very claws of the dragon, and left it writhing and hungry.
In cool western phi-ase, sinister, but significant, Konishi was
The brilsoon afterward obliged to " make a change of base."
Japanese
impressed
the
have
to
seems
liant success of the army
naval men with the idea tliat there was nothing for them to do. On
the contrary, the Clio-sen people set to work to improve the archiThey also
tecture of their vessels by having them double-decked.
l^roA-ided for the safety of their fighting men, by making heavy
bulwarks, and rearing, along the upper deck, a line of strong
Behind these, archers
j)lanks, set edgewise, and bolted together.
speedily

won

the crystal of victory.

its belly.

discharged their missiles without danger, while from port-holes
Appearing off
fired their nide, but effective, cannon.
they at first
anchor,
lay
at
fleet
Japanese
the inlet, in which the

below they

feigned retreat, and thus enticed their enemies into pm-suit.
upon their pursuers,
and then theii- superior preparation and equipment were eNident

"WTien well out on the open sea, they turned
at once.

Lively fighting began, but this time the Coreans seemed imnilThey not only gained the advantage by the greater
length of their lances and grappling-hooks, with which, using
them like long forks, they pulled their enemies into the sea, but
nerable.

they simk a number of the Japanese junks, either by their ai-tilThe remnant of the
leiy or by ramming them with theu- prows.
beaten fleet crept back to Fusan, and all hope of helping the anny

was given iip. The moral effect
people was to inspire them to

upon the Corean
and in
They now awaited

of the %ictory
sacrifice

and

resistance,

sku-mishes they gained the advantage.
hopefully the approach of Chinese reinforcements.

many

To

tiie

Chinese

it

seemed incredible that the captm-e

of the

strongest castles, the capital, and the chief northern city, could be
accompUshed without the treasonable connivance of the Coreans.
In order to satisfy his own mind, the Chinese mandarin sent a spe-

The government at
cial agent into Corea to examine and report.
Peking were even more suspicious, but after some hesitation, they
despatched, not 's\'ithout misgi\-ing, a small body of Chinese solThese braves
diers to act as a body-guard to the Corean king.
heard of
Ping-an,
to
way
their
crossed the frontier but while on
the fall of the city, and, facing about, marched back into Liao
;

Tung.

The king and the fi-agments

of his court

now

sent cornier
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Peking for aid, even offering
become the subjects of China in retui'n for succor rendered. A
force of 5,000 men was hastily recruited in Liao Tung, who
marched rapidly into Corea. Early in August the Japanese pickets first descried the yeUow silk banners of the Chinese host.
after courier with piteous appeals to

to

These were inscribed with the two characters Tai-Ming (Great
Brightness), the distinctive blazon of the
first

Ming

dynasty.

For the
were

time, in eight centuries, the armies of the rival nations

meet in pitched battle.
The Chinese seemed confident of success, and moved to the
attack on Ping-an with neither wariness nor fear.
Having invested the cit}^ they began the assavdt on August 27th.
The
Japanese allowed them to enter the city and become entangled in its narrow lanes.
They then attacked them from advantageous positions, which they had occupied pre\iousl3% assailing them with showers of arrows, and charging them with their
long lances.
One body of the Ming soldiers attempted to scale
the wall of a part of the fortifications, which seemed to have been
neglected by the Japanese, when near the top, the whole face of
the castle being covered with climbing men, the garrison, rushing
from their hiding-j)laces, tumbled over or speared their enemies,
who fell down and into the mass of their comrades below. Those
not killed by thrusts or the fall, were shot by the gunners on the
ramparts, and the Chinese now received into their bosoms a
shower of lead, against which their armor of hide and iron was of
slight avail.
In this fight the Ming commander was slain. The
rout of the Chinese army was so complete, that the fugitives never
ceased their retreat until safely over the border, and into China.
The government at Peking now began to understand the power
of the enemy with whom they had to deal.
An army of 40,000
men was raised to meet the invaders, and, in order to gain time, a
man, named Chin Ikei, was sent, independently of the Coreans, to
treat with Konishi and joropose peace.
Some years before the
Japanese pirates had carried off a Chinaman to Japan, Avhere he
was kept captive for many years. Keturning to China, he made
the acquaintance of Chin Ikei, and gave him much information
concerning the country and jDCople of his captivity. Chin Ikei was
evidently a mercenary adventurer, who could talk Japanese, and
hoped for honors and promotion by acting as a go-between. He
had no commission or any real authority. The Chinese seem to
to

have iised him only as a cat's-paw.
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AiTiving at the Corean cami^, at Sun-an, early in October, and
tmsting the honor of the Japanese (!ommander, Chin Ikei

fully

ventured, in spite of the Avarnings of the frightened Coreans, and

and had a
conference with Konishi, Yoshitoshi, and GenshO.
The Chinese
agent agreed to proceed to Peking, and, returning to Ping-an after
to theii' intense admii-ation, Avithin the Japanese lines,

days, to report the approval or disapproval of his government.

fifty

To

this

and there was a truce. The conditions of
by Konishi, were that the Japanese ancient terthe peninsula, namely, those portions covered by the old
Shinra and Hiaksai, should be delivered over to Japan,

Konishi

agi'eed,

peace, insisted on
ritory in
states of

This demand Aii-tually claimed all
Corea south of the Ta-tong River, in right of ancient possession
and recent conquest and occupation.
Ai'riring in Peking, Chin Ilvei found the Chinese army nearly
ready to march, and, as their government disowned his right to
treat with the Japanese, nothing, except the time gained for the
MeauAvhile Kato KiyoChinese, residted from the negotiations.
to be held as vassal jorovinces.

masa, -with his troops, had OA^erran the Avhole extent of

Ham-

kiuug, the longest and largest proAiuce of Corea, occupying also

No

parts of Kang-wen.

but

much hard

after

bloody

north by

sieges.

theii"

great jiitched battle in force was fought,

and many castles were taken
In one of these, the two royal princes, sent

fighting took place,

father

on his

flight

from Seoid, and many men of

rank were captured. Among his jirisoners, was " a young girl reputed to be the most beautiful in the whole kingdom." In the
jjiu-suit of the fugitives the Japanese were often led into Avild and
lonely regions and uito the depths of trackless mountains and forests, in Avhich they met, not only human foes, but faced the tiger
They were often obhged to camp in
distvu'bed from his laii*.
jilaces AA-here these coiu-ageous beasts attacked the sentries or the
Kato himself slew a tiger AA'ith his lance, after
sleeping soldiers.
After a hard campaign, the main body of
a desperate stniggle.
the troojis fixed their camp at Am-pen, near Gensan, but closer to
the southern border of the province.

Nabi'shima's

camp was

in

Kang-Aven, three days' joiu-ney distant. From a point on the seac-oast near by, in fair Aveather, the island cone of Dagelet is visible.

To the question of Kato, some Corean prisoners falsely ansAvered that

—

Fujiyama the worshipped mountain of the home-land,
and " the thing of beauty and a joy forcA'er " to the Japanese people.
Immediately the Japanese reverently uncovered their heads
this Avas
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and, kneeling on the strand, gazed long
sick heai-ts

Ill

and lovingly with home-

— a scene often j)ortrayed in Japanese decorative

Thus the year 1592 drew near
sarily inactive, and the spirit of

its

close

;

23atriotisni

art.

the JajDanese, neces-

among

the Coreans

and forming guerilla
bands, they kept the Japanese camps, along the road from Fusan
to Ping-an, constantly "vigilant.
They ferreted out the s^jies who
had kept the Japanese informed of what was going on, and
promptly cut off their heads. Isolated from all communication,
Konishi remained in ignorance of the immense Chinese army that
was marching against him. The discovery, by the Japanese, of the
existence of the regular Chinese troops in Corea, was wholly a
matter of accident. According to Chinese report, the commander
of the Ming army, Li-yu-son (Japanese, Ei Jo Sho), was a valiant
hero fresh from mighty victories over the rising Manchiu tribes
in the north.
The march of his host of 60,000 men through
Liao Tung in "WTJiter, especially over the mountain passes, was a
severe one, and the horses are said to have sweated blood.
'Exidently the expectation of the leader was to drive out the invaders and annex the country to China.
When the Corean moimtains appeared, as they reached the Yalu River, the leader cried
out, " There is the place which it depends on oiu* valor to recover
rising.

Collecting local volunteer troops

as our hereditary jiossessious."

On

the frontier, he arrived at Sun-an.

It

the sixth day, after crossing

was then near the

last of

Janu-

and the New Year was close at hand. Word was sent
Konishi that Chin Ikei had arrived and was ready to reopen

ary, 1592,

to

Konishi promj^tly despatched
meet Chin Ikei and escort
him mthin the lines. It being New Tear's Day, February 2, 1593,
the guard sallied out amid the rejoicings of theii* comrades who,
tired of desolate Cho-sen, longed for peace and home. The treacherous Chinamen received the Japanese with apparent cordiality,
and feasted them until they were well drunk. Then the \insnspicious Japanese were set upon while their swords were undrawn in
their scabbards.
All were killed excej)t two or three.
According to another account, they fell into an ambuscade, and fought
so bravely that only three were taken alive.
From the siii'vivors
Konishi first learned of the presence of the Ming army. The "pretext, afterward given by the lying Chinaman, was that the interpreters misunderstood each other, and began a quarrel.
The
gravity of the situation was now apparent.
A Chinese army, of
negotiations, with a favorable rejily.

a captain, with a guard of twenty men, to
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whose numbers the Japanese were ignorant, menaced them in
front, while all around them the natives were gathering in numbers and in corn-age to renew the struggle for their homes and
The new army from China was evidently well equipped,
covmtry.
disciplined, and suj)pUed, while the Japanese forces were far in
an enemy's country, distant from their base of supphes, and with
Under this gloomy aspect of
a desolate territory in the rear.
affau-s, the faces of the soldiers wore a disj)ii'ited aii-.
Konishi's alteniative lay between the risk of a battle and reHe was not long in resolving on the former
treat to Kai-seng.
com'se, for, in six days aftei-ward, the Ming host, gay with gleaming arms, bright trappings, and di-agon-bordered silk banners,
appeared within sight of the city's towers. Konishi anxiously
watched theu' approach, having j)osted his little force to the best
advantage.
The city was defended on the Avest by a steep mountainous ridge, on the north by a hill, and on the south by a river.
The Japanese occupying the rising gi'ound to the north, wliich
they had fortified by earthwox'ks and paHsades,
At break of day, on Febiniary 10th, the aUies began a fuiious
assault along the whole line. The Japanese at first drove back their
theii- musketry fire, but the Chinese, with their
scaUng ladders, reached the inside of the works, where their numbers told. When night fell on the second day of the siege, all the
outworks were in their possession, and nearly two thousand of the
Japanese lay dead. The citadel seemed now an easy prize to the
but the Chinese commander, seeing that the
Corean generals
Japanese were preparing to defend it to the last, and that his own
men were exhausted, gave the order to return to camp, expecting
to renew the attack next morning.
Konishi had desjoatched a courier to Otomo, the Japanese officer in command at Hozan, a small fortress in WHiang-hai, to come
to his aid.
So far from obeying, the latter, frightened at the
exaggerated reports of the numbers of the Chinese, evacuated his
post and marched back to Seotd.
Unable to obtain succor fi'om
the other gaiTisons, and having lost many men by battle and disease, while many more were disabled by wounds and sickness,
Konishi gave orders to retreat.
One of his bravest captains was
put in command of the rear-guard, and the castle was silently deserted at midnight. In this masterly retreat, little was left behind
but corpses. Crossing, upon the ice, the river, which was then
frozen many feet in thickness, their foes were soon left behind.

besiegers ^Wth

;
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army, surprised at seeing no enemy to meet
neither man nor spoil of any kind.
The Coreans wished to pui-siie their enemy, but the Chinese commander, not only forbade it, but glad of a pretext by which he
could shift the blame on some other person, cashiered the Corean

Next

clay the allied

them, entered the

castle, finding

Konishi,
general for allowing the Japanese to escape so easily.
without stopping at Kai-seng, was thus enabled to reach Seoul,
now the headquarters of all the invading forces. FuUy expecting
the early advance of the Chinese, the

men were now

set to

work

in fortifying the city.

In the flush of success, Li-yu-sung, the Ming commcinder, sent
an envoy with a haughty summons of surrender to Kato and NaTo this Kato answered in a tone of defiance, guarded
beshima.
more vigilantly, and with his own hand, in sight
prisoners
his noble

put the beautiful Corean girl to death, by transfixing
with a spear, fi-om waist to shoulder, while bovmd to a tree.
He immediately sent reinforcements to the castle of Kie-chiu, then
threatened by the enemy.
The Corean patriots, who organized small detachments of
of the envoy,

her,

began to attack or repel the invaders in several places, and
even to lay siege to castles occupied by Japanese wherever they
suspected the garrison was weak. The possession of a few firearms
and even rude artillery made them very daring. They compelled
the evacuation of one fortress held by Kato's men by the following
means. A Corean, named Richosim, says a Japanese author, inA-ented bombs, or shin-ten-rai (literally, heaven-shaking thimder),

troops,

containing poison.

Going

secretly to the foot of the castle, he dis-

charged the bombs out of a cannon into the castle. As soon as they
or touched anything they burst and emitted poisonous gas, and
The first of these balls fell into
every one within reach fell dead.
the garden of the castle, and the Japanese soldiers did not know
what it was. They gathered around to examine it, and while doing
The report shook heaven and
so, the powder in the ball exploded.

fell

ball was rent into a thousand pieces, which scattered
Every man that was hit instantly fell, and thus more than
thirty men were killed. Even those who were not struck fell down
stimned, and the soldiers lost their courage. Many balls were afterward thrown in, which finally compelled the evacuation of the castle.
From the above account it seems that the Coreans actually in-

The

earth.

like stars.

vented

been

bombs

fired

similar to the

modem

iron shells.

from a heavy wooden cannon, a
8

They may have
made

sort of howitzer,
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by boring out a section of tree trunk and boopinp; it along its
Such cannon are often used in
length with stout bamboo.
Japan.
They will shoot a ten or twenty joound rocket or case of
The Corean most probafireworks many hundred feet in the air.
bly selected a sjiot so distant from the castle that a sortie for its
Corean gunpowder is
capture could not be successfully made.
})roverbially slow in biu-ning, which accounts for the fact that the
Japanese had time to gather round it. The bomb was most probably a thin shell of iron, loaded only with gimpowder, which, like the
Chinese mixture, contains an excess of sulphur. The military customs of the Japanese requii'ed every man disabled by a wound to
commit hara-kiri, so that the number of actual deaths must have
been swelled by the sviicides that folloAved wounds inflicted by the
u'on fragments.
The Japanese were so completely demoralized
•svhole

that they evacuated the castle.

Two other castles at Kinzan and Kishiu, being beleagured by the
jiatriots,

Kato started

hearing

this,

should arrive.
in the citadel,

The Coreans,
them before Kato

to succor the slender garrisons.

redoubled

theii- efforts to capttu-e

They had so far succeeded that the Japanese officer
having lost nearly all his men, went into the keep, or
and oj^ened his.
by his own hands rather than allow a Corean

fireproof storehouse, in the centre of the castle,

bowels, preferring to die

the satisfaction of killing him.

Just at that

moment

the black rings

banners appeared in sight. The Coreans, setting the castle
on fii-e, and gi\T.ug loud yells of defiance and A"ictoiy, disajiijeared.
Kato and Nabcshimahad received an lu-gent message from Seoul
to come with their troops, and thus unite all the Japanese forces
in a stand against the Chinese. Kato disUked exceedingl}- to obey
this order because he knew it came from Konishi, but he finally
set out to mai'ch across the countiy.
Thorough discipline was
maintained on the march, and the rivers were safelj- crossed.
Cutting down trees, the soldiers, in companies of five or ten, holding on abreast of logs, forded or floated over the most impetuous
toiTents, while the cavahy kept the Coreans at bay.
Though anof Kato's

noyed by attacks of

guei-illa parties on their flanks, the Japanese
succeeded in reaching Seoul Arithout serious loss.
By the retreat of the Japanese armies, and their concentration
in Seoul, the four norihem provinces, comprising half the kingdom, were virtually lost to them. At the fall of Ping-an the war
foimd its pivot, for the Japanese never again retrieved their fortunes in Cho-sen.

CPIAPTER XY.
THE RETREAT PROM

SEOUL.

The allies, after looking well to theii- commissariat, began their
march ou Seoul, about the middle of February, with forces which
the Japanese believed to number two hvmdi-ed thousand men. The
The main body, after
light cavahy formed the advance guard.
floundering thi-ough the

muddy

roads, arrived,

on February

26th,

about forty miles northwest of Seoul.
In the first skirmish, which took place near the town shortly
afterward, the allies di-ove back the Japanese advance detachment
with heavy loss. Li-yo-sim, the commander-in-chief, now ordered
the army to move against the capital.
In the council of war, held by the Japanese generals, Ishida,
who, like Konishi, was a Christian in faith, advised the evacuation
This, of course, provoked Kato, who rose and angrily
of Seoul.

"It is a shame for us to give up the capital before we have
The Coreans and
seen even a single banner of the Ming army.
cm- people at home will call us cowards, and say we were afraid of
the Chinamen." Hot words then j^assed between the rival generals,
said

:

but Otani and others made peace between them. All concluded
that, in order to guard against treason, the Coreans in the capital
must be removed. Thereupon, large portions of the city were set
on fire, and houses, gates, bridges, public and private buildings,
were soon a level waste of ashes. The people, old and young, of
both sexes, sick and well, were driven out at the point of the lance.
To the stern necessities of war were added the needless carnage
of massacre, and hundreds of harmless natives were cruelly murdered.
Only a few lusty men, to be used as laborers and burden.

were spared.
Years after, the memory of this frightful and inhuman slaughter, burdening the conscience of many a Japanese soldier, drove

bearers,

him a penitent suppliant into the monasteries. There, exiled from
the world, with shaven head and priestly robe, he spent his days
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in fasting,

"vdgils,

and prayers

for i)arclon, seeking to

obtain Nir-

vana with the Eternal Buddha.

Meanwhile the work of fortification went on. The advance
guard of the Chinese host were now within a few miles of the city,
and daily skii'niishes took place. The younger Jajjanese officers
clamored to lead the van against the Chinese, but Kobayekawa,
an elderly general, was allowed to arrange the order of battle, and
the Japanese army marched out from the capital to the attack in
three divisions,

Kobayekawa leading the

third, or

main liody

of ten

thousand men, the others ha\ing only three thousand each. In the
battle that ensued the JajDanese were at first unable to hold their'
ground against the ovei'whelming forces of their enemies. The Chinese and Coreans di'ove back their first and second diA-isions with
hea^^ loss. Then, thinking victory certain, they began a pui'suit
with both foot soldiers and cavahy, which led them into disorder and
exliausted their strength. "\Mien well wearied, Kobayekawa, haA^ing
waited till they were too far distant from their camp to receive
allies. The
became a hand-to-hand fight on a gigantic scale. The
Chinese were armed mainly wdth swords, which were short, heaAT,
and double-edged. The allies had a large number of cavah-y en-

reinforcements, led his division in a charge against the
battle then

gaged, but the gi'ound being miiy fi'om the hea^y rains, they were
unable to form or to charge with effect. Theii- advantage in other
respects was more than counterbalanced by the length of the Japanese swords, the strength of their ai-mor,
coolness.

Even the

and

their veteran valor

and

foot soldiers wielded swords having blades

usually two, but sometimes three and

foiir,

feet long.

The Japanese have ever pnded themselves upon the

length,

slenderness, temper, and keen edge of their blades, and look with

unmeasured contempt upon the short and clumsy weapons of the
continental Asiatics.
They proudly call their native land " The
countiy i-uled by a slender sword." Marvellous in wonder and
voluminousness are their legends, literature, and exact history
concerning ken (two-edged, short falchion), and katana (two-handed
and single-edged sabre). In this battle it was the sword alone
that decided the issue, though firearms lent their deadly aid. The
long, cross-bladed spears of their foot soldiers

were also highly

warding off the sabre strokes of the Chinese cavOne
alry', and then unhorsing them, either by tln-ust or gi-apple.
general of high rank was pulled off his steed and killed.
The Japanese leaders were in their best spirits, as well as in
efiective, first, in

"''
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One was especially noticeable by his
equipments.
It was
gilded helmet that flashed and towered conspicuously.
incredible
usually
of
was
head-gear
whose
of
Kato,
that
probably
their finest

height and dazzling splendor.
After a long struggle and frightful slaughter, the allies were
beaten back in confusion. Ten thousand Chinese and Coreans,
according to Jaj^anese accounts, were slaughtered on this bloodiest

day and severest pitched battle of the first invasion.
The Chinese sufiered hea^dly in officers, and their
war in the field with such veterans as the soldiers
discoToraging in the extreme.

Li-yo-sim di-ew

ofl"

first taste of

of

Taikd was

his forces

and

soon after retired to Sunto. Not knowing that Kato had got into
Seoul, and fearing an attack from the rear, on Ping-an, he drew
Tired,
off his main body to that city, leaving a garrison at Sunto.
disfifusted, and scared, the redoubtable Chinaman, hke " the beaten
soldier that fears the top of the tall grass,'* sent a lying report to
Peking, exaggerating the numbei-s of the Japanese, and asking for
release from command, on the usual Oriental plea of poor health.
As for the Japanese, they had lost so heavily in killed, that they
were unable to follow up the victory, if victory it may be called.
A small force, however, pressed forward and occupied Kai-jo,
while the main body prepared to pass a miserable winter in the
desolate capital.

The Corean stronghold of An-am was also assaiilted. This caswas built on a precipitous steep, having but one gate and flank
capable of access, and that being a narrow, almost perpendicular,
The attacking force entered the
cutting through the rocks.
gloomy valley shut in from light by the luxui'iant forest, which
darkened the path even in the daytime. At the tojDS, and on the
ledges of the rocks beetling over the entrance-way, the Corean

tle

up advantageous positions, while others of the garriwith huge masses of rock and timber piled near the ledge,
stood ready to hurl these upon the invaders.
Awaiting in silence the approach of their enemies, they soon
saw the Japanese fan-standards and jjaper-strip banners approach,
when these were directly beneath them, every bow twanged, and a
shower of arrows rained upon the invaders, while volleys of stones
The
fell into their ranks, crushing heads and helmets together.
besiegers were compelled to draw off and arrange a new attack
but in the night the garrison withdrew. Next day the Japanese entered, gan-isoned the castle, and decorated it with their streamers.

archers took
son,

;
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The long-continued abandonment of the soil, owing to the war
and the j^reseuce of three large armies, bore their natural fruits,
and turned fertile Corea into a land of stai-vation. Famine began
The peasants petiits ravages of death on friend and foe alike.
tioned their gOA-ernment for food, bilt none was to be had. Thousands of the poor people died of starvation. The fathers suffered
in camp, while the dead mothers lay imbui'ied in the houses, and
One day a
the childi-en, tortm-ed with hunger, cried for food.
captain in the Chinese army found, by the roadside, an emaciated
infant vainly seeking for nourishment from the cold and rigid
Touched with compassion, the warrior
breast of its dead mother.
took the child and reared him to manhood under his own care.
Some rice was distributed to the wretched jieople from the
government store-houses in certain places, but still the gi-oans and
cries of the staining filled the air.

Pestilence entered the Japan-

and thousands of the home-sick soldiers died ingloriously.
The long winter rains made the liring despondent and
gloomy enough to commit hara-kiri, while the state of the roads
and the dashing corn-age of the guerillas, who j^ushed their raids
to the veiy gates of the camps, made foraging an unpojDtdar duty
among the men. In such discomfort, winter wore away, and tardy
spring approached. In this state of affairs the Jajianese were
A
willing to listen, and the allies ready to offer, terms of peace.
Corean soldier, named Rijunchin, by permission of his superior
officer, had penetrated into Seoul to visit the two captive princes.
On his return to the camp, he stated that the Japanese generals
were very homesick and heartily tii-ed of the war. At the same
time, a letter was received from Konishi, stating his readiness to
Chin Ikei was again chosen to negotiate.
receive terms of peace.
Eeaching the Japanese lines at Kai-jo, he held an intei-view with
Konishi, and the following points of agreement were made
1. Peace between the tlu'ee countries.
2. Japan to remain in possession of the three southern j^rovese camp,

:

inces of Cho-sen.

Corea to send tribute to Japan as heretofore.
Hidoyoshi to be recognized as King of Corea. The thi'ee
other articles drawn up were not made public, but the acknowledgment of Taiko as the equal of the Emperor of China was evidently one of them.
The Japanese, on their pai't, were to return
the two captive princes, withdraw all their armies to Fusan, and
evacuate the counti-y when the stipulations were canied out.
3.

4.
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were weary of the war. The Ming commander
be relieved of his command and to return to
China, while the three old gentlemen, who were military advisers
in the Japanese camp, yearning for the pleasures of Kioto, wrote
to Taiko, asking leave to come home, telling him the object of
his ambition was on the eve of attainment, and that he was to
receive investiture fi-om the Chinese emperor, and recognition as
an equal.
Scholarship and literatvu'e were not at a very high j)remium at
that time among the Japanese military men.
The martial vii'tues
and accomplishments occupied the time and thoughts of the warriors to the exclusion of book learning and skill at words.
The
sword for the soldier, and the pen for the priest, was the rule.
The bluff warrior in ai-mor looked with contempt, not unmingled
with awe, upon the shaven-pated man of ink and brush. One of
the bonzes from the monastery was usually of necessity attached to
the service of each commander. It was by reason of the ignorance,
as well as the vanity, of the illiterate Jajoanese generals that such a
mistake, in supj^osing that Taikd was to be recognized as equal to
the Emj)eror of China, was rendered possible. The wily Chin Ikei,
Botli parties

had requested

to

who drove a lucrative trade as negotiator, hoodwinked Konishi, who
would not have been thus outwitted if he had had a bonze present
to inspect the crating. Being a Christian, however, he was on bad
terms with the bonzes.
In both camps there were those who bitterly opposed any
peace short of that which the sword decided. The Corean generals chafed at the time wasted in joarlej^, and wished to march on
the Japanese at once, whose ranks they knew were decimated
with sickness, and their spirit and discipline relaxed under the
idea of speedy return home.
An epidemic had also broken out
among their horses, probably owing to scant provender. Thus

and demoralized, victory would certainly follow a wellforce.
Within the camp of the invaders Achiland Agamemnon were as far as ever from harmony. Kato

crijDpled

planned attack in
les

sullenly refused to entertain the idea of peace, partly because
Konishi proposed it, but mainly because, if the two princes were
given up, his achievements would be brought to naught, and

aU the glory

war would redound to his rival.
Only afby his friends of the empty granaries, and the danger of impending starvation, the great sickness
among the troops, and the fearful loss of horses, was he inof the

ter the earnest representation
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duced

to agi*ee with the other

commanders

that Seoul should be

evacuated.

Meanwhile, the alHes were advancing toward the capital.
On May 22, 1503, the Japanese, with due precautions, evacuated the city, and the vanguard of the Chinese army entai'ed on the
same day. The retreat of the Japanese was effected in good
order, and, to guard against treachery, they bivouacked in the
open ail', avoiding sleeping in the houses or villages, and rigidly
kept up the A'igilance of their sentinels and the disciphne of the
di\4sions.
Li this way the vanous detachments of the army safely
reached Fusan, Tong-nai, Kinka, and other places near the coast.
Here, after fortifying their camps, they rested for a space from the
alarms of war, almost within sight of their native land. The allies
later on marched southward and went into camp a few leagues to
Since crossing the Yalu River, the Chinese had
the northward.
lost by the sword and disease twenty thousand men.

CHAPTEK

XYI.

CESPEDES, THE CHRISTIAN CHAPLAIN.

The aspect of affairs had now changed from that of a triumphal march through Corea into China and to Peking, to long and
tedious camp life, with uncertain fortunes in the field, which promised a long stay in the peninsula. Konishi had now breathing time

Christian— after the
—he wished for him-

and space for reflection. Being an ardent
and practice of the Portuguese Jesuits
self and his fellow-believers the presence and
of the European friars to act as chaplain. He
ably when at or near Fusan, a message to

faith

Mission in Japan, asking for a

ministrations of one
therefore sent, prob-

the superior of the

j^riest.

Toward the end of 1593, the Vice-Provencal of the Comj)any of
the Jesuits despatched Father Gregorio de Cespedes and a Japanese convert named "Fovican Eion " to the army in Chd-sen. They
Japan and spent the \\-inter in Tsushima, the domain of Yoshione of the Christian lords then in the field. Early in the
spring of 1594 they reached Corea, arriving at Camp Comangai (most
probably a name given by the Japanese after the famous hero Kumagaye), at which Konishi made his headquarters. The two holy
men immediately began their labors among the Japanese armies.
They went from castle to castle, and from camp to camp, preaching to the pagan soldiers, and administering the rite of baptism
to all who professed the faith, or signed themselves with the cross.
They administered the sacraments to the Christian Japanese, comleft

toshi,

and prayed with the sick, reformed abuses, assisted the
wounded, and shrived the dying. New converts were made and

forted

old ones strengthened.

Dying

in a foreign land, of fever or of

wounds, the soul of the Japanese man-at-arms was comforted with
words of hope from the lips of the foreign priest. Held before his
glazing eyes gleamed the crucifix, on which appeared the image of
the world's Kedeemer.
The home-sick warrior, pining for wife
and babe, was told of the " House not made with hands."
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The two "bretlu-en seem to have been verj' popular among the
Japanese soldiers. Perhaps they abeady dreamed of planting the
faith in Corea, -when, suddenly, theii' woi'k was arrested at its height
Konishi was only equalled by his fanatiBeing in Japan he denoimced the
that these zealous endeavors to
declaring
Taiko,
foreign priest to
propagate the Christian faith only concealed a vast consjiiracy
At this time Taiko
against himself and the power of the mikado.
was dealing with the Jesuits in Jaj^an, and endeavoring to rid the
country of their presence by shipping them off to China. He
fully lielieved that they were political as well as religious emissaries, and that their aim was at temporal power. These suspicions,
as every student of Japan knows, were more than Avell founded.
Besides accusing Cespedes, Kato insinuated that Konishi him-

by Kato, whose jealousy
cal zeal for the

of

Buddhist

faith.

was leading the conspiracy. The crs^ of cho-teki (rebel, or
of the mikado) in Japan is enough to blacken the character
Treason against the miof the bravest man and gi-eatest favorite.
kado being the supreme crime, Konishi found it necessaiy to
retiUTi to Kioto, present himself before Taiko, and cleanse his repuThis the lull in the active operations,
tation even from suspicion.
occasioned by the negotiations of Chin Ikei, enabled him to do.
Immediately sending back the priest, he shortly afterward
crossed the straits, and, meeting Taiko, succeeded in fully ingi-atiating himself and allaying all suspicion.
The wife of Konishi had also embraced the Chi-istian faith, her
baptized name being Marie. To her, while in camp, he had sent
two Corean lads, both of whom were of rank and gentle blood, the
self

enemy

elder being called in the letters of the Jesuits " secretary to the
Corean king." He Avas the son of a brave captain in the army,

and was thirteen years old. The lady, Marie, touched by their
misfortune, kept the younger to be educated in the faith \inder
her oviTi du'ection, and sent the elder to the Jesuit seminary in
Kioto.
Of this young man's career we catch some glimpses fz'om
At the college he was a favorite,
the letters of the missionaries.
by reason of his good character, gentle manners, and fine mind.
Professing the faith, he was baptized in 1603, taking the name of
Vincent. He began his religious work by instructing and catechising Japanese and his numerous fellow Coreans at Nagasaki.
VThen about thirty-three years old, the Jesuits, wishing to establish a mission in Corea, proposed to send him to his native land as
missionary but not being able, on account of the persecution
;
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then raging in Japan, he was chosen by the Father' Provencal to
go to Peking, communicate with the Jesuits there, and enter Corea
from China. At Peking he remained four years, being unable to
enter his own country by reason of the Manchius, who then held
control of the northern provinces of Manchuria and were advancing
on Peking, to set on the tlu'one that family which is still the ruling
Vincent was recalled to Japan
djTiasty of the Middle Kingdom.
in 1G20, where, in the persecutions under lyemitsii, the third Tokugawa sho-gun, he fell a victim to his fidelity, and was martyrized in 1625, at the age of about forty-four.
Warned of the dangers of patronizing the
ion, there

was no farther return

now proscribed relig-

on Konishi's part, or that
and no farther opportunity was

of zeal

other Christian i^rinces,
given to plant the seeds of the faith in the desolated land.
Of the large numbers of Corean prisoners sent over to Japan,
from time to time, many of those living in the places occupied by
of the

the missionaries

became

Christians.

Many more were

sold

as

In Nagasaki, of the three hundi-ed or
them were converted and baptized.
most
of
there,
Hving
more
They easily learned the Japanese language so as to need no interpreter at the confessional a fact which goes to prove the close
slaves to the Portuguese.

—

affinity of

the two languages.

Others, of gentle blood and scholarly attainments, rose to posihonor and eminence under the government, or in the

tions of

households of the daimins. Many Corean lads were adopted by
When the bloody perthe retm-ned soldiers or kept as servants.
secutions broke out, by which many thousand Japanese found
death in the hundred forms of torture which hate and mahce invented, the Corean converts remained steadfast to their new-found
faith, and suffered martpxlom with fortitude equal to that of their

Japanese brethren. But, by the army in Corea, or by Cespedes,
no seed of Christianity was planted or trace of it left, and its introduction was postponed by Providence until two centiiries later.

CHAPTER XYIL
DIPLOMACY AT KIOTO AND PEKING.
The Chinese ambassadors, with whom was Chin Ikei, set sail
from Fusan, and reached Nagoya, in Hizen, on June 22d. Taiko
received them in person, and entertained them in magnificent
His lords imitated the august example set them, and both
style.
Among
presents and attentions w^ere showered upon the guests.
review,
in
which
naval
was
a
honor
their
in
other entertainments
hundi-eds of ships, decorated with the heraldry of feudalism, were
ranged in line. The boats moved in procession the men, standing
up as they worked the sculls, sang in measm-ed chorus. The
sheaves of ghttering weapons, spears, and halberds an-anged at
The cabins were
their bows, were inlaid with gold and pearl.
arranged with looped brocades and striped canvas, with huge
The amcrests and imperial chi-ysanthemums of colossal size.
bassadors were delighted, both with the lovely scenery and the
attentions paid them, and so remained imtil August.
;

however, came of this mission. TaikO sent orders to
the Corean princes and nobles and Chin Ikei,
usually went off like a clumsy blimderbuss, at half-cock, hied

Little,

Kato

who

to release

;

back to Cho-sen to teU the news and get the credit of ha^-iug secm-ed this concession. The Coreans were made to bear the blame
of the war, and the envoys of China, in good humor, retm-ned to
Peking in company with a Japanese ambassador.
Yet Taiko, though willing to be at peace with China, did not

To soothe the spirit of Kato,
the order was given to captui-e the castle of Chin-chiu, forty miles
west of Fusan, which had not yet been taken by the Japanese,

intend to spare unhappy Cho-sen.

though once before invested.
Alarmed at the movements of the invaders, the Coreans tried
to re victual and gaiiison the devoted fortress, and even to attack
the enemy on the way. Unable, however, to make a stand against
Kato led
their foes, thev were routed with frightful carnage.
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the besieging force, eager to make speedy captm-e so -as to irritate
the Coreans and prevent the peace he feared.
He invested the castle which the Coreans had not been able to

but the vigorous resistance of the garrison, who threw
stones and timber upon the heads of his assaulting parties, di-ove
him to the invention of Kame-no-kosha, or tortoise-shell wagons,
which imitated the defensive armor of that animal. Collecting
reinforce,

together several hundred green hides, and dry-hardening them in
the fire, he covered four hea^•ily built and slant-roofed wagons
with them. These vehicles, proof against fire, missiles, or a crushing weight, and filled with soldiers, were pushed forward to the

While the matchlock men in the lines engaged
those fighting on the ramparts, the soldiers, under the projecting
sheds of the tortoise wagons, that jutted against the walls, began
to dig under the foundations. These being undermined, the stones
foot of the walls.

were pried
breach.

out,

and soon

fell

in sufiicient

Into this fresh soldiers rushed

number

to cause

a

and quickly stormed the

The slaughter inside was fearful.
The news of the fall of this most important fortress fell like a
clap of thvmder in Peking, and upon the Corean king, who was preparing to go back to Seoul. The Chinese government appointed

castle.

and ordered the formation of a new
and larger army.
The immediate advance of the invaders on the capital was expected, but Kato, having obeyed Taiko's orders, left a garrison in
the castle and fell back on Fusan.
The Chinese general, upbraiding Chin Ikei for his insincerity,
Their interview was taken up mainly
sent him to Konishi again.
with mutual charges of bad faith. Chin Ikei, returning, tried to

fresh commissioners of war,

persuade the Chinese commander to evacuate Corea, or, at least,
retii-e to the frontier. Though he refused, being stiU imder orders
to fight, the Chinese army moved back from Seoul toward Manchuria, while Konishi, on his own responsibility, despatched a letter
Large detachments of the Japanese
to the Chinese emperor.
army actually embarked at Fusan, and retm-ned to Japan. In the
of hostihties, negotiations were caiTied on at Peking and
The pen took the
Kioto, as well as between the hostile camps.
place of the matchlock, and the ink-stone fiu-nished the ammuni-

lull

tion.

A

son was born to Taikd, and

eant, in

honor

of the infant,

named

was given

Hideyori.
at the

A

great pag-

newly built and
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splendid castle of Fushimi, near Kioto, which was graced by a
large number of the commanders and veterans of Corea, who had

homo on

were pending. The
Peking was the despatch of an
ambassador extraordinary, named Rishosei, with one of lesser
rank, to Japan, by way of Fusan.
On his arrival, he requested to see Konishi, who, however,
evaded him, excusing himself on the plea of expecting to hear
from Taiko, after which he promised to hold an intei-\ieAV. KoOn
nishi then departed for Japan, taking Chin Eiei with him.
his retm-n he still avoided the Chinfise envoy, for he had no definite orders, and the other generals refused to act without direct
word from their master in Kioto. Meanwhile Cliin Ikei, consumed
with jealousy, and angry at the Peking mandarins for ignoring
him and withholding official recognition and honors, planned revenge against Eishosei for Chin Ikei beheved himself to have
done great things for Cho-sen and China, and yet he had received
neither thanks, i:>ay, nor promotion for his toils, while Rishosei,
though a yoimg man, "with no experience, was honored with high
office solely on accoimt of being of rank and in official favor at
Peking. E-sidently with the intent of injuring Rishosei, Chin Ikei
gave out that Taiko did not wish to be made King of Cho-sen,
but had sent an envoy to China merely to have a high ambassador
of China come to Jaj^an, that he might insult or rather retm-n the
insult of the sovereign of China, in the person of his envoy, by
making him a prisoner or putting him to death. Konishi and
Chin Ikei again crossed to Japan to aiTange for the reception of
retiu'ued

fiu'lough, while negotiations

resvdt of the Japanese mission to

;

the Chinese envoys.

The reports

started

by Chin

Ikei,

coming

to the ears of Risho-

and
absconded to China. His colleague denounced him as a coward,
and declaring that the Chinese government desu-ed only " peace
with honor," sailed with his retinue and two Corean officers to
"And Satan [Chin Ikei], came also among them." AU
Japan.
landed safely at Sakai, near Ozaka, October 8, 1596.
Audience was duly given -with pomp and grandeur in the gorThe ambassador
geous castle at Fushimi, on October 24th.

sei,

so fi-ightened

him

that he fled in disguise from Fusan,

brought the imperial letter, the patent of rank, a golden seal, a
At a banquet, given
crown, and silk-embroidered robes of state.
next day, these robes were worn by Taiko and his officers.
Formalities over, the 'Ming emjjeror's letter was delivered to
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who at ouce placed it in the hands of tlii-ee of the most
learned priests, experts in the Chinese language, and ordered them
to translate its contents literally.
To Konishi, then at Kioto, came misgivings of his abilities as a
Taiko,

dii)lomatist.

Visiting the bonzes, he

earnestly

begged them

to

soften into polite phrase anything in the letter that might in-itate
But the priests were inflexibly honest, and rendered the
Taiko.
text of the letter into the exact Japanese equivalent.

In

it

the

patent of nobility first granted to the Ashikaga sho-gun (14031425) was referred to; and the gist of this last imperial letter
was " We, the Emperor of China, appoint you, Taiko, to be the
King of Japan" (Nippon O). In other words, the mighty Kuambaku of Japan was insulted by being treated no better than one
:

of the Ashikaga generals

!

This was the mouse that was born from so great a mountain
The rage of Taiko was so great that, with his own
of diplomacy.
hands, he would have slain Konishi, had not the bonzes plead for
his life, claiming that the responsibility of the negotiations rested
upon thi-ee other prominent persons. As usual, the " false-hearted
Coreans " were made to bear the odium of the misunderstanding.
The Chinese embassy, dismissed in disgrace, returned in Januwhile
ary, 1596, and made known their humiUation at Peking
;

the

King

of Corea,

who had been

living in Seoid during the ne-

speedy aid against the impending
Hideyoshi again applied himself with renewed vigor to
raising and diiUing a new army, and obtaining ships and supplies.
A grand review of the forces of invasion, consisting of one
hundred and sixty-three thousand horse and foot soldiers, was held

gotiations, appealed at once for

invasion.

,

Kuroda, Nagamasa, and other generals,
with their divisions, sailed away for Fusan, January 7, 1597, and
joined the army under Konishi and Kato.
The new levies from China, which had been waiting under
arms, crossed the Yalu and entered from the west at about the
same time. Marching down through Ping-an and Seoul, a division of ten thousand garrisoned the castle of Nan-on, in Clivdla.
The Coreans, meanwhile, fitted out a fleet, under the command of
Genkai, expecting a second victory on the water.
An extinguisher was put on Chin Ikei, who was suspected of
being in the pay of Konishi. Genkai, a Chinese captain, had long
believed him to be a dangerous busybody, without any real powers
from the Peking government, but only used by them as a decoy

under his inspection.
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(luck, while, in reality, lie

was

in the

pay of the Japanese, and the

On the other
hand, this volunteer politician, weary and disappointed at not recei\ing from China the high post and honors which his ambition
Taiko lU'ged him to secui'e from China
coveted, was in a strait.
chief hindei'ance to the success of the allied arms.

the claim of Japan to the southern half of Corea.

China, on the

him to induce the Japanese generals to leave
the country.
Thus situated, Chin Ikei knew not what to do. He
sent a message, thi-ough a priest, to Kato, lu'ging him to make
peace or else meet an army of one hundred thousand Chinamen.
The laconic reply of the Jajoanese was " I am ready to fight. Let
them come."
Blufted in his last move, and aware of the plots of Genkai, his
contrary, ordered

:

enemy. Chin Ikei, at his wits' end, resolved to escape to Konishi's
camp. The spies of Genkai immediately reported the fact to their
master, who lay in Avait for him.
Suddenly confronting his \ic" I am going to treat with Kato,
tim, they demanded his errand.
the Japanese general I shall be back in one month," answered
Chin Ikei. He was seized and, on being led back, was thrown
into prison.
A searching party was then despatched at once to
his house.
There they found gold, treasui'e, and jewels " moun;

tain high," and his wife liAdng in luxiuy.
Belie^dng all these to
have been purchased by Japanese gold, and the fruits of bribery,
the Chinese confiscated the spoil and imprisoned the traitor's
family.

This ended all further negotiations until the end of the war.
Henceforth, on land and water, by the veterans of both araaies,
with fresh levies, both of allies and invaders, the issue was tried

by sword and

siejxe.

CHAPTER

XVIII.

THE SECOND INVASION.
was to land all the Japanese
and then to divide them into three columns,
which were to advance by the south to Nan-on castle in Chulla,
and by two roads, northward and westward, to the capital. As
before, Konishi and Kato Kiyomasa were the two field commanders, while Hideaki, a noble lad, sixteen years old, was the nomi-

The plan

of the second invasion

forces at Fusan,

nal commander-in-chief.

The Coreans had made preparations

to fight the Japanese at
Their fleet consisted of about two hundred
vessels of heavy build, for butting and ramming, as well as for accommodating a maximum of fighting men. They were two hundred and fifty or three hundred feet in length, with huge sterns, having enormous rudders, the tillers of which were worked by eight
men. Their high, flat prows were hideously carved and painted to
represent the face and open jaws of a dragon, or demon, ready to
devour. Stout spars or knotted logs, set upright along the gunwale,
protected the men who worked the catapiilts, and heavily built
roofed cabins sheltered the soldiers and gave the archers a vantage
gi-ound.
The rowers sat amidships, between the cabins and the
g-unwales, or rather over on these latter, in casements made of
stout timber.
The catapults were on deck, between the bows.
They were twenty-four feet long, made of tree-trunks a yard in
circumference.
Immense bows, drawn to their notches by windlasses, shot iron-headed darts and bolts ^^x feet long and foiu' in^-

sea as well as on land.

On some of the ships towers were erected, in which
cannon, missile-engines, and musketeers were stationed, to shoot
out fire-arrows, stones, and balls. At close quarters the space at
ches thick.

bows

— about

—

was free for the movewielding spear and sword, and for those who
plied the grappling hooks or boarding planks. The decks crowded
with men in armor, the glitter of steel and flash of oars, the blare
the

ments

of the

9

one-third of the deck

men
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of the long

Coreau trumjoets, and the gay fluttering

of silken flags and streamers

made

of tlioiisands

brilliant deflance.

The Japanese accepted the challenge, and, sailing out, closed
with the enemy. Wherever they could, they ran alongside and
Though their ships were smaller, they
gave battle at the bows.
were more manageable. In some cases, they ran under the lugh
sterns and climbed on board the enemy's shiiis.
Once at hand to
hand flght, their superit)r swordsmanship cpiickly decided the day.
Their most formidable means of oftence which, next to their can-

won them

non,

the victory, were their ro(;kets and flre-aiTOWS,

which they were able
wood soon caught fire,
drowned. Two hours
dred and seventy-four

News

of this brilliant

to shoot into the stei"ns,

where the dry

driving the crews into the sea, where they

by which time one hunCorean shijjs had been burned or taken.
victory was at once sent l)y a swift vessel to
fighting sufficed,

Jai:»an.

Endeavors w^ere made to strengthen the ganison at Nan-on,
but the Japanese general, Kato Yoshiakira, meeting the reinforcements on their way, prevented their design. Kato Kiyomasa,
changing his jilans, also marched to Nan-on, resoh-ing to again,
if i:)ossible, snatch an honor from his rival.
As usual, the youn<n*r
man Avas too swift for him. Konishi now moved his entire com-

mand
ing,

in the fleet

camped

up the Sem

Eiver, in

ChuUa

at a place called Uren, eighteen ri

province, and landfrom Xan-on castle.

He

rested here Ave days in the open meadow land to allow the
horses to relax their limbs after the long and close conflnement in
I'rom a priest, whom they found at this place, they
the ships.

learned that the garrison of Nan-on numbered over '20.000 Chinese and Coreans, the reinforcements in the province, and on their
way, numbered 20,000 more, while in the north was another Chinese corps of 20,000.

At the council

of

war

to take the castle before

held,

it

was resolved

succor came.

to advance at once
In spite of many lame

and the imperfect state of the commissariat, the order to
mai'ch was given.
Men and beasts were in high spirits, but many
horses,

of the horses were ridden to death, or ren<lered useless

by the

forced march of the cavalry.

Early on the morning of September
21st, the advance guard camped in the morning fog at a distance of
a mile fi-om the citadel.
The main body, coming up, suiTOunded
it

on

all sides,

pitched their camp, threw out their pickets, set up

their standards,

and ju'oceeded

])rom])tly to fortify their hues.
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Nan-on castle was of rectangular form, enclosing a space nearly
two miles square, as eacli side was nine thousand feet long. Its

Map

of the Opera-fions of the

Second

Invasion.

were twelve feet liigli, were built of great stones, laid
together without cement.
Tliongh no mortar had been used 0:1
wall or tower, shell-limo had been laid over the outside, in which

walls, wliicli
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innumerable fragments of nacre and the enamel of
the stiiifture the appearance of glittering porcelain.
At the angles, and at intervals along the flanks, were towers, two
or three stories high.
The four ponderous gates were of stone,
glistened

shells, gi\'ing

foiu-teen feet high.

The preparations for defence were all that Chinese science
could suggest. In the dry ditch, three hundred feet wide, was an
abatis of tree-trunks, with their branches outward, behind which
were iron-plated wagons, to be

From

filled

the towers, fire-missiles and

with archers and spearmen.
shot from firearms were

in

readiness.

The weak
which

points, at

which no enemy was expected, and for
were few, were on the east and

i^rejiarations for defence

west.

No

effect

being produced during the

bullets or fire-aiTOws, Konishi,

ments

of

men

on the

first
thii-d,

two days, either by
sent large detach-

into the lice-fields, then covered with a jiromising

harvest of growing rice, which the fanners, in the hope of peace,

Reaping the green, juicy stalks, the hundreds of solenormous quantity of sheaves and waited, with
these and their stacks of bamboo poles and ladders, until night.
In the thick darkness, and in perfect silence, they moved to a jDart
t»f the wall which, being over twenty feet high, was but slightly
guarded, and began to build a platform of the sheaves. Four Japanese, reaching the top by climbing, raised the war-cry, and one
of the towers being set on fire by their aiTows, the work was discovered.
Yet the matchlock men kept the walls swept by their
bullets, while the work of piling fresh sheaves and bundles of
bamboo went on. The greenness of the rice-stalks made the mars
both firm and fire-proof. At last the mound was so high that it
overtopped the wall. The men now climbed over the ramparts
by the hundreds, and the swordsmen, leaping into the castle,
began the fight at hand to hand. !Most of the Chinese fought

had sown.

diers gathered an

with the coiu\age of despair, while others, in their
the gates to escape,

by which more

j^anic,

ojjeued

of the besiegers entered.

The

ganison. smitten in front and rear, were driven to the final wall
by Konislii's troops. On the other side a body of picked men,
from Kato's army, joined in the slaughter. They had entered the
castle at the rear, by scaling a rugged mountain path known only
to the Corean prisoners, whose treachers- they had purchased by
the promise of their lives.
Between the two attacking forces the
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Coreans and Chinese, who could not escape, were

slain

by thou-

sands.

Among many

curious incidents narrated by Ogawuchi,

tells

the story of this siege and attack, was

the

castle,

amid the smoke and

who

As he entered
which he saw some

this.

confvision, in

of the panic-stricken garx'ison destroying themselves, he cut off the
heads of two enemies, and then, suddenly recollecting that this

day of the eighth month was the day sacred to Hachiman, the god of war and Buddha of the Eight Banners, he flung
down his bloody sword, jDut his red palms together, and bowing
His devohis head, prayed devoutly toward his adored Japan.
tions ended, he shced off the noses from the heads of the two
enemies he had slain, wi"apj)ed them in paper, twisted the 2>ackage to his girdle, and sprang forward to meet, with but three men,
the charge of fifty horsemen.
The first sweep of the Japanese
sabre severed the leg of the nearest rider, who fell to the earth on
the other side of his horse, and Ogawuchi' s companions killing each
his man, the enemy fled.
The fires of the bvu'ning towers now
lighted up the whole area of the castle, while the autumn moon
rose red and clear.
Ogawuchi slew, with his o-^vn hand, Kekushiu, one of the Chinese commanders.
His body, in rich armor,
hned with gold brocade, was stripped, and the trappings secured
as trophies to be sent home, while his head was presented for
Konishi's inspection next morning.
According to the barbarous custom of the victors, they severed
the heads of the bodies not ah-eady decapitated in fight, until the
castle space resembled a great slaughter-yard.
Collecting them
into a great heap, they began the official count.
The number of
these ghastly trophies, or " glory-signs," was three thousand seven
hundred and twenty-six. The ears and noses of the slain were
then sheared off, and with the commander's head, were packed
with salt and quick lime in casks, and sent to Japan to form the
great ear-tomb now in Kioto, the horrible monument of a most
fifteenth

unrighteous war.

A map
torious

of the castle

among

and town, with the

list

of the

most meri-

the victors, was duly sent back to Taiko.

the walls and towers, granaries, and barracks were

Then

destroyed.

This work occupied two days.
Promptly on September 30th the army moved on to Teru-shiu,
the cavahy riding day and night, and reaching the castle only to
find it deserted, the gari'ison having fled toward Seoid.
The Jaj)-

1

coiiEA.

;u

anese remained here ten clays, levelling the fortress Avith fire anci
liammer.
As the cold weather was approaching, the Japanese commandKaters, after covmcil, resolved at once to march to the capital.
northadvance
and
the
them,
joined
suyoshi and Kiyomasa had
ward was at once began. By October 19th they were ^rithiu
.

seventeen miles of Seoul.'
The successes on land, brilliant though they were, were* balanced by the defeat of the Japanese navy off the southern coast.
The Chinese admiral Rishinshin, in conjunction with the Coreans,
won an important \actory over Kuroda's naval forces a few days

Nan-on. In this instance, the Chinese ships were
not only heaAy enough to be formidable as rams, but were made
more manageable by numerous rowers sitting in well-defended
timber casements, apparently covered with metal. The waiTiors,
The Chinese
too, seem to have been armed witli larger lances.
after the fall of

commanders, liaving improved their tactics, so managed their vessels that the Japanese fleet was destroyed or tb'iveu away.
This event may be said to have decided the fate of the camBereft of their fleet, which would, by going round the
paign.
west coast, have afforded them a base of supplies, they were now
obliged to advance into a country nearly empty of forage, and
with no store of proA-isions.
again, the loss of the fleet at a

As

in the oj^ening of the war, so

critical

peiiod

made

retreat neces-

siuy even at the moment of victory.
Meanwhile, the Chinese general Keikai, thoroughly disliking
the rigors of a camp in a Corean winter, and feeling deeply for liis

from exposm-e in a desolate land, determined on
closing the war as soon as jiossible. Erecting an altar, in presence
of the army, he offered saci-ifices to propitiate the spu'its of Heaven
and Earth, and prayed for rictoiy against the invaders. Then, after
seeing well to commissariat and e(]uipment, he gave orders for a
general movement of all the allied forces, with the design of ending the war by a brief and decisive campaign. The Japanese generals at Koran, by means of their spies and advance pariies, kept
themselves well informed of the movements of the enemy. At a
soldiers suffering

Their line of march, as shown in the Japanese histories, was to Sen-ken,
October 11th ; to Kumn-san, whore they experienced the first frost to Kumui,
October 12th ; to Chin-zon ; to Funki ; to Shaku-shiu to Koran to Chin-zen.
Tliese are names of places in ChuUa and Chung-chong, expressi-d in the Ja'

;

;

l)anese

and old Con-an pronunciation.

;
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Avith

heavy

loss, bvit

the Chinese advance

185
giiarcl

was defeated

the Japanese at once began their retreat.

Shishida and Ota, who were further east, learning of the overwhelming odds against them, fell back into Uru-san, which was
ah-eady manned by a detachment of Kato's corps.
While Kato and Katsuyoshi were at Chin-zen, a grand tiger
hunt was proposed and carried out, in which a soldier was bitten
in two places and died.
The army agreed that tiger-hunting required much nerve and valor. Besides the tiger steaks, which they
ate, much fresh meat was furnished by the numerous crane, pheasants, and " the ten thoiisand things different from those in Japan,"
which they made use of to eke out their scanty rations.
To remain in camp until the Han River was frozen over, and
could be crossed easily, or to press on at once, was the question
now considered by the Japanese. "Wliile thus debating, word
came that the Chinese armies had made junction at Seoul, and
numbered one hundred thousand men. The Japanese " felt cold
in their breasts " when they heard this.
Far from their base of
supplies, their fleet destroyed, and they at the threshold of winter
in a famine-stricken land, they were forced, reluctantly, again to
retreat into Kiung-sang.

This turning their backs on Seoul was, in reality, the beginning of their march homeward. The invaders, therefore, enriched
themselves with the spoil of houses and temples as they moved
toward the coast gold and silver brocades, rolls of silk, paintings, works of art, precious manuscripts, books written with gold
letters on aziu'e paper, inlaid weapons and armor, rich mantles,
and whatever, in this long-settled and wealthy province, pleased
their fancy.
On the boundaries of roads and provinces they noticed large dressed stone columns of an octagonal form, with inscriptions upon them.
Their route lay from Chin-zen, which they

—

to Hoto Ho- won
Karon reaching Kion-chiu, the old capital of Shinra,
after some fighting along the way.
The Japanese were impressed with the size and grandeiu- of
the buildings in this old seat of the ci\ilization and learning of
Shinra and Korai. Here, in ancient days, was the focus of the
arts, letters, religion, and science which, from the west, the far off

in ashes, on October 25th, to Chin-nan

left

kin

;

to

;

;

;

mysterious land of India, and the nearer, yet august, empire of
China, had been brought to Corea.
Here, too, their own ancient

mikados had sent embassies, and

fi-om this historic city

had

radia-
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As Buddhism had
ted the influences of civilization into Japan.
been the dominant faith of Shinra and Korai, this was the old
sacred city of the peninsula, and

among

the historic edifices

still

standing and most admired were the halls and pagodas of the
Kion-chiu was to the Japanese very much what
Eternal Buddha.

London

is

to an American,

to a Hollander.

Geneva

to a Protestant, or Dordi-echt

Yet, in spite of all classic associations, the city

was wantonly destroyed.

On

the morning of

ginning at the magnificent temples,
Three hmidred thousand
the torch.
the flames hghted up the long night
The next morning, turning theii*
ashes, they resumed their march.

passed through.
the

November

2d, be-

the whole city Avas given to

dwellings were bui-ned, and
with the glare of day.
backs on the gi'ay waste of
Kokio, Kunoi, Sin-ne were

Skii-mishing and the destiniction of castles, and

bvu'ning of gi-anaries, were

the pastimes enjoyed between

camps. On November 18th the army reached a river, where the
Coreans made an imsuccessful night attack, repeating the same in
the morning, while the Japanese Avere crossing the stream, A^th
the same negative results.

Thence thi'ough Yei-tan, they came to Keku-shiu, another
famous old seat of Shinra's ancient gi-andem-. The beautiftd situiv
tion and rich appearance of the city charmed the invaders, who
Ungered long in the deserted streets before apph-ing the torch.
The " thi'ee hundi'ed thousand houses of the people " were clustered around the gi-eat Buddhist temi)le in the centre. The clocktower, eighteen stories high, was especially admired. The massive
swinging beam by which the tongueless bells, or gongs, of the
Far East are made to boom out the hours, struck against a huge
bronze lotus eight or nine feet in diameter. This sacred flower
Buddhist emblem of peace and calm in Nirvana had in
Coreau art taken the place of the suspended bell, being most
probably a cup-shaped mass of metal set Arith mouth upright, or
of the

turned upside down

— such

being the form often seen
Again did antiquity, religion, or
the promptings of mercy fail to restrain the invaders.
Securing
.what spoUs they cared for, evervthing else was bunied up.
After camping at Kiran, they reached the sea-coast, at Uru-san,
like a bell

in the temples of Chinese Asia.

November

18th.

CHAPTER

XIX.

THE SIEGE OF URU-SAN CASTLE.
The Japanese now took up the spade as their immediate weapon of defence against the infuriated Coreans and the avenging
Chinese. A force of twenty-three thousand men was at once set
to work, " without regard to wind or rain," along the lines marked
out by the Japanese engineers. To fm-nish the wood for towers,
gates, huts, and engines, a party of two thousand axemen and laborers, guarded by twenty-eight mounted pickets and three hundred matchlock men, with seven flags, went daily into the forest.
The winter huts were hastily erected, walls thrown up, ditches
dug, towers built, and sentinels and watch stations set. The work
went on from earhest daybreak till latest twilight, the carpenters
80 suffering from the cold that "their finger nails dropped off."
By the first part of January the castle was almost completed.

From

the eleventh day the garrison took rest.

The fortress was tlu'ee-sided, the south face lying on the sea.
The total hne of works was aboiit three and a half miles, pierced
by three gates. The inner defences were in three parts, or 77iaru.
The third mai^u, or enclosure, had stone walls, one tower and one
and the first or
gate the second had two towers, two gates
chief citadel had stone walls, forty-eight feet high, with two towers
and two gates.
The war operations, which had hitherto covered large spaces
;

;

of the country,

now found the

pivot at this place situated in Kiung-

Another
sang, on the sea-coast, thirty-five miles north of Fusan.
commander, Asano, marched to assist the garrison and entered
the castle before the Ming army arrived. His advance guard, while
reconnoitring, was defeated

by the Coreans, yet he succeeded, by

an impetuous charge, in entering the castle.
The Chinese, smarting under their losses at Chin-sen, and stung
by the gibes of the Coreans, now hastened to Uru-san, to swallow
The Corean army, which had been collectinglip the Japanese.
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around the Japanese camps, were soon joined by the advanceguard of the Ming army. The arrival of the Chinese forces was
made known in the following manner.
A Japanese captain commanded one of the advance j^ickets,

w

Plan of Uru-san Castle.

which

— Explanation

:

Hon, First Enclosure Ni, Second
omT: Bodies of Troops.
;

liad their quarters in the cloisters of

the Peaceful Counti*}').

nese characters, was set
diers, seeing it in the

One night a
up before the

;

San, Third

;

G, Gates

;

Ankokuji Temple of

board, inscribed with Chi-

gate of the camp.
The solmoniing, but unable to read Chinese, car-
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lied
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to their captain, avIio

handed

it
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to his priest-secretary.

The

board contained a warning that the Chinese were near and woukl
soon attack Uru-san. Betraying no emotion and saying nothing,
the captain soon after declared himself on the sick-list, and seThe truth was, that an overwhelmcretly absconded to Fusan.
ing Ming army was now in front of them and their purpose to inThe entire Japanese forces
vest the castle was thus pubhshed.

were now gathered close under the walls, or inside the castle, and
the sentinels were doubled.
On the morning of January 30th the Ming army suddenly asA small detachment, evidently a decoy and
saulted the castle.
forlorn hope, attempting to scale the walls, was driven back by the
matchlock men and began to retreat. Seeing this, the Japanese
recklessly opened the barbican gate and began pui^suit of their
Lured on to a disenemies, thinking they were only Coreans.
tance, they suddenly found themselves encircled by a mighty host.

and yellow standards, and their excellent tactics,
saw that they were Ming soldiers. The dust
raised by the horses of the oncoming enemy seemed to the garrison as high as Atago Mountain in Japan. They now knew that
eighty thousand Chinese were before their gates. Only after hard
fighting, was the remnant of the Jax^anese sortie enabled to get
back within the castle, while the allies, suiTOunding the walls,
fought as fiercely as if they intended to take it by immediate as-

By

their black

the Japanese

sault.

Some

officers

of the bravest leaders of the garrison fell outside,

but no sooner were the gates locked than Katsuyoshi, without extracting the two arrows from his wounds, or stanching the blood,
posted the defenders on the walls in position. Ogawuchi had performed the hazardous feat of sallying out and firing most of the
outside camps. He re-entered the castle with an-ows in his clothes,
but received no wotiuds. The battle raged imtil night, when the
Chinese drew oil".
The Japanese had suffered fearfully by the first combat beyond
and on the walls. " There was none but had been shot at by five
One of theu- captains reckoned their
or ten or fifteen arrows."
loss at eighteen thousand three hundred and sixty men, which
A large
left them but a garrison of five thousand fighting men.
number of non-combatants, including many of the friendly people
of the

to

be

neighborhood, had crowded into the

fortifications,

and had

fed.

Food growing

scarcer,

and danger increasing, Asano sent word

;
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to Kato for help.

On

a

fleet liorse

Kato had,

the messenpjer arrived, after a

oath to Asano's
Lnmediately, with seventy
picked companions, he put out to sea in seven boats, and, after
hard rowing, succeeded in entering the castle.
On January 31, 1598, the war-conch soiinded in the Ming camj),
ride of two days.

father to help

him

in Japan, taken

in every strait.

and the ears of the besieged were soon
deafened by the yells of the " eighty thousand " besiegers. The
Jajjanese were at lii'st terrified at the clouds of dust, through
which the awful sight of ranks of men, twenty deep, were on all
sides visible. The enemy, ai*med with shields shajied hke a fowl's
wings, upon which they received the missiles of the garrison,
charged on the outer works, but when into and on the slope of the
ditch, flvmg their shields away, and plied axe, knife, sword, and
lance. Though seven attacks were repulsed, the wall was breached,
the outer works were gained by overwhelming numbers, and the
garrison was di-iven into the inner enclosure.
Night fell uj^on the work of blood, but at early morn, the
enemy waked the garrison with showers of aiTOWs, and with ladders and hurdles of bamboo, tried to scale the walls. In four
as the signal of attack,

hours, seven attacks in force

went

had been repulsed, yet the fighting

In sj^ite of the intense cold, the soldiei-s perspired so
Over their ovra. heaps of
that the sweat froze on their armor.
coi-j)ses the Chinese attempted to force one of the gates, while,
from the walls of the inner citadel, and from the higher gate above
them, the JajDanese smote them. The next day the carnage ceased
on.

from the third to the ninth hour. On Febiniary 3d, the Cliinese,
with their ladders, were again repulsed. At night their sentinel
" gathered hoar-frost on their helmets," while guarding the night
long against the sortie, which they feared. Another attack fi'om
Some of the
the clouds of enemies kept up the work of killing.
Japanese warriors now noticed that their stockings and greavebands kept slipping down, though adjusted repeatedly. The fact
was then- flesh had shmnk until their bones Avere nearly A-isible,
and "their legs were as lean as bamboo sticks." Another warrior,
taking off his helmet and rizor, was seen to have a face so thin
and wizen that he reminded his comrades of one of those hungiy
demons of the nether world, which they had seen so often depicted
in temple pictures at home.
On February 5th, the Ming generals, who had looked upon the
reduction of Fi-u-san as a small affair to be settled by the way, and
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vexed at not having been able to take it by one assault, tried neIn fact, they were suffering from lack of provisions.
gotiation.
The Japanese sent back a defiant answer, and some of them profited by the lull in the fighting to make fires of broken arrows and

armor from the dead and frozen carcasses of
and enjoy a dinner of hot horse-meat. The vast number of shafts that had fallen within the walls, were gathered into
Outside the
stacks, and those damaged were reserved for fuel
citadel, they lay under the wall in heaps many feet high.
The next day, February 6th, was one of quiet, but it was intensely cold, and many of the worn out soldiers of the garrison
died. Sitting under the smmy side of the towers for warmth, they
were found in this position frozen to death. Yet amid all the suffering, the Japanese jested with each other, poured out mutual
compliments, and kept light hearts and defiant spirits.
A council of war had been held February 2d, at Fusan, and a
messenger sent to encourage the garrison. By some means he was
lances, to strip the

their steeds,

able to

communicate vnth his beleaguered brethren. With helmets

the leaders hstened to the words of cheer and praise, and
promised to hold out yet longer.
While the lull or truce was in force, the Chinese were, accordoff,

This
ing to Ogawuchi, plotting to entrap the Japanese leaders.
had
lived
Japan,
who
of
native
a
Okomoto,
from
one
learned
they
long in China, and was a di\ision commander of eight thousand

He it was who first brought the offers
in the Chinese army.
accommodation from the Ming side. The Chinese proposed to
get the Japanese leaders to come out of their citadel, leave their
horses and weapons at a certain j)lace, and go to the altar to
Then the Chinese were
swear before Heaven to keep the peace.
Okomoto' s soid
to surround and make prisoners of the Japanese.
Going by night to the side of the castle
recoiled at the perfidy.
near the hills, he was admitted in the citadel, and exposing the
A profovmd impression was
plot, gave warning of the danger.
men
of

produced on the grateful leaders, who immediately made a plan to
show their gratitude to Okomoto. They swore by all the gods to
reward also his sons and daughters who were stUl li\'ing in Jajoan.
When this fact was made known to him, he burst into tears and
though he saw
said he had never forgotten his vdfe or children
them often in his dreams, yet " the winds brought him no news."
On the following morning a Chinese officer, coming to the foot
of the wall, made signs with his standard, and offered the same
;
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tonus in detail which Okomoto hud exposed. The Japanese leadthe parley
ers excused thoniselvos ou the plea of sickness, an<I

came to nothinjjf.
Yet the sufferings of the Japanese were growinj,^ hourly seTo half rations and hunger had succeeded famine, and
verer.
with famine came actual death from starvation. XJnfortiinately
sallied
there Avas no well in the castle, so the Japanese had at first
movmtain
the
fi-om
water
carried
and
night,
out, under cover of the
The Chinese, discovering this, posted archers in front of
brooks.
every accessible stream, and thus cut off all approach by night or
The soldiers
day.' To Imngcr was added the tortvires of thirst.
wounds of
the
licked
and
night
who fought by day stole out at
sliced
flesh
raw
the
chewed
secretly
even
and
their slain enemies
from the corpses of the Chinese. Within the castle, ingenuity was
taxed to the utmost to provide sustenance from the most unpromThe famished soldiers chewed pai)er, trapped
ising substances.
mice and ate them, killed horses and devoured every part of them.
Braving the arrows of the Chinese pickets, they wandered at night
Avherever their dead enemies lay, and searched their clothes for
Ou one occasion the Chinese, Ipug
stray grains of parched rice.
in Avait, succeeded in capturing one hundred of the garrison, that
were prowling like ghouls around the coqises of the slain. After
this the commanders forbade any soldier, on pain of death, to
Yet famine held revel within, and scores of
leave the castle.
stai-ved and frozen midtiplied into hundreds, until room for the
corpses was needed.
Tidings of the straits of the dwindling garrison at Tru-san hiv-

ing reached the other Japanese commanders, Nabrshima and KnOne of the
roda, they marched to the rehef of their compatriots.
them.
attack
out
to
set
camp,
Chinese generals, Eijobai, leaving
of
refusal
the
angry
at
commander-in-chief,
Chinese
The foiled
the Japanese to come to his camp, ordered a fresh attack on the casThis time fresh detachments took the places of others Avhen
tle.
wearied. The day seemed shut out by the dust of horses, the smoke
Again the
of guns, the clouds of aiTOws, and the masses of flags.
scaling ladders were brought, but

made

useless

by the

A-igilant de-

fenders in armor iced with frozen sweat, and chating to the bone.
Their constant labor made " three hours seem like tlu-ee years."

up unceasingly until February 12th, when
The van
noticed the Chinese retreating.
ganison
the exhausted
of the reinfcn-cements from Fusan had attacked the allies in th;;

The

attack was kept
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rear,

the

and a bloody combat was raging.
laden with provisions, was on

fleet,
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At about the same time
way and near the starv-

its

ing garrison.

Next morning the keen eyes of their commander noticed flocks
descending on the Chinese camp. The careful scrutiny of the actions of wild fowl formed a part of the military education of all Japanese, and they inferred at once that the camp was
empty and the birds, attracted by the refuse food, were feeding
without fear. Orders were immediately given to a detachment to
Passing through the deleave the castle and march in pursuit.
serted Ming camp, they came up with the forces of Ivuroda and
In
Nabeshinia, who had gained a great victory over the allies.
Japthe
February
Gisen,
1598,
plain
of
river
9,
the
this battle of
anese had eighteen thousand men engaged. Their victory was
complete, thirteen thousand two hundi-ed and thirty-eight heads
of Coreans and Chinese being collected after the retreat of the
The noses and ears were, as usual, cut off and packed for
allies.
shipment to Kioto.
The suflerings of the valiant defenders were now over. Hel^)
had come at the eleventh hour. For fourteen days they had
tasted neither rice nor water, except that melted from snow or ice.
The abundant food from the rehef ships was cautiously dealt out
to the famished, lest sudden plenty should cause sudden death.
The fleet men not only congratulated the garrison on their brave
defence, but decorated the battered walls with innumerable flags
of wild birds

and streamers, while they revictualed the magazines. On the ninth,
the garrison went on the ships to go to Sezukai, another part of
the coast, to recruit their shattered energies.
raised from the dead, the warriors took

oft'

With

a feeling as

their armor.

The

if

re-

coming at once upon them, they fovmd
themselves lame and unable to stand or sit. Even in theii- di-eams,
they grappled with the Ming, and, laying theii- hand on their
sword, fought again their battles in the land of dreams. For three
action of the fearftd strain

years afterward they did not cease these night visions of war.
According to orders given, the number of the dead lying on
the frozen ground, within two or three furlongs of the castle, was

counted, and found to be fifteen thousand seven hvmdred and
Of the Japanese, who had starved or frozen to death,

fifty-four.

eight hundred and ninety-seven were reported.

In the camp of the allies, crimination and recrimination were
going on, the Coreans angry at being foiled before Uru-san, and the
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Chinese mortified tliat one fortress, with its «,^aiTison, could not
have been taken. They made their plans to go back and try the siege
anew, when the explosion of their powder magazine, which killed

men, changed their plans. For his failm-e the Chinese commander-in-chief was cashiered in disgrace.

many

of their

10th the soldiers of the garrison,
their homes in Japan.

On

IVIay

now

relieved, left for

siege of Um-san, after lasting an entii^e year.
After this nothing of much importance happened dui-ing the
The invaders had suffered severely from the cold and the
war.
Numerous skii'climate, and from hvmger in the desolated land.
kept up, but,
guerilla
war
continual
a
and
fought,
were
mishes

Thus ended the

with the exception of another naval battle between the Japanese
and Chinese, in which artilleiy was freely used, there was nothing
In this state of inaction,
to influence the fortunes of either side.
September
died,
9, 1598, at the age of
and
sick
HidCyoshi feU

Almost his last words were, " Recall all my troops
fiom Cho-sen." The governors appointed by him to cany out his
The
policy at once issued orders for the return of the anny.
in
the
heard
gladly
eveiywhere
were
home
orders to embark for
now
to
end.
were
sufferings
whose
soldiers
the
by
camps
Japanese
Before leaving, however, many of the Japanese improved every
sisty-tkree.

opportimity to have a farewell bmsh with their enemies.
bodies
It is said, by a tnistworthy vn:iiev, that 214,752 human
" earfor
the
material
ghastly
the
fui-nish
were decapitated to
"
number
of
Cothe
reckons
OgaA\'uchi
Kioto.
in
movmd
tomb
rean heads gathered for mutilation at 185,738, and of Chinese
at 29,014

;

all

of

which were despoiled of ears or noses.

probable that 50,000

Japanese,

^-ictims of

wounds or

It is

disease,

bones in Corea.
Thus ended one of the most needless, unprovoked, cruel, and
desolating wars that ever cursed Corea, and fi'om which it has
taken her over two centuries to recover.

left their

CHAPTER XX.
CHANGES AFTER THE INVASION.
The war over, and peace again in the land, the fugitives retm-ned to their homes and the farmers to their fields. The whole
country was desolate, the scars of war were everywhere visible,
and the curse of poverty was universal. From the king and coui't,
in the royal city, of which fire had left little but ashes, and of
which war and famine had spared few inhabitants, to the peasant;
who lived on ben-ies and roots until his scanty seed rose above
the gi-ound and slowly ripened, all now suffered the woful want
which the war had bred. Kind natiu-e, however, ceased not her
bountiful stores, and from the ever-ready and ever-full treasui-ies
of the ocean, fed the stricken land.

The war was a fruitful cause of national changes in Corean customs and institiitions. The first was the more thorough organizr.tion of the military, the rebuilding and strengthening of old cashes, and the erection of new ones
though, like most measures of
the government, the jDrojiosed reforms were never j^roperly carried
out.
The coasts were guarded with fresh vigilance. Ui)on one
of the Corean commanders, Avho had been many times successful
against the Japanese, a new title and office was created, and the
coast defence of the three southern j)rovinces was committed to him.
This title Avas subsequently conferred upon thi-ee officials whose
;

headquarters were at jjoints in Kiung-sang.
fruits of the leisure

now

Among

the literary

afforded was the narrative, in Chinese, of

the events leading to the war with the Japanese, written by a high
dignitary of the com-t, and covering the period from about 1586 to
1598. This is, perhaps, the only book reprinted in Jaj)an, which gives
the Corean side of the war. In his preface the excessively modest

author states that he writes the book "because men ought to look
at the present in the mirror of the past."
The Chinese style of

an ordinary Japanese to read. The book
(Chohitsuroku) contains a curious map of the eight provinces.

this writer is difficidt for

10

1
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Li Japan the energies of the retimied warriors were fully employed at home after their withdrawal from Corea. The adherents of TaikO and those of lyeyasu, the rising man, came to blows,
and at the great battle of Sekigahara, in October, 1600, lyeyasu
crushed his foes. Many of the heroes of the peninsular cami:)aign
or, as beaten men, disembowelled themselves,
fell on the field
according to the Japanese code of honoi*.
;

Konishi, being a Christian, and unable, from conscientious

commit suicide by hara kiri, was decapitated. The
humbled spirit and tui'bulont wrath of Satsuma were appeased,
and given a valve of escaj)e in the permission accorded them tO'
make definite conquest of Riu Iviu. This was done by a wellplauned and vigorously executed expedition in 1G09, by wliich the
little archipelago was made an integral j^art of the Japanese empire.
When retii'ing from Chd-sen, in 1597, the daimio and general Nabeshima requited himself for the possible loss of fui-ther
military glory, by bringing over and settling in Satsuma a colony
sciiiples, to

of

Corean

potters.

He

builded better than he knew, for in foimd-

ing these industries in his ovvm domain, he became the piime

author of that delight of the sesthetic world, "old Satsuma faience."
Other daimios, in whose domains were potteries, likewise transported skilled workers in clay, who aftei-ward brought fame and
money to their masters. On the other hand, lyeyasu sent back the
Corean prisoners in Japan to their own homes.
The spoil brought back from the peninsular campaign wea-

—

l^ons,

scripts

flags,

brocades, porcelains, carvings, pictm-es, and

was duly deposited, with certifying documents,

in

manu-

temples

and storehouses, or garnished the home of the veterans for the
Some, with a literary turn, employed their
leisure in writing out tlieii* notes and journals, several of which
have sui-vived the wTeck of time. Some, under an artistic; impulse,
had made valuable sketches of cities, scenery, battle-fields, and
castles, which they now finished.
A few of the victors shore off
Others, witli perhaps
their queues and hair, and became monks.
cfpial inety, hung up the arrow-i)ierced helmet, or corslet slashed
by Chinese sabre, as ex-voto at the local shiines. The writer can.
bear personal witness to the interest which many of these authentic relics inspired in him while engaged in their study.
In 1878,
a large collection of various relics of the Corean war of 15921597 came into the possession of the mikado's government in
Tr.kio from the heli's or descendants of the veterans of Taiko,
lu
benefit of posterity.
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Ear-mouument, the Hall of the Fovmder, in one
Buddhist temples, rebuilt by the widow of Taiko,

Kioto, besides the
of the great

was ceiled with the choice wood

of the

war junk built

for the

hero.

Though
was not

the peninsula was not

for lack of

oi:)en to

trade or Chi-istianity,

it

thought or attention on the part of merchant

or missionary'.

In England, a project was formed to establish a trading-staif there was a possibility, in Corea also, or, at
least, to see what could be done in "the island"
as Corea then,
and for a long time afterward, was beheved to be. Through the
Dutch, the Jesuits, and their countryman. Will Adams, in Japan,
they had heard of the Japanese war, and of Corea.
Captain Saris
tion in Japan, and,

—

arrived off Hirado Island about the middle of June, 1618, with a
cargo of pepper, broadcloth, gunpowder, and Enghsh goods.
In
a gaUey, carrying twenty-five oars and manned by sixty men furnished by the daimio, Saris and his company of seventeen Eng-

lishmen set out to visit the lyeyasu at Yedo, by way of Suruga
(now Shidzuoka). After two days' rowing along the coast, they
stopped for dinner in the large and handsome city of Hakata (or
Fukuoka), the city being, in reality, double. As the Englishmen
walked about to see the sights, the boys, childi-en, and worse sort
of idle people would gather about them, crying out, " Core, Core,
Cocore Ware " (Oh you Coreans, Coreans, you Kokorai men), taunting them by these words as Coreans with false hearts, whoojnng,
holloaing, and making such a noise that the English could hardly
hear each other speak. In some places, the joeople threw stones
at these "Corean " Englishmen,
Hakata was one of the towns at
which the embassy from Seoul stopped while on its way to Yedo,

and the incident shows clearly that the Japanese ui'chins and
common people had not forgotten the rej^uted perfidy of the Coreans, while they also supposed that any foreigner, not a PortugTiese, with whom they were familiar, must be a Corean.
Li the
same manner, at Nankin, for a long while aU foreigners, even
Americans, were called "Japanese."
Nothing was done by Saris, so far as is known, to explore or
open Corea to Western commerce, although the last one of the eight
clauses of the articles of license to trade, given him by lyeyasu,
was, "And that fui-ther, without passport, they may and shall set
out upon the discovery of Yeadzo (Yezo), or any other part in and
about our empire." By the last clause any Japanese would un-
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derstaud Corea and Riu Kiu as being land belonging

to,

but out-

side of " ci^^lized " Nippon.

After leaving Nagasaki, and calling at Bantam, Saris took in a
load of pepper, and sailed for England, reaching Plymouth Sep-

tember

27,

10 14.

An

attempt was also made by the Dominican order of friars to
Vincent (Caun), the ward of Koestablish a mission in Corea.
nishi, Avho had been educated and sent over by the Jesuits to plant
Clu'istiauity among his country-men, reached Peking and there
waited foiu* years to accomphsh his j^^^-poses, but could not,
owing to the presence of the hostile Manchius in Liao Tung. But
just as he was returning to Japan, in 1018, another attempt was*
the Donainiean friars to penetrate the sealed land. Juan
de Saint Dominique, a Castilian Si^aniard, who had labored as a
missionary in the Philippine Islands since 1001, was the chosen
man. Having seciu-ed rapid mastery of the languages of the
Malay archipelago, he was selected as one well fitted to acquire
Coreau.
With two others of the same frateraity he embarked for
the shores of Morning Calm.
For some reason, not known, they
could not land in Corea, and so passed over to Japan, where the
next year, March 19th, ha^'ing met persecution, Dominique died
in prison.
The ashes of his body, taken from the cremation fiu'nace, were cast in the sea but his followers, haA-ing been able to
save from the fire a hand and a foot, kept the ghastly remnants as

made by

;

holy

relics.

"the conquering and the vassal state,"
is, of Nihon and Cho-sen, were not
definitely fixed, nor the menace of war withdrawn, until the last
of the line of Taiku died, and the family became extinct by the

The exact

relations of

as the Japanese

would

say, that

death of Hideyori, the son of Taiko, in 1012.
There is not a particle of endeuce that the conquerors ever exacted an amiual tribute of "thii-ty human hides," as stated by a
recent French \\Titer. "While lyoyasu had his hands full in Japan,
he paid little attention to the country which Taikr. had used as a
lyeyasu dealt with the Jesuit, the
cockpit for the Ckristians.
Christian, and the foreigner, in a manner different from, and for
obvious reasons Arith success gi-eater than, that of Taiko. He vmiJapan, re-estabhshed the dual system of mikado and shn-gun,
with two capitals and two centres of aiithority, Kir.to and Yedo.
He cleared the ground for his grandson lyemitsu, who at once
fied

summoned

the Coreans to renew tributary relations and pay hcim-

;
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Magnifying his authority, he sent, in 1623,
which he styles himself Tai-kiin
("Tycoon"), or Great Prince. This is the equivalent in Chinese
pronunciation of the pure Japanese O-gimi, an ancient title applied
No assumption or presumption of pomp and
only to the mikado.
power was, however, scrupled at by the successors of lyoyasu.
The title "Tycoon," too, was intended to overawe the Coreans,
as being even higher than the title Koku
(king of a [tributary]
country), w^hich their sovereign and the Ashikaga line of rulers
held by patents from the EmjDcror of China, and which Taiko had
age to liim at Yedo.
a letter to the

King

of Corea, in

scornfully refused.

The

coiu-t at

embassy

mth

Seoul responded to the

call,

and, in 1624, sent an

congratulations and costly presents.

The envoys
landed in Hizen, and made their journey overland, taking the
same route so often traversed by the Hollanders at Deshima, and
described by Kaempf er, Thunberg, and others. A sketch by a Yedo
artist has depicted the gorgeous scene in the castle of the " Tycoon."
Seated on silken cushions, on a raised dais, behind the
bamboo curtains, with sword-bearer in his rear, in presence of his
lords, all in imitation of the imperial throne room in Kioto, the
haughty ruler received from the Corean envoy the symbol of vassalage
a gohei or wand on w^hich strips of v/hite paper are hung.
Then followed the official banquet.
Since the invasion, Fusan, as before, had been held and garrisoned by the retainers of the daimio of Tsushima. At this port
all the commerce between the two nations took place.
The interchange of commodities was estabhshed on an amicable basis. Japanese swords, military equipments, works of art, and raw products were exchanged for Corean merchandise.
Having felt the
power of the eastern sword-blades, and unable to perfect their
own clumsy iron hangers, either in temper, edge, or material, they
gladly bought of the Japanese, keejDing their sword-makers busy.
Kaempfer, who was at Nagasaki from September 24, 1690, to November, 1692, tells us that the Japanese imported from Fusan
scarce medicinal plants, especially ginseng, walnuts, and fruits
the best pickled fish, and some few manufactures among which
was " a certain sort of earthen pots made in Japij and Ninke,
two Tartarian provinces." These ceramic oddities were "much
esteemed by the Japanese, and bought very dear."
From an American or British point of view, there was little
trade done between the two countries, but on the strength of even

—

;

P^
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tliis Kuia,!! iiinouut, Earl Kussell, in 1862, tried to get Great Britain
included as a co-trader between Japan and Corea. He was not successfnl.
Provision v/as also made lor those who might be cast, by
the perils of the sea, upon the shore of either country. At the expense of the Yedo government a Gho-sen Yashiki (Corean House),
was built at Nagasaki. From whatever part of the Jajianese shores

the waifs were picked up, they were sent to Nagasaki, fed and
sheltered until a jiuik could be def^patched to Fusan.

These un-

some cases, had their
wives and children with them. It was from svich that Siebold obtained the materials for his notes, vocabulary, and sketches in the
fortunates w^ere mostly fishermen, who, in

Corean department of his great Archiv.
The possession of Fusan by the Japanese was, imtil 187G, a
perpetual witness of the humiliating defeat of the Coreans in the
war of 1592-1597, and a constant irritation to their national pride.
Their popular historians, passing over the facts of the case, substiThe subjoined
tute pleasing fiction to gratify the popular taste.
note of explanation, given by Dallet, attached to a map of Corea
of

home manufacture,

foreigners.

thus accounts for the presence of the
During the
of the note is as f(jllows
of the barbarous inhabitants of Tsushima

The substance

sixteenth century

many

:

that island, and, coming over to Corea, established themselves
on the coast of Corea, in tlu-ee little ports, called Fusan, Yum, and
About five years after
Chisi, and rapidly increased in numbers.
Chung-chong ascended the tlu'one, the barbarians of Fusan and

left

Yum made

trouble.

They destroyed the walls

of the city of Fusan,

and killed also the city governor, named Ni Utsa. Being subdued
by the royal troops, they could no longer live in these ports, but
were driven into the interior. A short time afterward, ha-sing
asked pardon for their crimes, they obtained it and came and established themselves again at the ports. This Avas only for a short
time, for a few years afterward, a little before tlu; year 1592, they all
In the year 1599 the king,
rctvu-ned to their coimtry, Tsushima.
8yen-cho, held communication with the Tsushima bai'bai'ians. It
happened that he invited them to the places which they had
quitted on the coast of Ccn-ea, built houses for them, treated them

with gi-eat kindness, estal)lished iov their benefit a mai'ket during
five days in each month, beginning on the third day of the month,
and when they had a gi-eat (piantity of merchandise on hand to
dispose of he even permitted them to hold it still oftener.
This is a good specimen of Corean variush-work carried into
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facts are smoothed over by that well-applied
which is said to resemble gold to the eye. The
official gloss has been smeared over more modern events with
equal success, and even defeat is turned into golden victory.
Yet, with all the miseries inflicted upon her, the humble nation
learned rich lessons and gained many an advantage even from her
enemy. The embassies, which were yearly despatched to yield
homage to their late invaders, were at the expense of the latter.
The Japanese pride purchased, at a dear rate, the empty bubble

history.

The rough

native lacquer,

homage, by paying all the bills. We may even suspect that a
grim joke was practised iipon the victors by the vanquished.
Year by year they swelled the pomp and numbers of their train
until, finally, it reached the absurd number of four hundi-ed perof

Witii impertui-bable effrontery they devastated the treasury
of their "Tycoon." To receive an appointment on the embassy to
Yedo was reckoned a rich sinecure. It enabled the possessor to
sons.

enjoy an expensive picnic of three months, two of w^hich were at
Landing in Chikuzen, or Hizen,
the cost of the entertainers.
they slowly journeyed overland to Yedo, and, after their merry-

made their jaunt back again. For
Yedo government appeared to reUsh the sensation of having a crowd of people from across the sea come to
pay homage and bear witness to the greatness of the Tokugawa
making

in the capital, leisurely

nearly a century the

In 1710 a special gateway was erected in the castle at
Yedo to impress the embassy from Seoul, who were to arrive nest
From a payear, with the serene glory of the sho-gun lyenobu.
vilion near by the embassy's quarters, the Tycoon himself was a
spectator of the feats of archery, on horseback, in which the CoThe intolerable expense at last compelled the
reans excelled.

iamily.

Yedo rulers to dispense with such costly vassalage, and to spoil
what was, to their guests, a pleasant game. Ordering them to
come only as far as Tsushima, they were entertained by the So
family of daimios, who were allowed by the "Tycoon " a stipend
in gold kobans for this purpose.

A great social custom, that has become a national habit, was
introduced by the Japanese when they brought over the tobacco
The copious
IDlant and taught its properties, culture, and use.
testimony of aU visitors, and the rich vocabulary of terms relating
to the culture, curing, and preparation of tobacco show that the
crop that is yearly raised from the soil merely for purposes of
waste in smoke

is

very large.

In the personal equipment of every
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male Corean, and often in that of women and children, a tobacco
The
pouch and materials for tiriuj^ forms an indispensable part.
smoker does not feel " dressed " without his well-filled bag. Into the
forms of hospitality, the requisites of threshold gossip and social
enjoyment, and for all other purposes, real or imaginary, which
nicotine can aid or abet, tobacco has entered not merely as a luxor ornament, but as a necessity.
Another great change for the better, in the improvement of the
national garb, dates from the sixteenth century, and very probably
from the Japanese invasion. This was the introduction of the cotHitherto, silk for the very rich, and hemp and sea
ton plant.
In
grass for the middle and poorer classes, had been the rule.

lu-y

were worn to a large extent, while plaited straw
for various parts of the limbs sei-ved for clothing, as well as protection against storm and rain. The vegetable fibres were bleached
Cotton now began to be generally cultivated
to give whiteness.
the north,

fui'S

and woven.
do not agree as to the date of the
DaUet reports that cotton was formerly
unknown in Corea, but was grown in China, and that the Chinese,
in order to presei-\'e a market for theii- textile fabrics within the
peninsula, rigorously guarded, with aU possible precautions, against
It is true that authorities

first use of this plant.

the exportation of a single one of the precious seeds.
One of the members of the annual embassy to Peking, with
tact, succeeded in jn-ocuring a few grains of cotton seed,
which he concealed in the quill of his hat feather. Thus, in a

gi-eat

manner

similar to the traditional account of the bringing of silk-

worms' eggs inside a staff to Constantinople from China, the preIt is
cious shi-ub reached Corea about five hundred years ago.
now cultivated successfully in the peninsida in latitude far above
that of the cotton belt in America, and even in Manchm-ia, the

most northern limit

of its growth.

country which contains cotton, crocodiles,
cannot have a very bleak climate. It seems more
probable that though the first seeds may have been brought fi'om
China, the cultivation of this vegetable wool was not piu-sued upon
a large scale imtil after the Japanese invasion. Our reasons for quesIt is evident that a

and

tigers,

tioning the accuracy of the date given in the common tradition is,
that it is certain that cotton was not known in Northern China five
It was introduced into Central China from
Inindred years ago.

Turkestan in the fom-teenth centm-y, though knoA^-n in the extreme
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The Chinese pay divine honors to one
south before that time.
Hwang Tao Po, the reputed instructress in the art of spinning and
weaving the "tree-wool." She is said to have come from Hainan
Island.

Though cotton was first brought to Japan by a Hindoo, in the
year 799, yet the art of its culttu-e seems to have been lost during
The fact that it had
the long ci\al wars of the middle ages.
composed by a com-t
poetry
verse
of
in
is
shown
a
become extinct
noble in 1248. " The cotton-seed, that was planted by the foreigner
and not by the natives, has died away." In another Jajoanese book,
written about 1570, it is stated that cotton had again been introduced and planted in the southern provinces.
The Portuguese, trading at Nagasaki, made cotton wool a fa"While the army was in
driven far out of her coiu'se and much
damaged by the storm, anchored off Yokohama. Being kindly
treated while refitting, the captain, among other gifts to the

miliar object to the Japanese soldiers.

Corea a Em-opean

shij),

daimio of the province, gave him a bag of cotton seeds, which
were distributed. The yarn seUing at a high price, the cultm^e of
the shrub spread rapidly through the provinces of Eastern and
Northern Japan, being ah-eady common in the south j)rovinces.
Even if the culture of cotton was not introduced into Corea by
the Japanese army, it is certain that it has been largely exported
from Japan dui-ing the last two centimes. The increase of general comfort by this one article of wear and use can hardly be estimated. Not only as wool and fibre, but in the oil from its seeds,
the nation added largely to the sum of its blessings.
Paper, from silk and hemp, rice stalk fibres, mulberry bark,
and other such raw material, had long been made by the Chinese,
but it is probable- that the Coreans, first of the nations of Chinese
Eor this manufactm-e they
Asia, made paper from cotton wool.
prized in Peking and
highly
is
paper
Their
famed.
to-day are
Japan for its extreme thickness and toughness. It forms part of
the annual tribute which the embassies carry to Peking. It is
often thick enough to be split into several layers, and is much
used by the tailors of the Chinese metropohs as a lining for the
coats of mandarins and gentlemen. It also sei^ves for the covering

and a sewed wad of from ten to fifteen thickIt will
nesses of it make a kind of armor which the troops wear.
rifle-bullet.
resist a musket-ball, but not a
of window-frames,

CHAPTER
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THE ISSACHAR OF EASTERN

ASIA.

Slian-yan Alin, or EA-er-White Mountains, stand like a wall
along the northern bovmdary of the Corean peninsula. IiTegular
mountain masses and outjutting ranges of hills form its buttresses,
These are all overwhile, at intervals, lofty peaks rise as towers.

The

topped by the central spii-e Paik-tu, or "VMiitehead, A\hich may be
From its bases flow out the Yalu,
over ten thousand feet high.
Tumen, and Hui-ka Eivers.
From primeval times the dwellers at the foot of this mountain,
who saw its ever hoary head lost in the clouds, or glistening with
fresh-fallen snow, conceived of a spii-it dweUing on its heights in
the foi-m of a vu-gin in white. Her servants were animals in white
fiu-

and bu-ds in white plumage.

the peninsula, as in China and Japan,
hailed them under
so, in Corea, it absorbed the local deities, and
before his avataiBuddha
of
incarnations
new names, as previous
"SYhen

Buddhism entered

in India, or the time advent of the precious faith tlu'ough his misThey were thenceforth adopted into the Buddhist pansionaries.

and numbered among the worshipped Buddhas. The spirit
of the Ever- White Mountains, the virgin in ever-white robes,
named ]\Ianchusri, whose home lay among the unmelting snows,
was one of these. Perhaps it was from this deity that the Mantheon,

chius, the ancestors of the iiihug d^Tiasty of China, the weai-ers of
the world-famous hair tails, took theu- name.

According to Manchiu legend, as given by Professor Douglas,
" in remote ages, three heaven-bora virgins dwelt
it is said that
beneath the shadow of the Great YTinio :Mountaius. and that, while
they were bathing in a lake which reflected in its l)osom the
aumyy clad peaks which towered above it, a magi^ie dropped a
blood red frait on the clothes of the youngest. This the maiden
instinctively devoui-ed, and fortlnA-ith conceived and bore a son,
whose name they called Ai-sin Ghioro, which being intei-preted is
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the Golden Family Stem,' and which is the family name of the emWhen his mother had entered the icy cave of
perors of China.
the dead, her son embarked on a little boat, and floated down the
river Hm-ka, until he reached a district occupied by three families
who were at war with each other. The personal appearance of
'

the supernatui-al youth so impressed these warlike chiefs that they
The town of
forgot their enmities, and hailed him as their niler.
from
that
day his
capital,
and
his
as
chosen
0-to-le [Odoli] was

people waxed fat and kicked against their oppressors, the Chinese."
The home of the Manchius was, as this legend shows, on the
north side of the Ever- White Mountains, in the valley of the
Hurka. From beyond these moimtains was to roll upon China and
Corea another avalanche of invasion. Beginning to be restless in the
fourteenth centiuy, they had, in the sixteenth, consolidated so many
tribes, and were so strong in men and horses, that they openly defied the Chinese. The formidable expeditions of Li-jni-sun, previous

Japanese invasion of Corea, kept them at bay for a time, but
expenditui-e of life and treasiu-e required to fight the
Japanese, drained the resoui-ces of the Ming emperors, while their
to the

the immense

drawn away from the north, the Manchiu hordes,
massed then- forces and grew daily in wealth, numbers, discipline,
and courage. The invasion of Cho-sen by the Japanese veterans wasone of the causes of the weakness and fall of the Ming dynasty.
To rej)ress the rising power in the north, and to smother the
life of the yoimg nation, the Peking government resorted to barbarous cruelties and stern coercion, in which bloodshed was continual. Unable to protect the eastern border of Liao Timg, the entii-e
population of tlu-ee hundred thousand souls, dwelling in fom*
cities and many tillages, were removed westward and resettled on
new lands. Fortresses were planned, but not finished, in the deserted land, to keep back the restless cavahy raiders from the north.
Thus the foundation of the neutral strip of fifty miles was unconsciously laid, and ten thousand square mOes of fair and fertile
land, west of the Yalu, was abandoned to the wolf and tiger.
What it soon became, it has remained until yesterday— a howling
(See map on page 155.)
wilderness.
Unable to meet these cotton-armored raiders in the field, the
Ming emperor ordered, and in 1G15 consummated, the assassinaThis exasperated all the Manchiu tribes to
tion of their king.
vengeance, and hostilities on a large scale at once began by a
touthwest movement iuto Liao Tung.

attention being
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China had now again to face an invasion gi'eater than the Japwas behind it. Calling on
her vassal, the Eastern Kingdom, to send an army of twenty thousand men, she ordered them to join the imperial army at HingThis city, now called Yen-den, lies about seventy miles
king.
west of the Yalu River, near the 42d parallel, just beyond what was
"the neutral strip," and inside the palisades erected later. In
the battle, which ensued, the Coreans first faced the Manchius.
The imperial legions were beaten, and the Coreans, seeing which
way the victory would finally tm-n, deserted fi"om the Chinese side
This was in 1619.
to that of their enemy.
The Manchiu general sent back some of the runaway Coreans
to theii- king, intimating that, though the Coreans were acting
gratefully in assisting the Chinese, who had formerly helj^ed the
Coreans against the Japanese, yet it might hereafter be better to
remain neutral. So far from taking any notice of this letter, the
government at Seoul allowed the king's subjects to cross the Yalu
and assist the people of Liao Tung against the Manchius, who
were making Hing-king their capital. At the same time the Chinese commander was permitted to enter Cprea, and thence to
make expeditions against the Manchius, by which they inflicted
This continued until the winter
great damage upon the enemy.
of 1827, when the Manchius, having lost all patience with Corea,
prepared to invade the peninsula. Compelling two refugees to
act as their guides, they crossed the frozen Yalu in four divisions,
in February, and at once attacked the Chinese army, which was
defeated, and retreated into Liao Tung.
They then began the
march to Seoul. Ai-chiu was the first town taken, and then, after
crossing the Ching-chong River, followed in succession the cities
lining the high road to Ping-an.
Thence, over the Tatong River,
the}' pressed on to Seoul, the Coreans everywhere flj'ing before them.
Thousands of dwellings and magazines of provisions were given to
the flames, and their trail was one of blood and ashes.
Among the
slain were two Hollanders, who were captives in the country.
Heretofore a line of strong palisades had separated Corea from
Manchuria, on the north, but large portions of it were destroyed
at this time in the constant forays along the border.
Those parts
which stood yet intact were often seen by travellers along the
Manchurian side as late as toward the end of the last centiuy.
Since then this wooden wall, a pigmy imitation of China's colossal
anese, for this time a whole nation

embargo

in

masonry, has gradually fallen into decaj.

CO hi: a.
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The Mancliius invested Seoul aud began its siege in earnest.
The queen and ladies of the court had already' been sent to
Kang-wa Island. The king, to avoid further sliedding of blood,
sent tribute offerings to the invaders, and concluded a treaty of
peace by which Cho-sen again exchanged masters, the king not
only acknowledging from the Manchiu sovereign the right of investitiu'e,

but also direct autliority over his person, that

relation of master

and

is,

the

subject.

The Coreans now waited to see whether events were likely to
modify their new relations, so reluctantly entered into, for the Chinese were far from beaten as yet. When free from the presence
of the invading army the coiu'age of the ministers rose, and by
their ad\ice the king, by gradual encroachments and neglect, annulled the treaty.

No

sooner were the Manchius able to spare their forces for the

puipose, than, tiu'ning from China, they marched into Coi'ea, one

lumdred thousand

strong, well supplied with pronsions and baggage-wagons. Entering the peninsula, both at Ai-chiu and by the
northern pass, they reached Seoul, and, after severe fighting, en-

tered it.
Being now pro\'ided with cannon and boats, they took
Kang-wa, into which all the royal, and many of the noble, ladies
had fled for safety.
The king now came to terms, and made a treaty in February,
1G37, in which he utterly renounced his allegiance to the jMing
emperor, agreed to give his two sons as hostages, promised to
send an annual embassy, with tribute, to the Manchiu court, and
to establish a market at the Border Gate, in Liao Tung.
These
covenants were ratified by the solemn ceremonial of the king, his
sons and his ministers confessing their crimes aud making "kowtow" (bowing nine times to the earth). Tartar and Corean worshipped together before Heaven, and the altar erected to Heaven's
honor.
A memorial stone, erected near this saci'ed place, commemorates the clemency of the Manchiu conqueror.
In obedience to the orders of their new masters, the Coreans

despatched ships, loaded with grain, to feed the armies operating
against Peking, and sent a small force beyond the Tumen to chasA picked
tise a tribe that had rebelled against their conquerors.
body of their matchlock men was also admitted into the ]\Ianchiu
service.

After the evacuation of Corea, the victors marched into China,

where bloody,

civil

war was already

i-aging.

The imperial army
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was badly beaten by the rebels headed by the usurper Li-tseThe Manchius joined their forces with the Imperiahsts,
chin<?.
the rebels, and then demanded the price of their
defeated
and
Entering Peking, they proclaimed the downfall of the
house of Ming. The T.ltar (vassal) was now a "Tartar." The
son of their late king was set upon the dragon-throne and proclaimed the Whang Ti, the Son of Heaven, and the Lord of the
Middle Kingdom and all her vassals. The following tribute was
fixed for Cho-sen to pay annually
100 ounces of gold, 1,000 ounces of silver, 10,000 bags of rice,
2,000 pieces of silk, 300 pieces of linen, 10,000 pieces of cotton
cloth, 400 pieces of hemp cloth, 100 pieces of fine hemp cloth,
victory.

:

10,000 rolls

(fifty

sheets each) of large paper, 1,000 rolls small

sized paper, 2,000 knives (good quality), 1,000 ox-horns, 40 decorated mats, 200 pounds of dye-wood, 10 boxes of pepper, 100
tiger skins, 100 deer skins, 400 beaver skins, 200 skins of blue

(musk

?) rats.

Wlien, as

it

happened the very next

year, the sho-gun of

Japan

increase of tribute to be paid in Yedo, the court of
Seoul plead in excuse their wasted resoiu'ces consequent upon the
war with the Manchius, and their heavy bui'dens newly laid upon

demanded an

Their excuse was accepted.
Twice, within a single generation, had the httle peninsula been
devastated by two mighty invasions that ate up the land. Between
" from over the
the mountaineers of the north, and " the brigands
them.

Corea was left the Issachar among nations. The once strong
"And he saw that the
ass couched down between two burdens.
rest was good, and the laud that it was pleasant, and bowed his
shoulder to bear, and became a servant unto tribute."
The Manchius, being of different stock and blood from the
Chinese, yet imposed their dress and method of wearing the hair
upon the millions of Chinese people, but here their tp-anny
seemed to stop. Hitherto, the Chinese and Corean method of
rolhng the hair in a knot or ball, on the top of the head, had been
sea,

the fashion for ages.

people in the

As a sign

of loyalty to the

Middle Kingdom were compelled

new

rulers, all

to shave the fore-

and allow their hair to grow in a tjueue, or pigbehind on their back. At first they resisted, and much blood
was shed before all submitted but, at length, the once odious
mark of savagery and foreign conquest became the national fashEven in
ion, and the Chinaman's pride at home and abroad.

front of the head
tail,

;

1
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foreign lands, they clinpf to this mark of their loyalty as to life
and country. The object of the recent queue-cutting plots, fomented by the political, secret societies of China, is to insult the

imperial family at Peking by robbing the Chinese of their loyal
appendage, and the special sign of the Tartar dominion.
As a special favor to the Coreans who first submitted to the
new masters of Kathay, they were spared the infliction of the

queue, and allowed to di-ess their hair in the ancient style.
The Corean king hastened to send congi'atulations to the emperor,

Shun

Chi,

which

ingi'atiated

him

still

more

in favor at

Peking. In IGoO a captive Corean maid, taken prisoner in their
housefirst invasion, became sixth lady in rank in the imperial
hold. Thi-ough her influence her father, the ambassador, obtained
a considerable dimimition of the annual tribiite, fixed upon in the
terms of capitulation in 1637. In 1G43, one-thii'd of this tribute
had been remitted, so that, by this last reduction, in 1650, the tax
upon Corean loyalty was indeed \erj slight. Indeed it has long

been considered by the Peking government that the Coreans get
about as much as they give, and the embassy is one of ceremony
Their oflfering is rather a perrather than of tribute-bringing.
centage paid for license to trade, than a s^Tubol of vassalage.
Nevertheless, the Coreans of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries found out, to their cost, that any lack of due deference
was an expensive item of freedom. Every jot and tittle, or tithe
of the mint or anise of etiquette, was exacted by the proud Manchius. In 1695, the king of ChO-sen was fined ten thousand ounces
At the
of silver for the omission of some pimctiHo of vassalage.
investitui-e of each sovereign in Seoul, two grandees were sent

from Peking to confer the patent of royalty. The little bill for
this costly favor was about ten thousand taels, or dollars, in silver.
The Coreans also erected, near one of the gates of Seoul, a temple,
which stiU stands, in honor of the Manchius general commanding
the invasion, and to whom, to this day, they pay semi-divine honors.
Yet to encourage patriotism it was permitted, by royal decree, to the descendants of the minister who refused, at the Yalu

and who thereby
monumental gate, a mark

Eiver, to allow the ]\Ianchius to cross,
life,

to erect to his

honor only rarely

memoiy

a

lost

hif.

of high.

gi*anted.

Jesuits at Peking succeeded in ingratiating themselves
with the conquerors, and Shvm-chi, the emperor, was a pupil of
Adam Schall, a (German Jesuit, who became President of the Board

The
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of Mathematicians.

Nevei-theless, in the troubles preceding the

many upright men lost their lives, and hundreds of scholwho hated the Tatar conquerors of their beloved China as

peace,
ars

the Christians of Constantinople hated the Turks

—

—

fled to

Corea

and Japan, confen-ing gi'eat literary' influence and benefit. In
both covmtries their presence gi-eatly stimulated the critical study
of Chinese literatui'e.
With the Mito and Yedo scholars in Japan,
they assisted to promote the revival of learning, so long neglected
diu'ing the civil wars. At Nagasaki, a Chinese colony of merchants,
and trade between the two countries, were established, after the
last hope of restoring the Mings had been extinguished in Kokusenya (Coxinga), who also drove the Dutch from Formosa. This
exodus of scholars was somewhat like the dispersion of the Greek
scholars tlu'ough Europe after the fall of the Byzantine empu'e.
To the Jesuits in Peking, who were mostly Frenchmen, belongs
the credit of beginning that whole system of modern cultiu'e, by
which modeira science and Ckristianity are yet to transfonn the
Chinese mind, and recast the ideas of this mighty people con-

They now began to make known in
cerning natiu'e and Deity.
Em-ope much valuable information about China and her outlying
tributary states.
They sent home a map of Corea the first seen
in Europe.
Imperfect, though it was, it made the hermit land
more than a mere name. In " China Ulustrata," wi-itten b}' the
the city of
Jesuit Martini, and published in ICii), in Amsterdam
there is a map of
lirinting presses and the Leij^sic of that day
Corea.
The same industrious scholar MTote, in Latin, a book, entitled " De Bello inter Tartaros et Seniensis " (On the War between
the Manchius and the Chinese), which was issued at Antwei-p in
It was also translated into
1G54, and in Amsterdam in 1661.
English, French, and Spanish, the editions being issued at London, Donay, and Madrid.
The English title is " Bellum Tartaricum or, the Concjuest of the Great and Most Eenowned Empire
of China by the Invasion of the [Manchiu] Tartai-s," London, 1654,

—

—

—

;

octavo.

The Dutch had long tried to get a hand in the trade of China,
and, in 1604, 1622, and 1653, had sent fleets of trading vessels to
Chinese ports, but were in every instance refused. The Ru.ssians,
however, were first allowed to trade on the northern frontier of
China before the same pri^'ileges were granted to other Em-ojieans,
The Cossacks, when they first crossed the Ural Mountains, in 1579,
with their faces set toward the Pacific, never ceased their advance
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they had added to the Czar's domain a portion of the earth's
and haK of Europe. Once on
the steppes, there began that long duel between Cossack and Tartar, which never ended until the boundaries of Russia touched
Cossacks discovered,
those of Corea, Japan, and British America.
till

surface as large as the United States,

iexplored, conquered,

and

settled this triple-zoned region of frozen

/moss, forest land and fertile

soil,

bringing over six million square

miles of territory vmder the wings of the double-headed eagle.

They brought reports

of

Corea to Russia, and

it

was from Russian

'sources that Sir John Campbell obtained the substance of his

"Commercial History of Chorea and Japan"
printed in London, 1771.

in his voyages

and

travels,

In 1645, a party of Japanese traversed Cho-sen from Ai-chiu to
Retm-ning fi'om
Fusan, the Dan and Beersheba of the peninsula.
their travels, one of them wi'ote a book called the "Romance of
Corea" (Cho-sen Monogatari). Takeuchi Tosaemon and his son,
Tozo, and shipmaster Kunida Hisosaemon, on April 26, 1645,
the port of Mikuni in the province of Echizen

which the

first

native of Corea

is

— the same

left

place to

said to have reached Japan in

whose crews nummen, they set sail for the north on a trading voyage.
Off the island of Sado a fearful storm broke upon them,
which, after fifteen days, drove them on the momitain coast of
Tartary, where they landed. May 12th, to refit and get fresh water.
At first the people treated them peacefvilly, trading off their ginseng for th^ sake, or rice-beer, of the Japanese. Later on, the
JajDanese were attacked by the natives, and twenty-five of their
number slain. The remainder were taken to Peking, where they
remained until the winter of 1646. Honorably acquitted of all
blame, they were sent homeward, into the Eastern Kingdom, under
safe conduct of the Chinese emj)eror Shun-chi.
They began the
jovu'ney December 18th, and, crossing the snow-covered mountains
and frozen rivers of Liao Ttmg, reached Seoul, after twenty-eight
days travel, February 3, 1647.
The Japanese were entertained in magnificent style in one of the
royal houses with banquets, numerous sei'vants, presents, and the attendance of an officer, named Kan-shun, who took them around the
city and showed them the sights. The paintings on the palace walls,
the tiger-skin inigs, the libraries of handsomely bound books, the
festivities of New Year's day, the evergreen trees and fine scenery,
were all novel and pleasing to the Japanese, but still they longed
the legendary period.

bered

fifty-eight

With

thi*ee large junks,
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Leaving Seoul, February 12tb, they passed through
the ti*um;it siinset and sunrise, they heard
The}' noticed
peters call the laborers to begin and cease work.
that the official class inscribed on their walls the names and dates
of reign and death of the royal line from the founder of the
dynasty to the father of the riding sovereign. This served as an obThe merchants kept in their
ject lesson in history for the young.
houses a pictiu'e of the famous Tao-jo-kung, who, by skill in trade,
accumulated fortunes only to sjjend them among his friends. On
February 21st, they jjassed tlu'ough Shang-shen (or Shang-chiu ?),
where the Japanese gained a great victor}-.
In passing along the Nak-tong River, they witnessed the anto reach lionio.

a lai'ge city, where,

nual

trial of

archery for the military examinations.

The

targets

were straw mannikins, set xij) on l)oats, in the middle of the river.
On March 6th they reached Fusan. The Ja2)anese settlement,
called Nippon-machi, or Japan Street, was outside the gates of
the town, a guard-house being kept up to keej) the Japanese
Only twice a year, on Augiist 15th and KJth, were they
away.
allowed to leave then- quarters to visit a temple in the town. The
Coreans, however, were free to enter the Japanese concession to
visit or trade.
The waifs were taken into the house of the daimio
of Tsushima, and glad, indeed, were they to talk with a fellow
countr^Tnan.
Sailing to Tsushima, they were able there to get
Japanese clothes, and, on July 19th, they reached Ozaka, and
finally their homes in Echizen.
One of theu- number -wTote out

an account of his adventures.

Among

other interesting

facts,

he states that he saw, hanging

in the palace at Peking, a portrait of Yoshitsune, the Japanese

hero, who, as

some

of his

countrymen

believe, fled the

country

and, landing in Manchuria, became the mighty warrior Genghis

Khan.

Whether mistaken or

not, the note of the

Japanese

is in-

teresting.

Mr. Leon Pages, in his " Histoire de

au

Ja2:)on," says that these

men

la

Religion Chi-etienne

refeiTed to above fouud estalv

lished in the capital a Japanese commercial factory, but with the

very severe restrictions similar to those imj)osed ujDon the Hollanders at Deshima. This is e^•idently a mistake. There was no trading mart in the cajiital, but there was, and had been, one at
Fusan, which still exists in most tlourishiug condition.
The Manchius, from the first, showed themselves "the most
improvable i-ace in Asia." In 1707, under the patronage of the
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— the sirrvey of

the Chinese Empire,

renowned emperor Kang Hi, the Jesuits
great geographical enterprise
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From the king's palace,
including the outhing vassal kingdoms.
at Seovd, Kang Hi's envoy obtained a map of Corea, which was reduced, di-awn, and sent to Em-ope to be engraved and j)i'iiited.
this original, most of the maps and supposed Corean names

From

in books, published since that time, have

been copied.

Having

no Corean interpreter at hand, the Jesuit cartographers gave the
Chinese sounds of the characters which represent the local names.
Hence the discrepancies between this map and the reports of the
Dutch, Japanese, French, and American travellers, who give the

Map

illustrating the

Jesuit Survey of 1709.

To French genius and labor, from first
we owe most of what is known in Europe concerning the
secluded nation. The Jesuits' map is accurate as regards the latitude and longitude of many places, but lacking in true coast lines.
While making their smweys, the party of missionaries, whose
assignment of the work was to Eastern Manchuria, caught some-

vernacular pronunciation.
to last,

Pisgah glimpse of the country which, before a century
of promise to French Christianity. In
1709, as they looked across the Tumen River, they wrote " It was a
new sight to us after we had crossed so many forests, and coasted
so many fiightful mountains to find oui-selves on the banks of the

tliing like a

elapsed,

was to become a land

:
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woods and wild boasts on one
all that art and labor
We there saw
kingdoms.
cvdtivated
best
could produce in the
walled cities, and placing our instruments on the neighboring
river Tiimen-ula, with notliinpf but

side,

while the other jn-eseuted to our view

heights, geometrically determined the location of four- of them,
which bomided Korea on the north." The four towns seen by

the Jesuit sm-veyors -were Kion-wen, On-son, and jDOssibly Kion-

fun and Chon-shon.
The Coreans could not understand the Tartar or Chinese companions of the Frenchmen, but, at Hun-chun, they found intei-pre-

The French
told them the names of the Corean towns.
were exceedingly eager and anxious to cross the river, and
enter the land that seemed like the enchanted castle of Thonirose,
but, being forbidden by the emperor's orders, they reluctantly

ters,

who

priests

turned their backs upon the smiling cities.
This was the picture of the northern border in 1707, before it
was desolated, as it afterward was, so that the Russians might not
be tempted to cross over. At Hun-chun, on the Manchiu, and
Kion-wen, on the Corean side of the river, once a year, alternately,
that is, once in two years, at each place, a fair was held up to
1860, where the Coreans

The

and Chinese merchants exchanged goods.

lively traffic lasted only half a day,

when

either country were ordered over the border,

the nationals of

and laggards were

hastened at the spear's point. Any foreigner, Manchiu, Chinese,
or even Corean suspected of being an alien, was, if found on the
south side of the Tumen, at once put to death without shrift or
Thus the only gate of parley with the outside world on Copity.
rea's norihern frontier resembled an embrasvu-e or a muzzle.
When at last the Cossack lance flashed, and the Russian schoolhouse rose, and the chui-ch spire glittered with steady radiance
beyond the Tumen, this gateway became the terminus of that
"underground raih-oad," through which the Corean slave reached
his Canada beyond, or the Corean Christian sought £i-eedom fi'om
toriiu-e

and dungeons and death.

CHAPTER XXIL
THE DUTCHMEN
The old saw

wliicli tells

tion " receives

IN EXILE.

us that "truth

new and

is

stranger than

fic-

iinexpected confirmation when-

many a
ever a traveller into strange countries comes back to

tell his tale.

Marco Polo was denominated "Signor IVIilliano " (Lord Millions)
by his incredulous hearers, because, in speaking of China, he very
numeral so frequently in his narratives.
truthfully of Japan's wonders,
though
speaking
Mendez Pinto,
name, the "Mendacious,"
Chi'istian
on
his
pun
a
dubbed
by
was
because he told what were thought to be very uncliristian stories.
In our o^-n day, when Paul Du Chaillu came back from the
African wilds and told of the gorilla which walked upright like a
man, and could dent a gun-barrel with his teeth, most people beheved, as a college professor of belles lettres, dropping elegant
l^roperly used this lofty

words

for the nonce, once stated, that

"he

lied like the mischief."

the once mythic gorillas have come as live guests at
Berlin and Philadelphia, while their skeletons are commonplaces
in our museums. Even Stanley's African discoveries were, at first,

"WTien lo

!

discredited.
first European travellers in Corea, who lived to tell their
home, met the same fate as Polo, Pinto, Du ChaiUu, and
Stanley. The nan-atives were long doubted, and by some set down
Like the Lidian braves that hsten to Red Cloud
as pure fiction.
and Spotted Tail, who, in the lodges of the plains, recoimt the
wonders of Washington and ci-\alization, the hearers are sui-e that
they have taken "bad medicine." Later reports or personal experience, however, corroborate the first accounts, and by the very
commonplaceness of simple truth the first reports are robbed alike

The

tale at

and suspicion.
The first knowni entrance of any number of Europeans into
Corea was that of Hollanders, belonging to the crew of the Dutch
ship Hollandi-a, which was driven ashore in 1627. Li those days

of novelty
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the

Dutch were pushing

their adventurous progi'ess in the east-

They had forts,
ern seas as well as on the American waters.
trading settlements, or prosijerous cities in Java, Sumatra, the
The
Spice Islands, Formosa, and the jiorts of Southern Japan.
shores of these archipelagoes and

continents being then little
known, and sHghtly sui-veyed, shipwrecks were very frequent.
The profits of a prospei'ous voyage usually repaid all losses of
The
ships, though it is estimated that three out of five Avere lost.
passage between China and Japan and up the seas south of Corea,
has, from ancient times, been difficult, even to a Chinese proverb.
A big, blue-eyed, red-bearded, robust Dutchman, named John.
Wetterree, whose native town was Eip, in North Holland, volunteered on board the Dutch shij) Hollandra in 1626, in order to
In that wonderful country', dvuing the previous
get to Japan.
seventeen years, his fellow-coimtrymen had been trading and
making rich fortimes, occasionally fighting on the seas with the
Portuguese and other buccaneers of the period.
The good ship, after a long voyage around the Cajie of Good
Hope, and thi'ough the Indian and Chinese Seas, was almost in
Coasting along the Corean shores, ]Mi\ John
sight of Japan.
Wetten-ee and some companions went ashore to get water, and
The Coreans were eA-idently
there Avere captm-ed by the natives.
quite willing to have such a man at hand, for use rather than ornament. After the Japanese invasions a spasm of enteii^rise in the
way of fortification, architecture, and development of theii- miHtaiy resoui-ces possessed them, and to have a big-nosed and red-

bearded foreigner, a genuine "Nam-ban," or barbarian of the
south, was a prize. To both Coreans and Japanese, the Europeans,
as coming in ships from the southward, were called " SouthernLater on, after learning new lesers," or "Southern savages."
sons in geography, they called them "Westerners," or "Barbarians from the "West."

Like the lilack potentates of iifi-ica, who like to possess a white
man, believing him to be a " spii'it," or a New Zealand chief, who
values the presence of a " paheka Maori" (Englishman), the Coreans of that day considered theii- western " devil " a piece of propand the
It may be remembered
erty Morth many tiger skins.

—

—

Coreans may have borrowed the idea thence that the Japanese,
then beginning their hermit policy, had also a white foreigner in
diu-ance for theu- benefit.
This was the Englishman WiU Adams,
who had been a pilot on a Dutch ship that sailed from the same
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Texel River. Perhaps the boy Wetterree had seen and talked
with the doughty Briton on the wharves of the Dutch port.
Adams served the Jajoanese as interj^reter, state adviser, ship architect, mathematician, and in various useful waj's, but was never
allowed to leave Japan. It is highly probable that the ambassadors
from Seoul, while in Yedo, saw Will Adams, since he spent much
of his time in public among the officials and people, lining there
until

May, 1620.

The magnates of Seoul probably desired to have a Hke factotum, and this explains why Wetterree was treated with kindness
and comparative honor, though kept as a prisoner. When the
Manchius invaded Corea, in 1635, his two companions were killed
Having no one with
in the wars, and Wetterree was left alone.
whom he could converse, he had almost forgotten his native
speech, when after twenty-seven years of exile, in the fifty-ninth
year of his age, he met some of his fellow-Hollanders and acted as
interpreter to the Coreans, rmder the following cii'cumstances
In January, 1653, the Dutch shij) Sj^arwehi- (Sparrowhawk)
Among the crew was
left Texel Island, bound for Nagasaki.
Hendrik Hamel, the supercargo, who afterward became the his:

After nearly five months' voyage, they
torian of theii* adventiu'es.
reached Batavia, June 1st, and Formosa July 16th. From this
island they steered for Japan, fortunately meeting no "wild Chinese " or pirates on their course.
Off Quelpart Island, a dreadful
storm ai'ose, and, being close on a lee shore with death staring
aU in the face, the captain ordered them " to cut dowoi the mast
and go to their prayers." The ship went to pieces, but thii-ty-six
out of the sixty-four men composing the crew reached the shore

The

an elder of some seventy years of age,
met them with his retainers, and learned
theii" pHght, who they were, and whence they came. The Hollanders
were first refi'eshed vnth. rice-water. The Coreans then collected
the pieces of the broken ship, and all they could get from the
hulk, and biu-ned them for the sake of the metal. One of the iron
articles happened to be a loaded cannon, which went off dru'ing
the firing. The liquor casks were speedily emptied into the gullets
of the wreckers, and the result was a very noisy set of heathen.
The old leader, however, evidently determined to draw the line
between virtue and vice somewhere. He had several of the thieves
seized and spanked on the spot, while others were bambooed on
alive.

who knew

local magistrate,

a httle Dutch,

the soles of their

feet,

one so severely that his toes dropped

off.
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On

October 29th the sm*vivors were brought by the officials
examiued
by the interpreter Wetterree. The huge noses,
to be
the red beards and white faces were at once recognized by the
"Wetterree was
lone exile as belonging to his oa\ti countrymen.
very "laisty" in his native language, after twenty-seven years'
nearly complete disuse, but in company .with the new arrivals he

regained

in a month.

it all

Of com-se, the tirst and last idea of the captives was how to
The native fishing-smacks were frequently driven off to
escape.
One night they
Japan, which they knew must be almost in sight.
made an attempt to reach the sea-shore. They at first thought
they were secure, when the dogs betrayed them by bax'king and
alarming the guards.

European body has an odor entirely disfrom a Mongolian. The Abbe Hue states that even when
travelling thi'ough Thibet and China, in disguise, the dogs continually barked at him and almost betrayed him, even at night. In
travelling, and especially when h\ing in the Japanese city of FuIn walking through the
kui, the wi-iter had the same experience.
city streets at night, even when many hundred yards off, the JapThis
anese dogs would start up barking and rim toward him.
occun*ed repeatedly, when scores of native pedestrians were not
noticed by the beasts. The French missionaries in Corea, even in
disguise, report the same facts.
The baffled Hollanders were caught and offii-ially jiimished
after the fashion of the nui'seiy, but so severely that some had to
keep their beds for a month, in order to heal their battered flanks.
Finally tliey were ordered to proceed to the capital, which the
It is evident that the

tinct

Dutchmen
Hamel

Sior (Seoid).

gives a few

names

of

the places thi-ough which he

local dialect, and
Most of them are recognizable
sound is nearly lost in a quagmire of

These are in the pronimciation of the

passed.

written

call

down

in

Dutch

spelling.

on the map, though the real
Dutch letters, in which Hamel has attempted to note the quavers
and semi-demi-quavers of Corean enimciation. He writes Coeree
for Corea, and Tyocen-l-oech for ChO-sen koku, and is probably the
tii'st Eui-opean to mention Quelj^art Island, on which the ship was
"WTecked.

The

first city

on the mainland

to

which they came was Heynam

(Hai-nam), in the extreme southwest of Chulla. This was about the
last of May.
Thence they marched to Jeham, spending the night
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The g-unner of the ship died at Je-ham, or
They passed through San-siang (Chan-shon), and came
to Toug-ap (Chon-wup ?), after crossing a high mountain, on the
top of which was the spacious fortress of Il-j)am San-siang. The
term "San-siang," used twice here, means a fortified stronghold
at Na-dioii (Nai-chiu).

Je-ban.

in the mountains, to whigh, in time of war, the neighboring villagers may fly for refuge. Teyn (Tai-in), was the next place arrived
after which, "having baited at the httle towoi of Kuniga"
(Kumku), they reached Khin-tyo (Chon-chiu), where the governor
of Chillado (Chulla do) resided. This city, though a hundred miles
from the sea, was very famous, and was a seat of great traffic.
After this, they came to the last town of the province, Jesan, and,
j)assing thi-ough Gunun and Jensan, reached Konsio (Kong-chiu),
the capital of Chung-chong province. They reached the border of
Kiung-kei by a rapid march, and, after crossing a wide river (the
Han), they traversed a league, and entered Sior (Seoul). They
at,

comj)uted the length of the joiu-ney at seventy-five leagues. This,
rough reckoning, is about the distance fi"om Hainam to Seoid,
as may be seen from the map.
In the capital, as they had been along the road, the Dutchmen
were like wild beasts on show. Crowds flocked to see the AvhiteToy a

They must have appeared to
The women were
even more anxious than the men to get a good look. Every one
was especially curious to see the Dutchmen drink, for it was generally believed that they tucked their noses up over their ears
when they di-ank. The size and prominence of the nasal organ of
a Caucasian first strikes a Turanian with awe and fear. Thoufaced and red-bearded foreigners.
the natives as

Punch looks

to English childi-en.

sands of people no doubt leai-ned, for the first time, that the westei'n "devils" were men after all, and ate decent food and not
earthworms and toads. Some of the Avomen, so Hamel flattered
himself, even went so far as to admire the fair complexions and

ruddy cheeks
chong,

Dutchmen.

At the jDalace, the king (Yoimproved the ojjportunity
was too good a show not to see how the ani-

of the

who reigned from 1648

for a little fun.

It

to 1G58)

mals covdd perform. The Dutchmen laughed, sang, danced, leajsed,
and went through miscellaneous pei'formances for His Majesty's

For

were rewarded with choice drink and
to the body-guard of
the king as petty ofiicers, and an allowance of rice was set apart
for their maintenance.
Chinese and Dutchmen drilled and combenefit.

refreshments.

this they

They were then assigned
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manded

the palace troops,

who were

evidently the flower of the

Durin<T[ their residence at the capital the Hollanders
army.
learned many thinj^s about the country and peoi)le, and began to
be able to talk in the " Coresian " language.
The ignorance and narrowness of the Coi'eans were almost in-

credible.

They could not

believe

"How

what

^e

captives told

them

of

be possible," said they, in
sneering incredulity, " that the sun can shine on all the many
Thinking the foreigners told
countries you tell us of at once?"
exaggerated lies, they fancied that the " countries " were only
counties and the " cities " villages. To them Corea was very near
the size of the earth.

could

it

the centre of the earth, which was China.

The cold was very severe. In November the river was frozen
and three hundi-ed loaded horses passed over it on the ice.
After they had been in Seoid three years, the "Tartar" (Man-

over,

cliiu) ambassador visited Seoul, but before his arrival the captives
were sent away to a fort, distant six or seven leagues, to be kept
until the ambassador left, which he did in March. This fort stood
on a mountain, called Numma, which re(piired three hom's to
In time of war the king sought shelter within it, and it
ascend.
was ke];)t prorisioned for three years. Hamel does not state why
he and his companions were sent away, but it was probably to conThe
ceal the fact that foreigners were drilling the royal trooi)s.
suspicions of the new riders at Peking were easily roused.
When the Manchiu envoy was about to leave Seoiil, some of
the jjrisoners determined to piit in execution a plan of escape.
They put on Dutch clothes, under their Corean dress, and awaited
their opportunity. As the envoy was on the road about to depart,
some of them seized the bridle of his horse, and displaying theii-

Dutch clothing, begged him to take them to Peking. The jjlan
ended in failure. The Dutchmen were seized and thi'owu into
prison. Nothing more was ever heard of them, and it was believed
by their companions that they had been put to death. This Mas
in March.
In J\ine there was another shipwreck off Quelpart IsLiud, and
Wetten-ee being now too old to make the journey, thi-ee of the
Hollanders were sent to act as intei-jireters. Hamel does not give
lis

the result of theu* mission.

The Manchiu ambassador came again to Seoul in Augiist.
The nobles m-ged the king to piit the Hollanders to deatli, and
have no more trouble ^^•ith them. His ^Majesty refused, but sent
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them back into Chulla, alloAving tliem each fifty pounds of rice a
month for their support.
They set out from Seoul in March, 1657, on horseback, passing
Reaching
tln-ough the same towns as on their former journey.
the castle-city of "Diu-siong," they were joined by theii' thi-ee
comrades sent to investigate the vn'eck at Quelpart, which made
Their chief occupation was that of
their number thirty-thi-ee.
keeping the castle and official residence in order an easy and
congenial duty for the neat and order-loving Dutchmen.
Hamel learned many of the ideas of the natives. They repre-

—

sented their country as in the form of a long square, " in shape like
"
perhaps the Dutchmen had a pack with them to
a playing-card
beguile the tedium of their exile. Certain it is that they still kept
the arms and flag of Orange, to be used again.
The exiles were not treated harshly, though in one case, after
a change of masters, the new magistrate "afflicted them with
" w^as evidently on account
fresh crosses." This "rotation in office

—

Yo-chong ceased to reign in 1658,
of the change on the throne.
and " a new king arose who knew not Joseph." Yen-chong succeeded his father, reigning from 1658 to 1676.
large comets appearing in the sky with their tails toward
other, frightened the Coreans, and created intense alarm.

Two
each

out, the guards were doubled, and no fires
be kindled along the coast, lest they might attract
or guide invaders or a hostile force. Li the last few decades,
comets had appeared, said the Coreans, and in each case they had
In the first, the Japanese invasions from the east,
2oresaged w^ar.
They anxiously
and, in the second, the Manchius from the west.
asked the Dutchmen how comets were regarded in Holland, and
probably received some new ideas in astronomy. No war, how-

The army was ordered
Avere allowed to

and the innocent comets gradually skriveUed up
without shaking out of their fiery haii- either pesti-

ever, followed,

out of

sight,

lence or war.

The Dutchmen saw many whales blowing off the coast, and in
December shoals of herring rushed by, keeping up an increasing
stream of life until January, when it slackened, and in March
The whales made sad havoc in these shoals, gorging
ceased.
These are the herring which arrive
fry.
Whang-hai, and feed on the banks and shoals durThe catching of them affords lucrative employing the season.
of junks from North China.
hundreds
ment to
themselves on the small
off the coast of

1
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From their observations, the Dutchmen arji^ed one hundred
and twenty years before La Perouse demonstrated the fact that
there must be a strait north of Corea, connecting with the Arctic
Ocean, Hke that of Waiojats (now called the Strait of Kara), between Nova Zemla and the island lying oft" the northwestern end
They thus conjectured the existence of the Straits of
of Russia.
Tartary, west of Saghahn, before they appeared on any European
map. Waigats was discovered by the Englishman, Stephen Bm--

—

who had been sent out by the Muscovy company to find a
northwest passage to China. Their mention of it shows that they
were famihar Avith the progress of polar research, since it was discovered in 1556, only seven years before they left Holland. It
had even at that time, however, become a famous hunting-place

roughs,

and heiTing fishers.
These marine studies of the captives, coupled with the fact that
they had before attempted to escape, may have aroused the suspicions of the government. In February, 1003, by orders from Seoul,
Twelve
they were separated and put in three different towns.
went to " Saysiano," five to Siuu-schien, and five to Namman, their

for whalers

numbers being now reduced to twenty-two. Two of these places
Dm-ing all the years of
are easily found on the Japanese map.
anj-thing of the Japknowoi
have
to
their captivity, they seem not
anese at Fusan, nor the latter of them.
Though thus scattered, the men were occasionally allowed to
visit each other, which they did, enjoying each other's society,
sweetened with pipes and tobacco, and Hamel devoutly adds that
" it was a gi'eat mercy of God that they enjoyed good health."
A
new governor haA-ing been appointed over them, cA-idently was possessed with the idea of testmg the skill of the bearded foreigners,
with a view of improving the art productions of the countrj'. He
set the Dutchmen to work at moulding clay— perhaps to have some
potteiy and tiles after Dutch patterns, and the Delft system of
This was so manifestly
illustrating the Bible at the fireplace.
against the national policy of making no improvements on anything, that the poor governor lost his place and suffered punishment. The spies informed on him to the king. An explosion of

power took

place, the ex-govenior received ninety strokes

shin-bones,

and was disgraced from rank and

dam
at

improvei-s of the ceramic art of

pulhng up grass and other menial duties about the

dence.

on his

The quonCorea were again set to work
office.

official resi-

—
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As the years passed on, the poor exiles were in pitiful straits.
Their clothing had been worn to tatters, and they were reduced
even to beggary. They were accustomed to go off in companies
to seek alms of the people, for two or three weeks at a time.
Those left at home, during these trips, worked at various odd jobs
The next year,
to earn a pittance, especially at making arrows.
1664, was somewhat easier for them, their overseer being kind
and gentle but, in 1665, the homesick fellows tried hard to
In 1666, they lost their benefactor, the good governor.
escape.
Now came the time for flight.
All possible preparations were made, in the way of hoarding
provisions, getting fresh water ready, and studying well the place
They waited for the sickness or absence of their overseer,
of exit.
;

to slacken the vigilance of their guards.

In the latter part of August, or early in September, 1667, as the
fourteenth year of their capti\'ity was drawing to a close, the governor fell sick. The Dutchmen, taking time by the forelock, immediately, as soon as dark, on the night of September 4th, climbed

some parCorean, blinded by the offer of

the city wall, and reaching the seaside succeeded, after
leying, in getting a boat.

"A

They retm-ned
sold them his fishing craft.
At night they crept along the city vrall, and
this time the dogs were asleep, absent, or to windward, though
They
the Dutchmen's hearts were in their mouths all the time.
earned pots of rice and water, and that darling of a Dutchman
Noiselessly they slipped the wood and stone
the frying-pan.
anchor, and glided out past the junks and boats in the harbor,
none of the crews waking from their mats.
They steered directly southeast, and on the 6th found themselves in a current off the Goto Islands.
They succeeded in landing, and cooked some food.
Not long after, some armed natives
(probably from the lingering influence of the comet) approached
them cautiously, as the Japanese feared they were Coreans, and
double the value of
again to the

it,"

city.

forerunners of an invading band.

Hamel at once pulled out

their flag, having the arms and colors
Surrendering themselves, they stated their
The
history, and condition, and their desire of getting home.
Japanese were kind, " but made no return for the gifts " of the
Dutchmen. They finally got to Nagasaki in Japanese junks, and
met their coiintrymen at Deshima. The annual ship from Batavia
was then just about to retvu-n, and in the nick of time the waifs

of the Prince of Orange.
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fifot

on board, readied Batavia November 20th, sailed for Holland
28tL, iuid on July 20, 1GG8, stepped ashore at home.

December

Hamel, the superearj^o

of the ship, wi'ote a

book on his return,

recounting his adventures in a simple and straightforward style.
It was written in Dutch and shortly after translated into French,

German, and English.
I'^nglish version

Four editions

in Diitcli are

known.

The

msiy be found in full in the Astley, and in the

Pinkertou, Collections of Voyages and Travels.

The French translator iudiilges in skepticism concerning
Hamel" s narrative, questioning especially his geographical statements.
Before a map of Corea, with the native sounds even but
approximated, it will be seen that Hamel' s story is a piece of
downright unembroidered truth. It is indeed to be regretted that
this actual observer of Corean life, people, and customs gave us so
little

information concerning them.

Sj^aiTOwhawk crew M'as
Perhaps it never will be learned, as it is not likely
that the Coreans would take any pains to mark the site of theiigraves.
Yet as the tomb of WiU Adams was foimd in Japan, by a
reader of Hildreth's book, so perhaps some incpiring foreigner in
Corea may discover the site of the graves of these exiles, and mark

The

fate of the other survivors of the

never known.

their resting-places.

no improbability in supposing that other missing
the second half of the nineteenth centvuy,
shared the fate of the Sparrowhawk. The wTecks, bm-ned for the
sake of the iron, would leave no trace while perhaps many shipwi-ecked men have pined in captivity, and dying lonely in a
strange land have been put in unmarked graves.
There

vessels,

is

iirevioiis to

;

At this point, we biing to an end om- sketch of the ancient
and media:'val history of Corea. Until the introduction of Chi-istianity into the peninsula, the hermit nation was luiintiuenced by
any ideas which the best modern life claims as its o^vn. As with
the whole world, so with

its

tiny fraction Corea, the door of ancient
modern history opened, when the

history slmt, and the gate of

religion of Jesus uu )ved the hearts

and minds

of

men.

We now

glance at the geograjihy, politics, social Hfe, and religion of the
Coreans after which we shall naiTate the story of their national
;

from the imjjlanting of Christianity imtil theii* rivulet of
torv tlowed into the stream of the world's history.

life

his-

11.

POLITICAL

AND SOCIAL

COREA.

POLITICAL Al^D SOCIAL COEEA.

CHAPTER XXIIL
THE EIGHT PROVINCES.
PING-AN, OR

THE

PACIFIC.

This province bears the not altogether appropriate name of
It is the border land of the kingdom, containing
Peaceful Qviiet.
what was for centuries the only acknowledged gate of entrance
and outlet to the one neighbor which Corea willingly acknowl-

edged as her superior. It contains, probably, the largest area of
any province, unless it be Ham-kiimg. Its northern, and a gi-eat
part of its western, fi-ontier is made by the Yalu Eiver, called also
the Ap-nok, the former name referring to its sinuous com-se, meaning "dragon's windings," and the latter after its deep green color.
The Yalu is the longest river in Corea. Its som-ce is found
near the 40th parallel. Flowing northwardly, for about eighty
miles, the stream forms the boundary between Ping-an and HamThen, turning to the westward, it receives on the Manchukiiuig.
rian side twelve tributaries, which run down the gorges of the
Each of these streams is named, beginEver-White Mountains.
ning westwardly, after the numerals of arithmetic. The waters of
so many valleys on the west, as well as on the north and east,
emptying into the Yalu, make it, in spring and fall, a turbulent
stream, which sinuates like the wi-ithing of a di'agon whence its
name. In the summer, its waters are beautifully clear, and blue
or green the Coreans having no word to distinguish between
these two colors.
It empties by three mouths into the Yellow
Sea, its deltas, or islands, being completely submerged dui'ing the
melting of the snows. It is easily na\'igable for junks to the town
of Chan-son, a noted trading place, sixty miles from the sea. The
;

—
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and well wooded, and the
was long interdicted to the Chinese, but steamers and gunboats have entered it, and access to the
fertile valley and the trade of the region will be gained by other
The Tong-kia lliver drains the neutral strip.
nations.
The town nearest the fi'ontier, and the gateway of the kingdom, is Ai-chiu. It is situated on a hill overlooking the river, and
surrounded by a wall of light-colored stone. The anniial embassy
always departed for its overland journey to China through its
Here also are the custom-house and vigilant guards, whose
gates.
chief business it was to sciiitinize all persons entering or leaving
Corea by the high road, which traverses the town. A line of patrols and guard-houses picketed the river along a length of over a
hundred miles.
Nevertheless, most of the French missionaries have entered
the mysterious peninsula through this loophole, disgmsing themselves as wood-cutters, crossing the Yalu lliver on the ice, creej^ing
thi'ough the water-drains in the gi-anite wall, and passing through
this town.
Or they have been met by friends at appointed places
along the border, and thence have travelled to the capital.
Through this exit also, Corea sent to Peking or Mukden the
A number of ship^vrecked
waifs and sailoi^s cast on her shores.
Americans, after kind ti'eatment at the hands of the Coreans, have
thus reached theu* homes by way of Mukden. This prosperous city,
having a population of over two hundi-ed thousand souls, and
noted for its manufactui'es, especially in metal, is the capital of
It is
the Chinese province of Shiug-king, formerly Liao Tong.
surrounded by a long wall pierced Avith eight gates, one of which
"the Corean Gate." Niuis called
that to the northeast
chwang has also a "Corean Gate."
Fifty miles beyond the Corean frontier is the "Border Gate"
(Pien-mun), at which there was a fair held tlu'ee or four times a
year, the chief mai'kets being at the exit and return of the Corean
embassy to China. Tlie value of the products here sold annually
averaged over five hundi-ed thousand dollars. In the central apartment of a building inhabited at either end by Chinese and Corean
mandarins respectively, the customs-officers sat to collect taxes on
the things bartered.
The Corean merchants were obliged to pay
" bonus " or tribute of about four hundred dollars to the mandarin of Fung-wang Chang, the nearest Chinese to\\-n, who came in
person to open the gates of the building for the spring fair. For

valley of the

scenery

—

is

Yalu

superb.

is

extremely

fertile,

Its navigation

—
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autumn fail's, the Coreans were mulcted
but half the sum, as the gates were then oj^ened by au underling

the i^rivilege of the two

Map

of

Ping-an Province.

Manchiu official. The winter fair was but of sHght importance.
For the various Chinese goods, and Eiu'opean cottons, the Coreans

COllEA,
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fui's, hides, gold dust, ginseng, and the mulberry
paper used by Chinese tailors for linings, and for windows.
Ping-an has the reputation of being very rich in mineral and
Gold and silver by report abound, but the nametallic wealth.
tives are prohibited by the government from working the mines.
The neutrality of the strip of territory, sixty miles ^ride and about
three hundred miles long, and drained by the Tong-kia River,
between Cho-sen and Chin, was respected by the Chinese government until 1875, when Li Hung Chvmg, on complaint of the
king of Corea, made a descent on the Manchiu outlaws and squatHaring despatched a force of troops,
ters settled on the strip.
with g-unboats up the Yalu, to co-operate with them, he found the
region overspread with cultivators. The eyes of the riceroy being
opened to the fertility of this land, and the narigabihty of the
river, he proposed, in a memorial to Peking, that the land be incorporated in the Chinese domain, but that a waU and ditch be built
to isolate Corea, and that all Chinese trespassers on Corean gi'ound
be handed over to the mandarins to be sent prisoners to Mukden,
and to be there beheaded, while Chinese resisting captui-e shovdd
be lawfully slain by Coreans. To this the Seoul government
agreed.
By this clever dij)lomacy the Chinese gained back a
huge sUce of valuable land, probably without the labor of digging

bai-tered their

ditches or building palisades.
in

The old wall

an extremely dilapidated condition.

islands,

and a number

of shallow banks,

of stakes still remains,

Oflf

the coast are a few

around which

shell-

and

Chinese jimks come in fleets eveiy year in the
scale-tish abovmd.
fishing season, but their presence is permitted only on condition
In reality much contraband
of theii- never setting foot on shore.
A gi-oup of isltrade is done by the smugglers along the coast.
ands near the mouth was long the nest of Chinese pirates, but
Next
these have been broken up by Li Hung Chang's gunboats.
to the Yalu, the most important river of the province is the Tatong or Ping-an, which discharges a great volume of fresh water
annually into the

sea.

A number

of large to\vns

and

cities are

situated on or near its banks, and the high road follows the com-se
of the river.
It is the Rubicon of Chu-sen history, and at various

epochs in ancient times was the boundary river of China, or of
About fifty miles fi-om its
the rival states within the peninsvila.
mouth is the city of Ping-an. the metropolis of the prorince, and
the royal seat of authority, from before the Christian era, to the
It
tenth centun'.
Its situation renders it a natural stronghold.
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has been many times besieged by Chinese and Japanese armies,
and near it many battles have been fought. " The General Sherman affaii'," in 1866, in Avhich the crew of the American schooner
were mvu'dered which occasioned the sending of the United
took place in front of the city of
States naval expedition in 1871
Commander J. C. Febiger, in the U. S, S. Shenandoah,
Pinc'-an.

—

visited the

mouths

—

of the river in 1869,

and while vainly waiting
which he

for the arrest of the murderers, sm-veyed the inlet, to

gave the name of " Shenandoah."
By official enumeration, Ping-an contains 293,400 houses, and
the muster-rolls give 174,538 as the number of
The governor resides at Ping-au.
military duty.

men

capable of

There is considerable diversity of character between the inThose of the two most northhabitants of the eight provinces.
ern, particularly of Ping-an, are more violent in temper than the
other provincials.

Very few nobles or

among them, hence very few

official

dignitaries live

of the refinements of the capital are

be found there. They are not over loyal to the reigning dyand are believed to cherish enmity against it. The government keeps vigilant watch over them, repressing the first show of
insubordination, lest an insurrection difficrdt to quell should once
gain headway. It is from these provinces that most of the refugees
It was among these men that the
into Russian territory come.
" General Sherman affair " took place, and it is highly j)robable
that even if the regent were really desirous of examining into the
outrage, he was afraid to do so, when the strong public sentiment
was wholly on the side of the murderers of the Sherman's crew.

to

nasty,

THE YELX,OW-SEA PROVINCE.
All the eight circuits into which Chu-sen is divided are maritime provinces, but this is the only one which takes its name from
the body of water on which its borders lie, jutting out into the
Whang -hai, or Yellow Sea, its extreme point lies nearest to Shantung promontory in China. Its coast line exceeds its land fronIn the period anterior to the Clu-istian era, Whang-hai, was
tiers.
occupied by the tribes called the Mahan, and from the second to
It has been the
the sixth century, by the kingdom of Hiaksai.
camping-ground of the armies of many nations. Here, besides
the border forays which engaged the troops of the rival kingdoms,
the Japanese, Chinese, Mongols, and Manchius, have contended
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for ^'icton' ap^ain

what

and

soil,

steril(^

apfain.

added to a someWhang-hai being the least

Tlie ravages of war,

are the causes of

populated pro^dnce of the eight in the peninsiila. From very ancient times the Corean peninsula has been renowTied for its pearls.
These are of superior lustre and great size. Even before the
Chi'istian era,

when

the

peoi:»le lived in

caves and

mud

huts,

and

before they had horses or cattle, the barbaric inhabitants of this

region wore necklaces of pearls, and sewed them on their clothThey amazed the invading hordes of the
ing, row ujDon row.

Han

djTiasty,

agery

;

with such incongruous mixture of wealth and sav-

as the Indians, careless of the yellow dust, surprised

by

the gold-gi-eedy warriors of Balboa. Later
on, the size and brilliancy of Corean pearls became famous all
over China.
They were largely exported. The Chinese merchant
braved the perils of the sea, and of life among the rude Co-

their indifference to

it

win lustrous gems of great price, which he bartered
In the
for sums which made him quickly rich.
twelfth centm-y the fame of these "Eastern pearls," as they were
then called, and which outrivalled even those from the Tonquin
fisheries, became the cause of an attempted conquest of the peninsvda, the A-isions of wealth acting as a liu-e to the would-be invaders. It may even be that the Corean pearl fisheries were known by
fame to the story-tellers of the " Ai-abian Nights Entei'tainments."
Much of the mystic jihilosophy of China concerning pearls is held
The Corean Elysium is a lake of pearls. In
also by the Coreans.

reans, to

when

at

home

the dead, those who can aftbrd it, fill the mouth of the
with tkree pearls, which, if large, will, it is beUeved, preThis emblem of three flashing
serve the dead body from decay.
The gems are found on
peai-ls, is much in vogue in native art.
the banks lying off the coast of this proWnce, as well as in the
The industry is, at
archipelago to the south, and at Quelpart.
but no use seems
kept,
pearls
are
utterly
neglected.
The
present,

bmyiug
coi-pse

to be

made

of the brilliaut nacre of the mussel-shells,

which are

expoi'ted to JajDan, to be used in inlaying.

More

valuable to the

modem

people than the

now almost aban-

doned pearl mussel-beds, are the herring fisheries, which, dming
the season, attract fleets of junks and thousands of fishermen fi-om
the northern coast proA-inces of China.

Opposite, at a distance of

about eighty miles as the crow flies, measuring fi-om land's end to
land's end, is the populous prorince of Shantiing, or " Country
east of the mountains."
On the edge of this promontoiw are the
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Chifu and Teng Chow, while further to the east

the seaport of Peking.
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From

is

Tien-

the most ancient times, Chi-

nese armadas have sailed, and invading armies have embarked for
Corea from these ports. Over and over again has the river Tatong been crowded with fleets of junks, fluttering the dragon-ban-

From

ners at their peaks.

the Shantung headlands, also, Chinese

pirates have sailed over to the tempting coasts
of Corea, to ravage, bm-n,

and

kill.

To guard

and green islands
against these inva-

ders, and to notify the arrival of foreigners, signal fires are lighted
on the hill-tops, which form a cordon of flame and speed the alarm
from coast to capital in a few hours. These pyrographs or fire

^0

*="

SIR

MERIN I8UAND
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Map

signals are called

of the

Yellow-sea Province.

"Pong-wa."

At Mok-mie'

san, a

mountain south

of the capital, the fire-messages of the three southern provinces

are received.

By

day, instead of the

j)illars of fire,

are clouds of

smoke, made by heaping wet chopped straw or rice-husks on the
blaze.
Instantly a dense white column rises in the air, which, to
In more
the sentinels from peak to peak, is eloquent of danger.
peaceful times, Corean timber has been largely exported to Chifu,
and tribute-bearing ships have sailed over to Tientsin. The Chinese fishermen usually appear off the coast of this province in the
third month, or April, remaining until June, when their white
sails,

bent homeward, sink from the gaze of the vigilant sentinels
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ou

tlie

shore.

watch continually lest the Chinese set foot on
This they are forbidden to do on jmin of death. In spite

hills, Avlio

of the vifrilance of the soldiers, however, a great deal of

smuggHng

between the Coreans and Chinese boatmen, at
this time, and the French missionaries have rejDeatedly j^assed the
baiTiers of this forbidden land by disembarking from Chifu junks
The island of Merin (Merin-to) has, on several
off this coast.
is

done

at night,

been trodden by the feet of i)riests who afterward
became martp-s. At one time, in June, 18G5, fom- Frenchmen en" from this rendezvous.
There is a great
tered " the lion's den
most important
the
coast,
the
off
islands
bank of sand and many
was \-isited,
which
group,
Hall
James
Sir
the
being
Litter
of the
in 181G, by Captains Maxwell and Hall, in the ships Lyra and AlThese forest-clad and well-cultivated islands were named
ceste.
after the president of the Edinburgh Geogi'aphical Society, the
father of the gallant sailor and lively author who cb'ove the first
occasions,

British keel through the unkno\\-ii waters of the Yellow Sea. Eastward from this island cluster is a large bay and inlet near the head
is the fortified city of Chan-yon.
In January, 18G7, Commander E. W. Shufeldt, in the U. S. S.
T\'achusett, visited this inlet to obtain redress for the murder of
the crew of the American schooner General Shennan, and while

of

which

vamly waiting, sm-veyed portions of

it,

gi^•ing the

name

of

Wachu-

Judging from native maps,
sett Bay to the place of anchorage.
sui-^-ey was on too large a
this
from
made
chart
the scale of the
Tokio have followed it.
of
map-makers
recent
the
though
scale,
The southern coast also is dotted with gi'oups of islands, and made
dangerous by large shoals. One of the approaches to the national
capital and the commercial city of Sunto, or Kai-seng, is na^-igable for junks, through a tortuous channel which threads the vast
sand-banks formed by the Han Eiver. Hai-chiu, the capital, is
near the southern central coast, and "NMiang-chiu, an old baronial
walled city, is in the north, on the Ta-tong Eiver, now, as of old,
a famous boimdary

line.

is not reckoned rich, being only the sixth
yet there are several products of
circuits,
eight
the
of
order
in
Eock, or fossil salt, is plentiful. Flints for fire-anns
imporiance.
and household use were obtained here chiefly, though the best
Lucifer matches and percussion
gim-flints came from China.
destroy, this ancient industry.
soon
wiU
or
destroyed,
have
rifles
One district produces excellent ginseng, which finds a ready sale,

Though Whang-hai
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and even from ancient times Whang-hai's pears have been
Splendid yellow varnish, almost equal to gilding,

Torated.

made
use,

here.

though

for pens,

among

The
far

made

cele-

is also

native varnishers are expert and tasteful in its
behind the inimitable Japanese. Fine brushes

of the hair of wolves'

tails,

are also

in

repute

students and merchants.

The high road from the caj)ital, after passing thi-ough Sunto,
winds thi'ough the eastern central part, and crosses a range of
mountains, the scenery from which is exceedingly fine. Smaller
roads thread the border of the province and the larger to^^•ns, but
a great portion of AYhang-hai along its central length, fi'om east
to west, seems to be mountainous, and by no means densely
2)opulated. There are, in all, twenty-eight cities \\dth magistrates.
Whang-hai was never reckoned by the missionaries as among
their most promising fields, yet on their majD we count fifteen
or more signs of the cross, betokening the presence of their converts, and its soil, like that of the other provinces, has more than
once been reddened by the blood of men who preferred to die for
their convictions, rather than live the worthless life of the jDagau
Most of the victims siiffered at Hai-chiu, the capital,
though Whang-chiu, in the north, shares the same sinister fame
in a lesser degree.
The j)eople of Wliang-hai are said, by the
Seoul folks, to be narrow, stupid, and dull. They bear an ill
name for avarice, bad faith, and a love of lying quite unusual even
among Coreans. The official enumeration of houses and men fit
for military diity, is 103,200 of the former and 87,170 of the
renegade.

latter.

KirNG-KEI, OR

THE

C.\PITA1,

Kiung-kei, the smallest of the eight

PROVINCE.
cii'cuits, is politically

the

and physical!}' the basin of the largest
river inside the peninsula.
The tremendous force of its cui-rent,
and the volume of its waters bring down immense masses of silt
annually.
Beginning at a point near the capital, -ndde sand-banks
are formed, which are bare at low water, but are flooded in time
of rain, or at the melting of the spring snows.
The tides rise to
the height of twenty or thirty feet, creating "siolent eddies and
ciu'rents, in which the management of ships is a matter of great
difficulty.
The Han is navigable for foreign vessels, certainly as
far as the capital, as two French men-of-war proved in 1866, and
it may be ascended still farther in light steamers.
The causes
royal or coiu-t province,
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of the

\'iolence,

coldness,

and rapidity

of the

currents of

Han

which have baffled
River (called Salt or
recof^nized
by a study of
be
will
steamers,
American
and
French
The head waters of this stream are found in the disits sources.
tant pro\ince of Kang-wen, nearly the whole breadth of the peninAlmost the entire area of this province of
sula from the mouth.
the western watershed of the mounincluding
the river-sources,
tain range that walls the eastern coast, is di-ained by the tributaries which form the river, which also receives affluents from two
Poui-ing their united volume past the capital,
other provinces.
shiftin"- channels and ever new and unexpected bars and flats are
Salee on our

Map

of the

charts),

Capital Province.

formed, rendering navigation, and especially wai'like naval operaIts channel is veiy hard to find from the sea.
tions, very difficult.

were foiled.
names.
The city of Han-Yang, or Seoul, is situated on the north side of
the river, about thii-ty-five miles from its mouth, measming by a
straight line, or fifty miles if reckoned by the channel of the river.
It lies in 37° 30' north latitude, and 127° 4' longitude, east from

The French,
Like most

in

1845,

rivei's in

attempting

Cho-sen, the

Han

its

exploration,

has

many

local

The name Han-yang, means " the fortress on the
Han River." The common term applied to the royal city is SeouJ,
which means "the capital," just as the Japanese called the capital
Greenwich.

of their country

Miako. or Kio, instead of saying Kioto.

Seoul

is

.
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properly a common noiin, but by popular use lias become a proper
name, which, in English, may be correctly written with a capital
According to the locaUty whence they come, the natives
initial.
The city is
jjronounce the name Say' -ool, Shay'-ool, or Say'-oor.
often spoken of as " the king's residence,"

and on foreign maps is
of the province.
The
city proper lies distant nearly a league from tlie river bank, but
has suburbs, extending down to the sand-flats. A pamphlet lately

marked "King-ki Tao," which

j)ublished in the city gives

in a house,

it

is

the

name

30,723 houses, which, allowing

would give a population of over 150,000

souls.

five

The

On the north a high
natui-al advantages of Seoul are excellent.
range of the Ho Mountain rises like a wall, to the east towers the
Eidge of Barriers, the mighty flood of the Han rolls to the south,
a bight of which washes the western suburb (see Frontispiece)
The scenery from the capital is magnificent, and those walking
along the city walls, as they rise over the hill-crests and bend into
the valleys, can feast their eyes on the luxuriant verdure and glorious mountain views for which this country is noted. The walls of
the city are of crenellated masonry of varying height, averaging
about twenty feet, with arched stone bridges spanning the waterThe
coui'ses, as seen in the reproduced photograph on page 79.
narrow and tortuous. The king's castle is in the northThe high roads to the eight points of the compass start
from the palace, through the city gates. Within sight from the
river are the O-pong san, and the Sam-kak san or three-peaked
mountain, which the French have named Cock's Comb. North of
the city is ChO-kei, or tide-valley, in which is a waterfall forty feet
This spot is a great resort for tourists and picnic joarties
high.
in the spring and summer. Fi'om almost any one of the hills near
streets are

ern part.

may be oband the sight of the spring floods, or of the winter ice
breaking up and shooting the enormou.s blocks of ice with terrific
force down the current, that piles them up into fantastic shaj^es
or strews the shores, is much enjoyed by the people. Inundations
are frequent and terrible in this province, but usually the water
subsides quickly. Not much harm is done, and the floods enrich
There are few
the soil, except where they deposit sand only.
large bridges over the rivers, but in the cities and towns, stone
bridges, constructed with an arch and of good masonry, are buUt.
The islands in the river near the capital are inhabited by fishermen, who pay their taxes in fish. Another large stream which
the city charming views of the island-dotted river
tained,
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joins its waters

mth

near Kang-wa Island,

among

the Han, within a few miles from
is

its

mouth

the Kin-chin River, whose head waters are

the mountains at the north of Kang-wen, within thirty

miles of the newly-opened port of Gen-san on the eastern coast.
Several important towns are situated on or near its banks, and
is

often mentioned in the histories which detail the

the armies, which from China, Japan,
often crossed

and recrossed

it

movements

of

and the teeming North, have

it.

Naturally, we expect to find the military geography of this
pro\ince well studied by the authorities, and its strategic points

strongly defended.

An

inspection of the

Military

Geography

map shows

us that

we

of Seoul.

Four gi'eat fortresses guard the approaches
These are Suwen to the south, Kwaug-chiu to
the southeast, Sunto or Kai-seng to the north, and Kang-wa to the
west.
All these fortresses have been the scene of siege and
battle in time past.
On the walls of the first thi*ee, the rival
banners of the hosts of Ming from China and of Taiko from
Japan were set in alternate succession by the \ictors who held
them during the Japanese occupation of the country, between the
yeara 1592 and 1597.
The Manchiu standards in 1637, and the
French eagles in 1866, were planted on the ramparts of Kang-wa.
Besides these castled cities, there are forts and redoubts along the
are not mistaken.
to the royal city.
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most of the commanding headlands, or points
Over these the stars and stripes floated for thi-ee
days, in 1871, when the American forces captured these strongIn most cases the walls of cities and forts are not over ten
holds.

river banks, cro-wning
of vantage.

feet high, though, in those of the first order, a height of

twenty-

them would offer serious difficulty
modern artillery.
possessing
to an attacking force
Kai-seng, or Sunto, is one of the most important, if not the
cliief, commercial city in the kingdom, and from 960 to 1392, it
was the national cajDital. The chief stajDle of manufactvu-e and
sale is the coarse cotton cloth, white and colored, which forms
Kang-wa, on the island of the same name at
the national dress.
the mouth of the Han River, is the favorite fortress, to which the

five feet is

obtained.

None

of

royal family are sent for safety in time of war, or are banished in
Kang-wa means "the river-flower." Duiing
case of deposition.

the

Manchiu

it his capital.

invasion, the king fled here, and, for a while, made
Kwang-chiu was anciently the capital of the old

of Hiaksai, which included this province, and flotmshed
from the beginning of the Christian era until the Tang dynasty
Kwang-chiu has
of China destroyed it in the seventh century.
Other important towns near the capital are
suffered many sieges.
Tong-chin, opposite Kang-wa, Kum-po, and Pupion, all situated
on the high road. In-chiun, situated on Imperatrice Gulf, is the
port newly opened to foreign trade and residence. The Japanese
pronounce the characters with which the name is written, Nin-sen,
and the Chinese Ri-shen. At this place the American and Chinese treaties were signed in June, 1882 Commodore Shufeldt, in
the steam corvette Swatara, being the plenipotentiary of the
United States. Situated on the main road from the southern
provinces, and between the capital and the sea, the location is a
good one for trade, while the dangerous channel of the Han River

kingdom

;

is

avoided.

Most

of the islands lying off the coast are well

are inhabited,

and on a number

of

them shrines

wooded

;

many

are erected,

and

Their defenceless posipirates, who have
Chinese
tion offer tempting inducements to the
Kiung-kei has been the scene of battles and
often ravaged them.
contending armies and nations and the roadway for migrations
from the pre-historic time to the present decade. The great highhermits

ways

live,

of the

who

are regarded as sacred.

In it also
its chief city.
grandest triumphs and bloodiest

kingdom converge upon

Christianity has witnessed

its
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defeats.
Over and over again the seed of the church has been
planted in the blood of its martyrs. Ka-pion, west of Seoul, is
the cradle of the faith, the home of its first convert.
For political i)urposes, this "home province" is divided into

the

left

and the

and right

divisions, of

which the former has twenty-two,

latter fourteen districts.

The

kam-sa, or governor, lives

he has little or no auHis residence is near the west gate.
The enumeration of houses and people gives, exclusive of the

at the

caj:)ital,

but outside

of the walls, as

thority in the city proper.

capital,

13G,000 of the former, and G80,000 of the latter, of whom
The inhabitants of the capital

106,578 are enrolled as soldiers.
jiro^ince enjoy the reputation,

among

the other provincials, of

being light-headed, fickle, and much given to luxiuy and pleasui-e.
"It is the ofiicials of this province," they say, "who give the cue
to those throughout the eight provinces, of rapacity, prodigality,
and love of display." Ofiicial grandees, nobles, literary men, and
jjrofessionals generally are

most numerous in Kiung-kei, and

so,

added, are singing and dancing girls and people who
When fighting is to be done, in time of
live to amuse others.
war, the government usually calls on the northern pro^-inces to
it

may be

From

furnish soldiers.

part of Corea,

we

a bird's-eye view of the history of this

see that the inhabitants

most anciently

kno\\Ti

occupy it were the independent clans called the Ma-han, which
about the beginning of the Christian era were united into the
kingdom of Hiaksai, which existed until its destruction by the
to

Tang

djTiasty of China, in the seventh centvu-y.

From

that time

formed a part of the kingdom of Shinra, which in
tiu-n made way for united Korai, which first gave political imity
to the peninsula, and lasted until 1392, when the present dynasty with Cho-sen, or Corea, as we now know it, was established.
The capital cities in succession from Hiaksai to Cho-sen were,
Kwang-chiu, Sunto, and Han-yang.

imtil 930 A.n. it

CHTNG-CHONG, OR SERENE LOYALTY.

The province of Serene Loyalty lies mostly between the thirtyand thirty-seventh parallel. Its principal rivers are the
Keum, flowing into Basil's Bay, and another, which empties into
Its northeast corner, is made by the Han
Prince Jerome; Gulf.
Kiver bending in a loop around the White Cloud (Paik Un) MounThe peninsula of Nai-po
tain.
Fertile flats and valleys aboimd.

sixth
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(mthin the waters), in the northwestern corner,
the "Granary of the

Kingdom."

Most
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is

often called

of the rice of the Nai-po,

jDrovince generally, is raised for export to the capital

and the

and

In the other circuits the rice lands are irrigated by
leading the water from the streams through each field, which is divided from the other by little waUs or barriers of earth, while in
this region, and in Chulla, the farmers more frequently make
great reservoirs or ponds, in which water is stored for use in dry
weather.
The mountains are the great reservoirs of moisture, for
the north.

The
and harbors, and the run to
Shantung across the Yellow Sea is easily made by junks, and even
On this account the native Christians and French
in open boats.

in all the peninsula there is not a lake of noticeable size.

coast line

is

well indented with bays

missionaries have often chosen this province as their gate of entry

"land of martp's."
In the history of Corean Chi'istianity this province will ever
be remembered as the nursery of the faith. Its soil has been
most richly soaked with the blood of the native believers. With
unimportant exceptions, every town along its northern border, and
into the

csj)eciaUy in the Nai-po, has

been sown with the seeds of the

faith.

converts and confessors, the most devoted adherents of
their French teachers, the most gifted and intelligent martyrs, were
from Nai-po, and it is nearly certain that the fires of Roman Chris-

The

first

tianity

still

smoulder here, and

will again biu'st into flame at the

fanning of favorable events. The three great highways from
Fusan to the capital cross this province in the northeastern portion.
Over these roads the rival Japanese armies of invasion, led by
Ivonishi and Kato, passed in jealous race in 1592, reaching the
capital, after fighting and reducing castles on the way, in eighteen

first

days after disembarkation. Chion-Ghiu, the fortress on whose
depended, lies in the northeast, where two of the

fate the capital

The western, or sea road, that comes up from
the south, hugs the shore through the entire length of the provOthers, along which the Japanese armies marched in 1592,
ince.
i-oads converge.

and again

Along one of these
Europeans in Corea,
which Hamel speaks, Kon-

in 1597, traverse the central part.

roads, the captive Hollanders, almost the first

rode in 1663, and one of the cities of
sio (Kong-Chiu), is the capital and residence of the provincial
governor.

The bays and
13

which have been visited by foreign navinames on European or Japanese charts. Some

islands,

gators, retain their
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of

jiro

tli('S(>

not very complimentary, as Deception Bay, Insult
At Basil's Bay, named after Captain

and False Eiver.

Island,

Basil Hall, Gutzlaft" also landed in 1832, planted potatoes,

seeds and books.

The archipelago

and

left

to the northwest was, in 1860,

Imperi d, who met his death in Zululand
Prince Jerome's Gidf is Avell known as the scene of the
\isits of the Bovor and the Emperor, with the autlior of "A Forhidden Land" on board. Haimi, a town several times mentioned

named

after the Prince

in 1878.

by him,

is at

Nai-po.

Two

the head of Shoal Gulf, which inins

other bays,

named

up

into the

Caroline and Deception, indent

the Nai-po peninsula.

PRINCE; imperial"
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FERRIERES
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Map

The

of

Chung-chong

Province.

large shoal off the coast is called Chasseriau.

and dangerous shoals line parts of the roast,
exceedingly
ing

all

difficult.

Fogs

are frequent

landmarks for hom-s.

strong, rising in

The

some places even

and very dense, shroudand cuiTcnts are ver\'

tides

The inby a French

as high as sixty feet.

teraational body-snatching exi:»edition, \xndei-taken
priest, a

Other wide

making navigation

German merchant, and an American

intei-jn-eter, in

1807,

obtain the bones or ancestral relics of the Begent. was planned
The river emptyto take advantage of a certain "nick of time."
ing into the Prince Jerome Gulf, lams some thii-ty miles inland,
tt)

and can be ascended by a barge, or very hght-draught steamer, only
within tlio ])eriod of thirty hours during spring tides, when the
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thi'ee feet at
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the utmost, while diu'ing

On account of
through grounding, miscalculated distances, and the biu-The narglar-proof masonry of Corean tombs, the scheme failed.
rative of this remarkable expedition is given in a certain book on
Corea, and in the proceedings of the United States Consular Court
the rest of the

month

it

dries

up completely.

delays,

;it

Shanghae, China, for the year 1867.

The

flora

is

a brilliant feature

of the

summer

landscape.

and showy compositfe, asters, cactus plants, cruciferae,
labiatse, and many other European species abound side by side
with tropical varieties. The air is full of insects, and the number
and variety of the birds exceed those of Japan. Pigeons, butcher-

Tiger-liHes

birds, fly-catchers,

woodpeckers, thrushes, larks, blackbirds, king-

wrens, spoonbills, quail, ciulew, titmouse, have been noticed.
The ever-present black crows contrast with the snowy
heron, which often stand in rows along the watercourses, while
flshers,

on the reefs the cormorant, sea-gulls, and many kinds of ducks
birds, many of them being of species differing from

and diving

The archithose in Europe, show the abundance of winged life.
pelago and the peninsula alike, are almost virgin soil to the student of natural history and the man of science will yet, in this
secluded nook of creation, solve many an interesting problem concerning the procession of life on the globe. So far as known, the
Coreans seem far behind the Japanese in the study and classification of animate nature.

The Coreans are not a seafaring people. They do not sail out
from land, except upon rare occasions. A steamer is yet, to most
The common folks point to one, and
Coreans, a wonderful thing.
call it "

The reason of this is, that they think tlio
a divine ship."
country of steamships so utterly at the ends of the earth, that to
pass over ten million leagues, and endure the mnds and waves,
could not be done by human aid, and therefore such a ship must
The prow and stern of
have, in some way, the aid of the gods.
fishing-boats are much alike, and are neatly nailed together with

They use round stems of trees in their natural
The sails are made of straw, plaited together
with cross-bars of bamboo. The sail is at the stern of the boat.
They sail well within three points of the wind, and the fishermen
In their working-boats, they
are very skilful in managing them.
do not use oars, but sculls, worked on a pivot in the gunwale or
an outrigger. The sculls have a very long sweep, and are worked

wooden

nails.

state, for

masts.
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For narrow rivers tliis method
t-svo, three, and even ten men.
very convenient, and many boats can easily j^ass each other, or
move side by side, taking up very httle room. For fishing among
the rocks, or for landing in the sui-f, rafts are extensively used all
along the coasts. These rafts have a platform, capable of holding

by
is

The boats or barges, which are used for
and picnic parties, have high bows and ornamental stems, carved or otherwise decorated. Over the centre a
canopy stretched on fotu- poles, tufted with horsehair, shelters the
pleasm-e-seekers from the sun as they enjoy the river scenery. In

eight or ten persons.
l^leasure excm-sions

the cut

we

at a table,

see three officials, or

on which may be

men

tea,

of rank, enjoying themselves
ginseng infusion, or rice spirit,

A Pleasure-party on the

River.

with fi-uits in dishes. They sit on silken cushions, and seem to be
pledging each other in a friendly cup. Perhaps they will compose
and exchange a pedantic poem or two on the way. In the long, high
bow there is room for the two men to Avalk the deck, while with
their poles they propel the craft gently along the stream, while the

steersman handles the somewhat un^-ieldy nidder The common
people use a boat made of plain unpainted wood, neatly joined
together, without nails or metal, the fastenings being of wood, the
cushions of straw matting and the cordage of sea grass.
By official reckoning Chvmg-chong contains 244,080 houses,

with

139,201

districts.

men

enrolled for military service, in fifty-four
walled cities, and like every other one

It contains ten

of the eight prorinces is dirided into
Left.

two departments, Riglit and
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OE COMPLETE NETWOKK.

This province, the most southern of the eight, is also the
warmest and most fertile. It is nearest to Shang-hae, and to the
Its island-fringed shores have been
track of foreign commerce.
among which were the French
shipwrecks,
the scene of many
frigates, whose names Glory and Victory, w^ere better than their
inglorious end, on a reef near Kokun Island.
Until the voyage of Captains Maxwell and Basil Hall, in the
Alceste and Lyra, in 181G, "the Corean archipelago" was absolutely unknown in Europe, and was not even marked on Chinese
In the map of the empire, prepared by the Jesuits at
charts.
Peking in the seventeenth century, the main land was made to
extend out over a space now known to be covered by hundreds of
the conventional sign of ignorance
islands, and a huge elephant
occupied the space. In these
that
day
map-makers
of
of the
virgin waters. Captain HaU sailed over imaginary forests and
cities, and straight tlu'ough the body of the elephant, and for the
first time explored an archipelago which he foimd to be one of the
most beautiful on earth. A later -visitor, and a naturalist, states
that from a single island peak, one may count one hundred and
Stretching far away to the north and to the
thirty-five islets.
south, were groups of dark blue islets, rising mistily from the sur-

—

—

sea w^as covered with large pictm-esque
natives in their white fluttering robes,
with
boats, which, crowded
were putting off from the adjacent villages, and scuUing across
the pellucid waters to visit the stranger ship.

face of the water.

The

these islands, as Arthur- Adams tells us, the seals sport, the
spoonbill, quail, cmdew, titmouse, wagtail, teal, crane and innumerable birds thi-ive. The woody peaks are rich in game, and the

On

Sponges
shores are happy hunting-grounds for the natui-alist.
are very plentiful, and in some places may be gathered in any
quantity.

There are a number of well-marked

species.

Some

are

flat and spht into numerous ribbon-like branches, others are round
and finger-shaped, some cylindrical, and others like hoUow tubes.
Though some have dense white foliations, hard or horny, others

are loose

and

flexible,

and await only the hand

of the diver.

The

Corean toilet requisites perhaps do not include these useful artiThe coral-beds are also very
cles, which lie waste in the sea.
splendid in their living tints of green, blue, \iolet, and yeUow,
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and appear, as you look do^vn upon tlieni throupjli the clear transparent water, to form beautiful flower-ji^ardens of marine j^lauts.
In these submarine parterres, amid the protean forms of the
branched corals, huge madrepores, brain-shaped, flat, or headed
like gigantic mushrooms, are interspersed with sponges of the
deepest red and huge star-fishes of the richest blue. Seals sport
and play unharmed on many of the islands, and tlu; sea-beach is
at times blue with the bodies of lively crabs.

house of marine food

The name

is

found in

Aii unfailing store-

this archipelago.

The two

of this province in English is a puzzle.

characters with which it is WTitten, may signify. Maze, Full Net,
Complete Net, or Perfect Gauze. Possibly the name may refer to
the network of cities, villages, and farms which lies sjDread upon
No two
the landscape, or to the interlacing of the watei'-courses.
The Japanese call it Zen-ra.
writers spell the name uniformly.
Chulla, or Julia, is the local pronunciation.

and well cultivated, and large quanshipped to the capital. The wide valleys afford juicy pasture for the herds of cattle that fm-nish the beef
The visitdiet which the Coreaus crave more than the Japanese.
terms of
ing or shipwi'ecked foreign visitoi's on the coast speak
highest praise of fat bullocks, and juicy steaks which they have

The

soil of

tities of rice

Chulla

and

is

rich

gi*ain are

m

eaten.

Considerable quantities of hides, bones, horns, leather,

and tallow now form a class of standard exports to Jaj^an, whose
As a beef market,
people now wear buttons and leather shoes.
point
of importance to
China
or
Japan
a
either
Corea exceeds
the large number of foreigners bring at the ports, who requii'e a
flesh diet.
Troops of horses graze on the pastiu-e lands.
Hamel, who lived in this region, tells of the gi-eat cayman, or
alligator, which was " eighteen or twenty ells long," "had sixty
In the belly of
joints in the back," and able to swallow a man.
one of them three cliildren were found. This creature must be
the ale, which is described in the dictionary as lun-iug a huge
mouth, the character with which it is A\Titteu suggesting either a

—

large

maw, or four mouths.

Chulla
that

j)ly

is

well furnished Avith ports and harbors for the junks
The town of Mopo, in latitude 34^ 40', has

northward.

been looked upon by the Japanese as a favorable place for trade
and residence, and may yet be opened under the prorisions of
the treaty of 1876.
This region does not lack sites of gi*eat
historic interest.
The castle of Nanon, in the western pari, was
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the scene of a famous siege and battle betAveen the allied Coreans
and Chinese and the Japanese besiegers, dm-ing the second inva-

Map

sion, in 1597.

thousand

of Chulla-do.

many weeks, and over five
was in this province also
the Dutch ship Sparrowhawk were kept prison-

The investment

men were

that the crew of

lasted

slaughtered.

It
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life, of whom Hendrik
For two centuries his little
work afibrded the only European knowledge of Corea accessible
to inquirers.
Among other employments, the Dutch captives
were set to making pottery, and this province has many "villages
devoted to the fictile art. The work turned out consists, in the
main, of those huge earthern jars for holding water and grains,
common to Corean households, and large enough to hold one of

ers,

some

for

Hamel WTote

thirteen years,

some

for

so j^raphic a narrative.

the forty thieves of Ai'abian Nights story.

Through the labors

of the

French missionaries, Christianity

has penetrated into Chulla-do, and a large number of towns, especially in the north, still contain believers who are the descendants

men and women who have exchanged their lives for
good confession. The tragedy and romance of the Christian
martp's, of this and other j3ro\inces, have been told by Dallet.
Most of the executions have taken place at the capital city of
Chon-chiu.
Many have been banished to Quelpart, or some of
the many islands along the coast, where it is probable many yet
live and pine.
Three large, and several small rivers drain the valleys. Two
of these flow into the Yellow Sea and one into the sea of Japan.
The main highway of this j^rovince traverses the western portion
or relatives of
a

near the

sea,

the other roads being of inferior importance.

Forti-

towns are numerous in this part of Corea, for
this province was completely oveiTun by the Japanese armies in
1592-1597, and its soil was the scene of many battles. By ofiicial
enumeration there are 290,550 houses, and 206, 110 males enrolled

fied cities or castle

for sen-ice in war.

The

districts

number

fifty-six.

The

capital

Chon-chiu, which was once considered the second largest city
in the kingdom.
K Corea is "the Italy of the East," then Quelpart is its

is

It may
It lies about sixty miles south of the main land.
be said to be an oval, rock-bound island, covered with innumerable conical mountains, topped in many instances by extinct volcanic craters, and " all boA^ing downi before one vast and towering
Sicily.

giant, whose foot is planted in the centre of the island, and
whose head is lost in the clouds." This peak, called Mount AuckOn
land, or Han-ra san, by the people, is about G,500 feet high.
its top are three extinct craters, within each of which is a lake of
piu-e water.
Corean children are taught to believe that the three
fii-st-created men of the world still dwell on these lofty heights.
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The whole surface of the island, including j)lains, valleys, and
mountain flanks, is carefully and beautifully cultivated. The fields
by

are neatly divided

walls of stone.

It

contains a

number

of

towns and three walled cities, but there are no good harbors. As
Quelpart has long been used as a place for the banishment of
convicts, the islanders are rude and tmpolished. They raise excel-

and fruit for the home provinces. The finelywhich form the staple manufacture, are the
best in this land of big hats, in which the amplitude of the headcoverings is the wonder of strangers. Immense droves of horses
and cattle are reared, and one of the outlying islands is called
Bullock Island. This island has been known from ancient times,
when it formed an independent kingdom, known as Tam-na.
About 100 A.D., it is recorded that the inhabitants sent tribiite to
one of the states on the main land. The origin of the high central peak, named Mount Auckland, is thus given by the islanders.
" Clouds and fogs covered the sea, and the earth trembled with a
Finally the
noise of thunder for seven days and seven nights.
waves opened, and there emerged a mountain more than one
thousand feet high, and forty ri in circumference. It had neither
plants nor trees upon it, and clouds of smoke, widely spread out,
covered its svimmit, which appeared to be composed chiefly of
sulphur." A learned Corean was sent to examine it in detail He
did so, and on his return to the main land published an account
of his voyage, with a sketch of the mountain thus born out of the

lent crops of grain

plaited straw hats,

sea.

account coincides with the ideas of
studied the mountain, and speculated on its

It is noticeable that this

navigators,

who have

origin.
kiung-sanCt,

is

or respectful congratulation.

Kiung-sang do, or the Province of Kespectful Congratulation,
nearest to Japan, and consists chiefly of the valleys drained by

the Nak-tong Kiver and

its tributaries.

It

admirably illustrates

the principle of the division of the country on the lines furnished
by the river basins. One of the warmest and richest of the eight
provinces,

it is

most populous, and the seat of many hiswith Japan, in ancient, mediaeval, and modem

also the

torical associations

Between the court of Kion-chiu, the capital of Shinra, and
that of Kioto, from the third to the tenth century, the relations

times.

of

war and peace,

ful.

When

letters,

and

religion were continuous

and

fruit-

the national capital was fixed at Sunto, and later at
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the pjateway of entrance and exit to
Many a time have they landed near the mouth of
the Japanese.
the Nak-tong River, which opens as a natural pass in the mountains which wall in the coast. Rapidly seizing the strategic points,
Seoul, this provinco was

still

they have made themselves masters of the country. The influence
of their frequent visitations is shown in the language, manners,
and local customs of southern ChO-sen. The dialect of Kiungsang differs to a marked degree from that of Ping-an, and much

Kiung-sang
one of the most ancient
This is certainly so if roads
seats of civilization in the peninsula.
The highways and footconsidered.
be
travelling
and facilities for

more
seems

closely resembles that
to

show upon

its

of

modern Japanese.

sm-face that

it is

paths and the relays and horses kept for government service,
for travellers, are more numerous than in any other pro\'ince.
It also contains the greatest number of cities haA-ing organized

and

municipal governments, and is the most densely populated of the
It is also probable that in its natui-al resoiu'ces it
^>iglit proAiuces.
leads all the others. The pro\ince is divided into seventy-one districts, each having a magistrate, in which are 421,500 houses, and
310,440 men capable of military duty. Two officials of high rank

governor in his functions, and the admirals of the
Sam-nam," or three southern provinces, have their headquarters
This title and office, one of the most honorable
in Kiimg-sang.
in the militaiy serxdce, was created after the Japanese war of

assist

the

"'

1592-1597, in honor of a Corean commander, who had successThere are five cities
fully resisted the invaders in many battles.
Petty
governors.
of
charge
the
under
ai-e
which
importance,
of
officials are also appointed for every island, who must report the

They
or ^-isit of all foreigners at once to theii- superiors.
were always in most favor at com-t who succeeded in prevailFusan
ing upon all foreign callers to leave as soon as possible.
Until
times.
ancient
very
from
Japanese
the
been
held
by
has
18G8 it was a part of the fief of the daimio of Tsushima. It lies
129'^ 1' east from Greenin latitude 35" G' north, and longitude
wich, and is distant from the nearest point on the Japan coast, by
It was opened
a straight line, about one hundi-ed and fifty miles.
to the Japanese by the treaty of 187G, and is now a bustling mart
The name means, not " Gold Hill." but Pot or Skillet
of trade.
ai-rival

Moimtain.
The approach to the port up the bay is thi-ough very fine scener\; the background of the main land being mountainous and the
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studded with green islands. The large island in front of the
settlement, to the southward, called Tetsuye, or the Isle of Enchanting View, has hills three hundred feet high. Hundreds of
horses are reared on this island, hence it is often called Maki, or
The fortifications of Fusan, on the
island of green pastures.
northern side, are on a hiU, and front the sea. The soil around
Fusan is of a dark i^ddy color, and fine fir trees are numerous.
The fort is distant auout a league from the settlement, and Tongnai city and castle, in which the Corean governor resides, are

Ibay

about two leagues farther.

Tai-ku, the capital, lies in the centre

Shang-chiu, in the northwestern part, is one of
guarding the approach to the capital from the
southeast. It was captui-ed by Konishi dui'ing his brilliant march,
In recent years, much
in eighteen days, to the capital in 1592.

of the province.

the fortified cities

Christian blood has been shed in Shang-chiu, though the city which
justly claims the bad eminence in slaughtering Christians is Tai-ku,
Uru-san, a few miles south, is a site
the capital of the proAdnce.

memories to all Japanese, for here, in 1597, the Chinese and Corean hosts besieged the intrepid Kato and the brave,
but not over-modest, Oga^vuchi for a whole year, diu'ing which the
garrison were reduced, by straits of famine, to eat human flesh.
When the Chinese retreated, and a battle was fought near by, berich in classic

tween them and the relieving forces, ten thousand men were slain.
Foreign navigators have sprinkled their names along the shore.
Cape Clonard and Uukofisky Bay are near the thirty-sixth parallel.
Cho-san harbor was named by Captain Broughton, who on asking
the name of the place in 1797, received the reply "Cho-san,"
which is the name of the kingdom instead of the harbor. Other

names

of limited recognition are

found on charts made in Eui-ope.

Many

inhabited islands He off the coast, some of which are used
as places of exile to Christians and other offenders against the law.
Christianity in this province seems to have flourished chiefly in
the towns along the southern sea border. Nearly the whole of the
coast consists of the sloj^es of the two mountain ranges which
front the sea, and is less densely inhabited than the interior, hav-

The one exception is
ing few or no rivers or important harbors.
This is
at the mouth of the Nak-tong Eiver, opposite Tsushima.
the gateway into the province, and the point most vulnerable from
Japan. The river after draining the whole of Kiung-sang, widens
into a bay, around which are populous cities and towns, the port
of

Fusan and the two ereat roads

to Seoul.

Tsushima

(the

Twin
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and Japan, and
formerly claimed by the Coreans, who call it Tu-ma. Its port
of Wani-ura is thirty miles distant from Fusan, and often shelters

Islands) lies like a steppinpf-stone between Corea
\va^

Map

of the

Province nearest Japan.
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the becalmed or storm-stayed junks whicli, with fair wind and
weather, can make the run between the two countries in a single
Steamers ply between Nagasaki and Fusan in four hours.
day.
From a strategic military point of view, the Twin Islands are
invaluable to the mikado's empire, guarding, as they do, the sea
The Russians who now own the long
of Japan hke a sentinel.
island at the

upper end of the

a footing on Tsushima.
with every indication of

sea,

attempted, in 1859, to obtain

They built barracks and planted
making a permanent occupation.

timely appearance on the scene of a

fleet of

seed,

The

British ships, under

to Russian designs on Tsushima.
reports
that the Kiung-sang people are
wi-iter
Japanese
A
rather more simple in their habits, less corrupted in their manners, and their ancient customs are more faithfully preserved than
There is little of luxury and less
in some of the other provinces.
estates or property are faithsmall
the
that
of expensive folly, so

Sir

James Hope, put an end

fully transmitted

from father to

son, for

many

generations, in the

Studious habits prevail, and literatiu-e flourishes.
Often the young men, after toiling dm-ing the day, give the evening to reading and conversation, for which admirable practice the
Here ladies of rank are not
native language has a special word.
so closely shut up in-doors as in other provinces, but often walk
In
abroad, accompanied by their servants, without fear of insult.

same

families.

this province also Buddhism has the largest number of adherents.
Kion-chiu, the old capital of Sliinra, was the centre of the scholastic and missionary influences of the Buddha doctrine in Corea,
and, though burned by the Japanese in 1597, its influence stiU

survives.

are strongly attached to their superstitions, and
difficult to change, but to whatever faith they are once converted

The people

they are steadfast and loyal. The numerous nobles
this province, belong chiefly to the Nam In party.

who

dwell in

KANG-WEN, THE RrSTEE-MEADOW PROVINCE.

Kang-wen fronts Japan from the middle of the eastern coast,
and lies between Ham-kiung and Kiung-sang. Its name means
River Meadow. Within its area are found the sources of " the
river" of the realm. Though perhaps the most mountainous of aU
the provinces, it contains several fertile plains, which are watered

by streams flowing mainly

to the west,

forming the

Han

River,
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which crosses the entire peninsula, and empties into the YellowSea.
The main mountain chain of the country, called here the
Makira, runs near the coast, leaving the gi'eater area of the provThe larger part of the population, the

ince to the westward.

most important high roads, and the capital city Wen-chiu, are in
the western division, which contains twenty-six districts, the eastern dirisiou having seventeen.
The official census gives the number of houses at 1)3,000, and of

men

capable of bearing arms,

#

44,000.

Some of the names of mountains in this province give one a
general idea of the geograj^hical nomenclature of the kingdom,
reflecting, as it does, the ideas

peak

is

and

beliefs of the people.

named Yellow Dragon, another

One

the Flying Phoenix, and

another the Hidden Dragon (not yet risen up fi-om the earth on
Hard Metal, Oxhead,
Mountain facing the Sun, Cool Valley, Wild Swamj), "White Cloud,
and Peacock, are other less heathenish, and perhaps less poetical
names. One range is said to have twelve hundi-ed peaks, and from
his passage to the clouds or to heaven).

fall down like snow for several himdred feet. These
rivers " are cataracts.
Deer are very plentiful, and the

another, rivers
"

snowy

pharmacy of China comes from these parts.
about a degree and a half from the coast, hes an
island, called by the Japanese Matsu-shima, or Pine Island, by
the Coreans U-lon-to, and by Eui'opeans, Dagelet This island was
best hartshorn for the

Out

in the sea,

first

discovered by the French navigator. La Perouse, in June,^
In honor of an astronomer, it was named Dagelet Island.

1787.

"It

veiy steep, but covered with fine trees fi'om the sea-shore
summit. A rampart of bare rock, nearly as perpendicidar
as a waD, completely siuTOunds it, except seven sandy httle coves at
which it is possible to land." The grand central peak towers four
thousand feet into the clouds. Firs, sycamores, and junijier trees
abound. Sea-bears and seals live in the water, and the few popr
Coreans who inhabit the island diw the flesh of the seals and
is

to the

large quantities of petrels

or the main land.

The

and hahotis, or

island

is

sea-ears, for the

occasionally ^•isited

markets

by Japanese

junks and foreign whaling ships, as whales are plentiful in the siu'rounding Avaters. The Japanese obtained the timber for the public and other buildings at their new settlement at Gensan from
this island.

The Land

of

Morning Calm

land of beauty, and the

is, by aU accounts of travellers, a
customs and literatui'e of the people

"
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superb and inspmng scenery of their peninsula

fully apjDreciated

Not only are

by themselves.

is

picnics and pleas-

m-e gatherings, within the gi'oves, common to the humbler classes,
but the wealthy travel great distances simply to enjoy the beauty
Scholars assemble at chosen seats,
of marine or mountain views.
ha^dng fail' landscapes before them, poets seek inspiration under

and the bonzes, understanding the awe-compelling

waterfalls,

fluence of the contemplation of natiu-e's

grandeiu',

in-

plant their

monasteries and build their temples on lofty mountain heights.
These favorite haunts of the lovers of natiu-al beauty are as well

known

to the Coreans as Niagara

Chamouni

cans, or

to all Eurojie.

and Yo Semite are to AmeriThe places in which the glory

of the Creator's works may be best beheld are the theme of
ardent discussion and competing praise with the peojDle of each
The local guide-books, itineraries, and gazetteers, depro\'ince.
scant upon the merits of the scenery, for which each of the eight

divisions is renowned.
In the Eiver-meadow province, the eight
most lovely " sceneries " are all located along the coast. Begin-

ning at the south, and taking them in order toward the north,
they are the following
1. The house on Uru-chin, a to^vn below the thirty-seventh
The inn is called "The House of the Emerparallel of latitude.
ging Sun," because here the sun seems to rise right out of the
waters of the ocean. In front of the coast lies an island, set like
:

a

gem

river,

in the sea.
The view of the rising sim, the tints of sky,
waves, land, and mountains form a ^'ision of gorgeous mag-

nificence.
2.

Hion-hai (Tranquil Sea).

Out

in the sea, in front of this

When

the moon rises, they seem
be floating in a sea of molten silver. The finest effect is enjoyed just before the orb is fully above the horizon. In many of
yie dwellings of the men of rank and wealth, there is a sj^ecial
room set apart for the enjoyment of the scenery, upon which the
apartment looks. Especially is this the case, with the houses of
At Hion-hai, one of the inns from which
public entertainment.
the best view may be obtained is called the " House Fronting the
are

\'illage,

many

small islands.

to

Moon."
3.

In

One

fresh fallen

green
it

is

it

are several " looking-rooms.

of the finest effects in nature is the

snow on evergreens.

combination of

The pm-e white on the deep

who use
and bronze.

peculiarly pleasing to the eye of the Japanese,

as a popular element in their decorative art, in silver
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and lacquer. The Coreans are equally
upon the snow, as it rests on the deep shadows
of the i^iue, or the delicate hue of the giant grass called bamboo.
Near the large town of San-cho is a tower or house, built within
s-iew of a stream of water, which flows in winding course over the
rocks, si)arlding beneath the foliage.
It has a scene-vieAving room
to which peojjle resort to enjoy the " chikusetsu," or snow and
in ombroidery, painting,
liapi)y in gazinj^

bamboo

effect.

Map

of

Kang-wen

Province.

4. From an elevation near the town of Kan-nun, or Bay Hill,
one may obtain a pretty view of the gi'oves and slu-ubbery gi-owDm-ing the spring showers, when the rain
ing upon the rocks.
falls in a tine mist, and the fresh vegetation appears in a new rich
robe of green, the sight is very charming.
5.

tinted

Beneath the mound at An-an the river flows tranquilly,
by the setting sun. The svmsets at this place are of ex-

quisite beauty.
6.

At the old

castle toAVTi of

Kan-nun, there

is

a

room named
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Chamber between
Here the

dm-e."
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the Strong Fortress and the Tender Ver-

valley is steep,

of water lie " floating islands"

and in the bosom

— so

of the stream

called because they

seem

to

swim on

the sui'face of the water.
Near Ko-sion, or High Fortress,

is "Three Days Bay," to
7.
which lovers of the picturesque resort on summer mornings, to
see the sun rise, and on autumnal evenings, to watch the moonlight effects. The fishers' boats gliding to and fi'o over the gleam-

ing waters delight the eye.
Here, among
8. At Tsu-sen is the " Rock-loving Chamber."
some steep rocks, grow trees of fantastic form. The combination
of rock-scenery

and

foliage

make

the

charm

of

this

place, to

Li spring and audedicated
to those who
chamber
Aisit
the
parties
literary
There, abandoning themselves to literary revels,
love the rocks.
they compose poems, hold scholarly reunions, or ramble about in

which
tumn,

scholars, artists,

and

travellers resort.

search of health or pleasure.

The people

of Kang-wen are industrious and intelligent, with
body than the southern provincials, but like their

energy of
northern countrymen, they have the reputation of being bold,
In time of bad harvests or lax govobstinate, and quarrelsome.
less

ernment, " tramps " form bands of thirty or fifty, and roam the
country, stealing food or valuables from the villages. Local thieves
During the heavy snows of winter,
are sufficiently abundant.
people travel the mountain paths on snow-shoes, and in exceptional places, cut tunnels

under the snow

for

communication from

house to house. Soldiers test their strength by pulling strong
bows, and laborers by carrying heavy burdens on their shoulders.
Strong men shoulder six hundi'ed pounds of copper, or two bales
The women of this province are
of white rice (260 pounds each.)
Even from ancient times,
said to be the most beautiful in Corea.
lovely damsels from this part of the peninsula, sent to the harem
Christianity has
of the Chinese emperor, were greatly admired.
made Httle progress in Kang-wen, only a few towns in the southern part being marked with a cross on the French missionary map.
In the most ancient times the Chinhan tribes occupied this portion of Corea.
From the Christian era, until the tenth centmy,
it

was alternately held by Kokorai, or Korai, and by Shinra.

14
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HAM-KTONG, OR COMPLETE VIEW.

Ham-kiung

is

that part of Corean territory which touches the

Only a few years ago all the neighbors along
Now she
the land frontiers of Cho-sen were Chinese subjects.
Only the Tuhas the Eiu'opean within rifle-shot of her shores.

bouudaiy

of Russia.

River separates the Muscovites from the once hermits of the
The southern boundary of Russia in Asia, which had
been tin-own farther south after every Eiu'opean war with China,

men

peninsula.

3ugif.

Corean

frontier facing

Manchuria and Russia.

touched Corea in 1858. What w^as before an elastic line, has in
each instance become the Czar's "scientific frontier." By the
supplementary treaty of Aigun, March 28, 1858, Count ^Moiu'a'S'ieff
"rectified " the far eastern line of the Czar's domain, by demanding and obtaining that vast and fertile territory lying south of the
Amur River, and between the Gulf of Tartary and the river Usiui,

having a breadth of one hundred and fifty miles. This remote,
but very desirable, slice of Asia, is rich in gold and silk, coal and
With energy^ and enterprise, the Ruscotton, rice and tobacco.
sian government at once encoiiraged emigration, placed steamers
built in New York on the Usuri River and Lake Hanka, laid out
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the ports

of Vladivostok,

fi-om the Baltic

and

Possiet,

constructed a telegraph

Sea to the Pacific Ocean, and enforced order

among the semi-civilized and savage tribes. The name of the
new Russian territory between the Amiu* River and the Sea of
Okhotsk,
is finely

is

Primorskaia, with Vladivostok for the capital, which

situated on Peter the Great or Victoria Bay.

Immense

have been planned, and the place is to be made the
Sebastopol of the Czar's Pacific possessions. This gigantic work
was begun under the charge of the late Admiral Popoff, whose
name has been given to the iron-tiirreted war vessels of which he
was the inventor, and to a mountain in Central Corea. Possiet is
Avithin twenty -five miles of the Corean frontier.
It is connected
with Nagasaki by electric cable. In the event of a war between
China and Russia, or even of Anglo-Russian hostihties, the Czar
wovild most probably make Corea the basis of operations against
China for Corea is to China as Canada is to the United States, or,
as the people say, " the hps of China's teeth."
Russia needs a coast Une in the Pacific with seaports that are
not frozen up in AA-inter, and her ambition is to be a naval power.
While England checks her designs in the Mediterranean, and in
Eiu'ope, her desh-e is great and her need is greater to have this
defenceless peninsula on her eastern borders.
The Coreans know
too well that the possession of their covmtry by " Russia the ravenous " is considered a necessity of the absorption pohcy of
Peter the Great's successors.
The Tumen River, which rises at
the foot of the Ever-TMiite Mountains and separates Corea fi'om
Russia, is about two hundred miles in length.
It drains a mountainous and rainy coiuitry.
Ordinarily it is shallow and quiet
but in spring, or after heavy rains, and swollen by a gi-eat niunber
of tributaries, its ctu-rent becomes very tiu-bulent and powerful.
In -winter it is frozen over during several montlis, and hence is
fortifications

;

;

Thousands of Coreans fleeing from famine, or
from the oppression of government officials, Chiistians perse-

easily crossed.

cuted for their faith, criminals seeking to escape the clutches of
the law, emigrants desirous of bettering their condition, have
crossed this river and settled in Primorskaia, until they now

number, in all, about eight thousand.
peasants fi-om Ham-kiung, and know
of their counti*}'.

There

is,

of

them

are

of the southern parts
"
however, an " undergi'ound railroad

by which persecuted Christians can
tection.

The majority
little

fly for refuge to Russian proTheu- houses are built of stout timbei's, wattled with
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with mud, and siuTOunded with a neat fencing
They cover their houses with strips of

cane, plastered
of interlaced

213

boughs.

bamboo, well fastened down by thatching. The chimney is detached from the house, and consists of a hollow tree. Under the
warmed iioor is the usual system of flues, by which the house is
kept comfortable in winter, and every atom of fuel utilized. Their
food is millet, corn, venison, and beef. They pare and dry melon-

them up

like fruits, cutting

in strips for winter use.

They dress

They
in the national color, white, using quilted cotton clothes.
make good use of bullock-carts, and smoke tobacco habitually.
The national product thick strong paper is put to a great va-

—

—

riety of uses,

and a few sheets dressed with

oil,

serve as windows.

Some of the Russian merchants have married Corean women,
who seem to make good wives. Theii- offspring are carefully brought
up in the Christian faith. Some of these Corean children have
been sent to the American Home at Yokohama, where the ladies
of the Woman's Union Missionary Society of America have given
them an edvication in English. Through the Eussian possessions,
From this
the Corean liberal, Kin Rinshio, made his escape.
the Jai:)anese officials learned so much of the present state of
the peninsula, and by his aid those in the War Department at
Tokio were enabled to construct and publish so valuable a map
of Corea, the accuracy of which astonishes his fellow-coimtry-

man

The Russians have taken the pains to educate the people in
judging from the faces and neat costumes, as seen in
photographs taken on the spot, they enjoy being taught. The
object of instruction is not only to civilize them as loyal subjects
of the Czar, but also to convert them to the Russian form of ChrisIn this work the priests and schoolmasters have had contianity.
men.

schools, and,

siderable success.

There are but few Coreans north of the Tumen
write, and the yoimg men employed as

who cannot read and
clerks are

good

linguists.

ing near the coast.

Most

A number

of

them

are fishermen,

of the converts to the

liv-

Greek chm-ch

are gathered at Vladivostok.

So great has been the fear and jealousy felt by Corea toward
Russia, that during the last two generations the land along the

boundary

with sentinels,
to shore.

been laid desolate. The banks were picketed
and death was the penalty of crossing from shore

river has

Many

interesting relics

of

the

ancient

greatness of

Corea still abound in Manchm-ia and on Russian soil. Travellers
have visited these i-uins, now overgrown with large forest trees.
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and have

f^ivon descriptions

tification

was found

and measui-ements

of them.

One

for-

to cover six acres, with walls over thirty feet

by a moat and two outer ditches, with f^ateIn the ruins were elaborately cai-\'ed
ways guarded by
fi-agments of columns, stone idols or statues, with bits of amior
and weapons. Some of these now silent ruins have sustained
famous sieges, and ouce blazed with watch-fires and echoed to
They are situated on spm-s or ends of mountain
battle-shouts.
chains, commanding plains and valleys, testifying to the knowledge of strategic skill possessed by their ancient builders.
The Shan-yan Alin, range on range, visible from the Corean side
of the river, are between eight thousand and twelve thousand feet
The name
high, and are snow-covered diu-ing most of the year.
Shangthe
Chinese
Mountains,
Ever-^Miite
means Long-white, or
in height, j^rotected

curtains.

bai,

meaning the same

Chinese emperors.

thing.

Paik-tu, or

Tavo of the peaks are named after
White Head, is a sacred mountain

coiintry, and is the theme of enthusiastic
by Chinese, Japanese, and Corean wi-iters, the fonner

famous thi-oughout the
description

to a vase of white porcelain, with a scolloped rim.
mostly white, and its fauna are reputed to be whiteIt is the holy abode of
hau-ed, never injm-ing or injui-ed by man.
She is
a white-robed goddess, who presides over the mountain.
arms,
after
a leher
child
in
represented as a woman holding a
gendaiy character, known in Corean lore and Chinese historical

comparing

it

Its flora is

Formerly a temple dedicated to her spii'it was built, and
was presided over by a priestess. The Corean
Buddhists assign to this mountain, the home of Manchusri, one of
Lpng in the main
their local deities, or incarnations of Buddha.
group of the range, twenty-five Inmdred feet above the sea, is a
vast lake surrotmded by naked rocks, probably an extinct crater.
Large portions of the movmtain consist of white Umestone, which.
Avith its snow, from which it is free only during two months of the
year, gives it its name.
Another imposing range of mountains foUows the contour ol
the coast, and thus presents that lofty and magnificent front of

novels.

for a long time

forest-dad highland Avliich strikes the admiration of navigators.
Other conspicuous peaks are named by the natives. Continuous

The Peak of the Thousand Buddhas, Cloud-toucher, Sword
Mountain, Lasting Peace, Heaven-reaching.
Twenty-four rivers water and drain this mountainous province.
Tlie coast of Ham-kiung down to the foriieth parallel is devoid

Virtue,
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A glance at a foreign chart shows that
and EngHsh navigators have visited it,
and gained precarious renown by sprinkling foreign names upon
At the south, Yung-hing, or Broughits capes and headlands.
ton's Bay, so named by the gallant British captain in 1797, is
It contains
well known for its fine harbors and its high tides.
a small archipelago, while the country around it is the most popuPort Lazareff, east of
lous and fertile portion of the proviiice.
of auy imj)ortant harbors.
numerous French, Russian,

Southern part of Ham-kiung.

Yon-fun, near the mouth of the Dungan River, and west of
Virginie Bay, is well known.
A large Japanese army under Kato
occupied this territory during the year 1592.
By the recent treaty with Japan, the port of Gensan, fronting on the south of Broughton's Bay, was opened for trade and

commerce, from

May

parallel of latitude.

Gensan lies near the thirty-ninth
1, 1880.
Near the shore is the island of Chotoku, and

within the twenty-five mile circuit allowed to Japanese merchants
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for general travel, or free movement, is the old castle-town of Tokugen. The tomb of the founder of the reigning dynasty of Chosen is situated near the bay and is a highly venerated spot. As the
dragon is in native ideas the type of all that is strong, mightj',

and renowned, the place
of the high roads of the

named
kingdom

is

the "liise of the Dragon."

One

traverses the strip of land skirt-

ing the sea from north to south throughout the province, touchThe greater part of the people
ing the water at certain j)laces.

The interior, being
and the primeval for-

dwelling in the j^roviuce live along this road.
a mass of mountains, is thinly inhabited,
ests are populated chiefly

by

tigers

and other beasts

of prey.

In the current scouring the coast of Ham-kiung swim unnumbered shoals of herring, ribbon fish, and other species inhabiting
the open seas.

After these

whales, which fatten on

them

follow

the interior and the shore villages
fish.

They

close pvu-suit schools

in

as prey.

Thousands

come down

in

of

from
the season and
of natives

often stand knee-deep in the water, looking like long

rows of the snowy heron of a rice-swamp, in their white clothes.
They use a kind of catamaran or raft for fishing and for siu'f
navigation, which is very serviceable.
They sometimes hvmt the
whales at sea, or capture them in shoal water, driving them in
shore

till

Sticking in the bodies of these huge crea-

stranded.

and harjDOons of Eui'opean whalers.
This chase of the heiTing by the whales was noticed, even in the
extreme south of Corea, by Hamel, and by shij^wTckced Dutchmen. Since the present year, Japanese whale-hunters have been
engaged by Coreans to improve their methods of catching this
huge sea-mammal.
The capital city of this largest of the provinces, and the
residence of the governor, is Ham-hung, situated near the fortieth
According to a native geogi'aphy this
parallel of north latitude.
province contains 103,200 houses, which gives a population vaiying
from 809,000 to 516,000 souls. There are enrolled and capable of
tures have been found darts

military seiwice (on paper) 87,170 men.

poses the province
southera.

is

There are

For administrative

pui--

di\aded into divisions, the northern and the
fifteen walled cities.

Foraierly, and until the Riissians occupied the Primorskaia

an annual or bi-annual fair was held srt the Corean city of
Kion-wen, which lies close to the border. The Manchiu and Chinese merchants bartered tea, rice, pipes, gold, and furs for the
Corean ginseng, hides, and household implements. Furs of a
territory,
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thousand sorts, cotton stuff, silks, artificial flowers, and choice
woods, changed hands rapidly, the trafiic lasting but two or three
Such
days, and sometimes only one day, from noon until sunset.
was the bustle and confusion that these fairs often terminated in

One
a free fight, which reminds one of the famous Donnybrook.
of the articles most profitable to the Coreans was their cast-off

Immense quantities cut from the heads of young persons,
and especially by those about to be married, were and are still
"
that mark
sold by the Chinese to lengthen out their " pig-tails
During the time of
of subjection to their Manchiu conquerors.
trade no Chinese or Manchiu was allowed to enter a Corean house,
all the streets and doorways being guarded by soldiers, who at the
end of the fair drove out any Hngering Chinese, who, if not soon
across the border, were forced to go at the point of the spear.
Any foreigner found inside the border at other seasons might be,
and often was, ruthlessly murdered.
The nearest town beyond the frontier, at which the Chinese
This loophole of
merchants were wont to assemble, is Hun-chun.
entrance into Corea, corresponded to Ai-chiu at the Yalu Kiver in
As at the latter place, foreigners and Christian natives
the west.

hair.

—

'

have attempted to penetrate the forbidden country at Kion-wen,
but have been unsuccessfid.
An outline of the political history of the part of the peninsula
now called Ham-kiung shows that many masters have in turn

been

its

possessors.

When

the old

kingdom

of Cho-sen,

which

Tung and that part of the peninsula between
Tumen Eivers, was broken up toward the end
centiuy, the northern half of what is now Ham-kiung was

comprehended Liao
the Ta-tong and the
of the first

Oju or Woju, the southern portion forming part of the little
These were both conquered by Kokorai,
state of Wei, or Whi.
the seventh century, when it was
until
dominion
which held
crushed by the Chinese emperors of the Han dynasty, and the
land fell under the sway of Shinra, whose borders extended in
the ninth and tenth centm'ies, from Eastern Sea to the Tumen
After Shim-a, arose Korai and Cho-sen, the founders of
Kiver.
both states being sprung from this region and of the hardy race
called

inhabiting

it.

From

very ancient times, the boundaries of this
and consisting of mountain,

province, being almost entirely natural
river,

and

sea,

have remained imchanged.

Hun-chun is in Chinese Manchuria. The Russian possessions south of Victoria Bay extend but a few miles from the mouth of the Tumen.
1

CIlAPTEIl XXIV.
THE KING AND ROYAL PALAOE.
The

title

of majesty in

Cho-sen

is

Hap-mun.

In

full

robes of

state the sovereign wears a silken garment, the gift of his suzerain,

Emperor of China. It is embroidered with dragons, the emblems of regal power. His thi-one has riong or dragons sculptured
around it. The steps leading to it are called " the staircase of
The cord which is used to tie criminals has a dragon's
jade."
head at the ends, to signify that the officers act in obedience to
Chief of the regaha of Corean sovereignty
the royal command.
is the Great Seal, the possession of which makes the holder the
This seal, of which we shall hear
actual sovereign of Cho-sen.
In
again, seems to have been captured by the French in 18GG.
and
rearchives
library,
royal
the
danger,
public
time of war or

the

Eidel \\Tote in 1860
galia are sent to Kang-wa Island for safety.
" In another case, they found a marble tortoise, sculptured in
perfect art, upon the pedestal of which was the gi-eat seal of state.
:

This royal cartouche was to the simple Corean folk neither -s-isible
nor approachable, the possession of which has sufficed many times
to transfer the royal authority and to terminate revolutions. It was
the regalia of Corean sovereignty. The one which he saw was new

and appeared never to have been used."
The sovereign, in speaking of himself, uses the term 'Hapmun," which is the equivalent of the imperial "We" of Asiatic
The word is somewhat similar tu that employed
state documents.
by, or for, other rulers— Pharaoh, Hubhme Porte, Mikado, aU of
which mean the Grand, Chief, or First, Gate of all the gates in the
country.

The

first

character in

Hap-mun

is,

however, different

from that in Mikado, or Honorable Gate, but the hap

is honorific.

other person in the land, official or private, is allowed to use
this compound word in speech or writing as applying to anyone
Even in transcribing the term hap, a stroke
except the king.
must be omitted out of respect to the august personage to whom

No

.
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At his death, tlu-ee cups of rice are set out in
alone it is applied.
This ceremony must not be imithe households in raemoriam.
So also, if the character with which
tated for any other person.

name of the iniling emperor of China is written be found in that
of a public person, a gateway, a palace or edifice in Seoul, the
graphic sign must be temporarily changed, though the pronunciathe

This same system of graduated honors,
tion remains the same.
of which, in Corea, the king is the culmination, slopes down to
the common people, and is duly protected by law.

The

sovereign's person

is

hedged round with a

divinity that has

an antipathy to iron. This metal must never touch his august body,
and rather than have an abscess lanced, the king Cheng-joug, in
No ordinary mortal
1800, died from the efiects of the disease.
must touch him, and if by accident this is done, the individual

must ever afterward wear a red silk cord. Notwithstanding such
regulated veneration for the Hap-mun's person, the royal harem
numbers several hundred inmates, duly presided over by eimuchs.

made

of gold, and a
do so. When outside the i^alace, the three signs of the sovereign's power of life and
death over his subjects, are the axe, sabre, and trident. The huge
The
violet fan and red umbrella are Hkewise borne before him.
Chinese envoy is always escorted by soldiers bearing the three em-

None but

the king can drink out of a cup

heavy penalty

is visited

upon

all

who presume

to

blems, and by a band of musicians. When the Hap-mun, or king, is
in his minority, the queen, Avho is regent, sits behind a cvirtain in the
When she
covuicil of ministers, and takes part in the discussions.
is prohibited during the space
done in order "to honor heaven by
abstinence," and may also be ordered to procure rain. Once every
year, the queen entertains at her palace some worthy woman in
humble hfe, who has reached the advanced age of eighty years. The
king likewise shows favor to old men in the lower walks of life.
"Wlienever an auspicious event happens, or good fortune befalls
the kingdom, all the officials over seventy, and the common people
is

pregnant, the slaughter of beeves

of three months.

This

is

over eighty years of age, are feasted at the expense of the government. When the first male child is born to the king, criminals
The birthdays of
are pardoned, and general festivity is observed.

The royal princes are
do with politics, and any

the royal pair are celebrated every year.

supposed to have nothing whatever to
activity in matters of government on their part
by the nobles, who form the poHtical parties.

is

jealously resented
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The Royal Castle contains over three acres (15,202 square yards),
suiToiindod by a wall twenty feet high, and a moat the width of
It is crossed by
wliich varies from fifty feet to somewhat less.
This castled palace is called the
"Place of Government," and is divided into two parts called the
" East and West " palace.
The East, or Lower Palace, is the residence of the king and is so called because situated on level land.
The Western palace is used for the reception of the Chinese amThe gates of the outer city proper, and inner city, or
bassadors.
palace, are named in high-sounding phrase, such as " Beneficent
Reception," " Exalted Politeness," "Perfect Change," "Entrance
of Virtue," and the throne-room is styled "The Hall of the Throne
The Chinese ambassador of 1866
of the Humane Government."

stone bridges in several places.

spent the night in that part of the royal residence called "The
" the south" here evidently rePalace Reserved for the South,"
ferring to the imperial favor, or the good gi-aces, of the emperor,
A marked diftcrence concerning "the freedom of the city" is
noticed in the relative treatment of the two embassies. While the

—

entire

men

body

of Coreans, dignitaries, servants, merchants,

enter Peking, and

all

circulate freely in the streets

and

cart-

among

the

people, the Chinese envoy to Seoul, must leave his suite at the
frontier, and proceed to the capital with but a few sein-ants, and

After the long and rough journey
while there dwell in seclusion.
Chinese envoy in 18G0 stayed less
the
Corea,
and
through Shin-king
than three days in Seoul, and most oi the time iu-doors. The Japanese who, in 1640, were feasted in some part of the Eastern palace,
it as being handsomely furnished, with the walls gilded
and painted with landscapes, beasts, Inrds, and flowers, mth artisThe royal family live each in
tic effects in gold-dust and leaf.

describe

separate buildings, those above the ninth degree of relationship
reside inside the enclosm-e, all others live beyond the wall in the
When the wife of the king has a child, she dwells apart in
city.
The queen is selected from among the old
a separate building.

and most

loyal famiUes of the nobihty.

The palace

pages,

who

There are also
attend the king day and night, number thirty.
three hundi-ed court ladies, and eunuchs are among the regularlyappointed officers of the court. The royal archives and library
form an interesting portion of the royal residence. Part of this
library, when removed to Kang-wa in 1866, was captured by the
French.

Bishop Ridel wrote of

it,

"The

libraiy

is

very rich,

consisting of two or three thousand books printed in Chinese,
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with numerous illustrations upon beautiful paper, all well labeled,
for the most part in manj^ volumes hooped together with copper
bands, the covers being of green or crimson silk, I notice among
other things the ancient history of Corea in sixty volumes. What
of all was a book formed of tablets of marble,
encrusted in the marble, folding upon one
gold
in
characters
with
another like the leaves of a screen, upon hinges of gilded copper,

was most cmious

and each tablet protected by a cushion

of scarlet silk, the

whole

placed in a handsome casket made of copper, which was in its
turn enclosed in a box of wood painted red, with chased ornaments in gilt copper. These square tablets formed a volume of a
dozen pages. They contain, as some say, the moral laws of the
country, but according to others, whose opinion is more probable,
the honors accorded the kings of Corea by the Emperor of China.
set great store by it."
custom, similar to the old " cm-few " of England prevails in
A bell in the castle is struck at sunset, after which
the capital.
male citizens are not allowed to go out of their houses even to
If such noctm-nal prowlers are caught, they
visit theu- neighbors.

The Coreans

A

on their legs. At eight
on the bell. At the hours
of midnight, and at two and four a.m. the drum is struck, and the
brass cymbals sounded. At these signals the watchmen or guards
run the risk

of receiving the bastinado

o'clock another three strokes are given

of the palace are reheved.
of eighteen each.

Twenty

The night-watch

consists of ten reliefs

stand gxiard at midnight, thirty at

two

twenty at four a.m., and ten at six a.m. There are also extra
rehefs with their officers ready. The sentinels change after giving
the pass-word.
The military garrison of the city is divided into
five portions, or fom- in addition to the household or palace
A.M.,

troops.

This

is

the

modern form

of the old division of Kokorai,

into five tribes or clans.

There are several noted holidays, on which the curfew law is
suspended, and the people are allowed to be out freely at night.
These are the fii'st and the last day of the year, the fourteenth and
fifteenth day of the first month, and the fifteenth of August.
Even under a despotism there are means by which the people

win and enjoy a certain measure

of liberty.

The monarch hears

Close communication between the
palace and populace is kept up by means of the pages employed
at the court, or through officers, who are sent out as the king's
An E-sa, or commissioner, v/ho is to
spies all over the country.
the complaints of his subjects.
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be sent to a distant pro\dnce to ascertain the popular feeling, or
" The Mesto report the conduct of certain officers, is also called
senger on the Dark Path." He receives sealed orders from the
Then,
king, ^^•hich he must not open till beyond the city walls.
his
desfor
out
must
set
he
house,
without even going to his own
tination, the

government providing his expenses.

He

beai-s the

seal of his commission, a silver plate ha\ing the figui-e of a horse
engraved on it. In some cases he has the power of life and death

Yet, even the

in his hands.

Messenger

of the

him forthwith

Dark Path is not
"double"

follows his

from espionage, for after
the yashi or Night Messenger, who reports on the conduct of
the royal inspector and also on the affairs of each province
through which he passes. The Avhereabouts of these emissaries

free

by the i^eople, as they travel in strict dissystem con-esponds almost exactly to
This
guise, and unknown.
that of the ometsuke (eye-apphers), for many centuries hi use in
Japan, but abolished by the mikado's government at tlu; revoluare rarely discoverable

tion of 1868.

It

was by means

of these E-sa or spies that

many

of the Corean Christians of rank were marked for destruction.
The system, though abominable in fi-ee countries, is yet an excellent medium between the throne and the subject, and serves as a
Avholesome check on official rapine and ciiielty.
The king rarely leaves the palace to go abroad in the city or
When he does, it is a great occasion which is preAdously
countrj'.
announced to the public. The roads are swept clean and guarded

mcjviug.
to prevent traffic or passage while the royal cortege is
All doors must be shut and the owner of each house is obliged to

broom and dust-pan in his hand
wmdows, especially the upper ones,

kneel before his threshold with a

emblems of obeisance.
must be sealed with slips of paper, lest some one should look
Those who think they have received
do\^-n upon his majesty.
unjust punishment enjoy the right of appeal to the sovereign.
Tliev stand by the roadside tapping a small flat dnim of hide
The king as he passes
stretched on a hoop like a battledore.
All

as
'

hears the prayer or receives the A\'ritten petition held in a split
bamboo. Often he investigates the gi-ievance. If the complaint
The procesis groundless the petitioner is apt to lose his head.
one of the
is
palace,
the
leaves
it
sion for pleasure or a jom-ney, as

His body-guard and
There are two sedan
them the king is riding

grandest spectacles the natives ever witness.
train

chairs

amount

made

to

many thousand

exactly alike,

and

in

persons.

which of
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no one knows except the highest ministers. They must never be
The music
tiu-ned round, but have a door to open at both ends.
used on such occasions is to a Corean ear of a quiet kind, and
orders are given along the line by signals made with pennons. In
case of sudden emergencies, when it is neccessary to convey an
order from the rear to the front or far forward of the line, the
message is sent by means of an arrow, which, with the wi'iting attached, is shot from one end of the line to the other.
Five caparisoned horses with embroidered saddles precede the
The great dragon-flag, which is about foiu-teen feet
royal sedan.
square, mounted in a socket and strapped on the back of a strong
with four guy ropes held by footmen, hke bannerfresh horse
forms the most conspicuous object in the
string boys in a parade

—

—

—

procession.

—

Succession to the throne

is

at the jjleasm-e of the

sovereign, who may nominate his legitimate sou, or any one of his
A
natm-al male oflspring, or his cousin, or imcle, as he pleases.
son of the queen takes precedence over other sons, but the male
child of a concubine becomes king when the queen is childless,
which, in Corean eyes, is virtually the case when she has daughSince the founding of the present dynasty in 1392,
ters only.
there have been twenty-nine successors to the founder, among
whom we find nephews, cousins, or younger sons, in several
Four were liin, princes, or king's son only, and not
instances.

successors in

the

kings, but only

royal line.

They

I'un, or princes, in

are

the

years,

styled

ivang,

or

light.

One

(fi

from the throne, was banished
and another was served in like manner

these foiu- L-an, degraded
eleven

not
official

after

after

throne holds the rank
of ivang (Japanese (1), king, while the younger sous are kun,
princes.
From 1392 to 1882, the average reign of the twenty
sovereigns of Corea who received investiture is very nearly six-

fourteen years, reign.

teen and a half years.

The heir

to the

"

CHAPTER XXV.
POLITICAL PARTIES.
centiaries the nobles have been steadily
power, or rather we might say have been regaining their ancient prestige at court. They have compelled the
royal princes to take the position of absolute political neutrality,

During the past three

$!^aining political

and the policy of the central government is dictated exclusively
by them. Those who hold no office are often the most powerful
,

own party.
origin of the political parties, which have played such an
influential part in the history of modern Corea, is referred to about
in influence with their

The

Dui-ing the reign of Sienthe time of the discovery of America.
chong (1469-1494), the eleventh sovereign of the house of Ni, a
dispute broke out between two of the most powerful of the nobles.

upon one of them a high dignity, to which
his rival laid equal claim. As usual in feudahsm evei-}"svhere, the
famihes, relatives, retainers, and even sen-ants, of either leader
took part in the quarrel. The king prudently kept himself neutral
between the contending factions, which soon formed themselves
into organized parties under the names of " Eastern " and " West-

The

court had bestowed

Later on, from a cause equally tri^-ial to an alien eye, two
other parties formed themselves under the names " Southern
and "Northern." Soon the Easterners joined themselves to the
Southerners, and the Northeniers, who were very numerous, sj^Ht
into two di^•isions, called the Great North and the Little North.
ern."

In one of those unsuccessful palace intrigues, called conspii'acies,
the Great North party was mixed up with the plot, and most of its
members were condemned to death. The sun^vors hastened to
range themselves under the banner of the Little North. The
next reaction which airanged the parties on new lines, occurred
dm-ing the reign of Suk-chong (1676-1720), and well illustrates
that fanaticism of pedantry to which the literary classes in time
of peace formerly devoted their energies.

The

father of a yoiing

;

POLITICAL PARTIES.
noble

named Tun, who belonged

died, the

young man composed an

to
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the Western party, having

His tutor, an influenof letters, not liking the production of his i^ui^il, 25roposed another. Unable to agree upon the j)roper text, a lively conepitaph.

man

tial

troversy arose, and out of a hterary acorn sprang up a mighty oak
of politics. The "Western party split into the Sho-ron, and No-ron,
in

which were found the adherents of the

j)i^pil

and master.

A

free translation of the con-elative terms sho and no, would be
" Old Corea " and " Young Corea," or Conservative and Progi-es-

There were now fom- political parties.
"the foui- parties,", are still in existence, and
receive illustration better from French than from British politics.
Evefy noble in the realm is attached to one or the other of the
four parties, though " trimmers " are not unkno-svn. These Tuhilpoti, or "right and left men," are ever on the alert for the main
chance, and on the tm-n of the j^olitical vane j)romptly desert to
the winning side.
However trivial the causes which led to their formation, as
Western eyes see, the objects kept in view by the j^artisans are
much the same as those of j^arties in Eiu'opean countries and in
the United States.
Nominally the prime pm-pose of each faction
is to advance the interests of the country.
Actual and very jDowerful motives have reference to the spoils of office.
Each j^arty endeavors to gain for its adherents as many of the high apjDointments
and dignities as possible. Their rallying-jDoint is around the heirs
apparent, or possible, to the throne.
When a strong and healthy
king holds the reins of power, 2:)olitical actirity may be cool.
When the sovereign dies and the succession is uncertain, w^hen a
queen or royal concubine is to be chosen, when high ministers of
state die or resign, the Corean political fiirnace is at full blast.
When king Suk-chong was reigning in 1720, ha-\dng no son to
sive,

or radical.

The

Shi-seik, or

succeed him, the four j^arties coalesced into two, the Opj)osition
and the Court or royal party. The former supjjorted in this case
one who proved the successful candidate, a brother of the king
the latter party urged the claims of an expected heir to the reigning king, which, however, was not bom, as the king died childless.

To secure the throne to their nominee, the brother of the childless
king, the opposition secretly despatched a coui-ier to Peking to
obtain the imj)erial investiture.
waylay or overtake the courier,
crossed the

fi-ontier.

15

The other party sent

who was murdered

assassins to

before he had
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Yeng-ehong, the nominee of the Opposition, mounted the
and reigned from 1724 to
He was an able riiler, and signalized his reign by abohsh177G.
ing many of the legal tortui-es until then practised, especially the
branding of criminals. Yet personally he was cruel and unscrupuPublic rumor credited him with having found a road to
lous.
power by means of a double crime. By the use of vaiious drugs
he made it impossible for his brother to have an heir, after which
thi'one after the death of his brother,

he poisoned him.
Stung by these reports, he began, as soon as he was made sovereign, to send to the block numbers of the opposite pai'ty whom
he knew to be his enemies. Some years after, his eldest son having died, he nominated his second son, Sato, to be his heir, and
associated him with himself in the government of the kingdom.
This young and accom2:)lished prince endeavored to make his
father forget his bitter hatred against the Si-pai pai-ty, to proclaim general amnesty, and to follow out a frank policy of recon-

The king, iii-itated by his son's x-eproaches, and hounded
on by his partisans, resolved to put the prince out of the way. By
the royal command a huge chest of wood was made, into which
The ponderthe young prince was ordered to sleep while living.
ous lid was put on dtu'ing one of his slumbers and sealed with
ciHation.

the royal seaL

They then covered

this sarcophagus with leaves

and boughs, so that in a short time the yoimg piince was smothThis horrible crime sei-v-ed only to exasperate the party of
and they demanded that his name should be enrolled
Their opponents refused, and this quesin the list of sovereigns.
The king's defenders, to this day detion is still a burning one.
The
cline to rehabilitate the character of the smothered prince.

ered.

the prince,

others

demand

lar

Though other quesmore immediate moment, this particudistinct hue in the opposing colors of

that historic justice be done.

tions have since arisen, of

moot point makes

its

Corean politics. This, howevei-, does not take on the features of
an hereditary feud, for oftentimes in the same famUy, father and
son, or brothers may hold vanning views on this historical disjjute,
nor does it affect marriage between holders of diverse riews. The
Corean Romeo and Juliet may woo and wed without let or danger.
In general, it may be said that the PieL-jmi are radical and
fiery, the Si-pai are conseiwative and conciliatory.
Cheng-chong, who ruled from 177G to 1800, a wise, moderate,
and prudent piince, and a friend of learning, favored the men of
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is also

noted for having

revised the code of laws.
Among the more radical of the partisans, the object in view

is

not only to gain for their adherents the public offices, but also to
smite their rivals hip and thigh, and prevent their getting appointments. Hence the continual quarrels and the plots, which often
Assassination
result in the death of one or other of the leaders.
and murderous attacks are among the means employed, while
to supplant their enemies the king is besought to order them to
death or exile. Concessions are made by the dominant party to
the other only to avoid violent outbreaks, and to keep the peace.
With such a rich soil for feuds, it is not wonderful that Corea is
cursed with elements of permanent distm-bance^ like those in
mediaeval Scotland or Italy.

many retainers, and
human nature have
with

all

thorns.

As each

of the noble famiHes have

as the feuds are hereditary, the passions of

All manner of envy and malice,
full sway.
uncharitableness flourish, as in a thicket of interlacing
The Southern and No-ron parties have always been the

most numerous, powerful, and obstinate. Between them marriages do not take place, and the noble who in an intrigue with
one of his enemies loses caste, his honors, or his Hfe, hands down
to his son or his nearest relative his
this sacred

He may

duty

is

demand

for vengeance.

associated with an exterior

give to his son, for instance, a coat

take off until revenge

is

had.

and

which he

The kinsman, thus

Often

visible pledge.
is

never to

clad vnth. ven-

geance as with a garment, must wear it, it may be until he dies,
and then put it upon his child with the same vow. It is not rare
to see noblemen clad in rags and tatters during two or three generations.
Night and day these clothes call aloud to the wearer,
reminding him of the debt of blood which he must pay to appease
the spirits of his ancestors.

In Corea, not to avenge one's father is to be disowned, to
prove that one is illegitimate and has no right to bear the family

name,

it is

to riolate, in its fundamental point, the national reli-

If the father has been
is the worship of ancestors.
put to death under the forms of law, it behooves that his enemy
or his enemy's son should die the same death.
If the father has
been exiled, his enemy's exile must be secured. If the parent has
been assassinated, in like manner must his enemy fall. In these
cases, public sentiment applauds the avenger, as fulfilling the holy

gion,

which

dictates of piety

and

religion.
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Tlie pretext of accusation

factions

tions

is

and

ministers
ers are

most often employed by the

that of conspiracy against the
false

is

life of

the king.

rival

Peti-

evidence are multiplied and bribery of the court

attempted.

thrown in

jail,

If,

as

is

often the case, the

the i^artisaus assess the fine

condemned

first petition-

mulct or
among themseh'es and pay

beaten, or

manage by new methods, by the

to

exile,
it,

or

favor or venality of the coui't

ministers, or the weakness of the king, at last to compass their ends,

when

those of the vanquished party are ousted from

office,

while

the ^ictoi's use and abuse theu' j^ositions to enrich themselves and

ruin their enemies, until they in their tui-n are supplanted.
It is

no wonder that a Corean

liberal visiting in Tokio, in

1882, declared to a Jai:)anese officer his conviction that Corea's

way of national progress were greater than those
which Japan had rid herself, mighty as these had been. By
the revolutions of 1868, and later, the ripened fruits of a century
of agitation and the presence of foreigners, Japan had piu-ged
fi'om her body politic feudahsm and caste, emancipating herself
at once from the tlu-all of the priest and the soldier
but Corea,
with her feudalism, her coru-t intrigues, her Confucian bigotry,
and the effete products of ages of seclusion and superstition has
even a more hopeless task to attempt.- The bearing of these
phases of home jioHtics "svill be fui'ther displayed when the new
disturbing force of Christianity enters to fui-nish a If'ver to ambition and revenge, as well as to affection and philanthropy.
A native caricatui-e, which was published about a generation
dfficulties in the

of

;

ago, gives even a foreigner a fair idea of the relative position of

each party at that epoch. At a table gorgeously fiu'nished, a Noron is seated at his ease, disposing of the boiuitiful fare. A Shoron seated beside him, yet in the rear, gi'aciously perfomis the
office of sei'S'ant, receiring jDari of the

tendance.

The

food as reward for his

at-

Little North, seeing that the riands are not for

him, is also seated, but with a more sedate and serious visage.
Last of all the Southern, covered with rags, keeps far in the rear,

behind the No-ron, who does not notice him, Avhile he, in vexation,
giinds his teeth and shakes his fist like a man who means to take

Such was the political situation before 1850,
some native wit pictured it for the amusement of the Seoulians.

biu-ning vengeance.
as

It requires a niler of real ability to be e{iual to the pressure
brought upon him by the diverse and hostile political parties.
Nominally sovereign of the covmtry, he is held in check by pow-
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nobles intrenclied in privileges hoary with age, and backed
the reactionary influences of feudalism. The nobles are the
powerful middle term in the problem of Corean politics, who control both king and commons. The nobles have the preponderance

erM
by

all

government patronage, and fill the official positions with
to an extent far beyond what the theory of the

of the

their

Hegemen

law, as illustrated in the literary examinations, allows them.

native caricatui-e thus

depicts the situation.

Chd-sen

is

A

repre-

sented as a human being, of whom the king is the head, the
nobles the body, and the people the legs and feet. The breast
and belly are full, while both head and lower limbs are gaimt and

shrunken.
ple

by

The nobles not only drain the

life-blood of the peo-

but they cm-tail the royal prerogative. The
suffering from a congestion, verging upon a dropsical

their rapacity,

nation

is

condition of over-officialism.
The disease of Corea's near neighbor, old Japan, was likewise a sm-plus of government and an excess of official patronage,

but the body politic was purged by revolution. The obstructions
between the throne and the people were cleared away by the reBefore the
moval of the sho-gunate and the feudal system.
advent of foreigners, national unity was not the absolute necessity
which it became the instant that aliens fixed their dwelling on the

Now, the empire* of the mikado rejoices in true political
imity, and has subjects in a strong and not over-meddlesome government. The people are being educated in the rudiments of
mutual obhgations— their rights as well as their duties. The
mikado himself took the oath of 1868, and his own hand shaped
the august decree of 1881, which wiU keep his throne unshaken,
not because it was won by the bows and arrows of his divine ancestors, but because it wiH rest broad-based upon the peoples'
will.
So in Cho-sen the work of the future for intelligent patriots
is the closer union of king and people, the curtailment of the
power of the nobles, and the excision cf feudalism. Ah-eady, to accomplish this end, there are Coreans who are ready to die. During
soil.

the last decade, the pressure from Japan, the jealousy of China,
the danger from Russia, the necessity, at first shrunk from and
then yielded to, of making treaties with foreign nations, has altered
Old questions have
the motives and objects of Corean politics.

and two great parties, Progressionists and Oband Conservative, have formed for the soluthe problems thrust upon them by the nineteenth centuiy.

fallen out of sight,

structionists, or Eadical

tion of

:

CHAPTER XXVI.
ORGANIZATION AND METHODS OF GOVERNMENT.
Next in authority to the king are the three chong or high minThe chief of these (Chen-kun) is the greatest dignitary in
and in time of the minority, inability, or imbecihty
kingdom,
the
isters.

Another
if not in name.
unable to govern, is "Foundation-stone INIinister," upon whom the king leans and the state
The title of Tai-wenrests as a house upon its foundation-stone.
kvm, which suggests that of the "Tycoon" of Jajmu, seems to
have been a special one intended for the emergency. It was given
to the Kegent who is the father of the present King, and wlio
ruled with nearly absolute power from 1863 to 1874, when the
king reached his majority. In the ti'oubles in Seoid in July, 1882,
his title, -wTitten in Japanese as Tai-in kim, became familiar to
of the king, wields royal authority in fact

term applied to him when the king

is

western newspapers.
After the king, and the thi-ee pi'ime ministers, come the six
or boai'ds of government, the heads of which rank

ministries

next to the thi-ee choiig or ministers forming the Supreme Council.
In the six departments, the heads are called joan-cho, and these are
assisted by two other associates, the cham-pan, or substitutes, and
These four gi-ades and twenty-one
the cham-e, or counsellor.
dignitaries constitute the royal council of dai-jin (great ministers),
though the actual authority is in the supreme coimcil of the three

departments of the government, are
4, War
3, Ceremonies
2, Finance
The heads of these tribimals make
5,
a daily report of all affaii's within their prorince, but refer all
matters of importance to the Supreme Council. There are also
tlu'ee chamberlains, each having his assistants, who record every
day the acts and words of the king. A daily government gazette,
called the Cho-po, is issued for infonnation on official matters.
The general cast and method of procedm-e in the court and gov-

chong.
1,

The

six boards, or

and Public Employ
Justice 6, Public Works.

Office

;

;

;

ernment

is

copied after the great model in Peking.

;

;
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of the eight provinces is undei' the direction of a kam-sa,
The cities are divided into six classes {xjin, mu, fa,

or governor.
ki, ling,

rank.

and

hilu),

and are governed by

The towns

officers of

corresponding

are given in charge of the petty magistrates,

ranks or dignities in the official class. In
theory any male Corean able to pass the government examinations
positions
is eligible to office, but the greater number of the best

there being twelve

by nobles and

are secured

From
tively

and

the

sovereign

their friends.

the beggar, the gate, both figuraprominent in the pubUc economy and

to

actually, is very

A great deal of etiquette is visible in the
to
the royal palace are, or were formerly,
entrance
At the
gates.
two huge effigies, in wood, of horses, painted red. Only high
All persons riding past
officials can pass these mute guardians.

in family relationships.

the palace

must dismount and walk.

rank there are usually two, sometimes

To

the houses of

three, gates.

men

of

The^ magis-

by the largest, his parents and nearer fiiends
When a
servants by the west or smallest.
and
by the
visitor of equal grade calls upon an officer or noble, the host must
come all the way to the great or outer gate to receive him, and do
If he be of one degree lower rank,
likewise on dismissing him.
of the middle gate. If of third
outside
the host comes only to the
only to the space inside
accompanied
is
caller
the
rank,
foui-th
or
The man of fifth and sixth rank finds that etithe middle gate.
quette has so tapered off that the lord of the mansion walks only
trate himself enters

eastern,

In front of a magistrate's office, at the gateway, are
ranged the symbols of authority, such as spears and tridents.
The gates are daily opened amid the loud cries of the underlings,
and their opening and closing with a vocal or instrumental

to the piazza.

blast is a national custom, illustrated as well at the city as at the
The porters who close them at sunset and open them at
office.

dawn execute

a salvo on their trumpets, often lasting a quarter

This acoustic devastation, so distressing to foreign
ears, is considered good music to the native tympanum.
In sitting, the same iron tongue upon the buckle of custom
holds each man to his right hole in the social strap. People of
equal rank sit so that the guest faces to the east and the host to
of an hour.

the west.

In ordinary easy

style,

as he sits eastward of his host.
social entertainments, after the

the visitor's nose

A commoner

is to

the south,

faces north.

In

yup, or bows with the head
made, wine is sipped or
been
have
and hands bent together,
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drunk

tliree

or five times, and then follows what the Coreans call

music.

The sumptuaiy laws of the kingdom are peculiar, at many points
amusing to occidentals. To commit pern-ram is to violate these
cui-ious regulations.

dictated

may be

"\Miat

woni, or sat upon,

by law. Nobles sit on the
Below the thu'd rank, officers

is

kan-kio, or better

solemnly
kind of

rest upon a bench made of
articles of use, nor incommon
not
ropes.
tended to be such. At entertainments for the aged, in time of
rich han-ests, local feasts, archery toui'naments, and on pubhc occaIn short, the chair seems
sions, these luxm-ies are oftener used.
than
a constant means of use
rather
ceremony,
to be an article of
chairs.

Chau-s, however,

ai-e

or comfort.

Only men above the thiixl rank are allowed to put on silk.
Merchants and farmers may not
officials must wear cotton.
or more economical coats
tighter
imitate official robes, but don
is "blue clouds," in
officials
for
teiTu
common
and trSwsers. A

Petty

To their assistants, the
theii- blue-tinted gannents.
"
people apply the nickname, not sarcastic, but honorable, of crooked
employers.
theu*
to
backs," because they always bend low in talking
The magistrates lay great stress on the trifles of etiquette, and

reference to

keep up an immense amount of fuss and pomp to sustain their
^\Tienever they move
dignity, m order to awe the common folks.
" chii-wa," " chii-wa," " get dovm.
abroad, their sei-vants ciy out
horse," to riders in sight.
off yom- horse," "get do^ATi off yomin the form of an umstandard
or
The*^ n-san, or large banner
attempt to cross one
To
hue.
the
of
head
the
at
brella, is borne
and anyone repimished,
and
seized
be
to
is
i^rocessions
thenof

slow about shpping off his horse, is
Wiien permission is
at once an-ested, to be beaten or mulcted.
usuaUy become the
feet
and
hide,
head,
given to kiU an ox, the
exuberant vocabThe
minions.
his
or
magistrate
the
perquisites of
and squeezes
ulaiT in Corean, for the various taxes, fines, mulcts,
in detail,
and
gi'oss
in
of tiie understrappers of the magistrate,
of
expenses
and
rigors
the
to
chief and supplementary', testify

fusing to dismount, or

who

is

being governed in Cho-sen.
Oven-eaching magistrates, through whose injustice the people
It seems that
are goaded into rebellion, are sometimes punished.
official
culpable
the
that
was
one of the penalties in ancient times
is
man
condemned
the
however,
Now,
should be boiled in oil.
exiled,

and only rarely put

to death, while a

commutation

of justice
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— equivalent
boiling in

being burned in

to

effigy

Good and upright

oil.

—

made by

is
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a pretended

magistrates are often

remem-

bered by mok-pi, or inscribed columns of wood, erected on the
In many instances, this testipublic road by the gi-ateful people.
monial takes the form of sculptured stone. A number of the pubThese, with the tul-pi, or monulic highways are thus adorned.
mental bourne, which marks distances or j)oints out the j)aths to
places of resort, are interesting features of travel in the peninusla,
and more pleasant to the horseman than the posts near temples

and

offices

on which one may read "Dismount."

At the funeral

of great dignitaries of the realm, a life-sized figure of a horse,

bamboo, di-agged before the coffin, is biu-ned along with
the clothes of the deceased, and the ashes laid beside his remains.
As the magistrates are literaiy men, their official residences
often receive poetic or suggestive nanies, which, in most cases, re"Little flowery
flect the natui-al scenery sui-rouuding them.
House," "Rising Cloud," "Sun-greeting," "Sheet of Resplen-

made

of

dent Water," " Water-that-slides-as-straight-as-a-sword Dwelling,"
"Gate of Lapis-lazuli," "Mansion near the Whii-lpool," are some
of these names, wliile, into the composition of others, the Morning-star, the Heaven-touching, the Cave-spirit, and the Changingcloud Mountain, or the Falling-snow Cataract may enter. Passionately fond of natui'e, the Corean gentleman will erect a tablet in
One such reads, "The
praise of the scenery that charms his eye.
beauty of its rivers, and of its mountains, make this district the
first in
If,

the country."

as the

French

say, " Paris is

France," then Seoul

is

Corea.

An

apparently disproportionate interest centres in the capital, if
one may judge from the vast and varied vocabulary relating to
Seotd, its people and things, which differentiate aU else ovitside its
wall.
Thi-ee thousand official dignitaries are said to reside in the
capital, and only eight hundi-ed in all the other cities and provinces.

Seoul

A

is

" the city,"

and aU the rest

of the peninsula is

"the

manners is called " a
man of the capital." " Capital and province" means the realm.
The rule of the local authorities is veiy minute in aU its ramifications.
The system of making every five houses a social unit
country."

pro\'incial ha\'ing ctJtivated

When a crime is committed, it is easy to locate the
group in which the offender dweUs, and responsibihty is fixed at
once.
Every subject of the sovereign except nobles of rank, must
possess a passport or ticket testifying to his personality, and all

is universal.
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"

must

tificjlte

on demand. For the people, this eerbranded or inscribed wood, for the
horn, for the literary class and government officials of

show

their tickets"

of identity is a piece of

soldiers of

Often, the tablet

bone.

is

in halves, the individual ha^•ing one-

its tall3\
The people who cannot read or write have their labels carefully tied to their clothing.
When called upon to sign important documents, or bear witness
on trial, they make a blood-signatiu'e, by rudely tracing the signs

half,

and the government keeping

them in therr own blood. The name, residence of the
and the number of the group of houses in which he lives,
ai'e branded or inscribed on the ho-jMi, or passport.
The actual workings of Corean justice will be better underset before

holder,

—

stood when treating of Christianity an element of social hfe
which gave the pagan tribunals plenty of work. Ci^il matters are
decided by the ordinary civil magistrate, who is judge and jiuy at
once criminal cases are tried by the mihtary commandant. Very
;

important cases are refeiTed to the governor of the pro\ince. The
highest covu't of appeal is in the capital.
Cases of treason and rebellion, and charges against high dignitaries, are tried in the
capital before a special tribunal instituted

The two

by the

king.

classes of assistants to the magistrate,

who

are called

and a-chen,' act as constables or sheriffs,
pohce messengers, and jailers. French Avriters term them " pretorians" and "satellites." These men have jDractically the administration of justice, and the details and spirit of local authority are
in theii- power.
The hai-seik, or constables, form a distinct class
in the community, rarely intermanying with the people, and
handing down their offices, implements, and arts fi'om father to
son. The a-chen, who are the inferior police, jailers, and tortiu-ers,
are fi-om the very lowest classes, and usually of bnital life and
respectively hai-seih

temper.

copious to stamp ChoThe inventory of the court and
prison comprises iron chains, bamboos for beating the back, a
jDaddle-shaped implement for inflicting blows upon the buttocks,

The

sen as

vocabularv' of torture

still

is sufficiently

a semi-ciA-ilized nation.

switches for whipping the calves

till

the flesh

is ravelled,

ropes

and bodily organs, manacles, stocks, and
Other punishboai'ds to strike against the knees and shin-bones.
ments are suspension by the arms, tying the hands in front of the
knees, betAveen which and the elbows is inserted a stick, while the
for sa-ndng

human

the

flesh

ball is rolled about.

An

ancient but

now

obsolete

mode
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to the horns of as

by fire, so that they
punishment
of beating with
The
fragments.
to
victim
the
tore
paddles often leaves scars for life, and causes ulcers not easily
One hundred strokes cause death in most cases, and
healed.
many die under forty or fifty blows. For some crimes the knees
and shin-bones are battered. A woman is allowed to have on one
garment, which is wetted to make it cling to the skin and inThe chief of the lictors, or public spanker, is
crease the pain.
With the long, flexible handle swung over his
called siu-Icio.
head, he plies the resounding blows, planting them on the bare
skin just above the knee-joint, the victim being held down by four
The method of correction is quite characteristic of pagaolers.
ternal government, and is often inflicted* upon the people openly
and in public, at the whim of the magistrate. The bastinado
was formerly, hke hundreds of other customs common to both
coimtries, in vogue in Japan. As in many other instances, this has

many

oxen, and then to

the beasts

sui-vived in the less civilized nation.

When

an offender in the military or literary

class is sentenced

to death, decapitation is the rather honorable method employed.
The executioner uses either a sort of native iron hatchet-sword or

or one of the imported Japanese steel-edged blades,
which have an excellent reputation in the peninsula.
Undoubtedly the severity of the Corean code has been mitigated since Hamel's time. According to his observations, husbands
A wife
usually killed their wives who had committed adultery.
earth
the
shovdders
in
the
to
buried
was
husband
her
mm-dering
at the road side, and all might strike or mutilate her with axe or
sword. A serf who mm-dered his master was tortui-ed, and a
The acme of cruelty was prothief might be trampled to death.
cleaver,

duced, as in old Japan, by pouring vinegar down the criminal's
The criminal code
throat, and then beating him till he burst.
now in force is, in the main, that revised and pubUshed by the
king in 1785, which greatly mitigated the one formerly used. One

but not very severe, mode of correction is to tie a
di-um to the back of the offender and publicly proclaim his transgression, while the drum is beaten as he walks through the streets.
Amid many improvements on the old barbarous system of aggravating the misery of the condemned, there still sm-vives a disgraceful form of capital punishment, in which the cruelty takes on
disgraceful,

the air of savage refinement.

The

cho-reni-to-ta

appears only in

*
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extreme cases. The criminars faca is smeared -with chalk, his
hands are tied behind him, a gong is tied on his back, and an
aiTow is thi-ust through either ear. The executioner makes the
A-ictim march round before the spectators, while he strikes the
gong, crying out, " This fellow has committed [adulter}', murder,

Avoid his crime." The French missionaries exeall put to death in this barbarous manner.
Ofhcials often receive furloughs to retm-n home and visit their
parents, for filial piety is the supreme ririue in Chinese Asia,
The richest rewards on earth and brightest heaven hereafter await
Cm-ses and disgrace in this life and the hottest
the fihal child.
hell in the world hereafter are the penalties of the disobedient or

treason, etc.].

cuted near Seoul were

The man who

neglectful child.

strikes his father is beheaded.

Not to mourn long and faithby retiring from office for months, is an incredible iniquity.
Coreans, Uke Japanese, argue that, if the law punishes crime,
Hence the system which prevails
it ough't also to reward ^-il•tue.
in the mikado's emjiire and in Cho-sen of jDubhcly awarding prizes
These in Japan may be in the
to signal exemplars of fihal piety.
form of money, silver cvips,, rolls of silk, or gewgaws. In Corea,
they are shown in monumental columns, or dedicatoiy temples,
Less often are the
or by public honors and promotion to office.
rewarded instances of devotion to the mother than to the father.
Official life has its sunshine and shadows in this land as elsewhere, but perhaps one of the hardest tasks before the Corean
ruhng classes of this and the next generation is the duty of diliAccustomed for centuries to deciy
gently eating their w'ords.
and belittle the foreigner from Chiistendom, they must now, as

The

parricide

is

bui-ned *to death.

fully,

"
the people discern the superiority of westerners, " rise to explain

manner highly embarrassing. In intellect, government, science,
manual skill, refinement, and possession of the arts
and comforts of hfe, the foreigner will soon be discovered to be
sujDerior.
At the same time the inteUigent native will behold
with how little wisdom, and how much needless cruelty, Cho-sen
The Japanese official world has passed tlu-ough such
is governed.
an experience. If we may argue from a common ancestry and
hereditai-y race traits, we may forecast the probability that to
Corea, as to Japan, may come the same marvellovis revolution in

in a

social customs,

ideas and customs.

CHAPTER

XXYII.

FEUDALISM, SERFDOM, AND SOCIETY.
remarked by Palladius that the Fuyu race, the ancestors
modern Coreans, was the first to emerge from the desert
under feiidal forms of organization. The various migrations of
new nations rising out of northern and eastern Asia were westward, and were held together under monarchical systems of government. The Fuyu tribes who, by tm-ning their face to the rising,
It

is

of the

instead of the setting sun, were anomalous in

the direction of

were unique also in their political genius. Those
emigrants who, descending from the same ancestral seats in Manchm-ia, and through the peninsula, crossed toward Nippon, or
Sunrise, and settled Japan, maintained their feudalism until,
thi-ough ambitious desire to rival great China, they boiTowed the
centralized system of court and monarchy from the Tang dynasty,
their migration,

seventh century. The mikado, by means of boards or
ministries like the Chinese, ruled his subjects until the twelfth
Then, through the pride and ambition of the military
century.
in the

which had subdued all the tribes to his sway, feudalism,
which had spread its roots, lifted its head. By rapid growths,
under succeeding military regents, it grew to be the tree overspreading the empire. It was finally uprooted and destroyed only
by the revolution of 1868, and the later victories of imited Japan's
imperial armies, at an awful sacrifice of life and treasui-e.
That branch of the Fuyu migi-ation which remained in the
Corean peninsula likewise preserv'ed the institution of feudahsm
clans,

which had been inherited from their ancestors. In theii- early
history, lands were held on the tenure of military service, and in
war time, or on the accession of a new dynasty, rewards were
parcelling out the soil to the followers of the victor.
Pro\ision for a constant state of ser\itude among one class of the
political body was made by the custom of making serfs of crimiA nucleus of slavery being once formecL
nals or their kindred.

made by
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debt, famine, captiu'e in war,

vohmtaiy suiTender, would

increase those whose persons and labor were

owned by

another.

To

of general intelligence,

social j^rospeiity, relifrion,

we may look

whoUy

sei've to
or partly

and the increase

as elements for the ameliora-

and the elevation of certain classes of bondsmen
The forms of Corean society, to this day, are
derived from feudal ranks and di-sisions, and the powers, status,
di-sisions, and practical pohtics of the nobles have their roots in
the ancient feudalism which existed even " before the conquest."
Its fruit and legacy are seen in the serfdom or slavery which is
Corea's "domestic" or "peculiar" institution.
tion of serfdom

into free people.

Speaking in general terms, the ladder of society has four rungs,
the king, nobles, and the three classes of society, in the last of
which are " the seven low callings." In detail, the grades may be
counted by the tens and scores. In the lowest gi'ade of the fouiih
class are "the seven ^'ile callings," viz.
the merchant, boatman,
jailor, postal or mail slave, monk, butcher, and sorcerer.
The "fom* classes of society" include the literai-j- men or
:

officials,

the farmers, the artisans, and the traders.

Among

the

nobihty are various ranks, indicated by titles, high offices at court,
He is " neither ox nor
or nearness of relationship to the king.
horse " is the native slang for one who is neither noble nor commoner. The nobles are usuaJly the serf-proprietors or slave-holders, many of them having in their households large numbers
Avhom they have inherited along with their ancestral chattels.
The master has a right to sell or otherwise dispose of the children
of his slaves if he so choose.
The male slave is called chong-nom.
A free man may many a female slave, in which case he is termed
The male children by this mamage are free, but the
a 2n-2ni.
female offspring belong to the master of the mother, and may be
sold.
A liberated slave is called pal-sin, and he speaks of his
foiTuer master as ku-siang.
The native vocabulaiw for the slave
in his various relations is sufficiently copious.
" slave-himters," and " slave-drivers," are as

rean

ear, as to

war."

A

chiu-ro

is

" Fugitive " slaves,

common

to the Co-

the American in the long-ago days of "before the

pan-Do is a bondsman tiwing to escape, and to attempt
hunt the fugitive and bring him back. The in-chancj
is the public slave of the rillage.
Yet such a thing as the bondsman's servile love of place, rising into swollen and oppressive
pride that looks down on the poor freeman, is a common thing,
and cmel and overbeaiing treatment of the peasantry by the minto
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" Tek-punions of a noble is too frequently witnessed in Corea.
ai" ("Byyoiu* favor," equivalent to " Let me live, I pray you")

more than once heard by French missionaries, from a
the swaggering serfs of some nobleman. It is
not exactly the feeling of the sleek and well-bred black slave of
is

a cry,

man beaten by

old-time Virginia for "the poor white trash,"
slavery has

the same.

no color-line
Such a phase

oped among the

;

since in

Corea

yet, in essentials of circumstance, it is

more likely to be develbarons or landed proprietors who

of character is

serfs of the old

have longest occupied their hereditary possessions, and who keej)
up a petty court within their castles or semi-fortified mansions.
Slavery or serfdom in Corea is in a continuous state of decline,
and the number of slaves constantly diminishing. In the remote
provinces it is practically at an end. The greater number of serfs
are to be found attached to the estates of the gi'eat noble families
of the central provinces.
The slaves are those who are born in a
state of servitude, those who sell themselves as slaves, or thos3
who are sold to be such by their parents in time of famine or for
debt.
Infants exposed or abandoned that are picked up and
educated become slaves, but their offspring are born free. The
serfdom is really very mild. Only the active young men are held

young women being kept as domestics. "WTien
many, the males are let free by an annual payment
of a sum of money for a term of years.
Often the slaves marr}',
are assigned a house apart, and bound only to a fixed amount of
to field labor, the

old enough to

labor.

Although the master has the power of

aries report that there

and death over
and the mission-

life

his slaves, the right is rarely exercised unjustly,

were few cases of excessive cruelty prac-

An

unjust master could be cited before the tribunals, and
the case inquired into.
Often the actual condition of the serfs is
superior to that of the poor villagers, and instances are common
tised.

in which the poor, to escape the rapacity and cruelty of the nobles,
have placed themselves under the protection of a master kno-wn to
be a kind man, and thus have piu'chased ease and comfort at the
sacrifice of liberty.

Outside of private ownership of slaves, there is a species of
government slavery, which illustrates the persistency of one feature
of ancient Kokorai perpetuated through twenty centuries. It is the
law that in case of the condemnation of a great criminal, the ban
of Ui-7'o-ui-pi shall fall upon his wife and children, who at once
become the slaves of the judge. These unfortunates do not have
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the privilepfe of honorably serving the magistrate, but iisually pas";

on the menials in the various departments and magistracies. Only a few of the government slaves
arc such by birth, most of them having become so through judicial
condemnation in criminal cases but this latter class fare far worse
than the ordinary slaves. They are chiefly females, and are treated
They are at the mercy not only of
very little better than beasts.
the officers but even of their satellites, servants, and grooms, or
Nothing can equal the
to whomever they are sold for an houi*.
contempt in which they are held, and for an honest or an innocent
woman, such a fate is worse than many deaths. In the earliest
their existence in waiting

;

written account of the Ivokorai people, the ancestors of the modern Coreans, Ave find this same feature of ancient feudalism by

which a
eyes

class of serfs

it is

may be

continual!}' provided.

To

Chi-istian

a horrible relic of barbarism.

The penal settlements on the sea-coast, and notably Quelpart
worked by colonies of these male government slaves or
convicts.
The females are not usually sent away from the place

Island, are

of their parents or their

ovm

crime.

In ancient times of Kokorai and Koi'ai there were only two
classes of people, the nobles and their free retainers, and the
serfs or slaves.
The nobles were lords of cities and castles, like
the daimius of Japan, and were very numerous. The whole country was owned b}' them, or at least held in the king's name under
tenui'e of military service
a lien which length of time only

—

In the long centuries of peace, many of these old
weakly descendants of vigorous founders have died out,

strengthened.
families

—

and the land
ple, is

now

—

revei'ting to the sovereign, or possessed

owaied by a more numerous and complex

by the
class,

jieo-

while

all the cities and towns are governed by officers sent out
by the central authority at Seoul. The ancient class of serfs has,
by industiy and intelligence and accumulation of rights vested

nearly

in their special occupations, developed into

The nobles
power is on the

now

classes.

are

their

increase,

prise b\it a small portion of the

in a minority,

and

the various middle

though at present
com-

their ancestral landholds

soil.

where feudalism, which
on personal loyalty to a reigning sovereign, or a particular
royal line, prevails, a more or less complete revolution of titles and
On the accespossessions takes place upon a change of dynasty.
sion of the present royal house in 1392, the old Korai nobility

As

rests

in medi:i'val Europe, so in Corea,
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were impoverished and the partisans of the founder of the Ni, and
all who had aided him to the throne, became at once the nobility
of the kingxlom, and were rewarded by gifts of land.
To the
victors belonged the spoils.
The honors, riches, and the exclusive right to fill many of the most desirable public offices were
awarded in perpetuity to the aristocracy. The mass of the people
were placed or voluntarily put themselves under the authority of
the nobles.

The

agricultural class

attached to the

soil

simply

changed masters and landlords, while the cities and towns peojDle
and sea-coast dwellers became, only in a nominal sense, the tenantry of the nobles.
Gradually, however, those Avho had ability
and address obtained their full liberty, so that they were in no
way bound to jiay tithe or tax to the nobles, but only to the central government.
Under peace, with wealth, intelligence, combination, trade-unions, and guilds, and esj^ecially by means of the
literary examinations, the various classes of the people emerged
into independent existence, leaving but a few of the lowest of the
Between the acpopulation^ in the condition of serfs or slaves.
covmts of Haniel in 1653, and of the French missionaries in the
last decade, there

are

many

Laborers,

indications of progress.

artisans, merchants, soldiers, etc.,

now have

labor and earnings, and the general division of the

wealth

is

into three classes

—nobles,

own
common-

a right to their

common

people,

and

serfs or

slaves.

Speaking generally, the peculiar institution of Cho-sen is serfrather than slavery, and is the inheritence of feudalism yet,
as Kussia has had her Alexander, America her Lincoln, and Japan
her Mutsahito, we may hope to see some great liberator yet arise
in the "Land of Morning Calm."
Under absolute despotisms, as most Asiatic governments are,
it is a wonder to republicans how the people enjoy any liberty
at aU.
If they have any, it is interesting to study how they have
attained it, and how they hold it. Politically, they have absolutely
no freedom. They know nothing of government, except to pay
taxes and obey.
Their political influence is nothing. In Cho-sen,
according to law, any person of the common people may compete
at the public examinations for civil or military employment, but,
in point of fact, his degree is often worthless, for he is not likely
to receive office by it.- In a country where might and wealth
make right, and human iDeings are politically naught, being but
beasts of burden or ciphers without a unit, how do the peoijle

dom

;

IG
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protect themselves and gain any liberty

pass that serfs

may win

their

way

How

?

to social

does

it

come

to

freedom ?

by union and organization. The spirit of association, so
and necessary, is spread among the Coreans of all classes,
from the highest famiUes to the meanest slaves. All those who
have any kind of work or interest in common form guilds, corporations, or societies, which have a common fund, contributed to
by all for aid in time of need. Very powerful trade-unions exist
among the mechanics and laborers, such as porters, ostlers, and
pack-horse leaders, hat-weavex's, coffin-makers, carpenters, and
It is

natural

These societies enable each class to possess a monojDoly
which even a noble vainly tries to break. Sometimes, they hold this right by ^\Tit purchased or obtained from
government, though usually it is by prescrijition. Most of the
guilds are taxed by the government for their monoi)oly enjoyed.
They have their chief or head man, who possesses almost despotic
masons.

of their trade,

power, and even, in some guilds, of life and death. New members or apprentices may bs admitted by paying theu* rate and

submitting to the rules of the guild.
ciety

we

see the

same

In the higher gi'ades of so-

spirit of association.

The

temjole attend-

servants of the nobles, the gardeners, messengers,

ants, the

and

domestics of the palace, the supernumeraries and government
employes, all have theu* "rings," which an outsider may net

Even among the noble families the same idea exists in
The villages form each a littl'i republic, and possess

break.

due form.

among themselves

common fund

to which every family conmoney, hid in the earth or lent out on
interest, are paid the pubhc taxes, exj^enses of marriage and
burial, and whatever else, by custom and local opinion, is held to
be a public matter. Foreigners, accustomed to the free competi-

Out

tributes.

tion' of

a

of this

English-speaking countries, will find in Clio-sen, as they
so, the existence of this spu'it of

found in Japan, and even more
protective

association

and monopoly

illustrated

in

a

forms which are in turn amusing, vexatious, or atrocious.

who

in injustice, or for

mere

caprice, or in a

fit

hundred

A man

of temper, dis-

charges his ostler, house-sen'ant, or caipenter, will find that he
cannot obtain another good one veiy easily, even at higher wages,
or, if so, that his new one is soon frightened off the premises.
To
get along comfortably in Chinese Asia, one must, willy-nilly, pay

resj^ect to the %'isible or invisible

pervades

all

spirit of

society in those old countries.

trade-unionism that
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most powerful and best oi-ganized guilds is that of
The interior commerce of the country being almost
entirely on the backs of men and pack-horses, these people have
the monopoly of it.
They number about ten thousand, and are
divided by provinces and districts under the orders of chiefs,
sub-chiefs, censors, inspectors, etc.
A large number of these porters are women, often poor widows, or those unable to marry.
Many of them are of muscular frame, and their life in the open
of the

the porters.

air

tends to develop robust forms, with the strength of men.
sjjeak a conventional language, easily imderstood among

They

themselves, and are very profuse in their salutations to each other.
They have very severe rules for the government of their guild,
and crimes among them are punished Avith death, at the order of
their chief.
They are so pow^erful that they pretend that even the
government dare not interfere with them. They are outside the
power of the local magistrate, just as a German University student
is responsible to the Faculty, but not to the police.
They are
honest and faithful in their business, delivering packages with
certainty to the most remote places in the kingdom.
They are
rather independent of the people, and even bully the officers.

When

they have received an insult or injustice, or too low wages,
they "strike" in a body and retire from the district. This puts
a stop to all travel and business, until these grievances are settled
or submission to their own terms is made.

CHAPTER

XXYIII.

SOCIAL LIFE— WOMAN AND THE FAMILY.

who were
woman has no

According to the opinions of the French missionaries,
familiar with the social

life

of the people, a

Corean

moral existence. She is an instrument of pleasure or of labor but
never man's companion or equal. She has no name. In childhood she receives indeed a sui'uame by which she is knovni in the
family, and by near friends, but at the af^e of puberty, none but
her father and mother employ this aiipellative. To all others she
" of such a one, or " the daughter " of so-and-so.
is " the sister
She is absolutely nameAfter her maniage her name is biuied.
Her o^NTi pai-ents allude to her by employing the name of
less.
Her parents-inthe district or ward in which she has married.
law speak of her by the name of the place in which she Hved
before marriage, as Momen rarely marry in the same -s-illage with
"
When she bears children, she is " the mother
their husbands.
Wlien a woman ai:)pears for tiial before a magisof so-and-so.
trate, in order to save time and trouble, she receives a si^ecial
name for the time being. The women below the middle class
work very hard. Farm labor is done chiefly by them. Manure
The women cany
is applied by the women, rarely by the men.
lunch to the laborers in the field, eating what is left for theii*
share. In going to market, the women carry the hea^'ier load. In
their toilet, the women use rouge, white powders, and hair oiL
They shave the eyebrows to a naiTOW line that is, to a perfectly
They have luxm-iant haii',
clean arch, with nothing straggling.
;

—

immense switches to fill out large coiffures.
In the higher classes of society, etiquette demands that the
chiltb-en of the two sexes be separated after the age of eight or
After that time the boys dwell entirely in the men's
ten years.

and, in addition, use

apartments, to study and even to eat and drink.
the women's quarters.

The boys

The

girls

remain

are taught that

it is
secluded in
a shameful thing even to set foot in the female part of the house.
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girls are told that it is disgraceful
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even to be seen by males,

so that gradually they seek to hide themselves whenever any of
These customs, continued from childhood
the male sex appear.
to old age, result in destroying the family Ufe.

A

Corean

taste only occasionally holds conversation with his wife,

regards as being far beneath him.

He

of

good

whom

he

rarely consults her on

anything serious, and though living under the same roof, one may
The femals
say that husband and wife are widely separated.
apartments among the higher classes resemble, in most respects,
The men chat, smoke, and enjoy themthe zenanas of India.
rooms,
and the women receive their parents
outer
selves in the

and friends in the interior apartments. The same custom, based
upon the same prejudice, hinders the common people in their moments of leisure from remaining in their own houses. The men
seek the society of their male neighbors, and the women, on their
part, imite together for local gossijD.

young woman has arrived

Li the higher classes, when a
none even of her

at marriageable age,

own

relatives, except those nearest of kin, is allowed to see or
speak to her. Those who are excepted from this rule must adAfter their mardress her with the most ceremonious reserve.
They are nearly always conriage, the women are inaccessible.
fined to their apartments, nor can they even look out in the streets

So strict is this rule that
without permission of their lords.
fathers have on occasions killed their daughters, husbands their
wives, and wives have committed suicide when strangers have
touched them even with their fingers. The common romances
or novels of the country expatiate on the merits of many a Corean
Lucretia.
In some cases, however, this exaggerated modesty produces the very results it is intended to avoid. If a bold villain
or too eager paramour should succeed in penetrating secretly

not utter a cry, nor
oppose the least resistance which might attract attention for then,
whether guilty or not, she would be dishonored forever by the
simple fact that a man had entered her chamber. Every Corean
husband is a Caesar in this respect. If, however, the affair remains
a secret, her reputation is saved.
There is, however, another side. Though counting for nothing in society, and nearly so in their family, they are surrounded
by a certain sort of exterior respect. They are always addressed
in the formulas of honorific language. The men always step aside
in the street to allow a woman to pass, even though she be of the
the apartments of a noble lady, she dare

;
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poorer classes. The apartments of females are inviolable even to
the minions of the law.
A noble who takes refuge in his wife's
room may not be seized. Onl}' in cases of rebeUion is he dragged
forth, for in that case his family are reckoned as accomplices in
liis guilt.
In other crimes the accused must in some way be en-

where he may be legally arrested. "When a pedler
house to show his wares, he waits ixntil the doors of the
women's apartments are shut. This done, his goods are examined
in the outer apartments, which are open to all.
"When a man
wishes to mend, or go iip on his roof, he first notifies his neighbors, in order that they ma}' shut their doors and windows, lest
he risk the hori'ible suspicion of peeping at the women. As the
Coreans do not see a "man in the moon," but only a rabbit
pounding drugs, or a lady banished there for a certain fault,
according as they are most familiar with Sanskrit or the Chinese
stor}', the females are not afraid of this luminary, nor are the men
jealous of her, the moon being female in their ideas of gender.
Marriage in Cho-sen is a thing with which a woman has little
or nothing to do.
The father of the young man communicates,
either by call or letter, with the father of the gid whom he wishes
liis son to many.
This is often done without consulting the tastes
or character of either, and usually through a middle-man or gobetween.
The fathers settle the time of the wedding after due
discussion of the contract.
A favorable day is appointed by the
ticed outside,

visits the

astrologers, and the arrangements are perfected. Under this aspect
marriage seems an affair of small importance, but in reality it is
marriage only that gives one any ci\il rank or influence in society.
Every unmarried person is treated as a child. He may
commit aU sorts of foolishness without being held to account.
His capers are not noticed, for he is not supposed to think or act
seriously.

Even the unmarried young men

of twenty -five or thirty

years of age can take no part in social reunions, or speak on affaii's
of impoiiance, but must hold their tongues, be seen but not heard.

mated at twelve or thirteen
The bride takes her place
among the matrons, and the young man has a right to speak
among the men and to wear a hat. The badge of single or of
Marriage

is

emancipation.

Even

if

years of age, the married are adults.

man-ied life is the hair. Before maiTiage, the youth, who goes
bareheaded, wears a simple tress, hanging down his back. The
nuptial tie is, in reality, a knot of hair, for in wedlock the hair is
bovmd up on the top of the head and is cultivated on all parts of

—
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the scalp.

According- to old traditions,

a single hair

;

but in the

caj^ital

add

to their personal attractions

ance

—trim their

size

more

AND THE FAMILY.

the

—

men

young
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ouglit never to clip

gallants, in order to

with a dash of fashionable defilocks so that their coiffure will not increase in
than a hen's egg. The women, on the contrary, not

only preserve

own

but procvire

and
They make up
two large tresses, which are rolled to the back and top of the
head, and secured by a long pin of silver or coj)per. The common
people roll their plaits around their heads, like a turban, and
their

all

hair,

false switches

braids to swell their coiffures to fashionable bulk.

Young persons who insist on reshave the front of the scalp.
maining single, or bachelors arrived at a certain or uncertain age,
,and
get

who have not
it

yet found a wife, secretly cut oft' their hair, or
done by fraud, in order to pass for mai'ried folks and avoid

being treated as children. Such a custom, however, ig a gross
(See illustration, page 161.)
violation of morals and etiquette.
On the evening before the wedding, the young lady who is to
be married invites one of her friends to change her virginal coiffure to that of a married woman.
The bridegroom-to-be also invites one of his acquaintance to
"do up" his hair in manly style. The persons appointed to perform this serA-ice are chosen with great care, and as changing the

marks the turning-point in life, the hair-dresser of this
is called the " hand of honor," and answers to the bridesmaid and groomsman of other countries.
hair

occasion

On
set

the marriage-day, in the house of the gi'oom, a platform

up and

richly

adorned with decorative woven

stuffs.

is

Parents,

and acquaintances assemble in a crowd. The couj)le to
be married who may never have seen or spoken to each other
are brought in and take their places on the platform, face to face.
There they remain for a few minutes. They salute each other
with profound obeisance, but utter not a word. This constitutes
the ceremony of marriage.
Each then retires, on either side the
bride to the female, the groom to the male apartments, where
feasting and amusement, after fashions in vogue in Chd-sen, take
friends,

—

;

The expense of a wedding is considerable, and the bz-idegToom must be unstinting in his hospitality. Any failiu-e in this
particular may subject him to unpleasant practical jokes.
On her wedding-day, the young bride must preserve absolute
silence, both on the marriage platform and in the nuptial chamber. Etiquette requires this at least among the nobility. Though
place.

:
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overwhelmed with questions and compHments,
She mvist rest mute and impassive as a statue.

silence is her duty.

She seats herself

upon her person.
Her husband may disrobe her if he wishes, but she must take no
If she utters a word or makes a gesture, she
part or hinder him.
is made the butt of the jokes and gossip of her husband's house
The female sei*vants of the house place themor neighborhood.
in a corner clothed in all the robes she can bear

selves in a peeping position to listen or look through the win-

Or
dows, and are sm-e to publish what they see and hear amiss.
may be done to discover whether the husband is pleased with
A bit
his wife, or how he behaves to her, as is the case in Japan.
this

of gossip

A

— evidently a stock story —

newly married Corean gi'oom

is

the following from Dallet

sj^ent a

whole day among his

male friends, in order to catch some words fi'om his wife at their
His spouse was
first inter^-iew, after their hom-s of separation.
informed of this, and perhaps resolved to be obstinate. Her husband, having vainly tried to make her speak, at last told her that
on consulting the a'^trologers they had said that his wife was
mute fi'om birth. He now saw that such was the case, and was
ISow in a Coresolved not to keep for his wife a dumb woman.
rean wedding, it is quite possible that such an event may take
One of the contracting parties may be deaf, mute, blind,
place.
The man-iage exists. But the
It matters not.
or impotent.
broke out in an angry voice,
words,
husband's
her
stung
by
wife,
"Alas, the horoscope drawn
The diviner amioimced that

for

my

partner

I should

many

is

still

more

tnie.

the son of a rat."

it attaints father and son,
and hence the husband and his father. The shouts of laughter
from the eavesdropping female servants added to the discomfiture
of the young husband, who had gained his point of making his
bride use her tongue at a hea-sT expense, for long did his friends
jeer at him for his bravado, and chaff him at catching a Tartar.
From the language, and from Japanese sources, we obtain
some side-lights on the nuptial ceremony and man-ied life. In
Corean phrase lion-sang (the wedding and the funeral) are the
two gi-eat events of life. Many are the terms relating to mar"To take the hat,"
riage, and the s^^-nonyms for conjugal luiion.
"to clip the hair," "to don the tuft," "to sit on the mat," are all
in use among the gentlemen of the peninsida to denote the act
The hat and the hair play an important
or state of man-iage.
All wlio
part in the transition from single to double blessedness.

This, to a Corean, is a gi'eat insult, as

,

;
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wear their locks ta-rai, or in a tress behind, are youths and
maidens. Those with the tuft or toj)-knot are married. At his
wedding and during the first year, the bridegroom wears a cap,
made of a yellow herb, which is supposed to grow only near
Other honeymoon caps are melon-shaped, and made of
Sunto.
Ater the chung-mai, or middle-man, has arranged the
sable skin.
match, and the day is appointed for the han-sa, or wedding, the
bride chooses two or three maiden friends as " bridesmaids." If
rich, the bride goes to her future husband's house in a palanquin
Even the humblest maid uses a
if poor, she rides on horseback.
on the breast, back, and at the
ornaments
with
veil,
sort of cap or
girdle.

When

she cannot buy, she borrows. The prominent symwedding is a goose, which, in Cor§an eyes, is

bolic figure at the

the

emblem

of conjugal fidelity.

gilded wood, sometimes
it

is

it is

Sometimes

made out

this

mok-an

is

of

of a fish for eating, again

If in
a live bird brought in a cloth with the head visible.
is usual, the couple ascend the piled mats or dais

the house, as

and the reciprocal

prostrations, or acts of

mutual consent, form

the sacramental part of the ceremony, and constitute marriage.
The bride bows four times to her father-in-law and twice to the

groom. The groom then bows foiu' times to the bride. Other
symbolic emblems are the fantastic shapes of straw (otsuka) presented to bride and groom alike. Dried pheasant is also brovight
A gourd-bottle of rice-wine, decorated or tied with
in and cut.
red and blue thread, is handed by the bride to the gi'oom.
bridesmaids standing beside the couple pour the liquid and
for exchange the one little " cup of the wine of mutual joy,"
eral times filled and emptied.
Then begins the wedding-feast, when the guests drink

The
pass
sev-

and

The important document certifying the fact of Avedlock is called the hon-se-chi, and is signed by both parties. When
the woman is unable to write, she makes "her mark" (siu-pon)
by spreading out her hand and tracing with a pencil the exact
Sometimes the groom, in adprofile of palm, wrist, and fingers.

make meny.

dition to his foiu- prostrations,

which are

significant of fidelity to

the bride, gives to his father-in-law a written oath of constancy to
Faithfulness is, however, a typical feminine, rather
his daughter.

than masculine, virtue in the hermit nation. The j^ong-kang, a
kind of wild canary bird, is held up to the wife as her model of
conjugal fidelity. Another large bird, somewhat exceeding a duck
in size, and called the ching-kiong, is said never to remate after

:
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consori Corean widows are expected to imitate
Li some places may be seen the vermilion
arcli or monumental gateway erected to some widow of faithful
memory who wedded but once. Married women wear two rings
on the ring finger. Sixty years, or a cycle, completes the ideal
length of marital life, and "a golden wedding" is then celebrated.
Among the most peculiar of women's rights in Cho-sen is the
ciu-ious custom forbidding any males in Seoul from being out
When this Corean curfew
after eight o'clock in the evening.
while
women are fi-ee to ramble
sounds, all men must hie in-doors,
this
law of pem-ya brings
transgress
a.m.
To
one
abroad until
the death of

its

this virtuous fowl.

severe penalty

upon the

lu-doors, the \-iolation of the

offender.

privacy of the woman's quarters

is

pmiishable by exile or severe

flagellation.

The following

stoiw,

from

Pallet,

phases of their marriage customs,

som^
polygamy

further illustrates

and shows

that, while

not allowed, concubinage is a recognized institution
A noble wished to marry his own daughter and that of his
deceased brother to eligible young men. Both maidens were of

is

wed both

well, but especially his
already refused some
had
he
own child.
Finally he made a proposal to a family noted alike for
f^ood offers.
pedigree and riches. After hesitating some time which of the
maicfens he should dispose of first, he finally decided upon his own
Without haAang seen his future son-in-law, he pledged his
child.
Avord and agi-eed upon the night. Tlu-ee days before the ceremony
he learned from the diviners that the young man chosen was silly,
exceedingly ugly, and veiy ignorant. What should he do ? He
could not retreat. He had given his word, and in such a case the
law is inflexible. In his despaii- he resolved upon a plan to render

the same age.

He wished

With

abortive

to

this idea in view

what he could not

avert.

On

the day of the man'iage,

he appeared in the women's apartments, and gave orders in the
most imperative manner that his niece, and not his daughter,
should don the marriage coiffure and the wedding-dress, and
mount the nuptial platform. His stupefied daughter could not
The two cousms being of about the same height,
but acquiesce.
the substitution was easy, and the ceremony proceeded according

The new bndegroom pas.sed the afternoon in
the men's apartments, where he met his supposed father-in-law.
^Miat was the amazement of the old noble to find that far from
being stupid and ugly, as depicted by the diviners, the young man

to the usual forms.

—
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and
accom-

was good-looking, Avell-formed,

intelligent, liigiily educated,

amiable in manners.

regretting the loss of so

Bitterly

plished a son-in-law, he determined to repair the evil. He secretly
ordered that, instead of his niece, his daughter should be intro-

duced as the bride.

He knew

well that the.

young man would

suspect nothing, for during the salutations the brides are always
so muffled up with dresses and loaded with ornaments that it is

impossible to distinguish their countenances.
During the two or
All happened as the old man desired.
three days which he passed with the new family, he congratulated

The latter, on
himself upon obtaining so excellent a son-in-law.
his part, showed himself more and more charming, and so gained
the heart of his supposed father-in-law that, in a burst of confidence, the latter revealed to

him

all

that

of the diviners' reports concerning him,

tutions of niece for daughter

The young man was

had happened. He told
and the successive substi-

and daughter

for niece.

at first speechless, thcD, recovering his

composure, said: "All right, and that is a very smart trick on
your part. Bat it is clear that both the two young persons belong
Your niece is my lawfvil wife, ^ince she
to me, and I claim them.
has made to me the legal salute, and your daughter introduced
by yourself into my marriage-chamber has become of right and
law my concubine." The crafty old man, caught in his own net,
had nothing to answer. The two young women were conducted
to the house of the new husband and master, and the old noble
was jeered at both for his lack of address and his bad faith.
It is the reciprocal salutation before witnesses on the wedding-

—

—

dais that constitutes legitimate marriage.

From

that

moment

a

husband may claim the woman as his wife. If he repudiates or
divorces her, he may not marry another woman while his former
wife is living, but he is free to take as many concubines as he can
It is sufficient that a man is able to prove that he has
had intimate relations with a maiden or a widow she then becomes his legal property. No person, not even her parents, can
claim her if the man persists in keeping her. If she escape, he
may use force to bring her back to his house. Conjugal fidelity
obligatory on the woman is not required of the husband, and a

support.

;

—

more than a slave of superior rank. Among the
nobles, the young bridegroom spends three or four days with his
bride, and then absents himself from her for a considerable time, to
Etiquette dooms
prove that he does not esteem her too highly.
wife

is

little

:
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her to a species of widowliood, while he spends his hours of relaxTo act otherwise would be
ation iu the society of his conculiincs.
considered in very bad taste, and hip,lily unfashionable. Instances
are known of nobles who, havinfr drojiped a few tears at the death

had to absent themselves Irom the saloons of
companions to avoid the tori'ent of ribaldry and jeers at such
Such eccentricity of conduct makes a man the butt of
weakness.
of their wives, have
their

long-continued railery.
Habituated from infancy to such a yoke, and regarding themselves as of an inferior race, most women submit to their lot with

exemplaiy resignation.

Having no idea

of progress, or of

an

in-

become
the reputation and well-

fraction of established usage, they bear all things.

Tliey

devoted and obedient wives, jealous of
being of their husbands. They even submit calmly to the tjTanny
and unreason of tlieir mothers-in-law. Often, howevei*, there is
genuine rebellion in the household. Adding to her other faults of
character, violence and insubordination, a Corean wife qxian-els
with her mother-in-law, makes life to her husband a bm-den, and inAmong the lower
cessantly provokes scenes of choler and scandal.
classes, in such cases, a few strokes of a stick or blows of the fist
biing the wife to terms. In the higher classes it is not proper
to strike a woman, and the husband has no other course than that
If it is not easy for him to marry again, he submits.
of divorce.

not content with tormenting him, is unfaithful to him,
or, deserting his bed, goes back to her own house, he can lead her
before the magistrate, who after administering a beating with the
paddles, gives her as a concubine to one of his underlings.
"SYomen of tact and energy make themselves respected and con-

If his wife,

quer their legitimate position, as the foUoA^ng example shows. It
is taken by Dallet from a Corean treatise on morals for the youth
of both sexes
Toward the end of the last century a noble of the capital, of
high rank, lost his wife, by whom he had had several children.
His advanced age rendered a second marriage difficult. Nevertheless, the middle-men (or mamage-brokers employed in such
cases) decided that a match could be made with the daughter of a
poor noble in the pronnce of Kiung-sang. On the appointed day
he appeared at the mansion of his

fut\u-e father-in-law,

and the

couple mounted the stage to make the salute according to custom.
Om- gi-audee, casting his eyes upon his new wife, stopped for the

moment

thunderstruck.

She was very

fat,

ugly,

hump-backed.
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mind

as of

body.

But

lie

could not withdraw, and he played his part firmly.

He

resolved neither to take her to his house nor to have anything to
do with her. The two or three days which it was proper to pass
in his father-in-law's house being spent, he departed for the capital

and paid no fui-ther attention to his new relatives.
The deserted wife, who was a person of a great deal of intelligence, resigned herself to her isolation and remained in her
father's house, keeping herself informed, from time to time, of
what happened to her husband. She learned, after two or three
years, that he had become minister of the second rank, and that
he had succeeded in marrying his two sons very honorably. Some
years later, she heard that he proposed to celebrate, with all
proper pomp, the festi-sities of his sixtieth birthday. Immediately,
without hesitation and in spite of the remonstrances and opposition
There hiring a
of her parents, she took the road to the capital.
palanquin, she was taken to the house of the minister and announced herself as his wife. She alighted, entered the vestibule,
and presented herself with an air of assiu-ance and a glance of
tranquillity at the

women

of the united famihes.

Seating herself at

the i^lace of honor, she ordered some fire brought, and with the
greatest calmness lighted her pipe before the amazed domestics.

The news

Avas carried to the outer aj^artments of the gentlemen,

but, according to etiquette,

no one appeared

stu'prised.

Finally the lady called together the household slaves and said
I am yovu- misto them, in a severe tone, "What house is this?
Where have you been
tress, and yet no one comes to receive me.

brought up ? I ought to punish you severely, but I shall pardon
you this time." They hastened to conduct her into the midst of
""Where are my sons-in-law?" she deall the female guests.
manded. " How is it that they do not come to salute me? They
forget that I am without any doubt, by my marriage, the mother
of their wives, and that I have a right, on their part, to all the
honors due to their own mothers."
Forthwith the two daughters-in-law presented themselves with
a shamed air, and made their excuses as well as they were able.
She rebuked them gently, and .exhorted them to show themselves
more scrupulous in the accomplishment of their duties. She then
gave difierent orders in her quality as mistress of the house.
Some hours after, seeing that neither of the men appeared, she
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called a slave to

bei',

and said

to

him

:

"My

two sons are surely

See if tliey are in the men's
not absent on sneli a day as this.
apartments, and bid them come here." The sons presented them-

much

embarrassed, and bkuidered out some ex"you have heard of my arrival for
several hours and have not come to salute me? With such bad
bringing up, and an equal ignorance of principles of action, how
I have pardoned my
will you make your way in the world?
slaves and my daughters-in-law for their want of poHteness, but
for you who are men I cannot let this fault pass unpunished."
selves before her,

"How?"

cuses.

said she,

and bade him give them some strokes
Then she added, " For your father, the
minister, I am his sen-ant, and I have not had orders to yield to
him but, as for you, henceforth do you act so as not to forget

With

this she called a slave

on the legs with a

rod.

;

i:)roprieties."

Finally the minister himself, thoroughly astonished

had passed, was obliged to come to terms and to salute
Three days after, the festivities being ended, he rehis wife.
turned to the palace. The king asked familiarly if all had passed
The minister narrated in detail the history of his
off happily.
marriage, the unexpected arrival of his wife, and how she had conducted herself. The king, who was a man of sense, replied "You
have acted unjustly toward your wife. She appears to me to be a
woman of spirit and extraordinary tact. Her behavior is admiraI hope you will
ble, and I don't know how to praise her enough.
The minister promised,
repair the wrongs you have done her."
and some days later solemnly conferred upon his wife one of tha
at all that

:

highest dignities of the court.

The woman who is legally espoused, whether widow or slave,
and shares the entire social estate of her husband.
Even if she be not noble by birth she becomes so by man-ying a
If two brothers, for exnoble, and her children are so likewise.
ample, espouse an aunt and a niece, and the niece falls to the lot
of the elder, she becomes thereby the elder sister, and the aunt
This relation of elder and
will be treated as a younger sister.
younger sisters makes an immense difference in life, position, and
enters into

all Chinese Asia.
not proper for a widow to remarry. Li the higher classes
a widow is expected to weep for her-deceased husband, and to wear
mouniing all her life. It would be infamy for her, however young,
to marry a second time. The king who reigned 1469-1494 excluded
children of married widows from competition at the public exami-

treatment, in
It is
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and from admittance to any official employment. Even
day such children are looked ujDon as illegitimate.

nations,

to the present

Among

a people so passionate as Coreans, grave social disor-

The young noble widows
cannot remarry become, in most cases, secretly or openly the
cubines of those who wish to support them. The others
strive to live chastely are rudely exposed to the inroads of
ders result from such a custom.

who
con-

who
pas-

Sometimes they are made intoxicated by narcotics which are
put in their- drink, and they wake to find themselves dishonored.
Sometimes they are abducted by force, during the night, by the
When they become -vdctims of violence,
aid of hired bandits.
It often happens that young widows
there is no remedy possible.
commit suicide, after the death of their husbands, in order to
prove their fidelity and to secure their honor and reputation
beyond the taint of suspicion. Such w^omen are esteemed models
of chastity, and there is no end to their praises among the nobles.
Through theii' influence, the king often decrees a memorial gatesion.

way, column, or temple, intended to be a monument of their heroThus it has often happened that Christian
ism and vu'tue.
-

of the missionary fathers permission to commit
attempts were made to violate their houses or their persons and it was with difficulty that they could be made to comprehend the Chi-istian doctrine concerning suicide.
The usual method of self-destruction is ja-mun, or cutting the
In this the Coreans
throat, or opening the abdomen with a sword.

widows begged
suicide,

if

;

are like the Japanese, neck-cutting or piercing being the feminine,

and

hara-kiri (beUy-cutting) the masculine,

own

at one's

Among
neither

method

of ending life

hands.

the

common

people, second marriages are forbidden

by law nor custom, but wealthy

tate the nobles in this

custom as in

families endeavor to imi-

others.

Among

the poor,

The men must have their food -preno law.
pared for them, and women cannot, and do not willingly die of
famine when a husband offers himself. Hence second marriages
necessity knoAvs

among

the lowly are quite frequent.

of the facts stated in this chapter are drawn from Pal"History of the [Roman Catholic] Chui'ch in Corea." Making due allowance for the statements of celibate priests, who are
aliens in religion, nationality, and civilization, the picture of the
social life of Cho-sen is that of abominable heathenism.

Most

let's

CHAPTER XXIX.
CHILD LIFE.
Judging from a collection of tlie toys of Corean cliildren, and
from their many terms of afifection and words relating to games
and sports, festivals and recreation, nursery stories, etc., the life
For the blessings
of the little Kim or Ni must be a pleasant one.
of offspring the parents offer rice to the god of the household
(sam-sin-hang), whose tiny shrine holds a place of honor in some
ornamental niche in the best room. When the baby begins to
grow, cradles being unknown, the mother puts the infant to sleep
by to-ta/c, to-tak patting it lightly on the stomach. "When it is
able to take its first step across the floor the tiger-skin rug being
ready to ease its possible fall this important household event,
spoken of with joy as ihe ja-pah, ja-pak, is described to the neiglfbors.
As the child grows up and is able to walk and run about,
the hair is mostly shaved off, so that only a "button of jade" is
This infantile tuft takes its name from
left on the top of the head.
the badge or togle worn on the top of the men's caps in winter.
A child, "thi-ee feet high," very beautifvil and well formed, docile
and strong, if a son, is spoken of " as a thousand-mile horse " one
who promises to make an alert and enduring man. A child noted

—

—

—

—

for fihal piety will even cheerfully

commit

tan-ji

— cutting

his fin-

ger to fm-nish his blood as a remedy for the sickness of father or
mother. Should the child die, a stone effigy or statue of itself is
set

up before

his grave.

In the capital and among the higher classes, the children's
toys are very handsome, ranking as real works of art, while in
every class the playthings of the tiny Corean humanity form but
a miniature copy of the life of their elders. Among the living pets,
These monkeys are fitted with jackthe monkey is the favorite.

and when plump and not too mischievous make capital pets
Puppies share the affections of the nursery with the
tiger on wheels.
Made of paper pulp and painted, this harmless

ets,

for the boys.

effigy of

the king of beasts

is

pulled about with a string.

A

—
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is but a co-pj of the little boy wlio pulls it.
A jerk
draws in the pasteboard tongue, and sends the trumOfficial life is mirrored in the tasselled umpet to his mouth.
brella, the fringed hats, and the toy-chariot with fancy wheels.
Other toys, such as rattles, flags, and drums, exactly imitate the
lai'ger models with which the grown-up men and women amuse
All these are named, fashioned, and decorated in a
themselves.

jumping-jack
of the string

style peculiarly Corean.

Among

A

the most

common

of the chil-

hidden in a heap of sand,
and the urchins poke sticks into and through the pile to find it.
Whoever transfixes the circlet wins the sfame, suoffjestinof our efirls'
game of grace-hoop, though often taking a longer time. Rosettes or pinwheels of paper are made and fastened on the end
dren's plays are the following

:

Running before the

of sticks.

ring

is

breeze,

the miniature windmOls

afford hilarious delight.

The children's way of bringing rain is to move the lips uj) and
down, distending the cheeks and pressing the breath through the
lips.
Playing " dinner " with tiny cups and dishes, and imitating
the ponderous etiquette of their elders, is a favorite amusement.
See-saw is rougher and^ more exhilarating. Ga-nes of response
ar# often played with hands, head, or feet, in which one watches
the motions of his rival, oj^ens or shuts his hands, and pays a forfeit or loses the game when a false move is made.
For the coastdwellers, the sea-shore, with the rocks which are the refuge of
the

shell-fish,

Looking down

is

the inexhaustible jjlayground of the childi-en.

deep water of the archipelago they see
the coral reefs, the bright flower-gardens of marine j^lants, and
shoals of striped, banded, crimson-tailed, and green-finne'd fish,
in the clear

which, in the eastern seas, glitter with tints of gold and silver.
The children, half naked, catch the crabs and lobsters, learning
how to hold their prizes after many a nab and pinch, which bring

and squalls. One of the common playthings of
Corean children, the "baby's rattle," is the dried leathery egg of
the skate, which with a few pebbles inside makes the infant, if not
its parents, happy with the din.
Besides a game of patting and dabbling in the water chal^mk,
chal-pak boys amuse themselves by fishing with hook and line or
infantile tears

—

One method

is to catch fish by means of the yek-JcuL
This
a plant of peppery taste, which poisons or stupefies the fish that
bite the tempting tip, making them easy prey.
More serious in-

net.
is

door games played by women and
•

1/

childi-en are jja-tok, or back-
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gammon

mng-pi-yen, dominoes
siu-tu-chen, game of eighty
and chang-keui, or chess. All these pastimes are quito
different from onrs of the same name, yet enough like them to be
The festivals
recognized as belonging to the species named.
most intensely enjoyed by the children are those of "Treading the
Bridges," "The Meeting of the Star Lovers," and the "Mouse Fire."
There is one evening in the year in which men and children, ai
"well as women, are allowed to ba out in the streets of the capital.
The people spend the gi-eater part of the night in passing and re"
passing upon the little bridges of stone. It is a general " night out
Comedians, singers, harleqmns, and merryfor all the people.
makers of all kinds are abroad, and it being moonlight, all have a
good time ia " treading the bridges." On the seventh day of the
seventh month, the festival honored in China, Corea, and Japan
takes place, for which children wait, in expectation, many days in
advance. Sweetmeats are prepared, and bamboos stimng with strip.j
On this night the
of colored paper are the symbols of rejoicing.
two stars Capricomus and Alpha Lyi\a (or the Herd-boy and Spinning Maiden) are in conjunction in the milky way (or the River of
Heaven), and wishes made at this time are supposed to come true.
Chu-pul, or the Mouse Fire, occiu-s in the twelfth month, on the
day of the Mouse (or rat). Childi-en hght brands or torches of dry
reeds or straw, and set fire to the dry herbage, stubble, and shrubbery on the borders of the roads, in order to singe the hau* of th^
cai'ds

;

;

;

'

various field or gi'ound-burrowing animals, or

bum

them

out, so

as to obtain a plentiful crop of cotton.

method all over
out loud, and noisily. This kang-siong, or deafening
Besides
buzz, is supposed to be necessary to sound knowledge.
learning the Chinese characters and the vernacular alphabet, with
tongue, ear, eye, and pen, the children master the ku-ku ("nine
At

school, the pupils study according to the

Asia, that

is,

times nine "), or the midtiplication table, and leara to work the
four simple niles of arithmetic, and even fractions, involution, and
A " red
evolution on the chon-jjan, or sliding numeral frame.

mark " is a vermilion token of a good lesson, made by the examiner and for a good examination passed rewards are given in the
;

form

of a firat-rate dinner, or

—

one or

all of

" the foui- friends of

and inkstand, or biiishes,
the study table"
pens, ink,
sticks of "India" ink, rolls of unsized paper, and an inkstone
'

paper,

See " Tlie Meeting of the Star Lovers," in Japanese Fairy World.
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—

or water-dropper. Writing a good autograph signature "one's
own pen" is highly commended. Sometimes money is given for
encoui'agement, which the promising lad saves up in an earthen

—

savings-bank.

who work
rise to

Not a few of the youth of the humbler classes,
by day and study the characters by night,

in the fields

be able

officers

who

fill

The French missionaries

high

stations.

us that the normal Corean is
especially of sons, who in his eyes are worth ten
assui*e

fond of childi'en,
times as much as daughters. Such a thing as exposui-e of childi'en
is almost unknowTi.
In times of severe famine this may happen

away or sell for a season, that they may be
Parents rarely find their family too numerous.
The first thing inculcated in a child's mind is respect for his
father.
All insubordination is immediately and sternly repressed.
after failiu'e to give

bought back.

Far

different is

caprices

with the mother.

it

and laughs

at his faults

and

She yields to her boy's
vices without rebuke.

The

child soon learns that a mother's authority is next to nothing.

In
speaking of his father a lad often adds the words "severe,"
"terrible," implying the awe and profound respect in which he
holds his father.
(Something of the same feeling prevails as in
Jspan, where the four dreadful things which a lad most fears, and

which are expressed in a rhyming proverb, are "Earthquake,
wind, fixe, and father," or "daddy.")
On the contrary, in speaking of his mother, he adds the words "good," "indulgent," "I'm
not afraid of her," etc. A son must not play nor smoke in his
father's presence, nor assume free or easy postui'e before him. For
lounging, there is a special room, hke a nursery.
The son waits
on his father at meals and gets his bed ready. If he is old or sickly, the son sleeps near him and does not quit his side night or day.
If he is in prison the son takes up his abode in the vicinity, to
communicate with his parent and furnish him with luxiuies. In
case of imprisonment for treason, the son at the j^ortal, on bended
knees day and night, awaits the sentence that wiU reduce himself
:

to exile, the son must
end of the joiu-ney, and, in
some cases, share banishment with him. Meeting his father in
the street, the son must make profound salute on his knees, in
the dust, or in the ditch.
In writing to him, he must make free
use of the most exaggerated honorifics which the Corean knows.
The practice of adoption is common, as it is abnormally so
in all countries where ancestral worship is prevalent and underhes
to slavery.

at least

If

the accused

accompany

is

condemned

his father to the
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The

all religions.

end and aim

of

presei'vation of the family line is the

life.

In effect

all

supreme

those persons are descendants

who will keep up the ancestral sacrifices,
guard the tablets and observe the numerous funeral and moiiming
ceremonies which make life such a burden in Eastern Asia. Daughters are not adoj^ted, because they cannot accomphsh the preWhen jDarents have only a daughter, they many
scribed rites.
her to an adopted son, who becomes head of the family so adopted
of particular ancestors

Even the consent of the adopted, or of his parents, is not
always requisite, for as it is a social, as well as a religious neces-

into.

sity,

the government

may be

ajopealed to, and, in case of need,

In this manner, as in the patriage of biblical histoiy, a man may be coerced into " raising up seed " to defunct ancestors.
Properly, an adoption, to be legal, ought to be registered at
the office of the Board of Kites, but this practice has fallen into
disuse, and it is sufficient to give public notice of the fact among
An adoption once made cannot be
the two families concerned.
void except by a decree fi'om the Tribunal of Eites, which is diffiIn practice, the system of adoption results in
cult to obtain.
forces acceptance of the duty.
ai'chal

many

scandals, quaiTels, jealousies,

and

all

the train of

o\'ils

which

one familiar with men and women, as they ax-e, might argue a
The iron fetters of Asiatic inpriori without the facts at hand.
stitutions cannot suppress human uatui'e.
Primogeniture is the rigid inile. Younger sons, at the time of
their marriage, or at other important periods of Hfe, receive paternal gifts, now more, now less, according to usage, rank, the family
fortune, etc., but the bulk of the property belongs to the oldest

whom

He is the
the younger sons look as their father.
and regards his father's children as his own. In

son,

on

head

of the family,

Eastern Asia the bonds of family are much closer than among
Caucasian people of the present time. All the kindi'ed, even to
the fifteenth or twentieth degi-ee, whatever theu- social position,
fomi a
rich or poor, educated or illiterate, officials or beggars

all

—

clan, a tribe, or

more

exactly one single family,

all

of

whose mem-

The house of one is the
bers have mutual interests to sustain.
house of the other, and each will assist to his utmost another of
The law recognizes
the clan to get money, office, or advantage.
this system by levying on the clan the imposts and debts which
indi^^duals of it cannot pay, holding the sodality responsible for
the indivdual.
To this they submit without complaint or protest.
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Instead of the family being a unit, as" in the west, it is only
the fragment of a clan, a segment in the great circle of kindred.
The number of terms expressing relationship is vastly greater and

much more complex than in English. One is amazed at the exuberance of the national vocabulary in this respect. The Coreans
are fully as clannish as the Chinese, and much more so than the
Irish
and in this, as in the Middle Kingdom, lies one great
obstacle to Christianity or to any kind of individual reform. Marriage cannot take place between two persons having the same
There are in the kingdom only one hundred
family cognomen.
and forty or fifty family, or rather clan names. Yet many of these
;

names

are widespread through the realm.

single Chinese letter, except six or seven,

All are formed of a
which are composed of

two characters. To distinguish the different families who bear the
same patronymic, they add the name which they call the pu, or
Gentile name, to indicate the place whence the family originally
came. In the case of two persons wishing to marry, if this pw iri
the same, they are in the eyes of the law relatives, and marriago
The
is forbidden.
If the pu of each is different, they may wed.
most common names, such as Kim and Ni answering to our Smith
and Jones have more than a score of pu, which arise from mora
than twenty families, the place of whose origin is in each case
different.
The family name is never used alone. It is always followed by a surname or only the word so-pang, junior, sang-wen,

—

—

;

senior, lord,

sir, etc.

Male adults usually have three personal names, that given in
common proper name, and the common legal name,
Besides these, various
while to this last is often added the title.
ahases, nicknames, fanciful and punning appellatives, play their
part, to the j)leasure or vexation of their object.
This custom is
the source of endless confusion in documents and common life.
It was formerly in vogue in Japan, but was abolished by the mikado's government in 1872, and now spares as much trouble to
tongue, tpyes, and pens, as a reform in our alphabet and spelling
would save the English-speaking world. As in Nippon, a Corean
female has but one name from the cradle to the grave. The titles
"Madame," or "Madame widow," are added in mature life. As
in old Japan, the common people do not, as a rule, have distinguishing individual names, and among them nicknames are very
common. Corean etiquette forbids that the name of father, mother,
or uncle be used in conversation, or even pronounced aloud.
childhood, the

CHAPTER XXX.
HOUSEKEEPING, DIET, AND COSTUME.
CoREAN architecture
tles, fortifications,

is in

The caspubUc buildings canJapan or China. The

a very primitive condition.

temples, monasteries and

not approach in magnificence those of

country, though boasting hoary antiquity, has few niins in stone.

The dwellings
story high.
lar streets,

are tiled or thatched houses, almost invariably one
In the smaller towns these are not arranged in regubut scattered here and there. Even in the cities and

capital the streets are

naiTow and tortuous.

In the rural parts, the houses of the wealthy are embosomed in
beautiful groves, with gardens stuTovmded by charming hedges or
fences of nishes or split-bamboo. The cities show a greater display
of red-tiled roofs, as only the officials and nobles are allowed this
Shingles are not much used.
The thatching
or barley straw, cut close, with ample eaves, and often

sumptuary honor.
is of rice

finished with gi-eat neatnesss.

A low wall of uncemented stone, five or six feet high, siu-rounds the dwelling, and when kept in repair gives an au- of neatOften a pretty rampart
ness and imjiosing solidity to the estate.
of

flat

bamboo

mounts the
mortared.

or rushes, plaited in the hen-ing-bone pattern,

sui--

which may be of pebbles or stratified rock and
Sometimes the rampart is of wattle, covered mth
wall,

smooth white plaster, which, with the gateway, is also sui-mounted
by an arched roofing of tiles. Instead of regular slanting hues of
gables, one meets with the cvu'ved and pagoda-like roofs seen in
China, with a heavy central ridge and projecting ornaments of
fire-hardened clay, like the "stin-up" or "

de\'il

" tiles of Japan.

These curves greatly add to the beauty of a Corean house, because
they break the monotony of the lines of Corean architecture.
Doors, windows, and hntels are usually rectangular, and ai*e
set in regulai-ly, instead of being made odd to reheve the eye, as
in Japan.
Bamboo is a common material for window-frames.
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are laid on stone set in the earth,

and the

part of the naked planet.

People one
grade above the poorest cover the hard ground vdth sheets of
For the better class
oiled paper, which serve as rugs or a carpet.
a floor of wood is raised a foot or so above the earth, but in the
sleeping- and sitting-room of the average family, the "kang"
forms a vaulted floor, bed, and stove.
The kang is characteristic of the human dwelling in northeastern Asia.
It is a kind of tubular oven, in which human
It is as though we should
beings, instead of potatoes, are baked.
make a bedstead of bricks, and put foot-stoves under it. The floor
is bricked over, or built of stone over flues, which run from the
fireplace, at one end of the house, to the chimney at the other.
The fire which boils the pot or roasts the meat is thus utilized to
warm those sitting or sleeping in the room beyond. The difiiculty
is to keep up a regular heat without being alternately chilled or
smothered. With wood fuel this is almost impossible, but by
dint of tact and regulated draught may be accomplished.
As in
the Swedish porcelain stove, a pail of live coals keeps up a good
warmth all night. The kangs survive in the kofaftiii of Japan.
The "fire" in sentiment and fact is the centre of the Corean'
home, and the native phrase, "he has put out his fire," is the dire
synonym denoting that a man is not only cold and fasting, but in
floor of the

want

is

of the necessities of

Bed-clothes are of
wolf, or

dog

silk,

life.

wadded

skins, the latter often

cotton, thick paper,

sewn

and

tiger,

in large sheets like a car-

Comfort, cleanliness, and luxury make the bed of the noble
on the warm brick in winter, or cool matting in summer; but
mth the poor, the cold of winter, and insects of summer, with the
dirt and rags, make sleeping in a Corean hut a hardship.
Cushions or bags of rice-chaff form the pillows of the rich.
The poor
man uses a smooth log of wood or slightly raised portion of the
floor to rest his head upon.
"Weariness can snore upon the flint

pet.

when

resty slqth finds the

down

pillow hard."

Three rooms are the rule in an average house. These are for
cooking, eating, and sleeping. In the kitchen the most noticeable
articles are the ang-pak, or large earthen jars, for holding rice,

Each of them is big enough to hold a man
The second room, containing the kang, is the sleeping
apartment, and the next is the best room or parlor. Little furnibarley, or water.

easily.

ture

is

the rule.

Coreans, like the Japanese,

sit,

not cross-legged,
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on their

l)ut

heels.

cover the floor for a

Matting

is

Among
carjiet,

the well-to-do, dopf-skins, or kat-lei,
tijj^er-skins serve as rugs.

or splendid

common, the best being

in the south.

meals are served on the floor on low sang, or
The
little tables, one for each guest, sometimes one for a couple.
best table service is of porcelain, and the ordinary sort of eaiihenware with white metal or copper utensils. The table-cloths are of
No knives or forks ai-e
fine glazed paper and resemble oiled silk.
used instead, chopsticks, laid in paper cases, and, what is more
common than in China or Japan, spoons are used at every meal.

As

in Japan, the

;

Table Spread

for Festal Occasions.

Tlie climax of aesthetic taste occurs

when

a set of historic porce-

and faience of old Corean manufacture and decoration, with
the tall and long-spouted teapot, are placed on the pearl-inlaid
table and filled Avith native delicacies.
The walls range in quality of decoration from plain mud to colored plaster and paper. The Corean wall-paper is of all grades,
sometimes as soft as silk, or as thick as canvas. Sa-peiL- is a favorite reddish earth or mortar which serves to rough-cast in rich

lain

color tones the walls of a room.

Pictures are not

common

;

the artistic sense being satisfied
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with scrolls of handsome Chinese characters containing moral
and Hterary gems from the classics, or the cahgraphic triumph of
some king, dignitary, or hteraiy friend. To possess a sign-manual
or autograph scrap of Yung, Hong, or O, the three most renowned
men of ChO-sen, is reckoned more than a golden manuscript on
aziu'e paper.

The windows are square and latticed without or within, and
covered wdth tough paj^ei', either oiled or imsized, and moving in
grooves the originals of the Japanese sliding-doors and windows. In every part of a Corean house, paper plays an important

—

and useful part.
Very fine Venetian blinds are made of threads split from the
ever-useful bamboo, which secures considerable variety in window
The doors are of wood, paper, or plaited bamboo.
decoration.
Glass was,
the

till

common

unknown luxiu-y in Corea among
Even mth the nobles, it is rather a curiosity.

recently, a nearly

people.

The windows being made
cessity.

of oiled or thin paper, glass is not a neThis fact wiU explain the eagerness of the people to pos-

sess sj^ecimens of this ti*ansj)arent novelty.
ale bottles,

which

sailors

Even old porter and

have throwTi away, are eagerly picked

uji,

begged, bought, or stolen. An old medicine-vial, among the CoThe
reans, used to fetch the price of a crystal goblet among us.
possessor of such a prize as a Bass' ale bottle will exhibit it to his
neighbor as a rare curio from the Western barbarians, just as an

American virtuoso shows oif his last new Satsuma vase or box of
Soochow lacquer. "VMien EngHsh ship captains, %'isiting the coast,
gave the Coreans a bottle of wine, the bottle, after being emptied,
carefully retiu'ned with extreme jDoliteness as an article

was always

The first Corean visitor to the American expediwent into ecstacies, and his face budded into smiles
hitherto thought impossible to the gi-im Corean visage, because
The height
the cook gave him an arm-load of empty ale-bottles.
of domestic felicity is reached when a Corean householder can
of great value.

tion of 1871,

get a morsel of glass to fasten into his

window

or sliding-door,

and thus gaze on the outer world through this " loophole of retreat."
This not only saves him from the disagreeable necessity
of punching a finger-hole through the paper to satisfy his curiosity, but gives him the advantage of not being seen, and of keeping out the draft. When a whole pane has been secured, it is
hard to state whether happiness or pride reigns uppermost in the
owner's bosom.
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Candlesticks are either
in the

Japanese

style,

tall

and upright, resting on the

or dish-lamps of

common

oil

floor

are used.

used to ignite matches made of chips of
by which a "fire-flower" is made to
blossom, or in more prosaic Enghsh, a flame is kindled. Phosl)horus matches, imjjorted from Japan, are called by a word signi-

Fhnt and
wood dipped

steel are

in sulphur,

fying "fire-sprite," " will-of-the-wisj)," or ignis-fatuas.

Usually in a gentlemen's house there is an ante-room or vestiwhich neighbors and visitors sit and talk, smoke or drink.

bule, in

much freedom is allowed and formaUties are laid
Here are the facilities and the atmosphere which in Western lands are found in clubs, cofi'ee- and ale-houses, or obtained
from newspapers. One such, of which the pictui-e is before us,
has in it seats, and looks out on a garden or courtyard. On a
ledge or window-seat are vases of blossoms and cut flowers; a
smaller vase holds fans, and another is presumably full of tobacco or some other luxury. Short eave-curtains and longer drapery at the side, give an air of inviting comfori to these free
and easy quai'tei's, where news and gossip ai*e exchanged. These
oi-tiang, or outer apartments, ai*e for strangers and men only,
and women are never expected or allowed to be present.
The Ching-ja is a small house or room on the bank of a river,
or overlooking some bit of natui'al scenery', to which picni:; parties resort, the Coreans most heartily enjoying out-door festivity,
in places which sky, water, and foliage make beautiful to Ine eye.
There are often inscribed on the portals, in lai-ge Cliinese
characters, moral mottoes or poetical sentiments, such as "Enter
happiness, like breezes bring the spring, and depart evil spirit as
snow melts in water." Before a new house is finished, a sheet of
pui-e white paper, in which are enclosed some nij), or "cash," with
gi'ains of rice which have been steeped in vane, is nailed or
fastened on the wall, over the door, and becomes the good spirit
In this place
aside.

or genius of the house, sacrifices being duly offered to

more senses than one, the
rean households

The Corean

is

spirit that presides over too

it.

In

many Co-

the alcohol spirit.

is brewed or distilled from
These alcoholic drinks are of various
strength, color, and smell, ranging from beer to brandy.
In general their beverages are sufiiciently smoky, oily, and alcoholic to
Western tastes, as the fusel-oil usually remains even in the best
products of their stills. No trait of the Coreans has more im-

rice,

millet,

liijuor,

or barley.

by preference,

—
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pressed their numerous visitors, from Hamel to the Americans,
than their love of all kinds of strong drink, from ale to whiskey.
The common verdict is, "They are greatly addicted to the wor-

The Corean vocabulary bears ample witness to
ship of Bacchus."
the thorough acquaintance of the people with the Hquor made
The inhabitants of the
from grain by their rude processes.
peninsula were hard drinkers even in the days of Fuyu and KokoNo sooner were the ports of modern Cho-sen open to comrai.
merce than the Chinese established Uquor-stores, while Eui'opean
wines, brandies, whiskeys, and gins have entered to viiry the Corean' s liquid diet and increase the national drunkenness.
Strange as it may seem, the peasant, though living between the

—

two gTeat tea-producing countries of the world Japan and China
and in the latitude of tea-plantations, scarcely knows the taste of
tea, and the fragrant herb is as Httle used as is coffee in Jaj^an.
The most common di'ink, after what the clouds directly furnish, is
Infusions of dried gin-'
the water in which rice has been boiled.
seng, orange-peel, or ginger serve for festal purposes, and honey
these fail but the word " tea," or cha, serves the Corean, as
does the typical Ii-ishman, for a variety of infusions and decoctions.
"With elastic charity the word covers a mvdtitude of sins,

when

;

it

chiefly of omission

;

all

that custom or

euphony requires

is

to

name of the substance used to " cha " and the drink is
tea
of some kind.
The staple diet has in it much more of meat and fat than that
The latter acknowledge that the average Corean
of the Japanese.

prefix the

—

can eat twice as

much

as himself.

Beef, pork, fowls, venison, fish,

and game are consumed without much waste in rejected material.
Nearly everything edible about an animal is a tidbit, and a curious piece of cookery, symbolical of a generous feast, is often found
board of a liberal host. This tang-talk (which often becomes the "town-talk") is a chicken baked and served with its
" To treat to an entire
feathers, head, claws, and inwards intact.
fowl" is said of a liberal host, and is equivalent to "killing the

at the

fatted calf."

Fish are often eaten raw from tail to head, especially if small,
with only a little seasoning. Ho-hoi, or fish-bone salad, is a delicacy.
Dog-flesh is on sale among the common butchers' meats,
and the Coreans enjoy it as our Indians do. In the first month of
the year, however, owing to rehgious scruples, no dog-meat is
eaten, or dishes of canine origin permitted.
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The

state dinner, given to the Japanese after the treaty, contwo-inch squares of pastiy, made of

sisted of this bill of fare

:

and oil heaps of boiled eggs pudding made of
flom-, sesame, and honey dried persimmons " pine-seeds," honeymaccalike food covered with roasted rice colored red and white
roni soup with fowl boiled legs of pork, and wine, rice or millet
It is customary to decorate the tables on
spirit with eveiything.
gi-and occasions with artificial flowers, and often the first com-se
For instance,
is intended more for show than for actual eating.
flour,

sugar,

;

;

;

;

;

;

when

the Japanese party, feasted at Seoul in 1G46,
them began to help himself to

first sat

I

''

down

which
he wag very fond. The dish seemed to contain a genuine cooked
cai-p basted with sauce, but, to the embaiTassment of the hungiy
guest, the fish would not move. He was relieved by the sei-vant, who
The com-ses
told him that it w^as put on the table only for show.
brought on later contained more substantial noiu-ishment, such as
fish, flesh, fowl, vegetables, soups, cakes, puddings and tea. Judging from certain words in the language, these show-dishes fonn a
to the table, one of

fish,

of

The women cook rice
thoroughly soft by steaming, while yet reOther welltaining the perfect shape of each gi'ain by itseK.
known dishes are barley, millet, beans, taro (potato cooked in a

regular feature at the opening of banquets.
beautifully,

making

it

variety of ways), hly-bulbs, sea- weeds, aconis, dai-kon (radishes),
turnips, and potatoes. Maccaroni and vermicelli are used for soups

and refi-eshing lunches. Apples, pears, plums, gi'apes, persimmons,
and various kinds of ben-ies help to furnish the table, though the
flavor of these is inferior to the same fruits gi'own in our gardens.
All kinds of condiments, mustard, riuegar, pepper, and a variety of

home-made

sauces, are

much

rehshed.

Itinerant food-

as in China, but butcher-shops and
Two solid meals, with a light
vermicelli stands are numerous.
Tairice, is the dinner.
midday
Opan, or
breakfast, is the rule.
the
is
star
evening
the
of
appearance
The
meal.
sik is a regular
sellers are

not so

common

and the planet a SATionym for the last
At wakes or funeral feasts, and on festal days,
the amoimt of victuals consumed is enormous, while a very palatable way of remembering the dead is by the yum-2)ok, or drinking
The Coreans understand the presen-ative virof sacrificial wine.

signal for a hearty supper,

meal of the day.

ice, and in winter large quantities of this substance are
cut and stored away for use in the summer, in keeping fresh meat
and fish. Their ice-houses are made by excavating the gi'ound

tues of
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and covering over the store with earth and sod, from which in hot
weather they use as may be necessary. These ice stores are often
under the direction of the government, especially when large
quantities of fish are being preserved for rations of the army in
time of war. Those who oversee the work are called " Officers of
the Refrigerator."
striking fault of the Coreans at the table is their
and to this trait of their character Japanese, French,
Dutch, and Chinese bear witness. It might be sujjposed that a
Frenchman, who eats lightly, n|.ight make a criticism where an
Englishman would be silent but not so. All reports concerning
them .seem to agree. In this respect there is not the least difference between the rich and poor, noble or plebeian. To eat much
is an hotior, and the merit of a feast consists not in the quality
but in the quantity of the food served. Little talking is done
Hence,
while eating, for each sentence might lose a mouthful.
since -a capacious stomach is a high accomjDlishment, it is the aim
from infancy to develop a belly having all possible elasticity.
Often the mothers take their babies upon their knees, and after
stuffing them with rice, like a wad in a gun, will tap them from
time to time with the paddle of a ladle on the stomach, to see
that it is fully spread out or rammed home, and only cease gorg-

One

voracity,

;

ing

when

more.

A

it

is

physically impossible for the child to swell

Corean

is

always ready to eat

;

up

he attacks whatever he

meets with, and rarely says, " Enough." Even between meals, he
win help himself to any edible that is offered.
The ordinary
portion of a laborer is about a quart of rice, which when cooked
makes a good bulk. This, however, is no serious hindrance to his
devouring double or treble the quantity when he can get it. Eating matches are common.
When an ox is slaughtered, and the
beef is served up, a heaping bowl of the steaming mess does not
alarm any guest. Dog-meat is a common article of food, and the
canine sirloins served up in great trenchers are laid before the
guests, each one having his own small table to himself.
When
fruits, such as peaches or small melons, are served, they are

devoured without peeling. Twenty or thirty peaches is considered
an ordinary allowance, which rapidly disappears. Such a prodigality in victuals is, however, not common, and for one feast there
are many fastings.
Beef is not an article of daily food with the
peasantry.
Its use is regulated by law, the butcher being a sort
of government official
and only under extraordinary circum;
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when a jTfrancl festival is to be held, does the king allow
an ox to be killed in each villa<?e. The Coreans are neither fastidious in theii' eating nor jiainstaking in theii' cooking. Nothing
goes to waste. All is grist that comes to the mill in their mouths.
They equal Japanese in devouring raw fish, and uncooked
food of all kinds is swallowed without a wry face.
Even the
stances, as

intestines

poorer

pass

among them

cooked
caught than

classes, a

for

delicate

fish is rarely

viands.

Among

seen on the table

;

for

tha

no

immediately opened and devoured.
The raw Wands are usually eaten with a strong seasoning of pepper or mustard, but they are often swallowed without condiment
of any sort.
Often in passing along the banks of a river, one may
see men fishing Avith rod and line. Of these some are nobles who
are not able, or who never wish to work for a liring, yet they "srill
fish for food and sport. .Instead of a bagor basket to contain the
game, or a needle to string it upon, each fisher has at his side
a jar of diluted pepj^er, or a kind of soy.
No sooner is a fish
hooked, than he is drawn out, seized between the two fingers,
dipped into the sauce, and eaten without ceremony. Bones do not
scare them.
These they eat, as they do the small bones of fowls.
Nationally, and individually, the Coreans are very deficient in
conveniences for the toilet. Bath-tubs ai'e rare, and except in the
warmer days of summer, when the river and sea seiwe for immersion, the natives are not usually fovmd under water.
The Japanese in the treaty expedition in 1876 had to send bath-tubs on
shore from their ships.
^Morning ablutions are made in a coj^per
basin.
The sponges which grow on the west coast seem to find
no market at home. This neglect of more intimate acquaintance
with water often makes the lowest classes "look like mulattos,"
sooner

is it

Hamel

it is

said.
Gutzlaff, Adams, and others, especially the Japahave noted this personal defect, and have suggested the
need of soap and hot water. It may be that the contrast between
costume and cuticle tempts to exaggeration. People who dress
Perin white clothing have special need of personal cleanliness.
hajis soap factories will come in the future.
The men are very proud of their beards, and the elders very
The lords of creapariicvilar in keeping them white and clean.
tion honor their beard as the distinctive gloiw and niark of their
sex.
A man is in misery if he has only just enough beard to
distinguish him from a woman.
A full crop of hair on cheek and
chin instu*es to its possessor unlimited admiration, while in Co-

as

nese,
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rean billingsgate there are numerous terms of opprobrium for a
Europeans are contemptuously termed "shortshort beard.

—with

no suspicion of the use of the word in New York
Old gentlemen keep a little bag in which they
assiduously collect the combings of their hair, the strokings of
their beard and parings of their nails, in order that all that belongs to them may be duly placed in their coffin at death.

hairs"

local politics.

The human hair crop is an important item in trade with
China, to which country it is imported and sold to piece out the
hair-taUs which the Chinese, in obedience to their Manchiii conSome of this hair comes from poor
querors, persist in wearing.
staple product is fi-om the heads of boys who
wear their hair parted in the middle, and plaited in a long braid,
which hangs down their backs. At marriage, they cut this off,

women, but the

and bind what remains in a

tight,

round knot on the top

using pins or not as they please.
The com-t pages and pretty boys

of the

scalp,

who

attend the magnates,

usually rosy-cheeked, well fed, and effeminate looking youths, do
not give any certain indication of their sex, and foreigners are
Their
often puzzled to know whether they are male or female.

beardless faces and long hair are set

down

women.
and when the

as belonging to

Most navigators have made
first embassy from Seoul landed in Yokohama, the controversy,
and perhaps the betting, as to the sex of these nondescripts was
very lively. Captain Broughton declared that the whole duty of
these pages seemed to be to smooth out the silk dx'esses of the
Officials and nobles cover their top-knots with neat
grandees.
Often countiy and
black nets of horse-hair or glazed thread.
towTi people w^ear a fillet or white band of bark or leaves across
the forehead to keep the loose hair in order, as the ancient Japathis mistake in gender,

.

nese used to do.

Women

massive knots, and fasten

The heads
They oil their

brass rings.

dragon.

coil their

glossy black tresses into
silver, and
shaped Hke a

them with pins or golden,

of the pins are generally
hair,

using a sort of vegetable pomatum.

the court ladies and female musicians the styles of
some being very pretty, with loops, bands,
coiffure are various
waves, and "bangs," as the illustration on page 161 shows.

Among

;

Corea is decidedly the land of big hats. From theii- amplitude
these head-coverings might well be called "roofs," or, at least,
"umbrellas." Their diameter is so great that the human head
encased in one of them seems but as a

hub^

a cari-wheel.

They
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Avould probably serve admirably as parachutes in leaping from a
Ligb place. Under bis wide-spx'eading official bat a magistrate
can sbolter bis wife and family. It seiTes as a numeral, since a
company is counted by bats, instead of beads or noses. How tbe
Corean dignitary can weatber a gale remains a mystery, and, perA slim man is
haps, tbe feat is impossible and rarely attempted.
evidently at a disadvantage in a "Japanese wind" or typboon.

wbicb is so mucb admu-ed in tbe peninCorean
becomes very useful as ballast to tbe bead-sail.
magnates, cast away at sea, would not lack material for ship's canvas.
In shape, tbe gentleman's hat resembles a flower-pot set on
Two feet is a
a round table, or a tumbler on a Chinese gong.
common diameter, thus making a perij^bery of six feet. Tbe top
or cone, which rises nine inches higher, is only three inches
wide. This chimney -like superstructure serves as ornament and

Tbe

pei'sonal avoirdupois,

sula,

Its puii^ose is

ventilator.

the brim

is

not to encase the head, for underneath

a tight-fitting skull-cap, which rests on the head

and

held on by padded ties under tbe ears. Tbe average rim for
Th3
ordinary people, however, is about six inches in radius.
is

huge umbrella-bat of bleached bamboo
moiu-niug.

After death

it

is

is worn by gentlemen i:i
solemnly j^laced on the bier, and

forms a conspicuous object at the funeral.
hat

is

Ji-at

or

The

native

name

for

Icat-si.

The usual material is bamboo, split to the fineness of a thread,
and woven so as to resemble horse-hair. The fabric is then varnished or lacquered, and becomes perfectly weather-proof, resisting
sun and rain, but not wind. The prevalence of cotton clothing,
easily soaked and rendered uncomfortable, requires the ample protection for tbe back and shoulders, which these umbrella-like
In hea\'y

bats furnish.

rain, the kat-no is

worn, that

is,

a cone

on the bat in the shape of a funnel. Lideed,
the umbrella in Corea is rather for a symbol of state and dignity
than for fulgar use, and is often adorned with knobs and stripy
Quelpai-t Island is tbe home of the hatters, whose fashionable*
wares supply the dandies and dignitaries of tbe cai:)ital and of the
peninsula.
Tbe highest officers of tbe goverament have the cone
tx'uncated or rounded at the vertex, and sui'mounted by a'Httle
figm-e of a crane in polished silver, veiy handsome and diirable.
of oiled paper, fixed

This long-legged bird
hat,"

means

as

mucb

is

a sjTiibol of

ciril office.

"To

confer the

to an officer high in favor at the coiu*t of

Seoul as to a cardiui^iu the Vatican, only tbe color

is

black, not
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Corean etiquette to keep the hat on, and in

this respect,

as well as in their broad brims, the hermits resemble the Quakers.

Marriage and mourning are denoted also by the

A variety

of materials is

employed by other

hat.

Soldiers

classes.

wear large black or brown felt hats, resembling Mexican sombreros, which are adorned -with red horse-hair or a jDeacock's
feather, swTing on a swivel button.
Suspended from the sides, over the ears and around the neck,
are strings of round balls of blue porcelain, cornehan, amber, or
what resembles kaiui gum. Sometimes these ornaments are tubular, reminding one of the millinery of a cardinal's hat.

For the common peoj)le, j^l^ited straw or rushes of varied
shapes serve for summer, while in winter shaggy caps of lynx,
wolf, bear, or deer-skin are common, made into Havelock, Astrachan, Japanese, and other shapes, some resembling wash-bowls,
some being
a nightcap.

fluted or fan-hke, winged, sock-shapod, or

made hke

Variety seems to be the fashion.

The head-dress

from that of the
from a cardinal's
rubrum. It is a crown or helmet, which, eschewing brim, rises in
altitude to the proportions of a mitre.
Without earstrings or
Aailgar

as

much

of the coui't nobles differs

as

necklaces of beads,

the Pope's

it

is

tiara

differs

yet highly ornamental.

consists of a cap, with a sort of gable at the top.
lofty ciu'ving folds or volutes set in

One

of these

Another has

six

On

another are designs
from the pa-kwa, or sixty-four mystic diagrams, which are supX)osed to be sacred symbols of the Confucian philosophy, and of
it.

make gi-eat use.
The wardi'obe of the gentry consists of the ceremonial and the
house dress. The formei', as a inile, is of fine silk, and the latter
of coarser silk or cotton.
These "gorgeous Corean dresses " are
of pink, blue, and other rich colors.
The official robe is a long
garment like a wrapper, with loose, baggy sleeves. This is embroidered with the stork or phoenix for civil, and with *he kii'in,
Hon, or tiger for miHtary officers.
Buttons are unknown and
form no part of a Corean' s attire, male or female, thus greatly reducing the labor of the wives and mothers who ply the needle,
which in Corea has an " ear" instead of an "eye." Strings and
girdles, and the shifting of the main weight of the clothing to the
wliich fortune-tellers

shoulders, take the place of these convenient, but fugitive, adjuncts to the Western costume.
There are few tailors' shops, the

women

of each household
18

making the family ^utfit.
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Soldiers in full dress wear a sleeveless, open siircoat for disThe under dress of both sexes is a short jacket with tight

play.

which for men reaches to the thighs, and for women only
and a pau* of drawers reaching from waist to ankle,
a little loose all the way down for the men, and tied at the ankles,
but for the women made tight and not tied. The females wear a
petticoat over this garment, so that the Coreans say they dress like
Western women, and foreign-made hosiery and under-garments
are in demand.
Although they have a variety of articles of aj)sleeves,

to the waist,

parel easily distinguishable to the native eye, yet their general
style of costume is that of the wrapper, stiff, wide, and inflated
with abundant starch in summer, but clinging and baggy in winter.
The rvde is tightness and economy for the working, amplitude and richness of material for the afifluent, classes. The women
ha\ing no pockets in theii' dresses, wear a little bag suspended
from their gii-dle. This is worn on the right side, attached by
cords. These contain their bits of jewehy, scissors, knife, a tiger's
claw for luck, jDerfiime-bottle or sachet, a tiny chess-board in gold
or silver, etc.
Besides the rings on their fingei's the ladies wear
hair-pins of gold ornamented with bulbs or figiu*es of birds. Many
of them dustp»», or white powder, on their faces, and employ
various other cosmetics, which are kept in theii* kiong-tai, or mirror toilet-stands in which also may be theii* so-hak, or book con;

taining rules of politeness.

The general tj'pe of costume is that of China under the Ming
To a Chinaman a Corean looks antiquated, a cm-iosity

dynasty.

in old clothes

;

a Japanese at a

little

distance, in the twilight, is

reminded of ghosts, or the snowj' heron of the rice-fields, while
to the American the Corean swell seems compoimded chiefly of
bed-clothes, and in his most elaborate costume to be still in his
under-garments.
Plenty of starch in summer, and no stint of cotton in winter,
His white dress makes his comare the needs of the Corean.
Tlie monotonous dazzle of
plexion look darker than it really is.
bleached garments is relieved by the violet robes of the magistrate, the dark blue for the soldiers, and lighter shades of that
color in the garb of the middle class the blue strip which edges
the coat of the literary graduates, and the pink and azui-e clothes
Less agi-eeable is the nearness which disjiels
of the children.
illusion.
The costume, which seemed sno\\y at a distance, is seen
;

to be ding)'

and

dii'iy,

o^ving to an entire ignorance of soap.
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not

The sashes are often of handsome
blue silk or brocaded stuff. The official girdles, or flat belts a few
inches wide, have clasps of gold, silver, or rhinoceros horn, and
are decorated with polished ornaments of gold or silver.
For
entirely devoid of ornament.

magistrates of the three higher ranks these belts are set with blue
stones for those of the fourth and fifth grade with white stones,
;

and

with a substance resembUng horn.
hemp cloth, or rope.
Fans are also a mark of ;:ank, being made of various materials,
for those

Common

below the

fifth

girdles are of cotton,

Gentlemen's Garments and Dress Patterns.

especially silk or cloth, stretched

on a frame. The fan is an inTo hide the face with one is an act of
mourning must have no other kind than

strument of etiquette.

politeness.
The man in
that in which the pin or rivet
serve a variety of pui-poses.

cow's horn.
Oiled pajDer fans
In another kind, the ribs of the

is of

frame are bent back double. The finer sort for the nobility are
gorgeously inlaid with pearl or nacre.
A kind of flat wand or tablet, seen in the hands of nobles,
ostensibly to set

down

for officers above,

and

orders of the sovereign, is made of ivory
wood for those below the fourth grade.

of
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Another badge of office is the little wand, half way between a
tovAvhip and a Mcrcxuy's caduceus, of black lacquered wood, with
cords of green silk. This is carried by civil officers, and may be
the original of the Japanese baton of

wood with pendant
Canes are

command, made of lacquered

strips of ijajjer.

(tarried

by men

These

of the literary or official class

when

which, from the decks of European vessels sailing along the coast, have often looked like spears,
in moui-ning.

tall staves,

smooth bamboo staves, expressive of cereand nothing more.
As the Coreans have no pockets, they make bags, girdles, and
their sleeves serve instead.
The women wear a sort of reticxile
hiuig at the belt, and the men a smoking outfit, consisting of Jiu
oval bag to hold his flint and steel, some fine-cut tobacco, and a
long, narrow case for his pipe.
Foot-gear is either of native or of Chinese make. The laborer
contents himself with sandals woven fi'om rice-straw, which usually last but a few days. A better sort is of hempen twine or rope,
with many strands woven over the top of the foot. A man in
mourning can wear but four cords on the upper part. Socks are
too expensive for the poor, except in the winter.
Shoes made of
are the sang-chang, or

monial

grief,

cotton are often seen in the cities, having hempen or t%\ine soles.
The low shoes of cloth, or velvet, and cowhide, upturned at the
Small feet do
toe, worn by officials, are imported from China.
not seem to be considered a beauty, and the foot-binding of the
Chinese is unknown in Cho-sen, as in Japan.

CHAPTER XXXI.
MOURNING AND BURIAL.
The

fasliion of

mourning, the proper place and time to shed

grief according to regulations, are rigidly prescribed in au official treatise or " Guide to Moiu-ners," published

tears

and express

by the government. The coi-pse must be placed in a coffin of
very thick wood, and preserved during many months in a special

room prepared and ornamented for this piu'pose. It is proper to
weep only in this death -chamber, but this must be done three or
Before entering it, the moui-ner must don a
four times daily.
special weed,

which consists of a gray cotton frock

patched, and as

much

twisted straw and

silk,

soiled as possible.

made

The

girdle

coat,

torn,

must be

of

into a rope of the thickness of the

Another cord, the thickness of the thumb, is wound
wrist.
round the head, which is covered with dii-ty linen, each of the
A special kind of sandals
rope's ends faUing uj^on the cheek.
is worn, and a big knotty stick completes the costume of woe.
In the prescribed weeds the moui-ner enters the death-chamber
in the morning on rising, and before each meal. He carries a little
table filled with food, which he places upon a tray at the side of
the coffin.

The person who

is

master of the moui-ners presides

Prostrate, and struck by the stick, he utters
dolorous groans, sounding " ai-ko " if for a parent. For other rela-

at the ceremonies.

he groans out "oi, ot." According to the noise and length
and weeping, so will the good opinion of the pubUc
be.
The lamentations over, the motu'ner retu'es, doffs the moiu'ning robes, and eats his food.
At the new and the full moon, all
the relatives are invited and expected to assist at the ceremonies.
These j^ractices continue more or less even after burial, and at
intervals during several years.
Often a noble will go out to weep
and kneel at the tomb, passing a day, and even a night, in this
position.
In some instances, moiu-ners have built a Httle house
tives

of the groans
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before the grave, and watched there for

high reputation for

ycjars,

thus winning a

fihal piety.

Anioiig the poor, Avho have not the means to jiroA^de a deathcluimber and expensive mourning, the coffin is kept outside their
houses covered Avith mats until the time of sepulture.
Though cremation, or "burying in the fire," is known in
Cho-sen, the most usual form of disposing of the dead is by

Children are wi-apped up in the clothes and bedding in which they die, and are thus buried. As unmairied persons are reckoned as children, their sliroud and bm-ial are the
same. With the married and adult, the process is more costly,
and the ceremonial more detailed and prolonged. This, which is
described very fully in Eoss' "Corea," and with which Hamel's
ciu't notes agree, consists of minute ceremonial and mom-ning
amo'ng the living and the washing, combing, nail-jmring, robing,
and laying out in state of the dead, with calling of the spiiits,
and with screens, lights, and offerings, according to Confucian

inhumation.

In many interesting features, the most ancient rites of
China have survived in the peninsula after they have become
The very old tombs opened,
obsolete in the former country.
and the painted coffins, coated with many layers of silicious
paint, dvig up near Shanghai recently, are much like those of the
ritual.

Coreans.
coffin, which fits the body, is made air-tight with Avax,
or varnish, and is borne on a bier to the grave by men "who
make this their regular business. Often there are two coffins, one
Sons follow the body of their father on foot,
inside the other.
Prominent at the
relatives ride in })alanquins or on horseback.

The

resin,

head of the procession is the red standard containing the titles
and honors of the deceased. This banner, or m-jen, has two points
on it to frighten away the sjiirits, and at the funeral of a high
'WTieu
officer, a man wears a hideous mask for the same jnirpose.
there are no titles, only the name of the deceased is inscribed

upon the banner.
The selection

tomb is a matter of proand money for the geomancers must be
consulted \\T.th a fee. The ijung-sui superstition requires for the
comfort of both living and dead that the right site should be
Judging from the number of times the word " mounchosen.
tain " enters into terms relating to burial, most intennents are
on the hillsides. If these are not done properly, trouble will

found

of a proper site for a

solicitude, time,

;
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and the bones must then be dug up, collected, and reheavy expense. Thousands of professional cheats
and self-duped people live by working upon the feelings of the
bereaved through this superstition.
The tombs of the j^oor consist only of the grave and a low
mound of earth. These mounds, subjected to the forces of nature, and often trampled upon by cattle, disappear after the lapse
of a few years, and oblivion settles over the spot.
With the richer class monuments are of stone, sometimes
Some, as the ^Jineat or even imposing, sometimes grotesque.
popi, are shaped like a house or miniatui-e temple or, two stones,
cut in the form of a ram and a horse respectively, are placed
The rnan-tu, "gazing headstone," consists
before the sepulckre.
columns
of masonry, flanking the tomb
of two monoliths or
soul
the dead, changed into a bird,
the
of
that
so
side,
either
on
may repose joeacefully. In the graveyards are many tombs paved
with granite slabs around the temple model, but for the most
arise,

biu-ied, often at

;

with little obelisks, or tall, square
top or siu-mounted with the
columns, either
efSgy of a human head, or a radely sculptured stone image,
which strangely reminds a foreigner of " patience on a monupart a Corean cemetery

is filled

j)oiuted

at

the

This apparition of a^uman head
at grief."
above the tall grass of the burial-ground "may be the
original of Japanese pictures of the ghosts and spirits which seem
Often the
to rise dark and windblown out of the wet grass.
car^'ing in Corean grave-yards is so rude as to be almost indis-

ment,

smiling

rising

tinguishable.

Moiu-ning is of many degrees and lengths, and is betokened
by dress, abstinence from food and business, visits to the tomb,
offerings, tablets, and many visible indications, detailed even to
Pure, or nearly piu-e white is the mourning color, as
a contrast to red, the color of rejoicing. Even the rivets of the
fan, the strings on the shoes, and the carrying of a staff in addition to the moui-ning-hat, betoken the uniform of woe.
absurdity.

S

"When nobleinen don the peaked hat, which covers the face
well as the head, they are as dead to the world- not to be spoken
to, molested, or even arrested if charged with crime. This Corean
mourning hat proved " the helmet of salvation" to Christians, and

—

explains the safety of the French missionaries who lived so long
unharmed in the country where the police were as

in disguise,

lynxes and hounds ever on their track.

The

Jesuits were not
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sl(nv to see the wonderful shelter promised for them, and availed
themselves of it at once and always.
The royal sepulchres within the peninsula have attracted more

than one unlawful descent upon the shores of Cho-sen.
The
various dpiasties of sovereigns dui-ing the epoch of the Three
Kingdoms in the old capitals of these states, the royal lines of

Kokorai at Ping-an, of Korai at Sunto, and of the ruling house at
Seoul, have made Corea diu'ing her two thousand years of history
These are in various parts of the country,
rich in royal tombs.
and those which are kno^Ti are under the care of the government.
Ai-e these mausoleums tiUed with gold or jewels?
Foreign
grave-robbers have beheved so, and shown theii* faith by their
French priests in the country have said
works, as we shall see.
so.
The ancient Chinese naiTatives descrij:)tive of the customs of
the Fuyu people, conlinn the general impression. "Without haring
the facts at hand to demonstrate what eager foreigners have
believed, we know that vast treasures have been spent upon
the decoration of the royal sepulchi'es, and the erection of memorial buildings over them, and that the fear of theu* violation
by foreign or native outlaws has been for eentui-ies ever beThat these fears have too often been
fore the Corean people.
justified, we shall find when we read of that memorable year,
A.D. 1800.
The profuse vocabulary of terms relating to burial,
moiuTaing, and memorial tablets in Corea show their intense
loyalty to the Confucian doctrines, the power of superstition,
and the shocking waste of the resoiu'ces of the liring upon the
dead.

The volul^le Corean envoys when in Tokio, risited the Naval
CoUege, and on learning that in certain emergencies the students
from distant provinces were not allowed to go home to attend the
funeral of their parents, nor to absent themselves from duty on
account of mourning, were amazed beyond measiu-e, and for a
few moments hteraUy speechless from suii:)rise. It is hard for a
Corean to undei-stand the sarings of Jesus to the disciple who
asked, "Lord, suffer me first to go and bur\' my father," and
" Let the dead buiy their dead."
From the riew-point of political economy, tliis lavish expense
intellect upon corpses and super"Without kno\ring of Malthus or his theories,
the Cho-senese have hit u^ion a capital method of limiting population, and keeping the country in a state of clironic poverty.

of time, energj',

money, and

stition is beneficial.

'
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mountainous peninsvila

"How
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can a people, pent

like Corea, exist for centm-ies

without overpopulating their territory?"
Wars, famine, pestilence, ordinary poverty answer the question
The absui'd and rigorous rules of mom-ning, requiring
in part.
frightful expense, postponement of maiTiage to young people—
who even when betrothed must mom-n three years for parents and
grandparents, actual and expected, the impoverishing of the peoat the proper season,
This fact is an often chosen subject for native anecdotes and romances. The vexations and delays
often caused by the long periods of idle moixrning required by
ple,

and the frequent hindrances to maiTiage

serve to keep

etiquette,

down

popiilation.

are well illustrated

"Grammaire Coreene," which

by the following story, from the
intended to show the sympathy

is

king Cheng-chong (1776 to 1800) with his subjects. It is
"A Trait of Royal Solicitude."
was about New Years that Cheng-chong walked about here

of the

entitled
It

and there within the palace enclosure.

Having come

to the place

reserved for the candidates at the literary examinations, he looked
through a crack in the gate. The competitors had nearly all gone
away to spend the New Year hoUdays at home, and there reof them, who were talking together.
the others have gone off to spend New Year's at
deplorable that we two, having no place to go to,

mained only two
"Well,

home

;

all

isn't it

must be nailed here ?

'

"Yes, truly," said the other; "you have no longer either wife,
children, or house.

"Listen to

my

How

is this ?

story," said

"

the

first

man.

"My

parents,

thinking of my maiTiage, had an-anged my betrothal, but some
time before the preparations were concluded, my futiu'e grandHardly
father died, and it became necessary to wait three years.
death
the
lament
called
to
mourning,
when
was
on
I
had I put off

my poor father. I was now compelled to wait still thi-ee years.
These three years finished, behold my mother-in-law who was to
be died, and three years passed away. Finally, I had the misfortune to lose my poor mother, which required me to wait again
three years.
And so, three times four a dozen years have
By
elapsed, during which we have waited the one for the other.
As she was upon
this time she, who was to be my wife, fell ill.
My intended
the point of death, I went to make her a visit.
brother-in-law came to see me, found me, and said, Although
of

—

—

'
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mamage have not been made, they may ceryou as married, therefore come and see her.'
invitation I entered her house, but we had hardly blown

the ceremonies of
tainly consider

Upon

his

a puff of smoke, one before the other, than she died.

"Seeing

this, I

have no more wished even to dream at night.

Thatched House near Seoul.

I

am

not

j'et

married.

(From a photograph, 1876.)

You may

understand, then,

why

I have

neither wife, children, nor home."
" My house was extremely
In his turn the other thus spoke
Our diet looked like fasting. We had no means of fi*eeing
ourselves from embarrassment. When the day of the examination
came I presented myself. During my absence my wife contrived
:

poor.

"
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in such a manner, that putting in the brazier a farthing's worth
of charcoal, she set a handful of rice to cook in a skillet, and setShe served this to me every time I
tled herself to wait for me.
came back. But I never obtained a degree. The day on which
I was at last received as a bachelor of arts, on retiu'ning after
examination, I found that she had as before lighted the charcoal,
put to boil a dish of soup, and seating herself before the fire, she
waited.
In this position she was dead.
" At sight of this my grief was without bounds.
Having no
desire to contract a new union, I have never re-married."
Hearing these narratives, Cheng-chong was touched with pity.
Entering the palace, seating himself iipon the tlu'one, and having

had the two
"

AU

scholars brought

in,

he said to them

the other scholars have gone to their

:

homes

to sj^end

Why

New

Year's.
swered, " Your

They anhave not you two gone also?"
servants having no house to go to, remained

here."

"What

does that

mean?"

"The

said Cheng-chong.

and the dogs, oxen and horses have
Can
a hole to build their nests in.

shelter.

fowls

The birds have

also

be that men have no dwellSpeak plainly." One
ing ? There should be a reason for this.
" Your servant's affairs are so-and-so.
of the scholars answered
It is because I
I have come even till now without re-marriage.
have neither wife, child, nor family."
The story being exactly hke that which he had heard before,
the king cried out, " Too bad
Then addressing the other, he put this question "And you,
how is it that you are reduced to this condition ?" He answered
" My stoiy is almost the same."
it

:

!

:

:

"

What do you wish ?

Speak " replied the king.
!

The cu-cumstances being such and such, I am at this moment without wife and vvithout food. That is my condition."
As there was in all this nothing different from the preceding,
ihe king, struck with compassion, bestowed upon them imme"

diately lucrative offices.

he had not examined for himself, how could he have been
know such unfortunate men, and procure for them so
happy a position in the world? In truth, the goodness of his
Majesty Cheng-chong has become celebrated.
If

able to

CHAPTER XXXn.
OUT-DOOR LIFE—CHARACTERS AND EMPLOYMENTS.
Six public roads of the first class traverse the peninsula and
They are from twenty to thii-ty feet in
centre at the capital.
width, Avith ditches at the side for di-ainage. One of these begins
near the ocean, in Chulla Do, and in general follows the shores of
the Yellow Sea thi-ough thi-ee provinces to Tong-chin opposite
Island, and enters the capital by branch roads. Another
highway passes tkrough the interior of the three proA-inces bordering the Yellow Sea, and enters Seoul by the southern gate.

Kang-wa

Hamel and

his fellow-captives journeyed

by

this road.

The road

by which the annual embassy reaches Peking, after lea\ing the
capital, passes thi'ough Suuto and Ping-an and Ai-chiu, crosses the
Neutral Strip, and enters Manchuria for Peking by way of MukThis was the beaten track of the French missionaries, and
den.
the shipwi-ecked men from tlie United States and Japan, and is
It is well described, Arith a good
the mihtary road fi'om China.
of
a Mission into Corea," which
"Journal
-Ling's
Koei
in
map,
Ml'. F.

Scherzer has translated for us.
Tong-nai, in the southeast, Seoul

is reached
by no less than thi-ee roads. One strikes westward thi'ough
Chung-chong, and joins the main road coming up from the south.
.Another following the Nak-tong Eiver basin, crosses the mounEight river
tains to ChuUa, and enters Seoul by the south gate.
crossings must be made T)y this road, over which Konishi marched

From Fusan and

in 1593.

The

capital

by the

more northerly trend, follows the
and passing through Kion-chiu, enters the

third route takes a

sea-coast to TJrusan,

east gate.

great road issuing from the north gate of the capital
passes into Kang-wen, and thence upward to Gensan, and to the

The

fifth

frontiers at the

Tumen

River.

of the second class are eight or nine feet ^\-ide,
without side ditches. They ramify through all the prorinces,

The roads

and
but
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numerous in tlie five southern. The three northern
owing to their mountainous character, are but poorly
fm-nished with highways, and these usually follow the rivers.
The third class roads, which are nothing more than bridleare especially
circuits,

paths, or trails, connect the villages.

The hilly natm-e of the country, together with the Asiatic
apathy to bestowing much care on the public highways, makes
Inundations are frequent, though the water
travelling difficult.
Hence in summer the road-beds are dust, and
subsides quickly.
Macadamized, or paved roads, are
in winter a slough of mud.
hardly known, except for short lengths. Few of the wide rivers
are bridged, which necessitates frequent fordings and ferriages.
Stone bridges, built with arches, are sometimes seen over streams
not usually inundated, but few of the wooden bridges are over

one hundred and eighty feet long.
In one respect the roads are well attended to. The distances
At every ri is a small, and at every three ri a
are well marked.
large mound, sui-moimted with an inscribed j)ost or " mile-stone,"
called chang-sung. They are two, six, and even ten feet in length.
In ancient times, it is said, there was a man named ChangWhen punished, his head
sung, who killed his servant and wife.

was placed on a small mound. Legend even declares that it was
successively exposed on all the distance mounds in the kingdom.
This is said to be the origin of the boui-nes or distance-mounds,
which suggests, as Mr. Adams has shown, the termini of the
Eomans. "When of stone, they are called pio-sel; but they are
often of wood, rudely carved or hacked out of a whole tree by an
axe into the exaggerated form of a man, and are of a ludicrous
The face is meant to be that of the muror absiu'd appearance.
The author of " A Forbidden Land " mistook
derer Chang-sung.
these for "village idols," and was sm-prised to find the boys in
some cases sacrilegiously kicking about some that had rotted
down or faUen. The " gods of the roads " may, however, have
their effiges, which are worshipped or profaned.
All distances in every direction are measui-ed from the front
gate of the magistrates'
at Seoul.

Not the

memorial stones

offices,

the standard of

all

being the palace

least interesting sights to the traveller are the

set

up and

inscribed with a view to

commemo-

rate local or national worthies, or the events of war, famine, or

philanthropy.

The Coreans

are "idolaters of letters," and the

erection of memorial tablets or columns occasionally

becomes a
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Sometimes the inscriptions are the means of stimng up
It was graven on
a stone in front of a castle erected after the French and American
expeditions, and was copied by a Japanese coiTespondent.

passion.

patriotism, as the following inscription shows.

"It is nothing else than selling the kingdom into slavery, in
order to avoid war, to make peace without fighting when any
Western nation comes to attack it such should never be done
even by oiu* descendants thousands of years hence."
;

In this country, in which sumptuary laws prevent the humbler
from travelling on horseback, and where wagons and
steam-roads are vmknown, the roads are lively with numerous
classes

Palanquins are used by the better classes and
of many of the people, the goodly
numbers of that character not unknown in Chi-istendom the
foot-passengers.

the wealthy.

tramp

The rambling hfe

—
—the necessities of trade, literary examinations, government

and holy pilgrimages, prevent too many weeds from gi'owIn travelling over the high roads one meets
a variety of characters that w^ould satisfy a Corean Dickens, or
service,

ing in the highways.

who wrote the Tolcaidd Hizakurige (Leg-hair,
"Shanks' mare," on the East Sea Road). Bands of students

the Japanese author
i.e.,

on their way to the capital or pro\'incial literary examinations,
some roystering youths in the ftdl flow of spirits, are hastening
on, others, gray-headed and solemn, are wending their way to fail
for the twentieth time.

Pompous

functionaries in umbrella-hats,

on horseback, before whom ordinary folks dismount or kneel
or bow, brush past with noisy attendants. Pilgrims in pious garb
are on their way to some holy mountain or famous shi*ine, men to
pray for success in business, women to beseech the gods for offspring.
Here hobbles along the lame or rheumatic, or the paleHere is a party of
faced invaUd is borne to the hot springs.
pic-nickers, or poets intent on the joys of drink, verse, and scenery.
Here a troop of strolling players or knot of masqueraders are in
peripatetic quest of a livelihood, toihng fearfully hard in order to
Nobles in mourning pass with their
escape settled industiy.
Postal slaves, women doing the work of express
faces invisible.
agents in foi-warding parcels, pass the merchant with his loaded
There a
pack-horses retuniing fi'om Sunto, or going to Gensan.
an ox
Here
transportation.
in
packman is doing horse's work
corpses,
Beggars,
woman.
a
by
is
led
bnishwood
laden with
lanq-sd, or men dead of hunger in times of famine, make the
licrhts and shadows of life on the road.
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There are other methods of travel besides those of horseback,
on foot, and sedan chair, for oxen are often straddled by the
men, and poor women travel on an ox, in a sort of improvised
palanquin having foru- j)oles recurved to centre and covered with
In winter, among the mountains not only in the
robe or cloak.
north, but even in Chulla, the peojole go on racquettes or snowThese are in shape like a battledore, and are several feet
shoes.
At regular distances are yek, or relays or offices, at which
long.
sit clerks or managers under government auspices, with hereditary slaves or serfs, porters, guides, mail-co\uiers, and packThese await the service of the traveller, especially of
horses.
official couriers, the finer beasts being resei'ved for joTirneying
dignitaries.

which there are sevunder the direction of the Tsal-peng, or

All these thi'oughout a certain district, of
eral in each pro\'ince, are

Director of Posts.

number

Kiung-sang, the province having the greatest

of roads, has also the best

officers, relays,

and

horses.

equipment in the way of posttable from Dallet shows,

The following

the equipment of the eight pro^'inces

:

couEA.
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represented,
to give

ail

.is

inhospitahle, fierce,

and rude by

foreigners, that

inside view of tliem as seen through information gath-

ered from the French missionaries in Corea is a pleasant task.
From them we ma}' learn how much the white-coated jjeninsulars
are like theh" cousins, the Japanese, arid that human natui-e in
good average quantity and quality dwells under the big hats of
the Coreans. The traveller usually takes his provisions along with
As he sits along the wayhim, but he need not eat it out-doors.
"^Tien
side, he will be invited into some house to warm his food.
oblir>"ed to

make

ao some distance

charcoal, a

man

among

is sui'e

the mountains to cut

to find a hut iu

wood

or

which he can lodge.

He

has only to bring his rice. The \illagers will cook it for him,
adding the necessary pickles or sauces. Even the oxen,
except during the busy season, are easily obtained on loan.

after

The great

vii'tue of

the Coreans

is

their innate respect for

and

human brotherhood. Mutual assistance and generous hospitality among themselves are distinctive
daily practice of the laws of

national traits.
riages

and

In

all

the important events of

funerals, each

one makes

it

life,

such as mar-

his duty to aid the family

most directly interested. One will charge himself with the duty
others with aiTanging the ceremonies. The
of making purchases
poor, who can give nothing, cany messages to fi-iends and relatives in the near or remote villages, passing day and night on foot
and giving their labors gratuitously. To them, the event is not a
mere personal matter, but an affair of jiublic interest.
AMien fire, flood, or other accident destroys the house of one
of their number, neighbors make it a duty to lend a hand to re;

One brings stone, another wood, another straw. Each, in
addition to his gifts in material, devotes two or thi-ee days' work
gratuitously.
A stranger, coming into a A-illage, is always assisted

build.

to build a dwelling.
It
Hospitality is considered as one of the most sacred duties.
would be a gi'ave and shameful thing to refuse a portion of one's
meal with any person, kuo's\-n or unknown, who presents himself
Even the poor laborers, who take their noon-meal
at eating-time.

at the side of the roads, are often seen sharing their frugal nour-

ishment with the passer-by. Usually at a feast, the neighbors
The poor man
consider themselves in^-ited by right and custom.
whose duty calls him to make a journey to a distant jilace does
not need to make elaborate preparatons. His stick, his pipe,
some clothes in a packet hung from his shoulder, some cash in
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if

be has one, and

Ms

instead of going to a hotel with

outfit is

its
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At night,

complete.

attendant expense, he enters
open to any comer. There he

some house, whose exterior room is
sure to find food and lodging for the

night. Rice will be shared
with the stranger, and, at bed-time, a corner of the floor-mat will
serve for a bed, while he may rest his head on a foot-length of the
long log of wood against the wall, which serves as a pillow. Even
should he delay his journey for a day or two, little or nothing to
his discredit will be harbored by his hosts.
In Corea, the old
proverb concerning fish and company after three days does not
seem to hold good.
As may be imagined, such a system is prolific in breeding begis

and lazy louts, who "sponge" upon
Rich famiHes are often bored by these
seK-invited jjarasites, who eat with unblushing cheek at their
tables for weeks at a time.
They do not even disdain nay, they
often clamor for clothing as well.
To refuse would only result
in bringing down calumny and injury.
Peddlers, strolling playgars, tramjDS, blackmailers,

the benevolently disposed.

—

—

astrologers, etc., likewise

ers,

nities,

and

avail themselves of the

act as plundering harpies.

opportuOften whole bands go

round quartering themselves on the villages, and sometimes the
government is called upon to interpose its authority and protect
the people.

Corea

is full

men who are as prodigal as avariplenty of money, scatter it quickly.

of Micawbers,

cious,

who when they have

When

flush they care only to live in style, to treat their friends, to

satisfy their caprices.

complaint, and wait

till

When

poverty comes, they take

it

without

the wheel of fortune turns again to give

better days.
When by any process they have made some
gain by finding a root of ginseng, a bit of gold ore, a vein of
crystal, what matters it ? Let the future take care of itself. Hence

them

happens that the roads are full of men seeking some stroke of
hoping to discover at a distance what they could not find at
home, to Hght upon some treasure not yet dug up or to invent
some new means of making money. People forever waiting for
something to turn up emigrate from one village to another, stop a
year or two, and then tramp on, seeking better luck, but usually
it

luck,

finding worse.
Strolling companies of mountebanks, players and musicians, in
numbers of five, six, or more, abound in Cho-sen. They wander
xiy) and down through the eight circuits, and, in spring and sum19
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mer, earn a precarious and vagabond livelihood.

among

Their reputation

none of the best, being about on a par with
that of tlie g^-jisies, or certain gangs of raih'oad surveyors of our
own coimtry. They often levy a sort of blackmail upon the people.

the \dllagers

They

is

are jugglers, acrobats, magicians, marionette players,

and perfoi'mers on musical instruments. Some of them display
an astonishing amount of cleverness and sleight of hand in their
feats.
In the villages crowds of gaping urchins are their chief
spectators, but in the large cities they are invited to private
houses to give exhibitions and are paid for it. When about to
begin a performance, they secure attention by whisthng on the

On

nail of their little finger.

some happy

the occasion of the anniversary of

event, a public fete day, a

pany, the lack of what

we

call

maniage or a

society

—

—that

is,

social

com-

social relations

between gentlemen and ladies is made up, and amusement is
furnished by these players, engaged for an evening or two.
The
guests fully appreciate the "hired music," and "best talent"
thus secured for a variety entertainment. The company of one
class of these "men of society," or j)0,ng-tang, a kind of "professional diner-out, "is so desirable that several are taken along by
the ambassadors to China to amuse them on their long and tedious journey, especially at nights. The chang-p^i are charactercomedians,

who S3renade

the baccalaureates that have passed suc-

government examinations. They play the flute and
other insti-uments of music, forming the escort which accompanies
the gi-aduate on his visits to relatives and officials.
A band of
performers is always attached to the suite of ambassadors to
China and Jajjan, or when "\isiting a foreign vessel.
A character common to Corea and Japan is the singing-girl,
who is also a gi-eat aid in making life endiu-able to the better
class of Coreaus, whose chief business it is to kill time.
The
singing-girl is the one poem and picture in the street hfe of the
humbler classes, whose poverty can rarely, if ever, allow them to
purchase her society or enjoy her chajrms and accomi^Hshments.
Socially, her rank is low, very low.
She is herself the child of
poverty and toil. Her parents are poor people, wlio gladly give
up their daughter, if of pretty face and form, to a life of doubtful
morals, in order that she may thereby earn her own support and
assist her parents.
She herself gladly leaves the drudgery of the
kitchen, and the abject meanness of the hovel, to shine in the
palace and the mansion. Her dress is of finest fabric, her luxucessfidly the
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and grace, her skin is whitened by artificial cosmetics as far as possible, and with powder,
paint, and pomatum, she spends much of her life before the looking-glass, studying in youth to increase, and in womanhood to
retain, her charms. At home, she practises her music, occasionally
As she passes along
enlivening a party of her humble neighbors.
riant black liair is botind with skill

the street, fresh, clean, bright, and pretty, she

may

dispense smiles

but her errand is to the houses of the
wealthy, and especially to the official, who, for his own amusement
as he dines alone, or for his friends in social gathering, may employ
from two to twenty geishas (as the Japanese call them). Most Corean cities have these geishas, who form themselves into a sort of
guild for fixed prices, etc. Often they organize complete bands or
choirs, by which music may be had in mass and volume. At a feast
for popularity's sake,

they serve the wine,
at the table.

When

fill

and pass the

dishes,

and preside generally

eating has fairly begun, they sing (chant), play

the guitar, recite in pantomine or vocally, and fui'nish general

amusement. The dancing is usually not of an immoral character.
Such a life, however, amid feast and revel, wine and flattery,
makes sad wreck of many of them, morally and physically. A
large proportion of the most beautiful girls become concubines to
wealthy

men

wives) to

or

officials,

or act as ladies of the chamber (brevet
Not a few join the business

young men and widowers.

of prostitutes with that of musicians.

Nevertheless,

possible for a respectable family to enjoy a pleasant

it is

quite

and harmless

evening by the aid of the lively geishas. Of coirrse, Seovil is the
chief headquarters of the fairest and most accomplished geishas,
who are, as a class, the best educated of their sex in Corea.

seem to exist in Corea. The
and nearest approach to it is recitation in monologue of
certain events or extracts from the standard or popular histories,
a single individual representing the successive roles.
The histrionic artist pitches his tabernacle of foiir posts in some popular
street or corner.
He spreads mats for a roof or shade from the
Sim in front, and for a background in the rear. A platform, and
a box to squat on, with a small reading-desk, and a cup of gin-

The

theatre, proper, does not

substitute

gery water to refresh his palate, complete his outfit.
A few rough benches or mats constitute all the accommodation
for the audience.
A gaping crowd soon collects around him, his
auditors pull out their pipes, and refreshment venders improve
the occasion for the chance sale of their viands.
With his voice
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trained to various tones and to polite and vulgar fonns of speech,
will hold dialogues and conversations, and mimic the attitude

he

and gestures of various characters. The trial of a criminal before
a magistrate, the bastinado, a quarrel between husband and wife,
scenes fi-om high life and low life will be in tiu-n rendered. He
will imitate the gi*ave tones

and visage

of the magistrate, the pit-

eous appeals, the cries and groans and contortions of the victim
under torture, the angry or gi'umbling voice of the husband, the
shrill falsetto of tlie scolding shrew or the shower of tears and the
Smiles, frowns, sui-prise, soitow, and
the emotions are simulated, and the accompaniment of voice

I^iteous api^eals of the wife.
all

kept up with jokes, puns, bon-mots, irony, or weU-exi^ressed
In short, the reciter is a theatrical stock comj^any, and a
band of minstrels, rolled into one person. For the use of beginners, and the mediocrity of the profession, there are a number of

is

pathos.

"jest-books," collections of jokes and anecdotes, more or less
threadbare, and of varying moral quality, from which speakers

may jjrime

for the occasion.

With

the advanced of the profession,

however, most of the smai*t sayings are original and off-hand.
The habitues of the booths have theii- " star " favorite, as theatretheii- actors.
Able men make
a good h\ing at the business, as they "pass round the hat" to
This usually comes at the
take up a collection in the audience.
most teUing point of the naiTative, when the interest of the
hearers is roused to the highest pitch (or when it is to be " con-

goers with us go into raptures over

tinued in

oui'

next," as the flash newspapers say).

Sometimes the

speaker will not go on till the collection is deemed by the tyrant
a sufficient appreciation of his talents. In addition to their public
street income, the best of them are often in\ited to perform in
private houses, at family reunions, social i)arties, and as a i-ule, in
vLsits to dignitaries by candidates who have won degrees.
The Corean gamut, differing from the scale used in European
countries,

our

ears.

makes a

Some

and wonderful difference in effect upon
melodies upon the flute are plaintive
their music is distressing to the ear and

fearful

of

and sweet, but most

their
of

One hearer describes their choicest pieces
desolating to the air.
as " the most discordant sounds that ever were emitted under the
music from brass tubes." Some of the flute music, howAs most of the ancient music of Jaj)an is of
Corean origin, one can get a fair idea of the natiu-e of the sounds
that delight a Corean eai" from the music of the imperial band of

name

of

ever, is veiy sweet.
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evident that the

modern tunes of Seoiil are not melodious to Japanese auditory
One would think that, as the mikado's subjects " hear
nerves.
themselves as others hear them" when Corean musicians play,
they would be delighted.
On the contrary, Coreian music seems
to horrify and afflict the Japanese ear.
Evidently, in the coui'se
of centuries the musical scales of the

two countries, originally

have altered in tone and interval. Wan-ka is the father
of Corean music though the mere fact that he belonged to antiquity wovdd secure his renown.
The various stringed musical
instruments known are the kemunko, a kind of large guitar the
kamjakko, mandolin the ko-siul, or guitar of twenty-five strings
and the five-stringed harp or violin. The wind instruments comi^ris?
a whole battery of flutes, long and short trumpets, w^hile cymbals,
drums, and other objects of percussion are numerous. Ambassadors and other high officers at home, and when on duty to
identical,

—

.

;

;

;

foreign countries, are accompanied

borers on government works are

by a band

summoned

of musicians.
to begin

La-

and end

work by music, but the full effect of a musical salvo is attained at
the opening and closing of the city gates.
Then the sound is
most distressing or most captivating, according as the ears are
to the manner born, or receive their first experience of what

—

tortvu'es the air

The

may be made

to \dbrate.

manly sport in Corea is, by excellence, that
encouraged by the government for the national

chief out-door

of archery.

It is

and nobles stimulate their retainers to excellence
Most gentlemen have targets and arrow-walks for
their gardens.
At regular times in the year contests

safety in war,

by rewards.
practice in

at which archers of reputation compete, the
expense and prizes being paid for out of the public ptu-se. Hamel
says the great men's retainers have nothing to do but to learn to
shoot. The grandees rival each other in keeping the most famous
archers, as an Englishman might his fox-hounds or as the daimios
of Japan formerly vied with each other in j)atronizing the fattest
of skill are held,

and most skilful wrestlers.
Other manly sports are those of
boxing and fist-fights. Young men practice the "manly art" in
play with each other, and at times champions are chosen by rival
villages and a set-to between the bruisers is the result, with more
or less of broken heads and pulpy faces.
In large cities the
contestants may come from different wards of the same city.
In
Seoul, usually in the first month, there are some lively tussles
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between picked champions, with

bettin*^

and cheerinj^

of

the

backers of either party. Often these trials of skill degenerate into
a free fight, in which clubs and stones are used freely cracked
skulls and loss of life are common.
The magistrates do not
;

but allow the frolic to spend itself.
of men worthy of notice, and identified with
out-door life, are the sportsmen. The bird-hunters never shoot
on the wing. They disguise themselves in skins, feathers, straw,
etc., and liuk in some coigne of vantage to bring down the game
that comes within their range.
The skilled fowler understands
Tisually interfere,

Another

perfectly

class

how

to imitate the cries of the various birds, particularly

By this means most of the
The call used is an iron whistle,
and simliar to that used by the

that of the j)heasant calling his mate.

female pheasants are captured.

shaped like the aj:)ricot-stone,
Japanese hunters. The method of hrmting the deer is as follows
During the months of June and July deer -horn commands a veiy
high price, for it is at this season that the deer-hoi'ns ax'e developing, and the "spike-bucks" are special prizes.
A party of thi'ee
They beat up the mountain sides
or ioMT hunters is fonned.
dui-ing several days, and, at night, when obliged to cease for
awhile, they have a wonderful instinct for detecting the trail of
Usually they come
the game, except when the earth is too dry.
up to their game on the third day, which they bring down with a
gunshot. The horn is sold to the native physicians or is exported
to China and Japan, where hartshorn and valuable medicines are
concocted from it.
A successful deer-hunt usually enables a
hunter to live on his profits for a good part of the year, and in
:

Those who hunt
fortimes.
when the mother bear leads her cubs
Then the hunters
to the seashore to feast them on the crabs.
bide their time till they see the mother hfting up the heayj^ rocks
on edge, while the little cubs eat the crabs. The hunters usually

some cases indiriduals make small

bears wait for the occasion

forward and assault the bear, which, frightened, lets fall the
which crushes the cub. When on the open field or shore
they do not fire at the she-bear, unless sure of killing her. For
the various pai-ts of the animal good prices await the hunter who
sells.
In addition to the proceeds from hide, flesh, fat, and
sinews, the liver and gall of the brute, supposed to possess great
In
potency in medicine, are sold for their weight in silver.

iiish

rock,

another chapter
noble frame.

we have

written of the tiger-hxmters and their
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Gambling and betting are feai-fully common habits in Corea,
and kite-flying gives abundant occasion for money to change
hands.
The two months of the winter, during which the north
wind blows, is " kite time." The large and strong kites are flown
with skill, requiring stout cords and to be held by j^oung men.
A large crowd usually collects to witness the battle of the kites,
when the kites are put tlu'bugh various evolutions in the air, by
which one seeks to destroy, tear, or saw off the string of the other.
Resources for in-door amvisement are chiefly in the form of
story-telling, smoking, lounging, and games of hazard,
such as chess, checkers, and backgammon. The game of chess
Card-playing,
is the same as that played in Japan and China.
gossij),

law, is habitual among the common people.
The nobles look upon it as vulgar amusement beneath their dignity.
The people play secretly or at night, often gambling to a

though interdicted by

It is said that the soldiers, especially those

laiinous extent.

on

guard, and at the frontiers, are freely allowed to play cards, as
that is the surest way to keep them awake and alert in the presence of enemies, and as safeguards against night attacks. They
shuffle and cut the cards as we do.
Games with the hands and
fingers, similar to those in Japan, are also well known.
In pagan lands, where a Sabbath, or anything like it, is utterly

uknown
leisure,

alike to the weary laborer, the wealthy, and the men of
some compensation is afforded by the national and relig-

ious holidays.

These in Corea consist

chiefly of the festal occa-

sions observed in China, the feasts appropriate to the seasons,
planting,

and

harvest,

king's birthday, and the

Among

the

Buddhist

new

year.

saints'

anniversaries,

the

the poorer classes the families celebrate the birthday

of the head of the family only, but

member

among

the noble and wealthy,

gifts and a festal gathThere are certain years of destiny noticed with
extra^joy and congratulations, but the chief of all is the sixty-first
year. With us, the days of man are three score years and ten, but
in the hermit kingdom the limit of life is three score years and
one, and the reason is this The Coreans divide time according to
the Chinese cycle of sixty years, which is made up of two series of
ten and twelve each respectively. Every year has a name after the
The first birthday
zodiacal sign, or one of the five elements.
occurring after the entire revolution of the cycle is a very solemn
event to a sexacfenarian, and tlie festival commemorative of it is

each

of the family is

ering of friends.

:

honored with
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All, rich and poor, no'ole and ^^llf?ar, ohsen'e
which definitely begins old age, when man, having passed
the acknowledged limit of life, must remember and repose. When
a rare event that the sixty-first anniversary of a
it happens
wedding finds both parties alive, there are extraordinaiy rejoicings, and the event is celebrated like our "diamond weddings,"
For both these feasts children and friends must strain every
nerve, and spend all their cash to be equal to the dccasion and to
spread the table for all comers for at such a time, not only the
neighbors, but often the whole country folk round are interested,
A silk robe for the honored aged, new clothes for themselves,
and no end of wine and good cheer for friends, acquaintances,
hangers-on, countiy cousins, and strangers from afar, must be
provided without stint. Poems ai'e recited, games and sports
All
enjoyed, minstrels sing and dance, and recitations are given.
come with compliments in their mouths and a ravenous appetite.
All must be fed and none turned away, and the children of the
honored one must be willing to spend their last coin and econo-

called

Wan-Jrap.

this day,

—

—

;

—

It is often as dreadful
stai've, for a year afterward.
an vmdei-taking as a funeral pageant in other lands. In the event
of the queen, royal mother, or king, reaching the sixty -first birthday the profusion and prodigality of expense and show reaches a
All the prisons are opened by
height of shameful extravagance.

mize, or even

general amnesty, and the jail-birds fly free.
session of examiners is held to gi-ant degi*ees.

An

extraordinary
In the capital all
the gi-andees present themselves before the king with gifts and
homage. In all the inu'al districts, a large pictvu'e of the king is
hung up in a noted place. The chief magistrate, preceded by
music and followed by his satellites, and all the people proceed to
the place and prostrate themselves before the effig^', offering their
congratulations.
In the capital the soldiers receive gifts from the

and the day is a universal holiday for the entire nation.
Almost as matter of course, the festivals are used as* means of
extortion and ojipression of the people by the officials, who grind
the masses mercilessly to proride the necessaiy resoiu'ces for the
waste and luxuiy of the capital and the couri. New Year's day is
not only the greatest of all Corean feasts in universal obsei-vance,
but is also the only real Sabbath time of the ye<ar, when for days
together all regular emplojinents cease and rejoicing reigns supreme. All debts must be paid and accounts squared up, absentees must I'etuni, and children away fi'om home must rejoin the
court,
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The magistrates close the tribunals, no arrests are made,
and prisoners held to answer for slight offences are given leave of
absence for several days, after which they report again as prisfamily.

oners.

All work, except that of festal preparation, ought to cease
last three days of the old year. It is etiquette to begin

during the

New

Year's Eve, though this is not universal.
Year's morning salutations or calls are made on
To this rule there must be
friends, acquaintances, and superiors.
no exception, on pain of a rupture of friendly relations. The chief

by

visits

on

On New

ceremony of the day

is

the sacrifice at the tablets of ancestors.
if near the house, or to the special

Proceeding to the family tombs,

room or

shelf in the dwelling itself, the entire family

make

jDros-

Costly ceremonies, with incense-sticks, etc., regulated
according to the family purse, follow. This is the most important
In cases where the tombs are
filial and religious act of the year.
trations.

distant, the visit

must not be postponed

later

than during the

first

After the ancestral sacrifices, comes the distribution of
These consist
presents, which are enclosed in New Year's boxes.
of new dresses, shoes, confectionery, jewelry for the boys and girls,

month.

and various gifts, chiefly cooked delicacies, for neighbors, friends,
and acquaintances. For five days the festivities are kept up by
visits, social parties, and entertainments of all sorts. The ordinary
labors of life are resumed on the sixth day of the new year, but
with many, fun, rest, and froHc are prolonged during the month.
The tenth day of the second month is the great house-cleaning
day of the year, when mats are taken up and shaken, the pots,
kettles, and jars scoured, and the clothing renovated.
Tomb-cleaning day occurs in the third month. On this occasion they make offerings of food to their ancestors, and cleanse
tombs and tablets. It is a busy time in the graveyards, to which
women transfer their straw scrubbers, dippers, and buckets, when
monuments and idols ai"e well soused and scoured. It is more
like a picnic, with fun and work in equal proportions.
The third day of the third month comes in spring, and is the
The people go out on the i-iver
great May-day and merrymaking.
with food and drink, and spend the day in feasting and frolic.
Others wander in the peach-orchards to view the blossoms. Others
so inclined, enjoy themselves by composing stanzas of poetry.
On the eighth day of the fourth month the large cities are
illuminated with paper lanterns of many colors, and people go out
on hills and rivers to idew the gay sights and natural scenerJ^
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The fifth day of the fifth month is a great festival day, on
which the king presents fans to his courtiers.
On the fifteenth day of the seventh month occurs the ceremony of distributing seed. The king gives to his officials one
hundred kinds

of seed for the crops of the next year.

day of the eighth month sacrifices are offered
and broken tombs are repaired.
The chrj'santhemum festival is one of much popular interest.
Among the most brilliant flowers of the peninsula are the chrj-santhemums, which are cultivated -^dth gi'eat pride and care by
gentlemen and nobles. The flower is brought to unusual perfection by allowing but a single flower to gi-ow upon one stem.
They are often cultivated apari, under oiled paper frames. On
the ninth day of the ninth month the perfected blossoms are in
their glory, and the owner of a crop of brilliant chiysanthemums

On

the fifteenth

at the graves of ancestors

house to feast and enjoy the sight of the
exhibit their triumphs, and picnic parties

inrites his friends to his

blooms.

The

florists

enjoy the scenery fi-om the bridges and on the mountains.
The article chiefly used for pastiy among oblique-eyed humanity is what the Japanese call mochi, a substance made b}' boiling

and pounding it into a tough mass resembling pie-cinist. Like
" in every style," raw, warmed, baked,
it may be eaten
It occupies an important place in ceretoasted, boiled, or fried.
monial offerings to the dead, in the temple, and in household
It is made in immense quantities, and eaten
festal decoration.
especially at New Year's time, and on the two equinoctial days of
Another favorite mixed food for festive occasions is
the year.
"red rice" and beans. The Corean housewife takes as much
rice

oysters,

pains to color the rice properly as a Gennan lavishes upon his
meerschaum, and if the color fails, or is poor, it is a sign of bad luck.
The foui-teeuth day of the first month a person who is en-

upon a critical year of his life makes an effigy of straw,
dresses it up \\'ith his o\\ti clothing at evening, and casts it out on
Whatthe road, and then feasts meii-ily dui-ing the whole night.
ever happens to the man of straw thus kicked out of the house, is
supposed to happen to the man's former self, now gone into the
and Fate is believed to look upon the individual in new
past

tering

;

clothes as another man.

The fifth, fifteenth, and twenty-fifth of each month are called
"broken days," on which they avoid beginning anything new.
In the beginning of each
Tliese are the "Fridavs" of Cho-sen.
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up on the doors of their
houses slips of paper, on which are written mottoes, such as " Longevity is like the South Mountain," " Wealth is like the Eastern

of the fom* seasons of the year they post

Certain years in each person's life are supposed to be
and special care as to health, food, clothing, new ventui-es, etc., must be taken dm-ing these years, which are ended
with a feast, or, what is more economical, a sigh of relief.
The fifteenth day of the first month is called " Stepping on
A man and woman go out together over the bridge
the Bridge."
at the rising of the moon and view the moonlit scenery, indulging
meanwhile in refreshments, both of the solid and liquid sort. It
is believed that if one crosses over seven bridges on this night, he
Sea,"

etc.

critical,

will

be free from calamities during the year.

Not the

least interesting of the local or national festivals, are

memory of the soldiers slain in the service of their
country on famous battle-fields. Besides holding annual memorial
celebrations at these places, which fire the patriotism of the people,
there are temples erected to soothe the spirits of the slain. Espe-

those held in

cially

noteworthy are these monumental

painful to the national

memory by

edifices,

on

sites

made

the great Japanese invasion of

1592-97, which keep fresh the scars of war. A revival of these
been stimulated by the fanatical haters of

patriotic festivals has

Japan, since this neighbor country broke away from Asiatic traditions.

Though much has been wi-itteu concerning the population of
we consider all conjectures of persons alike unfamiliar with

Corea,

the interior and the true sources of information as worthless.
These random figures vary from 250,000 (!) to 6,000,000. Dallet

presumes a population of 10,000,000. A rude enumeration made
thirty years ago gives the number of houses at 1,700,000, and of
the people at 7,000,000.
Our own opinion, formed after a study
of the map and ofl&cial lists of towns and cities, is that there are
at least 12,000,000 souls in Cho-sen.
A Japanese correspondent
of the Tokio Hochi Shimlun, writing from Seoul, states that a census made last year (1881) shows that there are 3,480,911 houses,
and 16,227,885 persons in the kingdom.

CHAPTER XXXIIL
SHAMANISM AND MYTHICAL
Shail\nism

is

ZO()LOGY.

the worship of a large numljer of primitive North

Asiatic tribes, having

no

idols except a

few fetishes and some rude

and
and sacrificial ceremonies
These malignant beings are
for the propitiation of e\'il sj^irits.
supposed to populate the earth, the clouds, and the au*, and to be
They take various
the cause of most of the ills suffered by man.
forms, chiefly those of animals whose stinicture and anatomy are
more or less imaginary, each imp or demon being a composite
creature, compiled from the various powers of locomotion, destruction, and defence possessed by the real creatures that inhabit
Some of them, however, are gentle and of
water, earth, and aii'.
Their apiiaiition on earth is welcomed
lovely form and mien.
with delight as the harbinger of good things to come. Confucius,
the teacher, haUed by the Chinese as their holiest sage, and to
ancestral images or representations of the spirits of the earth
ail*.

It is a gross mixtui'e of sorcery

whom

even dirine honors are paid, believed fiimly in these porChief among these mythic creatures are
the phoenix, the kirin, the di"agon, besides a variety of demons of
tents

and appearances.

various sizes, colors, habits, and character.

thology of Cho-sen

is

that

common

Much

to Chinese Asia.

of the

my-

Instead of

a galleiy of beautiful human, or partially human, presences like
that of Greece, the m\'tholog^' of China deals largely with mythic;
animals, though legendaiy heroes, sages, and supernatural beings in

human form

are not lacking.

The four

cliief

ideal creatm-es are

the dragon, phoenix, tortoise, and kirin.

There is another animal which, though a living reality, the
Coreans have idealized and gifted with powers superaatural and
supra-animal, almost as many in number as those with which the
Japanese have endowed the white fox. This is the tiger. They
not only ascribe to him all the mighty forces and characteristics
of which he is actually jDossessed, but populai- superstition atti-ib-

'
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utes to him the powers of flying, of emitting fire and hvu'hng
hghtuing. He is the symbol of strength and ubiquity, the standard of comjiarison with all dangers and dreadful forces, and
On the war-flags this animal is
the paragon of human courage.
painted or embroidered in every postui'e, asleep, leaping, erect,

couchant, winged, and holding red
of art, cabinets, boxes,

portrayed and

fire in his

and weapons the

On works
most frequently

fore-paw.

tiger

is

even associated as an equal with the four superIn ancient time he was worshiiDped.
The riong, or di'agon, whose figui-e, as depicted in Corean art,
is perhaj^s nothing more than a highl}^ idealized form of an extinct geological species of savu'ian, is one of the foiu' supernatural
is

natural beings.

or spii'itually

endowed

creatures.

He

is

an embodiment of

all

the forces of motion, change, and power for offence and defence
in animal

life,

fin,

wing, tusk, horn, claws, with the mysterious

There are many varieties of the species
dragon, whict is the chief of scaly monsters. It possesses the gift
of transformation and of rendering itself visible or invisible at
attributes of the serpent.

will.

In the spring it ascends to the skies and in the
watery depths.

autumn

bui'ies itself in the

It is this terrific

the

Corean

artist

manifestation of
loves to

depict

movement and power which

—always

water, clouds, or the sacred jewel of which

in

it is

connection with
the guardian, and

which it battles, causing commotion in heaven and earth. The
dragon is synonymous in Chinese philosophy with the third of the
four creative influences and indicative of the East and Springtime,
the blue dragon being the guardian of the East.
Another cycle of popular notions and artistic ideas is suggested by its change of bulk, for this omnipotent monster "becomes at wiU reduced to the size of a silkworm or swollen tiU it
It desires to mount, and it
fills the space of heaven and earth.
rises until it affronts the clouds
to sink, and it descends until
hidden below the fountains of the deep." The dragon is the
embodiment of the watery principle of the atmosphere, and its
Protean shapes are but the varied ideal expression of the many
forms and forces of water. Moisture in its fertilizing or destructive aspects
from the silent dew to the roaring tempest, from the
trickling of a riU to the tidal wave that engulphs cities blessed,
The
terrible, gentle, irresistible, is symbolized b}' the dragon.
functions of the celestial dragon are to guard the mansions of the
gods in heaven, so that they do not fall of the sj)iritual, to cause
for

;

—

—

;
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the wind to blow and produce rain for the benefit of mankind of
tlie terrestrial, to mark out the coiu-ses of rivers and streams, while
another watches over the hidden treasui-es concealed from mor;

This last is the dragon that presides over mines and gems,
and which mortals must propitiate or overcome in order to gain
Intense belief
the precious metals and minerals out of the eai'th.
in the dragon is one of the chief reasons why the mines in Chosen are so little worked, and the metals disturbed. The di-agon
tals.

pursuing the invaders of their sanctuaries or fighting each other
to gain possession of the jewel balls or sacred ciystals

subject in

all art

of Chinese parentage.

of the Avrithing creature

exposed.

Earely

is

is

a favorite

the whole figure

Partly hidden in clouds or

water, he seems ever in motion. There are also four dragon-kings,
who have their palaces in the world under the sea, one ruling in

the northern, one in the eastern, one in the southern, and one in
The ministers and messengers of these four
the western sea.

monarchs are the ten*ible dragons whose battles in the air and in
the deep are the causes of the commotion of the elements. There
is also a dragon without horns, and another that never ascends to
The yellow dragon is reckoned the most honorable of
the skies.
In common belief the dragon canies on his forehead a
his tribe.
pear-shaped pearl, supposed to possess wondrous virtues of healing and power. Whoever possesses these jewels will be invincible,,
and the power of his descendants endvire.
From its divine origin and char'acter the di'agon is symboUcal
Hence it is
of all that pertains to the emperor of Great Cliina.
the
king of
him,
but
his
vassal,
by
only
not
by
use
of
made
Chu-sen, and by his rival the mikado of Japan. Hence the significance of the trio of these sacred jewels on ornaments and
instniments belonging to the royal family, whether embroidered
on the robes of state worn by the king, surmounting the large
dinim of his musicians, or gHstening in golden embroidery on the
banners of his body-guard. The "di-agon robe " and "dragon's
bed," "dragon standard," refer to the mantle, thi'one, and flag of
In the popular speech, whatever is most excellent is
the king.
compared to a ditigon. A " dragon-child " is a paraxon, a " dragon
"Wlien " the fish has
is one of extraordiuaiy speed.
been metamorphosed into the di-agon," some happy change or
promotion has taken place the student-competitor has received
his degree of doctorate, or the oflfice-holder has been told by
royal appointemnt to " come up higher."

horse "

—
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another of the four supernatural

creatures of Chinese philosophy and mythology, believed in by
the Coreans, and depicted in Corean art especially as a sym-

and on articles used on auspicious and
This beast, which to the Corean is a "living
creature," has the body of a deer and the tail of an ox, usually
highly curled and twisted in a manner to suggest the work of a

bol of peace and joy,

happy

occasions.

On its forehead is a single soft horn. It is said
never to tread on or injure any living being. It is the emblem of
perfect rectitude, and the incarnate essence of the five primordial
hair-dresser.

elements of all tilings, viz. water, fire, wood, metal, earth. It
Its appearis considered the noblest form of the animal creation.
ance on the earth is ever regarded as a happy omen, as the har:

binger of good government and the birth of good riders. Hence
The
the wealth of association to the Oriental mind in the kirin.
male beast is called ki and the female rin or lin. The two words
combined form the general term kirin.
The tortoise is the centre of a gi-eat circle of pleasing superstitions, and hence is one of the set of symbols oftenest employed in
Corean art. The practice of divination is mostly associated with
tortoise-shell, the figuring of a tortoise's

back having a mystic

sig-

In Chinese legend a divine tortoise emerged from the
Yellow River, on the shell of which a sage discovered the system of
numerals, and thus obtained the foundation of mathematics and the
rudiments of philosophy. This tortoise was said to be the embodinification.

Ursa Major, and the progenitor of aU the tortoise
can transform itself into other forms of life and lives to the
age of ten thousand years. Hence it is the symbol of long life. It is
said to conceive by thought alone. There are said to be ten kinds
of tortoises, one of them being half dragon, half tortoise, and with
a tail like a fringe of silver. This is the attendant of the god of

ment

of the star in

tribe.

It

and hence is often used as the top of a well. The tortoise
the symbol of immortality and strength, hence is often
used over walls and places of entrance. Many Corean gateways
are surmounted with liuge tortoises sculptured in stone. The same
idea is expressed in making the representations of this creatvu-e,
cut from a single rock, the base for monumental tablets set into
The great seal of state, the regalia of sovereignty in
its back.
The phoenix is also repreCho-sen, has the form of a tortoise.
waters,
is also

Closely connected with the
sented as standing upon a tortoise.
of the world resting on an elephant which stands on

Hindoo idea
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a tortoise,

is

the Chinese idea of " supporting the earth -ndth the

feet of a tortoise."

A common

idea in Cho-sen, as in China,

is

the huge tortoise which supports mountains on its back, and
haWng a shell which is one thousand leagues in circumference.

The
the

phcx,*nix

(fung-wang or howo), like the

kirin,

appears on

earth at or near the birth of a good ruler, and hence

is

and good government. The male is called
fung, or ho, and the female ivatuj, or loo, hence the generic name
fung-wang or howu. Li its marvellous plumage the sheen of the
five colors may be descried, each of which is typical of the five
In figure it seems to be an ideal combination
cardinal vii-tues.
of the i^eacock and the golden pheasant, but with feathers wondrously curled and made into ringlets. It is not only a symbol of
ausjiicious government, but of inseparable fellowship, and many
stanzas of poetry refer to it as typical of covu'tship and conjugal
love.
In its voice are many intonations, to each of which a name
is given. For this reason it is a favorite element in the decoration
the

emblem

of peace

of musical instruments.

Another symbol often used is the Chinese lion, with marveland mane. Every tuft is a mass of fanciful ringlets, and the beast is so pictured as to make a masterpiece of
The dog of the breed called ngao, so named
ugliness and terror.
lously curled hair

after the earth-supporting tortoise, is also liberally fui'nished \vith

and haii*. It usually cuts the figure of guardian on the
edge or lid of vessels in which ai-e kept treasiu-es which, because
they tempt the palate, tempt also the fingers that lift to the
mouth. The marvellous creature called the Dog of Fo, or Buddha, usually associated with Chinese-Buddhist art, is believed to
be of Corean origin. Jacquemai-t calls it the " Dog of Corea."
Other mytliical creatui-es that have their existence in the Corean imagination are in the form of fishes and sei-pents. The in-e
(fish-man or merman) is a sort of siren that is supposed to inhabit
the Sea of Japan and the Eastern Sea, but whether partly fabulous
It is six or seven feet long,
or entirely real, we are unable to say.
and in its head and body resembles a human being, as its nose,
mouth, ears, and arms, or flippers, are covered vdih white skin
Arithout scales. It has a long and slender tail, like that of a horse.
It stickles its young, and sheds tears when its offspring are captiu-ed.
It is probable that this creature, though called a fishman by the Coreans, is the animal of which we read, in several
instances, being presented to the Manchiu emperors in Peking.

tooth, nail,
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of them inquired whether such a creatiu'e was known in
Europe, and the Jesuit friar, producing a book, showed an engraving of one similar. Perhaps this "fish-man" is the same as a
reported "dog-fish or shark," Hving in the seas around Quelpart,

One

whose tears produce pearls.
The i-sium, a colossal marine

creature, is purely imaginary',

like the " earthquake-fish " of the Japanese,

which causes the con-

The word is pui'e Corean, and may answer
vastness and uncertainty

tinent to shake.

symbol

of

— the

to otu*

sea-serpent.
Mr. Fergusson
would doubtless find a new chapter
for his "Tree and Serpent Worshij)"
in Chu-sen, for, in the peninsula, not

only are trees reverenced as the abode
of spirits, but the sa, or snakes, are
rarely,

if

ever,

feed, venerate,

harmed. The people
and even Avorship them

as the guardian genii of their households.

The

ean word)
call the

is

epkiu*on-gi (a pui-e Cor-

the

name by which they

serpent which presides over

their family Edens.

Instead of being
looked upon as the embodiment of
the principle of evil, as in Semitic lore,
their presence is hailed as an omen
of

They

blessing.

are treated like

In their heads they are believed to carry a precious jewel after
they have lived long. A sei-pent often
lives to be one thousand years old,
and then bears in his front a ghstening gem, called ya-kang-chiu, which
name the people also apply to any

pets.

Battle-flag Captured by the
in

187

Americans

I.

ghttering stone, especially the diamond.
The guardian serpent
is represented as double-winged, with forked tongue, long and

among the clouds and protecting its worshij^pers
by pm-suing their enemies. The illustration here given is copied
from one of the war-flags carried by the Corean moiintaineers from
their homes to the forts on the Han Kiver, in 1871.
The staff is
tipped with pheasant-feathers and horse-hair.
Theii' fear of the serjDent is the basis of their worship, and the
darting, flying
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average Corean does not fail to take due precaution to guard
In addition to the ordinary osa or black snake,
against its sting.
there

the venomous viper, salmo, which " kills its mother at
The taiIts bite is considered exceedingly dangerous.
The flower called kiuk-sa-ica (snakea gi-eat sei-pent.

is

birth."

mang

is

Eye of India, is believed by Coreans to keep away the
and hence is highly valued.
Hamel and the French missionaries agree in picturing Corea
as a land well supplied with reptiles, sei-pents, and veimin of all
In
sorts, and testify to the veneration of them by the people.

bane), or
reptiles,

the folk-lore of the country, the beasts play a conspicuous part.
Another creature to whom wings rightfvdly belong is the gin-sai.

This fabulous bird is capable of difiusing so venomous an influence that even its shadow poisons food.
Even the brief Hst of creatm-es which we have enumerated
does not exhaust the

list

of the beings

to the imagination of the people.

which are

real

and

active

Science and Clu-istianity are

the remedies for this delirium tremens of paganism.
The ancient and still lingering behef in the powers of the air

and

all

and inrisible, is reflected on
and streamer-shaped war-banners. They believe
these creatures and all the forces of nature are imder the

the creatm-es therein, risible

their triangular

that

all

control of the spirits,

who

will give or

withhold sunshine or rain,

send blasting mildew and pestilence, or fertility, plenty and joy,
according as they are pleased or displeased.
It will be seen at once what a soil the demagogue has for sowing dragons' teeth, and what frightful popular commotion may be
The most
stin-ed up by playing upon the fears of the populace.
recent illustration of this is seen in the massacre of the Queen, the
The long drought
ministers, and the Japanese, in July, 1882.
haring rumed the rice crop, the leaders of the anti-foreign faction
persuaded the common people that the spmts were annoyed at the
introduction of foreigners, and therefore withheld the rain. In this
belief they

for

many

were strengthened from the fact that it rained heavily
had been di-iveu out of Seoul.

hovirs after the Japanese

CHAPTER XXXIY.
LEGENDS AND FOLK-LORE.
It is not diflficiilt to appreciate or understand the history of
people whose psychology is our own. We seem to look through
white light in gazing at their past as told in the words of a lan-

guage that grew in the same mental sunlight with our own. In
soil, we may sometimes recognize a slightly strange flavor, but the pulp is good food
which oui- mental stomach does not reject, but readily assimilates.
Truth, like the moon, usually presents one side only, but the mass
of mankind do not think of this, even if they kiaow it.
They go
on blissfully imagining they have seen all sides, even the full orb.
With the history of the Aryan nations we are familiar, and
think it is clear to us. We insist that we know we can understand
what they did and that their thoughts need no translation to us.
A visitor at the American Centennial, or any exposition of the
eating fruit that grows on famiUar intellectual

all nations, sees before him for comj^arative study the
symbols of religion, architecture, implements of domestic life,
and all the outward expressions of inward ideas. They are the
clothed or concrete soul of man under the varied civilizations of
this planet.
Standing before the exhibits of India the home of

industry of
art,

— the

—

man

Western Chi'istendom, as his
mind's eye siu'veys the vastness of difference between him and the
Hindoo, is yet able to bridge the gulf. The researches into language, art, myths, folk-lore, show him that the infancy of the two
races was the same, and that modern differences are impertinent
accidents.
At bottom the Aryan and the Hindoo are brothers.
No such reconciliation of ideas is yet demonstrable between
the Mongohan and the Aryan.
Before the art, symbols, ideas,
literature, language, and physical presence of the man of Cathay,
no bridging of the gulf seems yet possible. He appears to be a
man of another planet Language gives as yet h'ttle clue to a
common origin art and symbol seem at the other pole, and in
the Arj'au

nations

;

of

:
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psychology the difference at present seems

total

and

ii-recon-

cilable.

Hence, to attempt to write, the history of a Tm-anian people by
simply narrating bald facts in an occidental language, seems to be
but putting another white skeleton in the museum of nations.
Even the attempt, by a purely destructive method of criticism, to
manufacture a body, or corpse, rather, of history, by hacking
legend and tradition to get out what the critic is pleased
seems at once unnatural and false. It is like
attempting- to correlate the genius of Shakspeare with ounces of

away

all

to call " histoiy,"

beef and cheese, or to measure the market value of poetry by
avoirdupois.
A history of an Asiatic people ought to be as much
a history of mind, of psychology, as of facts or dynasties.
in wTiting of a

we think

it

new and almost unknown people

as imjDortant to tell

Hence,

like the Coreans,

what ihey believe

to have hap-

we think actually did happen.
people we must know their thoughts, as well as

pened, as to attempt to state what

To understand

a

their physical environment.

According to Corean tradition, the origin of their country and
people

is

thus outlined

Of old the land had neither prince nor chiefs. A DiAine Being
descended from heaven and took up his abode at the foot of a
sandal-wood tree on the Evei*- White Mountains. The people of
the land became his subjects, made him their sovereign and called
him Dan Kun (the Sandal Prince), and his realm Chu-sen (Morning Calm). This took place in the time of Tang Ti Yao (2350
B.C.).
His first residence was at Ping-an. Later he transferred it
to Pe-yo, where his descendants remained till the eighth year of
the emperor Wu Ting of the Chang djTiasty (1317 B.C.), when
they were established in Mount Asstak. His descendants reigned
in ChO-sen more than one thousand years, but nothing more is
known of them after the period covered by their reign. Then followed the occupation of the country by the Chinese noble Ki Tsze.
The mythical origin and founding of Shinra is thus told in the
local legends of the place.
After the invasion of Clio-sen, by the
Chinese empei'or, many of the original inhabitants fled and scattered over the east coast.
They made settlements on the mo\intains, in the valleys, and along the sea-shore, some of which in
time grew to be cities and large towns.
One day the attention of
the head man of one of the villages was attracted by the neighing
of horses toward a mountain.
He went in the direction of the

—
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sounds, but instead of a horse he found an egg of extraordinary
Carefully breaking it open, he discovsize, shaped like a gourd.

ered a beautiful rosy boy-baby inside. The old man's heart was
touched by the sight, and he took the child to his home and
adopted it as his own. The boy grew up beloved of all who saw
or

knew him.

When

but thirteen years old, the elders of the six
and chose him as their lord
They gave him a name signifying "Coming Out of

principal towns gathered together

and master.

the West," and to the countiy a

name ineaning "Born

of the

Gourd-egg." The new king took to wife a fair maiden who was
reputed to be the offspring of a weU-di'agon. They reigned for
sixty years, when their daughter succeeded to the throne.
In the fifth year of her reign she married a youth who had
come fi'om afar, whose origin was as wonderful as that of her own
parents.
His mother the queen had been delivered of an egg.
Her husband, not enjoying such a form of offspring, threw the egg
away, but the queen recovering it, carefully wrapped it in a silk
napkin, and with many other treasures put it in a box and set it
adi'ift on the sea.
After many days the box was washed ashore on
The fishermen who picked it up in their nets
a distant coast.
thought nothing of it, and threw it into the sea again. It drifted
An old woman finding it,
into one of the harbors of Shinra.
opened the lid and found a lovely boy with a smile on his face.
Carefiolly nourishing him, he grew up to be a man of strength,
nine feet high. He excelled aU other youths in bodily vigor and
accomplishments. When the old woman first picked up the waif,
there were a number of crows standing around the shore, and the
crone gave him a name referring to the presence of these birds
" Opened in Presence of the Crows."
Excelling in the knowledge of geomancy, he found a good place for a residence and
built on it.
Hearing of his reno-wn, the queen of Shinra married

him to her daughter.
One evening the newly made king heard a cock crow in the
woods toward the west. He sent his servants after it, who found
Under it a white
a small golden casket suspended from a tree.
cock was crowing. The servant reported the matter to his master.
Another servant was despatched to the place. He returned with
the box, which, being opened, was found to contain a boy baby,
who was given the name signifying "The Golden Boy from the
Grove in which the Cock crowed." The baby boy grew up and
succeeded his father.

In the reign of the twenty-second king of

—

"

"
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the people of the country, then called Shin-han, changed
of their country to Shinra.

the

line,

the

name

In the

mens

"Grammaire Coruene

" there are a

number

of speci-

given in Corean and French, from which

of folk-] ore

extract a few of the most characteristic.
tration of our universal

human

The

first

one

is

an

we

illus-

nat\u-e.

THE THKEE WISHES.
Tliere were once two old married folks who had not a single child, boy or
Extremely poor, they lived a pitiable life. One evening, when it was
girl.

very cold in winter, after having supped, they gazed into the fire in the brazier, and sitting in their room face to face they warmed themselves a moment
in silence, when the good old man thus spoke
" For the rich the winter is an excellent season their food is prepared in
:

;

they have only to take their ease. But for the poor,
If
it is a rough time when they have neither food for the mouth nor fuel.
they go out over the mountain through the rain or the snow to seek wood, they
advance.

Having no

toil

die of cold or frost.

The good dame replied " They say that Heaven is just. Why then does
he permit this ? Tiiey say, besides, that when you pray to Heaven, it is easy
If we ask to become rich
" said she.
to obtain that which you need.
"You are right, do so," replied the husband.
And both prostrating themselves, prayed fervently to the Deity, when suddenly an angel appeared.
"In spite of your sin of murmiiring, Heaven liaving pitied you, accords
you three things, after which you can ask no more. Reflect well, choose, and
ask." Saying this he disappeared.
Tlie old man made this proposition: "If we ask riches, freedom from
:

—

sickness, or long life

—

woman, " we should not enjoy these things properly if
"
we do not have a child. ^Vhat pleasure will it be ?
What shall I do ? If he had only said four
I have not asked.
"Hold
Why did he say only three? Since we wish to
things at the good moment
have a child, must we forego freedom from sickness, must we renounce riches,
must we give up long life ? It is hard to decide. Think, then, seriously this
"No,"

said the old

!

!

and decide to-morrow."
Breaking off their conversation, both

night,

ment

of lying

down

At the mosat plunged in reverie.
woman, stirring up the fire with the
reflection, " If we could have three or four feet

to sleep, the old

launched out with this
of pudding to set to toast on this brazier, that would be royally excellent."

tongs,

She spoke, and there was three

feet of food placed

by her

The hnsband, beside himself with rage, screamed out
"Oh! what a woman! By one stroke you have lost

side.

To
all our benefits.
punish you I wish the pudding would hang itself on the point of your nose."
Immediately the pudding made a leap and attached it.self to the old dame's

"

:

"

:
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Hello
Angry as I am, I have also by
At this the husband cried out,
m_y fault lost a wish." Seizing the sausage to detach it, they pulled, iirst one,
then the other, almost dislocating the nose, but the sausage held on.
"Alas! " said the woman in tears, " if this is always to remain hanging
'

'

here,

how can

I live

?

!

"

The husband, on the

If
contrary, without being at all disturbed, said,
even yet our wish of fortune is fulfilled, we could make a tube of gold to hide
this sausage, and then drawing it out at length, it will be only more beautiful
'

'

to see."

The wife, still more miserable, cried out, Oh, wretched me, only to
think that fortune should wish to put it there. Well whether you be rich
or live long, as for me, I should like to kill myself."
Saying this she took a cord and went to strangle herself at the end of a
beam. Tlie husband, strixck with fear, and touched with compassion, hastened
to set her free.
"Stop," said he, "there remains one wish to us. Have your own way
about it."
"If that is so, I wish that what hangs to my nose comes loose. Quick,
quick, that it may go swift away.
That is my chief wish."
She had hardly finished speaking when the sausage fell plump to the
ground, and out of the midst of the heaven an angry voice was heard
" You have obtained the three things which you wished for, and have you
gained a great advantage
If you wish to enjoy true blessing in this world
be content to live with what Heaven gives, and do not form vain desires.
The two old folks spitted the pudding, ate it, and from this night they
'

'

!

'?

abstained from foolish wishes.

On

the morrow, agreeably to their supreme ambition, which was to have a
Having adopted
little fatherless and motherless orphan.

baby, they found a
it

as tlieir child, they gave

him

a good education

and lived

haj)pily to

extreme

old age.

The following

illustrates official

shrewdness and rapacity

:

THE HISTORY OF A NOSE.
In the chief city of Chulla, there was a politician who was in debt to the
government to the amount of ten thousand strings of cash. Unable to pay
the same, he was condemned to death.
Cast into prison, he awaited only
the orders of the king to carry out the sentence. As he had thought hard without discovering any means to get out of the affair, he bethought himself of a
stratagem.
So, addressing the jailer, he said
" Helloa you there, you'll do well to let me go free a little while."
" Helloa " answered the jailer, " what wretched talk
After I have set free
a man who ought to be put to death to-morrow or day after to-morrow, what
shall / do ?
The prisoner replied, " Are we not friends both of iis ? If you do not let
me go, who can save my life? Think over it a little and see. My wife, my
children, my house, all I have, all my relations and friends being here, where
!

!

!

"

"
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Tf you set mo at liberty for some moments not only will I not abscond but there will be found means for preserving my life safely. Do so."
As be thus besought him eagerly, the jailer, struck with compassion,
could not do otherwise than let him go.
So at midnight he presented himself before the door of the room where
the governor slept, and thus addressed him.
sliall I fly V

"Are you asleep V Is your excellency sleeping ? "
Hearing the sound and astonished at recognizing the voice of the officer who
had been cast into prison and was to be executed in a short time, the governor asked.
" Who are you? "

"Your
"

servant," answered the

A scoundrel who

is

officer.

at the point of

"If I may be allowed to enter
something particular to say to you."
"Oh, well, come in and speak."

"
being executed, how is it you are here?
you," said the officer, "I have

to salute

The officer entering, approached, sat down, and said
"I pray your excellency to reflect and consider my purpose. If you put
your servant to death this will be simply one man of means less in the world,
and the money I owe will be lost to the government. What advantage will
you thus derive? If, on the contrary, you preserve my life there will be one
man more in the world, and I shall repay the whole of my debt to the govern:

Let me then live.
it ought to be so I wislx you well in the matter."
"Your servant will come again, then, to-morrow, during the night, to see

ment.

"If

you."
" Do as you will."
The morrow during the night the officer presented himself anew and asked
Approaching he made the prostrations before the governor,
to be introduced.
drew from his sleeve a packet which he undid and took out a sketch representHe immediately besought the governor to please put his
ing a human nose.
seal

upon the sketch.

Agreeing to the proposal the governor imposed his seal.
The officer now associated three companions who were in the plot, and they
all assembled upon the coast of the Eastern Sea, where they found a populous
Taking their
village, in the midst of which rose a high and grand mansion.
drink of spirits at a hotel in the suburbs of the next village beyond, they prepared to sup.

"What

is

Addressing their host they put this question
the

name

of the village

which

is

just

:

behind us?

Wliose

is

the

house?
The inn-keeper answered, " That is the house of a very rich noble. Last
year he received the degree of the doctorate and is eligible to fill very soon a
very high position under the government."
The officer taking with him one of his comrades repaired to the mansion,
where, as he noticed, everything showed abundant means, and thus spoke to
largest

the son.

"As we have

a secret affair to treat of, let us go into another room," said

tlie officer.

,-*-'«?5'

"
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"See

the physicians from

all

here, the king

is
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very sick, and they have called

all

They have

de-

the eight provinces for a consultation.

means to obtain healing is to find the nose of a man just
and to concoct a remedy from it. This is why we have been commanded by the Court, where they have said to us, putting in our hand this
sketch of the nose. 'Without distinction of place or person if you meet a nose
similar to this, strike it off and produce it before us in this place.' Obeying
this severe order we have been out many times without being able to find a
nose conforming to the sketch, and thus far have made useless journeys, but
now, without peradventure, your honorable father's nose exactly resembles
this.
We demand to see him, and wherever he may be we shall not depart till
we have cut it off."
PerJiaps they do say such things "
The son cried out
"Who dare oppose the government business? Hurry, hurry, strike it off
and we'll go."
The son fell into a study and reflected.
" It is an affair of state. This is a matter which we cannot prevent. Cut
clared that the only
like this,

'

:

it off,

'

they say, but to cut

possible.

The

!

off

my

old father, that

is

altogether im-

men, women, young and old, every one will be
You can bear away the half of our fortune at least, if you

plunged into woe.
will go away without taking

The

the nose of

entire family,

officer replied,

my

"We

father's nose.

had proposed

to ourselves to depart only after

having cut off the nose. However, as this is a matter of a son devoted to his
father, and that they may not repress filial piety in others, we shall not cut off
the nose.
If you will give us a certain sum we will go elsewhere to procure a

we shall present to the king."
accepted with thanks a sum equal to many times ten thousand strings
of cash, for which he gave a receipt, told the sender of the money such a day,
such a place, and on leaving offered this recommendation
Upon the whole, say nothing of this affair. If it should leak out, and

nose which

He

:

'

'

a proper nose we have been
be arrested and put to death, they will cerPray then be caretainly cut off your father's nose and take your money also.
Upon this they took their leave.
ful not to divulge this secret."
Overjoyed at not having his parent's nose amputated, but believing that the
king on being informed would send again on this business, the son dared let
no one know iintil the day of his father's death. Then breaking the silence
thousand strings of cash."
he said, "I have bought my father's nose for

the government comes to

bribed not to cut

it off,

know that having found

we

shall

The story here told explains
oun al Raschid of Corea.

itself.

Cheng-chong was the Har-

AN INSTANCE OF ROYAL SOLICITUDE.
There was in Cho-sen a king called His Majesty Cheng-chong, who was celOne night, disguised as a counebrated in all the kingdom for his goodness.
tryman, and accompanied only by a single companion, he started out from the
midst of the capital to make a circuit in order to inform himself of the temper
of liis subjects, and to become himself acquainted with the details of their life.

"
:
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Arrived at a certain point lie looked in the window. There was a miserable house, of which the outer dilapidation, extremely pitiable as it was, led
him to suspect in the interior a state of things difficult to imagine. Eagerly
wishing to know what it was, he punched a peep-hole in the paper door and
perceived an old man weeping, a man in mourning singing, and a nun or
widow dancing. Unable to divine the cause of this spectacle, he ordered his
companion to call the master of the house. The king's servant doing so, said

"

Is the proprietor of the

Hearing this voice the
saluting

him

said

house

at

home

?

"

man in mourning made his appearance.

His Majesty

:

" We have never before met."
" True," said the man in mourning, " but whence are you ? How is it that
"
you should come to find me at midnight ? To what family do you belong ?
Cheng-chong answered, " I am Mr. Ni, living at Tong-ku-an. As I was
Then by a hole
passing before your house, I was attracted by strange sounds.
which I made in the door, I saw an old man weeping, a nun who danced, and
a gentleman in mourning who sang. Why did the old man shed tears, the nun
dance, and the man in mourning sing ? Unable to fathom the motive I have
made my friend call the householder with the purpose of informing myself."
The man in mourning rejoined, " Have you any business to know other

your reason for acting thus when it concerns you
Get back as quickly as possible."
"No, not at all. I acknowledge that it is not becoming to pry into the affairs of others, but this is such an extraordinary case I beg of you give me
some light on the matter."
"Alas!" said the man in mourning, " whj' is the gentleman so eager to
people's matters
so little

know

?

?

What

The night

is

is

well gone.

other people's matters

?

"

Cheng-chong replied, " It is important that I should be somewhat informed.
"Since the gentleman wishes so much to know, I cannot do other than tell.
This is why. My family has always been poor. In my hut one could never
find sufficient grain for a meal and one flea would not have enough room upon
my land to squat upon. I have no victuals for my old father. This is why,
morning and evening, in default of all other resource, my wife has often cut
off a tress of her hair and gone and sold it to buy a cup of bean-soup, which
This evening she clipped and sold all of
she graciously offers to my father.
her hair that remained, and by this she has become bare-headed like a nun.
My old father, seeing that for his sake his young daughter-in-law has become
a nun, broke out into mourning in these terms
" Why have I lived to this day V Why am I not dead
"VMiy have I thus
And in saying this he shed tears. To condegraded my daughter-in-law ?
I, also, alsole him, my wife said to him, 'Do not weep,' and she danced.
though in mourning, joined in with my wife. One danced, the other sang.
This made my old father smile, and perhaps gave him solace. There that is
wliy we behaved so.
Do not think it strange, and go away."
Listening to this narrative the king was impressed with such a marked supreme devotion on the part of the son and daughter-in-law, even in the time
of deepest misfortune, and he said, "Tliisisthe most extraordinary thing in
the world.
How will it do to present you at the examination to-morrow ? "
:

"?

'

'

!

"

:
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"What examination to-morrow ? " asked the man.
"Why, certainly," said Cheng-chong, "to-morrow there will be an examinBy all means don't fail to be there."
ation.
The man responded, " But I have not heard it said that there is to be an
examination.

"Whether you have heard or not," said the king, "prepare to compete,
and present yourself. As I shall also present myself to-morrow I shall give
you a stall in the enclosure."
Having thus spoken he took his leave, returned to the palace and awaited
the stroke of the great clock-bell.
No sooner did he hear the vibration of the mighty gong than he immediately gave the order to announce promptly the examination in the city, and
beyond the walls, to the utter astonishment of the literary men, who said,
"Even until yesterday no one had heard of an examination, and behold it was
"

published during the night. What does this mean ?
The poor householder on his part made this reiiection, "Although I knew
nothing about it, this man knows perfectly," and he started out.
On the way he noticed a crowd of candidates. Without hesitation he
" The song of a
entered the enclosure. The subject of the examination was
man in mourning, the dance of a nun, the tears of an old man."
Of all the students not one could derive the sense of such a subject.
This man alone knew it perfectly well, because he had had experience of
:

own house. He treated the theme clearly and sent in
The king having examined the essay and found it without a misgave the degree of doctor and sent for him to come to him.

those very things in his
his copy.

take,

When

they were in each other's presence the king said
It is I who yesterday recommended you to present
Lift up your head and look."
yourself at the examination.
Fixing his gaze attentively, the man recognized who he was in effect the

"

Do you know me?

same person

—
—and manifested his feelings in appropriate actions of gratitude.

" Go quickly," said the king to him, " go find your old father and wife."
Forthwith, with high appointment to office joined to magnificent treatment, the king recompensed the filial piety of the son and daughter-in-law.
The royal renown has been handed down from generation to generation.
In truth, beyond the goodness of the king, the reward bestowed upon the filial
devotion of these two married people is known to every one.

Evidently

tlie

up the bumpkins

following

is

a story told

of the provinces

by metropolitans

to

show

:

THE PRODIGIOUS EFFECTS OF A LOOKING-GLASS.

A young noble of Kiung-sang province was going on a journey to Seoul.
Just as he was about to depart, his wife called him.
"He! say now, listen to me a little. I have heard the mother of Mr.
Kim speak of a very lovely thing which looks like glass and pretty metal.
They say that if you look in it you will see a very curious thing. You must
bring me one."
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"

dear or cheap? " asked the husband.
not dear," said she. " It will be necessary to spend some money, bnt
This is what the
if yon heed the matter at all, it will be easy to pay for it."
liusband heard as he set out for the capital.
Having linished his business at Seoul he was on the point of returning,
having almost lost sight of his wife's order. At last he recalled it, asked the
name of the object in question, and made the purchase of a mirror through one
Is it

It is

In his eagerness to get home he put his wife's commission in
even looking at it. When he arrived home, she hastened
At once she perceived in it a woman. Immediately
to take out the mirror.
she began to weep and to berate her husband
of his friends.

his wallet without

" Oh the villain! not only to play himself the vagabond and debauchee
This woman, what is she? "
Is it possible?
but to bring along a concubine
The amazed husband looked in the mirror, and at the side of his wife perUnable to contain liis wrath which made his face first dark
ceived a man.
and then blue, he uttered piercing cries.
" Is this the conduct for the wife of a noble. You have brought a libertine
!

here," cried he.

He was about to murder his wife, when his old mother hearing the squabble
At sight of the old woman the quarrel ceased
in to know what it was.

came

on either side. Pointing at the mirror, the rivals spoke both at once. The
weeping daughter-in-law raved about a concubine, the son, even more angry,
talked of a paramour. As the couple had never quarrelled before, there was
no way of accounting for the mystery.
" Do not be vexed," said she, and looking in the mirror she saw a woman.
At once she broke out into a laugh.
"Is it because you see the old woman, your neighbor, that you dispute?
The widow Pak has come to get some fire," said she, and she went out tospeak to her, but she was not there.
Astonished, she called her husband and said to him
" There is in the children's room a very funny thing.
You can see in it.
Come and
all kinds of extraordinary things and they are bickering over it.
see a little."
Tlie venerable gentleman having entered the room perceived in the mirror
an aged man.
" Hello the puppy of the teacher Tsoi has come to collect his fees and I
have not a penny. That is not very nice."
The people of the village, one by one, two by two, all without exception
looked at the mirror, but unable to comprehend anything, they made a tumult.
Curious to know what should result, they carried it to the magistrate. At sight
of the instrument, tlie man of authority more astonished than the others,
!

and gave them this order
has arrived, why have I lost

called the policemen

"A

new

and horses

officer

:

my

place?

Get ready

men

for him."

Really believing that he had been cashiered he prepared to leave, when a.
young policeman after a careful examination of the mirror, pointed out themanner in which the visage of each individual was reflected.

CHAPTER XXXV.
PROVERBS AND PITHY SAYINGS.
as they are, from tlie rest of the world, like fish in a
Coreans nevertheless have coined a fair share of homely
wisdom, which finds ready circulation in their daily speech. Their
proverbs not only bear the mint-mark of their origin, but reflect
truly the image and suj)erscription of those who send them forth.
Many, indeed, of their current proverbs and i)ithy expressions are
of Japanese or Chinese origin, but those we have selected are
mainly of peninsular bu-th, and have the flavor of the soil.
Do the Coreans place the seat of wisdom as they do the point
of vaccination, in the nose ? They ask, " Wlio has a nose three
feet long?" which means, " If one is embarrassed, how can he put
others at ease?"
Evidently they have a wholesome regard for
that member.
A "nose of u"on " describes an opinionated man
and suggests unlimited "cheek." A common expression of the
Christians, meaning to go to church and pray, is "to see the long

Shut

off,

well, the

—

nose of the father " that featui-e of the French priest's face
being looked upon with awe as the seat of wisdom.

Between the

Japan and China, Corea probably sees herunhappy cur that wanders boneless
between two kitchens the cook in each supposing it has been
" The dog which between two monasteries gets
fed by the other.
self in

rivals,

this proverb of the

—

nothing."
Corea's isolation

is

"like a fish in a well," or "like a hermit

They say of a secluded villager, "He
knows nothing beyond the place which he inhabits."
in the market-place."

"One
"The

stick to ten bhnd men," is something very precious.
cock of the village in a splendid city mansion," is the
bumpkin in the capital.
"To have a cake in each hand," is to know not which to eat
first

—to be in a quandary.

"A volcano
who

under the snow,"

conceals a violent temper.

is

a

man

of amiable

manners
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" Tho treasm-e which always circulates without an obstacle," i»
" cash," or f<a2jeLs.

"An

ajDricot-blossom in the snow," is said

when something

and marvellous happens.
"To blow away the hair to see if there is a scar," is
a mote in another man's eye, and to hunt for defects.

rare

to look for

"As difficult as the roads of Thibet," is e\idently a reminiscence derived from the ancient Buddliist missionaries who came
from that region.
"To put on a silk dress to travel at night," is to do a good
action and not have it known.
Some pithy sayings show the local gauge of sense. " He
does not know silver from lead," "He has round eyes," "He
"Doesn't know
can't tell cheese from wheat," He is an idiot.
This last refers to two Corean letters, jot and
lu from yu."
tittle.

"As opposed

as fire

and water."

A

buckskin man," is a man of no vn\l or backbone.
" To have a big hand," means to be liberal.
" A great blue sea," refers to something veiy difficult, with noend to it and no way out of it.
A man who is " not knoA^ii in all the eight coasts," is an utter
"

stranger.

A vei-y sick person is
"A bag of diseases,"

" a
is

man who

holds disease in his arms."

a chronic patient.

""WTio can tell in seeing a crow flying whether it be male or
female?" is a question referring to the impossible.
The numeral 10,000 (man) jilays a great part in proverbial
Corea is a "land of 10,000
sayings as "10,000 times certain."
"To
Certain success is " 10,000 chances against one."
peaks."
die 10,000 times and not be regretted," is to be "worthy of
10,000 deaths."
Ten thousand sorrows means great grief. A
mountain is "10,000 heights of a man high." "Ten thousand
Man-nin ai-e 10,000 peostrings of cash," is a jn-iceless amount.
ple

—

all

the people in the universe.

"

To

lose one's hands," is to

make

a fiasco.

A

comet is an " aiTow star."
" A hundred battles make a veteran."
Almost as poetical as the Greek " anarilhma gelasma " (vmnumbered laughings) is this Corean description of the sea " Ten
thousand flashings of blue waves."

—
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a proverb founded on a native

love-story.

—

"When a raven flies from a pear-tree, a pear falls" appearances are deceitful, don't hazard a guess.
"If one lifts a stone, the face reddens." The Coreans are fond
Heav^' stones are kept for that purpose,
of rival feats of lifting.
"Eesults are proportionate to effort put forth."
Mosquitoes are lively and jubilantly hungry in Chd-sen, yet it
does not do to fight them with hea^-y weapons or " seize a sabre
to kill a mosquito."
A very poor man is thus described "He eats only nine times
To say
in a month," or "He eats only three times in ten days."
:

he

is in

the depths of poverty

"he has extinguished his
and

is

fire ;"

to mention the pathetic fact that
for

"he

no friend."
"The right and left are different,"
does not sj)eak as he thinks.

looks to the fom* winds

finds

is

said of a hypocrite

who

man is not very bright he "has mist before his
he " carries his wits under his arms " or has " hidden his soul imder his arm-pits," or he "goes to the east and
goes to the west when he is bothered."
Like Beaconsfield's dictum " Critics are men who have failed
in literatui-e and art," is this Corean echo, "Good critic, bad
"WTien a

eyes

;

" or

;

—

worker."

"On entering a \illage to know its iisages," is our "When in
Rome do as the Eomans do."
"To destroy jade and gravel together," refers to indiscriminate destruction.
" Withoiit wind and -^-ithout cloud," describes a serene life.
"Go to sea," is a pro"vdncial malediction heavier than a tinker's,
and worse than " Go to grass."

"I am I, and another is another," is a formula of selfish, and
Corean for "ego et non ego," "I and not I."
"A poor horse has always a thick tail " talent and capacity
are badly located.
The large number of morals pointed and tales adorned by the

—

tiger are refen-ed to elsewhere.

'

CHAPTER XXXYT.
THE CO RE AN TIGER.
royal quadruped associated with Corea, as the white
with Siam, the bison with the United States, or the
dromedary with Egypt, is the tiger. Unlike his relative in India
that roams in the hot jun-

The one

elephant

is

gles and along the river
bottoms, the Corean "king
of the mountains" is seen

oftenest in

the

snow and

forests of the north, rang-

ing as far as the

fiftieth

parallel.

Both actually and idealsymbol
of power and fierceness.
The flag of the tiger-himtfrom the northern
ers,

ly the tiger is the

pro\'inces

of

Ping-an or

Ham-kivmg, who so bravely
faced

the

rifles

of

the

United States marines and
sailors in " otu* httle

war

m

Battle-flag

Captured

in

the

Han

Forts,

1871.

1871,
with the heathen,"
was a winged tiger rampant,
spitting

fire,

holding the

embodying the powers
of earth, air, and heaven. It reminds one of the winged leopard in
the vision of Daniel, "After this, I beheld, and lo another like a
leopard, which had upon the back of it four wings of a fowl." It is

lightnings in his lifted fore-claws, and thus

the tutelary genius of the descendants of the aboriginal worshippers
who even yet cling to the reUgion of the soil.

of the tiger,

This flag was presented by its captors to Commodore Homer C. Blake, by
whose courtesy the writer had the sketch made for the cut given above.
'
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The caps of the body-guard of the sovereign are decorated
with the cheek aud whiskers of the tiger, iu order to inspu-e
The Corean beauty carries among the
terror among beholders.
jeweh-y and " charms" in the reticule at her waist, a claw of the
dreaded j^em or tiger, nor can the hardy mountaineer jDut in the
hand of his bride a more eloquent proof of his valor than one of
these weapons of a man-eater. It means even more than the edelweiss of other mountain lands.
On the floors of the better class
of houses the tiger-skin rug not only adorns the best room, but
makes the children's jDlay-ground, or the baby's cushion in lieu of
which are unknown. The soft hair of these natural rugs is

cradles,

often a finger long.

Ciu-ious toys are

made

of the fur.

The most prized articles among the tribute ofi'erings (in these
days, rather a "bonus" or bribe, than a tax or humiliation) presented at the court of Peking, as of old at Kioto or Yedo, are
One of them, which the writer saw recently,
the property of a Japanese merchant, measured twelve feet long,
exclusive cf the tail.
The symbol of miHtary rank in old Jaj^an,
these gorgeous pelts.

as indicative as our shoulder-straps,

Especially was

honorable to wear

was a tiger-skin scabbard.

captiu-ed with one's ov^n
hands on "frontier service." The hair of these animals seems to
have more of a woolly quahty than those from India, while the
orange tint is far less predominant, white taking its jjlace. The
black bars are, however, of equal magnificence with the troj)ical
product, and the tail seems to be rather longer. Some idea of the
great numbers and awful ravages of these Imgefelidce in the two
northern provinces of the Peninsular Kingdom, may be gained
fx'om the common saying of the Chinese that " the Coreans hunt
the tiger dm-ing one half the year and the tigers hunt the Coreans
dm-ing the other half." The Coreans retort by the proverb born
of the desolation that has so often followed the presence of a Chi" After the
nese army on their soil, whether as invaders or allies
Chinese, the tigers."'
As a single man can create the gigantic
spectre of the Brocken, so in the national literature this one animal seems to have cast a measureless shadow of evil influence
upon this hermit nation. From the most ancient times it has
been an object of religious reverence. "They also worshipped the
tiger, which they looked on as a god," was written of the people
" They had
living on the sea of Japan before the Christian era.
also the many-spotted leopard."
A few of the national proverbs
will illustrate the amount of attention which the subject receives
it

it if

:

21
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in daily

life,

in art, religion,

and language, and how often

it sei-ves

to point the morals and adorn tbe tales told around Corean

"

hearths.

A wooden

tiger," is the ass in the lion's skin.

"A broken-backed tiger "
"

To

describes impotent and raging malice.

give wings to a tiger,"

is to

add shrewdness

to force.

"If you don't enter the tiger's lair, you can't get her cubs," is
said to spur on the faint heart, "to beard the tiger in his cave."
" A tiger's repast," describes excess in eating, or the gorging
which follows after fasting. " To noui'ish a tiger, and have him
devovu- you," probably states a common fact of history, as well as
" If you tread on the tail of a tiger, you'll
it depicts ingi'atitude.
itself. "It is hard to let go the tail of a tiger,"
"lire" after the " fi-ying-pan," or the "other horn
of the dilemma ;" while over-cautious people " in avoiding a deer,
meet a tiger." Men of irascible temper or \'iolent disposition are
given the pet name of maing-ho, which means an unusually ferocious tiger or "man-eater."
Corean shi-ewdness utilizes the phenomena of local experience,
and equals the craft of the sellers of Joseph. So common is
the disappearance of a villager through visitations of the tiger,

know

it,"

suggests

explains

oui'

method of escaping creditors or i^rocesses of
leave bits of one's torn clothes in the woods, and then to
abscond. Obliging friends or relatives quickly repori, "Devom-ed
by a tiger," and too often it is believed that "Joseph is without
that the standard

law

is to

This local substitute for oux former G. T.
is especially fashionable in places
Europe,
to
T., or the usual trip
To drive
where "tigers as big as a mountain" are plentiful.

doubt rent in pieces."

away the di-eaded kal-pem, the people invoke the aid of the tu-e', a
fabulous monster, which is the enemy of the tiger, and which the
The cry of his name tu-e, tu-e', is believed to
latter greatly fears.
act as a charm, and is often raised by ^'illagers at night.
In art, though the native picture-maker may draw a Hon in
such preposterous shape and with such impossible attributes as to
show at once that no bring model was ever before his eyes, yet in
those pictui-es of the tiger di-awn by Corean artists which we have
examined, accuracy and rigor of treatment predominate over
ai'tistic

grace.

The hunters who are familiar Arith eveiy habit, trait of character, and physical detail of the species, carefully distinguish his
Ho-rang-i is the generic name for the felis
pai-ts and varieties.
tigru-i.
Kal-pcm is a matiu-e fellow in full claw, scratchy and
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Maing-ho is a large one of unusual size and in the fuU
rampancy of his vigor. Mil-pal is an old brute that can no longer
scratch, and is most probably mangy, and well gouged and scarred
from numerous household quarrels and frequent tussles with
ferocious.

one agile in turning tail to escape, rather than in
the term being sometimes applied to the
leopard.
San-tol is a huge fellow that makes annual visits to one
place, making his Hghtning strike more than once in the same
spot. Siyo-ho is a little, and hal-pem is a female, tiger. A " stone"
Special terms suggestive, and even poetical, for
tigress is sterile.
the murders, calamities, or ravages of the beast, for traps or
ditches, for the skin, tail (used for banners and spear-sheaths),
beard, moustaches, and the noises of purring, growling, nocturnal
caterwauHng, and even for lashing the tail, enrich and vivify the
Cho-sen vocabulary.
Tiger-shooting is not a favorite sport among the nobles or
young bloods. Hunting in general is considered a servile occuNobles, except those of a few poor families in the northpation.
ern provinces, never practise it as sport. Yet it is free to all.
There are no game laws, no proscription of arms, no game preserves, no seasons interdicted.
The only animal which it is forbidden to kill is the falcon,
Pi-ho

rivals.

is

showing teeth to fight

—

From the most ancient
life is protected by stringent laws.
times this bird of the golden wing has been held in high honor.
The hunting-grounds are almost entirely among the mountains, as
the valleys are too densely occupied with rice and millet fields
and cultivated soil, to allow game to exist or be hunted. The

whose

With
is the flint-lock, imported from Japan.
hunter will attack the huge game, although the animal, when not immedately killed, leaps right upon his enemy and
easily makes him his prey.
When a tiger has caused great ravages in a district, the local magistrate calls together all the
In
professional hunters and organizes a hunt in the mountains.
such cases, the chase is usually, and of intent, without resrdts for
the skin is the property of the government, and the official always
looks out for himself, coming in first for the spoils.
Hence it is
chief

weapon used

this a single

;

Most of the tigeris usually a farce.
hunters prefer to meet the royal game alone, for then the prized
skin, which they sell secretly, is theirs. They eat the meat, and the
bones stripped and boiled make various medicines.
The number of human lives lost, and the value of property
that a government hunt
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destroyed hy their ravages,
certain districts.

which the houses are well

so gi-eat as at times to depopulate

is

A hungry

tiger will often penetrate a village in

seciu'ed,

and

will

prowl around a hovel

or ill-secured dwelling, dui-ing several entire nights. If hunger
presses he will not raise the siege until he leaps upon the thatched
roof. Tln-ough the hole thus made by tearing thi'ough, he boiuids

upon the

terrified household.

In this case a hand-to-claw fight

which the tiger is killed or comes off victorious after
Rarely, howglutting himself upon one or more human victims.
ever, need this king of Coi'ean beasts resort to this expedient, for
such is the carelessness of the villagers that in spite of the manensues, in

jiresence in theii* neighborhood, they habitually sleep
diuing the summer with the doors of their houses wide open, and
oftentimes even in the sheds in the open fields without dreaming
of taking the precaution to light a fire.
This sense of secmity is especially apt to follow after a grand
hvmt successfully pixrsued. Tlien the prey is supposed to have
eater's

been
tains.

all

killed off in the \-icinity or driven to the distant

The Coreans

moun-

are as careless of tigers as the Japanese are of

Sometimes the tiger is caught in a snare, without danger
and by very simple means. A deep pit is covered over with
At the bottom a shai-p stake is set
branches, leaves, and earth.
During the winter the
up.
This, howevex', is only rarely used.
snow is half fi'ozen over and strong enough to bear the weight of
The
a man, but is broken thi'ough by the paws of the tiger.
beast r;inks to the beUy, and not being able to move fast, or es-

fii-es.

cape, is as helpless as a fly in molasses.

It is

then apparently
woe be to the

quite easy to approach the creatvu*e at bay, though

To be well-equii)ped for this
is too sm-e of his prey.
method of mountain sport, the hunter must have a short sword,
lance, and snow-shoes. These sel-mai, or racquettes, are of slightly
cmwed elastic board, well fitted with loops and thongs. With
hunter who

dogs, trained to

the Avork,

game, and foUo^ving up the

the san-chang (lanceman)
trail

usually finishes

starts the

him with

a thi-ust

This method
bravado, with a sword-stroke.
of sport was the favorite one pursued by the Japanese invaders.
Though occasionally a man-at-arms was chewed up, or clawed into

of his spear

;

or, in

ribljons,

scores of glossy skins were earned back to

ti-ophies

by the

veterans.

Indeed,

it

may be

said, to

Nippon as
most Japa-

nese children, the nearest counti-y west of them has no other assoAt Gensan, the
ciation in their minds than as a laud of tigers.
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mercliants from Tokio had their dreary homesickness, about the
time of their first New Year's season in the strange land, rather
impleasantly enhvened by the advent of several striped manThese promenaded the settlement at night, and seemed
eaters.
highly desirous of tasting a Japanese, after having already feasted
on several natives. The prospect of playing Little Red Riding
Hood to a whiskered man-eater was not a very pleasant expe-

though a possible one at any time. A tiger ten feet long
can easily stow away two five-feet Japanese without gi'ievous
symptoms of indigestion. For an untrained hand, even when
armed with a AVinchester breech-loader, to attempt hunting this

rience,

Corean emblem of power is not attractive sport. The tiger is
more aj)t to hunt the man, for elej)hants are not at hand to furThe Japanese do not seem to
nish the shelter of their backs.
hanker after tiger-claws or skins while in the flesh, but prefer to
buy for cash over their own counters at Gensan. The " crop " of
these costly pelts averages five hundred a year at this one port.
Few experiences tend more to develop) all the manly vii-tues
than facing a tiger on foot in his native wilds. The Coreans know
this, and in their lack of drilled troops capable of meeting the
their " army " consisting almost entirely of
soldiers of Eiorope
they summoned the tigerarchers, spearmen, and jingal-firers
hunters from Ping-an to fight the Frenchmen of Admiral Roze's
UndeiTating their enemy, the Frenchmen, in
expedition of 1866.
attempting to storm a fortified monastery garrisoned by the huntWlien the marines and sailors of
ers, were comjoletely defeated.
the American naval expedition of 1871 assaulted "Fort McKee,"
after it had been swept by the shells of the fleet, they were
amazed at the stern courage of their dark-visaged enemies, who,
with matchlock, spear, and sword, fought against the shells and
The Americans speak admiringly of
breech-loaders to the last.
these brave fellows, so worthy of their lead and steel.

—

—

CHAPTER XXXYII.
RELIGION.

A

CAREFUL study of the

tains, rivers, valleys, caves,

common names

applied to

and other natural features

tlie

moun-

of the soil

and landscape of any countiy will lay bare many of the primitive
or hidden beliefs of a people. No words are more ancient than the
aboriginal names given to the natui-al featm-es of a coimtry amid
which the childhood of a nation has been spent. With changing
customs, civilization, or rehgion, these names still hold theii* place,
reflecting the ancient, and often modified, or even vanished,- faith.
Even a casual examination of the momitain, river, and other
local names of places in Corea will give one a tolerably clear outline of the beliefs once fully held by the ancient dwellers of this
Against the tenets and influences of Buddhism these
peninsula.
doctrines have held their sway over the minds of the people and
The statements
are still the most deeply-seated of their behefs.
of ancient Chinese, and later of Japanese -ni-iters, of foreign castaways, and of the French missionaries all concur in showing us
that Shamanism is the basis of the Corean's, and especially the
northern Corean's, faith. In the first historic accounts of Fmni,

we find the worship of the spiiits cf
heaven and earth, and of the invisible powers of the au', of natui-e, the guardian genii of hiUs and rivers, of the soil and givain,
They worshipped especially the
of caves, and even of the tiger.
morning-star, and offered saci-ifice of oxen to heaven. From such
scanty notices of early Corea, especially of the northera parts, we
may form some idea of the cultus of the people before Buddhism
was introduced. From the reports of recent witnesses, Dutch,

Kokorai, and the Sam-han,

Japanese, and French, and the evidence of language, we incline to
the belief that the fibres of Corean superstition and the actual

changed during
twenty centuries, in spite of Buddhism. The worship of the spirits of heaven and earth, of mountains and rivers and caves, of the

religion of the people of to-day have not radically
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morning star, is still reflected in the names of these natiaral objects and still continues, in due form, as of old, along with the
sacrifices of sheep and oxen.
The god of the hiUs is, perhaps, the most popular deity. The
people make it a point to go out and worship him at least once a
year, making their pious trip a picnic, and, as of old, mixing their
eating and drinking with their religion. Thus they combine piety
and pleasiu-e, very much as Americans unite sea-bathing and sanctification, croquet and camp-meeting holiness, by the ocean or in
On mountain tops, which pilgrims climb to make a visit
groves.
for rehgious merit, may often be seen a pile of stones called siongThe pilgrims
wang-tang, dedicated to the god of the mountain.
These
carry a pebble from the foot of the mountain to the top.
pilgrims are

among

those held in reputation for piety.

The other popular gods are very numerous. The mok-sin, the
genii of the trees, the god of rain and of the harvest, are all propitiated, but the robust Corean, blessed with a good appetite,
especially honors Cho-an-nim, the tutelary genius of the kitchen.
To a Corean, the air is far from being empty. It is thickly

Some of these figinhabited vnth. spirits and invisbile creatures.
ments of imagination, and the additional powers for good and
evil, which the Corean attributes to animals of flesh and blood,
Even
are treated of in a former chapter on Mythical Zoology.
the breezes are the breath of spirits, and " a devil's wind "

is a
tempest raised by a demon intent on mischief. When a person
he has been
falls dead suddenly, heart-disease is not thought of
There are not wanting sorcerers who
struck by a devil's arrow.
seek to obtain supernatural force by magic, which they use
;

against their enemies or

for hire,

direct the spirits

him who

to

wreak

These
them.
sorcerers are social outcasts, and reckoned the lowest of humanity.
The unlucky days are three in each month, the figure of ill-

malignity against

enemy

the

of

fees

omen being

They are the fifth, fifteenth, and twenty-fifth.
five.
extraordinary occasions there are sacrifices, ceremonies, and
prayers, accompanied with tumultuous celebration by the popu-

On

all

The chief sacrifices are to heaven, earth, and
Emperor of Heaven (Shang Ti of the Chinese).

lace.

or

•

to the

King

'

This word, pronounced in a slightly difFerent way in Corean, is the term
which Dr. James Legge, in his "Religions of China," and many missionaries
of Reformed Christianity, translate God (Jehovah, Theos), but which the Roman Catholic missionaries are forbidden to use. Dr. Legge holds that Shang
'
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Tho various

Riiperstitions conccriiinf^ tlie direction of evil, the

ill-omened lay of the land, the site for the building of a house, or the erection of a tomb, will be well understood
by those who know the meaning of the Chinese term, Fung Shuy,
or the Corean Pung-siu. This system of superstition has not only
jiuspic-ious or the

its

millions of believers, but also

by

their expertness

and magnify

its

priests or professors, Avho live

theii' calling.

ulaiy relating to these pretenders and

all their

The native vocabworks is very pro-

Among the common sights in Corea are little mounds raised
on eligiljle, projiitious places, in which a pole is planted, from
which little bells or cymbals are hung. These jingled by the
breeze are supposed to joropitiate the good sjiirits and to ward off
the noxious influences of the demons. The same idea is expressed
in the festoons of wind-bells strung on their pagodas and temples.
Pung-siu means literally "wind and water," but in a broad sense is
a rude cyclopasdia of ideas relating to nature, and bears nearly the
fuse.

relation to natural philosophy as astrology does to astronomy. Its ideas color every-day speech, besides having a rich terminology for the advanced student of its mysteries.
Upon this system, and perhaps nearly coeval in origin with it,
is the cult of ancestral worship which has existed in Chinese Asia
from xmrecorded time. Confucius foviud it in his day and made
it the basis of his teachings, as it had akeady been of the religious
and ancient documents of which he was the editor.
The Corean cult of ancestor-worship seems to present no feaPublic celetures which are radically distinct from the Chinese.
brations are offered at stated times to ancestors, and in every wellto-do house will be found the gilt and black tablets inscribed with

same

the

names

incense and

of the departed.

Before these tablets the smoke of
In the temple also are rooms

sacrifice arises daily.

for the preser^'ation of duplicates of the tablets in the private
houses for greater safety. Like the iron atoms in his blood, the

and worship is -vNTOught into the Corean's
The Christian missionaries meet ^rith no greater obstacle
soul.
It is the source,
to their tenets and progress than this practice.
even among their most genuine converts, of more scandals, lapses,
and renunciations, than are brought about by aU other causes.

belief in ancestral piety

Confucianism, or the Chinese system of ethics,

is,

briefly stated,

Ti is the most ancient title of Deity in the language of the Chinese, and was
"In the
used by their ancestors when they held to primitive monotheism.
ceremonies at the altars of heaven and earth, they served God" (Confucius).
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an expansion of the root idea of filial piety. It is duty based on
Given the five great relations^ all the manifold duties of
The five relations are that of king and subject (prince
life follow.
relation.

and minister), of parent and child, of husband and wife, of the
elder brother and the younger brother, and between friends.
The cardinal virtues inculcated, or " The Five Constituents of
Worth," or constant virtues displayed, according to the teachings
of Confucius, by the perfect man are 1, Benevolence
2, Uprightness of Mind
4, Knowledge or En3, Propriety of Demeanor
:

lightenment

;

;

;

;

5,

Good Faith

;

or,

Affection, Justice, Defei'ence,

Wisdom, Confidence.
With the ethics of the Chinese came

their philosophy,

which

is

based on the dual system of the universe, and of which in Corean,
yum-yang. (positive and negative, active and passive, or male and
female)

is

the expression.

All things in heaven, earth,

are the result of the interaction of the

yum

and man

(male or active prin-

Even the
ciple) and the yang (female or passive principle).
metals and minerals in the earth are believed to be produced
through the yum-yang, and to grow like plants or animals.

The Confucian ethics, suiting well a state of feudalism, and
being ever acceptable to the possessors of authority, formd congenial soil in the peninsla, as they had already taken root in
Kokorai.
They nourished the spirit of filial piety and personal
loyalty, of feud and of blood-revenge, by forbidding a man to
live under the same heaven with the murderer of his father or
Notwithstanding the doctrines and loftier morals of
master.
Buddha, the Chinese ethics and ancestor-worship, especially in
the northern part of the peninsula, underlaid the outward adherence of the people to the religion of the Enlightened One.
As the average Christian, in spite of the spirit of Jesus and the
Sermon on the Mount, is very apt to base his behavior and legal
procedure on the code of Justinian, so the Corean, though he
may believe in Fo (Buddha), practises after the rules of Kong-ja
(Confucius).
Official sacrifices

offered

up publicly

are regnilated

by the government and are
Something of the

at the national festivals.

among the Chinese prevails in
Cho-sen when ancestors are honored. High officials may sacrifice
to three ancestors, the gentry only to father and grandfather, and
the common people to father only. Li every pi"ovince, capital, and
city ranked as Tai-mu-kan, there are buildings containing statues
regulated subordination in vogue
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of Confucius

and his thirty-two

disciples,

which are maintained

at the public expense.

Confucianism overepreads the whole peninsula, but dm-ing the
prevalence of Buddhism, from the fom-th to the fourteenth centuiy, was probably fully studied and practised only by the leanied
classes. Under the present d^Tiasty, or from the fifteenth centm-y,
the religion of China has been both the ofiicial and popukr cult
of Cho-sen, long ago reaching the point of bigotry, intolerance,

and persecution, Taoism seems to be little studied.
In Coreaa mouths Buddha becomes Ful, and his " way

" or

doctrine Pul-to or Pul-chie. Introduced into Hiaksai in the fourth,
and into Shinra in the sixth centiuy, the neAV faith from India
made thorough conquest of the southern half of the peninsula, but

has only partially leavened the northern portion, where the gi'osser
heathenism prevails. The palmy days of Corean Buddhism were
Tlie missionary
diu-ing the era of Korai (from 905-1392, a.d.).
work had been accomplished, the reigning dynasty were pro-

and defenders of the faith, and for these four centui-ies it
was the religion of the state. The few siu-viving monuments of
this era of splendor are the grand pagodas, monasteries, and temThe
ples that are found, especially in the southera prorinces.
profusion of legal and ecclesiastical terms in the language which
relate to lands set apart to provide revenues for the temples, and
to their boundaries and rents, and the pri\'ileges of monks and
priests, are more probably the relics of a past time, being only
verbal shells and husks of what were once fmit and kernel.
fessors

Until the fifteenth or sixteenth century the Japanese Buddhists
looked to the " Treasure-land of the West," as they tenned Chnsen, for spiritual and even pecuniary aid in their ecclesiastical
enterprises. The special features of many reno^^-ned Japanese temples, libraries, collections of books, images, altar fumitm-e, etc.,
are of Corean origin.

This

is

especially noticeable in the old seats

gilt wood, bronze, and
are kno\^•n and
platinum—
perhaps
some fire-resisting material
in other cities.
temples
in
documents
genuine
by
certified
duly
In a building at Kamakm-a is a copy of the Buddhist canon in a
revohing libraiy, said to have been obtained by Sanetomo from

of the faith in Kinto.

Images in gold,

—

Corea in the thirteenth century. Among the amusing passages in
the letters from Ashikaga in Kamakura, two hundred yeai's later,
in aid
is the hint given to the king of Corea that a contribution
of the repair of certain Japanese temples would be acceptable.
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The site and general surroundings of Corean Buddhist temples
and monasteries greatly resemble those of China and Japan. They
are often situated on hills, rising ground, and even high mountains, and walled round by lofty and venerable trees which seem
to inspire awe and veneration in the worshipper, besides acting as
extinguishers to sparks drifted from neighboring fires. An imposing gateway is usually built at some distance before the temj^le,
with massive curved roof of tiles, and flanked by a wall of masonry which, in its upper part, consists of plaster tiled at the top.

On

the frieze of the portal, the name of the temple is ij^scribed in
Sanskrit letters or monogi'ams are occa-

large Chinese characters.

Under a roofed shed in front hangs the drum on
sionally seen.
which the bonze beats the hours for prayer, or of the clock. On
the other side stands the coffer for the cash of the faithful, or a
Boards, on
well for the manual ablutions of pious worshippers.

which are written the names of those who have contributed money
to the temple, are suspended near by, and the thatched houses of
the neophytes and bonzes are close at hand.
The idols seen in a Corean temj)le are the same as those found
throughout Buddhist Asia. The chief is that of Shaka Muni, or
Buddha, the founder of the religion. In their sculptm-e and artistreatment of this, the central figure of their pantheon, the
image-carvers of the different countries do not greatly vary, adhering strictly to their traditions. The sage in Nirvana sits on his
tic

face.
His
hands touch, thumb to thumb, and finger to finger. The folds of
the robes, the round bead-like caste mark of his forehead, the
which tradition says came out to shelter his
snails on his crown
head from the rays of the sun and the lop or pierced ears, are
substantially the same as those seen on idols from India, Siam, and
Thibet.
The eye is only slightly oblique, and the ear-lobes are

knees with the soles of his feet turned ujjward to the

—

made but

—

slightly bulbous, to satisfy the tastes of worshippers in

Chinese Asia.
a lotus flower

The

throne, consisting of the fully opened calyx of

—the symbol of eternity—with the petals around the

base and seed-holes open, is the same.
In the representation of local deities the artist asserts hia
In the various countries
patriotism and displays his own taste.

overrun by Buddhism, the indigenous heroes, sages, and gods
have been renamed and accepted by the Buddhists as avatars or
incarnations of Buddha to these countries before the advent of
the teachers of "the true religion."

There are also saints and
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subordinate map^nates in

the

IBuddhist pjallery of worshipped

worthies, with whose effigies the artist does not scruple to take
One can easily recognize an idol of Chinese,
certain liberties.

Corean, Siamese, or Japanese manufacture, though all bear the
same name. The god of war in Cho-sen holds the double-bladed

and wears the Chino-Corean armor
In the aureole round the head are tliree fiery revolvOn the battle-tiags captm-ed by the Amering thunder-clouds.
painted or embroidered the protecting
were
ican forces in 1871
sword, with
and helmet.

its tasselled cord,

who fought under them.

deities of iihose

One

of these,

whether

representing a Buddha, as seems most probable, or, as is jiossible,
some local hero perhaps Dan Kun or Ki Tsze deified, rides on
one of the curious little ponies, stunted and piiebald, of Hamkiung, with which, even in ancient times, one could ride under a

—

—

Evidently it would have been safer for Absalom in
Corea than in woody Palestine.
The tutelary god on the stunted piebald horse is di-essed in
the peculiar winged head-dress and frilled collar which travellers
on Ham-kiung soil noticed fifteen centuries ago. His ai-mor is in
" characteristic of Corean
scales, or wi-ought in the " wave-pattern
His shoes and saddle are of the Chinese tx]ye. He rides
art.
among the conventional clouds, which in the native technicpe, are
different from those of either China or Japan. Evidently the Buddha and saints of Shaka Muni are portrayed by the native artist
according to the strict canons of orthodoxy, while in dealing with
indigenous deities, artistic licence and local color have free play.
Most of the artists and sculptors of temple work are priests

fruit tree.

or monks.

wood,

tlie

The

principal idols are of brass, bronze, or gilded
The priests dress just
sorts are of stone.

inferior

Japanese bonzes. They attend the sick or d^-ing, but
to do with the burial of the dead, owing to the prevalence of the Pung-sui superstition, to which a Corean in life and
This all-powerful disease of the intellect
in death is a bond-slave.
is the great coiTupter of Corean Buddhism, many of its grossest
ideas being gi'afted into, or flom-ishing as parasites on a once

like the

have

little

pure faith.
In its development Corean Buddhism has frequently been a
potent influence in national atTairs, and the power of the bonzes
has at times been so great as to practically control the court and
With the Fujti race that is in Chonullify decrees of the king.
sen and Nihou the history of Buddhism has a decidedly mili-

—

—
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During the first centuries of its sway in the peninsula
the ablest intellects were fed and the ablest men were developed
by it, so that it was the most potent factor in Corea's civihzation.
Over and over again have the politcial and social revolutions been
tary cast.

led

by Buddhist
they have

ing,

agitators and warriors
Possessing themselves of leaniHere
their presence at court a necessity.

priests,

as well as recluses

who have proved

and students.

made

they have acted as scribes, law-givers, counsellors, and secretaries.
Often they have been the conservers of patriotism. The shavenpated priest has ever been a standard character in the gHmpses
of Corean history which we are allowed to catch.
Not always has this influence been exerted for good, for once
possessed of influence af court, they have not scrupled to use it for
Tradition tells of high
the piu-pose of aggrandizing their sects.
the pleasures of the palace to the seclusion of
the cloisters, and even of Corean queens renouncing the bed of
As in Japan,
their royal spouses to accept the vows of the nuns.

nobles

won from

have developed the formation of a clerical
not only able to garrison and defend their fortified monasteries but even to change the fortune of war by the valor of their
There seems to be
exploits and the power of their commisariat.
The student monks
three distinct classes or grades of bonzes.
devote themselves to learning, to study, and to the composition of
the frequent wars
militia,

books and the Buddhist ritual, the tai-sa being the abbot. The
jung are mendicant and travelling bonzes, who solicit alms and
contributions for the erection and maintenance of the temples and
monastic establishments. The military bonzes {siung kun) act as
garrisons, and make, keep in order, and are trained to use, weapons.
Many of their monasteries are built on the summit or slopes of
high mountains, to which access is to be gained only with the
Into
greatest difficulty up the most rocky and narrow passages.
these fastnesses royal and noble professors of the faith have fled
in time of persecution, or pious kings have retired after abdicaIt was
In time of war they serve to shelter refugees.
tion.
strongholds, on Kang-wa Island, in
were repulsed with svich fearfrd
marines
French
1866, that the

in attacking one of these

loss.

Many

temples throughout the country have been erected by

the old kings of Korai or by noblemen as memorials of events,
The building of one of these at
or as proofs of their devotion.
great expense and the endowment of others from government
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funds, sometimes happens, even during tlie present dynasty, as was
the case in 18G5, Avlien the regent was influenced by the bonzes.
He rebuilt the temple in an unparalleled style of magnificence,
and made immense presents to other temples out of the public

has been by means of these royal bounties, and the
unremitting collection of small sums from the people, that the
bonzes have amassed the vast property now held by them in eccletreasury.

It

siastical edifices, lands,

and revenues.

Some

of these

mountain

monasteries are large and stately, with a wealth of old books,
manuscripts, hturgical fm-niture, and perhaps even yet of money
and land. The great monastery of Tong-to-sa, between Kiungsang and Chulla, is noted for its hbrary, in which will be found
The probabilities of American or Euthe entire sacred canon.

ropean scholars finding rare treasures in the form of Sanskrit
MSS. in this unsearched field are good, since the countiy is now
opened to men of learning from Christendom. As a rule, the com-

pany

of

monks does not number over

ten, twenty, or thu'ty, re-

Hamel tells us that
spectively, in the tlnree grades of temples.
they hve well and are jolly fellows, though his opinion was somewhat biased, since he remarks that "as
have

scarcely

any.

.

.

.

for rehgion, the

They know nothing

of

Coreans

preachmg

or mysteries, and, therefore, have no disputes about rehgion."

There were swarms of monastics who were not held in much
He describes the festivals as noisy, and the people's
respect.
behavior at them as boisterous. Incense sticks, or "joss" perfumery, seemed very much in vogue. He bears witness to their
enjoyment in natural scener}% and the deUghtful situation of the

famous temples.
at the present day, Buddhist priests are made high
the government, governors of provinces, and militaiy
of
officers

Even

advisers.

Like as in Japan, Buddhism inculcates

gi-eat

kindness

animals— the logical result of the doctrine of the transmigration
Though beef, pork,
of souls, and all who kill are under its ban.
the trade of the
people,
the
by
eaten
greedily
and mutton are
butcher is considered the most degraded of all occupations, and
the butchers and leather dressers form a caste below the level of
humanity, hke the Etas in Japan. They are beneath the slaves.
They must Uve in tillages apart from the rest of the people, and

to

are debaiTed from

receiving water, food,

fire,

or shelter at the

hands of the people. The creation of this class of Corean pariahs
and the exclusion of these people from the pale of recognized so-
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Like the
ciety is the direct result of the teachings of the bonzes.
Chinese, and iinHke the Japanese bonze, the devotees will often
mutilate themselves in the frenzy of their orgies, in order to gain
One of these
a character for holiness or in fulfilment of a vow.

by the magistrate to dispute publicly with a
four fingers for the sake of manufactm-ing a
lost
had
Christian,
The ceremony of pul-tatta, or "receiving the fire," is
reputation.
undergone upon taking the vows of the priesthood. A moxa or
cone of burning tinder is laid upon the man's arm, after the hair
has been shaved off. The tiny mass is then lighted, and slowly
burns into the flesh, leaving a painfvd sore, the scar of which
bonzes, appointed

remains as a mark of holiness. This serves as initiation, but if
vows are broken, the toi;tm'e is repeated on each occasion. In this
manner, ecclesiastical discij)line is maintained.
In the nunneries are two kinds of female devotees, those who
shave the head and those who keep their locks. The po-sal does not
Hamel mentions
part with her hair, and her vows are less rigid.
two convents in Seoul, one of which was for maidens of gentle
birth, and the other for women of a lower social grade.
Excepting in its military phases, the type of Corean Buddhism
approaches that of China rather than of Japan. In both these
countries its history is that of decay, rather than of improvement,

would be difficidt indeed for Shaka Muni to recognize the
faith which he founded, in the forms which it has assumed in
Chu-sen and Nippon; nor did it ever succeed in making the
thorough missionary conquest of the former, which it secured in
The priority of the Confucian teachings and
the latter, country.
and

it

the thorough indoctrination of the people in them, the nearness
of China, the close copying of Chinese manners, customs, and materialistic spu-it,

the frequency of Chinese conquests, and perhaps
more strongly marked

the presence of an indigenous religion even

than that of Shinto in Japan, were probably the potent reasons
why Buddhism never secured so strong a hold on the Corean inNevertheless, since
as upon the Japanese.
Buddhism has always been largely professed, and esj^ecially if

tellect or affections

Confucianism be considered simply an ethical system and not a
religion proper, Corea may be classed among Buddhist countries.

Among

the surprises of history is the fact that, in 1876, the Shin,
or Keformed sect of Japanese Buddhists, sent their missionaries
Among their conquests was a
to Corea to preach and convert.

young

native of ability,

who came

to Kioto, in 1878, to study the
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reformed Buddhism, and who later retiunied to preach among his
own people. In 1880 five more young Coreans entered the Shin
theological school in Kioto, and a new and splendid Shin temple,
dedicated to Amida Buddlia, has been built at Gensan. E\'idently
this -s-igorous sect is resolutely endeavoring, not only to recoup
the losses which Christianity has made in its ranks in Japan, but
is

determined to

in the peninsula.

forestall the exertions of Christian missionaries

The question

sen be Buddhist or Christian ?"

of the future

may

be, " Shall

Cho-

CHAPTER XXXYIII.
EDUCATION AND CULTURE.
from China, and gave it freely to
Ki Tsze, then the
Coreans have possessed letters and writing, or, what is the equivalent thereto, they have had "civilization," diu'ing three thousand
years.
It is certain that since about the opening of the Christian
era, the light of China's philosophy has shone steadily among
Corean scholars. Japanese early tradition unworthy of credence
in the matter of chronologj'
claims that literattu'e was brought
to Nippon as early as the period 157-30 b.c.
The legend of Jingni
bringing back books and mauuscrpts from Shinra is more jDrobable while the coming of Wani from Hiaksai, to teach the Chinese characters and expound the classics, is a historic fact, though
the real date may be uncertain, or later than the accepted one,
which is 285 a.d. "While the Kokorai people may have bi'ought
letters with them, as they migrated southward, in Hiaksai the
Confucian analects were not studied until the fourth century,
when official recognition of education was made by the appointment of Hanken as master of Chinese literatui-e. This is said to
have been the first importation of learning into the peninsula. It
was so in the sense of being formally introduced from China into
the country south of the Ta-tong River.
As in most of the Asiatic countries, into which Chinese culture
penetrated, popular education was for centiiries a thing unthought
of.
Learning was the privilege of a few courtiers, who jealously
guarded it from the vulgar, as an accomplishment for those about
the royal person, or in the noble families.
The classics and ethical doctrines seem in every case to have penetrated the nations
smTounding the Middle Kingdom, and formed the basis of courtly
and aristocratic education.
Buddhism furnished the popular or democratic element, which
brought learning to the lower strata of society. Neophytes were
CoREA received her

Japan.

If

we may

cultiu-e

believe the doubtful story of

—

;

32

—

a
;
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usually taken from the
(liftused.

Even the

humbler

classes,

idols, pictures,

and

and thus cultm'e was

scrolls,

with the explana-

and preaching in the vernacular, served to instruct the people and lift their thoughts out of the nit of every-day life
Wherever Buddhism
result Avhich is in itself true education.
penetrated, there was more or less literature published in the
speech of the unlearned, and often the first books for the people
were works on religion. China gave her language and ideogi'aphs
India sent Sanskrit and phonetic letters, from which syllabaries
or alphabets were constinicted, not only for vernacular A\Titing and
printing, but as aids to the easier ai:)prehension and more jjopular
tions

—

understanding of the tenets of Confucius.
The Corean sj'llabary seems to have been first invented by
Chul-chong, one of the ministers at the court of the king of Shinra,
This was the Nido ; Uke the kana of the
in the seventh century.
Japanese, purely a collection of syllables and not a true alphabet.
The Nido was made by giving to some of the commoner Chinese
characters a phonetic value, though the idea of having a vernacular
system of wi-iting was most probably suggested by the Sanskrit
letters, some of which accurately represented Corean sounds. The
'

true alphabet of the Coreans, called

Unmun (common

language),

was invented by a Buddhist priest named Syel-chong, or Sye'chong, who is regarded as one of the ablest scholars in the literaryannals of Corea.
The "Grammaire Coreene" states that this took
place under the dynasty of Wang, at Sunto, "toward the end of the
This is a palpable
eighth or ninth centmy of the Christian era."

Wang was not established at Sunto until
Mr. Aston, whose researches are based on the
statements of Corean and Japanese writers, believes that the Unmun, or time Corean alphabet, " was invented not earlier than the
mistake, as the dynasty of

the tenth century.

first half of

the fifteenth century."

Yet, in spite of their national

system of wTiting, the influence of the finished philosophy and culture of China, both in form and spirit, has been so gi-eat that the
hopelessness of producing a copy equal to the original became at
once apparent to the Corean mind. Stimulating to the receptive
Bethune McCartee, a well-known American scholar, writing on
" The art of spelling was invented neither by the Chinese nor
by the Japanese. Its introduction into both these countries (and, as we are
the
convinced, into Corea as well) was the result of the labors of
the system
In all the three countries
early Buddhist missionaries.
'

Dr. D.

Rill Kill, says

:

.

.

of spelling

is

most undoubtedly of Sanskrit origin."

.

.

.
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has been paralyzing to all originality. The culture of
been neglected by Corean scholars. The
consequence is, that after so many centuries of national life. Chosen possesses no literature worthy of the name. Only in rare cases
intellect, it

their native tongue has

are native books translated into either Chinese or Japanese,
At present, Corean literary men possess a highly critical

knowledge of Chinese.
with ease and fluency.
as widely joractised as
stitute education.

Most intelligent scholars read the classics
Penmanship is an art as much prized and
in Japan, and reading and wi'iting con-

From

the

fifth to

the seventeenth century the

Corean youth of gentle blood went to Nanking to receive or complete their education.
Since Peking has been the Chinese capital
(under the Mongols from 1279, and under the Ming emperors
from 1410) few young men have gone abroad to study until within
the last year, when numbers of Corean lads have entered the
naval, miHtary, and literary schools of the imperial government.
The practical democratic element pervading China was long
absent from the nations which were her pupils and vassals. Of
aU these borrowers, Corea has most closely imitated her teacher.
She fosters education by making scholastic ability, as tested in
the literary examination, the basis of appointment to office.
This
"Civil Service Reform" was established in Cho-sen by the now
iTding d^Tiasty early in the fifteenth century.

Education in Corea
pubhc, and encoui^aged by the government only in this sense,
that it is made the road to government employ and official promotion. By instituting literary examinations for the civil and
is

and nominally opening them to all competitors,
vacancies with the successful candidates, there is
created and maintained a constant stimulus to culture.
military service,

and

filling all

Corean culture resembles that in mediaeval Em-ope.
It is
It is in Latin
the Latin of Eastern Asia the
classic tongue of the oldest of li-ving empires. This literary instru-

—

—

extra-vernacular.

ment of the learned is not the speech of the modern Chinamen, but
the condensed, vi\id, artificial diction of the books, which the Chinese cannot and never did speak, and which to be fully understood
must be read by the eye
of Seoul

who

of the mind.

The accomplished scholar

wi'ites a jDolished essay in classic style

packs his senchoice phrases, references to history, literary prismatics, and kaleidoscopic patches picked out
here and there from the whole range of ancient Chinese literature,
tences with quotable

and imbeds them

felicities,

into a mosaic

—smooth,

brilliant, chaste,

and a

—
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perfect unity.

Tliis is tlie

acme

of style.

So

in the

Corean mind,

the wise saws and ancient instances, the {gnomic wisdom, quotations and pi'ovcrbs, politi(!al principles, precedents, historical

examples, and dynasties, are all Chinese, and ancient Chinese.
His heaven, his nature, his history, his philosophy, are those of
Confucius, and like the Chinaman, he looks down with infinite
contempt upon the barbarians of Christendom and their heterodox
conceptions of the universe. Meanwhile his own lan^^fuage, literaThe Corean child begins his
tm*e, and history are neglected.
education by learning by voice, eye, and pen, the simple and beautiful native alphabet of twenty-five letters, and the syllabary of
one hundred and ninety or more combinations of letters. He
learns to read, and practises writing in both the book or square
The syllabary is not
style and the script form or running hand.
analyzed, but committed to memory from sight and sound. Spelling is nearly an unknown art, as the vowel changes and requu'ements of euphony so numerous as to terrify the foreign student
of Corean
are quickly acquired by ear and example in childhood.
With this equipment in the rudiments, which is all that nearly all
the girls, and most of the boys learn, the young reader can master
the story-books, novels, primers of history, ej)istles, and the ordinary communications of business and friendship. If the lad is to
follow agi'iculture, cattle-raising, trade, mining, or hunting, he
usually learns no more, except the most familiar Chinese characters for numbers, points of the compass, figures on the clockdial, weights, measures, coins, and the special technical terms
Thus it often happens that a
necessary in his own business.
Corean workman, hke a Chinese washerman, may be perfectly
familiar with the characters even to the number of hundreds relating to his trade or occupation, and yet be utterly unable to
read the simplest book, or constinict one Chinese sentence. With
the Chinese characters, one can Avrite English as well as Corean
or Japanese, but a thorough knowledge of the terms necessaiy to
a sailor, a jeweller, a farmer, or a lumber merchant would not
enable one to read Ivanhoe or Wordsworth.
If the Corean lad aspires to government senace, he begins early
The first
the study of the "true letters" or "great writing."
book put into his hands is, " The Thousand Character Classic."
This work is said to have been composed by a sage in one night
a labor Avhicli turned the hair and beard of the composer to
whiteness.
In it no character is repeated, and all the phi-ases are

—

—
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two couplets, making four to a clause. The copies for cbildi-en
from wooden blocks in very large type. At the right

are printed

side of each character is its pronunciation in Corean,

and on the
The sounds are first learned, then
the meaning, and finally the syntax and the sense of the passages.
Meanwhile the brush-pen is kept busily employed until the whole
text of the author is thoroughly mastered by eye, ear, hand, and
memory. In this manner, the other classics are committed. Education at first consists entirely of reading, writing, and memorizthe equivalent Corean word.

left

ing.

Etiquette

matics,

is also

rigidly attended to, but ai'ithmetic, mathe-

and science receive but sHght

After this severe exercise of
critical studj' of the text is

attention.

memory and with

begun.

Passages

ai'e

the pen, the

expounded by
Essays on lite-

the teacher, and the commentaries are consulted.
rary themes are wi'itten, and a style of elegant composition in
prose and verse is striven for. For the literary examinations in
the capital and provinces, the government apjDoints examiners, who
give certificates to those

who

pass.

Those who succeed at the
employ

provincial tests, are eligible only to subordinate grades of

in the local magistracies.
The aspirants to higher honors, armed
with their diplomas, set out to Seoul to attend at the proper time
the national examination.
The joiu'ney of these lads, fuU of the
exultation and hvely spirit born of success, moving in hilarious
reveh-y over the high roads, form one of the picturesque features
of out-door hfe in Corea.
The young men Hving in the same dis-

go together. They go afoot, taking their servants
Plurning themselves upon the fact that they are summoned to the capital at the royal behest, they often make a roystering, noisy, and insolent gang, and conduct themselves verymuch as they please. The mstics and villagers gladly speed their
parting.
At the capital they scatter, putting up wherever accommodations in inns or at the houses of relatives permit.
trict or towTi

with them.

Though young bachelors form
tions,

the majority at these examinathe married and middle-aged are by no means absent.

Gray-headed men try and may be rejected for the twentieth time,
and grandfather, father, and son occasionally aj^ply together.

On

the appointed day, the several thousand or more competi-

tors assemble at the appointed place, with the provisions which are
to stay the inner man during the ordeal.
The hour preparatory to

the assignment of themes is a noisy and smoky one, devoted to
study, review, declamation, or to eating, drinking, chatting, or
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The exsleeping, according to the inclination or habit of each.
queswritten
answers
to
oral
and
and
essays,
of
amination consists
During the silent part of his work, each candidate occupies
The copious, minute, and complex vocabulary of
cell.
terms in the language relating to the work, success and failure, the
contin'Tencies, honest and dishonest shifts to secure success, and
what may be called the student's slang and folk-lore of the subject,
make not only an interesting study to the foreigner, but show that
these contests subtend a large angle of the Corean gentleman's

tions.

a stall or

vision duiing

much

of his lifetime.

Examination over, the disappointed ones wend their way home
with what resignation or philosophy they may summon to their aid.
The successful candidates, on horseback, with bands of musicians,
\'isit their patrons, relatives, the examiners and high dignitaries, reThen follows the
ceiving congratulations and returning thanks.
to
corresponding
can
escaj^e
which
none
initiation,
inevitable
the French " baptism of the line," the German " introduction to the
fox," the English " fagging," and the American " hazing."
One of the parents or friends of the new graduate, an " alumnus," or one who has taken a degree himself, one also of the same
pohtical party, acts as godfather, and presides at the ceremony.
The gi-aduate presents himself, makes his salute and takes his seat

—

With all gravity
several feet behind the president of the party.
the latter proceeds, after rubbing ui> some ink on an ink-stone, to
smear the face of the rictim with the black mess, which while wet
he powders thickly over with flour. Happy would the new graduate be coxild he escape with one layer of ink and flour, but the
roughness of the joke hes in this, that every one present has his
daub and when the victim thinks the ordeal is over new persons
drop in to ply the ink -brush and handful of flour. INIean while a
carnival of fun is going on at the expense, moral and pecuniary, of
Eating, drinking, smoking, and jesting are the orthe gi-aduate.
der of the day. It is impossil)le to avoid this trial of purse and
;

patience, for unless the victim is generous

and good-natured, other

tricks and jokes as savage and cruel as those sometimes in vogue
After this farce, but not
in American and British colleges follow.

has been undergone, is the title recognized by society.
degrees, corresponding somewhat to oui' B.A., M.A.,
and Ph.D., are cho-si, chin-sa, kiup-chiei. The diplomas are awarded

until

it

The three

name, the second written on white paper, and the third
on red adorned with garlands of flowers. The degrees are not

in the king's
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The highest, or the second, may be appHed
The holder of the second degree may obtain
office in the provinces, and after some years may become a district
magistrate or guardian of one of the royal sepulchres.
The highest degree qualifies one to fill honorable posts at the palace and in
necessarily successive.
for without the

first.

the capital, in one of the ministries, or to be the governor of a proProperly, the place of a "doctor " is in

vince, or of a great city.

The usual term of office is two years.
The examinations for civil titles and offices
the highest social grade.
The military studies
Seoul.

attract students of

are chiefly those of

archery or horsemanship, the literary part of their exercises being
slight.
But one degree, the lowest, is awarded, and if the holder
is of

gentle blood, and has political influence, he

may

rise to lucra-

and honors, but if from the common people, he usually
gets no more than his title, or remains a private or petty officer.
The system of literary examinations which, when first established,
and dui'ing two or three centuries, was vigorously maintained with
impartiality, is said to be at present in a state of decay, bribery
and official favor being the causes of its decline.
The special schools of languages, mathematics, medicine, art,
etc., are under the patronage of the government.
The teachers
and students in these branches of knowledge form a special class
midway between the nobles and people, having some of the privileges of the former.
They may also attend the examinations, gain
diplomas, and fill offices. Their professions are usually hereditary,
and they marry only among themselves. In most respects, these
tive office

bodies of learned

men

and the privileged
etc.,

resemble the old guilds of scholars in Yedo,
astronomers, botanists,

classes, like physicians,

in Japan.

There are eight distinct departments of special knowledge. The
Corps of Interpreters include students and masters of the Chinese,
Manchiu, Mongol, and Japanese languages. These attend the embassy to Peking, have posts on the frontier, or live near Fusan.
The treaties recently made with the United States and European
powers will necessitate the establishment of schools of foreign languages, as in Tokio and Peking.
The School of Astronomy, geoscopy, and the choice of fortunate
days for state occasions is for the special service of the king.
Corea, like China, has not yet separated astrology from astronomy,
but still keeps up official consultation with the heavenly bodies for
luck's sake. The School of Medicine trains physicians for the royal,
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and for the public, service. The School of Charts or documents
has charge of the archives and the jireparation of the official rej^orts
sent to Peking. In the School of Design, the maps, sketches, plans
and grajjhic work required by the government are made, and the
portraits of the king are painted.
The School of Law is closely
connected with the Ministrj' of Justice, and serves for the instruction of judges,

and as a court

of appeals.

The School

of

Mathe-

matics or Accounts assists the Treasury Dejjartment, audits accounts, ajjpraises values,

and

its

members are often charged with
The School of Horology at

the task of overseeing public Avorks.

Seoul keeps the standard time and looks after the water- clock.
Be.side these eight services, there is the
It is

evident from

all

band

of palace musicians.

the information gathered from sources

within and without the hermit nation, that though there is culture of
a certain sort among the upper classes, thei-e is little popular edu-

The present condition of Chu-sen is that
Middle Ages. The Confucian temples and halls
of scholars, the memorial stones and walls inscribed with historical
tablets and moi'al maxims, the lectiu-es and discussions of literary
coteries, and the poetry parties concentrate learning rather than
diffuse it.
The nobles and wealthy scholars, the few monasteries
and the government offices possess libraries, but these are but
dead Chinese to the common people. Nothing hke the number of
book stores, circulating libraries, private schools, or ordinaiy means
of diffusing intelhgence, common in China and Japan, exists in
Corea.
Science and the press, newspapers and hosjDitals, clocks
and petroleum, and, more than all, churches and school-houses, have
ye't a mighty work to do in the Land of Morning Calm,
cation worthy of a name.

of

Europe

in the

Paganism and

superstition, Confucianism

and Buddhism, hav-

ing taken root in Chu-sen, each with its educational influence,
Christianity entered within the last century to plant an acorn

narrow bottle of the Corean intellect. It is needless to
by the spreading of the oak.
The Corean body-politic, confi-onted by this rooted and groAving
influence, must be transformed.
How the seed was dropped, how
the tiny stem grew, how the trunk received into its bosom the
lightning bolts of persecution, how the boughs were riven, and how
life yet remains, will now be narrated.
witliin the

say that the receptacle was shattered

III.

MODERN AND RECENT
HISTORY.

moderint aistd

recent history.

CHAPTER XXXIX.
THE BEGINNINGS OF CHRISTIANITY—1784-1794
Christianity entered Corea through the gates of Kome and
Though some writers have supposed that Christianity was

Peking.

introduced into the Corean peninsula by the Japanese, in 1592, yet
it is nearly certain that this religion was popularly unknown until
near the end of the eighteenth century. Then it entered from .the
It was not brought by foreigners,
west, and not from the east.

but grew up from chance seed wafted from the little garden of the
church in Peking.
The soil upon which the exotic germ first lighted was in the
mind of a student well-named by his father, " Stonewall," on account of his character in choosing a literary career, instead of the
Durhereditary profession which his family wished him to adopt.
ing the winter of 1777, Stonewall was invited to form one of- a
party of students
in

who were

to spend a season of literary dalliance

company with the famous Confucian professor, Kwem.
The conference, held in a secluded temple, lasted ten

days,

during which time the critical study of the texts of Confucius and
Mencius was indulged in with keen delight, and the profoundest
problems that can interest man were earnestly discussed; but
most fertilizing to their minds were some tracts on philosophy,
mathematics, and religion just brought from Peking. These were
translations of the writings, or original compositions in Chinese of
the Jesuits in the imperial capital. Among these publications were

on the Christian and Roman Catholic Religion, treating
God, Divine Providence, the Immortality of the
Soul, the Conduct of Life, the Seven Capital Sins, and the Seven

some

tracts

of the Existence of
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Contrary Virtues. Surprised Jind delighted, they resolved to attain,
if possible, to a full understanding of the new doctrines.
They began at once to practise what they knew, and morning
and evening they read and jDrayed. They set apart the 7th, 14th,
21st and 28th days of the mouth as periods of rest, fasting, and
meditation. How long they continued this course of life is not

known.
his ideas of this new religion were
his thoughts longingly toward
turned
imperfect and confused,
or information through a living
books
more
to
get
hoping
Peking,
For several years all his attempts were fi-uitless though
teacher.
In
study, discussion, and practice of the new life were continued.

Stonewall, well

knowing that

;

and in 1783, to his joy, his friend
to Peking, proceeded thither
ambassador
Senghimi, son of the third
with
a message to th^ bishop,
Yung),
(Lias
Shing-king
through
Alexander de Gorla, a Portuguese Franciscan.
Senghuni himself became a docile pupil, and was, with the conWith the hope that he would become
sent of his father, baptized.
in Cho-sen, he was named Peter.'
chxirch
the first stone of the
torments rather than abandon his
all
suffer
himself
to
pledged
He
faith, to have but one wife, to renounce worldly vanities, and finally
1782, he

moved

to Seoul to live,

to send his foreign friends tidings every year.
Safely passing the sentinels at Ai-chiu,

he reached Seoul.

Stonewall, eagerly receiving his share, gave himself for a time up to
Some of
fresh reading and meditation, and then began to preach.
his friends in the capital, both nobles

and commoners, embraced

doctrines with cheering promptness and were baptized.
As
It is interesting to note the choice of baptismal names.
Bapthe
John
named
was
he
forerimner,
the
been
had
Stonewall

new

the

Another called himself Francis Xa^ier, intending to make
and patron. Other names of these primitive
confessors ai-e Ambrose, Paul, Louis, Thomas, Augustine, and later,

tist.

this saint his protector

native missionary propagandist of Roman Chrisit brings out in sharp contrast the differThe convert brought
ing metliods of Roman and Reformed Christianity.
back numerous tracts, didactic and polemic treatises, catechisms and comThese were for the
mentaries, prayer-books, lives of the saints, etc., etc.
'

The equipment

of this

first

tianity in Corea, deserves notice, as

For the simple, there was a goodly
learned, and those able to master them.
supply of crosses and crucifixes, images, pictures, and various other objects to
It is not stated that the Bible, or any part of the Holy Scripstrike the eye.
tures,

was sent for the feeding of hungry

souls.
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The
amon£^ tlie women, Agatha, Marie, Madeleine, Barbe, etc.
adoption of these foreign names excited bitter feelings among the
patriotic, and became a cause of intense hatred against the Christians,

A

who were

stigmatized as " foreign er-Coreans."

The first, and as they were desenemies were the literati, who
bitter
the
last
and
most
be
tined to
saw at once that the new faith sapj)ed at the base their national
In the contest of disbeliefs and their most cherished customs.
The pagan
cussion which followed, Senghuni came off victor.
champions retired from the conflict uttering memorable and prophetic words, with a final question, that became a by-word to
Americans nearly a century later: "This [Christian] doctrine is
magnificent, it is true, but it will bring sorrow to those who pro"
What are you going to do about it ?
fess it.
Among the converts were the lecturer Kwem and his brother,
both of whom propagated the faith in their district of Yang-kun,
thirty miles east of Seoul, now justly called "the cradle of the
One of their converted students from the Naipo returned
faith."
home to labor in the new cause, and from first to last, in the history of Roman Christianity in Corea, Naipo has ever been a nurA second consery of fervent confessors and illustrious martyrs.
counterblast soon followed.

vert of the

Kwem

brothers laid the foundations of the faith in

on becoming a bepen copies of the books
and it is believed translated from the
brought from Peking
Chinese the "Explanation of the "Gosj^els of the Sabbaths and
Feasts " the first Christian book in the Corean language.
Thus from small beginnings, but rapidly, Avere the Christian
ideas spread, but soon the arm of the law and the power of the
pen were invoked to crush out the exotic faith. The first victim,
Thomas Kim, was tried on the charge of destroying his ancestral
tablets, tortured, and sent into exile, in which he soon aftrer died.
The scholar now took up Aveapons, and in April, 1784, the king's
preceptor fulminated the first public document officially directed
In it all parents and relatives wei'e entreated
against Christianity.
Chulla.

liever,

At the

capital, a learned interpreter,

multiplied with his

own

facile

;

—

The names of the
Kim was cited.
entreaty and menace upon

to break off all relations with the Christians.

leaders were published

;

and the example

ForthAvith began a violent pressure of

of

Instead of peace, the sword
Then began an exhibition alike
was brought into the household.
of glorious confession and shameful apostasy, but though even
the believers to renounce their faith.
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stonewall lapsed, the work went on in Nai-po, and in 1787,' persecution slackened.

Meanwhile, in order to cement more closely their bonds, the
model which Peter had seen in
Peking, and to which their liturgical books so often referred.
Francis Xavier was made bishop and others were chosen as priests.
Separating to their various posts, they baptized, confessed, confirmed, and distributed the sacred elements in communion, all of
which infused a new glow of faith among the converts. They
robed themselves in rich Chinese silk, and erected platform confessionals. For ordinary faults confessed by the kneeling penitents
alms were ordered, but for graver derelictions the priests administered one or two smart blows on the legs a mild imitation of
the national punishment, which so suggests Western methods -of
nursery discipline.
In perfect good faith and harmony, this curious hierarchy, so
strange and even comical to a believer in the so-called " apostolical
succession " continued for two years
but in 1789, certain
passages in their books suggested doubts as to the validity of their
ministry.
After earnest thought, and even at the risk of public
leaders formed a hierarchy after the

—

—

;

and of troubling the consciences of the faithful, they reand took their places among the laity. A letter
of inquiiy was written, and sent in 1790 by the convert Pavil to
Peking. Surprised and overjoyed at the news from Corea, the
fathers baptized and confirmed Paul, explained to him the Roman
dogma of vahdity of ordination, and gave him a letter written on
silk, to be concealed in his clothes, directed to Peter and Francis
Xavier.
His godfather Pansi, being an artist, painted Paul's
portrait in oU, which was sent on to Paris.
The Christians at Seoul graciously submitted to the Episcopal
rebuke and explanation, giving them the right only to baptize, yet
ridicule,

signed

theii' offices

It was during the summer of this year, 1787, that La Perouse sailed
along the eastern coast of ChG-sen, discovered the straits which bear his
'

name, between Yezo and Saghalin, demonstrated that the Gulf of Tartary
divided Saghalin from the Asian mainland, and that Corea was not sea-girt,
and named Dagelet Island and its companion Boussole. He had a copy of
Hamel's book with him. He noticed the signal-fires along the coai<t, which
from headland to headland, telegraphed to the capital the news of the stranger
with his "black ships." Not as yet, however, a.s afterward, did the government connect the appearance of European vessels with the activity of the
Christians within the realm, although La Perouse sailed under the flag which
ever afterward was indissolubly associated in Corean minds with Christianity.
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Inflamed by the accounts

pictured before them the ritual splendors, in the
Peking cathedral, of altars, lights, vestments, solemn masses,
music, processions, and all that enchants the eye and fires the
of Paul,

who

in the Koman form of Christianity, they indited
another letter to the bishop, beseeching that an ordained priest
should be sent them. This letter, carried by Paul, who left with
the special embassy sent to congratulate the renowned emperor
Kien-lung, which left Seoul September 17, 1790, contained a whole

imagination

catechism of vexed questions of discipline and faith which had begun to disturb the little church.
While in Peking, Paul's companion was baptized, receiving the

name

of

John the

Baptist.

The
some

fathers gave

them a

chalice, a

ornaments, and everything
necessary for the celebration of the eucharist, with a recipe for
making wine out of grapes, in order that all might be ready on the
missal, a consecrated stone,

altar

among them. Paul and John the Baptist, after
return journey of a thousand miles through Shing-kiug,
All were filled with joy at the idea of
arrived safely in Seoul.

arrival of a priest

the

having a priest sent them, but the episcopal decision against the
worship of ancestors proved to many a stone of stumbling and a
cause of apostasy. Hitherto, in simple ignorance and good faith,
they had honored their ancestral shades and burnt incense at
Henceforth, all participation in such rites was imtheir shrines.
possible.
After the authoritative declaration from Peking, that
the worship of God and the worship of ancestors were contrary
and impossible, no Corean could be a Christian while he burned
incense before the tablets.

This tenet of the bishop was in the eyes of the Corean public a
at the framework of society, the base of the family, and the
foundation of the state. From this time forward, many of the

blow

In the conflict of filial and
fall away.
with remorse. In frequent
torn
soul
was
reHgious duty,
a
instances the earnest believer who, for conscience sake, despoiled
the family oratory and piling the ancestral tablets in his garden
set them on fire, saw his aged parents sink with sorrow to the
feeble adherents

began to

many

this crime Paul and Jacques Kim were put upon pubwhich, for the first time, a clear and systematic presentation of Christian doctrine and the Roman cultus was elicited.
The case, after condemnation of the prisoners, was submitted to the

grave.

For

lic trial, at

king,

who was

prevailed

upon by the premier

to approve the find-
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On December

8, 1791, the two Chrisand reading aloud the sentence inscribed upon the board to be nailed over their pillory, were
Their
decapitated, while invoking the names of Jesus and Maiy.
ages were thirty-three and forty-one.
Thus was shed the first blood for Corean Christianity the first
drojDS of the shower to come, and the seed of a mighty church.
The headless trimks, frozen to a stony rigidity which kept even the
blood fresh and red, lay unburied on the gi'ound for nine days, unA number of handkerchiefs
til devout men earned them to burial.
long alive the memoiy of
presei-ved
kejjt
and
blood
dipped in their
The Nai-po now became
these first martyrs of bloody persecution.

ing of the local tribunal.

tians, after publicly refusing to recant,

—

a hunting-ground for the minions of the magistrates, who sought
out all who professed themselves Christians and threw them in

There the tortures, peculiarly Corean, were set to work to
The victims were beaten with rods and paddles
on the flesh and shin-bones, or whipped till the flesh hung in
bloody rags. In many cases their bones were disjointed until the
limbs dangled limp and useless. One man, Francis Xavier, after
prolonged agonies was exiled to Quelpari, and on being removed
Peter, Gl xearH old, after
to another place, died on the way.
wearying his torturers with his endurance, was tied round with a
cord, laid on the icy ground at night, while pails of water were
poured over him, which freezing as it fell, covered his body with a
shroud of ice. In this Dantean tomb, the old martyr, calling on
the name of Jesus, was left to welcome death, which came to him
at the second cock-crow on the morning of January 29, 1793.
In the ten years following the baptism of Peter at Peking, in
spite of persecution and apostasy, it is estimated that there were
four thousand Christians in Corea.'
prison.

cause apostasy.

This rapid spread of Christian ideas may be understood if we consider,
customs of the people. In every house there is the
room open to the street, where everybody, friend or stranger, known or unknown, may come and talk or hear the news and discuss events. Nothing is
kept secret, and being a nation of gossips and loungers, the news of any event,
A doctrine
or the expression of a fresh idea, spreads like fire on the prairie.
so startlingly new, and preached as it was by men already famous for their
learning, would at once excite the public curiosity, set all tongues running,
and fire many hearts. Though in most cases the new flame would soon die
out, leaving hardly enough ashes to mark a fire, yet the steady glow of altered
'

as Dallet points out, the

lives

would not pale even before torture and death.

CHAPTER

XL.

PERSECUTION AND MARTYRDOM—1801-1834.
The first attempt of a foreign missionary to enter the hermit
kingdom from the west was made in February, 1791. Jean dos
Kemedios, a Portuguese priest from Macao, offered himself, was accepted, and left Peking for the Border Gate with some Chinese
After a twenty days' journey in midwinter, he arrived on
guides.
the frontier, and there awaited the precious chances of recognition,
according to certain signs agreed upon. For ten days he scanned

the faces of the noisy crowd, hoping every moment to light upon
The Christians, kept at home by the violence
friends, but in vain.
The fair
of the persecution, feared to venture to the border.
closed, the

embassy crossed the Yalu Eiver, while the foreigner and
There the disappointed

his Chinese guides returned to Peking.
priest soon after died.

About the same time, the Bishop of Peking addressed a letter
Pope detailing the origin, development, and condition of

to the

the new-born church in Corea.

Hearing no word from the Corean Christians during the next
two years, it was determined to send succor. For this jDerilous
mission, a young Chinese priest named Jacques Tsiu, twenty-four
years old, of good bodily sti'ength and pronounced piety, whose
Fortified with
visage closely resembled a Corean's, was selected.
extraordinary ecclesiastical powers, he left Peking in February,
There
1794, and in twenty days arrived on the neutral ground.
he met the Christians, who urged him to wait nearly a year, on account of the vigilance of the sentinels. This he did among his fellow Christians in Shing-king, and on the night of December 23,
1794, crossed the Yalu, reached Seoul in safety, and at once began
All went on well till June, when, through a treacherous
his labors.
In spite of his
visitor, the official spies were put upon his track.
removal to another place, three Christians two who had guided
him to Seoul, and one an interpreter, who in sublime self-sacrifice

—

23

;
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tried to pass himself off as the

tured.

Chinaman

— were seized

and

tor-

^Vith arms and legs dislocated, and knees eruslied, they

refused to betray their brother in the faith, and were put to death
in

June

2>i'isc)iij

flung in the

Han

18.

The three headless and battered trunks were

Hiver,

which

for the

first,

with martyr blood.
Meanwhile, the Chinese priest was at

but not for the

last

time

Avas streaked

under a wood-pile by a Christian

hidden for many days
having gained over her

first

lady, w4io,

mother-in-law, sheltered him in her house, whei-e, protected by the
law which forbids a noble's dwelling to be invaded, he remained
In September, 1796, he wrote a letter in Latin to the
three years.
Bishoj) of Peking, and the native Christians writing in Chinese,

the copies on silk were sewed into the garments of two believers,
who, having bought positions as sei-^-ants in the embassy, arrived
in Peking,
l^osed

the

January

that the

King

of

28,

King

1797.

Among

other things Jacques

of Portugal should send

Chu-seu to obtain a treaty of

and allow

friendship:),

the residence of physicians, astronomers, and

j^ro-

an embassy to

scientific

men

in

Corea.

Though no Portuguese envoy was

sent out to treat with the

court of Seoul,' a foreign vessel apjieared in the autumn of this
same year, off the eastern coast, floating the British flag. It was

commanded by

the sloop of war Providence, carrying sixteen guns,

Captain AV. K. Broughton, who cast anchor iu Yung-hing Bay,
October 4th, and touched at Fusan.^ One of the natives who -visited the ship was suspected by the government and arrested
though the English visitors were ignorant of the existence of Christians in Corea, and the local magistrates were equally \ininformed
as to the difference in religion and nationahty between Britons and
Portuguese.

The four

political j^arties into

this time divided, as described in

which the Corean nobihty was at
Chapter XXV., were ranged into

" Some priests proposed to the late Queen of Portugal to send an embassy
hither [to Corea] with some gentlemen versed in mathematics, that they might
This plan
benefit the country both in a religious and scientific way.
'

.

.

.

never succeeded." Gutzlaff, 18:34. Voyages to China, page 261.
^Captain Broughton was impressed with "the gorgeous Corean dresses,"
and the umlirella-liats, a yard in diameter. He asked for beef, but they gave
him onh- wood, and he was tantalized with the sight of fat cattle grazing near
liy, which lie was unable to get or purchase.
He cruised in the Sea of Japan
and the Gulf of Tartary, naming several places on the Corean coast. See
p. 203.
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two general groups, the Si-pai aud the Piek-pai, " the government " and " the opposition." The Si-pai were devoted to the king,
and ready to second his views, the Piek-pai were more attached to
The king, Cheng-chong, who had ruled since
their special \iews.
177G, was opposed to persecution of the Christians, and had done
much to restrain the bitterness of partisans. The Si-pai included the Nam-in, or " Southern " wing, in which were the Chrisnobles, while

tian

all

their

enemies belonged to the Piek-pai.

So long as the king lived, the sword of persecution slept in its scabbard, but in 1800 the king died, and was succeeded by his son,
Sunchu, a boy still under the care of his grandmother. This lady
'

at

once assumed the conduct of national

affairs,^

and no sooner were

the five months of public mourning decently over, than the queen
regent dismissed the ministers then in office, and installed three
others of the No-ron gToup, all of whom were bitter enemies of the
Christians.

A decree

of general persecution

was issued a few days

Two

converts of noble rank w^ere
police were busy in haling
the
during
1801,
and
at once arrested,
Alexander Wang,
to prison believers of every rank, age, and sex.
who had written a book in his native language on "The Prinafter, in

the

name

of the king.

cipal Ai-ticles of the Christian Eeligion,"

on systematic

theology,

was

and had begun another

arrested.

From

the reading of

these works, the magistrates imagined the essence of Chi-istianity
was in hatred of one's parents and the king, and the destruction
The Church Calendar was also seized.
of the human race.'
The Chinese priest was outlawed by the government, in a public
On reading this, the brave man left the house of the
proclamation.

noble lady in which he had been sheltered, and refusing to endanger longer the lives of his friends, voluntarily sui-rendered himself.

'

See page 22G.

Or, as the natives say, " she proceeded to pull down tlie blinds." This
which is highly suggestive of American street slang, refers to the
curtain of bamboo which veils the sovereign of Cho-sen ; as in Old Japan
*

phrase,

mikado was thus screened from the
Whoever, therefore,

the

ing state councils.

vulgar,
is

and even noble, gaze durcurtain," is on the

"behind the

tlirone.

highly logical conclusion was reached by pondering upon the docand
that celibacy is a more perfect state than marriage
that "the world," which, with the flesh and the devil, was to be regarded as
one of the true believers' enemies, could mean only tlie king and country of
3

Tiiis

trine of

Romanism

;

To this day, most of the pagans accept the magistrates' decision as a
complete epitome of the gospel of Christ
Cho-sen.
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and received the death-stroke, May 31, 1801, at the age of thirtyHis hostess, Colombe, thrown in prison herself, while awaiting death wrote out his life and works on the silk skirt of her
At her execution the noble lady begged that she might
dress.
not be stripped of her clothes, as were other malefactors, but die
in her robes.
Her request was granted, and with the grace of the
English Lady Jane Grey, she laid her head on the block. Four
other women, formerly attendants in the palace, and an artist, who
for j)aintiug Christian subjects was condemned, were beheaded by
the official butchers, who made the "Little Western Gate" of
Seoul— where a Christian church may yet be built a Golgotha.
The pohcy of the government was shown in making away with the
Christians of rank and education, who might be able to direct
affairs in the absence of the foreign priests, and in letting the poor
and humble go free.
From a letter written on silk in sympathetic ink to the Bishop
of Peking by Alexander Wang, and, with the aid of treachery, deciphered by the magistrates, they suspected a general conspiracy
of the Christians
for in his letter this Corean proposed an appeal
to the Christian nations of Europe to send sixty or seventy thousand soldiers to conquer Corea
The bearer of this letter was
immediately beheaded, and his body cut into six pieces while
two.

—

;

!

'

;

the visitor to Captain Broughton's ship in 1799, for having said
that " one such ship as that could easily destroy one hundred

Corean vessels of war," was j)ut to the torture and condemned.
Alexander Wang, who had witnessed a good confession, before
the king, a year before, and bore on his wrist the cord of crimson
silk showing that he had touched the royal person, was likewise
decapitated.
It

now devolved upon

the king of Cho-sen to explain to his

suzerain the execution of a Chinese subject.

In a letter full of
Confucian orthodoxy, he declares that Cho-sen from the time of Ki
Tsze, had admitted no other dogmas than those taught by the
sages of China
"all other doctrine is strange to the Little

—

Kingdom." He describes the Christians as "the monstrous, barbarous, and infamous " "sect of brigands" "who live like brutes
and birds of the vilest sort," and who in their plot, "have
interlaced themselves as a serj^ent and knotted themselves together like a cord." The plan to conquer " the Little King'

Dallet, vol.

i.

,

p. 205.
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by myriads of men and vesan apologj' for the execution of
Jacques, not as a Chinese subject, but as chief conspirator. Dallet suggests that, in answer to this letter, the Dragon Monarch
read the Icing a tart lecture, and hinted that a rich stream
" China had not
of silver would soothe his ruffled scales.
been China had she lost so fair an occasion to fleece her cowering
clom at the
sels

comer

from Europe

is

of the

earth

detailed,

Avitli

"

vassal."

A fresh

edict,

made up

of the usual fixed

was fulminated against " the evil
The result was to advertise the outlawed
rhetoric,

the realm.

ammunition of Corean
January 25, 1802.

sect,"

faith in eveiy corner of

Nevertheless, the conditioii of the Christians scattered

mountains and northern forests, or suffering poverty, hunand cold at home, M^as dej)lorable, under the stress of political

in the
ger,

as well as religious hatred.

The

exchange of Muscovite and Corean courtesies took
when several of the commissioners from Seoul
were in Peking.'
Presents were mutually given, which in
both cases were products of the then widely separated countries, which were destined within fifty years to be next-door
first

place in

1808,

neighbors.

Out of the modern catacombs of Roman Christianity, the
Corean converts addressed two letters, dated December 9 and 18,
1811, to the Pope—'- the Very High, Very Great Father, Chief of
the whole Church"
in which they invited help, not only of a spiritual nature, but aid in shijjs and envoys to treat with their king.
They were Milling even to leave their native land and colonize the
islands in the sea, for the sake of worship and conscience.
Signed
with fictitious names, copied on silk, and sewn in the clothing of
the messenger, they reached Peking and Rome, but the bishoj)
of neither citj^ could afford succor.
His Holiness was then a
IH-isoner at Fontainebleau, and the Roman propaganda was
nearly at a standstill.
"With a goodly supply of medals and
crosses, the messenger returned, and the church in Corea enjoyed
peace, and new converts were made until 1815, when a non-political persecution broke out for a while in Kang-wen and Kiung-

—

sang.

In 1817, the king and court Avere terrified by the appearance off

Timkowski's Travels of the Russian Mission through Mongolia
and Residence in Peking, London, 1S"27.
'

to Cliina,
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the west coast of the British vessels Alceste and Lyra.
They suspected that the good captain and jolly surgeon, who have given us
such fascinating narratives of their cruise, were in active connection
'

with "the

evil sect

;

"

and interviews with

but beyond some surveys, purchases of beef,
local magistrates, the foreigners departed

without further designs against the throne.
In 1823 several of the Christians, encouraged by hopes held
out by the Bishop of Peking, went to the Border Gate to meet a
foreign priest, but to their dismay found none.

In 1826," they

were troubled by a I'eport that the sho-gun of Japan had requested
their king to retui'n six Japanese adherents of the interdicted
"Jesus sect," who had fled the empire in a boat. Shortly after, in
Cliulla, through a quarrel instigated by a drunken jDotter, a convert, which led to information given in spite, a severe jDersecution
broke out, lasting three months.
The year 1832 was noted for its rainfall and inundations.
To propitiate Heaven's favor the king recalled many exiles, among
whom were Christians. In this year also the British ship, Lord
Amherst, was sent out by the East India Company on a voyage
of commercial exploration, and to ojjen, if jDOSsible, new mai'kets for the fabrics of England and India.
On board was a Prussian gentleman, the Eev. Charles Gutzlaff, under the jDatronage
of the Netherlands Missionary Society, though travelling at his
own cost. Reaching the coast of Chulla, July 17th, he remained
one month. Being a good Chinese scholar, and well equipped with
medical knowledge, he landed on several of the islands and on
the mainland, he distributed presents of books, buttons, and
medicines, planted potatoes and taught their cultivation. Through
an officer he sent the king presents of cut glass, calicoes, and
woollen goods, with a copy of the Bible and some Protestant
Christian tracts.
These, after some days of negotiation, were refused.
A few of the more intelligent natives risked their heads,
and accepted various gifts, among which were Chinese translations
In 1793, the first British and the first European vessel entered the Yellow
It was the ship of the line Lion, on board of which was Lord Macartney,
the ambassador of King George III. to Peking, the first English envoy to
The ship did not visit or approach Corean shores.
China.
This date is that given by Dallet, who perhaps refers to the uprising in
1829 at Ozaka, of suspected believers in the "Jesus doctrine," when six men
and one old woman were crucified by the Japanese authorities. The leader
of the so-called conspiracy fled to sea with his companions.
'

Sea.

-
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European works on geograpliy and mathematics. Mr. Gutzlaff
could discover no trace o£ Christianity' or the converts, tliough he
made diligent inquiry. The lying magistrates denied all knowledge
Deeply impressed
of even the existence of the Christian faith.
of

with theu- poverty, dirt, love of diink, and degradation, the Protestant, after being nearly a month among the Coreans, left theu*
shores, fully impressed Avith their need of soap and bibles.
The year ISM closed the first half century of Corean Christianity.

In this chapter, the moral weakness of Roman Catholic methods
and elsewhere in Asia, has been revealed.
the Corean converts were taught to
that
It must be remembered
supi-emacy of the Pope, but
ecclesiastical
the
in
only
not
believe
of evangelization in Corea,

also in the righteousness of his claim to temporal power as the
Vicar of Heaven. Untaught in the Scriptures of the New Testament,

and doubtless ignorant of the words of Jesus—" My kingdom is
not of this world if my kingdom were of this world, then would
my servants fight " the Coreans suspected no blasf>hemy in the
papal claim. Seeing the Pope's political power upheld by the powerful European nations then under Bourbon rule, the Corean Chris;

—

played the part of traitthey not only deceived the magistrates, and
violated their country's laws, but, as the letter of Alexander Wang
Hence from the fii'si
shows, actually invited armed invasion.
tians, following the ethics of their teachers,

ors to their country

;

was associated in patriotic minds with treason and
robbery. The French missionary as the forerunner of the French
soldier and invader, the j^riest as the pilot of the gunboat, were not
mere imaginings, but, as the subsequent narrative shows, strict logic
and actual fact. It is the narrative of friends, not foes, that, later,
shows us a bishop acting as spy and pilot on a French man-of-wai',
Christianity

a priest as guide to a buccaneering raid and, after the story of
papal Christianity, the inevitable " French expedition."
;

the island of Wen-san, according to Dallet, some of the native
by the legend in Chinese characters on the flag "The
" A Protestant minister saluted
Religion of Jesus Christ," came on board.
them with the words which are sacramental among the pagans, May the
'

While

off

Christians, attracted

'

At these words the neophytes, seeing that they
had been deceived, and that a snare had been laid for their good faith, retired in all haste without ever returning the salute, and made no further visits
spirits of the earth bless

to the ships."

you

!'

CHAPTER XLL
THE ENTRANCE OF THE FRENCH MISSIONARIES— 1835-1845.
The French Revolution, and the wars of Napoleon following,
which distracted all Eui'ope for a period of over twenty years, completely disorganized the missionary oijerations of the Holy See
and French Roman Catholic Chm'ch. On the restoration of the
Bourbons, and the strengthening of the papal throne by foreign
bayonets, the stream of religious activity flowed anew into its old
Missionary zeal in the
channels, and with an added volume.
church was kindled afresh, and the prayers of the Christians in the
It was resolved to
far East were heard at the court of St. Peter.
found a mission in Corea, directly attached to the Holy See, but to
be under the care of the Society of Foreign Missions of Paris.
Barthelemy Brugiere, then a missionary at Bangkok, Siam,
offered as a volunteer, and in 1832 was nominated apostolic Vicar
of Corea.
He reached Shing-kiug, but was seized with sudden
Pierre Philibert Maubant, his
iUness, and died October 20, 1835.
host, stepped into the place of his fallen comrade, and with five
Corean Christians left Fung-Wang Chang, crossed the neutral
Dodging the sentinels at Aistrip, and the Yalu River on the ice.
They
chiu, he entered Corea as a thread enters the needle's eye.
crawled through a water-drain in the wall, and desj^ite the barking
Resting several hours, they slid out
of a dog, got into the city.
again through another drain, reaching the country and friends
beyond. Two days' journey on horses brought them to Seoul, from
which Maubant, the first Frenchman who had penetrated the
hermit kingdom, or who, in Corean phrase, had committed lyemkiong (violation of the frontier), wrote to his friends in Paris.
Maubant's first duty was to order back a Chinese priest who
refused to learn Corean, or to obey any but the Bishop of Peking.

With the

couriers

who

escorted the refractory

Chinaman

to the

frontier, went three young men to study at the college in Macao.
At the Border Gate they met Jacques Honore Chastan a young
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French priest, who, on the dark night of January 17, 1837, passed
the custom-house of Ai-chiu disguised as a Corean widower in
mourning, and joined Maubant in Seotd. Nearly one year later,
December 19, 1838, Lam-ent Marie-Joseph Imbert, a bishop, ran
the gauntlet of wilderness, ice, and guards, and took up his residence under the shadow of the king's palace.
The
Visits, masses, and preaching now went on vigorously.
Christians at the end of 1837 numbered G,000, and in 1838, 9,000.
Up to January 16, 1839, the old regent being averse from persecution, the work went on unharmed, but on that day, the court party
in favor of extirpating Christianity, having gained the upper hand,
hounded on the police in the king's name. The visitation of eveiy
group of five houses in all the eight pro\-inces was ordered. Hun-

dreds of suspects were at once seized and brought to trial. In Jime,
before the death of the old regent, the uncle of the young king (Henchong, 1831-184:9) and the implacable enemy of the Chiistians obtained control of power, and at an extraordinary council of the
ministers, held July 7, 1839, a new decree was issued in the regent's

name. The persecution now broke out with redoubled riolence.
In a few days, thi-ee native lay leaders were beheaded, and a score
of women and children suffered death. To stay the further
shedding of blood. Bishop Imbert, who had escaped to an island,
came out of his hiding-place, and on August 10th dehvered himself
up and ordered Maubant and Chastan to do the same. The three
During
willing martyrs met in chains before the same tribunal.
transferred
thence
torture,
and
three days they were put to trial
They were
to the Kum-pu, or prison for state criminals of rank.
again tried, beaten with sixty-six strokes of the paddle, and condemned to die under the sword, September 21, 1839.
On that day, the inspector and one hundred soldiers took their
place on the execution grovmd, not near the city gate, but close to

A pole fixed in the earth bore a flag inscribed with the
the river.
Pinioned and stripped of their upper clothing, a
death-sentence.
stick was passed between the elbows and backs of the prisoners,
and an aiTOW, feather end up, run through the flesh of each ear.
Their faces were first wet with water and then powdered with
Three executioners then marched round, brandishing their
crowd raised a yell of insult and mockery. A
dozen soldiers, sword in hand, now began prancing around the
kneeUng victims, engaging in mock combat, but delivering their
blows at the victims. Only when weary of their sport, the human

chalk.

staves, while the
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agony of their victims by the decapitating
to the inspector on a board, and
after public exposure during thi*ee days, were buried in

Tautcliers relieved the

blow.

the

The heads were presented

corj)ses,

the sand by the river banks.
On the day after the biuial, three Christians attempted to remove the bodies, but the government sj)ies lying in wait caught

As

them.

of old in

Rome, when the primitive Christians crawled

through the arches of the Coliseum, into the arena,
and groping about in the sand for the bones of Ignatius left after
the lion's feast, bore them to honored sepulture, so these Corean
Christians with equal faith and valor again approached the bloody
sand by the Han River. Twenty days after the first attempt, a
party of seven or eight men succeeded in bearing away the bodies
of the martyrs to Noku, about eight miles north of Seoul.
Thus died the first European missionaries who entered "the
stealthily at night

As in the old fable of the lion's den, the footpointed one way.
With the foreign leaders there perished no less than one
hundred and thirty of their converts, seventy by decapitation, and
the others by strangulation, torture, or the result of their Avounds.'
In November, 1839, a new edict in the vernacular was posted up
all over the country.
Six bitter years passed before the Christians
again had a foreign pastor.
Great events now began to rij)en in China. The oj)ium war
of 1840-42 broke out.
The " Western Barbarians " held the chief
forbidden land."

prints

all

cities of

the China coast from

Hong-Kong

military weakness of the colossal emj^ire

to Shanghae, and the
was demonstrated. The

Prench, though having nothing to do with this first quarrel of
China with Europe, were on the alert for any advantage to be
gained in the far East. In 1841, Louis PhilipiDe sent out the war
vessels Erigone and Favorite, to occupy if possible some island to
the south of Japan, which would be valuable for strategic and commercial purposes, and to

make

treaties of trade

and friendship with

Japan, and especially with Corea.

By poetic justice, the chief instigators of this persecution came each to a
bad end. Of the court ministers, one, having provoked the king's jealousy, was
obliged by royal order to poison himself at a banquet, in December, 1845, and
the other, falling into disgrace, was sent to exile, in which he shortly died.
The chief informer, who had hoped for reward in high office, obtained only a
minor position, with little honor and less salary. He was afterward exiled,
and in 1863, having headed a local uprising, was put to death, his body was
minced up, and the fragments were exhibited through the provinces.
'
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Eripfone cast anchor at Macao,

CaiDtaiu Cecile awaited events.

September

Moving north

7,

1841,

and

in February, 1842,

with Andrew Kim, the Corean student, as interpreter, on the Erigone, and Thomas Tsoi, his companion, on the Favorite, the French
captains, hearing of the sudden conclusion of the war, gave up the
idea of opening Corea,

The two Coreans, with two French priests, engaged a Chinese
on the coast of Shing-king, October 25, 1842.
On December 23d, Kim set out for the Border Gate, and within two
leagues of it met the outward-bound embassy. Each of the three
hundred persons had his jDassport at his girdle. Stopping to see
them file past, he saluted one who was a Christian, and had in his
belt letters from Maubant and Chastan, written before their execu-

junk, and landed

The

Missionary's

Gateway

into Corea.

Unable to go back with Andrew to
list was registered, the
man went on to Peking. Andrew Kim, by mingling among the
drovers and huge cattle returning from the fail', ran the blockade
at Ai-chiu
but on the next day, having walked all night, he applied for lodgings at an inn for shelter, and was recognized as a
stranger.
Fearful of being arrested as a box'der-ruflSan from the
neutral strip, he took to his heels, recrossed the Yalu, and after
resting at Fung-Wang Chang, rejoined his friends at Mukden.
On December 31, 1843, Jean Joseph Ferreol was consecrated
Bishop of Corea, and resolved to cross the frontier, not at Ai-chiu,
but at Hun-chun, on the Tumen. Andrew Kim exploring the way,
after a month's journey through ice and snow, mountains and
forests, reached Hun-chun, February 25, 1845.
The native Christians, ha-s-ing been duly instructed, had arrived at Kion-wen a
tion,

and from the
every

.Ai-chiu, as

;

natives.

name on

the embassy's
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For recognition, Andrew was to hold a blue kerchief
hand and have a little red bag of tea at his girdle. At the
fair which opened at Kion-wen on the 28th, the Christians met.
The result of their conference was that Ai-chiu was declared safer

montli before.
in his

even than Kion-wen.
Since 1839, the government had tripled its vigilance, and
doubled the guards on the frontier. No one could pass the gate

~<^
Border Towns

at Ai-chiu
tor's seal,

of

Northern Corea.

who had

not a passport stamped with the chief inspecbestowed only after the closest scrutiny and persistent

On it was written the name and place of birth
and residence of the holder, and after return from China or the
fair it must be given up.
The result of these stringent regulations
was to drive the missionaries to find a path seaward. In December, 1844, of seven converts from Seoul, attempting to get to the
Border Gate, to meet Ferreol, only three were able to pass Aichiu.
The other four, who had the wig, hair-pins, and mourning
costume of a widower for Ferreol, were unable to satisfy their questioners, and so returned. At the Border Gate, Ferreol, after seeing
cross-questioning.

the caravan pass, ordered Andrew Kim to enter alone, while he
returned and sailed soon after to Macao.
Andrew, with the aid of
his three friends,

who met him

fi-om Ai-chiu, reached Seoul,

at a lonely spot at

some distance

January 8, 1845.
As soon as resources and opportunity would permit, Andrew
collected a crew of eleven fellow-believers, only four of whom had
ever seen the sea, and none of whom knew their destination, and
equipped with but a single compass, put to sea in a rude fishingboat, April 24, 1845. Despite the storms and bafiling winds, this uncouth mass of firewood, which the Chinese sailors jeeringly diibbed
" the Shoe," reached Shanghae in June. Andrew Kim, never before
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at sea except as a passenger, had brought this uncalked, deckless,
and uuseaworthy scow across the eutii-e breadth of the Yellow Sea.
After the ordeal of the mandariu's questions,' and visits and
kindly hospitality from the British naval oflScers and consul, he
reached his French friends at the Koman Catholic mission.
The beacon fires were now blazing on Queljxirt, and from headland to headland on the mainland, telegi'ajjhing the news of " foreign
ships " to Seovd. From June 25th until the end of July, Captain Edward Belcher," of the British ship Samarang, was enga^i^ed
in surveying off Quelpart and the south coast. Even after the ship
left for Nagasaki, the magistrates of the coast were ordered to
maintain strict watch for all seafarers from strange countries. This
made the return of Andrew Kim doubly dangerous.
Bishoji Ferreol came up from Macao to Shanghae, and on Sunday, August 17th, Andrew Kim was ordained to the priesthood.
On September 1st, with Ferreol and Marie Antoine Nicholas Daveluy, another French priest, he set sail in "the Shoe," now christened the "Raphael," and tux-ned toward the land of martyrdom.
It was like Greatheart approaching Giant Despair's Castle.
The voyage was safely, though tediously, made past Quelpart,
and through the labynnth of islands off Chulla. On October 12th,
the Frenchmen, donning the garb of native noblemen in mourning,
and baffling the sentinels, landed at night in an obscure place on
the coast.
Soon after this Daveluy was learning the language
among some Christian -vdllagers, who cultivated tobacco in a wild
part of the country.
The bishoj) went to Seoul as the safest place
to hide and work in, while the farmer-sailors, after seven months'
absence, returned to their hoes and their native fields.

So fearless and generous a soul as Andrew Kim, who could yet follow the
and example of his teachers in repeatedly practising deception and violating his country's laws at Ai-chiu, scrupled not to lie to the mandarin at
Shanghae, and tell him that he and his crew had been accidentally driven out
to sea.
As in the later case of the robbery of the regent's tomb, " the end
justified the means."
* The voyage of this officer, which added so much to science, resulted in
making Quelpart and Beaufort Islands, Port Hamilton, and Mount Auckland as
well known in geography as the names of Her Majesty's servants were known
in British politics. The visitors were treated with courtesy, and even their survey-marks, stakes, and whitewashed stones were carefully set up when wa.shed
awav by the storm, or disturbed by cattle. The Coreans, however, drove their
beeves well away from the Englishmen, who longed for fresh meat.
'

ethics

CHAPTER

XLII.

THE WALLS OF ISOLATION SAPPED.
While the three priests were prosecuting theii* jDerilous labors,
Thomas Tsoi, the Corean student from Macao with Maistre, a new
missionary, were on their way through Manchuria to Hun-chuii.
Arriving after a seventeen days' march, they were seized by Manreprimanded, and sent back to Mukden.
of Bishop Ferreol, went to Whang-hai b}'
water, to examine into the feasibiHty of making that province a
gateway of entrance. The sea was full of Chinese junks, the herring fishery being at its height. Watch-towers dotted the hills, and
the beach was patrolled by soldiers to prevent communication with
shore.
Andrew, coming ostensibly to buy a cargo of fish, was enabled to sail among the islands, to locate the rocks and sandspits,
and to make a chart of the coast. Deeming the route practicable,
he hailed a Chinese junk, and after conference, confided to the captain the mail-bag of the mission, which contained also the charts
and two maps of Corea. Unfortunately these documents were seized
by the spies, and Andrew Kim, delayed while the cargo of fish was
drying, was arrested on the suspicion of being a Chinaman. He was
sent to Seoul, and while in prison heard of the French ships which
were at that moment vainly trying to find the mouth of the Han
River and the channel to the capital. Meanwhile, fi-om his hidingplace, Ferreol wi'ote to Captain Cecile, who commanded the fleet of
chiu

officers,

.

Andrew Kim, by order

thi'ee war-vessels.

The

was to hold a conference with the king's
and demand satisfaction for the murder of Imbert
Chastan and Maubant in 1839. After some coast surveys made, and
object of this visit

ministers,

the despatch of a threatening letter, the ships withdrew.
note arrived too late, and Andrew Kim's fate was sealed.

Ferreol's

While in prison, Andrew was employed in coloring, copying,
and translating two English maps of the world, one of which was
for the king, and composing a summary of geography.
In a letter
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in Latin to Ferreol, dated

and

trial.

On September

August
IGth,

sentence-flag bore the inscription

:

he narrated his capture

2r)tli,

he

Avas led out to trial.

"Put

The

communicat-

to death for

full programme of cruelty
Four women and four men were put to death in

ing with the western barbarians," and the

was carried

out.

the persecution which followed.
jNIaistre and Thomas Tsoi went to Macao and there found the
French frigates La Gloire and La Victorieuse, ready to sail north
for an answer to Captain Cecile's letter. Gladly welcomed by CapOn August 10th, while
tain Pierre, they went aboard July 12th.
under sail in a group of islands off Cliulla, in latitude 35° -IS' and
longitude 124° 8', in water which the English charts marked at
twelve fathoms deep, both vessels grounded simultaneously. The
high tides for which this coast is noted falling rapidly, both vesThe largest of the La Gloire's boats was
sels became -total wrecks.
at once sent to Shanghae for assistance, and the six hundred men
made their camp at Kokun Island. Kindly treated and furnished
viith pro\dsious as they were, the Frenchmen during their stay
were rigidly secluded, and at night cordons of boats with lanterns
guarded against all communication with the mainland. Thomas
Tsoi acted as dumb interpreter, with pencil, in Chinese, and though
hearing every word of the Corean magistrates was not recognized.
Though meeting fellow Christians, he was unable to get inland, and
Ferreol's messengers to the sea-shore arrived after an Enghsh
ship from Shanghae had taken the crews away.
The Corean government, fearing further visits of the outside
barbarians, sent an answer to Admiral Cecile, directing it to Captain Pierre at Macao, by way of Peking." They explained why they
treated Frenchmen shipwrecked kindly but sent Frenchmen disguised to execution.^ When Admu-al Cecile reached Paris in
'

;

These were the first official relations of France with Corea or, as a native
would say, between Tai-pep-kuk and Cho-sen the expression for France
being Tai-pep, and for a Frenchman curiously enough Pepin.
- Inside the country, the frequent appearance
of the foreign ships was the
subject of everyday talk, and the news in tliis nation of gossips spread like a
'

;

;

—

—

By the time the stories reached the nortlifire, or a rolling avalanche.
ern provinces whole fleets of French ships lay off the coast. Their moral
effect was something like that among the blacks in the Southern States during
Tlie people jestthe civil war, when the "Lincoln gunboats" hove insight.
ingly called the foreign vessels " The authorities down the River."
^ For changing their name and garments, sleeping by day, going abroad at
night, associating with rebels, criminals and villains, and entering the king-

prairie
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French revokitions had broken out in
and a war at the ends of the earth was out of the question.
The French government neglected to send a vessel to take away
The Coreans promptly put the
the effects saved from the wreck.
cannon to use, and from them, as models, manufactured others for
the forts built to resist "the Pepins" in 1866, and the Americans
1848, one of the periodical

Paris,

in 1871.

Once more Maistre and Thomas Tsoi essayed to enter the
guarded peninsula, by sailing early in 1848 in a Chinese junk from
Macao to Merin Island off Whang-hai, but no Christians met them.
By way of Shanghae, they then went into Shiug-king, and in December to the Border Gate, meeting couriers from Bishop FeiTeol.
On a fiercely cold, windy, and dark night, which drove the soldiers
indoors to the more congenial pleasure of the long pipe, cards, and
cup on the oven-warmed floors, Thomas Tsoi got safely through
The
Ai-chiu, and in a few days was in Seoul, and later in ChuUa.
work of propagation now took a fresh start. A number of religious
works composed or translated into the vulgar tongue were printed
in pamphlet form from a native printing press, and widely circuIn 1850, the Christians numbered eleven thousand, and five
lated.
young men were studying for the priesthood. Regular mails, sewn
into the thick cotton coats of men in the embassy, were sent to and
brought from China. A French whaler having grounded off the
coast, the French consul at Shanghae, with two EngUshmen, came
to reclaim the vessel's effects, and meeting three young men sent by
the ever-alert Thomas Tsoi, took them back to Shanghae, the
third remaining to meet his comrades on their return with fresh
missionaries to come.
After still another failure to enter Corea,
Maistre set foot in Chulla-do, by

way

of

Kokun

Island, even while

the fire-signals were blazing on the headlands on account of the

presence of Russian ships.'

dom clandestinely, tlie missionaries were put to death and no comparison
could be drawn to mitigate their sentence between them and innocent ship;

wrecked men.
Other nations besides France now began to learn something of the twin
hermits of the East. Cho-sen and Nippon. During 1852, the Russian frigate
Pallas sailed along the east coast up to the Tumen Eiver, making no landing,
but keeping at a distance of from two to five miles from the shore in order to
'

avoid shoals and rocks. The object of the Pallas was to trace and map the
In 1855, the French war-vessel Virginie continued the work
shore line.
begun by the Pallas, and at the end of her voyage the whole coast from Fusan to the Tumen was known with some accuracy, and mapped out with Euro-

24
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Ferreol, worn out with his labors, after lyin<:? paralytic for many
months, died February 8, 1853 but in March, 1854:, Janson, making a second attempt, entered Corea, having crossed the Yellow
Sea in a junk, which immediately took back three native students
Janson died in Seoul, of cerebral fever, June 18, 1854.
for Macao.
In these years, 1853 and 1854, Commodore PeiTy and the
American squadron were in the waters of the far East, driving
the wedge of civilization into Japan, and sapping her walls of seThe American flag, however, was not yet seen in Corean
clusion.
;

though the court of Seoul were kept infoi-med of Perrj''s
movements.
A fresh reinforcement of missionaries to storm the citadel of
paganism, Bishop Simeon, Francois Benieux, with two young
priests, jNIichel Alexandre Petitnicholas and Charles Antoine
waters,

from Shanghae in a junk, and, after many advenWhang-hai, while Feron (of later buccaneering fame) followed on a Corean smuggling vessel, standing

Pourthie, set

sail

tures, arrived at Seoul via

A
capital, March 31, 1857.
Berneux
consewhich
at
now
held,
was
synod of all the missionaries
Maistre died December 20th.
crated Daveluy as his fellow bishop.
The faith was now spread to Quelpart by a native of that island, who,
having been shipwrecked on the coast of China, was carried by an
EngHsh ship to Hong-Kong, where he met a Corean student from
Macao and was converted. The Roman Catholic population of
Corea in 1857 was reckoned at 1G,500.
Communication with the native Christians living near Nagasaki,
and then vmder the harrow of persecution, took place. The cholera
imported fi'om Japan swept away over 400,000 victims in Corea.
Thus does half the world not know how the other half lives. How
many Americans ever heard of this stroke of pestilence in the her-

imexpectedly before his bishop in the

mit nation ?
In 1860, war with China broke out, the French and English
forces took the Peiho forts, entered Peking, sacked the summer
palace of the Son of Heaven, a few thousand European troops
The
destroying the military prestige of the Chinese colossus.

The coa.st line of Tartary or
at once numerous and prophetic.
Manchuria— at that time a Chinese province— was also surveyed, mapped, and
made ready for the Czar's use and that of his amhassador in 1860.
The names are suggestive of the mmden diplomatic
Pallas and Virginie
victory of General IgnatiefF, of whom more anon.

pean names,

1
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Chinese emperor fled into Shing-king, toward Corea.
j)roduced a lively effect in Chosen, especially at court.'
The utter loss of Chinese prestige struck terror into

For

The news
all hearts.

Tai-kuk (Great Emi^ire), had been, in
Corean eyes, the synonym and symbol of invincible power, and
" the Son of Heaven, who commands ten thousand chariots," the
one able to move all the earth. Copies of the treaty made between
China and the allies, granting freedom of trade and religion, were
soon read in Corea, causing intense alarm.
But the after-clap of news, that turned the first storm of excitement into a temjjest of rage and fear, was the treaty with Russia.
General Ignatieff, the brilliant and vigorous diplomatist then but
twenty-eight years old and fresh on the soil of Cathay, obtained, in
six centuries, China, the

1860, after the allied plenipotentiaries
of Prince

Kung

to the cession of the

had gone home, the signature
whole Ussuri province. The

tread of the Great Bear had been so steadily
either Great Britain or Cho-sen

knew

silent,

that before

had been planted
ten degrees nearer the temperate zone.
A rich and fertile region,
well watered by the Amoor and Sungari Eivers, bordered by the
Pacific, with a coast full of harbors, and comprising an area as large
as France, was thus ceded to Russia.
The Manchiu rulers of
China had actually surrendered their ancestral homeland to the
wily Muscovites.
The boundaries of Siberia now touched the
Tumen. The Russian bear jostled the Corean tiger.
With France on the right, Russia on the left, China humbled,
and Japan opened to the western world, what wonder that the
rulers in Seoul trembled

The

results to

it,

his foot

?

Corean Christianity were

that, in less

than a de-

A

noble of high rank presented to the council of ministers a memorial,
menaced Cho-sen, and urging that extraordinary means be put forth to meet the emergencies. He proposed that tlie
national policy of armed neutrality should be preserved, that the conquered
emperor of China should not enter Cho-sen, that the frontier should be
strengthened against a possible invasion of the border-ruffians inhabiting tlie
neutral strip. Taking advantage of the situation, these men, banding together
with Chinese adventurers and Corean refugees, might make a descent in force
into the kingdom.
Finally, the supreme danger that filled all minds was the
threatened invasion of the French. He recommended that the castle of Tongnai, near Fusan, and the western strongholds of Nam-an, Pu-pion, and In-chiiin
'

setting forth the dangers that then

(the port

opened in

should be strongly garrisoned and strengthened and
on the island of Kang-wa, to command the river and
the entrance to the capital.
(See map, page 190.)
that a

new

1882),

citadel be built

;
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cade, tliousands of natives

had

fled their

country and were settled in

the Russian villages.

was suspended, and many
The nobles or officials
who could not quit their jjosts sent off their wives and children.
All this turned to the temporary advantage of the missionaries.
In many instances, people of rank humbly sought the good favor
and protection of the Christians. Medals, crosses, and books of
religion were bought in quantities.
Some even pubhcly wore
them on theii* dress, hoping for safety when the di-eaded invasion
should come. The government now proceeded to raise war-funds,
levying chiefly on the rich merchants, who were threatened with
torture and death in case of refusal.
A conscription of able-bodied
men was ordered, and bombs, called "French pieces," and smallbore cannon were manufactured. In a foundry in the capital
heavy guns were cast after the model of those left by the wreck of
the La Gloire.
The Kang-wa forts were built and garrisoned. In
the midst of these war preparations, the missionary body was reinfoi'ced by the arrival of four of their countrymen, who, by way of
Merin Island, set foot on the soil of their martyrdom October,
1861.
Their names were Landre, Joanno, Kidel, and Calais. This

At the

capital all official business

families of rank tied to the mountains.

year the number of Christians reached 18,000.
Indirect attempts to insert the crowbars of diplomacy in the
chinks of Corea's wall of seclusion were made about this time by

France and England, and by Russia at another jDoint. Jaj^an was
in each case the fulcrum.
On account of the petty trade between
Tsushima and Fusan, Earl Russell Avished to have Great Britain
included as a co-trader with the peninsula.
The Russians the
same year occupied a station on Tsu Island, commanding the countries on either side
but under protest from Yedo, backed by Brit;

abandoned their purpose.
In 1862, while the
members of the Japanese embassy from the Tycoon was in Paris,
the government of NajDoleou III. requested their influence in the
opening of Corea to French trade and residence. At this time,
however, the Japanese had their hands full of their own troubles
at home, nor had the court at Seoul sent either envoys or presents
since 1832.
They should have done so in 1852, at the accession
of the new sho-gun, but not relishing the humiliation of coming
only to Tsushima, and knowing the weakened state of their former
conquerors, they were now ready to defy them.
One new missionary and two returned native students entered

ish men-of-war,
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The Ni dynasty, founded in 1392, came to an end
by the King Chul-chong, who had no child,
dying before he had nominated an heir. This was the signal for
fresh palace intrigues, and excitement among the nobles and
The three widows of the kings who had reigned
political parties.
since 1831 were still living.
The oldest of these. Queen Chd,
at once seized the royal seal and emblems of authority, which
high-handed move made her the mistress of the situation. Craftily
putting aside her nejDhew Cho Sung, she nominated for the throne
a lad then but twelve years old, and son of Ni Kung, one of the
royal princes.
This latter person was supposed to be indifferent
to politics, but no sooner was his son made the sovereign, than his
slumbering ambition woke to lion-like vigor. This man, to use a
Corean jjhrase, had "a heart of stone, and bowels of iron." He
seemed to know no scruple, pity, or fear. Possessing himself of
the seal and royal emblems, he was made Tai-wen Kun (Lord of
the Great Covu't a rare title given to a noble when his son is
made king) and became actual regent. This Corean mayor of the
palace held the reins of government during the next nine years,
ruling with jDower like that of an absolute despot. He was a rabid
hater of Christianity, foreigners, and progress.
in March, 1863.

on January

15, 1864,

—

In spite of the

new current

of hostility that set steadily in, the

Christians began to be bold even to defiance.
neral procession carrying two

hundred

In Kiuug-sang a fu-

huge
and chanted responsive prayers. In the capital, the converts
paraded the signs of the Eomish cult. A theological training
school was established in the mountains, four new missionaries
entered the kingdom through Nai-po, 1976 baptisms were made
during the year, and, with much literary work accomiDlished, the
j)rinting-press was kept busy.
The year 1866 is phenomenal in Corean history. It seemed as
if the governments and outlaws alike, of many nations, had conspired
lanterns, bore aloft a

cross,

to pierce or breach the walls of isolation at

many points.

Russians,

Frenchmen, EngHshmen, Americans, Germans, authorized and unauthorized, landed to trade, rob, kill, or, what was equally obnoxious to the regent and his court, to make treaties.
In January the Russians, in a war-vessel, again appeared in
Broughton's Bay, and demanded the right of trade. At the same
time they stated that some Russian troops were to pass the frontier
of Ham-kiung to enforce the demand.
The usual stereotyped response was made, that Corea was a vassal of China, and could not
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treat with

any other nation without permission of that Power, anci
tlie matter would be im-

that a si^ecial ambassador charged with

mediately despatched to Peking,

etc.

The advent of the double-headed eagle was the signal for
lively feeling and action among the Christians at Seoul.
The longcherished project of appealing to England and France to make an
The impulsive
alliance to seciu'e liberty of religion was revived.
converts now forwarded the scheme, under the plea of patriotic
defense against the Russians, with

all

the

which characterizes men who are adults

innocent maladdress

in age but children

in

In theu- exhilaration they already di*eamed of building a

politics.

cathedral in Seoul of imposing projiortions, and finished in a style

and their countr'y. Three Christian
headed by Thomas Kim, composed a letter embod^'ing
their ideas of an anti-Russian Franco English alliance, and had it
worthy

alike of their rehgion

nobles,

presented to the regent, who blandly sent Thomas Kim to invite
On his
the bishops, then absent to a conference in the cai^ital.
retm-n to Seoul,

was taken

of him.

Kim was
The

coldly received, and no further notice

anti-Christian party,

now

in full

power

at

court, clamored for the enforcement of the old edict against the for-

eign religion, while a letter from one of the Cox-ean embassy in

Peking, ai'riving late in January, added fuel to the rising flame. It
stated that the Chinese were putting to death all the Christians
found in the empire. That lie, "as light as a feather" in its telling,

was " as heayj as a mountain " in Coi'ea. Such an illustrious examjile
must be followed. Vainly the regent warned the court of the danger
from Europe. The Russian ship, too, had disappeared, and the
French seemed afraid to take vengeance for the massacre of 1839.
The ciy of "Death to aU the Christians, death to the western
Forced by the party in power,
barbarians " now began to be heard.
the regent signed the death-waiTants of the bishops and priests,
promulgated anew the old laws of the realm against the Christians,
and proceeded "to make very free with the heads of his subjects."
The minions of the magistrates sallied forth like bloodhounds unBemeux was seized on February 23d, and brought to
leashed.
trial successively

before three tribunals, the last being the highest

of the realm.
intei'\'iew with the regent, who had formed a high idea
Frenchman, Berneux failed to address his Highness in the
Forthpunctilious form of words demanded by court etiquette.
with the official made up his mind that the Frenchman was a man

In his

of the
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of slight attainments,
is

the Coreau

mind

and

of

no personal importance

in the matter of etiquette.
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— so sensitive

From

the highest

undergoing hon'ible tortures with
club, paddle, and jDointed sticks thrust into his flesh, was cast
into a common dungeon, where, in a few days, he was joined by
three of his fellow missionaries with several converts, faithful to
their teachers even in the hour of death.
All suffered the fierce and savage beatings, and on March 8 th
were led out to death. An immense crowd of ieerincr, lausfhinocurious people followed the prisoners, who were tied by their hair
to the chair so as to force them to hold up their faces, that the
crowd might see them. Four hundred soldiers marched out with
the doomed men to the sandy jjlaiu near the river. The lengthened
j)rogramme of brutal torture and insult was duly carried out, after
which the four heads were presented for inspection.
One day afterward, two other French missionaries and their
twelve students for the jiriesthood were led captives into Seoul,
marked with the red cord and yellow caps betokening prisoners soon
to die. With like tortures, and the same shameful details of execution, they suffered death on March 11th. On this day, also, Daveluy
and two other priests were seized, and on March 30th, Good Friday,
decapitated, together with two faithful natives. In the case of Daveluy, the barbarity of the proceeding was increased by the sordid executioner, who, after delivering one blow, and while the blood was
spouting out from the wound, left the victim to bargain with the
class prison, the bishoj), after

official for

In a

him for his work of blood.
month all missionary operations had come

the svim due

little

over a

to a

Scores of natives had been j^ut to death hundreds
more were in prison. Eidel, while hiding between two walls, wrote
to Peking, describing the state of affairs.
Feron and Ridel met on
May 8th, travelhng all night, and on June 15th they found that
standstill.

;

was still alive. Hearing that a foreign steam-vessel was
cruising off the Nai-po, Ridel sent a letter begging for help.
This
ship was the Rona, Caiotain Morrison, belonging to a British firm in
Calais

China, on

its way back from Niu-chwang, under the direction of
Mr. Ernest Opj^ert. The native Christians were unable to get on
board the Rona but when the same Oppert visited Haimi in the
;

Nai-po,

some months

later, in the steamer Emperor, this letter
was put in his hands. Meanwhile Ridel had reached the sea-coast,
and in spite of the vigilant patrols, put off in a boat constructed
without an ounce of iron, and manned by a crew of eleven Christian
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fishermen. He reached Chifu July 7th. Going at once to Tien-tsin,
he informed the French Admiral Roze of the recent events in Coren,
and then retin*ning to Chifu, waited till mid-August. Feron and
Calais, hearing of the presence of French ships in the Han River,
reached the coast, after great straits, to find them gone. They put
to sea, howevei", and got upon a Chinese smuggler, by which they
reached Chifu, October 2Gth while the French expedition was in
Corea.
Not one foreign priest now remained in the peninsula, and
no Christian dared openly confess his faith, while thousands were

—

banished, imprisoned, or put to death.

Thus after twenty years of nearly uninterrupted labors, the
church was again stripped of her pastors, and at the end of the
eighty-two years of Corean Christianity, the curtain fell in blood.
Of four bishops and nineteen priests, all except four were from
France, and of these only three remained alive. Fourteen were
martyrs, and four fell victims to the toils and dangers of their noble calling.

In the foregoing stoiy of papal Christianity in Cho-sen, which
we have drawn from Dallet a Eoman CathoHc waiter we have
the spectacle of a brave band of men, mostly French peasants
educated in Jesuit seminaries of learning, doing what they beSetting the laws of this pagan country
lieved it was right to do.
at defiance, they, by means of dissimulation and falsehood, entered

—

—

Fully believing in
the country in disguise as nobles in mourning.
the dogma of salvation by works, they were sublimely diligent in
carrj-ing on their labors of conversion, ever in readiness for that

crown

many

of

martp-dom which each one

obtained

;

coveted,

and which

so

but the nobleness of their calling was disfigured
abominable teaching that evil should be done in
might come a tenet that insvdts at once the New
the best casuistry of the Roman CathoUc Church.

and
order that good
Testament and
According to the code of any nation, their converts were traitors
in inviting invasion ; but if worthy to be set down as Arnolds and
Iscariots, then their teachers have the greater blame in leading
them astray. It is to be hoped that the futm-e Christian missionaries in Corea, whether of the Greek, Roman, or Reformed branch,
will teach Christianity with more of the moral purity inculcated
by its Founder.

by the

foul

—

CHAPTER
"

XLIII.

THE FRENCH EXPEDITION.

of the French expedition to Corea in 1866
gathered from the letters which passed between the French
charge d'aftairs at Peking and Prince Kung, the Chinese premier,
as published in the United States Diplomatic Correspondence,

The preliminaries

may be

1867-68.'

The pyrotechnic bombast of the Frenchman may be
by remembering that he lived in the palmy days

best understood

Napoleon and the third empire. His violent language
and behavior may be contrasted with the calm demeanor and firm
temper of the astute Chinaman, the greatest of the diplomats of
of Louis

the INIiddle Kingdom.

"Unfortunately for the interests of his country, M. H. Bellonet
diplomacy the rude customs and unmeasured
language of the African Zouaves, in whose ranks he had served at
liad carried into

one period of his career."
•

July

13, 1866.

M. DE Bellonet to Prlnce Kung.

knowledge of your Imperial Highness
committed in the small kingdom of Corea, which formerly
assumed the bonds of vassalage to the Chinese empire, but which this act of
savage barbarity has forever separated from it.
In the course of the month of March last, the two French bishops who
were evangelizing Corea, and with them nine missionaries and seven Corean
priests, and a great multitude of Christians of both sexes and of every age,
were massacred by order of the sovereign of that country.
The government of His Majesty cannot pei-mit so bloody an outrage to be
unpunished. The same day on which the king of Corea laid his hands upon
my unhappy countrymen was the last of his reign he himself proclaimed its
end, which I, in turn, solemnly declare to-day. In a few days our military
forces are to march to the conquest of Corea, and the Emperor, my august
Sovereign, alone has now the right and the power to dispose, according to
his good pleasure, of the country and the vacant throne.
The Chinese government has declared to me many times that it has no
-authority over Corea, and it refused on this pretext to apply the treaties of
Sir

:

I grieve to bring officially to tlie

a liorrible outrage

;
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The best commentary upon this boast of an irate underlings
dressed in the brief authority of his suj^erior, will be found in theevents of the expedition, notably in the reduction to ashes of the
city of Kang-wa, which rendered 10,000 people homeless, and
in the repulse of the reckless invaders even before Bellonet at
fate of the king.
Eidel as inteii^reter, and three of his converts as
pilots, three vessels were sent to explore the Han River. Equipped
with charts made by Captain James of the Emperor, who had examined the western entrance one month before, the despatch-boat

Peking was settling the
^^'ith Bisho])

Dcroulede lea\'ing her consorts in Prince Jerome Gulf, steamed up
the river on September 21st, as far as the narrows between Kangwa and the mainland. The French oJBficers were charmed with the
beauty of the autumnal scenery. On the ciiltivated plain, checkered into a thousand squares of tiny rice-fields, all well irrigated,
Tien-tsin to that country, and give to our missionaries the passports which wehave asked from it. We have taken note of these declarations, and we declare now that we do not recognize any authority whatever
government over the kingdom of Corea.

I have,

of the ChiDese=

etc.,

H. DE Belloxkt.
His Imperial Highness, Prince Kung.
irritating, not to say insulting, language, the suggestion of
Bellonet might do well to inquire into the causes and merits
of the execution of the missionaries, the representative of France, November
11th, again addre.ssed the Chinese statesman. In this missive occurs the follow-

Spurning with

Prince

ing:

Kung that

"As

for the fate of the former king of Corea,

decision of the Emperor,

my

it

is

now

subject to the

august Sovereign."

Monsieur Bellonefs method is one specimen of the manner in which the
envoys of European nations are accustomed to bully the governmentsIn a long communication to Prince Kung, dated
of Asiatic countries.
November 11, 1866, Mr. Bellonet charges upon the Chinese government:
Ihat the Corean embassy, during the
~'d.
Corea.
1st. Complicity with
previous winter, had stated the project of the massacre, and had received the
3d. The direct approval
tacit official authorization of the Chinese government.
4th. That the recruiting and mobilization
of several high members of it.
of Mauchiu troops, beyond the Great Wall, was for the purpose of assisting

Corea against tlie French. He writes, in addition to the above, an amazing
amount of nonsense, which shows of what magnifying powers the liuman
eye is capable when enlarged by suspicion.
Among other tidbits of rodomontade, is this one which is a truthful
picture of the France of Napoleon III.— "War for us is a pleasure which the
French passionately seek " and this— " The people of Corea address us as de-

—

:

liverers,

perity."

.

we

shall inaugurate the reign of order, justice,

and pros-
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now full ripe, awaited the siclde and
Numerous villages dotted the landscape, and to

golden-tinted grain,

sheaf-binder.

northwest rose the green
A number of
of Kang-wa.

hills

on which

sat, like

the
the

a queen, the city

forts, as yet unmounted with cannon,
were already built. Others, in process of construction, were rising
on well-chosen sites commanding the river. No garrison or a

single soldier

was as yet

Map

of

seen.

The simple

villagers, at first fright-

French Naval and Military Operations,

1866.

ened at the sight of a mighty black ship, moving up the river
against a strong current without sails or oars, collected in crowds
along the banks to see this fire-pulsing monster from the western
ocean.

the 23d the Deroulede and Tardif, leaving the Primauguet
(Woody) Island, moved up the Han Kiver to the capital,
the Corean pilots at the bow, and Ridel with the men at the wheel.

On

at Boisee
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Oue or two forts
one place a fleet

fired

on the vessels as they steamed along, and in

of junks gathered to dispute their passage.

well-aimed shot sunk two of the crazy

53raft,

A

and a bombshell

dropped among the artillerists in the redoubt silenced it at once.
The rocks were safely avoided, and on the evening of the 25th, the
two ships cast anchor, and the flag of France floated in front of the
Corean capital. The hills environing the city and every point of
view were white with gazing thousands,
a vessel mo\dng under steam.

The

shijis

remained abreast of the

who

for the

fii'st

time saw

city several days, the officers

taking soundings and measurements, computing heights and making plans. M, Ridel went on shore in hopes of finding a Christian

and hearing some news, but none dared to approach him.
"While the French remained in the river, not a bag of rice nor a
fagot of wood entered Seoul.
Eight days of such terror, and a
famine would have raged in the city. Seven thousand houses
were deserted by their occupants.
Returning to Boisee Island, having surveyed the river, two converts came on board.
They informed Ridel of the burning of a
^' European " ship [the General
Sherman] at Ping-an, the renewal
of the persecution, and the order that Christians should be put to
death without waiting for instructions from Seoul. Ridel in vain
urged Admiral Roze to remain with his fleet, in order to intimidate
the government.

Sailing away, the ships arrived at Chifu, Octo-

ber 3d.

Tai-wen kun,
try to defense.

now thoroughly alarmed, began to
The

stir

up the coun-

military forces in every pro\'ince were called

Every scrap of iron was collected, and the forges and blacksmith shops were busy day and night in making arms of every
known kind even the farmer's tools were altered into jiikes and
sabres.
Loaded junks were sunk in the channel of the Han to obstruct it.
Through the Japanese at Fusan, and the daimio of
Tsushima, word was sent to the Tycoon of Japan, informing him of
The Yedo government,
his straits, and begging for assistance.
being at that time in great straits l^etween the pressure of foreigners on one hand, and of the " mikado-reverencers " on the other,
could not then, had it been right to do so, afiford any militaiy assistance against the French, witlfwhom a treat}' had been made.
Instead of this, two commissioners were appointed to go to Seoul,
and recommend that Cho-sen open her ports to foreign commerce, as Japan had done, and thus choose peace instead of war
out.

;
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Before the envoys could leave Japan, the Tycoon
and the next year Japan was in the throes of civil war,
the sho-gunate was aboHshed, and Corea was for the time utterly

with foreigners.

had

died,

forgotten.

The object

French expedition and the blockade of the
were duly announced from the French legation
in China to the Chinese and foreign rejDresentatives in Peking.
Without waiting to hear from his government at home, Bellonet
despatched the fleet and made war on his own responsibility. The
squadi'on which sailed October 11th, to distribute thrones and decapitate prime ministers, consisted of the frigate Guerri^re, the
corvettes Laplace and Primauguet, the desi^atch-vessels Deroulede
and Kien-chan, and the gunboats Tardif and Lebrethon, with 600
soldiers, including a detachment of 400 marines from the camp at
Yokohama.
One would have thought 600 men rather too small a force to
root up thrones with, seeing that the days of Cortez and Pizarro
were past. The Coreans wei'e not like the Mexicans, who thought
They had smelt powder
a liox'se and his rider were one animal.
and fought tigers.
On October 13th the admiral cast anchor off Boisee Island.
The next day the gunboats steamed np the river, landing the marines in camp, a little over half a mile from the city.
On the 15th,
before any attempt was made to communicate with the government,
a reconnoissance was made in force, toward Kang-hoa (Kang-wa),
during which a small fort, mounting two guns, was captui'ed.
Kang-wa was, to a modern eye, probably one of the best fortified
cities in the kingdom.
It was surrounded by a crenelated wall,
nearly fifteen feet high
Behind this defense the native soldiery
stood ready with flails, arrows, matchlocks, and jingals.
The royal residence, for pleasure in summer, and refuge in wartime, was beautifully situated on a wooded hill, from which a glorious view of the island, sea, and mainland was visible.
The
fertile island itself lay like a green emerald upon a greener sea.
Crops of rice, barley, tobacco, sorghum, maize, various root foods,
Chinese cabbage, chestnuts, persimmons, with here and there a great
of the

Salee (Han) River

!

camellia tree just entering into bloom, greeted the view of the in-

Kang-wa was well nam'ed " The Flower of the River."
At eight o'clock on the morning of October 16th an attack was
made in force on the main gate. At the distance of one hundred
yards, the infantry charged on a run, to the cry of " Vive I'Empevaders.
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reur."
The hot fire of the jingals checked them not a moment.
Keaching the wall, they set up the scaling ladders, and in a few moments hundreds of Frenchmen were inside, shooting down the flying white -coats, or engaging in a hand to hand encounter, though
only a few natives were killed. The gate was soon crushed
Firing was soon
in with axes, and the main body entered easily.
About eighty
over, and the deserted city was in the \dctors hands.
bronze and iron cannon, mostly of very small calibre, over six thousand matchlocks, and the official archives of the city were found and

made trophies of.
Kang-wa was the military headquarters for western Corea and
Large magazines of
the chief place of gunpowder manufacture.
food supplies had been collected in it. Eighteen boxes of silver,
containing ingots to the value of nearly thirty eight thousand dollars, and a great many books and manuscrij^ts Avere found, besides

many kinds from the shops and houses. Immense stores
bows and arrows, iron sabres without scabbards, helmets, and

spoil of

of

Breech-loading Cannon of Corean Manufacture.

breastplates, beautifully wrought,

but very heavy and clumsy, were

found.

The cannon had no carriages, but were fastened to logs or fixed
They were breech-loaders, in that the powder, fixed in
an iron cartridge, was introduced at the breech, while the ball seemed

platforms.

These double-ended
cannon reminded one of a tortoise. A ciu-ious or rather comical
thing about these cannon was that many of them had several touchholes in a row, the cannonier firing them by applying his match
rapidly along the line of vents an "accelerating gun," of a rude
The Corean gunpowder is said to burn so slowly that a
kind.
charge has to be lighted at both ends a type of the national polto be put in simiiltaneously at the muzzle.

—

—

icy.

As the Coreans were fortifying Tong-chin A\-ith imusual care,
the admiral sent out, October 2Gth, a reconnoitering party of one
hundred and twenty men, who were landed on the mainland, opposite

Kaug-wa

Island,

whence the high road rims

direct to the
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with fortifications clustered around a

great gate, having a pointed stone arch surmounted by the
a tortoise

and a pagoda.

To

force this gate

figui-e of

was to win the way

to

the capital.

As the marines were disembarking, the Coreans poured in a
wounded twenty-five Frenchmen.
Nevertheless the place was stormed and seized, but as the Corean
forces were gathering in the vicinity, the marines returned to the
heavy, fire, which killed two and

ships to await reinforcements.

Toward evening a jjarty of Coreans defiled at the

foot of the plain

in gallant array, evidently elated with supposed victory.

Suddenly,

came within range, the French ships opened on them with

as they

which exploded among them.
unknown war missiles, they broke and fled to
the hill- tops, where, to their surprise, they were again enveloped in a
shower of iron. Finally they had to take shelter in the distant
ravines and the far plains, which at night were illumined by their
shell,

Terrified at such

bivouac

fires.

Weak men and

nations, in fighting against stronger enemies,
must, like the weaker ones in the brute creation, resort to cunning.
They try to weary out what they cannot overcome. The Coreans,
even before rifled cannon and steamers, began to play the same old

war with the Japanese
They made hundreds of literal " men

tricks practised in the

in the sixteenth cen-

and stuck
them within range of the enemy's artillery, that the Frenchmen
The keen-eyed
might vainly expend their powder and iron.
Frenchmen, aided by their glasses, detected the cheat, and wasted
tury.

of straw,"

no shot on the mannikins.
Meanwhile the invaded nation was roused to a white heat of
vsT.*ath.
The furnace of persecution and the forges of the armorers
were alike heated to their utmost. Earnest hands lulled with rivalling diligence the tortiire and the sledge.
In the capital it was
written on the gate-posts of the palace that whoever should propose
peace with the French should be treated as a traitor and immediately executed.

On October

19th, Ni, the

Corean general commanding, had sent

the French admiral a long letter stuffed with quotations from the
Chinese classics, the gist of whftli was that whoever from outside

broke through the frontiers of another kingdom was worthy of
death a sentiment well worthy of a state of savagery.
The French admiral, with equal national bombast, but in direct

—
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and

clearest phrase,

deraanded the sun-ender of the three liigh

ministers of the court, else he would hold the Corean government
resi^ousible for the miseries of the war.

The Coreaus

in

camp were

ceaselessly busy in drilling

troops and improving their marksmanship.
all

quarters,

and among them was a regiment

tiger-hunters from the north, every

man

raw

Soldiers arrived from

of

hundred
dead shot

of eight

whom was

a

either with bow or matchlock. These men, who had faced the tiger
and many of whom had felt his claws, were not likely to fear even
French " devils." They garrisoned a fortified monastery on the
island which was situated in a valley in the centre of a circle of
hills which were crowned by a wall of vmcemented masoniy.
It
covdd be af)proached only by one small foot-path in a deep ravine.
The entrance was a gateway of heavy hewn stone, arched in a full
semicircle, the gate being in one piece.
The walls were mounted

with home-made

On

artillery.

the same day on which this information reached the admiral,

the natives attacked a French siu-vey boat, whereuj^on he at once

For this purpose he detached
IGO men, without artillery, who left at six o'clock in the morning of
October 27tli, with their luncheon packed on horses. The invaders,
\\dth their heads turned by too many easy victories, went in something
like picnic order, frequently stoj^ping to rest and enjoy the autumnal
scenery.
On several occasions they saw squads of men marching
over the hills toward the same destination, but this did not hurry
the Frenchmen, though a native informed them that the monastery,
ordinarily inhabited only by a dozen priests, was now garrisoned
resolved to capture the monastery.

and full of soldiers.
At 11.30 they arrived near the

fortress, when some one proposed
Others jauntily declared it would be very easy to capture
"the pagoda," and then dine in the hall of Buddha himself; this
advice was not, however, followed.
Having arranged three parties,
they advanced to within three hundred yards of the gate.
All
within was as silent as death. Suddenly a sheet of flame burst
from the whole length of the wall, though not a black head nor a
white coat was visible. In a minute the French columns were

lunch.

shattered and broken, and not a

man was on

his feet.

The

soldiers,

retreating in a hail of lead, found refuge behind rocks, sheaves of
rice,

piles of straw,

rallied their

men

and

in the huts near

lest the

wounded were then bonie

b}'.

Thei-e the oflScers

ganison should make a
to the rear.

sally.

They numbered

The
thirty-
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and these soon became

conscious of being weak and very hungry, for they had been cruelly
tantalized by seeing the lunch-horse kick up his heels at the first
fire,

and

sen.

They learned that one of the
might be caused by a horse in Cho-

trot over to the Coreans.

slips 'twist the

cup and the

liij

Perhaps some native poet improvised a poem contrasting

the patriotic nag with the steed of Kauko, which led a hungry

army home.
It being madness or annihilation for eighty Frenchmen to attempt to storm a stone fortress, garrisoned by five or ten times
theii- number of enemies, and guarded with artillery, retreat was
resolved on.
The wounded were hastily cared for and the mournful march began.
The stronger men carried their severely injured
comrades on their shoulders with brotherly kindness.
The unwounded who were free formed the rear-guard. Three times the
little band had to face about and fire wdth effect at the Coreans,
who thrice charged their foes with heavy loss to themselves. They
then mounted the hills, and Avith savage yells celebrated their victory over the western barbarians.
It Avas not till night, hungry
and tired, that reinforcements were met a half league from camp.
They had been sent out by the admiral, to whom had come i)res3nli-

ment

of failure.

There was gloom in the camp thct night and at headquarters.
The near sky and the horizon, notched by the hills, seemed to glare
vrith unusual luridness, betokening the joy and the deadly purpose
of the invaded peoj^le.

The next morning, to the surprise of all, and the anger of
man}^ orders were given to embark. The work on the fortifications begun around the camp was left off.
The trooj^s in Kang-wa
G3t fire to the city, which, in a few hours, was a level heap of ashes.
The departure of the invaders was so jDrecipitate that the jjatriols
to this day gloat over it as a disgraceful retreat.
A huge bronze bell, from one of the temples in Kang-wa, which
had been transported half way to the camp, was abandoned. The
Coreans recaptured this, regarding it as a special trophy of victory.
The French embarked at night, and at six o'clock next morning
dropped down to the anchorage at Boisee Island. On the way,
every fort on the island seemed to be manned and po])ping away at
the ships, but hurtiug only the paint and rigging.
To their great
disgust, the men repulsed two days before, discovered the walls of
the monastery from deck, and that the distance was only a mile and
25

'
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There was considerable silent swearing
it could be easily stormed and
must
obeyed, however, and in rage
Orders
be
then.
even
taken
and shame they silently gazed on the grim walls. The return cf
the expedition was a great surprise to the fleet at Boisoe Island.
a half from the river side.

among

the officers,

who

believed

On

his return to China, the admiral found, to his mortification, that

his

government did not approve of the headlong venture of Bel-

lonet.

In the palace at Seoul, the resolve was made to exterminate Chrisand branch. Yv'omen raid even children were ordered

tianity, root

to the death. Several Christian nobles were execvited. One Christian,
who was betrayed in the capital by his pagan brother, and another

unknown

fellow-believer

were taken to the river side in front of

near the place where the two French vessels had anchored.
At this histox-ic spot, by an innovation unknown in the customs of
Chu-sen, they were decapitated, and their headless trunks held

the

city,

neck downward to spout out the hot

away the

stain of foreign pollution.

life-blood, that it

" It

is

might wash

for the sake of these

Christians," said the oiScial proclamation, " that the barbarians
have come just here. It is on account of these only that the waters

been defiled by western ships. It behooves that
wash out the stain." Upon the mind of the
regent and court at Seoul, the effect was to swell their pride to the
of our river have

their blood should

Feeling themselves able almost to
extravagant conceit.
defy the world, they began soon after to hurl their defiance at
The dwarf of yesterday had become a giant in a day.
Japan.
folly of

were disastrous all over the East. Happenbetween foreigners and Chinese were strained, the
unexpected return o2 the fleet tilled the minds of Europeans in Cliina with
alarm.
It was the unanimous verdict of press and people that the return of
the French in sufficient force to Corea in the spring was a mea.sure of absolute
If not, since both British and American
safetj' to foreigners in the far East.
citizens were among the crew of the General Sherman, murdered at Ting-an,
'

The

results of this expedition

ing at a time

when

relations

fleets of Great Britain and the United States should proceed to Seoul. This,
however, was not done the English let well enough alone, the French soon
had their hands full in attending to the Germans at home, and the Americans
went later only to follow Admiral Roze's example. Meanwliile the smothered

the

;

hostility to foreign influence steadily gathered vigor, as the report
spread like a gale through China that the hated Frenchmen had been driven
away by the Coreans. The fires at length broke out in the Tien-tsin massacre,
June 21, 1870. "It is believed by many thoughtful observers in China that
this frightful event gained its first serious impetus from the unfortunate issue

embers of

of

Admiral Roze's campaign in Corea."
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In spite of foreign invaders and war's alarms, one peaceful event
during this same year, and shortly after the French lieet had gone
away, sent a ripple of jDleasure over the surface of Coreau society.
The young king, now but fourteen years old, who had been duly
betrothed to Min, a daughter of one of the noble families, was
duly married. Popular report credits the young queen with abilities not inferior to those of her royal husband.
According to cvistom, the Chinese emperor sent an ambassador,
one Koei-ling, a mandarin of high rank, to bear the imj)erial conThis merry Chinaman,
gratulations and investiture of the queen.
cultivated,

lively,

poetic in

mood, and susceptible to nature's
between the two capitals.

beauties, wrote an account of his journey

His charming impressions of
life

to

travel give

us glimpses of peaceful

Morning Calm, and afibrd a delightful contrast
the grim visage of war, with which events in Corea during the

last

in the land of

decade have unhappily made us too famiHar.

CHAPTER

XLIY.

AMERICAN RELATIONS WITH COREA.
Ajiierica

when

became a commercial

rival to

Cho-seu as early as 1757,

the pi'oducts of Couuecticut and Massachusetts lay side by

and Canton. Ginmost jjrecious drug iu the Chinese pharmacoi^ceia, had been
for ages brought from Manchuria and the neighboring peninsula,
where, on the mountains, the oldest and richest roots are found.
side with Coreau imports iu the markets of Pekiug

seng, the

The Dutch

traders, at once noticing the insatiable

the famed remedy, sought

all

demand for
The

over the world for a supply.

sweetish and mucilaginous root, though considered Avorthless by
Europeans, was then occasionally bringing its weight in gold, and
usually seven times its weight in silver, at Peking, and the merchants

embassy fi'om Seoul were reaping a rich harvest.
Besides selHng the younger and less valuable crop in its natui-al
condition, they had factories iu which the two-legged roots which
in the annual

—

to the Asiatic imagination suggested the figure of the

human body

—

they .were meant to refresh were so manipulated as to take on
the appearance of age, thus enhancing their price in the market.
Suddenly the Corean market was broken. Stimulated by the
at Albany, the Indians of ^Massachusetts had
found the lieshy root growing abundantly on the hills around
Stockbridge in Massachusetts. Taking it to Albany, they exchanged
While the Dutch domines
it for hardware, trinkets, and rum.
were scandalized at the drunken revels of the "Yankee" Indians,
who equalled the Mohawks in their inebriation, good Jonathan
Edwards at Stockbridge was grieving over the waywardness of his
dusky flock, because they had gone wild over ginseng-hunting.
The Hollanders, shipping the bundled roots on their galliots
down the Hudson, and thence to Amsterdam and London, sold them
to the Britisli East India Company at a profit of five hundred per
cent.
Landed at Canton, and thence carried to Peking, American
ginseng broke the market, forced the price to a shockingly low

Dutch merchants

figure,

and dealt a heavy blow

to the

Coreau monopoly.
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—

Henceforth a steady stream of ginseng now found in limitless
Ohio and Mississipj^i valleys poured into China,

—

quantities in the

Though

far inferior to the best article,

and

sufficiently like it in taste

the root of Cho-sen, which

is

it

{Aralia quinquefolia)

is

real or imaginary qualities to rival

not of the very highest grade.

Less than a generation had passed from the time that the western end of Massachusetts had any influence on Corea or China, before there was brought fi'om the far East an herb that influenced the
Mascolony at her other end, far otherwise than commercially.
sachusetts had sent ginseng to Canton, China now sent tea to
The herb from Amoy was pitched into the sea by
Massachusetts.
men dressed and painted like the Indians, and the Revolution followed.
carried around the world by CapHope, and regular trade with China
Captain Shaw was also the first consul of the
was established.
United States to China, living in Canton during part of the year
1786 and the whole of 1787 and 1788. Having been reappointed by
President Washington in 1789, while on a visit home, Caj)tain
Shaw returned to China in an entirely new ship, the Massachusetts,
At Canton he
built, navigated, and owned by American citizens.
held the office of consul certainly until the year 1790, and presumably until his death in 1794. This first consul of the United States
in China received his commission from Congress, on condition that
he should "not be entitled to receive any salary, fees, or emolu-

The American
Samuel Shaw

tain

flag

was

first

in the ship

ments whatever."
Animated by the

spirit of

independence, and a laudable ambiNew World declared that "the

tion, the resolute citizen of the

Americans must have

tea,

and they seek the most

for their precious root ginseng."

lucrative

market

'

—

was ginseng and tea an exchange of the materials for drink,
tonics— that brought the Americans and Chinese, and
finally the Americans and Coreans together.
It

a barter of

The Honorable Gideon Nye, of China, from whose article in " The Far
East" these facts are drawn concerning the first consul of the United
1

States to China, has effectually disproved the oft-quoted statement of Sir John
Davis in his "History of China," that "It was in the year 1803 that the

was first hoisted at Canton." Dr. William Speer in his excellent
the Chinese as well as to foreigners— has told the story of
Jonathan Edwards and his troubles over ginseng and the drink which his Indian pupils bought with it.

American

flag

book— fair

to

;

:
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Cotton was the next American raw material exported to China,
In 1812 the loaded ships sailed direct from
Alabama to Canton, on the expansion of trade after the Opium War.
The idea now began to dawn xxpon some minds that it was high
time that Jajian and Corea should be opened to American combe<^inning in 1791.

merce.

The

first

jttubhc

man who

gave this idea

official

expression was

the Honorable Zadoc Pratt, then member of the House of Eepresentatives from the Eleventh (now the Fifteenth) Congressional
As chairman of the Committee on Naval
District of New York.

he introduced in Congress, February 12, 1845, a proposiAmerican commerce by the despatch of a
mission to Japan and Corea as follows
"It is hereby recommended that immediate measures be taken
for effecting commercial arrangements with the empire of Japan

Affairs,

tion for the extension of

and the kingdom of Corea,"

etc,

(Congressional Globe, vol. xiv., p.

291).

The Mexican war was then already looming as a near possibility,
and under its shadow, the -ndsdom of sending even a part of our
little navy was doubted, and Mr. Pratt's bill failed to pass.
None of the American commanders, Glyn, Biddle, John Rodgers,
or even Perry, seem to have ventured into Corean waters, and
Commodore Perry has scarcely mentioned the adjacent kingdom in
the narrative of the treaty expedition which he wrote, and his
In truth, the sealed
pastor, the Rev. Francis L. Hawks, edited.
country was at that time almost as little known as that of Corea or
which Josephus mentions, or that province of India which
bears the same name.
The commerce which sprang up, not only between our country
and China and Japan, but also that carried on in American vessels between Shanghae, Chifu, Tien-tsin, and Niu-chwang in North China,
and the Japanese poi-ts, made the navigation of Corean waters a
Sooner or later shipwi-ecks must occur, and the quesnecessity.
tion of the humane treatment of American citizens cast on Corean
shores came up before our government for settlement, as it had
CorefB,

long before in the case of Japan.
WTien it did begin to rain it poured. Within one yeai- the
Corean government having three American cases to deal with, gave
a startling illustration of its policy— s^-ith the distressed, kindness
with the invader, death and
with the robber, powder and iron
;

annihilation.
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American schooner Sni-prise was wrecked
The approach of any foreign vessel
was especially dangerous at this time, as the crews might be mistaken for Frenchmen and killed by the people from patriotic imNevertheless Captain McCaslin and his men with their
pulses.
Chinese cook, after being first well catechised by the local magistrate, and secondly by a commissioner sent from Seoul, were
kindly treated and well fed, and provided with clothing, medicines,
and tobacco. By orders of Tai-wen Kun, they were escorted on
horseback to Ai-chiu, and, after being feasted there, were conducted
Thence, after a hard journey via Muksafely to the Border Gate.
A
den, they got to Niu-chwang and to the United States consul.
gold watch was voted by Congress to the Eev. Pore Gillie for his
kindness to these men while in Mukden.
From a j)assage in one of the letters of the Corean Government,
we gatlier that the crew of still another American ship were hospitably treated after shipwreck, but of the circumstances we are
Of the General Sherman affair more is known.
ignorant.
The General Sherman was an American schooner, owned by a
Mr. Preston, who was making a voyage for health. She was consigned to Messrs. Meadows & Co., a British firm in Tien-tsin, and
reached that port July, 18G3. After delivery of her cargo, an arrangement was made by the firm and owner to load her with goods

On June

24, 1866, the

off the coast (of Whang-hai?).

be saleable in Corea, such as cotton cloth, glass, tin-plate,
and despatch her there on an experimental voyage in the hope
of thus opening the country to commerce.
Leaving Tien-tsin July 29th, the vessel touched at Chifu, and
took on board ]\Ir. Hogarth, a young Englishman, and a Chinese
The complement of the vesshroff,' familiar with Corean money.
sel was now five white foreigners, and nineteen Malay and Chinese
sailors.
The owner, Preston, the master. Page, and the mate, Wilson, were Americans.
The Eev. Mr. Thomas, who had learned
Corean from refugees at Chifu, and had made a trip to Whang-hai
on a Chinese junk, went on board as a passenger to improve his
knowledge of the language.^

likely to
etc.,

These shroffs are experts in handling money. They can detect counterby the touch, and, with incredible celerity, can reckon amounts to thousandths of a cent on the abacus.
One or more of them are found in nearly
every one of the banks and hongs in Eurasian ports.
" Some weeks before, he had offered to penetrate the peninsula as missionary and agent of the Scottish National Bible Society.
The Coreans who had
'

feits
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From

the

because the

first

the character of the expeclition was suspected,
rather too heavily armed for a peaceful trad-

men were

ing voyage. It was believed in China that the royal coffins in the
of Piug-an, wherein more than one dynasty of ChO-sen lay

tombs

buried, were of solid gold

;

and

it

was broadly hinted that the ex-

pedition had something to do with these.

The schooner, whether merchant or invader, leaving Chifu, took
made for the mouth of the Ta Tong
Thei-e they met the Chinese captain of a Chifu junk, who
River.
agreed to pilot them up the river. He continued on the General
Sherman during four tides, or two daj's. Then leaving her, he returned to the river's mouth, and sailed back to Chifu, where he was
met and questioned by the Urm of Meadows & Co.
No further direct intelligence was ever received from the una wesfc-northwest direction, and

fortiinate party.

The time chosen

for this " experimental trading voyage "

was
The whole country was excited over the
expected invasion of the French, and to a Corean— esjiecially in the
north, where not one in ten thousand had ever seen a white forstrangely inopportune.

—

eigner any man dressed in foreign clothes would l)e taken for a
Frenchman, as were even the Japanese crew of the gunboat Unyo
Kuan in 1875. An armed vessel would certainly be taken for a
French ship, and made the object of patriotic vengeance.
According to one report, the hatches of the schooner were fastened down, after the crew had been driven beneath, and set on fire.
According to another, all were decaj^itated. The Coreans burned
the wood work for its iron, and took the cannon for models.
During this same month of August, 18GG, the Jewish merchant
Ernest Oppert, in the steamer Emperor, entered the Htni River, and
had secret interviews with some of the native Christians, who -vNTote
Communications were also held Avith the govto him in Latin.
ernor of Kang-wa, and valuable charts were made by Captain
James. One month later, in September, the French war-vessels

made their appearance.
The U. S. steamship Wachusett, despatched by Admiral Rowan
to inquire into the Sherman aflfair, reached Chifu January 14,
to Chifu, and who had met Dr. Williamson,
volunteered to he his guides, and he had decided to go with them. When the
opportunity of going hv the American vessel offered itself, he changed his plan.
Against the advice of his friends, who suspected the character of the expedition,
he joined the party.

accompanied Bishop Ridel
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1867, and is said to have taken on board tlie Chinese pilot of the
General Sherman, and the Rev. Mr. Corbett, an American missionLeaving Chifu January 21st, they cast
ary, to act as interpreter.

anchor, January 23d, at the

mouth

of the large inlet opposite Sir

which indents Whang-hai province. This estuary they erroneously supposed to be the Ta Tong Eiver leading to
Piug-an city, whereas they were half a degree too far south, as the

James Hall

chart

A

grouj),

made by themselves shows.
letter

was despatched, through the

Map

Illustrating the "

official of

Cow Island, near

General Sherman " Affa

the anchorage, to the j^refect of the large city nearest the place of
the Sherman affair, demanding that the murderers be produced on
the deck of the Wachusett. The city of Ping-an was about seventyletter probably went to Hai-chiu, the capiFive days elapsed before the answer arrived,
Many natives were
dui-ing which the surveying boats were busy.
met and spoken to, who all told one story, that the Sherman's crew
five

miles distant.

tal of

The

the province.

were murdered by the people, and not by
'

A

broad streak of light was thrown upon

official instigation.'

at least

one possible cause of the

by the statement of the natives that Chinese pirates freDuring the prequently descend on the coast and kill and rob the Coreans.

Sherman

tragedy,

;
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On

the 29th, au officer from one of the villages of the district

appeared,

"whose presence inspired

people."

An

among the
Commander Shu-

the greatest dread

interview was held, during which

feldt i?ossessed his soul in j^aticnce.

To the polished American's eye, the Coreau's manner was
haughty and imperious. He was utterly beyond the reach of reason and of argument. In his j^orson he seemed "the perfect tv^pe
The Corean's impressions of the
of a cruel and vindictive savage."
American, not being in print, ax-e vmknown.
It is

unnecessary to give the details of the fruitless interview.

The American could get neither information nor satisfaction
the gist of the Corean reiteration was, "Go away as soon as possible."
Commander Shufeldt, bound by his orders, could do
nothing more, and being compelled also by stress of weather, came
awa}'.

In 18G7, Dr. S. Wells Williams, Secretary of the Legation of
the United States at Peking, succeeded in obtaining an interview

with a member of the Corean embassy, who told him that after
the General Sherman got agi'ound, she careened over, as the tide

The

receded, and her crew landed to guard or float her.

native.'?

gathered around them, and before long an altercation took place
between the two i^arties, which soon led to blows and bloodshed.
A general attack began upon the foreigners, in which every man

About twenty of the natives lost their
is, " The evidence goes to uphold
the presumption that they invoked their sad fate by some rush or
Dr. Williams also met a Chinese
violent act toward the natives."
pilot, Yu Wautai, who rejDorted that in 1867 he had seen the hull
of a foreign vessel lying on the south bank of the river, about ten
miles up from the sea. The hull was fuU of water. A Corean from
Sparrow Island had told him that the murder of the Sherman's
crew was entirely the work of the people and fanners, and not of
was

killed

lives.

by the mob.

Dr. Williams'

comment

the magisj;rates or soldiery.
Still

determined to leam something of the

crew, since reports were current that two or
still alive

and

in prison,

fate of the

more

of

Sherman's

them were

Admiral Rowan, in May, 1867, despatched

another vessel, which this time got into the right

river.

Com-

vious year, several natives had been killed by Chinese pirates near the Wachuanchorage.
As ten of the crew of the Sherman were Canton Chinamen,
it is probable that the very sight of them on au armed vessel would inflame

sett's

the Coreaus to take their long-waited for revenge.
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in the U. S. steamsbip Shenandoah, besides sur-

veying the "Ping

Yang

Inlet," learned this version of the aftair

:

two years before. The
A
local officials went on board and addressed the two foreign officers
The latter grossly insulted the
of the ship in respectful language.
native dignitaries, i.e., " they turned round and went to sleep."
foreign vessel arrived in the river

on board, whom they spoke of as " Tony,' a FrenchThe
violent and very impolite language towai-d them.
used
man,"
Coreans treated their visitors kindly, but warned them of their
danger, and the unlawfulness of penetrating into, or trading in the
Nevertheless, the foreigners Avent up the river to Ping-an
country.
" ship, put him in
city, where they seized the " adjutant-general's

A man

and proceeded to rob the junks and their crews. The
people of the city aroused to vn:a.th, attacked the foreign ship with
fire-arms and cannon they set adrift fire-rafts, and even made a
hand-to-hand fight with pikes, knives, and swords. The foreigners
fought desperately, but the Coreans overpowered them, Finally,
chains,

;

fire, blew up with a terrific report.
This story was not of course believed by the American officers,
but even the best wishers and friends of the Ping-an adventurers
cannot stifle suspicion of either cruelty or insult to the natives.

the ship, having caught

Knowing the character of certain members of the party, and remembering the kindness shown to the crew of the Surprise, few of
the unprejudiced will believe that the General Sherman's crew were

murdered without

cause.

Can this Tony " be Preston? The ears of the Coreans, like the Japanese
and Chinamen, often catch merely the last syllable of a foreign name, and almost always vowelize it. Preston could thus easily become "Tony." A
"Frenchman," in a Corean's mouth, is a term for any violent foreigner.
'

'

'

CHAPTER XLY.
A BODY-SXATCHINO EHIPEDITION.
Early in May, 18G7, the foreign settlement at Sbangliae was
thi-own into excitement by the report of the return of an unsuccessThe oinui of Eurasian port
ful piratical expedition from Corea.
Conversation at
life was turned into a lively glow of excitement.
local gossip,
down
to
wilted
the clubs and tea-tables, which had
upon the
turned
now
races,
the
and
hunts,
Wade's policy, paper
archmortuary
sepulture,
royal
of
methods
geogi'aphy,
politics and
itecture, antiquities, customs, and costumes in the mysterious penThe pleasures of wheelbarrow rides, and visits to the bubinsula.
bling springs, now palled before the pending trial at the United
States consular court.

An American

citizen

was charged with making an

" unlawful

and

scandalous expedition " to Corea, and of violently attempting to
land in a country with which the United States had no treaty relaIt was further stated that he had gone to exhume the bones
tions.
In
of a defunct king in order to hold them for sale or ransom.
plain English, it was said to be a piratical and body-snatching descent upon the grave-yards of ChO-sen, to dig up royal remains,

not for tlie purpose of dissection, nor in the interests of science or
be
of archeology, but for the sake of money, which money was to
Seoul.
of
court
and
regent
the
from
extorted

The

may

idea, of course,

well understand

awoke

why

memment

One
as well as interest.
make periodical

Professor Morse should

descents upon the bone-yards of Red Cloud's territory, and exhibit
his triumphs— skeletons'of toothed birds and of geological horses
well
as small as Corean ponies— in a museum under glass cases,

mounted with shining brass springs and

iron joints.

Even a

school-

boy can without laughing think of Dr. Schliemann rooting among
the tombs of Mycens, and Di Cesnola sifting the dust of Kurium for
Even the night picture of resurrectionists,
its golden treasures.
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in a Scotch kirk-yard for subjects to sell at a

emptying graves

i:)Ourid sterling apiece, lias few elements of humor about it.
But to conceive of civilized "Christians," or Israelites, charter-

ing a steamer to exhume and steal the carcase and mouldering
bones of a heathen king, to hold them in pawn to raise money on
them created more laughter than frowns or tears. It was thought
that the sign under which the ship sailed, instead of being the flag
of the North German Confederation, should have been the three

such as hang above a pawnbroker's windows.
trial was formerly an interpreter at the United
States consulate, and, having learned Chinese from childhood, was
able to speak the language fluently, and thus converse, by means
of tongue or pencil, with the many Coreans wLo know the standard of communication in Eastern Asia either by sound or sight.
It was he also who furnished the cash for the expedition, the comgolden

balls,

The person on

mander-in-chief

of

was

which

one Oppert, a North German

the guide was a French Jesuit priest named Farout (evidently a fictitious name) who spoke Coreau, having been in the
These three were the leaders of the excountry as a missionary.
subject

;

^

pedition.

Before going, the American had told Consul Seward that his
was to take a Corean embassy to Europe, to uegociate treaties, and to explain to the governments of France and the United
object

Four Coreans, with
States the murder of their subjects in Corea.
the French missionary Bishop Ridel, had been in Shanghae a short
time before, April 24, 1867 and the defendant declared that it was
from these four persons, whom he styled " commissioners," that he
;

got his information as to the desire of the Corean government for
He also stated that this knowledge was held only by
treaties, etc.
the four Coreans, himself, and a Jewish pedler, who had several
times penetrated into Corea, and by whom the Corean " commis-

had been brought to Shanghae. These " commissioners,"
he averred, had a new and correct version of the General Sherman
affair.
According to their rej)ort, some of the crew had become
embroiled in a row growing out of the improper treatment of some
The crew went to rescue them.
native women, and were arrested.
They succeeded, and took also two native officers on board for
sioners,"

hostages.

This so enraged the people that they attacked the crew,

killed eight at once,

and made prisoners

of the others

who were

still alive.

Readers of our narrative

will smile

at discovering the poor
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fishermen -who brought their bishop across the Yellow Sea in their
boat thus transformed into " ambassadors."

—

One thing seemed to be on the surface that this modem Jason
and his argonauts had gone out to find a golden fleece, but came
back shorn.
On the retui'n of the expedition, Mr. Seward questioned the
American closely, sifted the matter, and finally, being satisfied that
something was wrong, put him on trial, eliciting the facts which
seem to be the following
Oppert, who had been at the Naipo, and up the Han Eiver in
the Emperor and Rona, secured a steamer named the China, of six
hundred and eighty tons, with a steam tender, the Greta, of sixty
The completons, and run the North German flag up at the fore.
ment of the shij) was eight Euroj^eaus, twenty Malays fi'om Manilla, and about one hundi'ed Chinamen, these last were a motley
crew of sailors, laborers, and coolies the riflf-rafi" of humanity,
such as swarm in every Chinese port. With muskets in their hands
it is doubtful whether a dozen of them had ever fired off a gun
they were to form the " forces" or militaiy escort of the expedition, which was to negotiate " treaties," embark an embassy to travel
round the globe, and introduce the Hermit Nation to the world.
The " fleet " left Shaughae April 30, 1867, and steamed to Nagasaki in which Japanese port she remained two days, taking on
board coal, water, and ten cases of muskets. The prow was then
headed for Chung- chong i:»rovince. They ai-rived in Prince Jerome
Gulf at 10 P.M. on Friday, May 8th. The next day at 10 a.m. they
:

—

—
—

;

moved farther in the river. In the afternoon they succeeded in
getting two small boats, or sampans, partly by persuasion and pay,
The expedition was then organized, Oppert compartly by force.
manding. The mate, engineer, and regular Chinese manned the
The muskets were unpacked
tender which was to tow the boats.
and distributed on deck, and the coolies were armed, equipped,
taught the difference between the butt and muzzle of theh- weap-Four men carried spades or coal
ons, and given their orders.

exhume the bones and treasure.
The French priest who had been in Corea acted as guide and
Shortly after midnight, and very early on Sunday
intei-preter.
morning, the steam tender began to move up the river, stopping
The armed crowd
at a point about forty miles from the sea.
to the tomb was
countiy
open
the
across
mai'ch
landed, and the
begun. As they proceeded, the neighborhood became alive with
shovels to
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curious people, and the bills were white with j)eople gazing at the
strange procession, A few natives being met on the way, the
French priest stopped to speak with them. The party rested for
a while at a temple, for the march was getting tiresome, having
already occiipied several hours.
Beaching the burial-place [uearTotta-san?], they found a raised

mound

with a slab of stone on each side at the base. Beneath this
Was it bones or gold ?
treasure.

tomb was the supposed

The four men with si:)ades now began their work, and soon
mound. They had dug out a considerable quantity of
earth, when their shovels struck on a rocky slab, which seemed to
be the lid of the tomb proper, or the sarcophagus. This they
could not move. All efforts to budge or pry it up were vain.
Having no crowbars they were, after much useless labor, with perhaps not a little swearing, compelled to give up their task.
On their return march, the exasperated Coreans, plucking up

levelled the

courage, attempted to molest them, but the marauders, firing their
guns in the air, kept their assailants at a respectful distance. The

party and tender dropped

down

the river and rejoined the steamer

weather being foggy.
Further proceedings of the expedition are known only in outThe steamer weighed anchor and left for Kang-wa Island.
line.
They put themselves in communication with the local magistrate
during three days. On the third day a party landed from the
Two men were killed
ship, and while on shore were fired upon.
at noon, the

and one wounded.

The exi^editiou remained in Corea ten days, returning to Shanghae after two weeks' absence.
In the foregoing trial it is most evident that many details were
The quantity of truth divulged was probably in proconcealed.
portion to the whole amount, as the pufts of steam from a safetyThe accused let out just
valve are to the volume in the boiler.
enough to save them from conviction and to secure their acquittal.
The defendant was discharged with the Scotch verdict "not
proven." Mr. George F. Seward, however, wrote to the State
Department at Washington his opinion, that the expedition was
" an attempt to take from their tombs the remains of one or more
sovereigns of Corea, for the purpose, it would seem, of holding
them to ransom."
Whether any great amount of treasure is ever buried with the
sovereigns or grandees of Cho-sen

is

not

known

to us.

Certain

it

COREA.

4C0
is

that the national sentiment

bance or

is

rilling of seinilchi'es.

that of horror ap^ainst the distur-

Now

they had before their eyes a

fresh confirmation of their* suspicious that the chief purpose of

foreign invixders Avas to rob the dead and violate the most holy

The

instincts of humanity.

beyond

conviction that,

many

them

of

thieves

all

national

and robbers.

Map

mind now

settled into the

doubt, foreigners were bai'barians and

Illustrating the

"With such eyes were they

" China " Affa

ready to look upon the flag and ships of the United States when
they came in 1871.

—

Note. Nearly every word of the above was written in December, 1877, the
information liaving been derived from the United States Dijjlomatic Correspondence.

At

tliat

time we suspected that " Farout " was the fictitious name of
Roman Catholic missionary, who had escaped the persecu-

Feron, the French

It seems that three countries and three religions were represented in this body-snatching expedition, which was of a truly international

tions of 1866.

character.

In March, 1880, there was published in London and New York the
English translation of " Ein Verschlossenes Land," a work printed in Germany.
As we read " A Forbidden Land: Voyages to the Corea," it dawned upon us

"

:
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that the author was none other than "the needy Hamburgh trader," "the
Jewish pedler," of the Consular Court trial of IbiJT. It was even so. Cooll\'
and without denial, the author tells us that the main ob'ect of his last voyage
was to " remove " some buried relics held in great veneration by that " bloodIhe project was first suggested to
thirsty tyrant," the Tai-wen Kun, or regent.
him by the French priest, who, as the author takes pains to tell us, was not a
Jesuit, nor had ever belonged to that order (p. 295), though he gives Feron's
proposition in his own words (p. 299), the italics being ours
" If the project I am going to lay be "ore you {'.e., to rob the grave) will at
:

you strange and out oi the common, remember that a prnt
never be gained by small means, and that we must look at this affair
from another point of view than that which may be taken by narrow-minded
first

sight appear to

aim can
people.

march [to near Totta-san?], excavation, and reduly narrated, the blame of failure being laid upon one unlucky
wight who was "the only disreputable character we had with us!"
After leaving Prince Jerome Gulf, the China proceeded up the Han River
to Tricault Island (see map, page 379), "about twenty minutes' steam below
Kang-wha." There the leader received a note from the Taiouen-goon (the
Tai-wen Kun, or regent), the gist of which was, "Corea has no need of foreign
intruders." While holding a parley near the wall of a town on Tricault Island,
The

details of the landing,

treat are

"the only disreputable character" in the party again got them into trouble.
This black sheep was a German sailor, who, hungering ai:ter fresh veal, had
stolen a calf an act which drew the fire of the native soldiery on the city wall.
The thief received a ball in his arm, which compelled him to drop the calf
and run, while one Manilaman was shot dead. It is not known how far the
statistics of a Corean warfare diverge from those elsewhere, nor how many
;

tons of lead are required to kill one man, but owing to the incredibly bad aim
of the jingal shooters, the remainder of the party of twenty or more escaped
The next morning the expedition set
their deserts and reached the tender.

out on the return to Shanghae.
After a review of this book (in The JVation of April 7, 1880), which the author
issued after his imprisonment, the following note appeared in the same paper
of April 21st

Oppert's Corean Outrage.
To

the

Editor of The Nation

:

Sir The notice of Oppert's book on Corea recalls some curious incidents
The raid on the King's tomb was one of the most extraordinary
to my mind.
affairs ever known.
Its inception and failure might have been concealed but
for the Coreans, when they attacked the ghouls, killing an unfortunate
Manilaman. Hearing of this, the Spanish consul applied to Mr. Seward
(United States Consul-General at Shanghae), who at once arrested Jenkins. I
was one of the four " associates " summoned to sit with the consul-general in
:

and well remember what a perfect burlesque it was. The Chinese,
and coherent story on preliminary examination, were as
dumb as oysters on the stand. When all had been called, the defendant's
Conviction was
counsel said that he would rest his case on their testimony.

the

trial,

who had

told a plain

26
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minds of those informed on the subject, the wickedbuccaneering exj)editiou was remembered as surpassing even the
absurdity of an attempt to destroy a granite mausoleum with coal shovels.
There is a monstrous impertinence in Oppert's publishing an account of a
piratical fiasco which is reported to have cost him a term of imprisonment at
impossible, but in the
ness of

tliis

home.
A. A.

New

Yokk,

April 15, 1880.

Hayes,

Jr.

CHAPTER XLYL
"

OUK LITTLE WAR WITH THE HEATHEN."

The representations made to the Department of State at Washington by Dr. S. Wells Williams, concerning the General Sherman,
and by Consul-General George F. Seward, in the matter of the
China, affair, directed the attention of the Government to the
opening of Corea to American commerce. The memorial of Mr.
Seward, dated October 14, 1868, reviewed the advantages to be
gained and the obstacles in the way. The need of protection to

American seamen was pointed out, and as Japan had been opened
to international relations by American diplomacy, why should not a
smaller nation yield to persuasion ? American merchants in China
having seconded IVIr. Seward's proposal, the State Department took
the matter into serious consideration, and, in 1870, resolved to un-

dertake the difficult enterprise.
The servants of the United States who were charged with this
delicate mission were, Mr. Frederick F. Low, Minister of the
United States to Peking, and Bear- Admiral John Kodgers, Commander-in-Chief of the Asiatic squadron. Mr. Low was directed by
Secretary Fish to gain

all

possible knowledge from Peking, and

then proceed on the admiral's flag-ship to the Corean capital. He
was to make a treaty of commerce if possible, but his chief aim was
to secure provision for the pi'otection of shipwrecked mariners. He
was to avoid a conflict of force, unless it could not be avoided
without dishonor. " The responsibility of war or peace " was to be
left

with him and not with the admiral.'
There was at this time, all over the far East, a feeling of uncer-

served one term in Congress and as governor of Calihad been chosen by President Grant to be minister to
China the year before, 1869, was new to his duties. He was in the prime of
All his despatches show that Cho-sen was as
life, being fifty-two years of age.
unknown to him as Thibet or Anam, and from the first he had scarcely one ray
'

Mr. Low,

who had

fornia from 18G4 to 1868,

of

hope in the success of the mission.
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and alarm among foreigners, and many portontious signs
seemed to indicate a general uprising, both in China and Japan,
The example of Corea in expelling or iDeheadagainst foreigners.
ing the French jmests acted as powerful leaven in the minds of the
The
fanatical foreigner-haters in the two countries adjoining.
"
" mikado reverencers," who in Japan had overthrown the " Tycoon
taiuty

of government, made these objects
of all aliens. The ciy of " honor the
expulsion
the
to
only secondary
mikado " was joined to the savage yell of the Jo-i (alien-haters),

and abolished the dual system

"expel the barbarians." In China the smothered feelings of murderous animosity were almost ready to burst. The air was filled
with alarms, even while the American fleet was preparing for Corea.
Eear- Admiral Eodgers,'^ who had taken command, and relieved
Admiral Eowan, August 20, 18G9, began his preparations with vigor.
In a consultation held at Peking during November, 1870, between the admiral, minister, and consul general, the time for the
Mr. Seward
expedition was fixed for the month of May, 1871.
then left fcr a visit to India, and Mr. Low despatched, through the
'

After
Tribunal of Eites at Peking, a letter to the King of Corea.
vast circumlocution, it emerged from the mazes of Chinese court
etiquette,

In

this,

and by a

special courier reached the regent at Seoul.

however, the Chinese were doing a great favor.

No

answer

was received from Seoul before the expedition sailed.
Meanwhile the German minister to Japan (now in Peking),
left New York, April 9, 1869, with the Colorado and
The Beiiicia had left Portsmouth March 2d, and the Palos set sail
from Boston June 2Cth. These vessels, with the Monocacy and Ashuelot, were
to form the Asiatic squadron of Admiral Rodgers. Of our ve.sselson the station
during the previous year, two had returned home, two had been sold, the rotten Idaho was moored at Yokohama as a store-ship, and the Oneida, which had
heen sunk hy the British mail-steamer Bombay, lay with her uncoffined dead
untouched and neglected by the great Government of the United States. Admiral Rodgers was so delayed by repairs to the Ashuelot, that finally, in order
'

Admiral Rodgers

Alaska.

had to sail without this vessel.
Rear-Admiral John Rodgers, who commanded tlie fleet, was a veteran in
He had served in the Seminole
war, in naval science, and in polar research.
and Mexican campaigns, and through the civil war on the iron-clad monitors.
He had visited the Pacific in Wh'i, when in command of the John Hancock.
He had cruised in the China seas and sailed through Behring's Straits. He,
His
age.
too, was in the prime of life, being at this time fifty-eight years of

to gain the benefit of the spring tides,
2

whole conduct of the expedition displayed consummate
in this, as in

the age."

liis

many

other enterprises, as

"one

skill,

and marked him

of the foremost naval

men

Yet princes in naval science are not always princes in diplomacy.

of
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at Fusan, and
attempted to hold an interview with the governor of Tong-nai. He
was accompanied by the Japanese representatives at Fusan, who
A tart lecture to the mikado's subpolitely forwarded his request.
ject for his officiousness, and a rebuff to the Kaiser's envoy were
the only results of his mission. After sauntering about a little,

Herr M. Von Brandt, bad landed from the Hertlia

Herr Von Brandt, who arrived June 1, 1878, left June 2d, and the
era of commercial relations between the Central European Empii-e'
and Chn-sen was postponed.
During the year 1870, Bishop Ridel, who had gone back to
France, returned to China and prepared to rejoin his converts.
Having communicated with them, they awaited his coming with anxiety, and we shall hear of them on board of the flag-ship Colorado.
Mr. Low, having gathered all possible information, pu.blic and
private, concerning "the semi-barbarous and hostile people" of
"the unknown country which he expected to fail of entering,
sailed from Shanghae, May 8th, arriving at Nagasaki, May 12th.
On the 13th he wrote to the Secretary of State, IVIi'. Hamilton
He declared that "Corea is more of a sealed book than
Fish.
Japan was before Commodore Perry's visit." Evidently he looked
upon the pathway of the duty laid uj)on him as unusually thorny.
The rose if plucked at all would be held in smarting fingers.
While granting a faithful servant of the nation the virtue of modesty, one cannot fail to read in his letter more of an expectation to
redress wrongs than to conciliate hostility.
'

^

"^

appearance of the flag of North Germany in Corean waters was
at the mast-head of the China, when plunder and dead men's bones were the
objects sought. Its second appearance, on the Hertha man-of-war, was in peace
and honorable quest of friendly relations. Its third appearance, in May, 1871
while, or shortly before, the American fleet were in the Han River was on
'

The

—

first

—

the schooner Chusan, which was wrecked on one of the islands of Sir James
Hall group, the Chinese crew only, it appears, being saved. On June 6th, a
party of three foreigners left Chifu in a junk to bring back salvage from the

wreck. These men were not heard from until July 6th, when the Chinese
crew returned without them. On the same day the British gunboat Ringdove,
with the consul of Chifu, left for the Hall group. It was found that the foreigners had landed to bring away the crew of the Chusan, when the Chinamen, pretending or thinking that they had been taken prisoners, put off to sea
without them. The consul found them in good health and spirits, and the
Ringdove brought away for them whatever was worth saving from the Chusan.
Again the Corean policy of kindness toward the shipwrecked was illustrated.
The two foreigners— a Scotchman and a Maltese— had been well fed and kindly
treated.
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The whole spirit of the exi)edition was not that reflected in the
despatches of the State Department, but rather that of the clubs
and dinner-tables of Shanghae. The minister went to Corea
with his mind made up, and everything he saw confirmed him in
Of the admii-al, it is not unjust to say that the
warrior predominated over the peace-maker. He had an eye to the
victories of war more than those, not less renowned, of peace.
The sword was certainly more congenial to his nature than the pen.
his fixed opinion.

at Nagasaki, in Kiushiu— that diviwhence warlike expeditions to Cho-sen have sailed
from the days of Jingu to those of Taiko, and from Taikr. to Rodgers.

The

fleet

made rendezvous

sion of Japan

This time, as in the seventh century, the landing was to be made
not near the eastern, but on the remote western, coast. The cry
Avas,

"On

to Seoul."

The squadron, consisting of the flag-ship Colorado, the corvettes
Alaska and Benicia, and the gun-boats Monocacy and Palos, sailed
gaUantly out of the harbor on May 16th, and, making an easy run,
anchored off Ferrieres Islands on the 19th, and, after a delay of
fogs. Isle Eugenie on the 23d.
In spite of the formidable ai^pearauce of our navy, the vessels
an antiquated type or of too heavy a draught, their
timbers too rotten or not strong enough for shotted broadsides,
and their armanent defective in breech-loading firearms, while the
The Palos and
facilities for landing a force were inadequate.
Avere of either

Monocacy were the only ships fitted to go up the Han Eivcr. The
They were little more than
others must remain at the mouth.
All the naval world in Chinese waters wondered why
transports.
so wide-awake and practical a people as the Americans should be
content with such old-fashioned ships, vm worthy of the gallant crews
who manned them. However, the fleet and armament were better
than the Corean war-junks, or mud-forts armed with jingals. In
gallant sailorly recognition of his predecessor, yet with unconscious
omen of like failure, the brave Eodgcrs named the place of anchor-,

age Roze Roads. The French soundings were verified and the
superb sceneiy richly enjoyed. All navigators of the approaches
to Seoul are alike unanimous in showering unstinting praise upon
their natural beauty. Here for the first time the natives beheld the

"flowery" flag of the United States.
Next morning the Palos and four steam-launches were put under
the command of Captain Homer C. Blake, to examine the channel beyond Boisce Island. Four days were peaceably spent in this service,
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made on the evening of the 28th. Meanwhile
boat parties had landed and been treated in a friendly manner by
the people, and the usual cm'iosity as to brass buttons, blue cloth,
and glass bottles displayed. The customary official paper without
signature, of interrogations as to who, whence, and why of the

a safe return being

comers was displayed, and the answers, "Americans," "Friendly,"
and " Interview " returned in faultless
It was anuoonced that the
fleet would remain

Chinese.

for

some

On

time.

the

follow-

May

ing day,
the fleet

30th,

anchored

between the Isles
Boisee and Guerri-

A

cre.

stiff

breeze

had blown away the
fogs and revealed
the verdure and the
features of a land-

scape which struck
'dl

with admiration

for its luxuriant
lieauty.

Approach-

ing the squadron in
a junk,

some natives

made signs of friendand came on
board without hesitation.
They bore
a missive acknowledging the receipt
ship,

5,

of

the

Wedge

of Civilization

Americans'

and announcing that three nobles had been appointed by
These junk-men were merely messenThey were
gers, and made no pretence of being anything more.
wined
and
dined
and
ship,
the
round
shown
hospitably treated,
until their good nature broke out in broad grins and redolent visThey stood for their photographs on deck, and some fine
ages.

letter,

the regent for conference.

—
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l)ictm-es of

them were obtaiued.

with an armful of

si:)oil

One

of tliem, after being loaded

in the shape of a

dozen or so of Bass' pale

and a copy of Every Salurday, a
Boston illustrated newspaper, was told in the stereotyped photographt!r'H phrase to " assume a pleasant expression of countenance,
and look right at this point." He obeyed so well, and in the nick
" Our first Corean
of time, that a wreath of smiles was the result.
visitor " stands before lis on the page.
Strange medley of the significant symStrange coincidence
The first thing given to the Corean ^vas
bols of a Christian laud
In the jjictiire, plainly appearing, are the
alcohol, beer, and wine.
empty pale ale bottles, Avith their trade-mark, the red triangle
"the entering wedge of civilization." But held behind the hands
clasping the bottles is a copy of Evei-tj Sattirdaij, on the front page
of which is a i^icture of Charles Sumner, the champion of humanity, and of the principle that "nations must act as individuals,"
with like moral responsibility
Promptly on May 31st, a delegation of eight officers, of the
third and fifth rank, came on board evidently with intent to see the
minister and admiral, to learn all they could, and to gain time.
They had little or no authority and no credentials, but they were
sociable, friendh^, and in good humor.
" Mr. Low would not lower himself," nor would Admiral
Rodgers see them. They were received by the secretary, Mr. Drew.
They were absolutely non-committal on all points and to all questions asked, and naturally so, since they had no authority whatever
to say "yes" or "no " to any proposition of the Americans.
ale bottles,

minus

their corks,

!

!

!

'•

'

men simply acted as the catsi>aws for the monkey in the capital to
many liot chestnuts from the lire as possible, it is part of Asiatic
send official men of low rank and no authority to dally and prelude,

These

pull out as

policy to

Their chief weapons are
if possible, hoodwink or worry out foreigners.
words; their main strength, cunning. When these are foiled by kindness, and
equal patience, firmness, and address, the Asiatics yield, and send their men of
Perry knew this, so did Townsend Harris in
first rank to confer and treat.
Japan so have successful diplomats known it in China. Was it done in the
and,

;

American expedition to Corea in 1871 ? Let us see.
These Coreans had no right to say either "yes" or "no" to any proposition of
the Americans.
Had they committed themselves to anything definite, degradation, crushed shin-bones, and perhaps death, might have been their fate.
The only thing for the Americans to do— who came to ask a favor which the
Coreans were obstinately bent on not giving was to feast them, treat them
with all kindness, get them in excellent good humor, send them back, and
In the light o2 the
wait till accredited envoys of high rank should arrive.

—

—

'
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A golden opi^ortunity was here lost. The Coreau envoys were
informed that soundings would be taken in the river, and the shores
It was ho^^ed that no molestation wovxld be
w'ould be surveyed.
offered, and, further, that twenty-four hours would elapse before the
boats began work.
" To all this they (the Coreans) made no rejily which could indicate dissent. "
They had no power to nod their
[Certainly not
" So, believing that we might
heads, or say either " yes " or " no." ]
!

continue our surveys while further dii^lomatic negotiations were
pending, an expedition was sent to examine and survey the SaKe

[Han] River."

The survey

fleet

consisted of the Monocacy, Palos, the only

and four steam-launches, each of the latter
having a howitzer mounted in the bow. Captain H. C. Blake, the
commander, was on board the Palos. The old hero understood the
situation only too well.
As he started to obey orders he remarked "In ten minutes we shall have a row."
Exactly at noon of June 2d, the four steam-launches proceeded
ships

fit

for the purjDose,

:

French

failure, this

was the only course

to pursue.

There were even

influence in the American fleet v^ho advised this policy of patience.

men

of

As mat-

such a course was urged by Captain H. S. Elake.
In such an emergency, patience, kindness, tact, the absence of any burning idea of "wiping out insults to the flag," and an antiseptic condition toward
fight were most needed— the higher qualities, of resolution and self-conquest
rather than valor.
Even if it had been possible to inflict ten times the damage which was afterward actually inflicted, and win tenfold more "glory,"
the rear-admiral must have known that nature and his "instructions" were
on the side of the Coreans, and that the only end of the case must be a retreat
from the country. And the only possible interpretation the peojjle could put
upon the visit of the great American fleet would be a savage thirst for needless vengeance, a sordid greed of gain, and the justification of robbers and invaders.
In spite of all the slaughter of their countrymen, they would read in
the withdrawal of their armies, defeat, and defeat only.
These are the rear-admiral's own words. Here was the mistake
From
what may be easily known of the Corean mind, it must have seemed to them
that the advance of such an armed force up the river, leading to the capital
following exactly the precedent of the French was nothing more than a
treacherous beginning of war in the face of assurances of peace.
To enter into
their waters seemed to them an invasion of their country.
To do it after fair
words spoken in friendship seemed basest treachery. Had a Corean ofl[icer
counselled peace in the face of the advancing fleet, he would undoubtedly
have been beheaded at once as a traitor. There were men on the American
side who saw this.
Some spoke out loud of it to others, but it was not " theirs
ter ox fact,

'

!

—

to

make

reply."
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up the river, the Palos and Monocacy following.
was running uw and neither of the large vessels could be
kept moving at a rate slow enough to allow the survey work to be
done well, so that this i:)art of their work is of little value.
Yet everything seemed quiet and peaceful the bluffs and high
banks along the water Avere densely covered with green woods, with
now meadows, now a thatched-roof village, anon a rice-field in the
Occasionally people could be seen in their white
foreground.
dresses along the banks, but not a sign of hostility or war until, on
reaching the lower end of Kang-wa Island, a line of forts and flutIn a few minutes more long
tering flags suddenly become visible.
lines of white-garbed soldiery were seen, and through a glass an
interpreter read on one of the yellow flags the Chinese characters
meaning " General Commanding." In the embrasures were a few
pieces of artillery of 32-pound calibre, and some smaller pieces
iu line abreast

The

tide

;

by fives, or nailed to logs iu a row. On the oppopoint of the river was a line of smaller earthworks, freshly
thrown up, armed only with jiugals. Around the bend in the

lashed together
site

was "a whirlpool as bad as Hell Gate," full of eddies and
hundred feet wide. The fort
(Du Condu) was situated right on this elbow. Hundreds of mats
and screens were ranged within and on the Avorks, masking the
loaded guns. As the boats passed nearer, glimj)ses into the fort
became possible, by which it was seen that the cannon " lay nearly
as thick together as gun to gun and gun behind gim on the floor of
an arsenal." (See map, page 415.)
For a moment the silence was ominous oppressive. The hearts
of the men beat violently, their teeth were set, and calm defiance
waited in the face of certain death. The rapid current bore them
on right into the face of the frowning muzzles. It seemed impos-

river

ledges, with the channel only three

—

sible to escape,

now ?

^'ere the Coreans going to fire
?
Xow is their opportunity.

Immediately

?

If so,

The

why

not

vessels are

abreast the forts.

The Corean commander was one moment too late. From the
parapet under the great flag a signal gun was fired. In an instant mats and screens were alive with the red fire of eighty pieces
Then a hail of shot from all the cannon, guns, and
of artillery.
around the boats. Forts, batteries, and walls were
hidden for a moment in smoke. The water was rasped and torn as
though a hailstoiTU was passing over it. Many of tlie men in the
boats were wet to the skin by the splashing of the water over them.

jingals rained
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Old veterans of the civil war had never seen so much fire, lead, iron,
and smoke of bad powder concentrated in such small space and
" Old Blake," who had had two ships shot under him by the
time.

remember nothing so sharp as this.
The fire was promptly returned by the steam-launch howitzers.
The Palos and Monocacy, which had forged aliead, turned back,
and " Old Blake came round the point a- flying, and let drive all
The consequence was that they
the guns of the Palos at them.
Confederates, declared he could

kicked so hard as to tear the bolts out of the side of the ship and
render the bulwarks useless during the remainder of the fight."
The Monocacy also anchored near the point, and sent her ten-inch
During her movements, she struck a rock and
shells into the fort.

began to leak badly. After hammering at the forts until everything in them was silenced, the squadron returned down the river,
sending their explosive compliments into the forts and redoubts as
they passed. All were quiet and deserted, however, but the commander's flag was still flying unharmed and neglected. Strange
to say, out of the entire fleet only one of our men was wounded
and none was killed nor did any of the ships or boats receive any
damage from the batteries. Two hundred giuis had been fired on
the Corean side.
The signal coming too late, the immovability of
their rude guns, the badness of the powder, and the poor aim of
the unskilled gunners, were the causes of such an incredibly small
damage. It was like the bombardment of Fort Sumter in 1861, or
like those battles which statistics reveal to us, in which it requires
a ton of lead to kill a man.
However, it was determined by the chief representatives of the
civil and naval powers to resent the insult oflfered to our " flag " in
the "unprovoked" attack on our vessels, "should no apology or
satisfactory explanation be offered for the hostile action of the
Corean government."
Ten days were now allowed to pass before further action was
taken.
They were ten days of inaction, except jjreparation for
further fight and some correspondence with the local magistrate.
What a pity these ten days had not been spent before, and not
after, June 2d
Some civilians, not to say Christians, might also
be of the opinion that ample revenge had already been taken,
enough blood spilled, the "honor" of the flag fully "vindicated,"
a delicate diplomatic mission of "peace" spoiled beyond further
damage, and that further vengeance was folly, and more blood
But not so thought the powers that be.
spilled, murder.
;

!
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The chastising expedition consisted of the Monocacy, Palos,
four steam-launches, and twenty boats, conveying a lauding force
of six hundred and fifty-one men, of whom one hundred and five
were marines. The Benicia, Alaska, and Colorado remained at anThe total force detailed for the work of punishing the Cochor.
reans was seven hundred and fifty-nine men.
These were arranged
in ten companies of infantry, with seven pieces of artillery.
The
Monocacy had, in addition to her regular armament, two of the
Captain Homer C. Blake, who was put
Colorado's nine-inch guns.
in charge of the expedition, remained on the Palos.
The squadron proceeded uj) the river at 10 o'clock, on the
morning of the 10th of June, two steam-launches moving in adThe boats were in tow of the Palos,
vance of the Monocacy.
which moved at 10.30. The day was bright, clear, and wvann. A
short distance above the isle Primaugniet a junk was seen approaching, the Coreans Ava^ing a white flag and holding a letter fronj
one of the ministers of the court. One of the steam-launches met
It was translated by Mr.
the junk, and the letter was received.
Drew, but as it contained nothing which, in the American eyes,
seemed like an apology, the squadron moved on. At 1 o'clock the
Monocacy arrived within range of the first fort and opened with
her guns, which partly demolished the walls and emptied it in a

few seconds.
The landing party, after a two minutes' pull at the oars, reached
the shore, and disembarked about eight hundred j'ards below the
fort.
The landing-place was a mud-llat, in which the men simk to
their knees in the tough slime, losing gaiters, shoes, and even tearing

ofl:'

the legs of their trousers in their efforts to advance.

The

howitzers sank to their axles in the heavy ooze.
Once on firm land, the infantry formed, the marines deploying
as skirmishers.

Unarmed

harmed, and the

first

fort

refugees from the
was quietly entered.

villages

were not

The work

of de-

molition was begun by firing everything combustible and rolling

Day being far spent when this was
whole force went into camp and bivouacked, taking
every precaution against sui*prise.
Foiu* companies of infantry
were first detailed to drag the howitzers out of the mud, a task
which i-esembled the wi'enching of an armatm-e off a twenty-horse
power magnet.
All was quiet
Oiu* men lay down to sleep under the stars.
that Saturday night, except the chatting round the camp-fires and
the gims into the river.
finished, the
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croaking of the Corean frogs, as the men cleaned themselves
Toward midnight a body of
for their Sunday work.

tlie

and prepared

white-coats ajjproached, set
a dropping

fire

on our main

up a tremendous howling, and began
As they moved about in the

pickets.

When the long roll was sounded,
our men sjDrang to their arms and fell in like old veterans. A
few shells were scattered among the ghostly howlers, and all was
quiet again.
The mai'ines occupied a strong position half a mile
from the main body, a rice-field dividing them, with only a narrow
They slept with their az'ms at their side,
foot-path in the centre.
darkness, they looked like ghosts.

and, divided into three reliefs, kej)t watch.

While

at the

anchorage

oft'

Boisee Island that evening, twelve

native Christians, api^roaching noiselessly in the dark,
of a desire to

communicate.

They had come

made

signs

junk from some
Ridel, and two other

in a

point on the coast to inquire after their j^astor.
French missionaries whom they expected. To their great distress,
Fearing lest the
the Americans could give them no information.
government might know, from the build of their craft, from what
part of the country they came, and punish them for commimicating
with the foreigners, they burned their boat and returned home.
Next day was Sunday. The reveille was soiinded in the camps,
breakfast eaten, and blankets rolled up. Comj^any C and the pioneers were sent into the fort to comjjlete its destruction, by burning
up the rice, dried fish, and huts still standing.
The march began at 7 a.m. The sun rolled up in a cloudless
sky and the weather was very warm. It was a rough road, if, indeed, it could be called such, being but a bridle-path over hills and
valleys, and through rice fields. Whole companies were required to
drag the howitzers u]d the hills and through the narrow defiles.
The marines led the advance. The next line of fortifications, the
" middle fort,"' was soon entered.
The guns were found loaded, as
they had been deserted as soon as the fort was made a target by
the Monocacy, every one of whose shots told.
The work of dismantling was here thoroughly done. The sixty brass pieces of artillery, all of them insignificant breech-loaders of two-inch bore,
were tumbled into the river, and the fort appropriately named
"Fort Monocacy."
The difficult march was resumed under a blazin^- sun and in

steaming heat.

A

succession of steep hills lay before them.

Sap-

and miners, with picks, shovels, and axes, went ahead levelling
and widening the road, cutting bushes and filling hollows. The

jDers
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had to be hauled up and lowered down the steep places by
means of ropes. Large masses of white coats and black heads hovered on their flanks, e\'idently purposing to get in the rear. Their
numbers were increasing. The danger was imminent. The fort
must be taken soon or never.
A detachment of five howitzers and three companies were detailed to guard the flanks and rear under Lieutenant-Commander
Wheeler. The main body then moved forward to storm the fort
This move of our forces checkmated the enemy and
(citadel).
made victory sure, redeeming a critical moment and turning danger
giins

into safety.

Hardly were the guns in position, when the Coreans, massing
their forces, charged the hill in the very teeth of the howitzers'

Our men calmly took

by steadily

fire.

long range,
so shattered the ranks of the attacking force that they broke and
fled, leaving a clear field. The fort was now doomed. The splendid
pi-actice of

the

sure aim, and

firing at

our howitzers effectually prevented any large body of
getting into action, and made certain the capture

enemy from

of the cidadel.

Meanwhile the Monocacy, moving up the river and abreast of
fire of shell through the walls and
into the fort, while the howitzers of the rear-guard on the hill
behind, reversing theu' muzzles, fired upon the gamson over the
heads of our men in the ravine. The infantry and maiines having rested awhile after their forced march, during which several
had been overcome by heat and sunstroke, now formed for a
the land force, poured a steady

charge.

be assaidted was the key to the whole line of
crowned the apex of a conical hill one hundred
and fifty feet high, measuring from the bottom of the rarine. It
mounted, with the redoubt below, one hundred and forty-three
guns.
The sides of the hill were veiy steep, the walls of the fort

The

citadel to

fortifications.

It

it almost without a break.
Up this steep incline our men
were to rush in the face of the gamson's fii'e. Could the whitecoats depress the jingals at a sufficiently low angle, they must anShould our men reach the walls, they
nihilate the blue-jackets.
could easily enter through the breaches made by the jMonocacy's
shells.
As usual, slowness, and the national habit of being behind
time, saved our men and lost the day for Coi'ea.
A terrible reception awaited the Americans. Every man inside
was bound to die at his post, for this fort being the key to aU the

joining
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was held by the tiger-hunters, who,

the enemy, were to be put to death by their

Map

of the

All being ready, our

American Naval Operations

men

the redoubt, officers in front.

they flinched before

own

in

people.

1871.

up with a yell and rushed for
storm of jingal balls rained over

rose

A

if
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their heads, but tlieir dasli up the hill was so rapid that the garrison could not dei)ress their pieces or load fast enough.
Their

powder burned too slowly

to hurt the swift Yankees.
Goaded to
despair the tiger-hunters "chanted their war-dirge in a bloodchilHng cadence which nothing can duphcate."
They mounted
the parapet, fighting with furious courage.
They cast stones at

our men. They met them with spear and sword.
With liands
emptied of weapons, they picked up dust and threw in the invaders'
eyes to blind them.
PJxpecting no quarter and no relief, they contested the gi'ound inch by inch and fought only to die.
Scores
were shot and tumbled into the river. Most of the wounded were
drowned, and some cut their own throats as they rushed into the
water.

Lieutenant

McKee was

the first to mount the parapet and leap
For a moment, and only a moment, he stood alone
fighting against overwhelming odds.
A bullet struck him in the
groin, a Corean brave rushed forward, and, with a temble lunge,
thrust him in the thigh, and then turned upon Lieutenant-Commander Schley, who had leai:)ed over the paraj^et. The spear passed
harmlessly between the arm and body of the American as a carbine
inside the fort.

bullet laid the

The

Corean dead.

now full of officers and men, and a hand to hand
between the blue and white began to strew the ground with
corpses.
Corean sword crossed Yankee cutlass, and clubbed carbine brained the native whose spear it dashed aside. The gairison
fought to the last man. Within the walls those shot and bayoneted
numbered nearly one hundred. Not one unwounded j^risoner was
taken.
The huge yellow cotton flag, which floated from a very
short staff in the centre, was hauled down by Captain McLane Tilton and two marines.
Meanwhile a desperate fight went on outside the fort.
During the charge, some of the Coreans retreated
from the fort, a movement which caught the eye of Master ^McLean.
Hastily collecting a part}' of his men, he moved to the left on the
double quick to cut oft' the fugitives. He was just in time. 'J"he
fugitives, forty or fifty in all, after firing, attempted to rush past
him.
They Avere driven back in diminished numbers. Hemmed
in between the captured fort and their enem}', McLean charged
them with his handful of men. Hiding behind some rocks, they
fought with desperation until they were all killed, only two or tliree
being made prisoners. Another party attempting to escape were
nearly annihilated by Cassel's battery, which sent canister into their
fight

fort Avas
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mowing them down in swaths. Moving at full speed,
shot like rabbits, falling heels over head. At the same
time Captain THton passed to the right of the fort and caught
another party retreating along the crest of the hill joining the two
flying backs,

many were

forts, and,

with a steady carbine

fire,

thinned their numbers. At
A photographer

stripes floated over all the forts.

12.45 the stars and
came ashore and on his camera fixed the horrible picture of blood.
The scene after the battle smoke cleared away, and our men sat
down to rest, was of a kind to thoroughly satisfy those " who look
on war as a pastime." It was one from which humanity loves to
Two hundred and forty-three corpses in their
avert her gaze.
white garments lay in and around the citadel. Many of them were
clothed in thick cotton armor, wadded to nine thicknesses, which

now smouldered

A sickening

away.

stench of roasted flesh

filled

the ail-, whiclj, during the day and night, became intolerable. Some
of the wovmded, fearing their captors worse than their torture,
slowly burned to death choosing rather to suffer living cremation
;

Our men, as they dragged the
smoking corpses into the burial trench, found one man who could
endure the torture no longer. Making signs of life, he was soon
stripped of his clothes, but died soon after of his wounds and
Only twenty prisoners, all wounded, were taken alive.
burns.
At least a hundred corpses floated or sunk in the river, which ran
At this one place probably as
here and there in crimson streaks.
many as three hundred and fifty Corean patriots gave up their lives
than to save their

lives as captives.

for their country.

On

the American side, the gallant INIcKee,

who

fell

as his father

head of his men, the first inside the stormed
One landsworks, was mortally wounded, and died soon after.
man of the Colorado and one marine of the Benicia were killed.
Five men were severely, and five slightly, wounded.
The other two forts below the citadel being open to the rear
from the main work were easily entered, no regular resistance
being oflered. The results of the forty-eight hours on shore, eighteen of which were spent in the field, were the capture of five forts
—probably the strongest in the kingdom— fifty flags, four hundred
and eighty-one pieces of artillery, chiefly jingals, and a large number of matchlocks. Of the artillery eleven pieces were 32,- fourteen
were 24,- two were 20,- and the remaining four hundred and fiftyThe work of destruction was carfour were 2- and 4-pounders.
ried on and made as thorough as fire, axe, and shovel coiild make

fell

in Mexico, at the

27

:
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A

it.

was

victorj'

proud.

Avon,

American navy may feel
and bravery characterized men

Avhich the

of

Zeal, patience, discipline,

and officers in all the movements.
The woundeil -svcre moved to the Mouocacy. The forts were
occupied all Sunday night, and early on Monday morning the
whole force was re-embarked in perfect order, in spite of the furious tide, rising twenty feet. The fleet moved down the stream
with the captured colors at the mast-heads and towing the boats
Beaching the anchorage
laden with the trophies of victory.
at half past ten o'clock, they were greeted with such ringing
cheers of their comrades left behind as made the woodlands echo
again.

Dennis Hendrin (or Ilanrahan) and Seth Allen,
were buried on Boisce Island, and
American graves rose on Corean soil. At 5.45 p.m. McKee

Later
the two
the

first

in the day,

men

slain in the fight,

breathed his last.'
Yet the odds of battle were dreadful three graves against
heaps upon heaps of unburied slain. ^Vell might the pagan ask
" What did Heaven mean by it ? "
The native wounded were kindly cared for, and their broken
bones mended, by the fleet surgeon. Dr. Mayo. Admii'al Kodgei'S,
in a letter to the native authorities, offered to return his prisoners.
The reply was in substance "Do as you j)lease with them." The
prisoners were therefore set ashore and allowed to disjiose of

—

:

themselves.

Admiral Eodgers having obeyed to the farthest limit the orders
all hope of making a treaty being over, two of the
ships, withal needing to refit, the fleet sailed fi'om the anchorage ofl:'
Isle Bois^e the day before the foui-th of July, arriving in Chifu on
the morning of July 5th, after thirtj'-five days' stay in Corean
He arrived in time to hear of the Tientsin massacre, which
waters.
had taken place June 20th. "Our little war with the heathen," as
the Xe^o York Herald styled it, attracted slight notice in the United
given him, and

A

few columns of news and comment from the metropolitan press, a page or two of woodcuts in an illustrated newspaper,
the linging of a chime of jests on going up Salt Eiver (Salc'e), and
States.

In the chapel of the Naval Academy, at Annapolis, a tasteful mural tablet,
" Erected by his brother officers of the Asiatic squadron," with the naval emblems—sword, belt, anchor, and glory-wreath— in medallion, and inscription
on a shield beneath, keep green the memory of an unsellish patriot and a
'

triiUant officer.

"OUR LITTLE WAR WITH THE HEATHEN."
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official documents, summed up the tranon the American public.
In China the expedition was looked upon as a failure and a deThe popular Corean idea was, that the Americans had come
feat.
to avenge the death of pirates and robbers, and, after several battles, had been so surely defeated that they dare not attempt the
To the Tai-wen Kun the whole matter
task of chastisement again.
was cause for personal glorification. The tiger-hunters and the con-

the usual transmission of
sient impression

servative party at court believed that they had successfully defied
both France and America, and driven off their forces with loss.
When a Scotch missionary in Shing-king reasoned with a Corean
concerning the power of foreigners and their superiority in war,
the listener's reply, delivered with angry toss of the head and a
snap of the fingers, was " What care we for your foreign inventions? Even our boys laugh at all your weapons."
:

—

CHAPTER XLVn.
THE PORTS OPENED TO JAPANESE COMMERCE.
The walls of Corean isolation, so long intact, bad been sapped
by the entrance of Christianity and the French missionaries, and
now began to crumble. With the Russians on the north, and the
sea no longer a barrier, the Japanese began to press upon the east,
while China broke through and abolished the neutrality of the
western border. The fires of civilization began to smoke out the
hermit.

The revolutions

of 1868 in Japan, culminating after a century

and feudalism,
and restored the mikado to sujDreme power. The capital was removed to Tukio, and the office of Foreign ^yfiiirs a sub-bvu-eau
was raised to a department of the Imperial administration. One
of the first things attended to was to invite the Corean government to resume ancient friendshii^ and vassalage.
This summons, coming from a source unrecognized for eight
centuries, and to a I'egent swollen with pride at his victory over the
French and his success in extirpating the Christian religion, and
irritated at Japan for adopting western i:)rinciples of jjrogress
and cutting free from Chinese influence and tradition, was spurned
with defiance. An insolent and even sciu'rilous letter was returned
to the mikado's goveniment, which stung to rage the military
classes of Japan, who began to form a " war-pai-ty," which was
headed by Saigo of Satsuma. Waiting only for the return of the
embassy from Europe, and for the word to take up the gage of bat
tie, they nourished their wTath to keep it warm.
New factors had entered the Corean
It was not so to be.
problem since Taiko's time. European states were now concerned
Russia was too near, China too hostile, and
in Asiatic politics.
Japan too poor she was even then paying ten per cent, interest to
London bankers on the Shimonoseki Indemnity loan. Financial
ruin, and a collision with China might result, if war were declaretl.
of interior preparation, abolished the dual system

—

;

—
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In October, 1873, the cabinet vetoed the scheme, and Saigo, the
leader of the war party, resigned and returned to Satsvima, to

nourish schemes for the overthrow of the ministry and the humiha"The eagle, even though starving, refuses to eat
tion of Corea.
grain " nor would anything less than Corean blood satisfy the
;

Japanese veterans.
In 1873, the young king of Corea attained his majority. His
father, Tai-wen Ivun, by the act of the king backed by Queen Cho,
was relieved of office, and his bloody and cruel lease of power came
The young sovereign proved himself a man of mental
to an end.
vigor and independent judgment, not merely trusting to his minisHe has been
ters, but opening important documents in person.
ably seconded by his wife Min, through whose influence Tai-wen
Kuu was shorn of influence, nobles of progressive spirit were reIn this
instated to office, and friendship with Japan encouraged.
another
year, 1873, an heir to the throne was born of the queen
royal child, the oflspring of a concubine, having been born in
;

1869.

The neutral belt of land long inhabited by deer and tiger, or
by occasional parties of ginseng-hunters, had within the

traversed

.

few decades been overspread with squatters, and infested by
Manchiu brigands and Corean outlaws. The dej)i-edations of these

last

border ruffians both across the Yalu, and on the Chinese settlements like the raids of the wild Indians on our Texas frontier
had become intolerable to both countries. In 1875, Li Hung
Chang, sending a force of picked Chinese troops, supported by a
gunboat on the Yalu, broke up the nest of robbers, and imbibed a

—

taste

both for Corean politics and for rectifying the frontiers of
"
He proceeded at once to make said frontier " scientific

Shing-king.

by allowing the surveyor and plowman

to enter the no longer deIn 1877, the governor of Shing-king jiroposing, the
Peking Government shifted the eastern frontier of the empire
twenty leagues nearer the rising sun, on the plea that " the width
of the tract left uncultivated was of less moment than the efficiency

batable land.

By this act the borders of China and
Corea touched, and were written in Yalu water. The last vestige
of insulation was removed, and the shocks of change now became
more frequent and alarming. By contact with the living world,
comatose Corea was to be galvanized into new life.
of border regulations."

Nevertheless the hostile spirit of the official classes, who tyranwas shown in the refusal to receive envoys of

nize the little country,
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the mikado because they were dressed in European clothes, in petty
regulations highly irritating to the Japanese at Fusau, and by the

overt act of violence which

we

shall

now

narrate.

Since 18G8 the Japanese navy, modelled after the British, and
consisting of American and Evu'opean iron-clads and war vessels,
has been manned b}' crews imiformed in foreign style. On September 19, 1875, some sailors of the Uuyo Kuan, which had been cruising oflf the mouth of the Han Kiver, landing near Kang-wa for water,
wei'e fired on by Corean soldiers, under the idea that they were
Americans or Fi-enchmen. On the 21st the Japanese, numbering
thirty-six men, and ai*med with breech loaders, stormed the fort.
Most of the garrison were shot or drowned, the fort dismantled,

and the

spoil carried to the ships.

Occupying the works two days,

the Japanese returned to Nagasaki on the 23d.

The news

of "the

Kokwa [Kang-wa]

affair"

brought the wav-

ering minds of both the peace and the war party of Japan to a
decision.

Arinori Mori was despatched to Peking to find out the

exact relation of China to Corea, and secure her neutrality. Kiu-oda

Kiyotaku was sent with a
sible,

fleet to the

a treaty of friendship

Han

and open ports

Eiver, to make,
of trade.

By

if

pos-

the rival

one was regarded as the bearer of the olive branch, the
"With Kuroda went Inouyc Bunda
of the State Department, and Kin Rinshio, the Corean liberal.
General Kui-oda sailed January 6, 1876, amid salvos of the artilleiy of newspaper criticism predicting failure, with two men-of-war,
three transports, and three companies of marmes, or less than
eight hundred men in all, and touching at Fusan, anchored within
parties, the

other of arrows and lightning,

About the same time, a courier
sight of Seoul, February 6th.
from Peking arrived in the capital, bearing the Imperial recommendation that a treaty be made with the Japanese. The temper
of the young king had been manifested long before this by his rebuking the district magistrate of Kang-wa for alloAring soldiers to
fire on peaceably disposed people, and ordering the offender to
Arinori Mori, in Peking, had received the
degi-adation and exile.
written disclaimer of China's responsibility over "the outpost
state," by which stroke of policy the ^liddle Kingdom freed herself from all possible claims of indemnity fi'om France, the United
The way for a treaty was now smoothed, and
States, and Japan.
Nevertheless,
the new diificulties were merely questions of form.
while Kuroda was vmheard from, the Japanese war preparations
went vieorouslv

on.

;;
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array,

tactics his
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owu, disposed

Lis trans^Dorts look like

men-of-war, by painting port-boles on them, kept up an incredible
amount of fuss, movement, and bustle, and on tbe lOtb landed a

who

dazzling array of marines, sailors, and officers in full uniform,

paraded U\o miles to tbe treaty-bouse, on Kang-wa Island, wbere
two liigb commissioners from vSeoul, Ji Sbinken and In JisbO, aged

and fifty, awaited bim.
to ceremony, and tbree to negotiation. A
devoted
One day was
written apology for tbe Kang-wa affair was offered by tbe Coreans,
and tbe details of tbe treaty settled, tbe cbief difiiculties being tbe

respectively sixty-five

Ten days for consultation at tbe capital were
be used.
tben asked for and granted, at tbe end of wbicb time, the two comtitles to

'

missioners retiu-ned, declaring tbe impossibility of obtaining tbe
Tbe Japanese at once embarked on tbeir sbips
royal signature.

Tbey returned only after satisfactory assurances and
on February 27tb tbe treaty, in wbicb Cbu-sen was recognized as
an independent nation, was signed and attested. Tbe Japanese
tben made presents, mostly of western manufacture, and after being feasted, returned Marcb 1st. ]Mi-. Inouye Buuda tben proceeded to Europe, visiting, on bis way, tbe Centennial Exposition
at Pbiladelpbia, at wbicb also, it is said, were one or more Corean
in disgust.

;

visitors.

Tbe first Corean Embassy, wbicb since tbe twelfth century bad
been accredited to tbe mikado's coui-t, sailed in May, 1876, fi'om Fusan in a Japanese steamer, landing at Yokohama May 29tb, at 8 a.m.
Two Neptune-like braves with tbe symbols of power— huge iron
have tlie Mikado designated by any title but that of
Ti (Japanese Kotei) showing that he was peer to the Emperor of China
while the Coreans would not, in the same document, have their sovereign written
down as Wang (Japanese O) because they wished him shown to be an equal of
'

Tlie Japanese refiiserl to

Whang

the Mikado, though ceremonially subordinate to the Whang Ti or Emperor of
China. The poor Coreans were puzzled at there being two suns in one heaven,

and two equal and favorite Sons of Heaven.
The commissioners from Seoul attempted to avoid the dilemma by having
the treaty drawn up in the names of the respective envoys only ; this the
Japanese refused to do. A compromise was attempted by having the titles of
the Mikado of Japan, and the Hap-muu of Cho-sen inserted at the beginning
and, in every necessary pla<-.e thereafter, " the government " of Dai Nippon
(Great Japan), or of Dai Cho-sen (Great Corea)

;

this also failed.

Finally,

nor was reference made to either,
and the curious document was drawn up in the name of the respective " Governments. "
neither ruler was mentioned by

name

or

title,
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the procession, in wliieh was .1 band of twenty peron metal horns, conch-shells, flutes, whistles, cj-mbals,
and drums. Effeminate-looking jjages bore the treaty documents.
The chief envoy rode on a jilatform covered with tiger-skins, and
resting on the shoulders of eight men, while a servant bore the
umbrella of state over his head, and four minor officers walked at
his side.
The remainder of the suite rode in JiH-nXi-.s7m.s-, and the
JajDauese military and civil escort comjileted the display.
They
breakfasted at the town hall, and by railroad and steam-cars reached
Tokio.
At the station, the contrast between the old and the new
was startling. The Jaj^anese stood " with all the outward signs of
" On the other side, were all
the Civilization that is coming in."
the representatives of the Bai'barism that is going out.' On the
following day, the Coreans visited the Foreign Office, and on June
1st, the envoy, though of inferior rank, had audience of the mikado.
I^or three weeks the Japanese amused, enlightened, and startled
their guests by showing them their war ships, arsenals, artiDery,
torpedoes, schools, buildings, factories, and offices eciuipi^ed with
steam and electricity the ripened fi-uit of the seed planted by
Perry in 1854. AU attempts of foreigners to hold any communication with them, wei'e firml^^ rejected by the Coreans, who started
homeward June 28th. The official diaiy, or rejDort by the ambassador of this visit to Japan, was afterward published in Seoul. It
is a colorless narrative carefully bleached of all views and oj^inions,
e^•idently satisfying the scrutiny even of enemies at coui-t.
During the autumn of this year, 1876, and later on, in following years, the British war-vessels, Sylvia and Swinger, were engaged
in sur\'eying portions of the coast of Kiung-sang province.
Captain H. C. Saint John, who commanded the Syhia, anrl had touched
near Fus9.n in 1855 long enough to see a native bastinadoed simply
for selling a chicken to a foreigner— now found more ho.spitable
treatment.
His adventures are narrated in his chatty book, " The
Wild Coasts of Xipon." An English vessel, the Barbara Taylor,
having been wrecked on Corean shores, an attache of the British
Legation in TOkio was sent to Fusan to thank the authorities for
their kind treatment of the crew.
The Japanese found it was not wise to hasten in taking advantage of their new liberties granted by treaty.
Near Fusan, are
thousands of gi-aves of natives killed in the invasion of 1592-97,
over which the Coreans* hold an annual memorial celebration.
Hitherto the Japanese had been rigorou.sly kept within their
foi-mers

—

—
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guarded enclosure. Going out to witness the celebration, they
were met with a shower of stones, and found the road blockAfter a small riot in which many words and missiles
aded.
were exchanged, matters were righted, but the temper of the
people showed that, as in old Japan, it would be long before
ignorant hermits, and not over-gentle foreigners could live quietly
together.
Saigo, of Satsuma, dissatisfied with the peaceful results of

Ku-

and the "brain victory" over the Coreans, organized, during 1877, "The Satsuma Rebellion," to crush which cost
Jaj)an twenty thousand lives, $50,000,000, and seven months of
mighty effort, the story of which has been so well told in the
lamented A. H. Mounsey's perspicuous monograph. Yet out of
this struggle, with which Corea manifested no sympathy, the nation
emerged with old elements of disturbance eliminated, and wath a
broader outlook to the future. A more vigorous policy with Chosen was at once inaugurated.
Under the new treaty, Fusan (Corean, Pu-san) soon became a
bustling place of trade, with a population of two thousand, many
Among the
of whom, however, were poor j^eople from Tsushima.
pubUc buildings were those of the Consulate, Chamber of Commerce, Bank, Mitsu Bishi (Three Diamonds) Steamship Company,
and a hospital, under care of Dr. Yano, in which, up to 1882, four
thousand Coreans and many Japanese have been treated. A Japanese and Corean newspaper. Chosen Shimpo, restaurants, places
of amusements of various grades of morality, and a variety of establishments for turning wits and industry into money, have been
The decayed gentry of Japan, starting in business
established.
with the capital obtained by commuting their hereditary pensions,
found it difficult to compete with the trained merchants of Tokio
and Ozaka. Great trouble from the lack of a gold and silver currency has been experienced, as only the copper and iron sapeks, or
In Corean political economy to let gold
cash,' are in circulation.
go out of the country is to sell the kingdom and so many rogues
have attempted the sale of brass or gilt nuggets that an assaying
The government of
office at the consulate has been provided.
roda's mission,

'

;

Tokio has urged upon that of Seoul the adoption of a circulating
medium based on the precious metals and, perhaps, Corean coins
may yet be struck at the superb mint at Ozaka. While gold in
dust and nuggets has been exported for centuries, rumor credits
the vaults at Seoul with being fvdl of Japanese gold koban, the
;
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mountains to be

avcII

packed with auriferous quartz, and the

rivers

to run with golden sands.

Among

the callers, with diplomatic powers, from the outside

Avorld in 1881, each eager

and ambitious

to

be the

first in

Arresting

the coveted prize of a treaty, were two Bi-itish captains of men-ofwar, who arrived on May 21st and 28th a French naval officer,
June IGth, who sailed away after a rebuff June 18th while at Gensan, June 7th, the British man-of-war, Pegasus, came, and saw, but
;

;

did not conquer.
After six years of mutual contact at Fusan, the Coreaus, though
finding the Japanese as troublesome as the latter discovered foreigners to be after their own ports were opened, have, with much
experience leai'ned, settled down to endure them, for the sake of
a trade which undoubtedly enriches the country. The Coreans
buy cotton goods, tin-plate, glass, dyes, tools, and machinery,
clocks, watches, petroleum, flour, lacquer-work, iron, hollow-ware,

and foreign knick-knacks.
improvement is a demand

A

good sign

for bath-tubs.

of a desire for personal

Soap will pi'obably come

next.

The exports
mer,

fish,

rice,

seng, furs of

and bones, beche-deand bamboo pai)er, gin-

are gold dust, silver, ox hides

raw

many

silk,

fans,

cotton,

kinds, tobacco, shells for inlaying, dried

timber, beans and peas, hemp, jute, various

i:)lants

stock, peony-bark, gall-nuts, varnishes

oils,

and

fish,

yielding paper-

and a variety

of

other vegetable substances having a universal commercial value.

Even Riu Kiu has seen the benefits of trade, and five meris now the Okinawa ken of the mikado's empire
formerly the Loo Choo island kingdom came to Tokir. in FebI'uary, 1882, to form a company with a view to establishing an
agency in Fusan, and exchanging Corean products for Eiu Kiu
sugar, grain, and fish.
Gensan (Corean, Won-san) was opened May 1, 1880. Li a fertile region, traversed by two high roads, with the fur country near,
and a magnificent harbor in front, the j^rospects of trade are
good. The Japanese concession, on which are some imposing pubchants from what

—

—

buildings, includes about forty-two acres.
An exposition of
Japanese, European, and American goods was established which
lic

was visited by 25,000 people, its object being to ojDen the eyes
and pockets of the natives, who seemed, to the Tokio merchants,
taller, stouter, and better looking than those of Fusan.
One
twenty-sixth of the goods sold was Japanese, the rest, mostly cot-
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The busy
For the first three
months the settlers were less troubled by tigers than by continual
rumors of the approach of a band of a thousand "foreigner-haters,"
who were sworn to annihilate the ahens on the sacred soil of Chosen.
The bloodthirsty braves, however, postjDoned the execution
of their pui-pose. The Japanese merchants, so far from fiiiding the
Coreans innocently verdant, soon came in contact with mouoj^olies,
rings, guilds, and tricks of tx'ade that showed a siu-prising knowledge
Official intermeddling completed their woe, and loud
of bvisiness.
and loug were the complaints of the mikado's subjects. Yet profits
were fair, and the first anniversary of the opening of the port was
Besides dinners and day fireworks, the
celebrated in grand style.
ton goods and 'notions,' were American and European.
season of trade

is

in

autumn and

police played the ancient national

ment

of the Coreans.

Among the

earl}^

winter.

game of

polo, to the great

amuse-

foreign visitors in May, 1881, was

Doctor Frank Cowan, an American gentleman, and surgeon on the
Japanese steamer Tsuruga Maru, who made a short journey in the
Besides spring out the
vicinity among the good-natured natives.
land, and returning well laden with trophies, he records, in a letter
" Next to
to the State Department at "Washington, this prophecy
:

....

the countries on the golden rim of the Pacific,

turb the monetary equihbrium of the world, will be Corea."

to dis-

"The

not incompatible with the theory that the
whole region [east coast] is productive of the j)recious metal."
geological structure

To

regulate

is

some points

the oj)ening of the

of the treaty,

new port of In-chiun

and

if

possible postpone

(Japanese, Nin-sen) a second

embassy was despatched to Jaj)an, which arrived at Yokohama,
August 11, 1880. The procession of tall and portly men dressed
in green, red, and pink garments of coarse cloth, with Chinese
shoes, and hats of mighty diameter, moved through the streets amid
the rather free remarks of the spectators, who commented in no
complimentary language on the genei\al air of diuginess which
these Rip Van Winkles of the orient presented.
The Coreans remained in Tokio until September 8th. Perfect courtesy was everywhere shown them, as they \dsited schools and factories, and
studied Japan's modern enginery of war and peace.
The general
attitude of the Tdkio press and jDopulace was that of condescending familiarity, of generous hospitality mildly flavored with contempt, and tempered by a very uncertain hope that these people

might develop into good

jDupils

— and customers.

Cho-sen did not lack attentions from the outside world

—Eussia,
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England, France,

Italy,

and the United States— during the year

Whether missionaries of the Holy Synod
but
temi:)ted to cross the Tumen, we do not know
1880.

;

of Russia at-

in the spring

of 1880, a Muscovite vessel appeared off one of the ports of HaraKiung, to open commercial relations. The offer was politely deThe Italian war-vessel Vettor Pisani, having on board H.
clined.
R. H. the Duke of Genoa, arrived off Fusan, August 1, 1880, at
1 p.M
a few hours after the Corean embassy had left for Japan.
One sumvor of the Italian ship, Bianca Portia, wTecked near Quelpart in 1879, had been kindly treated by the Corean authorities
and sent to Nagasaki. The duke, through the JajDanese consul,
forwarded a letter of thanks to the governor of Tong-uai, who,
however, returned the missive, though with a courteous answer.
After seven days, the Vettor Pisani sailed northward, and avoiding
Gensan and the Jaj^anese consial, anchored off Port Lazareff, where,
diuing his six days' stay, he was visited by the local magistrate, to
whom he committed a letter of application for trade. Some native
cards of silk-worm's eggs w^ere also secured to test their value for

—

Italy.

After a three days' visit to Gensan the ship sailed away, the

Italian believing that negociations with the

Coreans would succeed

better without Japanese aid, and congratulating himself

upon having been more successful than the previous attempts by the British, and especially by the French (Captain Fourmier, of the Lynx)
and American (Commodore Shufeldt) dijilomatie agents, whose letters were returned unread.
The Government of the United States had not forgotten Corea,
and Japan had signified her willingness to assist in opening the
hermit nation to American commerce. On April 8, 1878, Senator
Sargent, of California, offered a resolution that President Hayes
" appoint a commissioner to represent this country in an effort to
by peaceful means and with the aid of the friendly offices

arrange,

commerce between the United
The bill passed to a second
Li 1879,
the Senate adjourning, no action was taken.

of Japan, a treaty of peace and
States and the

reading, but,

Kingdom

of Corea."

the U. S. steamship Ticonderoga, under

Commodore

R.

W.

Shufeldt,

on a cruise around the world in the interests of American
commerce, and to make, if possible, a treaty with Corea. Entering the harbor of Fusan, May 14, 1880, Commodore Shufeldt
begged the Japanese consul, who visited the ship, to forward his
w'as sent

papers to Seoul.

The consul complied,

but, unfortunately, neither

the intei*preters nor the governor of Tong-nai

— prefei-ring

present
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pay and comfort to possible future benefit— would have anything to
do with such dangerous business. Japanese rumor asserts that
" the
the Coreaus seeing the letter addressed on the outside to
of Corea," declined to receive it, partly because their soverthe
eign was "not Iviug of Korai" but "Iving of Cho-sen." Under
circumstances, the American could do nothing more than withdraw, which he did amid a derisive salute from a Corean fort near
A second visit being equally fruitless, the Ticonderoga again
by.

King

turned her stern toward " the last outstanding and irreconcilable
scoffer among nations at western alliances," and her prow homeward.
failing in their attempts to have the Japthe mikado's envoy at Seoul, now vigorHanabusa,
anese go slowly,
ously urged the opening of the third port, and, after much discusin Desion, In-chiun,' twenty-five miles from Seoul, was selected

The Corean embassy,

;

cember, 1880, Hanabusa and his

suite, crossing the frozen rivers,

went thither, and selected the ground for the Japanese concession.
The old questions upon which poHtical parties in the hermit
nation had formed themselves, now sank out of sight, and the new
element of excitement was the all-absorbing question of breaking
the seals of national seclusion.

The

"Civilization Party," or the

Progressionists, were opposed to the Exclusionists, Port-closers,
and Foreigner-haters. Heading the former or liberal party wore

young king and queen, Bin Kenko, Bin Shoshoko, Ki Saiwo,
and other high dignitaries, besides Kin Giokin and Jo Kohan, former envoys to Japan. The leader of the Conservatives was the Taiwen-kun, father of the king and late regent. The neutrals clustered around Kin Koshiu.
Physically speaking, the Coreans see the sun rise over Japan
the

but morally, and in rhetoric, their sun of prosSome proposed to buy all
has ever risen and set in China.
in China, and imitate
material
machinery, arms, and government
her plans and policy, and conform to the advice of her statesmen.
The other side urged the adoption of Japanese methods and mate-

and

set over China,

j>erity

rials.

The pro-Chinese gentry imitated the Peking mandarins

in

This fu city, called by the Japanese Niiisen, or Nii-gawa, was well known
by the Japanese, as is shown on their maps of the sixteenth century. The
name means Two Rivers. The rise and fall of the tides here is very great,
sometimes amounting to a difference of twenty-nine feet and in winter the
'

;

shore-water

The

is

frozen.

port Chi-mul-t)0

Large vessels cannot anchor within a mile of the shore.
is at

some distance from the

city.
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Avhile all their
tletails of dress, houseliokl decoration, and culture
books conveying Western science must be read from Chinese translations. The pro-Japanese Coreans had their houses furnished with
Japanese articles, they read and studied Japanese literatiu-e and
translations of Eurojiean books, and when out of Corea the most
The long and hot
radical among them wore coats and pantaloons.
disputes between the adherents of both parties seriously hamj^ered
the government, while precipitating a revolution in the national
policy for serious debate in a despotic country is a sign of awak;

;

ening

hfe.

About this time, early in 1881, a remarkable document, composed by Kwo-iu-ken, adviser to the Chinese Minister to Japan, had
It was entitled " Policy for
a lively effect upon the court of Seoul.
neighbors
of
Cho-sen, and pointed out
the
Corea." It described

her projjer attitude to each of them. From Kussia, devoted as she
to a policy of perpetual aggrandizement at the expense of other

is

imminent
and fiiend,
ever ready with aid in men and money both countries need each
For
other, and their union should be as close as lips and teeth.
historical and geogi-aphical reasons, Corea and Japan should also be
one in friendship, and thus guard against "Russia the ravenous."
The next point treated is the necessity of an alliance between Corea
and the United States, because the Americans are the natural
co\intries,

danger.

and consumed by

lust for land,

China, on the contrary,

is

Corea

Coreas natural

is in

ally

;

Pointing out the many advantages of
securing the friendship of the Americans, and making a treaty
Avith them first, the memorialist urges the Coreans to seize the
friends of Asiatic nations.

golden opjDortunity at once.
About the same time, Li Hung Chang, China's liberal statesman, wrote a letter to a Corean gentleman, in which the advice to
seek the friendship of China and the United States was strongly
expressed, and a treaty with the Americans urged as a matter of

members

of the emWestern civilization.
It soon became evident that the king and many of his adIn Peking, the members of
visers were willing to make treaties.
the embassy, before the winter of 1881 was over, began diplomatic
At that time, however,
flirtations with the American Legation.
neither Minister J. B. Angell, in Peking, nor John A. Bingham,
While
in Tokio, had any authority to make a treaty with Corea.

national safety.

Many, though not

all,

of the

bassies to Japan returned full of enthusiasm for

the

way was thus made

ready, the representations of Messrs. Bing-
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Angell to the State Department at Waslnngtou impressed
upon our Government the necessity of having a diplomatic agent
Hitherto
near at hand to take advantage of the next oi^portunity.
the only avenue of entrance seemed through the J'apanese good

ham and

but the apparent willingness of Coreans in Peking, the experience of the Italians in the Vettor Pisani at Fusan and Port
Lazareff, the advice of Chinese statesmen to Corea to have faith in
the United States, and to open her ports to American commerce,
offices

;

convinced the American minister at Peking that China, rather than
Japan, would furnish the better base of diplomatic operations for
breaking down the Corean rej^ulsive policy.
The Government at Washington responded to the suggestion,

Commodore Shufeldt was sent by the
Department to Peking as naval attache to the Legation, so as
to be near the American Minister and be ready with his experience, should a further attempt "to bring together the strange
States of the Extreme Sea " be made.
Shortly after the presentation of Kwo-in-ken's memorial in
Seoul, a party of thirty-four prominent men of the civilization
party, led by Gio Inchiu and Kio Yeichoku, set out from Seoul to
visit Japan and further study the problem of how far Western ideas
were adapted to an oriental state.
The proposition to open a port so near the capital to the Japanese, and to treat with the Americans, was not left unchallenged.
The ultra- Confucianists, headed by Ni Mansun, stood ready to oppose it with word and weapon. In swelling Corean rhetoric, this
bigoted patriot from Chung-chong proved to his own satisfaction
that all the nations except China and Corea were uncivilized, and
that the presence of foreigners would pollute the holy land. Gathering an array of seven hundred of his followers, he dressed in
mourning to show his grief, and with the figure of an axe on his
shoulders, in token of risking his life by his act, he presented his
memorial to the king, and sat for seven days in front of the royal
palace.
He demanded that In-chiiln should not be opened, the two
Bin should be deposed, and all innovations should cease.
The popular form of the dread of foreigners was shown in delegations of country people, who came into Seoul to forward petitions
and protestations. Placards were posted on or near the palace
gates, full of violent language, and prophesying the most woful
results of Western blight and poison upon the country which had
and

in the s^Dring of 1881,

State

ever been the object of the special favor of the sprits.

—
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Another party of two thousand literaiy men, fanatical patriots,
had assembled at Chu-rio to go up to Seoul to overawe the progressive ministers, but were met by messengers from the court and
tui'ued back by the promise that the party about to visit Japan
under royal patronage should be recalled. For a moment the
king had thi-own a sop to these cerberian zealots, whose three
heads of demand would keep ChO-sen as inaccessible as Hades.
The order came too late, the progressionists had left the shores,
and were in Nagasaki. Thence to Ozaka, where some remained to
study the ai*ts and sciences the majoi'ity proceeded to Tukio to
examine modern civilization in its manifold phases. Unlike Peter
the Great, some of these reformers began with themselves, clothing mind and body with the nineteenth century. Dropping the
gai-ments of picturesque mediiuvalism, they put on the worksuit of buttoned coat and trousers and learned the value of minutes
from American watches. The cutting off their badge of nationality
the top-knot— was accompanied with emotions very similar to
those of bereavement by death.
Gio Inchiu after his return from Japan was despatched on a
mission to China, where his conference was chiefly with Li Hung
Chang. He retui-ned home by way of Fusan, December 29, 1881.
He had now a good opportunity of judging the relative merits of
Japan and China. His patriotic eye saw that the first need of
Corean reform was in strengthening the army though the poverty
of the country gave slight hope of speedy success.
The results of this mission were soon apparent, for shortly
after, eighty young men, of the average age of twenty, were sent
to Tientsin, w'here they are now, 1882, diligently pursuing their
studies some in the arsenal, learning the manufactvu'e of fire
;

—

;

;

arms, others learning the English language.

student

— one

of the

number

lately recalled

A

retui-ned Chinese

from

New England

while severely sarcastic at the Corean government's "poor discrimination in selecting the country from which her students

could profit most," added, " they i^ossess a far better i^hysique for
the navy than any of oui- future imperial midshipmen."

CHAPTER XL\Tn.
THE YEAR OF THE TREATIES.
The year 1882 opened ominously. A

fire

broke out in the royal

palace in Seoul, on January 27tli, in which t^vo buildings, nearly
completed for the heir apparent, were burned down. The fire was
at first believed to have political significance, and the tension of

the public

was the
The

mind was not relaxed

until

it

was shown that the

fire

result of pure accident.

spirit of progress made advance, but discussion reached
fever-heat in deciding whether the favor of Japan or China should
be most sought, and which foreign nation, the United States,

France, or England, should be admitted first to treaty rights. Bin,
opposed to the arbitrary spirit of the Japanese, edged his argument by proposing an alliance with foreigners in order to check-

mate the designs

of Japan.
event not unlooked for increased the power of the progressionists. One Kozaikai urged the plea of expulsion of foreigners in
such intemperate language that he was accused of reproaching the

An

At the same time, a conspiracy against the life of the
was discovered, and the sword and
Kozaikai was put to death, many of the
torture came into play.
conspirators were exiled, and the ringleaders were sentenced to
be broken alive on the wheel, the revolutions of which tore off
hands and feet in succession. Six of those doomed to death were
spared, through the intercession of a minister, and one, the king's
cousin, who delivered himself up, was pardoned by his sovereign on
the ground of the prisoner's insanity. The Progressionists had
now the upper hand, and early in the spring Gio Inchiu and Kiosen
left on a mission to Tientsin, to acquaint the Americans and Chinese
with the information that the Corean government was ready to
make treaties, and that the proper officer would be at In-chiiin to
sovereign.

king, involving forty persons,

sign the compact and complete the negotiations.
Meanwhile the reforms in military affairs were
3d

begun with en-
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ergy.

Japanese

officers,

Horinioto, drilled picked
spite of their

at the

men

head of Avhom was Lieutenant

in Seoul,

with credital)le success, in

unwieldy hats and costume, and the jeers of the

foreign people, in public as well as in private.

anti-

Substantial proof

was shown in an order
with cciuijiments
rifles
Snider
hundred
few
for
a
TOkio
sent to
the weapon of the British army and one for twenty thousand of
the rifles made at the Japanese arsenal in Tokio, which, combining
the merits of the best-known military fire-arm, contained improvements invented and patented by Colonel ^Murata, of the mikado's
army. Two Corean notables later again visited Japan in April of
this year, and were annoyed to find a report spread abroad in Naof the adoption of Japan's military system

—

Nevertheless,
gasaki that they had come to raise a money loan.
they proceeded to Kioto and Tokio. Some of their suite went into
the pi-in ting-offices and silk worm breeding establishments to
learn these arts, while type, presses, and printing material Avere

ordered for use at home.
xVffairs had so shaped themselves that even to outsiders it became evident that the Corean apple was ripe even to falling. By
March 4th it was known at the American Legation in Peking that
"Barkis was willin'," while to the Japanese envoy then in Tokio

became certain that, unless he made all haste to Li-chiun, the
American commodore would have his treaty signed and be off
it

Hastily bidding his friends
without even waiting for a call.
good-by, he left in the Japanese steamer, Lvaki Kuan, and arrived in the harbor just one hour before the American coi-vette
Swatara arrived with Commodore Shufeldt on board. "With the
Swatara were three Chinese men-of-Avar, one of them an ironclad.

The American diplomatic

agent.

Commodore

E.

W.

Shufeldt,

surmounting difficulties that
few will know of until the full histoiy of the American treaty with
Corea is written, an-ived in the Swatara off In-chifm, ]May 7th. Accompanied by three officers. Commodore Shufeldt went six miles into
the interior to the office of the Corean magistrate to formulate the
Though surrounded every moment by curious crowds, no
treaty.
Two days afterward, the treaty
disrespect was shown in any way.
land in a temporary pavilion
of
point
on
a
signed
document was
Thus, in the most modest manner the negotiaopposite the ship.
tions were concluded, and a treaty with the United States was, after
repeated failures, secured by the gallant officer who, by this act

havino- spent nearly a year in China,

'
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brilliant professional

career.

Both on the American and Corean side the results had been
brought about only after severe toil. The Corean nobleman Bin,
a cousin of the queen, had so labored in Seoul night and day to
commit the government to the policy of making treaties with the
Americans, that, when the messengers had been despatched with
the order for Commodore Shufeldt to appear in Imperatrice Gulf,
he fell ill, and was unable to appear at In-chiiin. The American
envoy was so worn out with anxiety and toil by his efforts to have
Corea opened under Chinese auspices, that on landing at San Franhe retired to the naval hospital at Mare's Island to recover
his exhausted strength.
Four days after the signing of the American and Chinese treaties,
the Corean capital was full of mirth and gayety, on account of a
wedding in the royal family. The crown j)rince, a lad of nine years
old, was wedded to the daughter of Jun, a nobleman of high rank,
who had postponed a visit to Japan until the nui^tials were accomcisco,

plished.

A

brilliant procession in the streets of

Seoul marked the

and for a moment the excitement concerning foreigners was
None foresaw the bloody ending of this honeymoon so
forgotten.
event,

happily begim.

The British minister at Tokio, Sir Harry Parkes, who had left no
stone unturned to secure a personal interview with the ambassador
^

Commodore R. W. Shufeldt was born

1822,

and entered

tlie

in Dutchess Count}',

New York,

navy in 1839, serving ten years on foreign

stations

in

and

One cruise to the west coast of Africa interested him in
in tlie coast survey.
From
the negro colony of Liberia, in which he has ever since felt concern.
1850 to 1860, our navy being in a languishing state, he was engaged in the
mercantile marine service, and in organizing a transit route across the Isthmus
In 1800 an article of his on the slave trade between the Is01 Tehuantepec.
land of Cuba and the coast of Africa, drew the attention of the government to
him, and led to his ai:)pointnient of Consul-General at Havana. The slave-trade
was soon effectually broken up, and through the trying period of the first half
oi the civil war, he was occupied in his civil duties, at one time going to Mexico on a confidential mission to President Juarez, passing unrecognized through
the French lines.
He was on blockade duty during the last two year,s of the
In 186.5 he went to China, as flag-captain of the Hartford, and commanding the Wachusett visited Corea. In 1870 he organized a party for the
survey of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, his report being made the basis of Captain Eads' ship-railway project.
The official history of the semi-diplomatic
civil war.

cruise of the Ticonderoga

round the world (1878-1880) has been written, but

has not yet been published.
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was still on
once ordered Admiral A\'illes to proceed to Inchian.
Leaving his large fleet in Japanese waters, Admiral Willes
left Nagasaki in the Vigilant, May 27th, while Mr. William G. Aston, the accomplished linguist and Corean scholar, received orders
The Admiral's business was soon despatched, a treatsto follow.
was made, and his return to Yokohama was accomplished June 14th,
the U. S. steamship Ashuelot saluting him on his arrival. The French
and Germans were the next to improve the long-awaited opportunity.
The German admiral left Japan in the man-of-war Stosch, on Ma}'
31st, while a vessel of the French navy entered the port of Inchiiin June 5th. There had thus appeared in this sequestered nook of
creation, Avithina few days, two American, three British, one French,
one Japanese, and five Chinese armed vessels. All of them, except
the French, had left by June 8th, to the great relief of the country
iu 187G, and, since that time, British tra<le with Corea,

the alert.

folks

had

He

at

and old men and women, many of whom, wdth the children,
when the big guns began to waste their powder

fled to the hills

in salutes, to the detriment of the thatched roofs of the houses.

China lost no time in taking advantage of the position secured
No vexatious delays of ratification troubled her.
her by treaty.
Everything had been arranged beforehand with the Coreans, so
that, on the return of the vessels from In-chiun, officers were despatched to Shaughae to sail for Gensan and Fusan, and select land
for public buildings.

During the jiresent year the Japanese legation in Seoul has
numbered about forty persons, including secretaries, interpreters,
military officers, policemen, students, and servants.
Notwithstanding their precarious situation, amid the turbulent elements at

work around them, they seemed

to enjoy the spectacle before their

eyes of a repetition of the histoiy of their

own country

after

The young men of the legation visited the
sites near the capital, enjoyed the mountain and river
and studied the Corean language and literature. At first

Perry's anival in 1853.
historic
scenei'y,

the

common

peojile believed that their visitors

sucked the blood of

away by them and so carefully guarded their
By and by, however, as more liberty was afiforded
little ones.
them, the occasional pelting with vegetables and pebbles became
less fi'equent, and even the women would talk with them.
The light-hearted Japanese seemed to suspect no imminent danger, although the old fanatic and tyrant Tai-wen Kun was still alive
and i^lotting. To insure perfect secrecy for his plans, it is said
the chiklren Im-ed

;
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employed two or three mutes to wait on liim, and act as
He was the centre of all the elements hostile to
innovation, and being a man of unusual ability, was possessed of
immense influence. The populace of Seoul and of the country had
been taught to believe that " the Japanese were inebriated with
the manners of Christian nations, and were enchanted by the Western devils, and that as a Europeanized country of the devil was
being created in their immediate neighborhood, they must expel
the barbarians." Every means had been used to inflame the peoStone monuments had been set up on the
ple against foreigners.
high roads and market-places which bore this inscription "The
Western barbarians will come to invade our soil, there are but two
To
alternatives for Cho-sen
to go to war, or to maintain peace.
submit peacefully means to sell the country therefore we Coreans
must resort to arms." Many thousands of these inscribed stones
had been set up, and an edict had been issued, commanding the
that

lie

his messengers.

—

;

;

ink-makers to inscribe their sticks of ink with this inflammatory
When nobles of high rank would advocate progresdeclaration.
sive views, Tai-wen Kun would sneeringly dare them to remove

monuments.
During the nine years of his nominal retirement from office,
from 1873 to 1882, this bigoted Confucianist, who refused to know
anything of the outer world, bided his time and waited his opporJust
tunity, which came during the summer of the present year.
when the populace was most excited over the near presence of the
Americans and other foreigners at In-chiun, the usual rainfall was
withheld, the wells dried up, and in the consequent drouth, the
The diviners, sorcer
rice crop was threatened with total failure.
ers, and anti-foreign party took advantage of the situation to play
on the fears of the superstitious people. The spirits, displeased at
the intrusion of the Western devils, were angry and were cursing
At the same time the soldiery of the capital were disthe land.
affected, as some say on account of arrearages of wages, or as
others aver, because the old warriors of the bow and arrow hated
the Japanese method of drilHng as a foreign innovation insulting
A more probable reason is that on account of the
to the gods.
failure of the rice-harvest, the soldiers' rations were cut down, and
these anti-foreign

they were deprived of this choice cereal for food. Among the first
Corean officers killed was the superintendent of the rice storehouses, which were pillaged by the hungry mob.
On July 23d, while the king was out in the open air praying

—

;
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for rain, a

mob

of sympathizers with

seize his person.

The

Tai-wen

Kun

king- escajjecl to the castle.

attempted to
According to

one account, some mischief-maker then started the report in the city
had attacked the royal castle, and had seized the
king and queen, and that the prime minister with the palace-guards
in vainly endeavoring to beat back the assailants, had been defeated
and that every Corean should take up arms. Forthwith the mob
rushed with frantic violence upon the legation, murdering the
Japanese policemen and students whom they met in the streets
and the Japanese military instructors in the ban-acks. Not satistied
witli this, the rioters, numbering 4,000 men, attacked and destroyed
the houses of the ministers favoring foreign intercourse.
Before
quiet was restored, the queen, Miu, the heir aj)parent and his wife,
the chief ministers of the government, Ei Saiwo, Bin Kenko, Bin
Shoshoko, Ivin Hogen, and seven Japanese, had been murdered
the result of one day's work of blood.
Tlie Japanese, by their own account, had suspected no danger
until the day of the riot, when they iioticed great excitement among
the people, and that crowds were assembling and rushing to and fro.
They sent out a policeman to inquire into the nature of the disturbance, and at two o'clock p.m. they learned from a native that the
mob would attack the legation. Word was also sent to the Japanese
by the Corean officer in charge of the drill-ground where the troojis
were trained by Lieutenant Horimoto, saying that the troops drilled
in Japanese tactics had been attacked, and the legation would
next be in danger. Hanabusa and his suite then arranged a j^lan
of defence.
While thus engaged, a Corean employed at the legation informed them that the mob had destroyed the houses of
the two ministers Bin, and were attacking three Japanese students. Three policemen well armed then left to succor the students,
but nothing was heard from either policemen or students again.
A Corean officer now appeared and warned the Japanese to escape
to the hill back of the legation
and being requested by Hanabusa
to ask the government for soldiers, he left on this errand.
At 5.50
P.M. the mob reached the legation, and raising a imited yell, fired
volleys of bullets, arrows, and big stones at the legation, but dared
not enter the gate to face the revolvers of the policemen. In hurling
stones the ruffians showed remarkable skill. The mob set on fire a
house, near by, and in the rising wind then boding a coming storm
two out-houses of the legation were burned, the police shooting down the incendiaries when they could see them. It was now
that the Japanese

;

—

—
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and the ruffians having thrown up barricades to
and to shield their cowardly carcases while
shooting, the Japanese fired the remaining buildings, and armed
only with swords and pistols, formed themselves into a circle,
charged the mob, and cut their way through to the house of the
chief magistrate, which they found emj)ty. Finding no one in the
official residence, they marched to the southern gate of the roval
Instead of opening it, the soldiers on the wall above pelted
castle.
them with stones.
Hanabusa now resolved to cross the river with his party and
make his way to In-chiun. Turning their backs on the flames, they
arrived at the river and, on the feri-yman refusing to convey them
across, they seized the boat and crossed safely to the other side.
It was now past midnight and the rain began to fall heavily, and
with occasional thunderstorms continued to pour down all night.
The refugees plunged on through the darkness, often losing their
way, but next day at ten o'clock, they procured some raw barley to
eat, and through the pelting rain pushed on, reaching In-chiun at
3 P.M. The govei-nor received them kindly and suj^plied food and
dry clothing. The Japanese officers slept in the official residence,
and the servants, police, and others in a guard-house about fifteen
yards distant.
The governor jiosted his own sentinels to watch so
that the Japanese could get some rest.
In a few minutes the tired
men were sleeping the sleep of exhaustion.
About five o'clock, Hanabusa and his officers were suddenly
awakened by the shouting of a mob outside and in a moment more
a Japanese entered covered with blood, and with a drawn sword in
his hand with which he had cut his way.
The mob had attacked
them while they were asleep, and the soldiers of the local garrison
Avere joining the rioters, firing from behind fences.
All the Japanese now hurried on their clothes, and charging a body of about
forty soldiers, armed with swords and spears, who were blocking the
gateway, made for Chi-mul-po seaport, having lost three killed and
two missing.
Meeting two Japanese on horseback from the port, who rej^orted
that the road was free from ambuscades, they put the wounded man
on one horse, and by another desj^atched one of their number to
hasten forward and have a boat ready. They reached Chi-nml po,
the port, about seven o'clock, and immediately crossed over to Roze
Island for safety.
About midnight, having procured a junk, they
IDut to sea, toward Nanyo Bay, where they knew the British gunboat
about ten

hem

o'clock,

in their victims

;
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Flying Fish was then on
tliey

made

little

survey-.

Encountering

a,

soutiierly wind,

or no progress, and on the 26th a dense fog set

but at 11.30 a.m., it cleared up and the welcome sight of a
three-masted vessel greeted their eyes. Hoisting the flag of Japan,
they saw their signal answered, and soon the party of twenty-six
half-naked, hungry, and cold refugees wei*e on board the ship, where
That night at ten o'clock the
kindest treatment awaited them.
in

;

On August 3d a religious service
comrades was held by the survivors, at
"The deep silence was only broken by the sobbing
ShimonosL'ki.
of the audience, overcome by deep sympathy for the murdered
men." On the 8th Hanabusa had an audience with the mikado in

Flying Fish sailed for Nagasaki.
in

memory

of their slain

Tokio.

government ordered the aniiy
and Tsushima, with naval forces to cooperate. Hanabusa and his suite were sent back, escorted by a miliHe re entered Seoul, August IGth, and was received
taiy force.

Without

hesitation, the Japanese

to assemble at Shinonoseki

with courtesy. A fleet of Chinese war-vessels with a force of four
thousand troops was also at hand. Aj^pareutly everything was under
the control of Tai-wen Kun, who professed to be friendly to foreigners, and to ascribe the recent riot to a sudden uprising of the unpaid soldiery, which the government had not force at hand to supTwo Corean officers coming on board the Flying Fish,
press.
10th, informed Captain Hoskyn that the soldiery, dissatiswith the unfair treatment of their superiors, had incited the
peasantry to rebellion that by orders of Tai-wen Kun, who bitterly regretted the recent outrages, the dead Japanese had been
that the old regent while usurping the royal
honorably bmied

August
fied

;

;

power, had professed a total change of views and was in favor of a
progressive policy.

At his audience with the king, August 20th, Hanabusa presented
demands of his government. These were nominally agreed to,
but several days passing without satisfactory action, Hanabusa having exhausted remonstrance and argument, left Seoul August
25th and returned to his ship. This unexpected move— a menace
brought the usui-j^er to tenns. On receijDt of Tai-wen
of war
Kun's apologies, the Japanese envoy returned to the capital August
30th and full agi'ecment was given to the demands of Japan, at
which time it would appear, Tai-wen Kun, forcibly kidnapped
by the envoy of China, had begun his travels into the couutiy of
the

—

Confucius.

:
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The following telegram to the New York Tribune of October
summarizes the news from Yokohama up to September 13th
The Corean Government pledged
rest the insurgents within

the following conditions

itself to

twenty days and

inflict

:

2d,

To

ar-

due punishment upon them,
bury properly the bodies of
to pay Japan
their families

Japanese delegates to be present at the trial to
those murdered and pay 50,000 yen (dollars) to
500,000 yen as indemnity for expenditure, etc., in five yearly instalments; to
allow Japanese troops in Seoul for the protection of the legation, and to provide proper accommodations for them to send an apology by a special embassy to Japan to extend gradually privileges to the Japanese residents and
traders to afford proper conveniences for travel throughout Corea for the
;

;

;

;

;

Japanese Government officials.
While this was going on the Chinese envoy, who had remained inactive
with his escort until August 25th, suddenly called up the full body of his
What degree of pressure
troops, about three or four thousand, to the capital.
he may have exercised is not yet known, but it is certain that the chief rebel
and assassin, the Tai-wen Kun, was taken on board a Chinese ship and carried
It is alleged that his departure was by no means voluntary, and
to Tien-tsin.
that some physical effort was required to get him ashore on arriving at his desWhatever was the object of this proceeding, it must have been dictination.
tated by Li Hung Chang, the Chiuese Viceroy at Tien-tsin, who seems to
have quite abandoned his demeanor of calm stolidity during these active CoIt is declared by one Chinese party that the only purpose
rean transactions.
was to rescue the Tai-wen Kun from the dangers that threatened him, and by
another that the intent was still to maintain the theory of sovereign control
over Corea's rulers, which Li Hung Chang has been straining for throughout.
During the recent prospect of trouble with Corea, the Japanese Govern-

ment received offers of military service from twenty thousand
of money gifts to the value of 200,000 yen.

At

this stage of affairs,

when Corea

volunteers,

and

ceases to be a " hermit na-

tion," and stands in the glare of the world's attention, we bring
our imperfect story to a close. The pivot of the future history of

On her soil will be decided the problem of
is Corea.
supremacy, by the jealous rivals China, Japan, and Eussia. The
sudden assumption of self-imposed tutelary duties by China proves
her lively interest in the little country, w^hich has been called both
"her right arm of defense," and "her gloved hand" the one to
force back the ravenous Muscovite, the other to warn off the ambi-

Eastern Asia

—

Whether the Middle Kingdom has deliberately
chosen the Land of Morning Calm to affront and humiliate "the
neighbor disturbing nation," that twice humbled her pride in the
fairest islands of the sea— Formosa and Eiu Kiu— the events of
the not distant future will soon determine. Whether the hoary em*

tious Japanese.
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pire shall

come

in collision

with the younp; northern f^ant,

<ancl

the

dragon and the Lear tear each other in the slime of war in Coreau
We
valleys, may be a question the solution of which is not far off.
trust that

amid

all

dangers, the integrity of the

little

kingdom may

be preserved but whatever be the issue ujjon the map of the world,
let us hope that jiaganism, bigotry, and superstition in Corea, and
and that in their places, the religion of
in all Asia, may disappear
human brotherhood may find an
education,
and
science,
Jesus,
;

;

abiding dwelling-i)lace.

APPEISfDIX.

THE COREAN LANGUAGE.
Although the Chinese language, writing, and literature form the basis of
education and culture in Chu-sen, yet the native language is distinct in genius
and structure from the Chinese, having little in common with it. The latter
is monosyllabic, while the Corean is polysyllabic, as is the Japanese, which
No other language is so nearly affiliated to the
the Corean closely resembles.
Japanese as the Corean. Both are of the "agglutinative" type, using that
term in a general and not too

strict sense.

There are few true

inflections,

and

the attempt to reduce the verbal forms to the classifications suited to the IndoEuropean languages is the source of much confusion in the grammars and
dictionaries which Europeans have thus far attempted to make.
Belonging to the polysyllabic branch of that great division of the family
of speech, variously

termed Turanian,

to be its chief characteristics, as

Altaic, or

Mongol, the following seem
1. The words themselves

shown byDallet:

do not contain inflections which serve
gender in the case of abstract nouns.

and
There are no declensions proper,

to distinguish sex in living things
2.

expressing number, person, and case. The "prepositions" are post-positions,
which are always distinct and separable from the noun, and the plural is
formed by adding a special word jointed to the noun. 3. True adjectives are
4. The genuine pronouns of the
rare, being rather verbal and noun-like.

and second person do not exist, the third person serving for "I" and
" thou," certain particles expressing the idea of relation. 5. In place of the
complex conjugation of the verb, the various shades of meaning are secured
by agglutinating or tacking on special particles. While some have no passive
Finally, the word which
voice, all have what may be called a negative voice.
governs is placed invariably after the word which it governs, instead of the
These are the fundamental principles of Corean syntax.
contrary, as with us.
The honorific element forms almost a complete language, yet one of ceremony rather than of syntax, though construction as well as vocabulary is

first

by the desire to express the relation of inferior to superior, and vice
by means of speech. The difference in the forms of language between
people and magistrate, convert and priest, servant and master, etc., are more
than that between "high" and "low" German.
The local variations in dialect are considerable, and the speech of the
affected
versa,
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capital

and of the

Clui-sen,

it is

very

In Ronthern and Rontheasrtem

provincei=! is quite different.

much

like the Japanese, and, word-for-word, particle-for-

Japanese into Corean, and Corean into Japanese, are
the interpreters at Fusau, and
In the
translations of the New Testament into the two tongues show this.
northern provinces the divergence from modern Japanese is more marked.
Mr. Ross's Corean Primer, made with the aid of a northern native, shows his
The accent or prodialect to be somewhat different from that of Kiung-sang.
The high style is that of
nunciation also differs in Seoul and the provinces.
particle translations of

The Japanese manuscript manuals of

possible.

the former, and the Sa-liito-n

is

the provincial.

Corean to Japanese has heen shown by Mr. W. G. Aston,
who gives lists of roots, and particles identical, or nearly so, in both languages.
The Corean is characterized by more vowel changes, and a strange system of
euphony, remarked also by Ross and Ridel, prevails. Neither I nor r is liked
at the beginning of a word, and the use of honorific terms, such as auxiliary
The most converbs, particles, etc., is a feature common to both languages.
vincing resemblances are those wliich occur between pronouns, particles, and
grammatical terminations. These particles and terminations represent punc-

The

similarity of

tuation,

emphasis, declension, and conjiigation.

Ross's primer are expressed on exactly the

construction in Japanese.

A

very practical

Many

of the sentences in

same principles of grammatical
fact, which throws light on the

that the Corean prisoners in Nagasaki during the invasion of
1592-97 easily learned Japanese so as to be fully understood at the confessionals of the Roman Catholic priests. The points of unlikeness are differences
question,

is

Every syllable in Japanese ends with a vowel, which is not the
while in Corean the vowel of one syllable exercises a modifying influence on the vowel of the preceding syllable to an extent unknown in
Japanese and the spelling is in a state of confusion which is in sad contrast
in euphony.

case in Corean

;

:

to the regularity of the Japanese.

Dallet has also noticed the curious fact of the resemblance between Corean
In many
that of the Dravidian languages in Southern India.

grammar and

The Rev. Nathan Brown,
formerly of Assam, now of Japan, points out the same analogy between the
Burmese and the Japanese.
The number of Chinese words in the Corean vocabulary is very large, as
might be inferred from tlie fact that nearly all learning is in that language,
cases the rules are not only similar but identical.

which is the basis of culture. Yet this infusion of foreign words so largely
outnumbering the native, in no way affects the syntax. The Chinese vocables
are borrowed, just as we transfer Greek and Latin terms into English, even
when terms in our native speech suffice. In Ridel's dictionary most of the
words have the asterisk prefixed, denoting their Chinese origin. Tliey represent those verbal additions, mostly names of things, or expressions of ideas,
whidi have steadily flowed into the language since the time of the Tang
the influence of Chinese culture began to prevail, while the
" hooks and eyes of language," have remained native.
The Chinese characters constitute the true writing, or "great letters," in

dynasty,

when

particles, or

tlie vulgar script, which is the women's or children's writing.
As the pronunciation of the Chinese characters has several times changed in
Japanese books show that in Hiaksai and
China, so also in the peninsula.

opposition to

—
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in Shinra, in Korai from nintli to fourteenth centuries, and in Clio-sen since
the Mancliiu dynasty, there has been in each period a different pronunciation
The cause of this is that the literary men o: the various
of the characters.
epochs have endeavored to conform to the contemporaneous standard of
China, just as Frenchmen of culture in the colonies wish to speak with the

Evidently there must be preserved in old
Parisian accent of their time.
Corean books, or perhaps by the conservative Buddhist priests, the old phonetic
style of the fourth and fifth centuries, or of the era of Korai, as in Russia the
priests

keep

alive the ancient pronunciation of the liturgy.

alphabet, one of the most simple and perfect in the world, contwenty-five letters, eleven vowels, and fourteen consonants, and classiThey are made with easy strokes, in
fied according to the organs of speech.
which straight lines, circles, and dots or twirls only are used. According to

The Corean

sists of

Mr. Astou's

classification

they are

:

Vowels.

A,

YA, U,

Ytj, O,

YO

;

U, YU,

I,

EU,

A.

DiiMhongs.

%%

E".

Consonants.

PH, M.
TH, N, L.
CH, CHH, S.

Labials, P,

Dentals, T,
Palatals,

Gutturals, K,

KH.

H, NG final.
" The above arrangement makes it clear that the inventor of the alphabet
had classified the sounds of the language according to the organs of speech by
which they are formed. A common element (which I have called the base)
A work on the
Aston.
is traceable through all the letters of each class."
Corean language, upon which Mr. Aston is engaged, will be arranged accordLaryngeals

ing to this system.

(?)

The pronunciation given above

is

provisional merely.

which these letters are associated in their possible combinations, one hundred and ninety-nine in all, and which the Corean
Thus, mo is
children learn by rote, not analyzing or separating the letters.
learned by sight, and sound as one character, though composed of m and o ;
just as an English child would learn to read and recognize by the eye the word
There

cat

is

also a syllabary in

without analyzing each

letter.

Thus with one alphabet two distinct systems of writing, both phonetic,
The Coreans use the Chinese characnido and unmun, exist side by side.
ters only as ideo-grams, or, as Mr. Chamberlain more properly has called them,
logo-grams.

As in Japan, so in Corea, three styles of language prevail, and are used
1. Pure Chinese, without any admixture of Corean, in books and
writings on science, history, and government, and in the theses of the stu2. In the books composed in the Corean language,
dents and literary men.
the vernacular syntax serves as the framework for the vocabulary, which is
Works on education, text-books, and the various literary
largely Chinese.
products contain a mixture of both languages, or side-by-side translations of
3. The Corean book style of comthe Chinese, or Asiatic Latin, into Corean.
as follows

:
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from the conversational in being more crrammatieal and refined,
and in the hixnriant nse of terminations and idioms, turns of speech, and

position flilTers

tricks of Language, not

known

in conversation.

The

epistoLary style differs

from the idiom of book and conv^ersation containing many polite formulas
and expressions used only in letters. Finally, every one in Corea speaks Corean, and not Chinese, the quality of the language varying with the culture of
the sp(?aker, the Avomen using the larger proportion of pure Corean words,
the men, especially pedants, employing a vocabulary having in it more terms
;

of Cliinese origin.

Study by Europeaks.
Until the present century the Corean language was like the scroll in Revewith seven seals. Hamel and his fellow-cajitives in the seventeenth century left no memorials of the strange speech acquired by them.
lation, sealed

Witsen and Broughton, and the other navigators noted only a few words.
Klaproth, who made, or pretended to make, all Asia, with her thousand
tongues, his domain of knowledge, was perhaps the first to collect together
the scraps of Corean in the vocabularies gathered by European voyagers, or
found in Chinese and Japanese books. He published in his " Asia Polyglotta,"
In 18o3 he
in 1823, several hundred Corean words in all ways of spelling.
translated the Japanese author, Rin Shihei's (Rinsifee) book, " San Kokf Tson
Ran To Sets," which the latter had published at Yedo in 1780. With this work,
"General Introduction to the Three Kingdoms" (Cho-sen, Yezo, and RiuRiu),
Klaproth published the Corean alphabet, under the auspices of the Oriental
Translation Fund.
Dr. Franz Siebold, living at Nagasaki, and meeting with
numerous shipwrecked Coreans, was perhaps the first European scholar to
learn the language from the natives.
He collected a much larger vocabulary
than Klaproth, studied the grammar, and in 1833 published "The ThousandCharacter Classic," with a corresponding word-for-word translation into German and Japanese. In 1835 the English scholar, W. H. Medhurst made a
translation into English of a native Corean comparative dictionary of Chinese,
Corean, and Japanese. In this very useful work about four thousand words
are defined.
The next year, the first French missionary penetrated into ChoIn 1838
sen.
It is possible that he had a copy of Medhurst's work with liim.
Siebold nt Batavia had printed the Lui Ho, in which the Chinese words are
accompanied at the sides by the Corean pronunciation and definition. In the
appendix the Japanese translation and pronunciation of a number of the
Chinese words are given, and in separate columns the comparative Chinese,
German, and Corean vocabulary of one thousand five hundred and twelve
words in Roman characters, with, however, no grammatical notes of explanation.
In Captain Belcher's "Voyage of H.M.S. Samarang," London, 1^48,
there is a collection of several hundred Corean words with English and other
See also the Chinrsr RepnuHnnj for Xov., 1832, pp. 27(3-279.
equivalents.
To the French missionaries belongs the honor of exploring the peninsula,
and of removing the seals of the language. The first systematic attemjits at
making an apparatus for the study of Corean were lost in fire and persecution.
Daveluy worked for several years on a Chinese Corean-Latin dictionary
Pourtiiie had composed a similar work, while Petitnicolas had made a LatinCorean dictionary, which, when completed, was to contain from thirty thousand
;

a
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Besides these the missionaries were to comThey toiled through many years while
busy with their religious labors, their design being to keep a copy of each of
the books at the mission, while the manuscripts were sent to France to be
printed but in the persecution of 18G6 all the fruits of their industry were
to

one hundred thousand words.

pose a

grammar by

their joint labor.

;

burned or destroyed.
In the Journal Asiatique, for April, 1864, M. Leon de Rosny, at Paris,
printed a paper entitled " Aper^u de la Langue Coreene," from data furnished
by his co-laborers in Corea, and especially from the manuscript of Bishop
Dallet, in his " Histoire de I'Eglise de Coree "(pp. Ixxvii.compiled a most valuable sketch of the language, giving
also four charts containing the script and square forms of the alphabet, the
opening lines of "The Thousand-Character Classic," the Invocation to the
Virgin, and the Lord's Prayer in the running hand, with French translation.
Ballet's sketch is, in reality, a small Corean grammar, and is very valuable to
Mr. Addison Van Name, of Yale College Library, at a meeting
the student.

Ridel.

M. Charles

xciv., Paris, 1874),

American Oriental Society in November, 1875, presented a digest of Daiin connection with the presentation, from Dr. S. Wells Williams,
a proclamation issued by the Corean government in 18o9, in Chinese and

of the
let's
"of

grammar

Corean, forbidding the promulgation of Christianity.
further gift of a military order captured at Kang-wa.

Dr. Williams

made

a

After Bishop Ridel's second visit and imprisonment in Corea, he came to
Japan, and with his co-laborers succeeded by 1881 in completing a dictionary
and grammar, both beautifully printed on the press of VEcho du Japan, at
Yokohama. The " Dictionnaire Corien-Frani^ais," contains six hundred and
six hundred and fifteen
ninety-five pages octavo, with valuable preface
pages are devoted to definitions, with the word defined in (1) Corean letters,
full ex(2) Roman letters (French), (3) Chinese equivalent characters, and the
The grammatical and geographical appenplanation of the word in French.
dices, and a clear, well-shaded map, add to the value of this superb work.
The " Grammaire Cor eenne " contains in all, three hundred and thirty-four
;

The introduction is devoted to a
comparison of the Corean with the Chinese language (instead of with the Japanese), and to the letters, writing, pronunciation, formation of words, alphabets, and syllabary. After the grammar proper, of one hundred and ninety-two
pages, there are ninety-three pages devoted to graduated exercises in Corean
conversations, and twenty-one amusing and characteristic specimens of folkBoth these works have been
lore, in Corean writing with French translation.
ably reviewed in The Clirysfintliemum (Yokohama, Japan) for May and September, 1881, by Mr. W. G. Aston, to whom the compiler is much indebted.
The systematic study of Corean was begun by several English-speaking
Dr. S. Wells Williams
scholars in North China during the last two decades.
pages, uniform in size with the dictionary.

has not yet printed the results of his studies. The Rev. Mr. Thomas, missionary agent of the National Bible Society of Scotland, had learned Corean in
Shing-king, and from the natives while visiting the coast of Whang-hai in a
Chinese junk. He perished in the General Sherman slaughter. In 1873 the
lamented and accomplished author of "The Chinese Reader's Hand-book"—
monument of his brilliant and patient scholarship began the study of Corean,
and was, at the time of his d-eath, March 24, 1876, engaged upon a grammar,

—
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he comparative with Japanese, Manchiu, and Turkish. During
member of th(f embassy. He
inteu(h'd also to add asketcli ofCorean history, l>ut liis work is hjst to us by his
untimely death. In Manchuria, the little group of missionaries of the United
Presbyterian Church of Scotland, Messrs. Mclntyre and John llo.ss, frequently
meeting Coreans in the embassy to China at Mukden, Niu-chwang, and the towns

which was

to

three winters he had studied assiduously with a

oJ Shing-king, began the study of their language several years ago. The fruits
of Mr. Mclntyre's labors are several chapters of notes on the Coreaiv, or perliaps

Mr. Ross,
rather Sinico-Corean, in the C'dmi, lieview during 1881 and 1882.
of Niu-chwang, in 1877-78 jjublished through the Sliangliae Presbyterian

—

Mission Press a " Corean Primer " a handy manual of eighty-nine pages of
lessons " on all ordinary subjects." The words are given in Corean characters,
under which is their pronunciation in Roman letters, and the interpretation
ill English according to the idiom of the country, viz., "nom., obj., verb,
negative." In his general work on Corea, also, Mr. Ro.ss gives a sketch of
the language and grammar.

Mr. W. G. Aston, formerly interpreter and translator at the British Legaand author of the " Grammars of
the Written and Spoken Language of Japan," has for some years devoted himself to the study of Corean, and his work bids fair to be the most satis Tactory
tion in Tokio, Japan, vice-consul at Hiogo,

to all English-speaking people,

and we think

to

Europeans in general.

To

pointing out the substantial historic unity ofthe two nations, Corean and Japanese, and of demonstrating the close family
His method is simple and scientific, and his ability
likeness of their speech.
unquestioned. His published papers on the subject are, as far as known to
1. "A Paper on the Corean Language," in the Journal
the writer, as follows
liim belongs the credit of

first

:

of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain, 187G (?) 2. " Books on Korean,"
Th- Japan Mail, January 28, 1878, in which the accessible works extant on
the subject, including the Japanese manuscript manuals used by the inter-

and the relations of Corean with Japanese are disand of the Gram4.
maire Coroenne," in T.'te Chnjmnthcmum, May and September, 1881.
"Proposed Arrangement of the Korean Alphabet," vol. iv., p. 58, " Transac-

preters at Fusan, are noticed,

cussed.

3.

"Review

of the Dictionnaire Coreen-Fran^ais,

tions of the Asiatic Society of Japan." In this last paper Mr. Aston informs us
that he is preparing a vocabulary of Corean to be arranged on the system set

announcement which English-speaking students will hail
Mr. Aston visited Cho-sen about the time of Admiral Willes'
treaty-making, in June, 1882, and remained for some weeks on board the
British surveying ship Flying Fish, improving his familiarity with the living
speech of the natives. Messrs. Ernest Satow, and Basil Hall Chamberlain, the
former of the British Legation in Japan, and the latter an English gentleman
forth in his paper, an

with pleasure.

in Tokio, are also scholars in Corean.
add the titles of works in Russian merely to show what has been done
They were furnished us in French by Count Osten-Sacken
in that language.

We

" Essay towards a Russo-Coreau
1.
of the Foreign Office at St. Petersburg.
This dictionary contains three or four thousand
Dictionary," by M. Poutzillo.
Russian words with their definitions in Corean. 2. " Some Remarks of the
Archimandrite Palladius upon Poutzillo's Dictionary," " Bulletin of the ImI)erial

Society of Geography, St. Petersburg, 1875."
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New Testament has been translated
work of Messrs. Ross and Mclntyre, the Scotch missionaries at Mukden and Niu-chwang.
It was translated, revised, and printed
from metal type in Sliing-king, and before July, 1882, a number of copies had
At

this writing (September, 1882), the

into Corean — the joint

been circulated inside the peninsula, while one thousand copies were being
packed for Japan, to enter Corea by way of that country. This version ought
to be a first-rate one, the translator having good models in Chinese to follow,
and four or more Corean assistants, who are also scholars in Chinese. How
far the pure native language has been employed and cultivated remains to be
seen.
From the Aauleim/ we learn that the "Pilgrim's Progress" has been
done into Corean by a native named Tsway. Two books written by Americans
have also been translated " The Peep of Day," direct from Burns' Chinese
version, and Dr. Martin's "Evidences of Christianity," now a text-book in
three kingdoms.
Nearly all the books still in print mentioned in this chapter may be ob:

tained of Messrs. Kelly

&

Co., booksellers, at

Yokohama

or Slianghae.

Corean Literature.
The

contact of the race

from the Manchnrian valleys with an old

civiliza-

tion like that of China, furnished the Korai people with such perfect literary

models that the study of their own tongue has been sadly neglected, instead
This is even more the case in Cho-sen than in
of being loyally developed.
Nippon, where the Japanese intellect has flowered in a respectable native
literature, in spite of the contempt in which the vernacular was long held
through the spirit of pedantry developed by study of the Chinese. The Coreans show a low opinion of their native tongue by calling it Yuk-tnm, or sotHence
tish words without meaning, and utterly insufficient to express ideas.
History, which constitutes its first divithe poverty of the native literature.
sion, is almost entirely composed in the Chinese, and hence is accessible only
Ridel mentions the titles of a few works in the Corean-French
to students.
Dictionary, but there is no present evidence that these were read by the
missionaries.
Hamel states that it was a custom when historical records or
important documents were written, to have them transcribed and copies deA few
posited in various parts of the kingdom to guard against loss by fire.
primers or manuals of history are printed in the vulgar writing for the use o.
women, children, and the unlearned. Books on etiquette or ritual are common. They relate to marriage, burial, mourning, and the multifarious duties
which death— almost more than life— requires in Chinese Asia. The greater
"
part of one of these manuals has been translated by Mr. Ross in his " Corea
(Paisley, 1880), which is full of interesting matter, showing how important is
the undertaker's work. The study of geography, local and historical, is cultiMaps and works on local geography are from time to time issued.
vated.
Some of this work is done in the Government Bureau of Design at Seoul. The
Corean maps thus far seen by the writer are rude, but serviceable, and equal
many of those in old Japan. Some of them have i'oiind their way to Europe.
Poetry is of two kinds, one style consisting of songs, punning descriptions,
funny sayings with rhythm and a certain number of syllables or feet and the
The ^^puiig-zcel," or favorite sort, is of a
other based on the Chinese model.
;
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light, idyllic character,

ninon.

and, as

Thy bamboo swaying

its

name

indicatos, deals largely- with

wind and

gracefully in the breeze, the moonlit sea, or

*' Poetry
landscape, and the varying phases of nature; are treated of in verse.
jiarties " go out to look at fine scenery, or meet, writing materials in hand,
and wine-cups close by. This writing stanzas for diversion is among the stand-

The Chinese authors do not
ard means of literary and social enjoyment.
enjoy exclusive monopoly of the Corean world of readers, for some of the
Japanese writers, notably Aral Hakus ki, and the Yedo scholars of the eighteenth century, who wrote mainly in classic Chinese, are also held in high reThe Corean language has never, except in rare instances, been studied
pute.
in Japan except by interpreters at Fusan, or in Kioto, Yedo, or Nagasaki and
the library of Japanese works treating of the language or people is a small
;

Since the treaty of 187G some attention has been paid to its acquisition,
which the Coreans must feel flattered. It is now studied by Japanese at
Nagasaki, Kioto, and Tokio under the auspices of the government, and of the
Buddhists, and as a means of culture, since in addition to private students the
Society for Promoting Oriental Literature in 1881 engaged a Corean named
In Corea some of
Konseioi to teach a class of twenty Japanese gentlemen.
the best modern treatises on the various arts and sciences liave been translated, or are in process of translation, from Japanese and Chinese versions.
Japanese believers in Shinto have long waged a controversy with Buddhist
writers concerning the origin of an alphabet found not in books or literature,
but on scrolls kept in temples. These characters are called Shin-ji, "godletters," or 8hin-fhii-ji, " letters of the age of the gods," and great antiquity is
claimed for them by the Shintoists. They are in their various forms identione.
at

with the Corean alphabet. The Buddhists claim that the
were brought over from Corea at a period much later than
No inscriptions or literary monuments in the
is held by Shinto scholars.
Shin-ji can be discovered in Japan, and foreign critics Hepburn, Aston, and
many others— agree with the Buddhist opinion that the Shin-ji are late importations from Cho-sen. Mr. Satow in his paper on "Pure Shinto " speaks of the
" unmi-stakable identity" of the two syllabaries, referring the origin of the
cal, or

nearly

so,

so-called god-letters

—

Corean alphabet
heilnnrjen dcr

Mr. P. Kempermann, in the ^^ittfur Natur-und Volko-kunde 0.itmien'i<,

to the fifteenth century.

Dnthrhen

Geselleschaft

November, 1877, takes a somewhat different view, believing that these characters (which are printed with his paper) were the common property of the race
which inhabited Southern Japan and Corea in very ancient times. Dr. D. B.
McCartee takes the view that "the knUi-hind syllabic symbols were adopted
as a substitute for the Jin-dai-ji [or Shin-ji] as simpler and much easier to be
learned." Until some literary fragments composed in the Shin-ji be discovered in Japan, the question has no practical importance. The opening of
the Corean peninsula to foreign scholars may, however, result in discoveries
in literary archaeology that will throw light upon the settling of the Japanese
archipelago, and the prehistoric condition of Corea. The critical and anal^-tical
study of the Kojiki and other ancient monuments of Japanese literature, by
Messrs. Satow and Chamberlain, seems already scattering the darkness that
has hitherto hung over the history of the two countries east of China, before
It may be mentioned as
it was known to the writers of the Middle Kingdom.
a curious fact that a Shinto writer, as late as 1871, published the whole of the

;
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KojiJci, in "that clumsy variety of the Korean alphabetic writing which
some Japanese authors .... have supposed to be characters of a peculiar age
and sanctity used by the ancient gods and heroes of their country."

MEASURES, WEIGHTS, MONEY, TIME, CALCULATION.

—The unit of

linear measure in Corea is the
corresponds roughly to our foot,
btit its length varies both in the capital and provinces according to the subThe cloth jtt. or foot at Seoul is .52 metre (20.5 inches), that
stance measured.
for silk, .42 metre (16.5 inches), and that for cordage a little less than .37

Measures: Long Measure.

Ja,

which

is

one-third of the pal or arm.

The

metre (14.5 inches).

It

in-chek, or foot for

measuring the height of men,

is

For the measurement of timber, trees, and
fourteen thicknesses of the finger.
lumber the foot in use is still longer. In every instance, however, the jd is
To
10 chi or inches 1 cM
10 pun or lines.
subdivided as follows lj(i
measure height or depth, the kil, "the measure of a man," that is, of an adult

=

:

=

;

taken as the unit.
used to compute length. For road measures the r?, or
league, is the most common, and the " mile-stones," in the form of huge grotesque human figures, are found at intervals on the roads, inscribed in Chinese

male Corean's

The 2^(1,

stature,

or arm,

characters with the

is

is

number

of

?7"

to

and from

certain places.

One

7'i

equals a

over 4 kilometres (2.5 miles) but this r/ is not of uniform length throughout the eight provinces, being longer as the distance from the capital increases
200 ri in the farthest provinces may equal 240 or 250 of Seoul ri. Ma-tiang
little

;

an indefinite expression for less than one ri.
The measures of capacity have their unit in the lioj), or
Cubic Measure.
handful 10 ho}) = 1 toi ; 10 toi = 1 mal, or bushel 20 mal = 1 siem, or sack.
The mal is a measure in the form of a polyhedron, with a squai-e base, having
four trapezoid sides, of which the top, smaller than the base, serves for an orifice.
There are two kinds of mal, the smallest of which is less than half the
size of the larger, and at Seoul has the following dimensions: Base, .27 (8.85
top, .25 (8.2 inches) aside; depth, .13 (4.20 inches) a side.
inche.s) a side
Fifteen of these lesser mal make a hut, which is the government measure for
is

—

;

:

;

the grain assessments or taxes.
Liquid Measure. Spirits for drinking purposes are measured by the cliongja, or "little cup," which, according to the popular idea, ought to hold 10,000
The unit for measuring rice-wine and other liquids is the
grains of millet.

—

cup, or a

jail, or

little less

Square Measure.

than two-fifths of a

litre,

or 24.4 cubic inches.

—Measures of arable land are based on the amount of rice

sown upon it. The names are made by adding the measure of
The siem-jik-i comprises an area measure of earth on which a
siem or sack of grain may be sown the ma-jik-i, that on which is sown a
bushel the toi-jik-i, that on which is sown a toi, and the Jiop-jik-i, on which is
sown a handful of seed.
Weights. The Corean scale for weighing is like the Japanese and Chinese
The best are
lever, which we call the Roman balance or miniature steelyard.
imported from China. The unit of weight is the kiun or pound, which is
divided like our own into ounces or niang, sixteen of which make a kiun or
or other grain

capacity to jik.

;

;

—

;
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pound:
the

1 nianri

n/d/if/ at

=

Seoul

10 ton ; 1 ion — 10 pini ; 1 pun =
about SS grammes, or 1.2 ounce.

1

n.

Tlio weight of

is

—

MoNKY. Tlie nip or ]>nn (Chinese sapek) is tlie only money coined in
Corea, and looks like the Chinese " cash," being perforated with sciuare holes
Hence the term "

for stringing.

or 10 pence, or 19 cents

;

lOjmn

strings of cash."

—

1

ton ; 10 ton

100 Corean sapek = 1 franc,
nianrj ; 10 ninng = 1 kan.

=1

For commercial i)urposes gold and silver in bars, nuggets, or dust are ii.sed by
The old valuation was 1 tael or ounce of gold = 8.50 taels in silver
weight.
1 tael or ounce of silver = G70, G4(), or 030 cash, according to the varying rates
of exchange.
In some parts of the kingdom money is rarely used, barter taking the place of metal coins, grain being the most usual standard.
The
"cash" (nip or sapek) are made of an alloy of copper and tin, zinc or lead, or
of iron.
They are strung on cords of plaited straw, a few dozen of which
make a load for a man, and the payment of a heavy debt requiring a yoke of
oxen to transport the money. The coins are of various issues and chronological
periods.
The characters "Sam-han," or "Three Kingdoms," " Korai," and
" Chu-sen" are stamped on their face, with such legends as " Used for Public
Benefit,"

"Treasury Department," "Enrich the People," "Current Money,"
On some of the coins the

or "Circulating Treasure," on the reverse face.

name is stamped. It is said that
times bean debased by the government.

chronological period or the mint-master's

even these miserable "cash " have

The common
per cent.

at

rate of interest in the country is very high, oCten reaching 100

It is

a rule of the Christians not to charge or receive over 20 per

cent.

Sidereal Measuuk.

—Magnetic compasses

are usually of Chinese

manu-

facture and importation, but are not in general use for junk navigation, the

Corean boatmen rarely venturing out of sight of land, exce})t perhaps when
They are, however, used by travellers,
sailing to and from Quelpart Island.
and very largely by the geomancers, who pretend with their aid to locate ausThe native name for the magnetic needle
piciously the graves and tombs.
is ji-:iain-jul, which
reversing our conception means the "iron southpointer," or " indicator of the south." The needle or arrow is set in a round
box, on the circle of which twenty-four cyclic characters are printed. Besides
the four cardinal points, N., S., E., W., the subdivisions E. S., E. N., W. S.,
W.N., instead of our S. E., N. E., S. W., N. W., are used.
Time Measure Dat/s and Uouvh. Tlie Corean division and measurement
Receiving the calendar from
of the time is based on the Chinese system.
Peking annually, they make use of it with slight modifications. The solar
day is divided into twelve hours or s:, and each hour into eight keik, each keik
into fifteen 7)'/7?.
A Corean hour is equivalent to two of ours, a keik to our
The hours of the da^', instead
quarter of an hour, and a, pun to our minute.
of being expressed by numerals, as with us, are distinguished by adding the
name of some animal corresponding to the sign of the zodiac to the word ni or
hour as Jlo-si, hour of the tiger or Yang-si, sheep hour Riong-si, dragon

—

—

—

:

;

;

hour,

The Coreans
first

;

etc.

rarely, if at

all,

things a "civilized " native

divisions of time are

possess clocks or watches, though one of the

now seeks

gauged by the

to possess is a watch.

sight, ear,

and hunger

The common

— cock-crowing,

breakl'ast-time, dinner-time, the evening-star, supper-time, etc.

A

little

be-

;
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and such an hour, and the beginning, middle, and end of an hour
and it is doubtful whether foreigners
coming from countries where seconds are split could make a native laborer
comprehend anything less than a half hour.
The division into weeks is unknown, the days being counted
Weeks.
from the age or the moon. The native Christians have, however, coined vei-nacular terms for the church week-days.
The months are reckoned as "small" or "large," i.e., of twenty3Io)it/ts.
nine or thirty days, according to the lunation. The eighth and twenty-third
days of the moon are spoken of as " little water," or " little tide," and " much
fore sucli

are noted, but fractions are neglected,

—

—

The first ten days of the month are
water," "great tide," respectively.
beginning) to the cardinal number as cJio-il (first

named by prefixing cJio (first or

;

day), cho-i (second day), etc., either to the

Special terms for the
days,

and

moon

full

first

and

pure Corean or China-Coi-ean words.

last day, fifth

A

are in use.

day, twentieth and twenty-first

peculiar terminology

i.s

the country people to designate the age of cattle, horses, etc.
Each year is divided into twelve months, which are
Yeiws.

—

numbers,

first,

second,

eleventh, next to

except that the twelfth

etc.,

is

employed by

named

designated as

b}' their
last,

the

last, etc.

During the period of the lunar

cycle, that is, nineteen solar years, in order
computation with the solar year, they intercalate
seven months called yun-wel, usually a little after each three years.
to synchronize the civil year

Seasons.

—Four seasons are

They

recognized as the greater year division.

Summer, Autumn, Winter.

These seasons are not, however, reckoned a-i beginning and ending exactly at the two solstices and two eqiiinoxes,
but these pivots of the seasons are conceived as being exactly in the middle of
are Spring,

the seasons in which they occur.
of tilling the

soil,

To further

six groups of fifteen days, as follows

Abundance

February

of Rain,

Division of Spring,

Rain, April 22d

;

aid the distribution of the labor

the four seasons of the year are further divided, each into

March

Summer

21st';

:

21st (Equinox)

begins

May

June 7th; Height

l^lanting of the Rice,

Beginning of Spring, February

Awakening
7th
of

of the Insects,

;

Clear Shining, April

;

Little Plenty,

6tli

May 22d

Summer, June 22d

5tii

March 6th
Seed

;

Trans-

;

(SoLstice)

;

Lit-

Great Heat, July 23d ; Autumn begins August 9th End
of Heat, August 24th
White Dew, September 9th Division of Autumn, September 24th (Equinox) Cold Dew, October 9th Fall of Hoar Frost, October
24th
Winter begins November 8th Little Snow, November 23d
Great
Snow, December 8th Full Winter, December 22d (Solstice) Little Cold, January 6th Great Cold, January 21st. New-Year's Day begins at the end of
tle

Heat, July 8th

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

January or early in February.

—

T.'ie Sexrif/enanj Circle.
The Chinese, Corean, and Japanese chronological
system of measuring years is not Buddhist or Confucian. It is not fixed by
some great event, but runs in cycles of sixty years, each beginning from the
year 2637 before Christ.
The seventy-fifth cycle, ending February 7, 1863,
completes a period of four thousand five hundred years.
The tables of sexagenary cyclic characters are made up by joining the selected ten cyclic characters to the twelve hour characters, according to the Chinese philosophical
ideas of the five elements, and the twelve elements or zodiac signs.
The cycle
oi ten series is made from the five elements, Wood, Fire, Earth, Metal, Water,
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doubled I)}' distinguisliing each of them (according to the dualism
and active) as male and female. The table of sixty signs is given
in (Jhincse or Corean almanacs, and in the " GrammaireCoreene." This year,
1882, is the eighteenth year of the seventy-sixth or Water Cycle, masculine

^rhicli are

of passive

;

the year of the ox

AlUTliMETic

or in Corean, Iiu-o.

;

AND CALCULATION. — The Corean system of notation is, like
As with the ancient Romans and Hebrews,

that of China and Japan, decimal.

among whom

alphabetical letters were used for figures, as well as among
Europeans, until the simple Arabic figures took their places, the Corean numerals are names rather than numbers. They do not express quantities in
Having no Chinese character for zero, or decimals, a special namefigures.
term is used to express ten, twenty, hundred, thousand, etc. Thus they write
7, 10, 5,

for 75

imits, tens,

;

8, 100, 46, for

hundreds,

etc.,

846

;

The

1,000, 700, 60, 4, for 1764.

which we imagine

jjirtc^s

in computation, they

of

do not

conceive, but write out.

Owing to the fact that two series of number names, pure Corean and
Chiuese-Corean, are in use, some confusion takes place in ordinary conversaOne help to easy undertion, though when writing is employed all is clear.
standing is found in the fact that the Corean numerals by contraction and
euphony become monosyllables, while the Chinese are polysyllables. The
vernacular speech possesses numerals only up to one hundred, the multiples
" Ten thousand " is a term for the exand is more an expression of rhetoric than of
mathematics. In like manner "100,000 strings," or " 100,000 strings of cash,"
mean simply very much money.
Ordinary calculations are made by .sticks, pebbles, coins, or mo.st accurately
above that number being Chinese.

pression of

what

on the abacus

is

or

indefinite,

frame of sliding

balls.

By

sticks thus,

00 0000.

coins,
I

i

A

li',

1|

|

v

I

Bv

san.

called

Kaji

a

stick or circle over the lower line counts five.

9

Another system of enumeration is called "a thousand sidewaj-s, a hundred
This method
3,425.
up, ten down, joined all on end," thus: == |;||
HHI
is less used than the first, and the abacus more than either.
It appears from the researches of Sinologists that the abacus, or numeralframe, now in use in Asia from Russia to Japan, was not known in China
It seems to have been brought by the Persians
until the fourteenth century.

=

=

and Arabs, during the period of the Mongol conquests, when the highway
through Central Asia was open. From Cathay the abacus was introduced in
Corea and Japan. The su-jxin or numeral frame is of various sizes, from the
tiny pocket-piece to that for the shop-counter, which may be a foot or two in
length.
A hollow box is divided parallel to its length at about three-fourths

The top of this bar is
of its width by a cross partition from end to end.
usually faced with bone or ivory, on which the Chinese characters signifying
Above the central
1,000, 100, 10, units, and decimal places are marked.
dividing-bar are from fifteen to twenty-five sticks pinned through at right
angles to the frame, on which slide beads, balls, or rounded pieces of wood,
Each of these top balls count five, though usually only one
seed, or ivory.
of the

two

is

used.

Beneath are the same number of

bends, each counting one.
liis

pins,

The accountant picking up

on which

the

slide five

K>i-prin first,

runs

third finger along the top row of under balls, to get a clean slate for his
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He

clicking

them

An

then pushes up as

many of
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the balls as are needed for the

moment,

against the cross-bar as fast as one strikes the keys of a piano.

man

handles the balls so
seems to delight his ear.

they seem to fly, while the
is then read off.
In using
the sti-pan a certain amount of ment.al arithmetic is very necessary.
The
multiplication-table, up to nine times nine, must be known
and for higher
operations tables sjjecially made for the su-paa process are learned.
Witli
this instrument the skilled Corean can add, subtract, multiply, and divide,
work fractions and decimals, and extract the square and cube roots. In addition, only two quantities can he added up at a time
after the first sum is
known others may be added in succession as fast as the last result is read off.
In places where the sum of two integers exceeds ten, a subtraction process is
used and so in performing operations in multiplication, division is, or may
be, often performed.
Thus, the use of the four fundamental rules of arithexpert

rattling noise

fast that

Tlie result

;

;

;

metic does not proceed in simple logical order, as with

us.
It is, however,
by special tables easily used, and in spite of its aj^parent complexity, a nimble-fingered Corean will work out problems in money-changing
and the four rules more rapidly than an expert using the Arabic numerals
with pen and pencil.

greatly assisted

CARTOGRAPHY.
Until the middle of the seventeenth century, Corea was believed by Europeans to be an island. In a map of the travels of William of Rubruk (Guillaume Rubruquis), who made a journey to the Mongol court in 1248, Corea
appears as an island northwest of Japan.
A map of the Chinese empire,

brought to England in 1588, expresses the same idea, " Chau-sin " (Chobeing surrounded by water.
On the charts of the world made by
Mercator, Ortelius, and Sanson, and on Abbeville's map, Utrecht, 1G81,
" Corey " is likewise represented as an island. In the Dutch bibles of the
seventeenth century, containing maps of the world, "Coria" is still insular,
but Quelpart appears. In 1707 the great map of the Chinese empire, based
upon the surveys made by the Jesuit missionaries in Peking, was made under
the Emperor Kang-hi's patronage.
This work, " of which the glory is due
sen)

chiefly to French mathematicians," contained a detailed map of Corea, which,
though inexact on the coasts, locates many of the chief cities with astonishing
accuracy.
It was copied from a map kept in the palace at Seoul, and brought
to Peking by an ambassador of the famous Manchiu Emperor, especially for

the use of the imperial cartographers.
After the appearance of the Jesuits'
map in Europe, the peninsular character of the country was shown on ordinary
maps, and the former errors corrected but the names of provinces, cities, and
;

towns were spelled according to the Peking pronunciation of the Chinese characters used to express them, and not according to the Corean pronunciation.
Other maps of Corea are found in the works of Titsingh, Siebold, and D'Anville, and one in Klaproth's "San Kokf Tsou Ran To Setsu," which is the reproduction of a rude Japanese sketch. So far as known, the first map of
Cho-sen made by a native Corean, with the geographical names transliterated
according to the native pronunciation, was that made by Andrew Kim, which
is

now

in the geographical cabinet of the Imperial Library in Paris.

duced copy of

this

map was

published in the

Bidletiii de Socieie

A

re-

Qeographiqne,
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in 184n,

and from

this,

whieli acconipaiiies

liis

with the aid of French charts, Dallet made the

map

History of the Church in Corea, publislied in 1874.

A native maji, captured by the French at Kang-wa, in lSGi5, lias also been translated by Messrs. Ridel, Feron, and Calais, and puljlished in the Bulletin de
It was found that in the
Soeiete Gcixjvdphique on a scale of 8 x 5 inclies.
original chart tlie latitude of places was accurately calculated, but the errors
numerous. Ihe Bulletin for February, 18GT, contains a map

in longitude were

mouth of the Han River. In the Corean-French dictionary by Ridel,
Yokohama, 1881, is a finely executed map of "Tyo-sien," 12x18 inche.s,
which is very full and clear, and is the best French map of Cho-sen. A chart
of the

of tlie Corean archipelago, corrected in 1874, has been issued by the French
Marine Depot in Paris, in one sheet. British charts of various portions of the
but except in the vicinity of Fusan, Gensan, the
coast are also available
mouth of the Han River, and a few such well-known localities, the coast has
bsen slightly surveyed. The charts of the British Admiralty, and of Mr.
John Imray, of London, are every year increasing in number and value.
In addition to the German atlases of Steiler and others, there is in Petermann's Mittheilungen, 1871, No. 1, Carte No. 19, a map of Cho-sen, and in
Prof. J. J. Rein's Japan, vol. i., "Natur und Yolk des Mikadoreiches," a
sketch of the peninsula, showing the ancient division into three kingdoms.
;

The Japanese have thus far produced the best cartograj.hic apparatus for
In addition
the study of the marine and inland geography of the peninsula.
to some good monographs on the physical and descriptive geography of Cho-sen,
which have been recently published, most of the Japanese works mentioned
in the Bibliography contain

maps which, though worthless

in mathematical

Within the last
accuracy, are valuable for the study of historic topography.
decade maps of Cho-sen have been constructed according to the principles of
.sidereal science by the Departments of War and Education in Tokio, and a
valuable series of charts and sketches have been issued by the Hydrographic
Skilled mathematicians working with abunOffice of the Naval Department.
dant data from Corean and Japanese books, manuscripts, notes, and maps, with
assistance derived from European surveys, and, above all, aided by Corean
scholars, notably Kin Rinshio, have produced an excellent map of Cho-sen,

50 X 40 inches, which has pleased and surprised the natives by its accuracy
and fulness. A school-map of China, Corea, and Japan, on the Mercator projection, published by the Department of Education (size 52 x 34 inches), and
the series of charts of points on the coast surveyed by Japanese men-of-war,
have been before us in the preparation of this work. We have had also a
small Corean map, but have been unable to procure one of native manufacture

which we have heard. In addition to the material found
Manchuria and the Russian posscs.sions, there is
a good map of Shing-king, in Pcherzer's "Journal d'une Mission in Cor'e,"
and in William.son's "Travels in North China," and of Russian Asia in HoIn the large
worth's " History of the Mongols," the latter by Ravenstein.
maps made expressly for this work, the writer has not thought it wise to encumber the surface with too many names and only those have been added which
Only a few of the foreign names
are familiar or famous, or likely to be so.
have been set down, as many of these are \inknown to the Coreans, and are but

in eiitht sheets, of

in tlie atlases for the study of

;

of partial recognition

among

foreigners.

See also the Bibliography.
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